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Sir T. Munro’s Minute of the 25th June 1822, proposing that 
information should be called for regarding the existing state of 
Native Education; Remarks of the Court of Directors on the 
Gk>vernor’s Minute ; Returns of the Collectors ; Mr. A. D. 
Camj^bell’s Report on the Native schools in the Bellary District; 
Applicability of the above to the present state of things ; Sir 
Thomas Munro’s scheme for the establishment of Collectorate 
and TahsildSttee Schools ; Appointment of a Committee of Pub
lic Instruction, directions given to the Committee ; Organization 
of the Central School at the College ; Class of Collectorate 
Students formed ; Course of Instruction laid down ; Tahsildareo 
Schools established in the Provinces and at the Presidency ; 
Instructions of the Committee to the Authorities in the Pro
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Despatch of the Court of Directors under date the 11th April 
1828 ; Necessity for an efficient system of supervision over the 
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petency of the TeacJiers ; their inferiority to the common Vil
lage School-masters ; Reports of the Collectors on the state of 
the Schools ; Report of the Principal Collector of Tanjore ;
Report of the Collector of Trichinopoly ; 111 success of the 
measures taken for the establishment of Collectorate Schools ; 
Injudicious selection of Candidates for the Masterships in these 
Schools ; Small progress made by them in the Central School... 10

CHAPTER in.
General Department of the Central School; Superiority of the 

General Students to the Stipendiary Students; Course of In
struction altogether elementary ; Despatch of the Court of 
Directoi’s under date the 29th December 1830 ; Principle laid 
down that the operations of the Government in the Educational 
Department should be directed to the instruction of the higher 
classes in European Literature and Science, combined with in
struction in the vernacular languages ; Difficulties anticipated 
by the Board of Public Instruction in raising the standard ; 
Establishment of Model Schools at the Presidency suggested by
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the Government ; Scheme proposed by the Board under date 
the 6th December 1834, for the establishment of an improved 
system of Public Instruction ; involving the re-organization of 
the Central School and its restriction to the purpose of training 
Teachers, the establishment of a separate Englisli School and of 
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foundation of an English College at Madras, and in providing 
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and re-organization of the former under the designation of the 
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Schools not intended; Lord Auckland’s Minute of the 24th No
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The earliest measures of the Madras Government, in the Depart
ment of Public Instruction, originated in a Minute recorded by Sir 
Thomas Munro on the 25th June 1822,* in which he suggested as an 
object of interest and importance that the best information should be 
obtained of the actual state of education throughout the country, by 
calling upon the several Collectors to furnish lists of the schools in 
which reading and writing were taught in their respective Districts, 
showing the number of scholars in each and the caste to which they 
belonged, the names of the books generally read, the time the scholars 
usually continued under instruction, the monthly or yearly payments 
made by them, whether any of the schools were endowed by the public

* Appendix A.
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and If so tlie nature of the fund. He does not appear to have contemplated 
any extensive measures, nor indeed any alterations in the system of in
struction then in force; and his Minute concludes with the remark that 
it was not his intention to recommend any, interference whatever in the 
native schools, that every thing of this kind ought to be carefully avoid
ed and the people left to manage their schools in their own way. “  All 
“  we ought to do,” he said, “ is to facilitate the operation o f those schools by 

restoring any funds that may have been diverted from them and perhaps 
“  granting additional ones when it may appear advisable.” This prin
ciple of leaving every thing to the  ̂people, to which may in a great 
measure be attributed the failure of the original arrangements, attracted 
the immediate attention of the Court of Directors,* who, while giving cre
dit to Sir Thomas Munro for having originated the enquiry, observed that 

it was proper to caution the Collectors against exciting any fear in the 
people that their freedom of choice in matters of education would be 
interfered with,” but that “  it would be equally wrong to fortify them 
in the absurd opinion that their own rude institutions of education 
were so perfect as not to admit of improvement.”

Upwards of two years elapsed before the reports of the Collectors 
were received. The lists submitted by them’ exhibited an aggregate of 
12,498 schools containingl88,650 scholars,of whoml 84,110 were males and 
4,540 females. From these figures Sir Thomas Munro calculatedf that 
the number of boys taught amounted to ;̂ th or including boys receiving 
instruction at home to nearly |̂ d of the number of teachable youths— the 
entire population being estimated at 128,50,941 and the male part of it 
at one half, or 6,42,5000, one ninth of whom, or 7,13,888, might be sup
posed to be of a teachable age.

The returns showed that the schools then existing were for the most 
part supported hy the payments of the people who sent their children to 
them for instruction; the rate of payment for each scholar varying in 
different Districts and according to the different circumstances of the 
parents of the pupils from one anna to four rupees per mensem; the ordi
nary rate among the poorer classes being generally about four annas and 
seldom exceeding half a rupee.

The report of the collector of BellaryJ Mr. A. D. Campbell was 
the only one which gave any information as to the nature of the instruc-

* Letter to Madi’as 18th May 1825, A])penclix B.
Minute lOtli March 1826, Ajjpcmlix C.
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tion given. It. appears from this report that all the books in use in theJ 
Telugu and Canarese schools, which were the most numerous in that 
District, were in verse and in a dialect quite distinct from that of 
conversation and of business. “  The alphabets,” says Mr. Camp
bell, of the two dialects arc the same, and he who reads one* can read, 
“ but not understand the other also. The natives therefore read these 
“ (to them unintelligible) books to acquire the power of reading letters 
“  in the common dialects of business; but the poetical is quite different 
“ from the prose dialect which they speak and write, and though they 

read these books, it is to the pronunciation of the syllables, not the mean- 
“  ing or construction of the words, that they attend. Indeed few 
“  teachers can explain, and still fewer scholars understand the purport of 
“  the numerous books they thus learn to repeat from memory. Every 
“ school boy can repeat verbatim a vast number of verses, of the 
" meaning of which he knows no more than the pai’rot which has been 
“ taught to utter certain words. Accordingly from studies in which he 
“  has spent many a day of laborious, but fruitless toil, the native 
“  scholar gains no improvement, except the exercise of memory and the 
“  power to read and write on the common business of life. He makes 
“  no addition to his stock of useful knowledge and acquires no moral 
“  impressions. He has spent his youth in reading syllables, not words, 
“  and on entering into life he meets with hundreds and thousands of 
“ words, of the meaning of which he cannot form even the most distant 
“ conjecture; and as to the declension of a noun or the conjugation of 
“  a verb he knows no more than of the most abstruse problem in Eu- 
“ did.”

The foregoing picture, it is to be feared, is still applicable to the 
quality of the instruction imparted in a large proportion of the present 
native schools, and from the followino; extract from a letter from the 
Collector of North Arcot under date the 13th August 1853, it would 
seem that but little improvement has taken place during the thirty years 
which have passed since Mr. Campbell wrote.

Mr. Brett writes as follows of the nature of the instruction im
parted in most of the schools in the District of North Arcot. “  In the 

common village schools the place at which instruction is given is 
“  generally a verandah belonging to the Head man or to some o f the 

most influential inhabitants of the village. The teachers are generally 
indigent Bi'ahinins. They are selected usually on account of some
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“  personal iiifluence, without reference .to qualifications, and are for the 
“  most part very incompetent. The class books are usually poetical 
“  works, the study of which seldom or never extends beyond the mere 
“  repeating of the verses. In addition to this the children are taught 
“  a little arithmetic and are instructed in writing, generally on cadjans, 

but education is never carried beyond these points. After remaining 
in the school for seven or eight years the boys have learnt no more 
than to read and write in an imperfect manner and perhaps have 
acquired the first rudiments of arithmetic. Nothing is done towards 

“  improving the minds of the boys, nor are the present teachers capable 
“  of attempting instruction of this kind. The children of the public 
“  servants may be better instructed in reading and writing by means 
“  of private tuition, but in point of intellect these children are gene- 
“  rally no better than the children of the rest of the people.”

Sir Thomas Munro attributed the low state of education, as shewn 
by the Collectors’ returns, to the absence of any sufficient encourage
ment, in consequence of there being but little demand for it, and to the 
poverty of the people. These difficulties,” he observed, “  might be gra- 

dually surmounted. The hindrance which is given to education by 
the poverty of the people may in a great degree be removed by the 

“  endowment of schools throughout the country by Government, and 
“  the want of encouragement will be remedied by good education being 
“  rendered more easy and general and by the preference which will 
“  naturally be given to well educated men in all the Public Offices.”

As however no progress could be made without a body of better 
instructed teachers than those at the time available, he proposed that a 
school should be established at the Presidency for the purpose o f edu
cating teachers for employment in the Government schools, of which 
he suggested that two principal schools should be founded in each Col- 
lectorate, one for Hindoos and the other for Mahomedans, and eventually 
an inferior school in each Tahsildarree. The Masters of the CoUecto- 
rate schools were to receive a salary of Rupees fifteen per mensem, and 
those of Tahsildarree schools Rupees nine per mensem, with liberty to 
add to their income by the fees of the Scholars.

The number of Tahsildarrees being calculated at about fifteen on 
an average to each Collectorate, the scheme provided for the eventual es
tablishment of forty Collectorate and three hundred Tahsildarry schools



involving an annual expenditure o f about Rupees 45,600.* To meet 
this expenditure it was proposed that an application should be made to 
the Court of Directors for an annual grant of Rupees 50,000 to be appli
ed to educational purposes; Sir T. Munro observing that “  whatever 
“  expense Government may incur in the education of the people would be 
“  amply repaid by the improvement of the country; for the general diffu- 
‘ sion of knowledge is inseparably followed by more orderly habits by in- 

creasing industry by a taste for the comforts of life, by exertion to acquire 
“  them and by the growing prosperity of the people.” He had evidently 
become alive to the necessity of more active measures than he had origi
nally anticipated, and of not restricting the operations of the Government 
to the mere restoration of such endowments as had been alienated, or the 
grant of additional ones, where they might be required.

Sir T. Munro’s proposal having been concurred in by the other 
Members of the Government, a Committee of Public Instruction was ap
pointed, consisting of one of the Civil Members of Council as President 
and three Gentlemen of the Civil Service as Members, with a Medical 
Officer as their Secretary, who were informed that the object of their ap
pointment was “  the general improvement of the education of the people 
“  in the territories subject to this Presidency,” and were directed to inform 
themselves fully of the actual state of education, to consider the best 
means of improving it and to report to the Government from time to time 
the results of their enquiries and deliberations. It was at the same time 
intimated to them that their labors were not to be confined to the consi
deration and suggestion of the means by A^ich the important interests 
connected with public instruction might be most effectually promoted, but 
that it was also intended to commit to them the duty of directing and 
superintending the conduct of the measures which it might be deemed 
proper to adopt. The Committee, which was shortly afterwards amal
gamated with tlie College Board, at once proceeded to organize a School 
for teachers, for which accommodation was provided in the building used 
by the College Board for the examinations o f the Junior Civil Servants 
and for other purposes. An English Head Master was retained on

* School for teachers,..................................Rupees 500 per mensem.
Collectorate Schools, 40 at Rs. 15....... „ 600
300 Tahsildarry scliools at Ks. 0.......  „ 2,700

3,800
12

45,600
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fi salary of Rupees 300 a montii, and an arrangement Avas made 
by which the services of the Head Masters in the Oriental and 
Vernacular languages employed under the College Board were ren
dered available to the Committee at] a trifling cost. Having made 
their arrangements for organizing the teaching department, the next 
step taken by the Committee was to^procure forty students to be trained 
at the Central School as teachers for the projected Collectorate schools. 
It was considered desirable that the candidates for these situations should 
be procured from the Districts in which they were intended to serve, 
and the Committee accordingly entered into communication with the 
principal Civil Authorities in the Provinces and requested them to select 
two youths from each District, one Hindoo and one Mahomedan,and to send 
them to the Central School to be prepared for the situation of Collecto
rate teacher. To each of these students during the period of their 
studentship a stipend was assigned of Rupees fifteen per mensem, being 
the full amount of salary they were eventually to receive as Teachers; the 
Committee being of opinion that this sum was the lowest, which with 
reference to the expense of repairing to the Presidency and the increased 
cost of living there would induce respectable Natives to join the Insti
tution. In regard to the selection of candidates it was suggested that 
the persons to be chosen should be respectably connected, about the age 
of eighteen years, and distinguished for good natural talents. In the 
case of Hindoo candidates a preference was to be given to Brahmins.

The course of instruction to be pursued by the Collectorate stu
dents was laid down as follows. For the Hindoos the vernacular lan
guage of the province to which each belonged, to be taught on gram
matical principles. For the Mahomedans, Hindoostani, Persian and 
Arabic; provision being made for the instruction of all in the English 
language and in the elements of the European Literature and Science.

In the plan proposed by Sir T. Munro it had not been contem
plated that any schools, either Collectorate or Tahsildarree, should be 
set on foot, until competent teachers should have been provided for them 
at the Central school. What the original intentions of the Committee 
were on this point does not very clearly appear. In the first’ report 
addressed by them to Government they stated their intention of defer
ring the adoption of any immediate steps respecting the Tahsildarry 
Schools until the result of the arrangement made by them for training
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ap a set of Cullectorate Teachers sliouki have Leeii ascertaineil, but 
suggested that some of the studeiuts in the Law classes of the College 
might, while waiting for a vacancy/ in the situation of Law Officer, be 
usefully employed as Tahsildarree Teachers in some of the principal 
towns in the Provinces; and this arrangement was shortly afterwards 
carried out, and was speedily followed by the establishment of other 
scliools of a similar description at the rate of about three to each dis
trict; the Committee being of opinion that to delay the establishment 
of these schools until the class o f  Collectorate Teachers had been 
“ formed, would be to withold from the people many of the advan- 
“ tages contemplated by Governme;nt,” and that although “  it might not 

be expedient to establish the fuHl number until the superior class of 
“ teachers who were to superintemd the whole had been formed a few 
“ teachers might with great advantage be employed.”

It would seem from the abovce that the Committee had not enter
tained the plan of training teachers at the Presidency for the Tahsil- 
Jarree Schools, but that they looked entirely^ to the superintendence of 
the future Collectorate Teachers as; the means of introducing the neces
sary improvements into the inferior schools. The teachers in the latter 
schools were to be chosen in a manner calculated to give the people cen- 
“ fidence in the nature, and an interest in the objects, of the institution,” 
and with this view they were “  to be selected from among the best 
“ qualified to be found in the town in which their schools were to be 
“ founded, to teach upon grammati<cal rules the vernacular language and 
“ arithmetic.” In the event of persons fully qualified not being procur
able it was provided that those at first selected should be required to 
qualify themselves, and that in default of doing so within a moderate 
period they should be replaced by others, as soon as persons perfectly 
competent might be found.

How in the absence of any means of training, the necessary quali
fications were to be attained, and a set of untrained and ill instructed 
teachers were to be converted into competent teachers, does not seem to 
have entered into the consideration of the Committee.

In all their communications both to the Government and to the 
Provincial Authorities, the Committee laid great stress upon the neces
sity of securing the sympathy and co-operation of the people. “  What- 
“ soever system might be formed to facilitate the education and mental 
 ̂ improvement of the population, success in its oueration must,” they



observed, in a 'great measure depend, as mucb on a coincidence of 
feeling on the part of the people, as on the munificence of the Govern- 

“  ment itself;” and with reference to the arrangements to be adopted, they 
urged that it should be invariably kept in mind, that no measures could 
be pursued, whatever other advantages they might offer, which were 
“  at variance with the customs and prejudices of the people.” “  Such ob- 
“  stacles,” they remarked, must be carefully avoided. Every measure 
“  must as much as possible be divested of the odium of innovation, and 

be such as to induce the people to go along with the Government in 
“  its undertaking.”

With this view of securing the co-operation of the people the 
selection of the masters was left to the principal inhabitants of the 
towns ;—a measure which resulted in the appointment of a number of 
very incompetent persons, inferior to the generality of the village school 
masters, and who had nothing to recommend them but their influence 
with those to whom the election was entrusted, and their Inability to 
provide for themselves in any other way.

The salary of the Tahsildarree Teachers was fixed at nine Rupees a 
month,—the amount originally proposed by Sir T. Munro; and on the 
ground that the object was to give the Inhabitants a good education and to 
“  enable them to get it cheaper than they formerly did,” the teachers were 
restricted from receiving from their scholars any fixed payments beyond 
“  the usual voluntary fees and presents,” and were directed to afford 
gratuitous instruction to such as might be considered to require this 
indulgence; the decision of this point being left with those members of 
the village communities who were selected to superintend the schools. 
There are no returns on record of the amount of fees paid, but from the 
reports of the Collectors there Is reason to suppose that the payments 
received by the masters in addition to their salaries Avere trifling ; the 
schools, which were open to all classes, being principally resorted to by 
the poorer orders of the community. The policy of entrusting the schools 
principally to native superintendence was based on the theory of inspiring 
the principal inhabitants with a sense of personal importance and so 
inducing them to take a personal Interest Jn the success of the insti
tution under their charge.

In addition to the Tahslldarry Schools in the Provinces, of which 
sixty-one were eventually established, nine schools under a similar designa
tion were organized in the town and suburbs of Madras, under teachers
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trained for the purpose in the Central School. These schools were sub
jected to the monthly inspection of the Native Head Masters at the 
College, and they appear to have been attended with very tolerable 
success. In them, as in the Tahsildarree schools in the provinces, the 
instruction imparted was entirely Vernacular, the study of English being 
reserved for the central Collectorate schools.
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While the foregoing arrangements were in progress, a despatch* was 
received from the Court of Directors, in which they expressed their 
approval of the measures adopted by the Government on Sir T. Munro’s 
suggestion and sanctioned the appropriation of the annual sum of Rs.
50,000 for educational purposes. The Court appear to have been fully 
alive to the necessity of improving the qualifications of the teachers to 
be appointed to the projected schools, and of a more vigilant and efficient 
supervision of the schools, when brought into operation, than could be 
expected from the Natives themselves.

“  It is to be expected,” observed the Honorable Court, “  that in 
the first instance there will be great difficulty in obtaining properly 
qualified teachers. When once the system is fairly set on foot it 

‘ ‘ will raise up teachers for itself. In order to provide masters for the 
“  commencement you propose to establish a school at the Presidency 
“  for that purpose expressly. Tliis was clearly your wisest course; but 
“  it is obvious that the success o f the whole plan depends in a great 

degree upon the qualifications which you may succeed in imparting to 
“  those who are educated at this institution.”

* Despatch of the Court of Directors— 16th Ai^ril 1828, Appendix F.



“  The most difficult part of yoair task for a long time Avlll be the 
business of superintendence. For, although the dependence of a 

“  great part of the teacher’s reward upon the fees of his pupils, 
“  is, in general, a strong incentivee to tlie diligent performance of his 
“  duty, so few of the natives are ats yet qualified, especially in the dis- 
“  tant Collectorates, to form a coirrect estimate of the quality of the 
“  instruction which their children Avill receive, that we cannot doubt 
“  the necessity of a vigilant super'vision on the part of better judges 
“  than themselves. A  general supcerintendence may be exercised at all 
“  times by the Collectors; but periiodical examinations, conducted either 
“ by the local officers or by persons sent from the Presidency, would be 
‘ ‘ the most effectual means of compielling the masters to do their duty, 

and of encouraging the pupils by opportunities of distinguishing 
themselves and of attracting the notice of Government. You will 

“  thus too be enabled to know nnore effectually than by any other 
“  means, where the fittest instruments for your future plans of education, 

and the individuals best qualified to fill public situations, are to be 
found. And not only will you know this yourselves, but what per- 
haps is almost of equal importance, the natives will be aware that you 
know it, and that you give the preference for all public purposes to 

“ the best instructed.”

The results of neglecting the precautions, urged in the foregoing 
despatch, were not long in manifestting themselves. As early as 1832, 
the small number of scholars attending the Tahsildarree schools had at
tracted the attention of the Board o f  Public Instruction, and the neces
sity of enforcing a more efficient system of supervision, which at the 
outset appears to have been entirely overlooked by them, Avas fully 
admitted. It appears from a set of returns, submitted by the seve
ral Collectors in the year in question, that the total number »of 
scholars in 67 Tahsildarree schools, then in operation, was but 2,272 
or an average of 33 scholars to each school, 90 being the largest 
number, and 7 the smallest, in any one school. In reference to this 
state of things, the Board remar ked, that “  where the advantages of 

a free school are slighted by the lower classes amongst a people 
who are acquainted w'ith the value of education, there must ne- 
cessarily be something defective in the system of education. Either 
the teacher is not duly qualified for the office, or he is careless in the 

“  discharge of the duty belonging to it. Much of the inefficiency of
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“  these schools, however, the Board must consider attributable to the 
“  want of interest, which it is reasonable to presume from these reports, 

the generality of the Collectors themselves have hitherto felt in the Avel- 
“  fare of these institutions; for it can hardly be expected that teachers 
“  who are paid by Government, whether they are attentive to their duties 
“  or not, will shew much zeal in the cause; and when they see also the 

local authorities indifferent to the progress of the scholars under their 
“  tuition. Indeed without regular supervision, the Board are o f  opinion 

that the Government schools must inevitably languish, as the master liim- 
“  self generally becomes careless, and the scholars, from want of due en- 
“  couragement, lose all emulation or desire of improving themselves, and 

quit the school on the first inducement that is held out to them to fol- 
“  low some more certain means of providing for themselves.” The Board 
accordingly suggested that the Collectors should be impressed witli the 
importance that attaches to their own immediate supervision of the schools 
established in their Collectorates, and that they and their subordinates, 
while on circuit, should hold an examination in the course of each year, 
o f the different schools established in their respective divisions of the 
district, and distribute small prizes among the most deserving scholars. 
They also recommended that rules should be framed for the guidance of 
the teachers and that they should be required to furnish the Collector 
half-yearly with returns of the number and progress of their scholars. 
In accordance with these suggestions a resolution was shortly afterwards 
published by Government in the Official Gazette, calling the attention of 
the Collectors to the duty of exercising a more effectual supervision over 
the schools in their several Collectorates. How far these injunctions 
were attended to, it is not easy to ascertain, but when it is considered, 
how much of a Collector’s time is taken up by the other, and more press
ing, avocations of his office, it may be presumed that in most districts but 
little improvement was effected by the Government resolution in the 
degree of supervision exercised over the Mofussil schools.

Another cause, however, existed, which was perfectly sufficient to 
neutralize any advantages that might have been gained by an improved sys
tem of supervision. The teachers as a body, were utterly incompetent, and 
inferior, in most instances, to those to be found in the schools entirely sup
ported hy native funds,— and we accordingly learn from a report ad
dressed to Government hy tbe Board of Public Instruction under date 
the 6th December 1834, that that Board had at length become sensible of
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the grievous error originally oomiiiitted by them in relying upon imtive 
selection for providing masters for the inferior Government schools, 
instead of deferring their establislinient until competent masters had 
been trained.

In this report the Board accounit for the failure of the schools in 
the following terms.

“  In the south of India the nativ es are peculiarly prone to draw the 
most unfounded conclusions from any novel measures adopted by their 

“  rulers, especially when they are connected, even remotely, with their 
own established customs. The introduction of Tahsildaree schools into 

“  the provinces, by leaving at first the selection of the masters exclu- 
“  sively in the hands of the people themselves, was intended to prevent 
“  the alarm at innovation, Avhich th(e interference of Government with 
“  public instruction might otherwise Ihave created, and by thus inducing 
“  the people to draw with the Boand in laying the foundation for the 
“  improved education of the natives., it has answered the end in view. 
“  But little other good Avas expected, or has resulted, from that portion 
“  of the Tahsildaree schools, which ŵ as introduced thus prematurely into 
“  the provinces, before a proper class off teachers for them had been formed.”

“  From the very mode in which these teachers have been selected, 
“  it is impossible that they should have been superior to the masters of 

the common schools, supported by the voluntary contributions of the 
people; for personal or local influence would necessarily often supersede 

“  individual qualifications or merit under such a mode of election, and 
the reports of the Collectors accordingly (especially of those who have 

“  given most attention to the subjject) treat them as inferior on the 
“  whole to the common village school-masters. They are also, in general, 
“  ignorant of any improved system 0)f tuition, following the usual native 

plan. But this Board having directed that the schools should be open 
“  to all classes promiscuously, the higher orders in society have evinced 

a natural repugnance to send their children to them; though if the 
teachers were of a superior order, it is likely their repugnance would 

“  be overcome, except probably as regards pariahs. The reports of the 
“  Collectors, as to details, vary with the individual interest each has taken 

in the subject, but it is obvious tJhat any popularity the Tahsildarree 
“  schools in the interior have occasionally acquired, may be ascribed 
“  to the gratuitous education they aftbrd to the poorer classes of the 

people.”
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The advantages held out by the schools to the poorer classes of the 
commimity, who, previous to their establishment, had been without the 
means of obtaining for their children any species of instruction, were 
dwelt on by several of the Collectors; but on this point the opinions 
were by no means unanimous, and the Principal Collector of Tanjore, 
whose views aj)pear to have been adopted by the Board, stated dis
tinctly, that bad as the instruction was, it was an error to suppose that 
it was given to those wRo w'ould .otherwise have none, for he did “  not 
“  believe that the schools were attended by a single individual, whose 
“  parents would not pay for his education elsewhere, were they abolished 
“  to-morrow.”

This officer considered the Government schools to be some degrees 
worse than the common village schools, from which they differed in no 
respect, except that the master was more careless, from his independence 
of the scholars, whose parents were content they should get a worse 
education at a cheaper rate than the sons of their neighbours. Mr. 
Kindersley attached but little value to any prospects of improvement 
that were likely to result from a more efficient supervision on the part 
of the Revenue Authorities. He considered, that if a national system 
of instruction were established and strictly enforced by the constant 
supervision of a competent person, with authority to punish and reward 
the school-masters, according to the progress made by the scholars, the 
occasional visit of a Collector or other European functionary would have 
a useful effect, but that it was impossible for a Collector to devote a 
sufficient portion of his time to the establishment, or enforcement, o f  such 
a system, and that under existing circumstances his visits “  did nothing 
“  more than lend the sanction of his patronage to the worst schools in 
“  the district.” Mr. Kindersley’s opinion of the Tahsildarree schools 
was fully supported by the Collector o f  the adjoining district.

Mr. Blair Avrote :—
“  With regard to the success that has attended the establishment 

of these schools, I am of opinion that the benefit arising from them 
has hitherto been small;— scarcely commensurate even with the inode- 
rate expense incurred. The numbers admitted into the schools, it will 
be observed, are not considerable; and from the information I have 
obtained, I am inclined to believe, that of those who have quitted 
them, there are few who have obtained a tolerably elementary educa- 
tion. The inefficient state of these establishments cannot be a matter

14



“  of surprise, when it is considered that no supervision of them is pro- 
vided for, and that the teachers are paid the same, whether the 
attendance at the schools be large or small, or whether the scholars 

“  make progress or not. Under such circumstances it would be 
contrary to all experience, I apprehend, to expect much zeal or 

“  diligence from the teachers in the discharge of their duty.”

“  The want of some regular and efficient superintendence of the 
“  Tahsildarree schools is, I think, the chief defect of the system; for, situated 

as they are in different parts of the district, it is quite out of the power of 
“  the Collector, however interested he may feel in the advancement of 
“  the object in view, to give that degree of personal attention to them, 
“  that would ensure the diligent discharge of their duty by the several 
“  teachers. There is scarcely a village in the district, of any size, which 

does not possess at least one school, and as the system of instruction 
“  pursued in the Government school is in no respect superior to that 
“  followed in the common village schools, no elementary or other educa- 
“  tional books having been supplied to them, the preference is now given 
“  to the village schools, by all who can afford to pay the trifling fee 

demanded by the teacher, from the fact of his being found more diligent 
“  in the instruction of his scholars than the Government paid teachers.”

The measures taken by the Board for the establislunent of the 
Collectorate Schools proved equally unsuccessful. The same cause which 
had led to the selection of the Tahsildarree teachers being left to the 
people themselves, had Induced the Board to leave the selection of the 
candidates for the office of Collectorate teacher to the several Collec
tors in the interior;— it being considered desirable, on the introduction 
of the new system, that the master of the chief school in each district 
should be a native of the district in which he was to teach, in order that 
his local connexions might the better enable him to combat local preju
dices. From the difficulty experienced in finding competent persons, 
willing to proceed to the Presidency, on the chance of being eventually ap
pointed to a laborious office, the pay of which was comparatively small, 
it had followed that the persons selected as candidates for the situation 
of Collectorate teacher were generally those who could obtain nothing 
“  else;— the refuse of the expectants on the Collector’s lists.” Many of 
them, the Board stated, on admission into the College, “  were ignorant 
“  even o f the character o f their own native tongue  ̂ few possessed any kind 

of natural talent, and the greater number of them had arrived at too
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“  advanced an age to commence the study of two foreign and difficult 
“  languages with any prospect of success. Upon joining the College 
“  they found their pay the same as it would be in the interior, after they 
“  might have qualified themselves as teachers, and as this circumstance 
“  too generally operated as a premium to idleness, their progress in study 
“  had been slow and unsatisfactory.”

The entire number of Collectorate students admitted into the 
College appears to have been 38, most of whom entered in the institu
tion in 1826.

In 1832 the Board reported that none of these students had attained 
the requisite qualifications, but recommended the employment of five of 
them, who, though not by any means fully qualified, had made more 
progress than their fellow students. Their attainments were thus 
described.

“  They can speak and read English with fluency, and translate into 
“  it from their own language, with correctness as to the meaning of the 
“  original, but their translations are not altogether free from grammatical 

err rs. In their vernacular languages, they have been reported fully 
qualified “  to become teachers.” “ Their progress in arithmetic is only 

“  sufficient to enable them to give instruction in the first rules of that 
“  science.”

The appointment of these five persons was sanctioned by Govern
ment, and in the course of the two following years nine others were ap
pointed, of whose qualifications no detailed information is to be found 
in College records. In only three instances do the reports of the

ctors make any mention of the progress of the scholars in the 
C ;-fccrate schools, or of the efficiency or otherwise of the teachers. Of 
th, e the Principal Collector of Tanjore, whose report on the Tahsil- 
dar c ’ ’^ools has been already noticed, states that ‘ ‘ the school-master 
“  'd to the Collectorate school in this district is entirely unfit

f:; ‘tuation, both in natural abilities and literary acquirements”
au.. .*,1 “ at least a score of persons might be found in this province, 
any of whom would fill it with much greater efficiency, who have never 
had a college education.

Of the Collectorate teacher at Trichinopoly, Mr. Blair reported, 
that he was “  but imperfectly acquainted with English when he left the 
“  Central School,” that “  his qualifications as a teacher did not extend
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beyond spelling and reading,” that he was “  unable himself to write 
the language either grammatically or idiomatically,” and that “  in 

every other useful branch of education,” he was “  utterly deficient.” 
The number of scholars attending the English school had seldom ex
ceeded eighteen or twenty, and at the time the Collector wrote was 
reduced to eight or ten.

The Collector of Vizagapatam reported favorably of the exertions 
of the Mahomedan teacher of the Mahomedan Collectorate school at 
that station, but entered into no particulars as to the progress of the 
scholars.

On the A vhole, h oA v ev er , it is clear that the class of Collectorate 
s tu d en ts  was a most signal failure, and when it is considered that y o u t h s  

of an advanced age were admitted into it as s t u d e n t s , ignorant even of 
the character of their own la n g u a g e ,  it c o u ld  scarcely have been ex
pected that the result would h a v e  been otherwise.
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C H A PTE R  III.

General Department o f  the Central School— Superiority o f  the General 
Stude?its to the Stipendiary Sttidents— Course o f instruction altogether 
elementary— Despatch o f  the Court o f  Directors under date the 29th 
December 1830— Principle laid doxon that the operations o f the Govern
ment in the Educational Department should be directed to the instruction 
o f the higher classes in European Literature and Science, combined 
tcith instruction in the Vernacular Languages— Difficulties anticipated by 
the Board o f  Public Instruction in raising the standard. Establishment 
o f Model Schools at the Presidency suggested by the Government—  
Scheme proposed by the Board under date the Qth December 1834 fo r  
the establishment o f an improved system o f public instruction ; involving the 
re-organization o f the Central School and its restriction to the purpose of' 
training teachers, the establishment o f  a separate English School and 
o f twenty Vernacidar Schools at the Presidency, the endowment o f a 
literary fund fo r  the preparation o f class books, the improvement of' 
the indigenous schools in the provinces by means o f Government inspection 
and encouragement and the abolition o f the existing Collectorate Schools—  
Similarity o f the scheme to that afterwards recommended by Mr. Adam 
in Bengal— Omission o f  any provision for  the instruction o f candidates 
for employment in the public service, in the higher branches o f  literature 
and science.

Besides the classes of Collectorate students and of candidates for 
the situation of College Moonshees, all of whom, as has been already 
stated, received stipends from Government during the period of their 
studentship, a considerable number of general students had been ad
mitted into the Central school at the College, to whom instruction was 
afforded gratuitously in English, as well as in the Oriental and Verna
cular languages taught in the College. All the reports show that the: 
progress of these general students was much greater than that of the; 
stipendiary candidates for the Collectorate teacherships. The greater 
number of the former are stated, previously to their admission, to have 
attained a considerable knowledge of the English language, and in the; 
Yernacular classes they were generally at the head of the list. The



instruction Imparted, ho^fever, in the English classes was quite of an 
elementary character, nor was the means available for extending it to 
the higher branches of literature or science ; the plan of the Cen
tral school, as it was originally constructed, having been entirely 
directed to the extension of elementary education, with which view the 
students who Avere to be trained in it as teachers, were only to be in
structed in the elementary acquirements which they were afterwards to 
teach in the Collectorate schools. The omission of any provision for 
education of a higher order early attracted the attention of the Honora
ble Court, and in a despatch* dated the 29th December 1830, referring to 
the success which had attended the introduction of the study of European 
literature and science in the educational institutions in Bengal, they 
directed that a similar course might be adopted in this Presidency. 
In this despatch, the Court laid down a principle which has had consi
derable influence on the progress of education throughout India, viz. 
that the operations of the Government shoidd be confined to the higher 
classes. “  The improvements in education,” they observed, which most 
“  effectually contribute to elevate the moral and intellectual condition of 

a people, are those which concern the education of the higher classes; 
“  of persons possessing leisure and influence over the minds of their 
“  countrymen. By raising the standard of instruction among these 
“  classes you would eventually produce a much greater and more bene- 
“  ficial change in the ideas and feelings of the community, than you can 
“  hope to produce by acting directly as the more numerous class.” They 
likewise expressed their anxious desire to have at their disposal a body 
of natives, qualified by their habits and acquirements to take a larger 
share and occupy higher situations in the civil administration of the 
country than had hitherto been the practice under the Indian Govern
ments ; and observing that the measures for native education, which had 
as yet been adopted or planned at this Presidency, had had no tendency 
to produce such persons, while measures which had been adopted by the 
Supreme Government “  for placing within the reach of the higher clas- 

ses of natives in the Presidency of Bengal instruction in the English 
language and in European literature and science had been attended 

“  with a degree of success, which, considering the short time during which 
they had been in operation, was in the highest degree satisfactory, and 

“  justified the most sanguine hopes with respect to the practicability of 
“  spreading useful knowledge among the natives of India, and diffusing
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among them the ideas and sentiments prevalent in civilized Europe,” 
they directed that the Madras Government would take into consideration 
the exjaediency of enlarging the plan of the Central school for the edu
cation of teachers and rendering it a seminary for the instruction of the 
natives generally in the higher branches of knowledge; and Avlth this 
view they suggested that an English teacher should be employed, com
petent not only to give instruction in the English language to such stu
dents as might be desirous of acquiring it, but likewise of assisting them 
in the acquirement of European science.

But while thus advocating the importance of imparting knowledge 
in the higher branches of literature and science through the medium of 
the English language, the Court of Directors were fully alive to the im
possibility of diffusing education through the masses of the people by any 
other medium than that of the vernacular languages; and accordingly on 
the same date on which they addressed the Madras Government on the 
necessity of extending their plans in the English department, we find 
them writing to the Bengal Government in the following terms: “  while 
“  wc thus approve and sanction the measures which you propose for 
“  diffusing a knowledge of the English language and the study of 
“  European science through its medium, we must at the same time put 

you on your guard against a disposition, of which we perceive some 
“  traces in the General Committee, and still more in the local Committee 
“  of Delhi, to underrate the importance of what may be done to spread 
“  useful knowledge among the natives through the medium of books and 

oral instruction in their own languages. That more complete education, 
Avhlch is to commence by a thorough study of the English language, 

“  can be placed within the reach of a very small proportion of the natives 
of India; but intelligent natives who have been thus educated, may, as 

“  teachers in College and Schools, or as the writers and translators o f 
“  useful books, contribute in an eminent degree to the more general 
“  extension among their countrymen of a poi’tion of the acquirements 
“  which they have themselves gained, and may communicate in some 
“  degree to the native literature and to the minds of the native commu- 
“  nity that improved spirit, which, it is to be hoped, they will themselves 

have Imbibed from the influence of European ideas and sentiments. 
You should cause it to be generally known, that every qualified native 
who will zealously devote himself to this task, will be held in high 
honor by you ; that every assistance and encouragement, pecuniary or
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otherwise, which the case may require, will be lllierally aftonied; and 
“  that no service which it is in the power of a native to render to the 

British Government, will be more highly acceptable.”
The Board of Public Instruction do not appear to have entered very 

cordially into the views of the Honorable Court for extending the course 
of instruction in European literature and science, and upwards of four 
years were allowed to pass over, before any definite proposition for carry
ing out this object was laid before Government; nor was this done, until 
the attention of the Government and of the Board had been again 
directed to the sul)ject by the Home Authorities. The Board would 
seem at finst to have contemplated serious hindrance to the adoption of 
measures for extending the course of education, from the difficulty of 
obtaining competent mastei’s, it being in their opinion essential “  to the 
“ success of any such measures, that the services of a class of men, not 
“ only well versed in European sciences, but possessing some acquain- 
“  tance with the language and chai-acter of the natives of this part of 

India, should be secured.” They also anticipated serious difHculties in 
the apathy of the native character and their imwillingness to pursue 
their studies after having attained such an amount of knowledge as might 
qualify them for public employment. It was at the same time adu\it- 
ted that the desire of learning English had become very prevalent among 
all classes of the community. No definite measures, however, were pro
posed, until after the receipt of a despatch* from the Court of Directors 
dated the 5th February 18.34, when the attention of the Board was again 
called to the subject, and tliey were directed to ascertain, whether com
petent masters could be obtained at Calcutta or elsewhere in India, or 
whether it w'ould be desirable that persons possessing the requisite at
tainments should be sent out from England. The Government proposed,! 
that when such teachers should have been procured, a large j)ortion of the 
funds assigned to native education should be applied to the establishment 
of model schools at the Presidency , which should be open to the inspec
tion of Collectors and Judges and other Provincial officers, as often 
S.S business or health might bring them to the Presidency, w'hen they 

might observe with convenience Avhat the interior of a public school 
ought to be, and when they might carry back with them such ideas 

*• of education as would set the business of it afloat throughout the 
country.”
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Upon the receipt of these orders the Board entered into a detailed 
review of the various institutions iinder their charge, the result o f 
which, so far as regards the Tahsildarree and Collectorate schools has 
been already stated, and is embodied in a report laid before Govern
ment on the 6th December 1834.

In this report, which is entered at length in the Appendix,* the 
Board submitted a detailed plan for the organization of an improved sys
tem of public instruction, the main portion of which may be briefly 
stated as follows.

1st. That the Central school at the Presidency should be remo
delled, and devoted to the instruction of candidates for the situation o f 
Collectorate teachers, 100 of whom were to be entertained, to be divided into 
three classes,— the first of which was to consist of 20 students, receiving 
stipends of 15 Rupees a month; the 2d of 40 students, receiving Kupees 
10 a month, and the 3d of 40 students, receiving Rupees? ;— the whole 
to be under the management of an English master, qualified to impart 
instruction in Mathematics, Astronomy, Natural Philosophy, History and 
European literature in general, and possessed of such experience in the 
practical tuition of these branches of learning as to act as a general 
superintendent of public instruction under the Board and to teach the 
natives an improved system. The Head Master was to receive a salary 
of 500 Rupees a month, and was to be aided by an assistant, also to be 
procured from England, on a salary of Rupees 250.

2d. That a separate English school should be established at the 
Presidency for the gratuitous instruction of general students, under an 
English master on a salary of Rupees 150 per mensem.

3d. That with the view of providing a class of superior vernacular 
teachers, the number of Tahsildarree schools at the Presidency should 
be Increased to 20, Avhich should be placed under the inspection of Visi
tors, consisting of the most respectable native inha,bitants of the neigh
bourhood and such Em'opean gentlemen as might be induced to join 
them, and that all the general students in the Central school, except 
those studying English, should be transferred to them.

4th. That with a view to the introduction of an unproved series 
of class books, a sum of Rupees 500 per mensem should be placed at 
the disposal of the Board, as a literary fund, for the purchase and pub
lication of school books both English and Vernacular.
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5tli. That the further extension of the Tahsildarree schools in the 
interior should be suspended, and that a Provincial Board to consist 
of the Collector and one or more other European gentlemen, with the 
principal natives at the Huzoor station, should be established in each 
district, for the purpose of superintending, with the aid of a native 
Visitor, the progress of the several schools in the district, whether 
maintained by private subscription or supported by Government; 
the object being to improve the efficiency of the indigenous schools, 
as Avell as of those endowed by Government, by supplying them 
with books and imparting to the school Masters improved methods of in
struction, by means of the district Visitors, as well as by holding periodi
cal examinations, at which rewards were to be given to the most profici
ent scholars. The several schools were to be under the immediate su
perintendence of village Visitors, to be selected by the Provincial Board 
in communication with the Tahsildars of the Talooks, who were to report 
from time to time through the district Visitors to the Provincial Board on 
the progress of the schools in their respective villages. The district Vi
sitor was to visit and examine periodically each school in the district, of 
wliatever description,and to report on them to the Provincial Board;— the 
interference to be exercised in the case of the indigenous schools being re
stricted to the examination of the scholars, conferring rewards on the most 
proficient, and communicating to the masters improved modes of tuition 
and furnishing them with school books, approved by the Board of Public 
Instruction, to be used at their option. In schools endowed or support
ed by Government, the control of the Provincial Board was to extend 
to the appointment and removal of the masters, and no books were to 
be used in those schools, except such as were approved of by the Central 
Board.

The annual expenditure involved in the foregoing plan was as 
follows:

Es.
One General Superintendent in charge of the Normal school at

Rupees 500 per mensem............................................................  6,000
One Deputy at Rupees 250 per mensem........................................ 3,000
20 Collectorate students at Rupees 15 per mensem....................... 3,600
40 Do. at Rupees 10.............................................................  4,800
40 Do. at do. 7............................................................  3,360
Difference when the salaries of the 100 teachers were raised to

Rupees 35..................................................................... .............  30,240
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]\rastev5 of the new English school at tlie Presidency.................... 1,800
Ijiteraiy Fund..................................................................................... 6,000
11 Additional Tsih-'lldarree schools..................................................... 1,188
20 District visitors at Rupees 50 per mensem...............................12,000
Medals..................................................................................................  1,000
Books....................................................................................................  1,000

73,988
Deduct Establishment to be abolished.

10 Paid Students.................................................................... ‘ 1,200
Existing Collectorate Establishment .................................. 6,480
Copyists.................................................................................... 1,050

----------  8,730

65,258
Existing Expenditure to be retained................................................ 24,920

90,178

The existing Talisildarree schools were apparently to be retained, 
and to be gradually improved, as far as might be [)ossible, by the aid of 
the district Visitors and by the appointment o f masters, trained in the 
Tahsildarree schools at the Presidency, as vacancies occui*red. The Col
lectorate teachers, who had been already placed in charge of schools, as 
well as the 22 Candidates, then in the Central school, were to be sub
jected to an examination, and only such as might be found qualified, 
were to be retained in the service of Government. It was probable 
therefore that most of these schools would be suspended, until qualified 
masters had been trained in tlie new Central Institution. The measures 
proposed for organizing a system’ of supervision and •^icoui-agement of 
the schools supported by the natives themselves are somewhat similar 
to those afterwards recommended by Mr. Adam in Bengal, and which 
have been lately introduced into the North West Provinces. The great 
defect of the plan appears jo have been the omission of any provision for 
the instruction of candidates for employment in the vajrious departments 
o f the public service, in the higher branches of European literature and 
science. This was, obviously, one of the main objects aimed at by the Court 
o f Directors; but it seems to have been in a great measure overlooked by 
the Board, for, with the exception of one elementary English school, 
the only provision made at the Presidency for instruction in that lan
guage was restricted to the training of teachers for the Collectorate
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schools; and as their acquirements were to be confined to a complete 
knowledge of English, (that is to say of the language), combined with 
the elements of European science, it was not to be expected that any 
deficiencies at the Presidency would be compensated by the superiority 
o f the Mofussil schools. At all events'^whatever was to be the cha
racter o f the instruction to be imparted to the Collectoratc students, 
it was only for them that any thing beyond the most elementary educa
tion waa designed.
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C H A PTE R  IV.
The scheme o f the Board o f  Public Instruction referred to the Government 

o f India for  the opinion o f the General Committee o f Public Instruction 
at Calcutta— Previous discussions'̂ ôn the sidtject o f Public Instruction in 
Bengal—Instruction given in the Government seminaries in that Presidency 
up to almost entirely oriental— Useful knowledge not imparted— DiJ- 
ference o f opinion in the General Committee— Mr. Macaulay's Minute—  
Lord William Bentick’s Resolution o f the 7th March 1835— Educational 
funds to be appropriated to the promotion o f European literature and 
science, without prejudice to existing oriential institutions when resorted 
to— Unfavorable opinion o f  the Calcutta Committee on the scheme o f  
the Madras Board— Expediency o f confining the Government expenditure 
to a few  seminaries o f  a high grade urged—Establishment o f one English 
College at Madras and o f the Provincial Colleges suggested by the Cal
cutta Committee at an annual expenditure o f  Rupees 90,000— This 
amount o f expenditure objected to by the Government o f  India— Concen
tration o f the available funds in the foundation o f an English College 
at Madras and in providing Masters for  schools at a few o f the principal 
stations in the Mofussil recommended by the Supreme Government—  
Abolition o f  the Tahsildarree and Collectorate schools— Separation o f  
the Board o f  Public Instruction from the College Board and re-organi
zation o f the former under the designation o f the Committee fo r  Native 
education— Reasons fo r  the measure— Neiv Committee instructed to devise 
measures fo r  the establishment oj a Normal school at Madras—Plan o f the 
Committee fo r  Native education.

The measures proposed by the Board were referred by the Gov-» 
ernment of Madras to the Government of Bengal for the opinion of 
the General Committee of Public Instruction in that Presidency. 
About the time the reference was made, a discussion of considerable 
importance had been going on in Bengal as to the medium through 
which instruction should be imparted in the Government colleges and 
schools. Previous to 1835 the course of instruction followed in the 
principal educational establishments, supported by the Bengal Govern
ment, had been almost entirely oriental. The languages taught were 
Sanscrit and Arabic, and to the cultivation of these languages, and of 
the knowledge to be acquired from them, the studies of the pupils



were almost entirely confined. The principle acted on was that of 
encouraging Native literature and science and engrafting on them 
such improvements and such an amount of useful knowledge as could 
be introduced consistently* with “  the necessity of consulting the feel- 
“  ings and conciliating the confidence of those, for whose advantage 
“  the measures of Government were designed.” The extent to which 
the introduction of useful knowledge was sacrificed to the principle 
of consulting native feelings may be judged of from the fact, that when 
Bishop Heber visited the Government College at Benares, he found 
a Professor teaching on Astronomy after the system of Ptolemy and 
Albunazar and the majority of the scholars engaged in the study of 
Sanscrit Grammar, and on enquiry was informed that it had fre
quently been proposed to introduce an English Mathematical class and 
to teach the Newtonian and Copernican system of Astronomy, but 
that the project had been abandoned, “  partly on the plea that it would 
“  draw the boys off from their Sanscrit studies, and partly lest it should 
"  interfere with the religious prejudices of the Professors.” The greater 
portion of the educational funds was devoted to the support of these 
Oriental Colleges, to the payment of stipends to the pupils who at
tended them, and to theipublication of works, both original and transla
tions, in the two languages taught in them. At last a difference of 
opinion arose among the members of the Committee of Public Instruc
tion as to the propriety of the system followed, and a reference was 
made to the Government on the subject, which led to a lengthenedf re
view of the question at issue by Mr. Macaulay, and resulted in the fol
lowing resolution being passed by Lord William Bentinck on the 7 th 
March 1835.

“  The Governor General of India in Council has attentively con- 
“  sidered the two letters from the Secretary to the Committee dated the 
“  21st and 22d January last and the papers referred to in them.”

“  His Lordship in Council is of opinion that the great object of the 
“  British Government ought to be the promotion of European literature 
“  and science among the natives of India, and that all the funds appro- 
“  priated for the purposes of education would be best employed on 
“  English education alone.”

“  But it is not the intention of his Lordship in Council to abolish 
any college or school of native learning, while the native population
* Report of the General Committee of Public Instruction— December 1831. f  Appendix M.
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“  shall appear to be inclined to avail themselves of the advantages which 
“  it affords; and his Lordship in Council directs that all the existing 

professors and students at all the institutions under the superintend- 
“  enee of the Committee shall continue to receive their stipends. But 
“  his Lordship in Council decidedly objects to the practice which has 
“  hitherto prevailed, of supporting the students during the period of their 
“  education. He conceives that the only effect of such a system can be 

to give artificial encouragement to branches of learning, which, in the 
“  natural course of things, would be superseded by more useful studies; 
“  and he directs that no stipend shall be given to any student who may 
“  hereafter enter at any of the institutions, and that when any professor 
“  of oriental learning shall vacate his situation, the Conmiittee shall 
“  report to the Government on the number and state of the class in 
“  order that the Government may be able to decide upon the expedi- 
“  ency of appointing a successor.”

“ It has come to the knowledge of the Governor General in Coun- 
cil that a large sum has been expended by the Committee in the 

“  printing of oriental works. His Lordship in Council directs that no 
“  portion of the funds shall hereafter be so employed.”

His Lordship in Council directs that all the funds, which these 
reforms will leave at the disposal of the Committee, be hence- 

“  forth employed in imparting to the native population a knowledge of 
“  English literature and science, through the medium of the English 
“  language; and his Lordship in Council requests the Committee to 
“  submit to Government, with all expedition, a plan for the accomplish- 

ment of this purpose.”
The terms of the foregoing resolution were interpreted by the 

Madras Government as prohibiting the use of the Vernacular languages, 
as media of instruction, in any of the Government schools; and in the 
orders subsequently issued, on the receipt of the reply from the Govern
ment of India to the reference which had been made to it regarding the 
propositions of the Board of Public Instruction, the principle of employ
ing all Government funds in English education, to the exclusion of 
Vernacular education, was distinctly laid down.

The Committee of Public Instruction at Calcutta disapproved gene
rally of the suggestions of the Madras Board, They observed that the 
TahsHdarree and Collectorate institutions appeared to be mere village
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elementary schools, varying only in this, that in the latter rndimental 
instruction in English was siiperadded to tuition in the Vernacular dia
lects and common arithmetic ;— a class of seminary with which the 
Committee had on its earliest institution decided not to interfere, having 
considered it more expedient to direct its small resources to the support 
of a few seminaries of a high grade, which, although they could only 
affoi’d facilities to a limited number of pupils, it was expected would 
be resorted to by persons of the most influential classes, and by the intro
duction of an improved system and of sounder knowledge would lead to 
the improvenient of the instruction imparted in the native schools. It 
had appeared to the Committee, that even if within their means, any 
attempt to meddle with existing village schools, or the institution of 
isimilar rival seminaries, would be injudicious, and that “ the effect migiit 
“  be viewed with jealousy and had a tendency to repress the humble, 

but voluntarily supported, seminaries of the villages.” After re
capitulating the several items of the annual outlay proposed by 
the Madras Board, the Committee remarked that the greatest part 
of it belonged to the support of mere elementary schools, and tliat, with 
reference to the foregoing remarks, they Avere inclined to question the 
expediency of the appropriation. One of the main features of the 
Madras scheme, viz. that of improving and encouraging by Govern- 
raent supervision and rewards the indigenous village schools, which 
could scarcely he charged with a “  tendency to repress the humble but 
“  voluntarily supported seminaries of the villages,” seems to have been 
entirely ovei’looked.

The Committee hkewise doubted the propriety of the suggestion made 
by the Madras Board that two English seminaries ;— a Normal scliool 
for training teachers and a distinct English school for general pupils, 
should be established at Madras. They were of opinion that a single 
institution under the control of the Board and some of the principal 
natives would be more efficient. They observed that the graduation 
of classes in such an institution might, as in the Hindoo College at 
Calcutta, ascend from the first elements of instruction; for it had been 
found that the most proficient scholars o f the Hindoo College were 
those who had entered in child-hood, and the rules were framed to 
encourage early matriculation.

Entertaining these views they suggested that supposing the Madras 
Board to have at its disposal a yearly income of J,lupees 90,000, it should



be applied to the foundation of an English College at the Presidency at 
an annual cost of Rupees 30,000, and of 10 Provincial Colleges at a 
total annual cost of Rupees 50,000, leaving an annual sum of Rs.
10,000 for books and appliances.

Either of these schemes involved an annual expenditure, consider
ably in excess of, and in fact nearly double, what up to that time had been 
sanctioned for educational piirposes in Madras. This the Government 
of India were not prepared to authorize, and accordingly in communicat
ing to the Madras_^Government the General Committee’s letter, the Go
vernor General in Council, while expressing his regret that the finances 
of the country would not afford “  the large expenditure, involved in the 
“  above proposition, stated his concurrence in the opinion of the General 
“  Committee,” as to the “ inexpediency of expending the funds of Govern- 
“  ment in petty allowances to numerous village school-masters for mere 
“  elementary teaching,” and suggested that the aid rendered to the 
Tahsildarree and Collectorate schools should be withdrawn, and that the 
Madras Board should concentrate all their available funds in the esta
blishment of “  an English College at the Presidency, either distinct from 
“  the Central school, or in connection with that institution, as might 
“  seem to the Right Honorable the Governor in Council mqst fit and 
“  advantageous;” and that “ any surplus funds that might remain, should 
“  be employed in providing competent English instructors to schools 
“  that might be established at principal stations in the interior in com- 
“  munication with the Board of Public Education.” Whether these 
latter schools were also to be founded by Government, or whether it was 
merely intended that English school-masters should be provided, at the 
expense of Government, for schools otherwise endowed, does not very 
clearly appear.

The Bengal* despatch was sent to Madras in July 1835, and after 
some months further deliberation, it was determinedf that the Tahsil
darree and Collectorate schools should be at once abolished, and that 
the department of public instruction should be entrusted to a Board of 
gentlemen whose other avocations were less onerous than those devolv
ing on most of the members of the College Board. “  The union of 
these two bodies” the Government remarked “  did not appear to have 
“  been sufficiently considered. Their general objects were only so far 
“  similar as regarded instruction in the oriental languages, but their par-
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ticular objects were distinct. The College Board was originally insti- 
tuted, as stated in the Notification by Government dated the 1st May 

“  1812, “ for the exclusive purpose of expediting and perfecting the 
“  preparation of candidates for those important public offices, which 

the members of the Civil service are destined to fill.” The Com- 
“  mittee of Public Instruction was appointed for the express object of 
“  promoting the general improvement of the education of the people;

and it must be obvious that the qualifications which are essential in a 
“  member of a Board constituted for the purpose of affording to the 

Junior Civil servants of the Government that assistance and en- 
“  couragenient which are necessary to the general and successful study 
** of the native languages, are not of the same character as those which 
“  should be looked for in a member of a Committee, appointed to su- 

perintend native education and to diffuse general knowledge among 
“  the people.”

“  In the one, a knowledge of the oriental languages is an indis- 
“  pensable, and in fact almost the only qualification which is necessary, 

excepting firmness of character and a somewhat rigid enforcement of 
attention and diligence and a knowledge of the code of regulations; 

“ în the other such knowledge is neither indispensable nor requisite.”

“  The duties which devolve upon members of the College Board, 
as examiners, only require attention at particular periods, and they 
can therefore perform them without inconvenience; but the duties 
which members of the Committee of Public Instruction should dis- 

“  charge, are such as to require active personal superintendence at all 
“  times, not merely of the general progress of those placed in the 
“  schools under their charge, but of the conduct of the masters them- 
“  selves and the whole details of management; and it is scarcely to be 
“  expected that gentlemen, having the onerous duties of responsible 
“  offices of their own to perform, will always be found disposed to 
“  devote their leisure moments to the superintendence of such an insti- 
“  tution: although where there is a very fixed sentiment of the high 

importance of education, zeal, and perhaps some enthusiasm in the 
“  cause, arduously employed public servants might find time for most 
“  useful co-operation.”

“  I f  the Committee of Public Instruction was merely a sort of 
“  Magistracy, whose chief collective duty was that of issuing orders 
** relative to discipline and good order, the necessary qualification for
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the office would be readily found in every intelligent and well ordered 
“  mind; but we should form a very imperfect idea of the functions 
“  of the Committee, if we looked for nothing from it but the exercise 
“  of a mere collective power. Besides the orders which it may issue 

in ordinary matters and the moral control which it may exercise, it 
“  has a duty to perform, which may properly be considered scientific, 
“  in the regulation of the studies and of the mode and degree of instruc- 
“  tion; and it should know how to modify the latter according to the 
“  wants and capacity of the human mind and to keep it constantly at 
“  the level of the understanding of those to whom it is addressed. 
“  It Is not to be expected that that every member of such a Com- 
“  mittee will be equally master of the several grand branches of educa- 
“  tion: each may be highly qualified in that which he has made his 
“  particular stud}'̂ , but to give the Committee its proper weight, it is 
“  essential that the country should recognize in its decisions the com- 
“  bined result of the scientific acquirements of individuals and the 
“  deliberative judgment of a generally well informed body. Thus, in 

moral and disciplinal control, the action of the Committee will be 
“  collective and general; whilst in the direction of particular studies it 

will be governed by individual care and intelligence.”
A  new Committee was accordingly appointed, under the designa

tion of “  the Committee for Native Education,” consisting of five mem
bers, with a member of Council as President; the members being one 
of the Presbyterian Presidency Chaplains, the Mahratta translator to 
Government, the Deputy Judge Advocate of the Presidency Division— 
the Honorable Company’s Astronomer and the Honorable Company’s So
licitor. The Secretary to the College Board was directed to continue his 
services to the Committee for Native Education, who were requested 
to submit for the consideration of Government detailed rules and 
“  arrangements for the establishment of a Normal school at Madras,” 
and to relieve “  the members of the College Board of every part of their 

duty which was in any way connected with the education of the 
people.” In the order of Government, notifying the appointment of 

the new Committee, no mention was made of the English College for the in
struction of general students which had been proposed by the Goverement 
of India; the only measure named being the establishment of the proposed 
Normal school, which, like that recommended by the former Board, was 
to be confined to training teachers. Allusion was made to the pros
pective formation of English schools in the provinces, so soon as mas-
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ters should become properly qualified in the Normal Institution to take 
charge of them, and it was laid down as a fixed rule that in all the 
Government schools the English language and European science and 
literature should alone be taught; but the necessity of providing the 
means of instruction at the Presidency in the higher branches of edu
cation, for others than those destined to train teachers, was again over
looked.

The propositions of the new Committee were in some respects 
more* comprehensive than the Government plan. They involved, 1st 
the immediate establishment of four English schools to be located in 
convenient parts of Black Town, Triplicane and St. Thome, 2d the 
establishment of a Normal class for training teachers, as early as prac
ticable, in connexion with the best school at the Presidency, whether a 
Government school or otherwise— 3d, the establishment o f a College, as 
soon as the materials for such an Institution ŵ ere to be procured, and the 
engagement of a well qualified person to lecture at the College and 
teach the Normal class, as well as to exercise a general superintendence 
over all the Presidency schools— 5th, the award of premiums to the 
teachers of the best conducted schools. The only part of the plan 
which the Committee considered to be susceptible of immediate adop
tion was the establishment of the four elementary schools, from which 
pupils were eventually to be qualified for instruction in the Normal 
class and in the College. The immediate establishment of either of 
these latter institutions was considered to be precluded by the depressed 
state of education at Madras, which was such, that, in the words o f the 
Committee, “  there were probably not a dozen natives who were capa- 
“  ble of profiting by a College education, or, to express it more definitely,
“  who were capable of writing half a dozen sentences of idiomatic Eng- 

lish on a given subject, or of reading a page of Milton with intelligence.” 
It was proposed that the four elementary schools should be open to 
all classes, and so located as least to interfere with the English schools 
already in existence; that each school should have an European Head 
master, with a salary of Rupees 130— Rupees 20 for house rent and 
half the school fees, and a native assistant on a salary of Rupees 50, 
and that from each pupil a fee should be exacted of half a Rupee per 
mensem, “  to ensure regularity of attendance and keep up an idea of 
“  the value of education and to leave room for competition on the part
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“  of enterprising native teachers. The schools were to be so arranged as 
to admit of the instruction of from eighty to one hundred scholars each. 
They were to be placed in competition with each other and with other 
existing schools by periodical public examinations, open to all, at which 
rewards were to be given to the teacher of the best taught school, 
whether supported by Government or not, and it was proposed that to 
the best taught school of whatever description the Normal class should 
eventually be attached.

The Normal pupils were to rec>eive fixed stipends while under in
struction.

With a view to the establishment of an English College the Com
mittee recommended that an European professor of general literature and 
science should be engaged on a salary of Rs. 400 per mensem, who 
should in the first instance impart instruction to the Normal pupils, so 
soon as a class could be formed, and to such general students as might 
choose to attend. They also proposed that a sum not exceeding Ru
pees 4,000 per annum should be set apart for scholarshij^s at the college.
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CH A PTE R  V.
Propositions o f  the Committee fo r  Native Education not noticed by the Go

vernment until 1839— Educational proceedings o f the Bengal Govern
ment during the interval—Exclusion o f  the vernacular languages as a 
medium o f  education in the Government schools not intended—Lord 
Auckland’s Minute o f  the 2Ath November 1839— Lord Elphinstone's 
scheme for  the establishment o f  a Collegiate institution or University at 
Madras and o f a set o f  Provincial Colleges and schools in connexion with 
it—His disapproval o f the plan o f  the Committee fo r  Native education—  
Rules proposed fo r  the projected University— Abolition o f the Committee 

for Native Education— Appointment o f the University Board—Dependence 
upon Native co-operation one o f  the principal features o f  Lord Elphin- 
stone's plan.

Upwards of three years elapsed before any notice was taken by 
Government of the measures suggested by the Committee. In the 
mean time the Central school at the College, which was continued 
pending the decision of Government on the propositions of the Com
mittee, was re-modelled, the system of gratuitous instruction being 
abandoned and each pupil required to pay fees of half a Rupee per 
mensem and also to purchase his own class-books.

In the Provinces a school was established at Negapatam at an 
annual cost of Rupees 2,627 for the instruction of a certain number of 
children of European descent, and at the recommendation of the Prin
cipal Collector of Madura a grant of Rupees 3,000 was made to the Ame
rican Missionaries at that station to enable them to continue the schools 
under their charge, the funds of which had been seriously reduced 
from the failure of remittances from America.

With the above exceptions, there was a complete suspension of 
educational measures until December 1839, when Lord Elphinstone, 
who had succeeded to the Government shortly after the plans of the 
Committee of Native education were submitted, brought forward a 
scheme, conforming more closely to the instructions of the Court of 
Directors and of the Government of India, and providing for the imme
diate establishment of one central collegiate institutioii at Madras and 
eventually of a set of Provincial colleges and schools in connexion with 
the central institution.



Before, however, entering upon the details of Lord Elpliui^tone’s 
plan, it is necessary to advert to certain j)roceedings of the Government 
of India, to which frequent reference is made in the subsequent discus
sion that took place at Madras. The interpretation put by the Madras 
Government upon Lord "William Ben tick’s Resolution of the 7 th March 
1835, that it prohibited the continuance of vernacular instruction in any 
of the Government schools, and that in future the educational funds were 
to be strictly employed “  on English education alone” had likewise been 
adopted in several quarters in Bengal. It was not however the view of 
the General Committee of Public Instruction at Calcutta, nor does it 
appear to have been the intention of the Government of India, that any 
such entire exclusion of the vernacular languages as a medium of in
struction should be enforced; and to obviate all misapprehension on the 
subject the General Committee made the following remarks in the first 
Annual Report submitted by them to the Government of India after the 
promulgation of the Governor General’s Resolution.

“  We are deeply sensible of the importance of encouraging the 
“  cultivation of the vernacular langiiages. We do not conceive that the 
“  order of the 7th March precludes us from doing this, and we have con- 
“  stantly acted on this construction. In the discussion which preceded that 
“  order, the claims of the vernacular languages were broadly and pro- 
“  mlnently admitted by all parties, and the question submitted for the 
“  decision of Government only concerned the relative advantages of 
“  teaching English on the (me side and the eastern languages on the 
“ other. W e therefore conceive that the phrases ‘ European literature 
“  and science’ and ‘ imparting to the Native population a knowledge of 
“  English literature and science through the medium of the English 
“  languages’ are intended merely to secure the preference to European 
“  learning, taught through the medium of the English language, over 
“  oriental learning taught through the medium of the Sanscrit and Ara- 
“  bic languages, as regards the instruction of those Natives who receive 
“  a learned education at our seminaries.”

“  These expressions have, as we understand them, no reference to 
the question, through what Inferior medium such instruction as the 

“  mass of the people is capable of receiving, is to be conveyed. I f  
“  English had been rejected and the learned Eastern tongues adopted,
“  the people must equally have received their knowledge through the 

vernacular dialects. It was therefore unnecessary for the Government,
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“  ili decldlrlg tlie question between the rival languages, to take any notice 
“  of the vernacular tongues, and consequently we have thought that noth- 
“  ing could reasonably be inferred from the omission to take such notice.”

“  W e conceive the formation of a vernacular literature to be the 
“  ultimate object to which all our efforts must be directed. A t present 
“  the extensive cultivation of one foreign language, which is always very 

improving to the mind, is rendered indispensable by the almost total 
“  absence of a vernacular literature and the consequent impossibility of 
“  obtaining a tolerable education from that source only. The study of 
"  English, to which many circumstances induce the Natives to give the 
“  preference, and with it the knowledge of the learning of the West is 
“  therefore daily spreading. This, as it appears to us, is the first stage 
“  in the process by which India is to be enlightened. The Natives must 
“  learn before they can teach. The best educated among them must be 

placed in possession of oiir knowledge, before they can transfer” it into 
“  their own tongue. W e trust that the number of such translations 
“  will now multiply every year. As the superiority of European train- 
“  ing becomes more generally appreciated, the demand for them will no 
“  doubt increase, and we shall be able to encourage any good books which 

may be brought out in the Native languages, by adopting them exten- 
“  sively in our seminaries.”

“  A teacher of the vernacular language of the province is already 
“  attached to several of our institutions, and we look to this plan soon be- 

coming general. We have also endeavoured to secure the means o f 
judging for ourselves of the degree of attention which is paid to this 

“  important branch of instruction, by requiring that the best ti-anslationa 
“  from English into the vernacular language and vice versa should be 
“  sent to us after each annual examination, and if they seem to deserve 
“  it, a pecuniary prize is awarded by us to the authors of tliem.”

These views were adopted by the Government, and have been 
acted on throughout India ever since. The controversy, however, which 
had arisen in Bengal between the advocates of oriental learning on the 
one hand and of English on the other, which it was the object of Lord 
W . Bentick’s Resolution to determine, had not been set at rest; and 
it became necessary that the Government of India should prescribe 
more distinctly the course to be followed in regard to the existing 
oriental seminaries, the efficiency of which, it was alleged by the advo
cates of oriental instruction, had been impaired by the alienation of



portion of the funds assigned to them, and theu’ appropriation to the 
support of English classes under the same roof.

The question at issue was decided by Lord Auckland in a* Minute 
dated the 24th November 1839, in which he discussed at some length 
the particular point of controversy and recorded opinions on the subject 
of Government education generally, the principles of which have been 
acted on more or less in all the Presidencies up to the present time. 
In regard to the question raised with reference to the oriental semina
ries, as it is one which has never affectcd the question of public instruc
tion in Madras, it is sufficient to say, that the decision was “  to give a 
“  decided preference in oriental institutions to the promotion of perfect 

efficiency in oriental instruction,” and that when that object had been 
completly secured, and not before, any surplus funds, which were not 
re<[uired for this primary purpose, might be devoted to the promotion 
of English instruction. Lord Auckland was of opinion that the in
sufficiency of the funds assigned by the State for the purposes of 
public instruction had been one of the main causcs of the disputes 
which had taken place on the education question; and he accordingly, 
proposed that the funds previously appropriated to the cultivation of 
oriental literature should be restored to that ol)ject, and that additional 
funds should be supplied for the promotion of English instruction.

The other questions which Lord Auckland discussed in his Mi
nute viz. the expediency of applying a portion of the Govern
ment funds to the elementary instruction of the masses, and the 
means by which the higher order of instruction, provided for in the 
Central Colleges, might be most efficiently imparted, are questions which 
obviously concern the whole of India, and upon the correct solution 
o f which, the success of our educational measures must most materially 
depend. Allusion has already been made to the third Report of Mr. W . 
Adam on the state of education in Bengal and Behar. This report, 
which concludes with a scheme for the extension and improvement of 
elementary instruction among the masses, was under the consideration of 
the Government of India when Lord Auckland wrote. The principle 
of Mr. Adam’s plan was to afford encouragement to, and raise the stan
dard of, the existing native schools by the establishment of public peri
odical examinations of the teachers and scholars and the distributions of 
rewards to the teachers, proportional to their own qualifications and the
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attainments of their scholars; the examinations to be conducted and the 
rewards bestowed by Officers appointed by Government and placed 
under the authority and control of the General Committee of Public 
Instruction. It was in many respects similar to the plan proposed 
by the Madras Board of Public Instruction in 1834. It was based on 
the low state of instruction among the large masses of the population, 
and on the maxim that vernacular instruction must be the foundation 
stone of any sound system of national education; that to secure the 
benefits which are looked for from the introduction of a higher standard 
of instruction among the few, the elementary instruction of the many is 
of paramount importance; that the efficiency of every successive higher 
grade of institution can only be secured by drawing instructed pupils 
from the next lower grade, and that “  to make the superstructure lofty 
“  and firm the foundations must be broad and deep.”

Lord Auckland was of opinion that the period had not arrived when 
the Government could join in attempts at instruction of the masses with 
reasonable hope of practical good. He considered that the small stock 
of knowledge which could be given in the elementary schools would of 
itself do little for the advancement of the people; that the first step must 
be to diffuse wider information and better sentiments amongst the upper 
and middle classes; that as a scheme of general instruction could only be 
perfect as it comprehended a regularly progressive provision for higher 
tuition, the extension of the plan to the village school must be the last 
stage in the national progress; and that with a view to the moral and 
intellectual improvement of the people, the great primary object was the 
extension among those who had leisure for advanced study, of the 
most complete education the Government could bestow. “  There 
cannot,”  he wrote, “  be a doubt of the justice o f the opinion 
“  expressed by the Court of Directors that by raising the stan- 
“  dard of instruction among these classes, we would eventually pro- 
“  duce a much greater and more beneficial change in the ideas and 

feelings o f the community, than we can hope to produce by acting 
directly on the more numerous class. It is not to be implied from 
this, that in my view elementary education for the mass of the peo- 
pie is a thing necessarily to be neglected or postponed for an indefi- 
nite period, but it wiU have been seen that the hope o f acting imme- 

“  diately and powerfully on the mass of the poor peasantry of India is 
“  certainly far from being strong with me; and the practical question, 
** therefore, to which I would endeavour before all others to give my
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“  attention is the mode in wliich we may hope to communicate a higher 
“  education with the greatest prospect of success.”

His decision on this point was In confirmation of Lord W. 
Bentlnck’s Resolution. He considered that the absence of a vernacular 
literature and the Impossibility of procuring translations within any com
paratively moderate period of any thing like a sufficient library of works 
of general literature, history or philosophy rendered the use of English 
for Imparting instruction in these branches of knowledge a matter of 
necessity, and fully corroborated the opinion of the Court of Directors 

that the higher tone and better spirit of European literature can pro- 
duce their full effect only on those who become familiar with them in 

“  the original language.” He at the same time advocated the combina
tion of instruction in vernacular composition in all the superior Colleges.

In regard to the Zillah or District schools he admitted that the 
question might well be raised, whether in them the subject-matter of In
struction ought not to be conveyed principally through the vernacular, 
rather than through the English medium, and stated that he would be 
much In favor of that course, If he saw any solid reason to believe that 
instruction of a common order Avould more readily and largely be ac
cepted from the Government in the one mode than In the other. Lord 
Auckland was of opinion that it would not, and that at all events until 
a series of good vernacular class books should have been prepared, in 
these schools, as well as In the superior Colleges, the system of English 
and vernacular Instruction combined should be continued. His Lord
ship concluded his Minute by suggesting that the Governments of the 
other Presidencies should be Invited to co-operate In the common object 
o f aiding the preparation of a useful and comprehensive set of class books, 
to be afterwards rendered into the vernacular languages of the several 
Provinces, and that the Government of Madras should be called upon for 
information “  as to the present state of education under the direction or 

encouragement of the State within those territories, and as to what pro- 
“  ceedlngs were taken consequent on the expressed desire of the Ho- 
“  norable Court for the foundation of an English College at Madras.” 
“  The Madras Presidency,” he observed, “  Is remarkable In India as be- 
“  ing that in which a knowledge of the mere English language is most 

diffused, among all who are attached In public or private capacities to 
European Officers; but comparatively little appears in any reports 

“  before me to have been done in order to make such a knowledge con- 
ducive to moral and Intellectual advancement.”
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At the time the above Minute was being penned, the Governor of 
Madras was engaged in preparing his scheme* for the establishment 
of an English College, which was laid before his Council on the 12th 
of the following month.

Lord Elphinstone dissented altogether from the recommendations 
made by the Committee for Native Education, which, he observed, fell far 
short of the views of the Supreme Government and of the General Com
mittee at Calcutta, if indeed they were not directly opposed to them. He 
remarked that the principal points urged upon the attention of the Su
preme Government and the General Committee were;

1st. The discontinuance of the system of frittering away the sums 
allowed for educational purposes upon mere elementary schools and upon 
eleemosynary scholars.

2d. The establishment of a Collegiate Institution at the Presi
dency upon the plan of the Hindoo College at Calcutta.

3d. The encouragement of native co-operation and confidence by 
joining the most influential and respectable Natives with Europeans in 
the management of the Institution.

All these points Lord Elphinstone considered to have been more or 
less overlooked by the Committee for Native Education.

Their attention,” he observed, “ appears to have been almost entirely 
“  confined to one point, viz. the establishment of a Normal school or class; 
“  to obtain which they propose to begin with endowing four elemen- 
“  tary schools in different parts of Madras, these to compete with the 

schools already established by private subscription, and which are 
“  either exclusively for Christian children of various denominations, 

or else intended for the propagation of Religious Doctrine— the Nor- 
“  mal class to be ingrafted on the best school, whether it be one of the 
“  four supported by Government or not. It is plain that this propo- 
“  sition falls far short of the views of the Supreme Government and 

of the recommendations of the General Committee, if indeed it is not 
“  directly opposed to them. The latter doubt the advantage of even 
“  two English seminaries at Madras, and advocate a single Collegiate 
“  Institution as the best means of affording facilities of liberal education 
“  to the community; and of supplying properly qualified Native mas- 

ters for other schools. But there are other objections to the plan 
proposed by the Madras Committee. The manifest expediency
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“  and necessity of carrying the influential portion of the Natives along 
“  with them, seems to have been entirely overlooked. Althougli 

permitted to associate with themselves any Natives whose co-opera- 
“  tion might be deemed useful or desirable, they do not appear to have 
“  done so in a single instance. The same disregard of Native opinion is 

apparent in the recommendation to ingraft the Normal class indiffer- 
“  ently upon a Missionary or a Government school— thus confounding 
“  and blending, as it must appear in their eyes, the objects of both. 
“  Neither does it appear to me the least objectionable part of this 
“  proposition, that the Normal class may thus become a part of aninsti- 
“  tution, which is not only removed from the control of Government, 

or of any regularly constituted Board or Committee for the superin- 
“  tendence of public education, but subject, possibly, to influences most 
“  distasteful to the natives generally, and which might be fatal to the 
“  very object sought. It is not to be expected that we should have 

the cordial co-operation of the natives of influence and respectability 
“  in such a plan as this, and it will not be denied that the success 
“  of any plan of national education must in a great measure depend 
“  upon such co-operation. These are my principal objections to the 
“  suggestions of the Madras Committee. On the other hand, when I 

turn to the recommendation of the General Committee at Calcutta, 
and the letter of the Supreme Government, I find that my opinions 
are perfectly in accordance with them. I consider myself therefore 
justified in making them the basis of the plan which I now intend to 
propose.”

Having thus stated his reasons for objecting to the proposition 
then before Government, he proceeded to sketch out his plan for the 
establishment of a central Collegiate Institution or University, which is 
embodied in the following rules.

1st. That it is expedient that a central Collegiate Institution or 
University should be established at Madras.

2d. The Madras University to consist of two principal depart
ments, a College for the higher branches of literature, philosophy and 
science, and a High School for the cultivation of English literature and 
of the vernacular languages of India, and the elementary departments 
o f philosophy and science.

3d. The governing body to be denominated the President and 
Governors.
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4tli. The College department to be placed under a Principal and 
Professors. The High School imder a Head Majster and Tutors.

5th. Members of all creeds and sects shall be admissible; consis
tently with which primary object, care shall be tatken to avoid whatever 
may tend to violate or offend the religious feelings of any class.

6th. It shall form no part of the design of this Institution to 
inculcate doctrine of religious faith, or to supply’- books with any such 
view.

7th. No pupils shall be admissible in any department, but such 
as are able to read and write the English languag(e intelligibly.

8th. Pupils shall pay according to such raties as may be hereafter 
established by the President and Governors.

9th. Should any sums be hereafter bestowecd upon the Institution 
for the purpose of endowing scholarships in the High School or stu
dentships in the College, the students and scholars appointed to them 
shall be admitted in such manner as may be determined by the 
President and Governors.

10th. The first President and Governors shall be appointed by 
the Governor in Council. There shaU be fourteein Governors, seven of 
whom shall be Native Hindoos, or Musselmen, besides the President. 
The appointment of the President and six of th-e Governors shall rest 
permanently with the Governor in Council.

11th. Vacancies shall be effected by any continued absence from 
the limits of Madras for the space of two years,, or by departure for 
England or for any permanent residence in any otlier Presidency, or by 
resignation addressed to the Secretary, or by rtemoval under order of 
the Governor in Council.

12th. Every donor to the amount of 5,000 Kupees shall, if, and 
while, resident within the limits of Madras, bectome a life Governor, 
and if not resident in Madras, shall have power to* appoint a Governor 
who is so resident (subject to the confirmation of the Governor in 
Council) to hold on the same terms as the other Governors. But in 
all cases of persons so becoming life Governors, the Governor in Coun
cil may appoint a Governor who is not a Natiive, in case such life 
Governor or his Appointee be a Native, and the remaining Governors 
may elect a Native Governor in c;ase such life Governor or his Appoin
tee be not a Native.
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13th. The President and Governors shall frame general rules for 
conducting the current aiFairs of the institution, and they shall meet not 
less than once per month, five forming a quorum.

14th. In all questions to be decided by vote, the President shall 
have a casting vote.

15 th The first business to be done at all meetings when the Pre
sident shall happen to be absent, shall be to appoint a Chairman who 
shall possess a casting vote.

16th. All Rules and Regulations to be made by the President 
and Governors shall be confirmed within six months by the Governor 
in Council, in default of which they shall be considered thereafter as 
annulled.

17th. The Governor in Council shall have power to remove not 
only any President or Governor, but also all persons holding any ofiice 
or appointment whatever in the Institution. The President and Go
vernors shall have power to remove all persons holding any office or 
appointment under them in the Institution.

18th. In case the Governor in Council shall hereafter appoint any 
Board of Public Instruction, the Members thereof shall be Visitors of 
this Institution, and shall have power to call for all papers and informa
tion. They shall also elect the 8 Governors who are not nominated by 
the Governor in Council.

19th. The President and Governors should make one Annual 
Report to be furnished to the Governor in Council, or to the Board of 
Public Instruction, as the Governor in Council shall direct, which Re
port shall contain an account of Receipts and Disbursements, a list of 
Donors and Subscribers, and a general statement of their proceedings, 
and of the progress of the Institution.

To meet any objections that might be raised as to the extensiveness 
of the plan proposed. Lord Elphinstone observed that it had been pur
posely traced on an extensive scale, and that by so doing he hoped to 
stimulate the exertions of the natives and thus to raise their views to a 
level with his designs. The Institution, as is stated in the rules, was to 
be under the management o f a President and 14 Governors, of whom 
seven were to be natives; one of the main features of the plan being that 
it should principally depend upon the co-operation of the superior classes 
o f the Native community, and should be maintained but in a partial
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degree from the Government funds. It was expected that the leading 
Members of the Native community would be ambitious of a place in the 
IJoard of direction, and’tojnduce the wealthier classes to take a share in 
the expenses of the Institution, it was provided that every donor of Ru- 
pees'5,000 should become a life’ Governor, if resident at the Presidency, 
or otherwise should have the power to appoint one. This idea of at
taching considerable weight to native co-operation, which, with one ex
ception, had influenced all the previous propositions for the extension of 
education at Madras, was strengthened by an address presented to Lord 
Elphinstone shortly before the promulgation of his scheme, and bearing 
the signatures of nearly 70,000 natives, in which they prayed to be al
lowed somel voice and share in the execution of the measures then in 
contemplation, and stated that “  they sought not that education which 
“  depended upon charity, but would take a pride in contributing accord- 
“  ing to their means in so noble a w or k a d d in g  that they “  looked to 

the mental improvement of the upper classes of the Native commu- 
nity, who have the leisure and means to pursue the higher branches 

“  of study; and that from them it might reasonably be hoped, that the 
“  blessings of knowledge would be gradually spread abroad amongst the 
“  inferior classes of their fellow subjects.”

Lord Elphinstone’s scheme involved the dissolution of the Native 
Education Committee and the abolition of the Central school at the 
College, and in the course of the following year all the preliminary mea
sures for the establishment of the High School department of the Uni
versity were carried out.
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C H A P T E R  VI.
Mr. Norton appoijited President o f the new Board— His vieivs on the subject 

o f  Native Education— Concurred in by Lord Elphinstone— Scheme fo r  
the formation o f four Provincial schools— Course o f instruction laid 
doion— Ambiguity o f the opinion propounded by Lord Elphinstone as to 
the introduction o f  Vernacular instruction into the Provincial schools—  
Orders o f the Court o f Directors on this point— Mr. Norton's Minute on 
the formation o f four Provincial schools—Approved by Government and 
orders issued for  the immediate establishment o f  the schools—Appointment 
o f  Collegiate Boards at the four stations named—Eleemosynary instruc
tion denounced—Discussions regarding the rate o f  school fee to be exacted 
— Estimates o f the cost o f  the schools submitted to Government— Recom
mendation that the expenditure on account o f  the Provincial schools 
should be carried to a separate fund from the annual grant o f  Rupees 
50,000— Refusal o f Government to sanction the estimates— Representa
tion o f the Board on the subject— Sanction granted—Despatch o f  the 
Court o f  Directors o f  the ZOth December 1842, expressing their concur
rence in Lord Elphinstone's views, but enjoining the gradual organization 
o f  the Provincial schools and the development in the first instance o f  the 
Madras High School—Difficidties experienced in procuring Head Masters 

fo r  the Provincial schools— Application to Government to sanction 
salaries o f  Rupees 250 per mensem— Refusal o f  the Marquis o f  Tiveed- 
dale to sanction the increased salaries without authority from the Court o f  
Directors—Reference to that body— Court's Despatch o f  the ISth October 
1843— Further application from the University Board— Court's Dispatch 
<qf the 30th August 1844— Remarks thereon by the University Board—  
Further reference to the Court— Court's Despatch o f  ^th October 1845—  
Appointment o f a Council o f  Education under date 2Sth June 1845— Pro
posed establishment o f  nine Provincial schools, course o f  instruction to 
include a Bible class fo r  those who might think fit to attend it— Scheme 
approved by Government and Council authorized to engage Head Mas- 
tert on salaries not exceeding Rupees 400 per mensem—Proposition to 
establish Bible classes referred to the Court o f Directors— EstalfUshment 
o f  the schools deferred by the Council pending the Court's orders— Court's 
Dispatch o f  August 1847 prohibiting the introduction o f  religious 
instruction into the Government schools—Measures fo r  the establishment



of Provincial schools suspended until 1852—First Provincial school 
opened at Cuddalore on the July 1853—Another opened at Rajah- 
mundry on the IQth January 1854— Course of instruction laid doton— 
Cost of the schools.

Mr. George Norton, the Advocate General, a gentleman who had 
paid considerable attention to the question of |Native education, was 
appointed President of the new Board. Mr. Norton' was strongly- 
imbued with the necessity of restricting the Government schools in the 
first instance to the instruction of the higher orders of the Native com- 
mivinity, and of deferring the adoption of any direct measures for the 
education of the masses, until an educated class should have been formed 
among those who were possessed of means and leisure to prosecute 
their studies beyond the mere rudiments of literature and science. In 
the words of the address made by the new Board to Lord Elphinstone 
on the occasion of the opening of the High school, which was penned 
by Mr. Norton, he and his colleagues were “  conscious that their 
“  first efforts must be partial and their success very gradual so long as a 

general ignorance darkens the face of the land. In the joint feeling 
“  and co-operation of the higher orders of the Native community they 
“  looked for the most effectual if not the only support; to their intel- 

ligence as testified in their last address they made their constant 
“  appeal. The light must touch the mountain tops before it could pierce 
“  to the levels and depths.’’^

Lord Elphinstone held similar views,* but at the same time express
ed his concurrence in the opinion of the Governor General that the 
elementary education of the mass of the people was not necessarily to 
be neglected or postponed to an indefinite period. The immediate 
measure proposed by him for the improvement of education in the 
interior was the formation at some of the principal towns of superior 
schools, which might be eventually raised into Colleges and upon the 
plan traced out by the Governor General become eventually the centre 
of a circle of Zillah schools, as the Madras University w'ould be the 
“  centre of these Provincial Colleges and of the whole system of 
“  education throughout the Presidency.”

The Provincial and Zillah schools were to be connected with the 
Madras University by the establishment of fellowships in the latter In
stitution, to be competed for by the most advanced students of the Pro-
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vinclal schools, and by the foundation of scholarships in the Provincial 
school for the most promising pupils of the Zillah seminaries. In the 
Provincial schools the English language was to be the medium of instruc
tion, and an acquaintance with it an indispensable qualification for admis
sion, subject to such relaxation at the outset as might be requisite. In 
regard to the part to be assigned to the vernacular languages in the course 
of instruction in the several seminaries Lord Elphinstone’s intentions 
were not very clearly expressed. He observed that the importance of 
“  the vernacular languages must not be overlooked. O f these there are 

a great many in use in the Madras Presidency, and not less than four 
“  which are very extensively spoken viz. the Tamil, Telugu, Malayalum 
“  and Canarese; and although I  am of opinion that in the Provincial 

Colleges instruction should be given hereafter, solely through the 
“  medium of the English language, yet at the first establishment of 
“  these seminaries, it may not be possible to insist upon this condition, 
“  and even after it shall have been enforced, it may be found on many 
“  accounts convenient to the English masters, no less than to the scho- 
“  lars, that they should be so placed as to be resorted to by boys for 
“ the most part speaking the same language.” He accordingly re
commended the establishment of four schools in the first instance at 
Trichinopoly, Masulipatam, Bellary and Calicut for the benefit o f the 
Tamil, Telugu, Qanarese and IMalayalum Districts respectively.

The want of precision in the views enunciated in the foregoing 
Minute attracted the notice of the Court of Directors when the papers 
came before them, and they disapproved of that portion of the plan which 
provided for the eventual abandonment of vernacular instruction in the 
Provincial schools. “ It appears to us,”* they observed, “ that you have 
“  not yet formed any precise views as to the plan and objects of the 
“  establishments you propose to found, and we are therefore unable to 
“  appreciate the advantages to be expected from them. In the Minute 
“  of your President it is observed, that although in the Provincial schools 
“  instruction should be given hereafter, solely through the medium of 
“  the English language, yet at the first establishment of these seminaries 
“  it may not be possible to insist upon this condition. W e are therefore 
“  to understand that instruction is first to be given in the dialect o f the 
“  country, and how this is to prepare the way for instruction in English 
“  we are at a loss to comprehend. W e entertain no doubt however of
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tlie desirableness of giving superior instruction in one or more of ith6 
“  native languages in use under the Madras Presidency at the Provin- 

cial schools concurrently “with English, and we therefore direct that 
such instruction be ade(^uately provided for in any plan for the esta- 
blishment of the proposed seminaries.” These instructions had been 

in some degree anticipated in the plan ŵ hich was laid before Govern
ment by the Univei’sity Board for the establishment o f the proposed 
schools, and which provided for a course of instruction similar to that 
laid down for the High School department of the University, viz. 
English arid Vernacular combined, the latter being restricted to impart
ing a knowledge of the mere language, as there were no school books in 
any of the vernaculars by which useful knowledge could be imparted. 
The proposed course of instruction was as follows

Grammar, Natural Philosophy,
Reading Exercise, (English) Moral Philosophy^
Arithmetic, Vernacular languages.
Writings Translations, (reciprocal)
Moralltyj Abridgments, or Abstracts>
History, Compilations,
Geography, Compositioiis^
Mathematics, (including Algebra, plane Elocution,

and spherical Trigonometry, and prin
ciples o f  Mechanics)
Before proceeding to trace the progress of the ITniversity, or rather 

'of the High school at Madras, which was the only part of Lord Elphin- 
istone’s scheme that was carried out at the time, it may be as well to give 
a brief outline of what passed on the subject of these four Provincial 
schools.

Upon Lord Elphinstone’s Minute bijirig conimunicated to the Uni
versity Board, the President drew up a plan* for the establishment of a 
school at each of the stations named by his Lordship, to be placed under 
the supervision of a Collegiate Board, consisting of some of the principal 
European and Native gentlemen at the station. Mr. Norton premised 
his remarks by observing that the Board were not called upon to pro
pose a general scheme of national instruction  ̂ but that they should confine 
themselves to the tracing out a scheme of branch institutions, siniikr iii 
quality to their own, with a view to the instruction of the superior classes^
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 —
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who were able to pay, and who from their attainments might aspire to 
the higher avocations in life and in the service of Government; and that 
a more general scheme of national education, comprising all classes of the 
native community, would have to be framed upon different data and upon 
a different scale.

He proposed that each Collegiate Board should in the first instance 
proceed to ascertain what number of scholars were ready to enter the 
proposed school, and that on the number of twenty being obtained, a 
Collegiate High school should be formed ; the Provincial Board apply
ing to the University Board for masters and tutors, of whom he consi
dered that one temporary English master on a salary of Rupees 150 per 
me^^em (who would become subsequently the 1st English tutor, when
ever the progress of the scholars might render necessary the employ
ment of a master of a higher grade), an English tutor on a salary of 
Rupees 100, and two native tutors on salaries of Rupees 50 each, would 
be sufficient.

He dwelt at some length on the difficulties that would be experi
enced in the Provinces in establishing an efficient system of supervision, 
and urged the appointment of paid inspectors and the organization of a 
separate department o f Government under a distinct Secretary for direct
ing the entire system of Government education. Mr. Norton’s Minute 
having b^en concurred in by his colleagues was laid before Government 
in August 1841, and in July of the following year* orders were issued 
for the immediate establishment of the four schools proposed.

Four local Boards were accordingly named, and a circular letter 
was addressed to one member of each of the proposed Boards, intimating 
the names of the European members selected and requesting their co
operation and the early transmission to the University Board of lists of 
the scholars prepared to enter the proposed school, and also lists of na
tives fit to be appointed members of the Collegiate Boards.

In this letter it was stated that the fee to be demanded in the first 
instance from each scholar was to be Rupees 2 a month, but that discre
tion would be allowed to the Collegiate Board to lower it in any in
stance according to circumstances; and that in the event of several 
members of one family attending the school, the fee should be gradually 
decreased according to theur number.
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The TJiilversity Board at the same time requested that it might be 
distinctly understood that eleemosynary instruction could in no instance 
be granted, and that the principle of demanding fees should never be 
lost sight of.

At three of the stations named Boards were constituted, and all 
the preliminary steps taken for the organization of the schools. It was 
pointed out however, that the rate of fee laid down was too high, and that 
it would have the effect of restricting the advantages of the schools to a 
comparatively limited number of scholars. The Bellary Board advo
cated its reduction to one Rupee a month, and a further reduction to a 
less sum when there might be several pupils from one family. They 
observed that all the candidates for admission, named in the the list* sent 
in by them, Avere the children of the Native Civil Servants of Govern
ment, or of the wealthy inhabitants of the place, and that instead of 
placing the means of education within the reach of all classes, which 
they presumed was the object in view, many respectable Natives would 
be debarred from taking advantage of it unless the fee was reduced. 
The Bellary Board anticipated considerable difficulty both in establish
ing the school and in conducting it, from the prejudices of the higher 
castes of Hindoos, it having come to their knowledge that the Brahmin 
scholars would not noly expect to be kept distinct by themselves, but 
that they would also require a separate room, which would cause much 
inconvenience.

The Malabar and Masulipatam Boards recommended a reduction of 
the fee to Rupees 1-8.

The University Board acceded to each of these recommendations, 
but stated in their reply to the Bellary Board that they did not assent 
to one of the principles upon which their recommendation was based, 
viz. the importance of making the projected schools available to all 
classes of the community; and that “ acting upon the principle kid down* 
“  by the Honorable Court of Directors, that the improvements in 
“  education which effectually contribute to elevate the moral and intel- 
“  kctual condition of the people, are those which eoncern the education 
“  of the higher classes,— of the persons possessing leisure and natural 
“  influence over the minds of their countrymen,” and warned by past 
experience of the hopelessness of attempting to raise the standard of 
instruction among those classes, by acting directly upon the great body 
of their countrymen, they had addressed the scheme of the Provincial
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schools, rather to those whose rank and example would tend to piromoto 
the diffusion of knowledge through the whole population, and that they 
had therefore ever repudiated the system of eleemosynary instruction,, 
as well in the central institution as in its affiliated schools.

In regard to the difficulties apprehended at Bellary on the subject 
of caste, the University Board observed that it was not desirable to be 
prematurely rigorous in enforcing even right principles of action on 
any well meaning body of the Native community, and suggested that the 
local Board should proceed cautiously and gradually in surmounting pre
judices of this nature; but that at the same time it should be explained 
to the natives of that District that every care was already taken at 
the central institution at Madras “  to protect all castes from any pos- 

sibility ef real violation,” and that it was not only unreasonable, but 
was impossible, to keep any school in which the pupils were not to 
receive instruction in common.

Other difficulties however had in the mean time arisen, which 
resulted in the entire suspension of the measures then in progress. It 
was the original intention of the Board to place at the head of each 
school, on its first establishment, a master of comparatively inferior 
qualifications, who should eventually take the place of second master, 
when the progress of the scholars might necesssitate the appointment of 
a person of more extensive attainments. The salary of the temporajy 
head master was accordingly paid at Rupees 100 and the entire expense 
of each school at the commencement, not calculating school fees, was 
estimated at Rupees 315* per mensem, involving an aggregate expendi^ 
ture for the four schools of Rupees 15,120 per annum. In forwarding 
their estimates to Government, the Board suggestedf that the charges to 
be incurred on account o f the Provincial schools should be earned to a, 
seperate account, distinct fronx the annual sum of Rupees 50,000 which 
had been sanctioned for educational purposes, and which they recomr 
mended should be reserved for the exigencies of the central institution 
at Madras, other estimates at the same time submitted by them for de
veloping the scheme of the XJniversity raising the annual expenditure of

Rs. Ks..
* First Tutor.................................. .. 100 Stationery.,............................  25
Second do.............................................. 70 Servants and Contingencies, 25
Third Native Teachers............................. 70 -------
House vent.............................. ................... 25 315 per mensem-
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tliat institution to the full amount of the annual grant. The proposition 
o f the Board that the expenses of the Provincial schools should be de
frayed from other sources than the annual educational grant was one 
which the Government could not authorize without the sanction of the 
Home authorities, and the Board* were consequently informed that 
as tlie various measures recommended by tliem “  would involve an 

expenditure beyond that allowed for the promotion of native education 
in this Presidency the subject would be referred for the consideration 
and orders of the Honorable Court of Directors.” Upon the receipt of 

this communication the Board represented,! that after allowing for the ex
penses of the High school, which at tlie time did not exceed Rupees
20,000 per annum, the available portion of tlie annual grant was ample for 
the establishment of the four Provincial schools, and for laying the foun
dation in some degree of the other schemes proposed by them for the 
development of the University. They stated that the native community 
had of late years been much awakened to a sense of the advantages of 
education; that the recent sanction of Government to the formation of 
the Provincial schools had naturally tended to strengthen this favor
able disposition, and that any delay in carrying the proposed measures 
into effect could not fail to prove most disastrous, in leading the natives 
to suppose that Government were no longer favorable to their adoption j 
and they therefore urged in strong terms that, pending the receipt of 
orders from the Court of Directors, tliey should be permitted to pro
ceed with the establishment of the four Provincial schools, and to em
ploy such portion of the balance of the annual grant as might still 
remain available, in laying the foundation of their other plans for ex
tending the usefulness of the central institution and advancing the 
cause of education.

It may be mentioned here that these plans involved the formation 
in the University of Collegiate classes in Medicine and Civil Engi
neering, and the establishment of periodical public examinations, at 
which certificates of qualification for admission into the public service 
were to be granted to the successful candidates.

Upon the Board’s representation the Government sanctioned the 
fonnation of the four Provincial schools with an establishment for each

* Extract from the Minutes of Consultation under date the 8th November 1842, Appendix C. C.
■f Appendix E. E,
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to tlie extent proposed, tlie expenditure to be defrayed from the ecTu-- 
catlonal grant. It was decided that the other measures should lie over 
until the orders of the Court of Directors had been received. Shoi’tly 
after this correspondence took place, a despatch was received from the 
Court of Directors, in which, while expressing their concurrence in 
the view taken by Lord Elphinstone, that “  the object of the Govern- 
“  ment should be the elevation of the standard of education, and the in- 
“  struction of those classes which can spare time sufficient to acquire more 
“  than mere rudimental learning, rather than the multiplication of mere 

elementary schools,” they at the samp̂  time stated their opinion that 
the latter should not be wholly abandoned, and that the judicious 

“  encouragement of village schools might also be comprehended in the 
“  arrangements adopted for the improvement of native education.

In regard to the four Provincial schools,, which it was proposed 
to establish as a commencement, they observed that the cost of these 
institutions could not at first add very materially to the outlay for 
educational purposes; but that it would be prudent before giving them, 
any great extension to mature the organization of the Madras High 
School, none of the details of which, beyond the appointment of a 
teacher obtained from England, were yet before them; and that when 
this institution was fully in action, it would be time enough to extend 
its ramifications into the Provinces, and the nature of the connexion to- 
be formed between them would be more fully perceived.”

The tenor of this despatch was not considered to offer any bar 
to the immediate establishment of the four schools already sanctioned; 
but before any further steps could be taken, it was necessary that com
petent head masters should be obtained, and such persons, it was soon 
found, even at the comparatively low standard of qualification, which 
in the first instance it was deemed necessary to exact, were not to be 
procured in Madras. An advertisement was issued inviting candi
dates to come forward, and a few who presented themselves were exa
mined by the head master of the High school, but were found utterly 
unfit for the situation. It was obvious therefore that higher salaries 
must be held out, and it then became a question whether it would not be 
desirable to abandon the temporary arrangement which had been origi
nally proposed, and to proceed at once to secure the services o f persona 
fully qualified to remain permanently at the head of the schools. The 
Board decided that this was the most expedient course; and as it became
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manifest from the enquiries which were made, that there was no pros
pect of obtaining persons fitted for the office in tliis Presidency, they 
applied for authority to procure masters from England or from the 
other Presidencies, upon salaries not exceeding Rupees 250 per 
mensem. In support of their application the Board adverted to 
the experience of the other Presidencies, which, they observed, had 
shewn the necessity of employing as masters of the Provincial schools, 
men of ability and liberal attainments, enjoying high consideration in 
the society in which they were placed, and liberally remunerated for 
their services. They also referred to the hopelessness of looking for 
any practical superintendence or control over such institutions on the 
jiart of the local authorities, as an additional reason for securing the 
services of masters in whom full confidence could be placed.

Upon the Board’s application being laid before Government, some 
difference of opinion arose as to the course to be pursued. The Marquis 
of Tweeddale, who had succeeded Lord Elphinstone as Governor shortly 
after the Board’s original estimates for the establishment of the Pro
vincial schools were submitted, considered that ‘^the demand of the 

Board for so large an increase of salary for teachers ought to be refei’red 
to the Honorable C ou rtobserv in g  that “  education must be extend- 

“  ed to carry out the views of Government,” that “  by allowing the de- 
“  mand the expense Avould be more than doubled, and that though the 

amount might be small at present,” when schools were more gene- 
“  ral the expense might make them inconvenient” and that it was de- 
“  sirable that this should not happen without the Honorable Court’s 

authority.”

Mr. Chamier had no objection to the matter being referred, but 
stated his opinion that a well qualified master could not be got for 100 
Rupees a month, and that the proposed salary of Rupees 250 was not 
too much. Mr. Bird recommended that the charge should be sanc
tioned. The discussion resulted in a reply being sent to the University 
Board to the effect that the Government did not feel at liberty to sanc
tion so large a salary as that proposed, without the authority of the Ho
norable Court, and that the subject would therefore be referred for their 
orders; Mr. Bird recording on the draft order the expression o f his re
gret that sanction had not been granted.

While the application of the Board was under reference to the
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Court of Directors, another despatch* was received from that body 
on the subject of the Provincial schools, written on the receipt of a 
previous letter from the Madras Government, stating that they had 
sanctioned the immediate organization of the schools upon the plan and 
estimates originally submitted by the Board. Upon this the Court 
observed that it would have been prudent, before incurring the whole 
cost of a more extensive experiment, to confine the experiment to those 
o f  the four situations proposed for the establishment of the schools in 
which there were the most reasonable hopes of success, but that they 
would not withhold their concurrence in the arrangement which had 
been made.

The terms of this despatch induced the University Board again to 
bringt the subject before Government and to repeat their application 
for authority to engage efficient head masters upon the salaries before 
suggested. It was also adverted to in the Board’s third Annual Be- 
portj laid before Government on the 21st May 1844 ; but the Govern
ment declined to issue any final orders on the matter until receipt of 
the orders of the Court of Directors on the reference which had been 
made to them.

These orders were conveyed in a despatch§ dated the 28th August 
1844, in which, referring to the Board’s application for permission to 
engage masters either in England or at the other Presidencies on the 
rate o f salary last proposed by them viz. Rupees 250 per mensem, the 
Honorable Court questioned the expediency of procuring masters for 
the Government schools in the Provinces either from England or from 
the other Presidencies, and recommended that the establishment of the 
schools should be deferred until competent masters could be trained at 
Madras. The Court wrote as follows. It is undoubtedly true that 

unless masters fully competent to the duty be engaged, little hope 
of advantage from the formation of the schools can be entertained;

* Appendix L. L, 

t  Letter from the President under date the 9th March 1844.

The wording of this report was altered in several parts by the Secretary to the Uni- 
rersity Board acting under instructions from Government and was printed in its revised form 
with the signature of the Secretary only the Board having declined to adopt the modificationi 
ordered by Govemraent.
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and we do not object therefore to the grant of the higher rate of al- 
lowance, if the expense can be provided for from the education 

«  funds.”
“  But it seems to us,” added the Honorable Court, “  that the diffi- 

culty on the score of salary is quite secondary to that of finding com- 
“  petent qualifications. Masters from England, or even from Bengal, 
“  unacquainted with the languages and manners of the natives of the 
“  Peninsula, cannot, with benefit, be sent amongst them in situations 
“  where they have every thing to learn, and where, it appears from the 
“  letter of the Governors of the University school, they cannot depend 

upon any effective aid or support from the local authorities. This cir- 
cumstance confirms us in the impression that the plan of the Commit- 
tee in regard to these schools was premature. A t Bombay and in 

“  Bengal the continued promotion of education through a number of 
years has reared, and is rearing, at the Presidencies a class of school 

“  masters who can safely and profitably be sent into the Provinces. The 
want of such a nursery at Madras has been felt the moment that 

“  school masters are applied fo r ; but it is there only that fit masters for 
“  the Madras Provinces can be provided. W e therefore think it will 
“  be better to delay the formation of the Provincial schools, tmtil com- 
“  petent teachers can be procured at Madras on the enhanced allowance, 

if necessary. I f  four school masters cannot be met with at once, it 
will be advisable to begin with a smaller number, but we much doubt 
the expediency of applying either to England or to Bengal for masters 
who are to lay the foundation of village schools under the Presidency 

“  of Fort St. George. Possibly some assistance might be furnished 
from Bombay.”

Shortly after the receipt of this despatch the Board represented 
to Government the improbability of a set of efficient masters be
ing procurable from among the alumni of the High school for a long 
series of years, and again urged the expediency of at once establishing 
the proposed schools under masters procured from England, whose want 
of knowledge of the country, the Board observed, was not in their 
opinion by any means calculated to prove an important bar to their 
success in the organization and controul of the establishments under their 
charge, and was a deficiency which time would soon remedy.

The Board were of opinion that though local experience was de
sirable, the question of attainments was a much more important one, and

n
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they suggested that the Court of Directors, in referring to the Provin
cial institutions as village schools,” might not have adverted to the 
quality of the schools to be established, or to the necessity of procuring 
masters of superior attainments. They represented that the people in 
the Provinces were as well prepared to profit by such institutions as 
they ever would be, until the schools were actually set on foot, and had 
reason to complain of the delay that had occurred in affording to them 
the opportunities of qualifying themselves for public employment, which 
were held out to those residing at the Presidency.

The Government replied that adverting to the terms of the Court’s 
recent despatch, pointing out the importance of improving and consoli
dating the Presidency institution, and to the general tenor of the obser
vations contained in their previous one, the Board’s letter must be 
referred for the orders of the Court and that in the mean time further 
measures should be postponed.

The result of this reference Avas an intimation* from the Court of 
Directors that “  for the present the full development of the branch of 
“  the University then established should be the exclusive object of 
“  attention.”

The functions of the University Board, as regards the establishment 
of Provincial schools, having been thus suspended, were shortly afterwards 
transferred by the Government to a new Educational Board, which was 
constitutedf under date the 28th June 1845, under the designation of the 
Council of Education. The primary object of the appointment of this 
new Board was to organize and superintend certain public examinations 
of candidates for appointments in the public service and pecuniary 
rewards, a certain number of which were to be annually offered for 
public competition with a view to the encouragement of education. It 
was found however that the advantages of these examinations were 
restricted to the Presidency, and in order that the great body of the 
people might be enabled in some degree to avail themselves of them, the 
Council suggested^ the establishment of nine Provincial schools, which, 
like those proposed by the University Board, were to be placed under 
the direction of local Committees. The course of instruction however 
was to be more elementary than that laid down by the University

* Appendix K. R, t ’Ar>pendix Q. Q.
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Board, and was to be confined to a sound knoAvledge of Englisili and of 
one of the Vernacular languages. Arithmetic and the elements of Geo
graphy and History. The exclusion of instruction in the Bible, which 
formed one of the fundamental rules of all the institutions, either esta
blished or proposed by the University authorities, was to be abandoned; 
and the Bible was to be included in the English course, attendance at the 
Bible class being left perfectly optional. The expense of each of these 
schools was estimated at from Rupees 700 to 800 per mensem, the sala
ries being calculated at from 100 to 400 Rs. per mensem. The scheme 
was approved by Government,* and the Council were authorized at once to 
take measures for procuring masters for six of the schools proposed, upon 
such salaries as they might think proper to offer, not exceeding Rupees 
400 per mensem. It was resolved however that previous to the intro
duction of the Bible into any of the Government schools, the instructions 
of the Court of Directors should be solicited as to the desirableness of 
the measure in regard to the Provincial institutions, as well as to its ap
plication to the University. In regard to the course of instruction the 
Government considered it to be under present circumstances judicious, 
but suggested that in special cases it should be extended to Algebra, 
Mathematics and Trigonometry and to somewhat more than the ele
ments of Geography and History.

Pending the reference to the Court regarding the Bible class, the 
Council deemed it expedient to defer the establishment of the schools, 
and on the receipt of the Court’s ordersf the project was abandoned, the 
Court objecting to the plan proposed by the Council, as being likely to 
involve an expenditure for which the educational funds would be in
sufficient, and declining to sanction the introduction of religious instruc
tion into any of the Government schools.

The Council of Education having been shortly afterwards dissolved 
under instructions from the Court of Directors,^ no further steps were 
taken for the establishment of Government schools in the Provinces un
til 1852, when the University Board, which in that year had become 
reduced to five members, was re-organized,§ and a plan| submitted for the 
establishment of five Provincial schools one of which was opened at
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Cudclalore on the 1st July 1853, and a second at Bajalimundiy on tlie 
16th January of the present pear. Arrangements are in progress for 
the establishment of four other schools so soon as competent masters 
can be procured.* The principles upon which these schools are
being founded, are in most respects similar to those which guided 
Lord Elphinstone and the original members of the Board, in the 
scheme drawn up in 1842, the object of the schools being to afford 
a liberal education to those who resort to them. The extended 
course of instruction, laid down in the former scheme, is at present 
precluded by the state of education in the interior, and some time will 
pi'ohably elapse before it can be thoroughly carried out; but all arrange
ments are made with a view to its gradual extension, and in the course 
of a few years the advantages offered in these schools will probably be 
but little inferior to those obtainable at Madras.

In the two schools which have been established, it has been found 
necessary to fix the school fee at a much lower rate than that originally 
proposed, and an uniform fee of eight annas per mensem has been fixed 
upou for the present, subject to increase hereafter, as the course of in
struction may be extended. The cost of these schools at present aver
ages something less than Rupees 500 per mensem, the salaries of the 
Head master having been fixed at Kupees 300. When the present 
arrangements were under discussion, this latter sum was named by the 
Government as the net monthly expenditure of each school; but on the 
representation of the Board, that in the existing state of native education 
the head masters must be Europeans, the present scale of expenditure 
was sanctioned, the Government at the same time expressing their hope 
that for one or more of the schools competent Native head masters 
might be found, in which case the salaries might be fixed at a lower rate.

* Note.— Since the above was written, three Mastei's have arrived from England to take 
charge of the Provincial schools, two of whom are graduates of Cambridge, and the third a 
passed student ol' the Kneller Hall Ti-ainiiig Institution n(}ar Twickenham.
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CH APTER VII.
The Universiti/ Board instructed to devise measures fo r  establishing ediicationnl 

test examinations fo r  candidates fo r  public employment—Necessity o f  
such examination previously urged by the Calcutta Committee o f  Public In- 
strtiction— Plan submitted by the University Board—Right o f preference 
to employment to be conferred on those passi?ig the examination, i f  not 
inferior to other candidates in other respects and upon the lohole— Rules 
to have effect in the first instance only in Madras— Standard of qualifi
cation— Privileges proposed for  the proficients and graduates o f the Uni
versity— Difference o f  opinion in the Urmiersity Board as to the expe
diency o f the proposed rules— Rides approved by Lord Elphinstone—  
Mr. Trevelyan's opinion 07i the subject quoted by Lord Elphinstone— Mr. 
Bird opposed to the rules— Subject referred by Lord Tiveeddale to the 
Court o f  Directors— Court’s despatch oj the 30th December 1843— Re
presentation o f the University Board— Board directed to confine their 
operations to the development o f the\University— Lord Harding's Reso
lution communicated to the Madras Government—Its application to this 
Presidency considered premature—Modified scheme promulgated by the 
Madras Government—Appointment o f  a Council o f Education separate 

from the University Board— Council dissolved by order o f the Court o f  
Directors in 1847—-Objections o f the Court to I^ord Harding's resolution 
—Revised rules submitted by the University Board— University Board 
re-organized in 1852— Rules further revised—Pronounced by Govern
ment unsuited to the existing state o f education— Annual examination for  
primary rewards re-established.
While engaged in the discussion related in the preceding pages, 

the XJni%'ersity Board were not inattentive to the other duties entrusted 
to them. In addition to the establishment of an University at Madras 
and of English schools in the Provinces, they were instructed* early in 
1841 to place themselves in communication with the Sudder Court, the 
Board of Revenue and the Heads of other Public Offices in Madras, 
with the view of considering the “  expediency of requiring all natives 

and others to pass an educational test examination, before they are 
admitted into the Company’s service, and the nature of the tests 
which it may be proper to establish.” The necessity of some measure 

of this kind, both with a view of improving the qualifications of the
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public servants and of making the Government patronage a stimulus 
and encouragement to education generally, had some time previously 
been urged by the Education Committee at Calcutta, but no steps had 
been taken towards carrying it into effect. The plan of the Calcutta 
Committee was that public examinations should be held annually at 
each of the great towns in the Bengal and Agra Presidencies by 
Officers appointed to make the circuit of the country for that purpose; 
that the examinations should be open to all persons, wherever they 
might have been educated; that those who acquitted themselves well 
should be ranked according to their merit, and that a list of them should 
be sent to the neighbouring functionaries to enable them to fill up from 
it the situations in their gift, as they became vacant, the further pro
gress of those appointed being dependent on their merits and length 
of service.

The plan proposed by the Madras Board, which was submitted to 
Government in a Minute* drafted by the President under date the 8th 
December 1841 was very similar to the above;— indeed it differed only 
in one essential point, viz. that while the Bengal plan left th  ̂ disposal 
of patronage entirely unfettered, the Madras plan gave the candidates, 
qualified by having passed the examination, a right of prfjference to 
employment over all other candidates, “  not possessing superior quali- 

fication in other respects and upon the whole.” This preference, 
however, was only to apply to the first admission into the service. 
The rules were at the commencement to have effect only in Madras, 
and Avere not to be extended to the Provinces, until the establishment 
of schools throughout the country should justify their more extended 
adoption. There were to be three standards of qualification, “  gene
ral,” “  superior” and “  special.” All persons obtaining a certificate of 
the superior” grade, as well as all Proficients of the High school, were 
to have a preference over other candidates, who might have only obtain
ed a general test certificate, while those who could produce a special test 
certificate and graduates in any class of the Collegiate department of 
the University were to be entitled to a preference for any office in those 
branches of the service, to which the special test certificates or degrees 
granted to them might specially apply. In the first instance it was 
proposed that there should be only two classes of certificates,— general and 
special, and that the scholars of the 4th class of the High school should
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be entitled to public employment equallly with, and Proficients of that 
institution in preference to, other candidates producing a general test cer
tificate ; but this rule was subsequenitly modified, and in a revised 
set of rules submitted with the 2d Annual Report of the Univer
sity Board, the superior standard was added, and the right of pre
ference granted to the scholars of the; University was limited to the 
Proficients of the High school and to the graduates in the Collegiate 
Department, the former of whom were to have a preference over can
didates producing only the general tes;t certificate, and the latter over 
all candidates for those branches of the services, for which their degrees 
certified that they had undergone a special course of preparation.

The Governors of the University Awere not unanimous in regard to 
the expediency of the proposed schem<e of examinations. Two of the 
Members, Mr. Dent and Colonel Sim, objected to it at the outset, on the 
ground that itAVOuld draw opposition to the University, as having the 
appearance of unduly favoring the scholars of that institution, and that 
it was inexpedient to restrict the patronage of tlie Heads of depart
ments, who are held responsible for the discharge of the duties confided 
to them. This last ground of objection was taken by two of the Heads 
of offices Avhowere consulted, Mr. Chamier the Chief Secretary and 
Mr. Casamajor a Judge of the Sudder Court. The majority of the 
Board however were strongly in favou’ of the plan, being impressed 
with the policy of aifording every legitimate encouragement to educa
tion, by holding out to the educated classes the prospect of more certain 
employment and advancement in the public service, and being of opini
on that general assurances of the advantages of education would be of 
np avail, unless accompanied by practical manifestations of its value; that 
in order to hold out a practical inducement, it was essential that a right 
of preference should be secured to those who might qualify themselves, 
and that to concede to Heads of offices a discretionary power o f reject
ing educated candidates in favor of those who were comparatively 
uneducated, and who were possessed o f  no superior claims in other 
respects on the ground of official experience, would be calculated to 
defeat the object in view, in destroying the security proposed.

The scheme was highly approved by Lord Elphinstone, who con
sidered that it would operate most beneficially, both upon the progress 
of education and on the condition of the public service, by raising a 
class of men, qualified for high employment in the civil administration
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cf India, and so carrying out the object to which, according to the instruc
tions of the Court of Directors, all the educational measures of the Go
vernment were intended to refer.

The importance of rendering the patronage of Government sub
servient in some measure to the advancement of education is forcibly 
stated in the following extract from Mr. Trevelyan’s work on education 
in India, which was quoted by Lord Elphinstone in support o f his 
views.

“  But this part of the subject has another and perliaps a still more 
“ important aspect. The same means which will secure for the Govcrn- 

ment a body of intelligent and upright native servants, will stimulate 
“ the mental activity and improve the morals of the people at large. 
“ I ’he Government cannot make public employment the reward o f dis- 
*• tinguished merit without encouraging merit in all who look forward to 
‘ ‘ public employ ; it cannot open schools for educating servants without 

diffusing knowledge among all classes of its subjects. Those Avho take 
their notions from England, or even from most of the continental na- 
tions, can have no conception what an immensely powerful engine, 
either for good or evil, an Asiatic Government is. In India the Go- 

“  vernment is every thing. Nearly the whole rental of the country 
“ passes into its cofters. Its Civil and Military establishments are on 

the largest scale. The Mercantile, Medical, Sacerdotal and other 
professions, which absorb the greater part of an English youth of the 
middle class, are either held in low esteem, or confined at present to 

“  particular castes; and almost the only idea, which a liberally educated 
native has of rising in life, is by attaching himself to the public service. 

“  The Government therefore, by the powers which it possesses ofstimu- 
“  lating and directing the minds of those who look forward to public 
“  employ, is able to stimulate and direct the minds of the whole nation. 
“  The candidates for situations in the public service comprise the larg- 
“  est and best portion of the educated class; and the educated class 
“  always draws after it the rest of the people.”

These remarks. Lord Elphinstone observed,* applicable as they were 
to Bengal, were still more so to this Presidency, “  where the field of 
“ enterprize being so confined and commerce so much depressed, it may 
“  be truly said that there is in fact hardly any other opening” than the 
public service for an educated man.
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Tlie members of the Government, liowever, were not mianimous as 
to the expediency of the measure, and the objections taken by a section 
of the Board to the right of preference for admission into the public 
service, wliich it was proposed to hold out to the educated classes, were 
shared in by Mr. Bird, who Avas of opinion that “ any pledge of the kind 
“  given by Government would be productive of disappointment, because 
“  it could not be carried out in practice, and that if it could be enforced, 
“  it would be detrimental to the public interests, as tending to exclude 
“  from the public service all those who had not been educated on Eu- 
“  ropean principles. The measure,” he considered, would give great 
dissatisfaction “  in the Provinces generally, and particularly to the old 
“  Kevenue servants, who had passed their lives in the service of the 
“  Company, and who had looked to it, and to it alone, for provision for 
“  their sons and relations, who, if the plan could ultimately be carried out 

to the extent proposed, would be in a great measure excluded from all 
“  hopes of employment.” Mr. Bird at the same time approved of the 
plan proposed in Bengal, which left the disposal of appointments to the 
public service entirely unfettered.

The details of the measure were submitted to Government on the 
eve of Lord Elphinstone’s departure, and as they involved an annual 
expenditure for the payment of the examiners who were to conduct 
the examinations, the proposition was referred by Lord Tweeddale for 
the orders of the Court of Directors. The importance of making the 
prospect of public employment operate as an encouragement to edu
cation appears to have been all along admitted by the Court;* but they 
were not prepared to go the lengths advocated, by the University 
Board and Lord Elphinstone, and in reviewingf his Lordship’s Mi
nute on the subject, they observed, that although it was undeniable 
that the enforcement of an educational test for candidates for pub
lic employment would have a most powerful effect upon the diffusion 
of education, its imposition required caution and judgment, and the 
acquirements demanded should always be proportionate to the duties 
to be discharged. “  For instance,” they remarked, “  it might be an ad- 
“  vantage to an individual candidate for an appointment as native 
“  Law Officer in one of the Company’s Courts that he should be a good

* See Despatch to Bombay April lOtli, 1828.
“ We have already expressed our approbation of your views of makiirg the prospect of 

“ public employment operate as an inducement to take advantage of the improved means 
“ of education now provided.”
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“  English scholar, but it would be unreasonable and frequently unjust 
to insist upon his understanding a language, which of itself can con- 

“  stitute no indispensible qualification for a Hindoo or Mahomedan 
“  Lawyer. There are also various grounds upon which a native might 
“  highly merit, and be most fit for, the public service, independently 

of any educational test whatever, and which it Avould be most inequi- 
“  table and impolitic to overlook in favor of a pupil of a public semi- 
“  nary, destitute of other claims upon the consideration of the Go- 

vernment Officers.”

On the matter being made the subject of a special reference for 
their orders, the Court rej>eated their objections, remarking that “  it 
“  would be most unjust to the Native candidates for office to demand 
“  of them qualifications, which it is impossible, in the existing state of 

our educational arrangements, that any except a comparatively limited 
“  number should possess, i. e. in other words to demand from them a 
“  degree of proficiency in the literature and sciences of the west, 
“  which they are utterly destitute of the means of acquiring.” It was 
accordingly ordered that the question of an educational test should 
“  be left for future consideration.”

On receiving these orders the University Board pointed out that 
the objections taken by the Honorable Court were founded on the 
impression, that the examination rules were to have the effect of 
excluding all persons from employment, who might not be possessed 
of the qualifications specified in them; whereas all that was contended 
for was, that those who might qualify themselves should have a right of 
preference over other candidates, provided they were equally fitted in 
other respects for the situations for which they might apply. Official 
experience was to have its proper weight; but in the case of youthful 
candidates, who in this respect were on a par, the test of educational 
qualification was to give a right of preference, which the Officer ap
pointing might not arbitrarily overlook.

The Board again represented in strong terms the necessity of such 
a security being held out as an inducement to the Natives to resort to 
the University, quoting the opinions of the Native Governors and of 
the Natives generally as being favorable to the immediate introduction 
of the proposed rules. They at the same time observed that the appre
hension of their bearing hardly on those who had no opportunity of
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acquiring the requisite qualifications was unfounded; inasmuch as it 
was proposed to limit their operations to the Presidency Offices, until 
the more general spread of education might justify their extension to the 
Provinces.

Notwithstanding this representation the Court of Directors declined 
to sanction the introduction of the test rules, and directed the Board to 
confine their attention to the fuller development of the institution under 
their charge.

While the subject was thus under discussion, the necessity of adopt
ing some such plan as that recommended by the Madras Board for ren
dering the educational institutions of Government subservient to the 
improvement of the native uncovenanted service, was beginning to be 
felt in Bengal. So far back as 1835 the General Committee of Public 
Instruction at Calcutta had urged the necessity of establishing “  some 
“  regular channel, through which the most distinguished students might 
“  obtain admission into the public service, without having to go through 

the ordeal of a long attendance at the Courts of Justice and the Re- 
venue Offices, which may oblige them to court the favor of the Minis- 
terial Officers, and often to become dependent on them.”

With this view a plan had been adopted of communicating lists of 
the most deserving students to the Government Officers in the Districts 
in which the Government schools or colleges were located, but was 
abandoned after two or three years trial. It was then resolved to 
award to the best students “  certificates of merit,” signed by the members 
of the School Committee, the holders of which, it was supposed, would 
experience but little difficulty in obtaining employment. This measure, 
like its predecessor, was attended with but partial success.

The Government at the same time were averse to sanction any 
more decisive measures in favor of the educated classes, and would per
mit of no deviation from the general principle that the disposal of 
patronage should be left entirely unfettered, and that no special prefer
ence or monopoly of official employment should be assigned to the stu
dents of the Government institutions.

The ill-success however of the minor plans which had been tried, 
induced Lord Hardinge, shortly after his appointment as Governor Ge
neral in 1844, to take a more decided step, and to direct that all merito
rious students, both of the GoYcrnmeut institutions and of other scholastic
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establishments, slioiilcl be entitled to an invariable preference over other 
candidates for public employment, not possessed of superior qualifica
tions. With this view the Council of Education at Calcutta were in
structed to forward to Government an annual return, containing the 
names of all students, whether educated in the Government institutions 
or elsewhere, “ who might be fitted, according to their several degrees of 
“  merit and capacity, for such of the various public offices as with refer- 
“  ence to their age, abilities and other circumstances they might be 

deemed qualified to fill;” and it was resolved that the returns, when 
received, should “  be printed and circulated to the heads of all Govern- 
“  ment offices, both in and out of Calcutta, with instruction to omit no 
“  opportunity of providing for and advancing the candidates thus pre- 
“  sented to their notice, and in filling up every situation in whatever 
“  grade in their gift to shew them an invariable preference over others not 
“  possessed of superior qualifications.” It was declared to be the duty 
“  of controlling officers, with whom rested the confirmation of appoint- 
“  ments made by their subordinates, to see that a sufficient explanation 

was afforded in every case in which the selection might not have fallen 
upon an educated candidate, whose name was borne on the printed 
returns;” and “  with a view still further to promote and encourage 
the diffusion of knowledge among the humbler classes of the people” 

it was fui-ther resolved, that even in the selection of persons to fill the 
“  lowest offices under the Government, respect should be had to the 

relative acquirements of the candidates, and that in every instance a 
“  man who could read or write should be preferred to one who could not.”

Lord Hardinge’s Resolution went much further than the rules sub
mitted by the Madras University Board, for not only was it declared 
applicable to all parts of the country, but to all situations of whatever 
grade, without the reservation in favor of old servants which was pro
posed by the Madras Board.

The Madras Government were of opinion,* ‘Hhat it would be prema- 
ture and detrimental to the public interests, if not unjust, to adopt it in 

“  all its fulness in this Presidency, inasmuch as the very limited nimaber 
“  of schools at this Presidency, public or private, for the higher branches 

of education, especially in the Provinces, had precluded, and would for 
some time to come preclude, the bulk of the most respectable classes 
from obtaining the requisite educational acquirements.” It was there
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fore decided  ̂in lieu of giving “  an invariable preference in filling up 
every situation to the educated members of native society, to open to 
them for competition not less than five appointments in the public ser- 

“  vice annually and three pecuniary rewards, to be paid out of the fund's 
“  authorized for the purposes of education, and to be granted to su(jcess- 

ful candidates, after full and careful examination; provided such candi- 
“  dates have severally attained a standard of education which shall em- 
“  brace a good knowledge of the English language, its science and litera- 

ture and a grammatical acquaintance with their own vernacular tongue.”
The Government plan, which originally provided for the award of 

only two appointments to be conferred within the year, one in the Judi
cial and the other in the Revenue Department, “  with as little interfer- 

ence as possible with the claims of others,” having been referred to the 
Uni versity Board for their opinion, was pronounced* by them to be altogether 
inadequate for the object in view, the omission to provide any security 
for the employment of any others than the few to whom the proposed 
prizes were to be awarded, being in the opinion of the Board fatal to the 
efficiency of the scheme.

The resolution however was promulgated, only so far modified as 
that five appointments instead of two were offered for competition, and the 
reservation against interference with the claims of others was omitted. 
To carry out the scheme a Council of Education w^s appointed,! separate 
from the University Board. The proceedings of this Council in con
nexion with the establishment of Provincial schools have been already 
adverted to. It only continued in existence until 1847, when it was 
dissolved under orders from the Court of Directors, on the ground that 
it was inexpedient to retain two separate and independent Boards for 
the promotion of education. During the interval which elapsed be
tween the appointment of the Council of Education and its dissolution, 
two examinations were held, at which pecuniary prizes were awarded 
but no appointments given, none of the candidates being considered to 
have attained the prescribed standard of qualification.

The objections advanced by the Court of Directors against the 
test rules proposed by the University Board appear to have been 
deemed equally applicable to Lord Hardinge’s Resolution, and the 
standard of qualification required in the examinations which were held 
in pursuance of it in Bengal, was pronounced much too high.
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This standard is described in one of the Court’s despatches,* as in
volving “  a critical acquaintance with the works of Bacon, Johnson, 
“  Milton and Shakespear ; a knowledge of ancient and modern History 
“  and of the higher branches of Mathematical science, some insight 
“  into the elements of Natural History anil the principles of Moral 
“  Philosophy and Political Economy, together with considerable facility 

in composition and the power of writing in fluent and idiomatic lan- 
“  guage an impromptu essay on any given subject of History, Morals 
“  or Political Economy.”

The Honorable Court observed, that “  this high test, instead of 
“  promoting, would in effect discourage the general acquisition of the 

English language; that they were not disposed to regard a high 
“  degree of scholastic knowledge as constituting an essential qualifica- 
“  tion for the public service, and that to require only a moderate and 
“  practical knowledge of English, with a thorough command of the 
“■ vernacular language and testimonials of regularity, steadiness, dili- 
“  gence and good conduct would be, in their opinion, the best way to 
“  obtain the largest number of candidates competent to become useful 
“  Officers in the different ranks of the Kevenue and Judicial Depart- 
“  ments; though,” they added, “  there might be some few appointments, 
“  which it might be desirable to bestow as the rewards of greater profi- 

ciency in the higher branches of Literature.”
They Avere averse however to insisting throughout India upon 

even a moderate acquaintance with the English language. “  Where 
“  from local circumstances the persons whom it would be most desirable 
“  to employ are found deficient in that knowledge, we would not on 
“  that account peremptorily exclude them from employment; though, 
“  other qualifications being equal or nearly so, we would allow a 
“  knowledge of the English language to give a claim to preference.” 

The duties of the Council of Education having been transferred to 
the University Board, to whom the despatch above quoted was commu
nicated, a revised set of rules for the introduction of test examinations 
was laid before Government in the course of the following year. 
These rules were very similar to those before submitted, except that 
they entered into greater detail regarding the subjects of examination 
and gave the proficients of the High school certain privileges which
had been proposed in the first set of rules, but had been abandoned 
-------- ;------- - -- ------------------------ ---- ---------------------- ---------- -
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in the second set submitted with the second Annual Keport. The 
privileges proposed were tliat all proficients of the High school should 
have a preference in selection for the public service over other 
candidates who might have only attained a general test certificate, and 
that they should be placed on an equal footing with those persons who 
might obtain a superior test certificate. Tlie j)roficients of the High 
school were in fact to be exempted from any further examination than 
that necessary to the attainment of their degrees, and it was provided, 
as before, that whenever the Collegiate department of the University 
should be established, the graduates of the institution should have a 
preference over all other candidates for employment in those branches 
of the public service, to which the science or faculty in which they 
might have graduated should be applicable.

The privileges thus provided for the scholars of the Government 
institution were strongly objected to by one of the members of the 
Board, on the ground that they were imfair to other candidates, that 
the examination for proficients degrees at the High school, being con
fined to the subjects studied in the school were not so difficult as the 
public examinations proposed for the superior test, and should not there
fore be put on an equality with them, and that, independently of the 
question of relative difficulty, the Board when acting in the capacity 
of a Council of Education were not justified in introducing reservations 
in favor of the institution under their immediate charge.

It was argued on the other hand by the majority of the Board 
that the examinations for proficients degrees were equally public, and 
of more difficulty, than those proposed to be required for the superior 
test; that it was intended that the same public examiners should pre
side at both; that the institution was open to all, and that there were 
serious objections to obliging the University scholars to undergo two 
annual examinations.

Upwards of four years elapsed without any orders being passed re
garding the rules submitted by the Board. In the mean time the Board, 
ŵ hich had been reduced by resignations and deaths to a President and 
three members was reorganized, the number of members prescribed by the 
fundamental rules being increased from fourteen to sixteen, and eleven 
new members appointed to fill the vacant places. One of the first sub
jects taken up by the new Board was the establishment of examinations 
for granting certificates of educational qualifications. The rules sub-
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mltted in 1848 were accordingly revised,* and with some modifications were 
again laid before Government. The principal alteration was the omis
sion from the new rules of the privileges provided for the Proficients of 
the High school and future graduates of the University. On one point, 
however, which in fact was the main principle of the scheme viz. the 
right of preference for employment, there was again a difference of 
opinion among the members of the Board, four out of fourteen mem
bers who voted, being of opinion that the Heads of offices should be 
left entirely unshackled in their selection of candidates, and that in 
lieu of conferring on the qualified candidates the right of preference 
which was proposed, their names should be published periodically in the 
Official Gazette.

Before the new rules were laid before Government, the Governor ia 
Council had recorded his opinionf on those submitted in 1848, which he 
declined to sanction. He observed, that “  without entering into any dis- 
“  cussion of the measure in its bearing on the public service, or of the 
“  expediency of making mere educational attainments the avenue to all 
“  public employ,” he must record his entire concurrence in the senti- 

ments of the Honorable Court, ‘ that the enforcement of an educational 
test requires caution and discretion,’ as well as in the opinion (before) 

“  pronounced by the Madras Government, that ‘ it would be premature 
“  and detrimental to the public interests, if not unjust,’ were the Go- 
“  vernment now to adopt in all its fulness the measures of the Supreme 
“  Government emanating from the Resolution of the Governor General 
“  Lord Hardinge under date the 10th October 1844.”

“  A  considerable period has indeed elapsed since the opinions here 
cited were enunciated, but they ajipear to the Governor in Council to 

“  be as strictly applicable to the present state of public education in this 
Presidency, as they were at the moment when first expressed; and the 

“  utmost that he can admit, is that the modified rules passed by this G o- 
vernment under date the 25th June 1845 be declared still in force 

“  and open to all candidates wherever educated.”
I f  this measure be adopted, it will be for the Government, in the 

absence of a Council of Education, to nominate the examiners.”
“  The nature of the examination should be such as to affi)rd fair 

scope to the attainments of all scholars. The works studied at any 
particular school should not form the basis of the examination, but 
the award should be in favor of that individual who evinces the most
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“  thorough knowledge and mastery of the English language, and pos- 
“  sesses the power of transferring passages of solid weight and import- 

ance from the best English authors into pure and correct language in 
“  his own vernacular tongue, with a fair, but well grounded, acquaint- 
“  ance with general History, Geograiphy, Euclid, and the elements of 

westei’n science.”
“  The moral education of the candidates will also come within the 

“  scope of the examination; for education alone, without moral charac- 
“  ter, can form no qualification for offices of trust. The Governor in 
“  Council does not attach importance to a minute acquaintance with the 
“  peculiar phrases of Shakespear and other refinements of English lite- 
“  rature, or to high scientific attainments, which appear to him equally 
“  beyond the requirements of the present day.”

“  The tendency of such a system of education appears to him to be 
“  to create acute and subtle, but with all superficial, rather than solid, 
“  moral and thinking minds, which last are the only foundation of real 
“  social progress, and of a vigorous national intellect.”

The foregoing remarks were not communicated to the University 
Board, until after the receipt of the rules submitted by them in July 
1852, which were pronounced* by Government to be “  calculated for a 
“  state of education, for which there is no pretence in this Presidency, 
“  and accordingly to be open to strong objections.” The Government 
at the same time expressed their concurrence in the opinion of the mi
nority of the University Board, that “  the Heads of offices should, for 
“  the present at least, be left unshackled in the selection of persons for 
“  public employment, with this provision for their information, that a 
“  list of all candidates, who are found on examination to be qualified, 
“  shall be published periodically in the Government Gazette.”

In consequence of these instructions the system of an annual 
examination for Government rewards was reverted to, and an exami
nation was held at the commencement of the present year upon a plan 
very similar to that adopted by the late Council of Education, certain 
fixed subjects being laid down, in which a certain amount of proficiency 
was required to entitle any candidate to reward, whatever might be hia 
superiority over his competitors. The extent of acquirements demand
ed in the prescribed subjects involves a fair knowledge of the Eng
lish language, and of the leading facts of the histories of India and
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England of general Geography, Arithmetic and Algebra as far as 
simple Equations, the 1st four books of Euclid, the leading facts in 
Astronomy and Mechanics, translations from and into the vernacular 
languages, and the composition of an English Essay.

In addition to the prescribed subjects, a list of extra subjects is 
published, with the view of affording to those candidates who may 
have prosecuted their studies in the higher departments o f literature 
and science, an opportunity of profiting by their acquirements.

The rules for these examinations for Government rewards, as 
originally promulgated in 1845, provided that five appointments should 
be offered for competition. This has been omitted from the rules now 
in force, on the ground that the pecuniary rewards and the publication 
in the Gazette of the names of the successful competitors, as well as of 
all who attain a certain standard of qualification in the prescribed 
subjects, is a sufficient stimulus, and that the interposition o f a Govern
ment order is not requisite for securing employment for those who are 
placed at the head of the list; the facility with which the proficients 
and other advanced scholars of the University have hitherto obtained 
employment, being such as to afford a tolerably certain assurance that 
the services of those on whom the Government rewards are conferred, 
will be readily taken advantage of. This of course only applies to the 
few more highly educated. It yet remains to be proved whether as 
regards the mass of the educated classes the design of the examination 
will be carried out, without the security of a right of preference to em
ployment, which has been so often proposed.
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Opening o f  the High school department o f  the University—Appointment o f  
the Head master—Previous establishment o f  a Preparatory school—  
Course o f  instruction laid down fo r  the High school—Rapid progress o f  
some o f the scholars— Slow increase o f  numbers— Causes assigned fo r  the 
paucity o f  the scholars— High rate o f  fee  assigned as one o f the causes—  
Objections o f  the President and other members o f  the Board to any reduc
tion— Supposed impression on the part o f  the Native Community that 
Lord Tweeddale's Government was hostile to the University— Causes as
signed for  such an impression— Suspension by the Government o f  several 
measures proposed by the Board— Decrease in the number o f  scholars—  
Representations o f the University Board—Difference among the members 
o f the Government as to the causes o f  the ill-success o f the school—Lord 
Tweeddale's Minute— Mr. Chamier's Minute— Mr. Bird's Minute— Opi
nion o f  the Court o f Directors regarding the propositions o f  the Univer
sity Board—Reply o f the Board to the remarks o f the Horible Court—> 
Correspondence between the Government and the Board regarding the 
wording o f  the 3d Annual Report—Report revised by Government and 
printed in its revised form under the signature o f  the Secretary— Similar 
correspondence regarding the 6th Annual Report—Abolition o f  the Coun
cil o f  Education by order o f the Court o f  Directors.

Lord Elphinstone’s scheme for the establishment of an University, 
provided for its division into two departments upon the plan followed 
in the Scotch Universities;—a High school for the cultivation of Eng- 

lish literature and the vernacular languages, and the elementary de- 
“  partments of philosophy and science,” and a Collegiate department 
for the “  higher branches of literature, philosophy and science.” Of 
these two departments, the first only could be established at the com
mencement ; the then existing state of education at Madras being such 
as to preclude the expectation of any students being found qualified for 
entering upon the course of instruction for which the Collegiate de
partment was designed. One of the first measures o f the University 
Board was to procure the services of a competent person to organize the 
new institution, and the task of selection having been entrusted to Mr. 
Mounstuart Elphinstone, formerly Governor of Bombay, the present
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Principal* of the University, was appointed to the Head mastership of 
the High school, which was opened on the 14th April 1841. In the 
course of the preceding year, a Preparatory school had been opened for 
preparing scholars for admission into the High school, the rules of the 
latter institution prescribing that an elementary knowledge of the Eng
lish language should be an essential qualification for admission. The 
High school commenced with 67 scholars, and with 65 more preparing 
to enter it in the Preparatory school. A  detailed scheme of instruction 
had been previously laid down, almost identical with that stated in the 
6th Chapter, as having been proposed for the Provincial schools. It in
cludes Grammar, History, Geography, Composition, Moral and Mental 
Philosophy, Mathematics as far as Spherical Triginometry and the 
principles o f Mechanics, Natural Philosophy and the study of the ver
nacular languages. The majority of the scholars admitted at the open
ing were qualified only for the lowest classes. The progress of some of 
them was very rapid, and in the course of a very few years several had 
entered upon the subjects originally reserved for the Collegiate course. 
The number however increased but slowly, and from the commencement 
much difficulty was experienced in retaining the scholars to enter the 
higher classes. Out of 148 scholars who were admitted in the course of 
the first year, 48 left it during that period, and during the following ten 
years the number on the lists never exceeded 182.

One of the causes assigned for the paucity of scholars was the rate 
of school fee demanded, viz. Rupees 4 per mensem for each scholar, 
which was considered by many te be more than the majority of those 
classes, for whom the school was intended, could afibrd to pay. On this 
point there was considerable diiference of opinion among the members of 
the Board. On the one hand it was argued that the rate of fee de
manded obstructed the usefulness o f the institution in limiting the 
resort of scholars; on the other, that any reduction would be followed 
by the ingress of large numbers of the lower classes, who would enter 
the school for a short period to obtain such elementary instruction as 
might fit them for inferior situations in the public ofiices, and would 
prevent the more respectable classes from resorting to it. The latter 
was the view of the President and of the majority of the Board, 
including some of the native members.

* Mr. Powell is a graduate of Pembroke College, Cambridge, and took the degree of 
Wrangler at the Mathematical Tripos examination of 1840,
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By these gentlemen other causes were assigned for the compara
tive paucity of scholars. One of these was the situation of the school 
house, the distance of which from the most populous parts of Madras 
was considered to have the effect of preventing the attendance of 
many, who would otherwise have resorted to the school. The other 
was a supposed impression on the part of the native community that the 
Government was opposed to the institution. The High school had 
been in existence about a year and a half when Lord Elphinstone left 
Madras. A  few months before, he had sanctioned the adoption of the 
several plans framed by the University Board for the extension of 
education, viz. the formation of four Provincial schools, the establish
ment of educational test examinations, and the establishment of Colle
giate classes in Medicine and Civil Engineering in the University. O f 
these measures the two first had been officially suggested by Lord 
Elphinstone in his Minutes of the 12 th February 1841 and 12 th May 
1842; and the proposal to establish Medical and Engineering classes 
at an early date had been adverted to in the address delivered by the 
Board on the occasion of the opening of the High school, and had met 
with his full concurrence. Before however any of these measures 
could be brought into operation, it was necessary that detailed estimates 
o f the expenditure required to carry them out should be framed and 
sanctioned. The estimates were laid before Government on the eve of 
Lord Elphinstone’s departure, and the disposal of them devolved on his 
successor. They involved in the aggregate, when added to the expenses 
of the High school, an expenditure in excess of the sum sanctioned for 
educational purposes at Madras. The Government of India in their 
letter of the 15th July 1835 had distinctly intimated that this sum 
must not be exceeded, and the Government therefore Avere not compe
tent, without a further reference either to the Government of India or 
to the Court of Directors, to sanction the scale of expenditure proposed 
by the Board. At the time the estimates were submitted to Govern
ment, the disbursements of the High school amounted to about Rupees
20,000 per annum, Avhich, it was calculated, would eventually increase 
to Rupees 30,000. The charges of the four Provincial schools were esti
mated at Rupees 15,000 odd; those of the Medical Collegiate class at 
Rupees 10,000; those of the Civil Engineering class at Rupees 7,000; 
while the payment of the examiners who were to conduct the proposed 
test examinations was calculated at Rupees 3,500 per annum. The 
aggregate of the estimated expenditure thus amounted to Rupees
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65.500 or Rupees 15,500 in excess of the annual* grant. O f this 
excess, however, it was not probable that the additional Rupees 10,000 
for the High school would be required immediately, and if it had been, 
the available funds were sufficient for carrying out at all events a 
portion of the general scheme. Either the Collegiate classes might 
have been established, or the Provincial schools might have been 
opened, and the test examinations set on foot. Lord Tweeddale 
however decided that the whole of the estimates should bo referred 
to the Court of Directors. In consequence of the representations 
made by the Board, the estimates of the Provincial schools were 
subsequently sanctioneTi, but when it was found that higher salaries 
than those originally proposed, would be required for the Head masters, 
although not more than might have been provided from the annual 
grant, the necessary sanction was witiiheld, and the duty o f founding 
Provincial schools was afterwards transferred to another body.

The entire suspension of the several schemes submitted by them, 
which had been prepared, either under the express instructions, or with 
the full concurrence, of the former Government, was viewed by the Board 
as indicating that the institution was discountenanced by the new Go
vernment, and a decrease which about the time took place in the num
ber of scholars, was ascribed by them to the circumstance of a similar 
impression having been contracted by the native public.

As early as the 18th November 1842, in a letterf urging the im
policy of delay in the establishment of the Provincial schools, the Uni
versity Board represented, that if through any delay in carrying out the 
proposed measures, the native community “  should be led (though 

erroneously) to surmise that Government is no longer favorable to their 
adoption, they could not but anticipate in the withdrawal of their con- 
fidence, results the most disastrous to the cause of native education 
under this Presidency.” If,” they added, “  it has been thus shown 
that the postponement of one only of the proposed educational mea- 
sures would hazard results so untoward, the Board cannot but regard 

“  with apprehension the far more extensive evil, to which the suspension 
of the other schemes they have submitted, would in all probability
* Note.— În addition to the current annual grant, there was a balance to the credit 

of education amounting at this time (September 1842) to about 150,000 Rupees— see 
Appendix B. B. the interest of which at 5 per cent, would have amounted to about Rupees
7.500 per annum. A  considerable portion however of this balance would, according to the 
recommendation of the University Board have been absorbed in the erection of a building 
for the Presidency institution.
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“  give rise.” On these grounds they urged the necessity of “  avoiding 
“  any steps wliich might seem to indicate a check in their progress,” 
and requested permission to employ a portion of the balance of the an
nual grant, which was still available, in laying the foundation of the 
various schemes submitted by them.

In the course of a few months afterwards, the withdrawal of the 
senior pupils and a decrease which took place in the number of scholars, 
induced the Board again to address* the Government on the subject, 
with a view to the adoption of measures which might serve to revive 
the confidence of the native community in the stability of the institu
tion. They represented, that among those who had left, were several 
of the most advanced pupils, who had “  prematurely abandoned their 

further education at the very time when their stay would have been 
“  most beneficial to themselves and conducive to the principal objects 
“  of the institutionthat the pupils who had recently entered, did not 
proceed from that class of the community whom it was desired to at
tract to the school, and that they merely came to qualify themselves for 
inferior appointments in the public offices. As a temporary remedy for 
this state of things, and pending the decision of the Court of Directors 
on the measures which had been referred to them, the Board urged the 
commencement of a building for the University, as being calculated to 
attract public confidence and to give stability and popularity to the in
stitution. They also advocated tlie foundation of Government scho
larships in the High school as an encouragement to the most deserving 
scholars, and an inducement to them to continue their studies.

The members of the Government differed as to the causes to which 
the comparative ill-success of the High school was to be ascribed. The 
Marquis of Tweeddale considered! that the measures proposed by the 
Board were premature, and that a sound practical system of education 
must be established and received by the native community, before any 
benefit could be hoped for in the establishment of College classes. He 
pronounced the small success of the institution in attracting scholars and 
its early abandonment by those who resorted to it, to be attributable, 
partly to the apathy of the native community and partly to the exist
ence o f other schools at the Presidency. He observed that when the 
University was established, the natives were expected to support it by 
sending their children to it and by pecuniary contributions; that in both
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these expectations the Government had been disappointed, and that in 
fact such a vital chittige had taken place in the condition and prospects 
of the institution, as affected the principle upon which the Court of 
Directors had sanctioned its establishment. He anticipated no benefit 
from the erection of a building, that already in use being more than 
sufficient for the wants of the institution.

Mr. Chamier* on the other hand concurred with the University 
Board in ascribing the depressed condition of the High school to the 
delay which had taken place in sanctioning the various measures that 
had been proposed. “  So long,” he observed, “  as the recommendations 

of the Board were cordially responded to, and it was seen that the 
institution enjoyed the undiminished favor of Government, the num- 
ber of students continued to increase, and doubtless would have gone 

“  on increasing; but when the first check was experienced, doubts of 
“  the permanence of the advantages held out on the first establishment 
“  of the University naturally intruded themselves on the minds of those 
“  who had taken an interest in the institution, and were confirmed by 

the continued omission of Government to notice the Board’s recom- 
“  mendations.” Mr. Chamier accordingly proposed that all the sug
gestions of the Board should be at once sanctioned, with the exception 
of the test examinations and the erection of a building, the former of 
which he considered to be of doubtful expediency, and the latter not to 
be immediately required.

Mr, Bird considered! it to be undoubted that “  the native commu- 
nity had not supported the University to the extent which the Go- 

“  vernment had been led to expect,” and that the Government would 
not have been justified, with the limited means at their command, in 
adopting the propositions for forming the classes in Medicine and Civil 
Engineering, nor that of carrying into effect the test rules without re
ference to the Honorable Court of Directors. He agreed with the 
University Board, that “  if those propositions were adopted, there was 
“  a prospect of the prosperity of the institution being restoredand 
though not approving of the test rules, he had “  little doubt that if it 

should be found that employment in the public service was depend- 
ent upon qualifications at the University, that institution would be 
generally supported, by those at least who were within reach of it, 
and especially by the natives of the Presidency.” Mr. Bird at the
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same time expressed his conviction that if the University was not 
warmly and liberally supported by Government, all endeavours to pre
serve it from failure would be ineffectual, and suggested that doubts 
on this subject might be the cause o f  the want of support on the part 
of the native community brought to notice by the Board.

The discussion resulted in a further reference being made to the 
Court of Directors on the points noticed in the Board’s letter, with the 
exception of the proposal to found scholarships in the High school, 
which was referred to the Government of India, and was eventually 
sanctioned.

The Court of Directors considered the propositions of the Uni
versity Board to be premature. In a despatch* dated the 18th October 
1843, written previous to the receipt o f the reference abovementioned, 
they recorded the following remarks with reference to the proposal 
to establish Collegiate classes in Medicine and Civil Engineering. “ W e 
“  are fully sensible of the great zeal and activity of the Education 
“  Board, and of the advantages likely to follow from the institutions 

which they recommend, but we must remind you that little more 
than a year has elapsed since even a school for English literature 
was founded at your Presidency, and that we now only for the first 

“  time receive a report of the results which have attended its insti- 
tution. Upon referring to the answers of some of the students to 
the questions proposed to them at the first examination held by the 
Board, very extraordinary proficiency is manifested by some of the 
students; but it is evident that whatever progress they may -have 
made during the year, (and we doubt not it was such as to do great 

“  credit both to themselves and to their instructors) yet they must 
“  have joined the school with highly respectable acquirements, previ- 

ously attained in other institutions of a similar character. It seems 
“  likely too that this high proficiency is confined to a very few indivi- 

duals, and at any rate it is certain that the school is by no means yet 
established on a permanent footing, and that the number of its scho- 

“  lars is yet far from being sufficient to render it as effectively influ- 
“  ential in the progress of native education, as we hope it will here- 
“  after become.”

“  As some knowledge of English was made a condition of admis- 
“  sion into tlie His-h scliool, the Board established at the same time aO
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“  Preparatory school for iinpartuig elementary instruction in the Eng- 
lish language. The two schools were opened on the 14th April 1841, 

“  when sixty-seven scholars were admitted into the High school and 
sixty-five into the Preparatory school. These numbers are by no 

“  means commensurate with the population of Madras, with the de- 
ficient means of instruction there existing, or with the interest mani- 
fested by the natives, of whom thousands are described as having 

“  congregated to witness the opening of the school.”

“  Nor have the subsequent augmentations of the schools been 
such as to indicate a rapidly growing popularity: although eighty-one 

“  scholars joined the High school during the first year, yet forty-eight 
“  quitted it, and at the occurrence of the first annual examination 
“  the numbers are reported to be one hundred in the High, and only 
“  thirty-five in the Preparatory school,— an aggregate little more than 

that with which the schools opened. As however the chief falling 
off* is in the Preparatory school, it is to be hoped that it arises princi- 

“  pally from the instruction which it afforded, being obtainable on cheap- 
er terms elsewhere. That the elementary knowledge of English requi- 
site for admission into the High school is to be procured without this 

“  part of the machinery, may be inferred from the augmentation in 
the scholars of the High school. The augmentation however is still 
below our expectations.”

“  We hope and expect that as your plans become developed, the 
“  schbol Avill be much more resorted to, but we think that any proposals 
“  to'establish Medical or Civil Engineering Colleges at this moment are 

unwarranted by the state of preparation in the native community, and 
that it will be quite time enough when, from amongst some hundreds 

“  of native young men, familiar with the use of the English language, 
and with various important branches of general knowledge, classes can 
be formed for the cultivation of professional and pi'actical knowledge. 
A t present, in all probability, the pupils qualified to benefit by such 

‘ ‘ tuition would be very few. W e are by no means prepared to found a 
College for Civil Engineers, the pupils of which are to comprehend 

"  the Officers of the Madras Army as proposed by the Education Board. 
This is a subject quite distinct from that of native education, and one 
on which it is not necessary to say more than that if it is considered 
essential for the Officers of our Army to study Civil Engineering,
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England and not India, should be the site of their education. With 
regard to the Medical College of Calcutta, which has in a great mea~ 
sure given rise to the suggestions of the Education Board, we have to 

“ observe, that Avhatever success may have attended its operations, was 
“  prepared for by years of previous cultivation, not only of English, but 

even of Medical science. The Hindoo College, which is analogous in 
“  its plan to the High school of Madras, had been in existence for more 
“  than twenty years, when the Medical College was founded, and had 

filled Calcutta with accomplished native scholars; and besides this, 
“  European Anatomy, Surgery, and Medicine, had been taught for seve- 
“  ral years, both at the Sanscrit College, and the Madrissa, and an 
“  Hospital and Dispensary had even been attached to the Medical class 
“  of the former. All the pupils of the Medical College who first were 
“  entitled to diplomas had been distinguished scholars in the Calcutta 
“  seminaries. A  shorter interval will no doubt be sufficient to prepare 
“  the pupils for instruction in the Medical College at Madras, but it is 
“  obvious that there cannot be at present, nor for some time to come, an 
“  adequate number of well instructed young natives to form such a 
“  Medical school, as to justify the expense which it must entail by 
“  the benefits which it would disseminate.”

“  Looking therefore upon the suggestions of the Education Board 
“  as premature, we must withhold our sanction from any attempts to 
“  carry them into effect by any other means than those of giving the 
“  fullest practicable efficiency to the institution which they have already 
“  organized. W e have every reason to augur from the judgment and 
“  activity of the Board, and from the talents and the zeal of the masters, 
“  the idtimate success of the High school and College of Madras, and 
“  the extension of similar schools to the principal districts of the 
“  Madras Presidency, and we earnestly recommend to you to confine 
“  your attention and that of the Board at least for the present to these 
“  important and indispensable objects.”

The Court had previously stated their objections to the immediate 
introduction of the test rules. On receiving the further reference from 
the Government, forwarding the Board’s representation regarding the 
unsatisfactory condition of the High school, they observed* that the 
statement then before them confirmed the accuracy of their former 
opinion, and that it was “  manifestly premature to found Colleges for
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scientific and professional objects or to establish tests for public em- 
ployment, while the means whicli are provided for the indispensable 

“  preliminary instruction are so imperfect and so little resorted to by 
“  those for whose benefit they were intended.”

“  W e are disposed to think,” they added, “  that the alarm indicated 
by the letter of the Board of the 5th June 1843, is as premature as 

“  their anticipations of benefit from the quarters to which they look. 
“  The qualifications of the senior pupils fitted them for the duties of 
“  active life, and it has been universally found difficult to detain young 
“  men in the native seminaries after attaining such qualifications. Some 
“  compensation must be held out to them for the advantages they forego 
“  by .protracting their scholastic studies, such as a scholarship of adequate 
“  value, and this is one obvious remedy for the evil complained of. 

Even the whole number cannot be expected to aim at tlie highest at- 
tainments, and there must always be a large proportion of students 
who seek only to qualify for inferior appointments in the public offi- 

“  ces. It will be suflficient if some few of them are gradually led on to 
“  the higher classes until the advantage of such attainments shall be 

more generally appreciated. There is little reason to fear if the insti- 
tution be steadily, ably, and above all, patiently fostered.”

W e observe from the Minute of your President o f the 28th Au- 
“ gust 1843, that his Lordship ascribes the decline of the establishment 

in some degree to the number of schools existing at Madras, and the 
habit of the natives to change from one to the other. As many of 

“  these schools probably afford gratuitous instruction, a Government in- 
stitution where a monthly fee is demanded, can scarcely expect to be 
in very extensive request. It can only attract pupils by offering a 
better education and by receiving more marked countenance from the 
Government. With regard to the first, the report of the Boai'd bears 
such high testimony to the character of the Head master, that it is to 

“  be inferred he is fully competent to raise the studies of the school to a 
level with the best schools at the Presidency. The Governors of the 
College are desirous of giving him more effective aid, and solicit your 
sanction to their sending to England for a second master, whose salary 
shall not be less than 350 Rupees per month. You have called our 
attention to this request, and we do not object to the sanction being 

“  granted, if the prospects of the school still require such additional as- 
“  sistance.”
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With regard to the second source of attraction,— the coiuitenance 
of the Government, we fully appreciate the great anxiety manifested 
by you for the success of the High school, but we are of opinion that 
it would tend materially to elevate the credit and respectability of the 

”  institution, if the prizes which may be awarded at the public examina- 
“  tion were presented to the successful candidates by the Governor of 

Fort Saint George himself, and that on such occasion the attcnd- 
ance of respectable natives were extensively permitted and encouraged. 

“ No measures have been found more efficacious in securing popularity 
to the Native College of Calcutta, than the coimtenance which it has 
received in this manner from the successive heads of the Government 

** of Bengal.”

The Board replied at some length to the first of the two despatches 
above quoted. They pointed out that the majority of the propositions 
submitted by them had been devised under the express instructions 
o f Government, and that both in regard to the test examinations and 
the establishment of Collegiate classes, their views had been misap
prehended by the Court of Directors. They observed that in pro
posing the test rules they had not contemplated any demand of edu
cational qualifications, or exclusion from employment of those who 
might either be without the opportunity or might fail to qualify them
selves, but merely that a right of preference should be accorded to 
qualified candidates, and that not absolute, but only over “  other candi- 

dates not having such certificates of qualification, and who might not 
possess superior qualifications in other respects and on the whole.” 

With reference to the Collegiate classes in Medicine and Civil Engi
neering, they stated that if the Court of Directors had apprehended 
that they had proposed the establishment of these classes as called for 
“  by a community already boasting of any number of scholars of 

sufficiently refined acquirements to take immediate advantage of 
them, they had been misconceived,” and that they had merely pro

posed the establishment of the classes as an experiment.

The Board adhered to their opinion that the slow progress of the 
institution was attributable to an impression that the Government were 
unfavorable to it. They observed that “  however prepared the Go- 

vernment may have been, and still may be, to promote the interests 
of the institution upon the basis of its fundamental rules and princi- 
pies, and according to such course as Government deem most condu-
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"  clve to that purpose  ̂ yet it cannot but be appreliended that the native 
“  public have contracted an impression to the reverse. AVithout as- 
“  suming to speculate on the grounds of the impression, which may 
“  have been quite misconceived, yet the Board are at all events convin- 
“  ced that nothing short of the marked countenance and strenuous 
“  support of Government, followed up by every exertion of the Board 
“  to give effect to such encouragement, will suffice to restore or main- 
“  tain that spirit which the Board have often testified as formerly 
“  prevailing, as well in the Provinces as in the Presidency, in the cause 
“  of the institution and of native education in general. It is to be 
“  observed that the natives of this Presidency are unable, either from 
“  any personal experience or from any results they have hitherto 
“  witnessed in others, to appreciate the effect and value of a superior 

education. They look to the encouragement and countenance o f 
“  Government altogether as tlie criterion by which they estimate such. 
“  pursuits. Extrinsic excitement is necessary in the infancy of such 
“  efforts, and it will not be until some results are seen of the palpable 
“  advancement and superior education of those who have acquired 
“  qualifications by their attainments, that an adequate or true concept 
“  tlon will be gained of their value.”

While the foregoing correspondence was going on, a discussion 
arose regarding the wording of the 3d Annual Report, to some parts of 
which the Government took exception on the ground that it represent
ed the sus])ension of the various measures proposed by the Board 
resting with the Government, and not with the Court of Directors 
to whom they had been referred. The Government accordingly sug
gested certain alterations, which however the Board declined to adopt, 
the terms used by them being in their opinion consistent with the 
information before them when their report was written; while the 
alterations proposed involved a reference to circumstances of which 
they had no information. The correspondence ended in the report 
being published in the revised form proposed by the Government under 
the signature of the Board’s Secretary and without the signatures of the 
President and Members, which had been originally affixed to it.

On a subsequent occasion when the 5th Annual E-eport was laid 
before Government, the Board w'ere censured for having again called 
the attention of Government to various points, which, it was observed, 
had been disposed of by the Court of Directors, and for having com-
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mented In It on the proceedings of the Council of Education, and on 
other matters which had been referred to Government hy that body. 
Their remarks on these topics thev were directed to erase and to re-sul)- 
mit the report in a revised form for publication. In carrying out the 
orders of Government, the Board represented that those orders were the 
first intimation they had received of the matters adverted to in their 
report having been either disposed of or withdrawn from their consider
ation. They pointed out that those propositions which were referred 
to by Government as having been disposed of by the Court of Directors, 
had merely been pronounced premature, and that their comments on the 
proceedings of the Council of Education were confined to such proceed
ings as had been either expressly communicated to them or to the public 
at large, and which also bore immediately on the institution under 
their charge.

These discussions, coupled with the transfer to the Council of Edu
cation of a considerable portion of the duties originally entrusted to the 
Boai’d, served to confirm the impression previously entertained that the 
proceedings of the latter body were viewed with disfavor by the Go
vernment, and the Board were unanimous in attributing in some mea
sure to tlie impression thus produced, the indisposition evinced by a 
large body of the natives to take advantage of the Government insti
tution.

The prejudicial effect of having two separate and independent 
Boards for a similar object had been anticipated by the Court of Direc
tors, and in the course of the same year in which the above correspond
ence took place, orders* were received for the dissolution of the Council 
and for the amalgamation of some of its members with the University 
Board. The Court’s orders were as follows—

“  In connection with the subject of native education, you have 
“  thought it necessary to appoint a new Council consisting of a number 

of our most respectable Civil and Military servants. W e have no 
doubt of their ability and zeal, any more than we have of the laudable 

“  motives which prompted this arrangement, and Indeed the whole of 
“  your proceedings In this matter; but it does not appear to us that their 

services are needed. You have already a Council or Board for the 
superintendence of the Madras Universit}",— the only educational instir 
tution immediately connected w’ith Government. The new Council
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”  therefore is not required for the conduct of that establishment, and 
there is no other duty to occupy their time or call for their supervision. 
You do not propose to employ the members of the Council as exami- 
ners of the candidates for public employment, and we are at a loss 
therefore to comprehend what they will have to do. So complex a 

“  machinery is more likely to embarrass than advance the progress of 
“  education; all that seems to us to be necessary is to strengthen the 
“  University Board, and if expedient to enlarge the sphere of its opera- 
“  tions. In Bengal the Colleges and schools were managed, not by 

bodies distinct from the General Committee or Council, but by special 
“  Sub-Committees chosen from the general body, by which means the 
“  great advantage Avas secured of unity of design and action. With se- 
“  parate and independent Boards for a similar object, difference of opi- 

nion can scarcely fail to arise, which will only serve to arrest progress 
“  and create perplexity. W e therefore think it will be advisable that 
“  you should reduce the numbers of the proposed Council to such a limit 
“  as will admit of its amalgamation with the University Board, to the 

members of which, as part of the general body, may be delegated the 
“  superintendence of the High school or University, in the discharge of 

which duty, although we may have had reason to think that the plan* 
“  of the Board ŵ ere sometimes precipitate, we have always recognized 
“  genuine and disinterested zeal, commendable diligence and unqestion- 

able ability.”
Lord Tweeddale’s term of Government was drawing to a close 

when the above orders were received. The Council of Education was 
abolished and its records transferred to the University Board, who were 
directed to conform to the instructions which had been issued to the 
Council, so far as they did not militate Avith the orders of the Court. 
No addition however was made to the members of the Board, the num
ber of which had become reduced to seven, including the President, 
when Lord Tweeddale left Madras.
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CH xiPTER IX .

State o f  the education question on the arrival o f  Sir H. Pottinger— Sir H. 
Pottinger's Minute— His proposal to appoint a neio Council o f Educa
tion including the President and Members o f  the University Board with 
a Member o f the Government as President—  Views o f  Sir Henry Pottin
ger as to the establishment o f Provincial schools and the character o f  
instruction to be imparted in them— Importance o f  vernacular instruc
tion— Mr. Thomas' Minute— Mr. Eliott's Minute— Sir Henry Pottinger 
abandons his plan o f  appointing a Council o f  Education and re-organizes 
the University Board—Minute o f  the University Board under date the 
2d July 1852— Orders o f  Government o f  the 22d June and Novem
ber 1852— Resignation o f  the President and five Members o f the Board 
— Board’s letter o f  the \Qth December 1852— Opinion o f  the Members o f  
the Government thereon— Establishment oj a Collegiate department and 
Primary school—Reduction o f  the fee in the University— Value o f  the 
instruction imparted in it— Success o f the Proficients— Vernacular de
partment—  Concluding remarks on the present state o f  education.

Sir Henry Pottinger succeeded to the Government in April 1848. 
His attention was speedily attracted to the low state of education in 
this Presidency, and especially to the paucity of scholars at the only 
Government school.

During the three or four years immediately preceding, there had 
been a slow, but gradual, increase in the number of scholars at the 
High school, which then numbered one hundred and seventy. This, 
as Sir Henry Pottinger observed, was very incommensurate with the 
wants of the population; and in a speech made by him at the annual 
meeting for the distribution of prizes, &c. to the scholars of the High 
school, he intimated his intention of taking the subject of education into 
his immediate consideration, with the view of devising measures for 
placing it on a more satisfactory footing. The subject however was 
new to him; the papers recorded on it were voluminous, and, to use his 
own words, the question was in a somewhat peculiar position when he 
arrived at Madras. Shortly before the arrival his predecessor, a 
scheme of secular instruction for the higher classes of the community
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had been drawn out, and some progress had been made in the arrange
ment of the necessary details for carrying it into effect. O f the various 
measures which the scheme involved, only one had been brought into 
operation, and that, so far as regards the numbers who had tiiken ad
vantage of it, had met with very limited success. The other measures 
devised under Lord Elphinstone’s Government had either been sus
pended by the orders of the Home Authorities or had been entrusted 
to another body, whose views differed on most essential points from the 
original framers of the scheme.

The University Board had all along advocated, and to some extent 
had carricd out in the senior classes of the High school, a course of in
struction in the higher departments of literature and science; and the 
attainments of their scliolars in those branches o f knowledge which usu
ally enter into a Collegiate course had been the suliject of frequent notice 
in their annual reports. The Council o f Education on the other hand, 
both in the public examinations held by them and in the scheme proposed 
by them for the Provincial schools, had adopted a far lower standard of 
qualification, and had pronounced the attainments of the High school stu
dents to be superficial and to be w'anting in that solid ground-work which 
is essential to a sound education. On another point which has been the 
subject of much discussion in connection with the question of native edu
cation, there was a material difference of opinion between the Council 
and the majority of the Board. According to the latter “  it was to form 
“  no part of the design of the Government institutions to inculcate doc- 

ti’ines of religious faith or to supply books with any such view.” 
According to the Council of Education to Avhom the whole of the duties 
o f the University Board as a Board of public instruction were entrusted 
by Lord Tweeddale, it w’as absolutely and morally impossible to 
“  impart instruction to natives in the English language and in the 

science of Europe, and at the same time not to interfere with their 
“  religious feelings and sentimentsand “  the effect of the secular sys- 

tem had been to subvert ii; the minds o f the scholars every feeling 
“  of respect for their ancestral faith and to form a class of educated 

natives unrestrained by the principles of any religious faith.”

The vicAvs of the Council had been in part adopted by Lord 
Tweeddale, and the establishment o f a Bible class, at which the attend
ance was to be optional, in the Government school, had been proposed
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by him, but the measure had been prohibited by the Court of Direc
tors and by tlieir orders the Couucil had been dissolved. A ll the 
Secretaries to Government were members of the late Council, and 
among the other members were some of the principal officials at 
Madras.

The Board on the other hand, which was still in existence, and to 
which, under the orders of the Court, the management of the educa
tional department was in future to be entrusted, Avas much reduced in 
number, and had for the past five years been involved in frequent 
controversies with the Government, to whose proceedings and want o f 
support it ascribed the ill-success of the only institution under its 
charge. The Court of Directors had suggested that the Board should 
be re-inforced by the addition of some of the members of the late 
Council, and that the sphere of its operations should be enlarged; but 
the difference of opinion Avhich existed between the two bodies on the 
important questions above adverted to rendered such an amalgamation 
difficult, if not impossible, and it w'as no easy matter to select from 
among the other leading members of European and Native society 
persons possessed of the requisite qualifications, and of leisure sufficient 
to enable them to devote themselves to the successful developement of 
the original scheme.

Then as to the scheme itself there was much diversity of opinion. 
It was not a scheme of national instruction in the proper sense o f the 
term, but was directed solely to the enlightenment of the higher classes 
of the community by their instruction in the higher branches of litera
ture and science. Its unmediate object was to raise up a highly educa
ted class of men for employment in the public service, though whose 
infiuence and̂  example the education of the lower classes of the com
munity was to be eventually brought about. It is true that w’hen the 
scheme was laid down, the pi’ovision of elementary education for the 
mass of the people had been adverted to as “  a thing not necessary 
to be neglected or postponed for an indefinite period.” No provision 
however had as yet been made for it ; nor, as far as can be gathered 
from the correspondence, was any step in this direction contemplated 
by the Board. The instructions of the Court of Directors on the sub
ject were somewhat contradictory. They had expressed their concur
rence in Lord Elphinstone’s view that the object of the Government
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should be the elevation of the standard of education and the instruction 
“  o f those classes who can spare time sufficient to acquire more than 
“  mere rudimental learning, rather than the multiplication of mere 
“  elementary schools,” but in the same despatch* they had stated their 
opinion that “  the latter should not be wholly abandoned,” and that 
“  the judicious encouragement o f village schools might also be compre- 
“  hended in the arrangements adopted for the improvement of native 

education.”
Now the funds allotted for educational purposes were utterly in

sufficient for bringing into operation both of the measures adverted to. 
The arrangements of the Board for the developement of the measures 
under their immediate consideration involved an expenditure in excess 
of the annual grant, the whole of which under the arrangements pro
posed by them was to be absorbed by the Presidency institution. This 
grant was very incommensurate with the revenues of the Presidency 
and utterly inadequate to its wants. It was reasonable to expect that 
the educational department at Madras should be placed on a level 
with those of the other Presidencies, but even then it would be 
by no means adequate to the practical and general application of the 
two schemes advocated by the Court, viz. the'provision of a liberal 
education for the higher classes of the community and the judicious 
encouragement of village schools. Both measures might be attempted 
to a limited extent, but for the general application of either through
out the extensive territories subject to this Presidency, a scale of 
expenditure must be provided, very considerably in excess of any 
thing that had hitherto been proposed, or was likely to be granted 
with reference to the depressed condition of the finances of India, when 
Sir H. Pottinger came to Madras. It was obvious however that the 
inhabitants of one district were as much entitled as those of another to 
the benefits of education. A ll were equally in want of it,' and whatever 
might be the principle carried out, whether the liberal education of the 
few or the elementary instruction of the masses, it might be ar
gued, that its application should be general, and that with this view a 
selection should be made of one or other of the measures proposed.

On this point much difference of opinion prevailed. Many persona 
considered that if a choice were to be made, the elementary instruction 
of the masses of the community should have the preference, and that
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measures taken with tliis object would have a more beneficial effect on 
the moral condition of the people, than any which were merely directed 
to the instruction of a comparatively limited number in the higher 
branches of literature and science. The principle of restricting the ope
rations of Government to the higher classes had received the sanction of 
the Government of India and of the Court of Directors, and was certainly 
in accordance with the avowed object of their educational measures, viz. 
the improvement of the qualifications both moral and intellectual of the 
native employes in the public service. It was evident however from the 
despatch above quoted, that the importance of providing the means of 
instruction for the masses was also recognized by the Court, and the 
question therefore could hardly be considered a settled one.

On the otlier hand, it might be contended that the pressure of finan
cial difficulties was but temporary; that both measures must eventually 
be carried out; that to raise up a better class of public servants and to 
produce any palpable effect upon the national mind, the means of obtain
ing a liberal education must be held out to the higher classes, and that 
to enable them to exercise any beneficial influence over their countrymen, 
an improved standard of elementary instruction must be provided for 
the masses; that in fact either measure, if undertaken singly, would be 
a failure, and that consequently under existing circumstances the wisest 
course would be to attempt both to a limited extent.

These considerations rendered necessary a very deliberate review of 
the subject in all its bearings; and it was not until June 1851 that Sir 
H. Pottinger found himself in a position to place his views before his 
■colleagues. His scheme* provided for the establishment of a Council of 
Education, consisting of a President, four vice Presidents and twenty 
Members; the establishment of a Normal school in connexion with the 
University, and of eight Provincial schools at some of the principal sta
tions in the J Îofussil, and the adoption of a system of grants in aid of 
the subscriptions raised by the inhabitants of populous villages, for the 
purpose of providing them with school masters and assisting in the erec
tion of school buildings. Sir H. Pottinger expressed his entire dissent 
ifrom the opinion which had been broached, to the effect that little pro
gress made by the High school had been caused by the lukewarmness, 
if not opposition, of the Government in regard to the various measures 
proposed by the University Board. He attributed the failure of the
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High school in attracting any considerable number of scholars, entirely 
to the apathy of the native community, and it was principally on this 
ground that he proposed the large Council named by him, in the hope 
that by including among its members gentlemen of every calling and 
sect, “  their advice, and, in some instances, precept would work the de- 
“  sired reformation in the ideas of the natives as to education at the Go- 

vernment institutions.” No change was to be made in the plan of the 
University, of which the Collegiate department was to be brought into 
operation whenever the advancement of the scholars might be con
sidered to justify it.

For the Provincial schools, however. Sir Henry Pottinger advocated 
a lower standard of instruction than that originally proposed. In 
“  these institutions,” he observed, “  useful knowledge and a moderate 

scale of general education should only be aimed at, without entering 
“  on the higher grades of learning and science, or introducing, as a 
“  necessary ingredient, the acquirement of refined literature. An 
“  education, such as I  refer to, may doubtless be partly taught through 

the medium of English books adapted to that purpose; but my own 
“  firm persuasion is, from past personal experience, as avcU as from 
“  enquiry and reading the reports to which I have adverted above, that 

good and careful translations from English into the vernacular dialects 
“  must after all be the chief channel of instruction and of the communi- 
“  cation of knowledge to the great body of the population of Southern 
«  India.”

The views of the other members of the Government as to future 
operations were not entirely in accordance with Sir H. Pottinger’s 
Minute. Mr. Thomas, who, when Chief Secretary, had been a member 
of the Council of Education appointed by Lord Tweeddale, advocated* 
a thorough change in the scheme of instruction in the University, and 
the restriction of that and of all other Government Seminaries to a 
more elementary course of instruction than had been hitherto pursued. 
He also urged the expediency of applying the Government funds to 
the aid of existing institutions, and of introducing the scriptui’es as an 
optional study into the Government schools. On one point he fully 
concurred with Sir Henry Pottinger, viz. the importance of vernacular 
education. He was of opinion that the system which had been adopted,
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both in tliis and in the Bengal Presidency, and “  which contemplates 
“  only the imparting a high measure of education to a few, exclusively 

through the medium of English, must fail to produce any great or 
“  general effect upon the national mind. It appears to me,” he wrote, 
“  to reverse the natural order of things, and that the attempt to educate 
“  and enlighten a nation through a foreign language, is one opposed 
“  to the experience of all times and countries. English must ever be, in 
“  this land, to the mass, an unknown tongue.”

“  A  smattering of English,” lie observed, “  may be acquired by a 
“  considerable number about our towns or in immediate communi- 
“  cation with the fcAV English residing in India; but the people (the 
“  women as well as men) will, as a whole, only think and speak and 
“  read in their native tongues, and their general enlightenment or 
“  education must, and I believe, can only be attained through this 
“  channel; and a wide basis therefore of a solid, though limited edu- 
“  cation, through the means of the vernacular languages, must be given 

to those classes which now receive education, before anything per- 
“  manent will be effected.”

It is upon this broad basis alone, that the superstructure of a 
“  high standard and refined education can, it appears to me, be raised; 
“  and the superior acquirements of the few very highly educated be 
“  made to tell upon and influence society. For let us suppose that 

we have some tens or even scores of youths, out of a population of 
“  millions, masters of the higher sciences, well acquainted with all 
“  the beauties of Shakespeare, of Milton and with the learning of 
“  Bacon and with the great master minds of Europe, and the rest of 
“  the people, not the loAvest classes alone, left in their hereditary igno- 

ranee, and that ignorance— Asiatic.”

How, I would ask, is this mass, wdiolly unprepared by even aa 
“  elementary education in western learning, to understand and appre- 

ciate the acquirements of the highly educated man? or, how is he to 
“  communicate his high attainments in science and literature to them? 
‘ ‘ and what possible influence would he therefore exercise over them?

In Europe, the bulk of the population who receive an education 
“  have ordinarily some elementary instruction in the higher sciences,—  

in Astronomy, Natural Philosophy, &c., and individuals throughout 
“  all grades of society have, some more, some less knowledge of the
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higher sciences, and in many cases a considerable degree of scientific 
“  acquirement, which enables and qualifies some in all ranks to ap- 

preciate more or less fully the highest discoveries and attainments 
in science. There is, consequently, a connecting link, running 

“  through all society there, which conveys the highest truths of science 
“  in an elementary form to all grades, and the acquisitions of the 

most advanced minds can be, and are, appreciated by those imme- 
diately below them, and through them they filter down to the lower 
grades, w'ho are prepared in their measure, by elementary instruc- 

“  tion, to receive them.”

“  But what is the case in this country ? High aicquireraents in 
science or literature will be appreciated and understood by none, but 
the few alone highly educated. There is a broad, and impassable 
line between them and all others. I cannot but think it almost 

“  certain, therefore, that the only result of a system, which educates 
a few highly, and leaves the rest of the population without even 

** elementary instruction, is to render all the superior acquirements of 
“  that few, (made moreover at an enormous cost to the State) barren 
and fruitless as to any general influence upon society.

“  The youths or men so advanced will exist in a great measure, 
only as a small isolated class, despising others; and neither appre- 

“  ciated, nor esteemed by their fellow countrymen. This must be, so 
far as I can see my way, the inevitable consequence of a system 

“  which provides only for the superior education of the few, and makes 
“  no simultaneous provision upon a large scale for the instruction of the 
“  many.”

It is further to my mind a mistake, as being wholly premature, 
“  to found institutions and classes for the highest branches of study, 
“  whilst there are no lower institutions in existence, from which the 

superior minds and tried scholars can be withdrawn, who shall give 
an assurance, that they are prepared by natural talents, as well as 

“  by prior acquirements, to prosecute these higher branches with suc- 
“  cess. The course now pursued, and advocated by some, appears to 
“  me to ensure a waste of time and of funds.”

“  This, it is my decided conviction, has been the case in the in- 
stance of the present University, where it will be found, that a small 
class of six or seven ordinary youths have been brought forward in the
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higher branches there taught, at an enormous charge; and I sliall add 
as the result of personal knowledge, without a sufficient solid ground- 
work. This was found on the general examination before the Council 

“  of Education,* when tried with the scholars of other institutions, as
* Note by the Editor.— As the correctness of the report of the Council of Education on the 

result of the examination here referred to was disputed by the University Board, who as
serted that the report of the Council was in some respects inconsistent with the reports of the 
examiners upon which it purported to have been based, it may be as well to insert in this place 
that part of the report in which the results of the examination are stated and the report of 
the examiner in the English language, the subject more especially referred to.
Extract from the Report o f  the Council o f  Education on the 2nd annual examination o f  candi

dates for Government rewards.

“ From these reports* it will be seen that the result of this examination has in some par- 
“ ticular subjects been highly satisfactory. In Natural

* The reports of the examiners. “ Philosophy and Astronomy, History and Geography, 
f  A . Sashiali (a High school “ the acquirements of one candidatef especially are of 

scholar.) “ a superior order and merit much commendation. He
“ has however failed in answering the elementary ques- 

“  tions in Arithmetic and Algebra, and is moreover, in common with all the other competi- 
“ tors, deficient in that solid goundwork in the English and Native languages which has been 
“ declared by us to be an indispensable condition, either for admission to the rewards offered 
“  by Government, or for examination in other higher branches of literature and science. None 
“ of the candidates therefore have established their claim to the appointments or rewards of- 
“ fered by Government. But the attainments of several of them are highly respectable and su- 
“ perior to those of the youths who competed at last year’s examination, and for this reason and 
“ as a stimulus to further exertion and improvement, we are induced to bring the three high- 
“ est proficients to the favorable notice of Government, and to recommend that a minor re- 
“ ward of Rupees 300 be granted to A. Sashiah, who ranks first in order of merit, and that 
“ small rewards of Rupees 200 each be conferred respectively on H. Bushnell and G. Chen- 
“ gannah.”

R e p o r t  o f  t h e  e x a m in e r  o n  t h e  e x a m in a t io n  in  E n g l is h .
To the Secretary to the Council o f  Education.

“ S ir ,— I have the honor to send you a report of the examination in English and English 
“ composition, held at the College Hall on Wednesday the 24th February.”

“ I consider Chengannali, RamanoojachaiTy and A. Sashiah to have acquitted themselves 
“ best; but James Winckler and William Joyes have also done very creditably.”

“ I return herewith the written answers to my paper of questions together with the dicta- 
“ tion.”

(Signed) F. G. LUGARD, Chaplain.
Statement o f  marks— total number o f  marks assigned to the subject, 100.
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Names. No. of marks obtained.

G. Chengannah, High school scholar................. 67-Recommended for reward. 
32 
62
67-Recommended for reward.
59
62
37
55
35-Recommended for reward,
27
30

C. NarsingacheiTy, do do. do...................
V . Ramanoojacharrv, do do...................
A . Sashiah do do do................ .
William Joyes.........................................................
James Thomas Winckler......................................
John Henrv Court..................................................
Thomas Martin Scott............................................
H. Bushnell................ ..............................................
William Williams...................................................

On referring to the above report and to the reports of the other examiners the University 
Board addressed a letter to Government as the subject, in which they took exception gene-, 
rally to the Report of the Council of Education, and especially to the exclusion of Ramanoo- 
âcharry from the Government rewards. The Council of Education replied that Ramanoo- 

jacharrj' could not be recommended as he had not in the opinion of the Council “ attained 
“ that well grounded proficiency in the English language and literature which entitled him to 
“ even an inferior reward.”
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scarcely one of tlie University students was thoroughly master of a 
“  passage in Addison— able to give its full meaning and force in his own 

language, and in English, though his scientific acquirements, it might 
be, were of a high standard.

It is not the young men, but the system, I apprehend, which is in 
fault. There could be little or no selection of youths, for they all 

“  come from one very limited school,— the High school or University, 
and it is not reasonable to suppose that this one institution could al- 

“  ways furnish youths of very superior natural abilities and of proved 
“  industry, to fit them to undertake and to make solid advances in a 

course combining Formaland Physical Astronomy, Conic Sections, 
“  Algebra, Trigonometry, Chemistry, Mental Philosophy, Political 

Economy, besides the ordinary acquirements of History, Geography 
and general literature in a foreign tongue; these youths moreover 
having only learned their A  B C a few years before.

I must consider all this to be in a great degree, if not wholly, 
premature, in the infant state of education at this Presidency, and an 
unwise application of the funds applicable to the furtherance of educa- 
tion. It will be seen from the report from the late Council of Educa- 

“  tion that the opinion now expressed is not a solitary one; but I 
“  would not rely upon any statement or assertion, but would appeal to 

the very nature of things, whether it is not absolutely necessary, in 
order to qualify youths for effective study of these varied and higher 

“  branches of learning, to lay a large and solid basis of general elemen- 
“  tary knowledge; to submit them to a course of preparatory study and 

training through a series of years. This is the course followed in 
England, in Scotland and in all other countries. Youths are there 
only qualified to enter the Universities and take up the higher stu- 

“  dies after long and hard training, and the same system must be pur- 
sued here, if practical and permanent results are looked for.”

This is the system I  would counsel. I would therefore at once 
suspend the action of the University as such, and would confine it for 

“  a time to the more thorough acquisition of English and the vernacu- 
“  lar languages, and only open a class for the higher branches of Ma- 

thematics. Political Economy and other similar studies, when a sufifi- 
“  cient body of men has been trained, whether in Madras or in the Pro- 
“  vinces, to allow of selection, to Avhom admission to such classes in the
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** University should be held out as the reward of superior attainment 
in the schools.”

“  I need scarcely add, after this statement of my views, that I en- 
tirely agree in the importance of a thorough education of the people 
in their vernacular tongues. It is by this means that they can be 

“  taught either to make or understand the translations from western 
“  literature, and it is through this channel alone there can be the 

slightest prospect of reaching the women of the country, for they 
“  must, it is beyond quei t̂ion, receive all the knowledge they have time 
“  and opportunity to acquire, through their mother tongue. I f  they are 
“  neglected, and they remain wholly uneducated, it may be safely pre- 
“  dieted that India will continue, as the rest of Asia, in its semi-barbarous 

ignorance. I consider therefore instruction in the vernaculars to be 
“  essential, and that without it, a scheme of education will be most limit- 
“  ed or partial in its effects, and of comparatively little value.”

On the subject of grants in aid of existing institutions and of 
improving the moral character of the instruction imparted in the Govern
ment schools, Mr. Thomas wrote as follows:

I f  the above views be admitted, as to the general character of the 
education which should now be given in the Government institution, 

“  viz. that it should not be of that high flown description hitherto aimed 
“  at, but comparatively elementary* and that a thorough knowledge of 
“  the vernacular languages should be required, thus laying a solid foun- 
“  dation for future general progress. I would then strongly advocate, 

as a most important means of furthering the general instruction of 
the people, that measures should be taken for aiding and regulating 

“  private efforts for education.”
“  I think it a mistake for the Government to hold itself aloof from 

“  all private efforts and to confine its funds and care to the few Govern- 
“  ment institutions it has the power of forming. The great cause of 

education will be far more advanced, I cannot but think, by a judicious 
“  and hearty encouragement of those private institutions which give 
“  a liberal education, rather than by the exclusive course hitherto 
“  followed.”

“  I may here add, to prevent mis-apprehension, that in speaking 
“  of the general instruction of the people, I do not refer to schools

* Note by M r. Thomas.—“ This course it appears to me is prescribed by the Honour
able Court, para. 12 “ of their despatch 28th August 1843, and also is that recommended 
by the late Council “ of Education—See their letter to Government.”
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or instruction In the first elements of their own tongues, adapted to the 
“  great bulk of the lower classes; but to schools established for those 
“  large sections of the community, who now receive something of an 
“  education, and are by caste and habit prepared to accept and take 
“  advantage of any institution which shall qualify them for public 
“  employment and thus offer them the prospect of advancement in life.” 

“  It must be borne in mind that it is not, in this country, solely 
“  the wealthy or the class raised by the possession of property to easy 
“  circumstances which constitute the influentip,l classes, or who are the 
“  most ready to receive an enlightened education. The poor Brahmin 
“  and others of high caste are quite as well pre|)ared and more anxious 
“  to enter our schools, and as capable of profiting by them as the 
“  wealthiest, and as influential in society. It is therefore a mis-appre- 

hension, I  think, to look upon the wealthy only as the higher classes 
and as those alone, or even chiefly, prepared for receiving a superior 
education, or who influence society, as in Europe.”

“  I cannot but also think that it will be right to regulate tlie 
position and extent of Government institutions with reference to the 

“  existence and character of private efforts in any locality. The princi- 
“  pie I  would gladly see adopted, would be, that an enlarged and libe- 
“  ral view should be taken, and that all educational institutions be more 
“  or less encouraged; that there shall be no clashing or opposition; 
“  that whilst the Government pursues its own plans and views, it shall 
“  not require that all others shall square their views, and see eye to eye 
“  with the Government Council, but if it be clear that a sound 

liberal education is acquired, and the native community themselves 
** readily take advantage of such schools, that they shall receive, if 

not support, at least no opposition or interference from Government 
establishments.”

I  apply these remarks to Missionary educational institutions, as 
“  to all others. The Government can withhold, and should do so, any 

direct connection or support to such institutions, but if the people 
themselves willingly resort to them, and neither compulsion nor 
undue influence is used to this end, I can see no good or sufficient 
ground for opposing or interfering with them by Government esta- 

“  blishments. The only consequence of this course will be to consti- 
tute the supporters and friends of education, antagonists, rather than 
fellow-laborers, walking indeed in different paths, but tending to the 

“  same end.”
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“  There Is lastly but one additional point, but that the most im- 
portant of all, which it seems necessary to notice the necessity o f 
adopting some plan, by which the moral character of the youths 

“  under instruction in the Government institutions may be improved. 
“  Education without moral culture is probably as often injurious as 
“  beneficial to society, and at all events a system like that at present 
“  in foi'ce, which to a great degree practically overlooks this point, and 
“  which makes little or no provision for this most essential part of edu- 

cation, is so radically defective that I feel satisfied that although it 
“  may be upheld for a time under special and peculiar influences, it 
“  must in the end, fa^. And I hold that unless it can be shewn that 
“  the people of this Presidency are opposed to receiving moral instruc- 
“  tion, combined with intellectual, there is no ground for this palpable 

practical omission in the existing system.”
“  The fact is, I firmly believe, that there is no such opposition, nor 

unwillingness on the part of the people in this Presidercy ; as 
“  shewn by the hundreds w'ho flock to the schools of Missionaries, 

where, I might say, the larger proportion of time is given, not merely 
to moral but religious instruction. I f  then, the people as a whole 

“  readily accept this instruction, as they, do in large numbers, it is 
“  obvious that there can be no truth in, nor foundation for the assertion, 
“  that they are unwilling to receive moral instruction even through the 
“  Bible, or, that this is opposed to their prejudices or feelings.”

“  Their acts appear to me to prove that they are willing to receive 
any measure of moral instruction, if combined with intellectual 

“  knowledge, and I see no reason therefore, why they should not re- 
«  ceive it direct from the only source of morals,— the Scriptures. All 
“  other sources are either fallacious, or so shallow and polluted, as to 
“  be worth little.”

Whilst therefore I would deny to no one the freest exercise of 
“  his conscientious convictions, if they led him to refuse to be taught 

morals from the only fountain of truth, I  would not, nor do I see 
any valid reason in this Presidency, for the present system, which 

“  prohibits all instruction from the Scriptures. On the contrary I 
would sanction their introduction wherever a master or local Commlt- 

“  tee saw no objection, and it is, at the same time, left optional with 
“  the student and his parents to avail himself of this instruction 

or not.”
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“  I am unable to see any force in the objection, that this optional 
“  study of the morals of the New Testament could be viewed as a 
“  measure specially hostile to the religion of the people. It is palpable 
“  that all truth, as well in science as in morals, is not in accordance 
“  with Hinduism ; and Hinduism, if not Mahomedanism, is as certain 
“  to be undermined by a liberal education in Avestern science and 

literature, as by adding to it the further enlightenment and benefit 
“  which would follow by providing for the really moral as well as in- 
** tellectual culture of the youths taug-ht in the Government institu- 
“  uons.”

“  I confess that T am unable to understand^the utility and proprie- 
“  ty of placing before the young mind, instead of the truth, a false 
“  system of Ethics,— Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments,— a theory cha* 
“  racterized even by his biographer Dugald Stewart as erroneous. It 

is difficult to understand what is proposed to be gained by inculcating 
“  error.”

“  Nor do I think that the making Shakespeare a standard book Is 
“  practically wise, if moral culture is kept in view; for full as his 

writings are of beauties and excellencies, they are mixed up with so 
“  much that is polluting, that they can scarcely be considered fit to be 
“  put into the hands of the young as a common class book.”

“  I offer these remarks to justify the statement made as to the 
defective character of the moral instruction now imparted: and I look 

“  upon it, that one of the most important objects, if not the most im- 
“  portant, which can engage the attention of the Council of Education, 
“  will be to make better provision for the moral improvement of the 
“  students in the Government seminaries,— rendering these institutions 
“  truly valuable, from which men, elevated, not by intellectual acquire- 
“  ments alone, but in moral character, may be sent forth to be meet 
“  instruments for the just and enlightened Government of the country.”

The other points noticed by Mr. Thomas were the appointment of 
a Secretary to the Council of Education with no other duties to dis
charge, and of an executive Sub-Committee from among the members to 
render it a working Board , the establishment of a separate department 
for the preparation of school books; the institution of a public exami
nation open to all and certain immediate employment in the public 
service to a very limited number, as the reward of proficiency and good 
conduct, and a provision by scholarships and certain employment v?ith
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liberal salaries for scliool masters, to be employed only after an ample 
test of their qualifications.

]\Ir. Eliott, wlio at Sir II. Pottinger’s request bad consented to 
undertake the office of President of the new Council, concurred* with 
the Governor in the expediency of maintaining the plan of the Univer
sity unaltered, and of eventually establishing a Collegiate department, 
“  when the people shall avail themselves to the fullest extent of the 

instruction aftbrded at the High school, by keeping their sons gene- 
rally in the institution long enough to admit of their passing through 
all the classes, and freely consent to allow those who may be consider- 
ed sufficiently promising, to make it desirable that they should carry 

“  their studies beyond the oi’dinary course, to remain at school a further 
term for that purpose, and when others not educated at the school 

“  shall be ready to enrol themselves with those select students for the 
object of obtaining instruction of a higher range than Is to be had 

“  elsewhere.”
In the mean time he advocated the necessity of giving the fullest 

practicable efficiency to the High school according to the fundamental 
rule “  for the cultivation of English literature and of the vernacular 

languages of India and the elementary departments of philosophy and 
science '̂ and recommended that the Council should be restrained 

from any departure from this rule, tending to narrow the scope of 
study or lower the standard of attainments at the school, but that “  they 
“  should have liberty to make alterations and amendments for the better 

cultivation of any of those branches of learning, and should have a 
“  free discretion to allow the first rank of scholars to pursue their 

studies beyond the limits contemplated in the rule into what will be 
eventually the province of the College.”

In support of the objections advanced by him against any alteration 
in the standard of instruction in the High school, as proposed by Mr. 
Thomas, Mr. Eliott adverted to the despatch of the Court of Directors 
to which reference has been made in the earlier chapters o f this Memo
randum, intimating their desire that a high standard of education should 
be followed in the Government schools, as being the only means calcu
lated to raise up a class of persons qualified by their intelligence 
“  and morality for high employment in the civil administration of 
« India.”
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“  If,” said Mr. Eliott, “  the object of imparting a liigher educa- 
tion was of iiiiportance tlien, in anticipation of the natives being ad- 
vanced to higher employment, its importance has become more ob- 

“  vious, since in the mean time natives have been invested with a civil 
"jurisdiction over property to an amount in this Presidency mucli 
“  beyond wliat was adjudicable by the old Zillah Courts under Euro- 
“  pean J udges, and in Bengal without limitation, and with a criminal 
“ jurisdiction in this Presidency equal to what was formerly exercised 
“  by the Criminal J.udges of Zillahs. Can it be doubted that a nian 
“  who has received a thorough English education and has become there- 
“  by conversant, indeed in a measure imbued with English ideas and 
“  sentiments, whose mind has been enlightened by knowledge and ele- 
“  vated to a higher tone by the spirit pervading the works he has 

studied; one wlio has learnt to rate himself with Europeans by reason 
“  of his acquirements, being advanced to a high and responsible eitua- 
“  tion, will have a self-respect, which will make him walk circumspect- 

ly and endeavour to set an example to his countrymen, to prove that 
“  he has not only acquired European knowledge, but European princi- 

pies. Every highly educated native promoted for his acquirements, 
manifesting this self-respect in the discharge of his official functions 
and in his intercourse with society, having set for himself the Euro- 

“  pean standard and emulous to rise to it, must by his example within 
“  a certain sphere exercise an elevating influence upon the mind and 
“  character of his countrymen.”

“  I presume that the man thus highly educated through the 
“  medium of English, that is one who has made his higher attainments 
“  through that medium, having got the mastery of it in his scholastic 
“  course to a degree sufficient to enable him to use it with facility in 
“  the private studies which are necessary to supplement those of school 
“  and College in order to the attainment of riper learning, is also versed 
“  in his vernacular language, a thorough command of which for the 
“  high judicial offices I am pointing to is indispensable.”

Mr. Eliott expressed his concurrence to a great extent in the 
arguments directed by Mr. Thomas against a system, such as that 
which he described the system in force in this Presidency, viz. one 
“  which contemplates only the imparting a high measure of edu- 
“  cation to a few exclusively through the medium of English,” and 
leaves “  the rest of the people not the lowest classes alone” “  without
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“  even elementary instruction.” “  But such a system,” Mr. Eliott ob- 
served, had never been contemplated here,” for Lord Elphinstone’s plan, 

which was the only scheme on the principle of a high education for 
the few that had been introduced into this Presidency, contemplated 
the eventual formation of Talook schools superior to the village 
schools, but in which the instruction imparted would be of a compara
tively elementary kind, and in all the schools proposed by him, ver
nacular instruction was to be given. Mr. Eliott pointed out that the 
principle of combining the cultivation of the vernacular languages 
with instruction in European knowledge, chiefly through the medium 
of English, had been recognized at the outset and ordered to be ob
served both in the High school at the Presidency, and in those 
intended to be established in the provinces; a greater prominence 
being given to the vernacular in the latter than in the former; 
that there had been no retrocession from this principle, and that 
on the contrary the disposition of the University Board had of 
late been to require greater attention to vernacular studies. Mr. Eliott 
in fact was in favor of a full developement of Lord Elphinstone’s 
scheme, involving the formation of superior schools at some of the 
principal towns in the interior, each of which were to be the centre of 
a circle of Zillah schools, the Zillah schools being again the centre of a 
circle of Talook schools. For the Provincial schools, he advocated a 
higher standard of instruction than that proposed, either by Sir H. 
Pottinger or Mr. Thomas, and in regard to the part to be assigned to 
English and the vernacular languages respectively, as media of instruc
tion, he recommended that the Council of Education should be directed 
in general terms to aim at the combination of instruction in English and 
the vernacular, the feasibility of imparting instruction in any thing be
yond the most elementary branches of education by means of the verna
cular languages being dependent upon the progress of translations, for 
which object a separate department would be required.

Mr. Eliott was fully alive to the necessity of providing the masses 
of the population with sound elementary instruction in their vernacular 
languages, as a means of preparing them to benefit by the influence of 
the more highly educated classes. A  discussion had recently taken 
place at Bombay on the relative merits of English and the ver
nacular languages, as media for disseminating knowledge among 
the natives of India, which had resulted in following declaration being
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made by the Government of that Presidency of the objects to 
which the funds at the disposal of the Board of Education were to be 
applied.

1st. The production of a superior class of district vernacular 
school masters, and the providing for them adequate salaries to be de
frayed in part by Government and in part by the people.

2d. The education of the people under these masters in vernacu
lar schools.

3d. Provision for superior education through the medium of 
English, strictly limited however to the wealthy who can afford to pay 
for it, and native youths of unusual intelligence who can establish their 
claims to admission into an English school, by a standard of acquire
ments to be regulated by the Board.

4th. The systematic encouragement of translations into the ver
naculars from works of science and general literature.

It had been declared authoritatively that this system must be main
tained, and the opinion of the Government was expressed that “  if ever 
“  a high standard of knowledge and intelligence shall replace througli- 

out the country the ignorance and error at present prevailing, we 
shall be indebted for such a triumph to minds imbued with the science 
and literature of Europe, acquired through the medium of the Eng- 

“  lish la n g u a g e “  but that before men so qualified can exercise any 
divided influence over the minds of their countrymen the latter must 

“  be prepared to receive it by sound elementary instruction,” and “  such 
“  instruction,” the Government were clearly of opinion, “  ought to be 
“  imparted to the population in the language in which they are ac- 
“  customed to speak and think.” In the above opinion Mr. Eliott 
concurred, and recommended that the instructions issued by the Bombay 
Government should be followed as far as possible in this Presidency, 

as being the result of very extensive experience, and very able dis- 
“  cussion.”

With a view to the instruction of the masses in their vernacular lan
guages, he suggested the eventual adoption of a plan which had been re
cently introduced into the N. W . Provinces, for improving the indigenous 
schools by the establishment of one Government school in each Talook, 
to serve as a model to the native village school masters, and the insti
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tution of an agency for visiting tlie village schools and assisting and 
advising the native school masters, providing them with an improved 
series of class books, and rewarding the most deserving.

This scheme, Mr. Eliott observed, might be easily adopted in this 
Presidency, if found on trial to succeed in the N. West. Its ex
tension to all the districts within the jurisdiction of the Government 
of Agra, as well as to Bengal Proper and the Punjaub, has recently 
been recommended by the Governor General.

Mr. Eliott concurred with Mr. Thomas as to the expediency of 
promoting the extension of education, by giving aid to well conduct- 
“  ed private institutions which impart secular knowledge to their 
“  scholars to the same extent as the Government schools,” and of avoid
ing the establishment of the latter in such localities as might “  bring 

them into opposition to, or rivalry with, other existing institutions 
“  which have met with acceptance from the people, and have been suc- 
“  cessful in their operations.” It mattered not in his view, “  whether 

these are established with a Missionary object or not, if so be that the 
people have taken to them and they are doing all that a Government 

“  school could do.”

Though sensible of the importance of adopting some plan by 
which the moral character of the youths in the Government institutions 
might be improved, Mr. Elliott was not prepared to assent to the propri
ety of introducing the study of the Scriptures, even as an optional 
study into those institutions. He admitted that the people of this 
Presidency were not opposed to receiving moral instruction, combined 
with intellectual, and that “  the readiness with which they allowed their 

children to attend the schools of Missionaries in preference to the 
“  Government institutions, for the sake, apparently, of saving the fees 
“  payable at the latter, was a fair proof that their prejudice against 

receiving moral instruction through the Bible is at any rate not in- 
superablebut  he believed that there was a “  deeply seated jealousy 
of that being done by the authority of Government, which without 
much concern they see done, and acquiesce in when done, by private per- 

“  s o n s a n d  though he believed “  that this jealousy had been fostered 
by the evil surmisings and suggestions of ill-alFected people,” yet he 

did not the less esteem it to be incumbent upon a Government, situ- 
“  ated as ours is, to avoid giving any the least ground for it.” “  Mr.
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Thomas,” he observed, “  would consider it an improper exercise of 
“  authority, which would be justly offensive to the natives, to enforce 
“  the study of the Scriptures in the Government schools as a part 

of the regular school course; but may it not be well argued, that 
“  to authorize it, although optionally, would have an influence, as 
“  implying the desire of the Government, whose favor is supremely 

coveted, which, with the natural sympathy and encouragement of 
the Christian teachers to those who attended the Bible classes, 

“  would be almost as efficacious in causing attendance, as a positive rule 
“  requiring it as a matter of course? and would it be less offensive, because 

what virtually was equivalent to an order, was disguised as a mere 
“  permission ? The native, I apprehend, could not distinguish between 

the two. As an invitation from a sovereign to a subject is held to be a 
“  command, so would it be, I conceive, in such a case as this. The boys 
“  invited to attend the Bible class would feel or fear that they would 
“  give offence if  they staid away. The boys themselves irom their na- 
“  tural curiosity would probably willingly attend; and if their parents 

were averse, they would be apt to yield to this sort of moral compul- 
“  sion, the fear of their boys being deprived of the favor and countenance 
“  of those having the power to forward them in life. But as it seems to 
“  be contrary to the orders of the Court of Directors in their Despatch 
“  No. 13 of 1847, to introduce the Bible into the Government schools as 

a regular class book, or to permit the study of it in those schools, this 
“  is more a speculative than a practical question. I wish we could teach 

our youth morality ‘ direct from the only source of morals,— the Scrip- 
“  tures.’ I wish we were not constrained ‘ by the peculiarity of our si- 

tuation in this country’— to use the words of Mr. Willoughby, * to 
forego the most powerful of all influences in forming the moral charac- 

“  ter of a nation,’ but although religion is necessarily excluded from 
“  the Government educational establishments, and the semblance even of 

a proselyting spirit is wisely avoided, I  think with him ‘ greater care 
“  might be bestowed in inculcating sound moral principles.’ To this, he 
“  suggests ‘ the attention of all the masters of the Government schools 

‘ should be specially directed, and they should be taught to consider it 
 ̂of far more importance to notice with severity a falsehood, deceit, or 

‘  any other departure from rectitude, rather than any deviation from 
“   ̂school discipline or assiduity.” ’

But after all, it may be asked with reference to the inculcation of
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morality, do we really lose much by the proEiibltion of the use of the 
Bible as a class book in the Government sch(00ls. In considering this 

“  question, we must bear in mind the essential difference between reli- 
“  gions education and religious instruction. Religious education is the 

education of the heart. It is a mistake to suppose that religious in- 
struction includes it, or rather is the same Aviith it. To teach the Bible 

“  in the Government schools would certainly (extend the knowledge of 
“  the scholars, and would exercise their memories and understandings;

but would it, in the manner it must be tauglit as a school lesson, im- 
“  prove their hearts ? Could the teacher in a 'Government school apply 
“  the doctrines and precepts of the Bible to t3ie hearts and consciences 
“  of the pupils in the manner a Missionary does? Speaking of Chris- 
“  tian schools an able Divine of the present day observes, ‘ I think the

* Bible ought to be read both to the children and by the children; but 
“  ‘ I think it ought never to be approachcd except with reverence, and as 

‘ a privilege; and therefore I  would exclude it from  among mere lesson 
 ̂books.‘‘ For my part, however, I have never Ibeen able to perceive why 

“  on the principles of neutrality we profess, the Bible should be exclud- 
ed from the libraries of our educational establishments, as if it were 

“  proscribed. I think it ought to have its place there, and be freely 
open to those who seek it, on the same terms as the other books in the 

“  library which are not studied in school, but ai,re provided for reference, 
“  and for the private study of scholars who wisli to extend their know- 
“  ledge beyond the limits of the school course. In the reading of the 
“  schools there must continually occur allusions to the Scriptures, which 
“  cannot be perfectly understood without a reference to them. In my 
“  opinion, the teacher should not skip over such passages, nor let the 
“  boys read them unintelligently; but should explain them as fully as he 
“  would any other passage, with a reverent reference to the Scriptures, 
“  from which, for the purpose of explanation merely, he might read ex- 

tracts. I thing this ought to be well understood.”

The other points noticed by Mr. Eliott, were the funds available for 
educational purposes and the constitution of the Council of Education 
which Sir Henry Pottinger had proposed. The former he estimated at 
about one lac and three thousand Rupees per annum, including the un
expended balances of former years and the amount of certain deposits in 
the Treasury on account of surplus Pagoda fun ds, which had been order
ed to be transferred to educational purposes in 1846. This sura, he observ-
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ed, wonkl provide for the establishment of the Madras University and of 
a certain number of Provincial and Zillah schools on a liberal footing, 
but that additional funds would be required for the extension and deve- 
lopement of the scheme. He at the same time expressed his conviction, 
that when a necessity was shewn for it, the Court of Directors would be 
ready to increase the annual grant to an amount more in proportion to 
the population of this Presidency, and in the mean time it would be re
quisite to proceed gradually, according as the requisite agency might be 
procurable. The first step,” he suggested, “  might be to establish one 

Provincial school and two Zillah schools and a proportion of Tahsildarry 
schools in the Districts in which the Provincial and Zillah schools are 

“  located respectively.”

In regard to tlie constitution of the proposed Council of education, 
he deferred to the grounds assigned by Sir H. Pottinger for making it 
so numerous, but urged the necessity of selecting from it “  an Executive 

Committee to carry on the administration practically,” and the ap
pointment of Sub-Committees for the government of the University, for 
the improvement of vernacular literature, for the direction and superin
tendence of schools or classes for the training of school masters, and for 
the organization of schools in the Mofussil. lie  agreed with Mr. Tho
mas that it would be desirable to have a Secretary with no other duty, 
provided one could be found duly qualified, who for the remuneration 
that could be afforded, would devote himself to the discharge of the office 
for a lengthened period; for this, he observed, was a point of essential 
importance, “  the permanency of the Secretary being most conducive to 
“  consistency in the administration;” otherwise, that the Secretary 
should be a person whose substantive appointment was not of a nature 
“  to require constant daily attendance at an office,” and that the appoint
ment should be made provisional in the first instance for a certain period, 

to give an opportunity for testing the qualifications of the person ap- 
“  pointed for duties so peculiar, and, if the appointment was to be held 

conjointly with another, to ascertain whether the avocations of the 
two were compatible.” He also proposed that the Council should be 

instructed “  to consider their functions as comprising the subject of 
“  native female education.”

Mr. Eliott’s Minute was recorded on the 5th August 1851, and 
several months elapsed before any further steps were taken in the mat-
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ter.— In the mean time Sir H. Pottinger abandoned his plan of ap
pointing a Council of Education, and confined himself to re-organizing 
the University Board, which had become reduced to four members in
cluding the President. On the 12th April 1852, thirteen new members 
were appointed, and on the 4th of the .same month, on the occasion of the 
annual distribution of prizes to the scholars of the High school, the Go
vernor informed the new Board verbally, that their attention was to be 
directed to the general question of education, as well as to the improve
ment of the institutiom immediately under their charge. They were 
not however furnished with any definite instructions, nor were they in
formed what funds would be available for the purposes of education. 
The new Board entered upon their duties without delay, and on the 2nd 
July 1852 laid before Government a Minute, stating their views as to 
the measures which should be immediately commenced. The main 
points noticed by them ŵ ei'e the establishment of the public examinations 
for granting certificates of educational attainments, which had been so 
long under discussion; the organization of High schools and Primary 
schools in the Provinces, and of Normal classes at the Presidency, both 
English and Vernacular—’also the appointment of public examiners and 
of one or more Inspectors of schools. The cost of the measures pro
posed was estimated at about one lac and fifty thousand Bupees per an- 
niun. The Board’s Minute was replied to by Government on the 1st 
November 1852, and ŵ ith the order then passed, the Board were furnish
ed with an extract from the Minutes of Consultation dated the 22nd 
June, conveying the opinion of the Govei'norin Council on the various 
subjects which had formed matter of correspondence between the Board 
and the Government from the first appointment of the former body; the 
latter document having been recorded previous to the submission of the 
Board’s Minute, but having been kept back in consequence of its being 
understood, that the Board were on the point of addressing Government 
on the topic to which it referred.

The tenor of the orders passed on the subject of Provincial schools 
and test examinations has been already stated in the 6 th and 7tli Chap
ters of this Memorandum.

In regard to the proposed Normal classes there had been consider
able difference of opinion among the members of the Board. The Pre
sident, Mr. Norton was altogether opposed to their establishment. He 
had some years before, in conjunction Avith a Committee formed from



among the monibers of the former Board, suggested an arrangement for 
training a certain number of passed proficients as vernacular teachers, 
with a view c f improving the vernacular department of the University. 
Beyond this he was not prepared to go, and he objected strongly to the 
proposition made by some of the members, which was concurred in by the 
majority of the Board, that measures should be adopted of a larger scope, 
so as to admit of the services of other competent persons, as well as scho
lars of the High school, being rendered available for the object proposed. 
He entertained similar, if not stronger, objections to the establishment of 
an English Normal class, which was at the same time proposed; the 
ground of his objection being that such a measure was premature and 
that the Board were not possessed of sufficient information to enable 
them to judge of its feasibility. The Government, however, agreed 
with the majority of the Board as to the expediency of immediately 
establishing the proposed Normal classes, and ordered them to be carried 
out.

The estimates of expenditure submitted by the Board were pro
nounced by the Government to be excessive, and the Board were 
directed to submit a revised plan and estimate, limiting the estimated 
expenditure to one lac of Rupees per annum.

Previous to the receipt of these orders, the President, one of the 
European and four of the native members had resigned. Their resig
nation had reference to certain propositions which had been made for 
the abrogation of the rule, prohibiting religious instruction and for 
introducing the optional study of the Bible, as well as to the discussions 
which had taken place regarding the proposed Normal classes. Their 
places were not filled up, and the proceedings of the Board have since been 
carried on by the remaining members.

On receiving the orders of Government, the Board proceeded 
to prepare a revised plan and estimate for the apportionment of the 
sum placed at their disposal. The scheme prepared by them provided 
for the establishment of a Primary school and of a Collegiate Depart
ment in the Madras University, in addition to the High school; the 
formation of Normal classes both English and vernacular, for the pur
pose of training teachers; the appointment of paid public examiners to 
conduct annual examinations of candidates for Government rewards, and 
the introduction of the grant in aid system to a limited extent.
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in their previous Minute, tliey had recommended the erftablishraent 
o f one Primary school at the Presidency; but it was then proposed as a 
distinct institution, not in immediate connexion with the University. 
The necessity of a Avell conducted elementary school for preparing 
scholars for the High school had been felt, when the arrangements were 
in progress for the establishment of the University, and a preparatory 
school had been formed some months before the opening of the school. 
This was abolished on the establishment o f a native school in Black 
Town, under tlie management of the Trustees of a large bequest left by 
a native named Patcheappah, which had been brought into connexion with 
the University by the foundation of scholarships in the latter instituti
on, tenable by the scholars selected from Patcheappah’s school. A  
class however was retained in the High school, styled the preparatory 
class, in which the enforcement of the rule that no pupil should be ad
mitted, if unable to read and write English intelligibly, was partially 
relaxed, and an interpreter was entertained, whose principal duty consist
ed in explaining to the pupils in the preparatory class the meaning of 
their English lessons. The fact was, that neither Patcheappah’s, nor any 
of the other schools in Madras, furnished any thing like a sufficient supply 
of scholars for the High school, and it was consequently deemed inex
pedient to reject any who possessed the merest smattering of English.

Under these circumstances, the Board considered it advisable to 
re-establish the preparatory school, as a means of providing a better in
structed set of candidates for admission into the lower classes of the 
High school, than could otherwise be obtained; and on the ground that 
it would be more likely to answer the object in view, if placed under 
the immediate supervision of the Head of the principal institution, the 
Board proposed that it should be organized as a department of the Uni
versity, and that it should be located on the same premises.

The establishment of a Collegiate Department had been often ad
vocated by the former Board. At the commencement, it was proposed 
to organize Collegiate classes in Medicine and Civil Engineering, and it 
had been frequently pointed out, that some o f the subjects taught in the 
senior classes of the High school were of a character usually reserved 
for a Collegiate course of instruction, and in the other Presidencies were 
confined to the Collegiate departments of the several educational insti
tutions. The proposal to establish classes in. Medicine and Civil Engi
neering, when first submitted, had been pron.ounced by the Court of Di
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rectors to be premature, and the Government in tlieir recent orders had 
declared their establishment in connexion with the University to be al
together inexpedient. The success of the Madras Medical College was 
considered to preclude the necessity of any arrangements for giving in
struction in the science of Medicine at the University, and Sir Henry 
Pottinger had recorded his unqualified opinion, that “  any plan or propo- 

sal for the combination of the duties of the Medical College with those 
“  of the University, supposing one to be hereafter fairly and fully found- 
“  ed, should be peremptorily negatived.” In regard to Civil Engi
neer classes, the Government had pronounced it equally advisable that 
any “  attempt to afford instruction in that valuable and important branch 
“  of education” should be kept “  entirely separate from the projects of 
“  the University.” The University, it was observed, could only give 
scientific “ lectures of a second rate character; but what is chiefly requir- 
“  ed in this country is practical skill and knowledge, acquired at actual 
“  works, combined, as at Koorkee, with the science of the lecture room.”

These objections, however, did not apply to the formation of Col
legiate classes in literature and science, and it was the opinion of the 
Board that the standard attained by the senior scholars of the High 
school rendered such a step desirable. It appeared to them, that by 
having Collegiate work done under the name of school work, not only 
was a considerable stimulus taken away both from the teachers and pu
pils, but that the education bestowed at the institution was naturally, 
though erroneously, supposed to be inferior to that imparted in the Col
legiate establishments in the other Presidencies. It was also argued in 
favor of the establishment of the Collegiate department, that it would 
provide an inducement to the more advanced scholars to continue their 
studies, at all events one year longer than they had hitherto done, and 
that under the altered arrangements which the establishment of this de
partment would involve, the attention of each of the Professors would be 
confined to a set of kindred subjects, instead of being devoted to six or 
eight different subjects, and their respective efficiency would in conse
quence be considerably increased.

There was, however, another subject of a professional character in 
which the want of any means of public instruction had been much felt, 
and to which the objections taken by Government to the proposed Me
dical and Civil Engineering classes could not be advanced. This sub-
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ject was Law, and as tlie Judges of tTie Sudder Court had recently advo
cated the establishment of a Law class, the Board deemed it a favorable 
opportunity for recommending that the want should be supplied. They 
accordingly proposed the establishment of a Collegiate department un
der four Professors, one of whom should undertake the Mathematical and 
Physical science— the 2d, History, Political Economy and Mental and 
Moral Philosophy, the 3d, lilnglish Literature and English Composition 
and the 4th, Law.

The expense of the L^niversity upon its new footing, was estimated 
at about 50,000 Kupees per annum, and of the remaining Rupees 
50,000, Rupees 30,000 were assigned for the est{iblishment of the five 
Provincial schools, and Rupees 20,000 for the application of the grant 
in aid system to the improvement of existing schools. In submitting 
their plan and estimates, the Board stated that having restricted them
selves to an estimated expenditure of one lac of Rupees per annum, 
as directed by Government, they had been compelled to omit from 
them any charge on account of Government Inspectors; the funds 
available being: insufficient to meet the additional charge, which ther> o ■
appointment of one or moi’e of these officers would entail.

Upon the Board’s plan* being laid before Government, both the 
Civil Members of Council objected to the establishment of the Colle
giate Department, as well as to the amount of expenditm’e proposed for 
the Presidency institution, which was more than one half of the whole 
sum available for the entire Presidency. Mr. Eliottf considered the 
proposal of the Board to be premature, and that it would be sufficient 
to relieve the Head master of the High school from his present duties, 
in order that he might form a Collegiate class, and instruct the few boys 
who at first would be qualified for it, in all the subjects of study to be 
pursued by the class, and to appoint an additional master to the school. 
He at the same time expressed his approval of the proposed scheme as 
the eventual plan, Mr. ThomasJ adhered to the views expressed in hia 
former Minute, that Collegiate classes could only be effectually carried 
out, after general Education had considerably advanced, when it would 
be practicable to select youths from several Grammar schools o f superior 
talents and acquirements. “  It is,” he observed, “  only such young 
“  men, who can be qualified to profit by lectures or instruction of
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Professors, as proposed; and it; is not' in the nntiire of tilings, that 
the few youths wlio can be obtained from one institution, as yet very 

“  limited in its operations, will be found qualified to undertake with 
“  advantage a course of study, combining Mathematics, Physical sciencc. 

History, Political Economy, Mental and Moral Philosophy, Law and 
Jurisprudence with English Literature can carefully and usefully 

“  employ the time of three or four Professors.” In consequence of 
these objections, the formation of the Collegiate classes was in the first 
instance prohibited; but on a further representation* from the Board, 
Sir Henry Pottinger, who had been favorable to their recommendations 
in the first instance, took upon himself the responsibility of sanction
ing the entire scheme, with the exception of the Law class, which was 
referred for the ■ orders of the Court of Directors.

WJiile engaged in re-orgaiilzlng the University, the attention of 
the new Board was drawn to a quesitiou w'hich had been fi’equently 
discussed by their predecessors; namely, the etfect of the school fee on 
the number of scholars resorting to the school. The rate charged was 
liupees four per mensem for each scholar, subject to a deduction of one half 
in the case of any additional number of the same family attending the 
school. It was the opinion of several members of the former Board, that 
the ill success of the High school in attracting any large number of scho
lars was to be attributed to the rate of fee demanded, and on one occa
sion a resolution was passed at a meeting of the Board, that it should 
be reduced to two Rupees; but having been suspended, in order that 
absent members might have an opportunity of giving their opinion on 
the question, it w'as afterwards thrown out. Mr. Norton, the Presi
dent, had been all along opposed to any reduction of the fee. When 
it was first proposed, so fat'back as 1842, he informed the Board, that 
he “  had had unquestionable proofs from the unanimous declaration of 
“  a meeting of about thirty intelligent natives of the first respectability, 
“  that the reduction of the fee would dissuade, rather than attract, an 
“  accession of scholarsthat, “  whatever might be the lukewarmness 

of the natives to send their children to the school, that was not the 
cause of it,” and that, “  though he had offered to discuss the ques- 
tion of a reduction of the school fee, all objected to it, as tending to 
lower the standard of the institution, and opening it only to the low- 

“  er orders, who would only attend to learn to read and write English,
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and then pi'occed to their iisiuil iivocations.” To these views, he all 
along adhered. It was urged on the other liand, that “  the most learn- 
“  ed and enlightened of the native community were not in all cases 
“  the richest, and that the majority of those most anxious to give their 

sons a good and useful education, who were the persons employed in 
various situations under Government, were quite unable out of their 

“  monthly salaries to spare four Rupees a month for the education of 
“  each of their sons.” The subject was not adverted to in the Boax-d’s 
Minute of the 2d July 1852, as the President’s opposition to it conti
nued undiniinished, and the new members were anxious to avoid the 
adoption of a step, which if once taken, could not without umch diffi
culty be retraced, until they were fully satisfied of its expediency. 
When however they began to make enquiries, it soon became apparent 
that no material increase of scholars could be expected until the fee 
should be reduced. Whatever miglit have been the real sentiments 
of the more respectal>le natives when the University was first set on 
foot, the fact was incontrovei-tible, that many of the more respectable 
Government employes were deterred from sending their children by 
the largeness of the,fee. They had no notion of devoting a considera
ble percentage of their income to the education of their children, and 
were fain therefore to avail themselves of such means of instruction as 
were to be had in the common native schools at a more inexpensive 
rate. Under these circumstances the Board came to the conclusion, 
that if any increase of numbers were to be looked for, the fee must 
in the first instance be reduced, and the reduction was accordingly 
resolved on and brought into operation from the 1st January 1853 ; 
the rate fixed on being two Rupees in the Collegiate department and 
High school, and one Rupee in the Primary school. The reduction 
was followed by an immediate accession of some 50 scholars to the 
senior departments, and the numbers at the date of the last report 
were as follows. Collegiate department 23— High school 221— Prima
ry school 278. The Board state in their report, that they had anticipated 
that the reduction of the school fee would have induced a greater resort 
of scholars to the higher departments and especially to the High school. 
They show, however, that there has been an actual increase of 71 over 
the highest number that at any time was to be found in the classes now 
belonging to the High school, and adverting to the circumstance that at 
the late examination, no less than 80 boys were promoted from tlie Pri»
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rnjiry school into the High school, .tliey express their hope, that as it is 
probable that the High school will in future be principally recruited 
from the Primary, the increase in numbers in the former will be pro
gressive.

In point of numbers, the great failure is in the Collegiate depart
ment, and in this respect it has certainly borne out the opinions of those 
members of the Government who opposed its formation as being prema
ture. It was anticipated by the Board, that this department would be 
resorted to by the alumni of other schools; but the expectation has not 
been realized, and an attempt made in the course of last year to induce 
a resort of scholars, by holding out a certain number of scholarships for 
competition, failed to attract a single candidate.

On this subject, the Board have recorded the following remarks in 
their last Annual lieport.

“  The number of scholars who have remained to prosecute their 
“  studies in the Collegiate department is extremely small, and when it is 

considered that the services of the principal and two Professors are to 
“  a great extent given up to the instruction of these youths, it may ap- 

pear that the interests of the very large majority who fill the other 
“  departments of the University are sacrificed to those of the few, who 
“  are found fit to profit by the more extended course of study the Col- 
“  legiate department is intended to aflford. We are aware that such an 

apprehension was felt when the establishment of this department was 
“  originally proposed; but we believe it to be unfounded, and much as it 
“  is to be regretted that the advantages of these classes should as yet 
“  have been restricted to so few, we see every reason to think that no 
“  other arrangement would have served equally well to carry out the 
“  objects of the institution. The ground urged by us in a former com- 
“  munication, that in the higher branches of education it is absolutely 
“  essential to the efificiency of the teacher, that his attention should be 
“  confined to a set of kindred subjects, appears to us to be quite con- 

elusive as to the propriety of the arrangement, and as the numbers 
“  in the upper classes of the High school gradually increase, a propor- 
“  tionate increase in the classes of the Collegiate department will doubt- 

less follow.”
But notwithstanding the long continued ill success of the Univer

sity in attracting any considerable number of scholars and the difficulty 
which is still experienced n̂ filling the higher classes  ̂it may safely be
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asserted that tlie institution has not altogether failed in carrying out the 
object with Avhich it was founded. The value of the education imparted 
in it is sufficiently attested by the facility with which all those who 
have gone through the higher classes have obtained employment and 
promotion in the public service. O f the 36 scholars who have taken 
Proficients Degrees, 22 are at present employed in various situations 
connected with the Civil administration of the country, on salaries vary
ing from Rupees 40 to Kupees 315 a month. One is Deputy Dewan under 
the Rajah of Travancore, on a salary of Rupees 300, seven hold situa
tions in the Educational Department, four of whom are in the University, 
tw'o in Patcheappah’s institution and one in the Cuddalore Provincial 
school— four are merchants, and the last is without employment in inde
pendent circumstances. O f the Government employes one has already 
risen to the office of Kaib Sheristadar in the District of Masulipatam, 
and another, who only quitted the High school in 1852, has been pro
moted to a Tahsildarship in Rajahmudry. As an instance of the value 
which is attached by the Heads of offices to the services of these 
youths, it may be mentioned that three of the Proficients who took their 
Degrees at the last anniversary, after having been appointed succes
sively to a vacant situation in the High school, have been within the 
last two months removed to other situations in the public servw.e.

It is stated by Mr. Kerr, in his review of public instructil^ |in Ben
gal, in reference to the question, whether natives educated a »he Go
vernment institutions, in w'hich the course of instruction is'entirely 
secukr “  are more likely to prove honest men and consequently xmure use- 
“  ful servants of the state than the rest* of their countrymen,” that he 
believes they are, that the universal impression among themselves is that 
they are, and that they are proud of the distinction. He adds “  at our 
“  Colleges and schools, they acquire to some extent the habit of truth- 
“  fulness. English principles are to a certain extent engrafted in their 
“  hearts. They acquire also a taste for what is true and beautiful in 
“  speculation which so far as it goes, is favourable to upright and hono- 
“  rable conduct. It may also be observed that it is becoming a point of 

honour with those natives who have received a good education to be 
“  more truthful and trustworthy than the uneducated classes. It would 

give them more pain to be detected in a falsehood or in very dis- 
“  honest practice. A  public feeling favorable to integrity is growing up

* JVote.—By the term “ the rest of their countrymen,” Mr. Kerr of course refers to the 
tmeducated classes in contradistinction to the educated classes.
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“  among them. As yet the feeling may not be strong; t)ut even in it# 
“  feeble state it must be regarded as a good sign and as one of the noblest 
“  points of the education they are receiving.”

I f  any Aveight is to be attached to the opinions of those who 
have had opportunities of watching the conduct of the educated em- 
jjloyes, who have of late years been admitted into the native civil 
service in this Presidency, the foregoing remarks are equally ap
plicable here, so fer as a judgment may be formed, considering the 
short period that a high standard of eduation has been available, and 
the circumstances which have tended to liinit its advantages to such a 
comparatively tfinall number of scholars.

The value of the instruction imparted in the University has fur
ther been attested by the reports of those gentlemen, unconnected with 
the institution, who from time to time have taken part in the annual 
examinations. In the reports of the examinei's on the last annual ex
amination of the classes it is stated that “  the Mathematical branch of 
“  education in the Madras University is conducted on the soundest prin- 
“  ciples,” and very favorable mention is made of the attainments of the 
senior scholars in the other branches of study ; and in a report by the 
same examiners on the annual public examination for Government re
wards, at which five out of six candidates were scholars of the Univer
sity, it  ̂ remarked that “  the higher branches of knowledge have not 

been acquired at the expense of the lower, but that the education of 
these youths has been sound and well grounded.” -Judging from the 

answers appended to the annual reports. Mathematics would seem to be 
the branch in which they have been most successful, and original En
glish composition, or rather Essay writing, that in which they have most 
frequently failed. To the majority of native students, however, the 
latter is doubtless by far the most difficult of the two. Their written 
answers to the questions in literature are generally very well expressed, 
which may be in a great measure accounted for by their remarkable 
powers of memory, which frequently enable them to recollect long pas
sages of the authors they have been studying, w'hether prose or poetry, 
and to wrrite them down nearly W'ord for word.*

The most unsatisfactory department in the University has been 
hitherto the vernacular. The languages taught are Telugu, Tamil and

* Note.— This practice is of course discountenanced, but instances of it frequently occur 
and it seems to be equally jfrcvalent in Bengal and Bombay.
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Mahratta, and each scholar is required on his admission into the Institu
tion to select which of these he will study. Owing to the want of 
any good vernacular class books, the instruction has been confined to 
the cultivation of the three languages, and no attempt has been made at 
imparting substantive instruction through the vernacular medium. 
Here, as in the Government institutions in Bengal, the main object has 
been to raise up a class of good vernacular linguists, who, by the attain
ment of a thorough and critical knowledge of their own language, 
may as teachers in schools, or as the writers or translators of useful 
books, be enabled to render their acquirements available to their country
men, and in the words of the Court of Directors, “  to communicate to 

the native literature and to the minds of the native community that 
improved spirit which it is to be hoped they will themselves have 

“  imbibed from the influence of European ideas and sentiments.” 
With this view, a considerable portion of the time assigned to the ver
nacular studies is devoted to translations from and into English, and a 
prize is awarded each year for the vernacular exposition of a portion 
o f a standard English author. With the same object a gold medal 
has recently been founded by some of the passed proficients of the 
institution in honor of the late President Mr. George Norton, which 
is to be awarded annually to the author of the best Essay in Tamil or 
Telugu.

The great difficulty all along has been to procure as teachers, 
competent vernacular scholars, who are at the same time possessed o f 
a sufficient knowledge of English, to enable them to revise the transla
tions of their pupils. Most of those hitherto employed, though very 
good vernacular scholars, have been altogether ignorant of English, and 
consequently unable to correct the translations into English, or to pro- 
nouce any opinion as to the faithfulness of the translations from English 
into the vernacular. To remedy this state of things, it was on one oc
casion proposed that in filling vacancies in the vernacular masterships a 
knowledge of English, as well as of the vernacular, should be made an 
indispensable qualification, and that, with a view to secure this, the 
Board should not insist on the higher attainments in the vernacular, 
which had previously been considered necessary. This proposition, how
ever, was opposed by the President and a majority of the other members. 
More recently it was suggested, that a certain number of the passed pro
ficients should be retained in the institution on monthly stipends, with 
tlie view of qualifying themselves to succeed to the several vernaciilai:

Q
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'teaehershlps, most of wlilcli had,then lately become vacant, and were, 
it would appear, intended to be held only temporarily by the then in
cumbents. A  recommendation to this effect, specifying the details of the 
arrangement and the names of the scholars whom it was proposed to re
tain, was laid before Government in May 1848, but remained unnoticed 
until the end of 1852 ; and when the subject was again brought under 
consideration, the feasibility of the scheme was questioned by the new 
Board which had succeeded to the management of the institution. It 
did not appear that any intimation had been made to the present verna
cular teachers in regard to the temporary tenure upon which their situa
tions were to be held, and the Board did not see how the persons to be 
selected for eventual appointment to the vernacular masterships were to 
qualify themselves for their future situations, without the assistance of 
some competent person to superintend their vernacular studies. Tlicy 
stated therefore, that in their opinion the first step towards the introduc
tion of an improved system of vernacular instruction and the establish
ment of a training class for vernacular teachers must be “  the appoint- 
“  ment of an efficient superintendent, whose general scholarship, combined 

with a competent knowledge of the vernaculars, might bo such as to 
“  enable him to introduce into the High school a more efficient system 
“  of teaching than that at present in force, to superintend the transla- 
“  tions of the scholars from and into the vernacular languages, to take 
“  charge of a vernacular class of pupil teachers, and to prepare and su- 

pervise the preparation by others of translation of approved English 
“  works into the vernacular languages, and of an improved series of ver- 

nacular class books.”
It was at first proposed that the vernacular superintendent should 

superintend the instruction and perform the other duties assigned to his 
office in the two principal languages, taught in the University; viz., Tamil 
and Telugu; but as yet no one has been found, possessed of sufficient 
scholarship in both these languages, together with the other requisite 
qualifications. The appointment has consequently been conferred on a 
Tamil scholar, with a lower salary than that originally* assigned to the 
and his functions are restricted to the Tamil department. Measures are 
now being taken for organizing a class of pupil teachers in Tamil, who 
will be trained for employment in the High school or in the Provincial 
schools as vacancies may occur.

* N ofc .— The salary proposed was Rnpces 300 per mensem, the present Superintendent 
receives ilupecs 200.
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Among the duties proposed for tlw vernacular superintendent is the* 
preparation and supervision of translations of approved English works' 
into the vernacular languages, and of an improved series of vernacular 
class books. Either of these tasks, it is obvious, can only be attempted 
by him to a very limited extent; if indeed at all, amidst his other more 
pressing duties. The preparation of vernacular class books, except such 
as are quite of an elementary character; while it is one of the most im
portant, is at the same time one of the most difficult works connected’ 
with native education. It was proposed by Lord Auckland* that the 
Governments of the different Presidencies should “  co-operate through 
“  the bodies charged with the control of public instruction under their 

superintendence, in the common object of aiding the preparation of an 
useful and comprehensive set of class books, to be afterwards rendered 
into the vernacular tongues of the several Provinces.” The advan

tages of co-operation among the Governments of the different Presi
dencies had been urged some years previously by the Court of Directors 
in a despatch addressed to the Government of Bombay.’  ̂ “  It appears 

to us,” wrote the Honorable Court, that in the provision of books 
for the education of the natives of India it would be beneficial that 

“  the three Presidencies should act in concert. The difference indeed 
in the vernacular languages renders it convenient, that the translations 
into those various languages and the works necessary for their gram- 

“  matical study should be prepared wherever it is easiest to find persons 
familiarly acquainted %vith those languages respectively. But the 
case is different with regard to the preparation of scientific and me- 
dical works adapted to the use of the natives, and popular literary 
compositions suited for schools. The want of such books is strongly 

“  felt, and must greatly diminish the utility both of the elementary 
“  and the higher seminaries. But works o f this description may be 
“  prepared once for all, and if approved, may be translated into all the 

native dialects. Whatever is done by Government to encourage the 
production of such works-, by prizes or otherwise, should be done 

“  systematically with the cognizance of all the three Presidencies, but 
under the direct authority of one. Otherwise, it may happen that 

“  expenses are incurred at one Presidency for purposes already suffi- 
“  ciently answered by what is done or doing at another. The Su- 

preme Government, with the advice of the General Committee of
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Public Instruction at Calcutta, seems tlie most proper organ for con- 
“  trolling this branch of the education department. You will there- 

fore place yourselves in communication with that Government, with 
a view to ascertain their sentiments on the subject. They may pro- 
bably consider it advisable, that you should hereafter confine the dis- 
bursements under the head of the school-books at your Presidency 

“  to providing the books necessary for the grammatical study of the 
Guzeratee and Mahratta languages, and translations into those 

“  dialects of works approved of by the General Committee at Calcutta.’' 
An extract from Lord Auckland’s Minute was communicated to 

the University Board shortly after its formation, and a Minute* in reply 
was laid before Government on the 26th July 1841. In this document, 
the Board adverted to the difficulty of procuring intelligible translations 
in the vernacular languages of India of any but the most simple En
glish works. Their enquiries, they stated, had led them to the conclu
sion, that “  much time, labour and money had been expended, if not 

vainly, at least with very inadequate results, by the present system 
and course o f translation into the vernacular languages. Due consi- 
deration does not seem to have been given to the poverty of these 

“  languages, and hardly enough to the genius and structure of them, 
in the endeavour at transfusing into them European ideas and expres- 
sions. It is hardly possible to glance over the most elementary 
treatises in European literature, philosophy, art or science (with 

“  the exception of such as are exact) without being sensible of the 
“  numerous words and phrases, for which no corresponding expressions 

can be found in the native languages, and which are often beyond the 
compass of even vernacular periphrasis. It is obvious that the case. 

“  could not be otherwise, considering how far European literature, 
science and philosophy have outstript the literary progress of the 

“  East; thereby creating a new and copious European vocabalary 
and expanding the compass of European ideas, while the intellec- 

“  tual faculties of the Eastern nations have continued to move within 
the same circle, and their language remained stationary.”

in  truth, only those English works which deal in simple narra- 
tive, in which little occasion arises for the use of abstract terms, 
which relate palpable occurrences, sometimes surprising, sometimes 
interesting to the feelings, sometimes ludicrous, appear to admit of
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efficient translations. A t all events such are the only works which, 
in translation, are attractive. They are such as amuse the idle hour, 

“  and delight children until their minds become more highly cultivated. 
But they are not the kind of class books through which it is desired 
to communicate substantive knowledge. When efforts are made by 
learned Englishmen, or learned natives, or by a combination of botli, 
to translate works of the latter quality, they usually become puzzled 
at every line; and they would often be permanently arrested, but 

“  that the difficulty is dashed through by either incorporating the very 
expression as they find it, or substituting some other foreign term 
from a cognate language. But the cognate languages are often 

“  equally deficient; and, even if they should not be so, the translators 
“  are seldom such proficients in several languages, as to select from 
“  them, or to construct out of them, competent terms. It is not to be 

wondered at that the translated works, under these circumstances, are 
“  (with the exceptions that have been alluded to) so often unintelligible 
“  to Natives, and almost always inadequate.”

“  When a boy has a translated book, of even a simple narrative 
“  quality, put into his hands, his usual observation is that ‘ it is very 
“  ‘ hard.’ although it has been known that the same boy would read 
“  fluently, and comprehend fully, a native work upon an abstruse 
“  subject. The young man, who is at the head of the High school of 

the Madras University, is an accomplished English scholar, can 
thoroughly understand Locke on the understanding, and is well versed 

“  in European history. His strong declaration is, that the easiest and 
shortest way for a native, in the present state of the native languages, 

“  to attain to European knowledge, is it to acquire it through English 
works. It has been testified on credible authority, that a translation 

“  by two European gentlemen (of familiar learning in Mahratta) and 
one native Mahratta scholar, of Lord Brougham’s tract on the ob- 
jects, advantages, and pleasures of science, is not only unintelligible 
to Mahratta readers, but that it actually became so, after five or six 
years, to the Mahratta translator himself. There have been a great 
many thousands of Rupees, and it is believed, several lacs, expended 
by the Government of Bombay upon the translation of useful works, 
but they continue an unproductive mass upon their shelves— vide 
Bombay, 10th Report, page 18.”

Under these circumstances, it appeared to the Board that the
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course to be encouraged was that »f “  a full and free exposition, rather 
“  than a translation, of all the subject matter contained in any English 
“  work, by the assistance of, or entirely by, such natives as have attained 

a full comprehension of the subject matter, and also a •proficiency in 
“  the English language. Whatever can be accomplished through para- 

phrase and through explanatory notes, to remedy deficiencies in the 
“  vernacular languages, should be attempted. As far as regards the 
“  mode of treatment, the work in the new language would bear the 
“  appearance of an original composition. But all this would not be 

sufficient. The necessity will continually arise for the use of new 
“  terms; and they will have to be adapted or invented, although there 
“  will be the less need of them under the above suggested system o f 

conveying European literature and science through the vehicle of the 
“  vernacular languages. Such terms, however, as are necessarily thus 
“  introduced, ought to be transfused with more critical learning than 
“  has been usually brought to bear upon the subject.”

The annual prizes since given for vernacular composition have been 
directed to the object of procuring expositions of standard English works 
of the character adverted to by the Board, and one of them,— a Tamil 
exposition of a portion of Robertson’s History of America has been re
cently adopted as a text book in the Uuiversity. The provision of ele
mentary class books, suited to native associations and ideas, and adapted 
for translation and exposition, has also of late years engaged the attention 
of the Madras School Book Society, and a Translation Society has been 
formed by some of the passed proficients of the University, but little pro
gress has as yet been made, and nothing has been attempted in furtherance 
of Lord Auckland’s more comprehensive scheme.

It only remains to offer a few brief remarks on the present state of 
education generally throughout the Presidency. It will be observed 
from the foregoing account of the proceedings of Government, in the 
educational department that the Government Institutions are at present 
but three in number,— the Madras University and the Provincial schools 
at Rajahmundry and Cuddalore. Two other Provincial schools will be 
established very shortly, intimation having been received that the Head 
masters, for whom it has been found necessary to send to England, have 
been already engaged.* In the Provinces, with the above exceptions

* Abte.—Siucc the above was written, the two Head masters referred to, and also one for 
the Bellary school have ai-rived.
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and a few elementary schools supported by subscription at some of the 
largest stations, the education of the country is entirely in the hands 
of the Missionary Societies and of the natives themselves.

In the department of elementary instruction the operations of some 
o f the Missionary Societies are on a very considerable scale. The So
ciety for the Propagation o f  the Gospel in Foreign Parts supports no less 
than one hundred and eighty-six schools, the majority of which are in 
the four Southern Districts of Tinnevelly, Madura, Trichinopoly and 
Tanjore. In these schools, five thousand one hundred and seventeen 
scholars are under instruction, of whom three thousand eight hundred and 
twenty-five are boys, and one thousand three hundred and forty-nine 
are girls, and the amount expended by the Society in its educational 
operations, including the cost of erecting and repairing buildings, ex
ceeded in 1852, 40,000 Rupees and in 1853, 30,000.

The operations of the Church Missionary Society are equally, if not 
more, extensive, and from a prospectus which has just been issued by a 
newly constituted Society for the publication of school books for use in 
Christian schools it appears that at the commencement of 1852 the num
ber of Mission schools in this Presidency amounted to 1,185 with 38,005 
pupils; while in the other Presidencies, where the Government schools 
ar6 more numerous than here and more has been done in the higher 
branches of education, the aggregate number of Mission schools was only 
472, with 26,791 children in attendance. In the same publication it is 
stated that “  the English (Mission) schools in Madras Presidency amount 

to 93 : the Tamil may be roughly estimated at 950, the Telugu at 30, 
the Canarese at 25, and the Malayalum at 90.” In all the vernacular 

Mission schools and in the majority of the English schools the course of 
instruction is altogether elementary; but there are several of the latter 
in different parts of the country in which a higher order of instruction, 
is imparted, and what may be termed a liberal education is very efficiently 
carried out.

Mention has already been made of the proposal of the Members 
of the Government and of the University Board that the system 
of grants in aid of existing institutions which for some years past 
has been in operation in Great Britain should be introduced into this 
Presidency. As a preliminary step, the University Board towards the 
end of 1852 addressed a Circular letter to the several Collectors request
ing them to supply in a tabular form such information as they might be
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able to procure as to tlic existing state of education in the districts under 
their charge. They were requested to enter in the statements, of which 
tbrui.s were sent, the number of schools of every description in their dis
tricts, distinguishing between those established by Missionary Societies 
and other bodies and those set on foot by the natives themselves, as also 
l)otwecn those in which tiie payment of a school fee is exacted and those 
in which the instruction is entirely gratuitous; the number of those in 
which English is taught and the number o f those in which the instruc
tion is entirely vernacular; the total number of pupils under scholastic in
struction in the district and the proportion borne by them to the number 
of teachable youths. In this circular the leading features of the grant 
in aid system were stated, and in a second tabular statement, of which a 
form was also furnished, the Collectors were requested to give an ac
count of any existing schools which might be considered deserving of 
(xovernment aid.

The circular waa issued on the 30th November 1852, and at 
the present time the returns arc still due from four of the Officers 
to whom it was addressed. The value of those received has in many in
stances been materially diminished by the form in which they have been 
prepared, the forms furnished by the University Board not having been 
adhered to, which precludes the possibility of any general comparison of 
the educational condition of the several districts to which the returns 
refer. Many of those moreover in which the forms supplied by 
the Board have been conformed to are obviously incorrect. For in
stance iu the returns of the Trichinopoly district, which according 
to the last census contained a population of 709,196 persons, the number 
of youths under scholastic instruction is entered at only 1,317, while in 
the returns submitted by the Collector of Guntoor,— a district containing 
a population of only 570,083, and the educational condition of which 
is notoriously inferior to any of the districts to the South, the schools 
are stated to contain 4,198 scholars.

In Nellore again with a population of 935,690 the number of youths 
under instruction is entered at 495,— the aggregate number in attendance 
at five schools, but here we find a note appended to the sta,tement by the 
Collector, to the effect that “  there are numbers of other schools to be 
“  found, imparting only a vernacular elementary education on the system 
“  peculiar to the natives,” but that “  as the native village schools of this 
“  kmd do not appear to be contemplated ia the letter under reply, and a
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“  return of all such for the whole district with detailed statements would 
be attended with great delay and trouble, they are not included.” It 

is obvious from the above tliat in order to obtain any thing like an ac
curate estimate of the actual state of education, an investigation con
ducted by Officers appointed specially for the purpose, and upon a more 
systematic plan, will be absolutely required.

I f  a rough estimate may be formed from the returns of six districts, 
in which the forms furnished by tlie Board have been adhered to, it would 
seem that the proportion of male children receiving instruction in schools, 
to the number of males of a school-going age, is about 9 per cent, or as 
one to eleven. The six districts referred to are Vizagapatam, Guntoor, 
North Arcot, South Arcot, Coimbatore and Tinnevelly; and consider
ing their position, the two first being probably the most deficient iu 
educational resources, whUe the last is universally allowed to be one 
of the best provided with schools, the aggregate amount of their re
turns may be deemed sufficient to afford a tolerably fair criterion 
of the state of education generally tliroughout the Presidency.

Sir Thomas Munro* estimated the school-going portion of the 
male population at about one-fourth o f those of a school-going age, 
assuming the period for which boys generally remain at school to be 
between the ages o f five and ten. According to the Prussian rule, 
which is that now generally adopted in educational statistics, the 
school-going portion of the male population ought to embrace all boys 
between the ages of seven and fourteen. In a population consist
ing of many millions, the children from one day to fourteen years old 
may be taken at 42 per cent. Three-seventha of these are comput
ed to be from seven to fourteen yeais of age, and by taking half 
this number so as to exclude girls, the number of boys who ought 
to be at school is arrived at. By this mode of calculation the num
ber of teachable youths throughout the Presidency, amoimted to 
1,156,500 out of a population of 12,850,000 when Sir Thomas Munro 
wrote. The nmnber at that time actually attending schools was estimat
ed at 184,110, or rather less than one-sixth of those of a school-going 
age. The comparison therefore in point of numbers, so far as a judgment 
may be formed from the returns of the few districts which have been

* Api>cudix E.
K
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received in a complete form, was more favorable in 1826, than it is at 
the present time.

In some localities the character of the instruction has no doubt been 
considerably improved, and especially in the Southern districts, where 
operations of the Missionary societies have been most extensive; but in 
the native village schools, which are the only ones available to the large 
proportion of the population, it is manifest from the returns that but 
little improvement has taken place, and that the picture drawn by Mr. 
Campbell, in his report on the village schools in the Bellary district in 
1823, is Btill applicable to the majority of native schools.
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Minute by Sir T homas M uxro,

June 2oth)

1. Much has been written, both in England and in this country, about 
the ignorance of the people of India, and the means of disseminating know
ledge among them, but the opinions upon this subject are the mere conjectures 
of individuals, unsupported by any authentic documents, and differing so 
widely from each other, as to be entitled to very little attention. Our power 
in this country, and the nature of its own municipal institutions, have certain
ly rendered it practicable to collect materials from which a judgment might 
be formed of the state of the mental cultivation of the people. We have 
made geographical and agricultural surveys of our provinces ; we have inves
tigated their resources, and endeavored to ascertain their popolation ; but 
little or nothing has been done to learn the state of education. We have no 
record to show the actual state of education throughout the country. Par
tial enquiries have been made by individuals, but those have taken place at 
distant periods, and on a small scale, and no inference can be drawn from 
them with regard to the country in general. There may be some difficulty 
in obtaining such a record as we want. Some districts will not, but othei’S 
probably will, furnish i t ; and if we get it only from two or three, it will 
answer in some degree for all the rest. It cannot be expected to be very 
accurate, but it will at least enable us to form an estimate of the state of 
instruction among the people. The only record Avhich can furnish the infor
mation required is a list of schools in which reading and writing are taught 
in each disti’ict, showing the number of scholars in each, and the caste to 
which they belong. The Collectors should be directed to prepare this docu
ment according to the form Avhich accompanies this paper. They should be 
desired to state the names of the books generally read at the schools ; tho 
time which scholars usually continue at such schools ; the monthly or yearly 
charge to the scholars, and whether any of the schools are' endowed by the 
public, and if so, the nature and amount of the fund. Where there are 
colleges or other institutions for teaching Theology, Law, Astronomy, &c., 
an account should be given of them. These sciences are usually taught pri
vately, without fee or reward, by individuals, to a few scholars or disciples, 
but there are also some instances in which the native governments have grant* 
ed alloAvances in money and land for tbe maintenance of the teachers.

2. In some districts, reading and writing are confined almost entirely 
lo Brahmins and mcrcanule class. In some they extend to other classes, and
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are pretty generally among the pobails of villages and principal ryots. To 
the women of Brahmins and of Hindoos in general they are unknown, be
cause the knowledge of them is prohibited and regarded as unbecoming the 
modesty of the sex, and fit only for public dancers ; but among the women of 
the Rajbundah, and some other tribes of Hindoos, 'who seem to have no pre
judice of this kind, they are generally taught. The prohibition against 
women learning to read is, probably from various causes, much less attended 
to in some districts than in others ; and it is possible that in every District 
a few females may be found in the reading schools. A  column has been 
entered for them in the form proposed to be sent to the Collectors. The mixed 
and impure castes seldom learn to read, but as a few of them do, columns are 
left for them in the form.*

3. It is not my intention to recommend any interference whatever in 
the native schools. Every thing of this kind ought to be carefully avoided, 
and the people should be left to manage their schools in their own way. All 
that we ought to do is to facilitate the operations of these schools by restoring 
any funds that may have been diverted from them, and perhaps granting ad
ditional ones where it may appear advisable. JBut on this point we shall be 
better able to judge Avhen we receive the information now proposed to be 
called ibr.

(Signed) THOMAS MUTsRO.

IV

A P P E N D IX  B.

Extract Letter in the Revenue Department, from the Court o f Directors to 
the Governor in Council o f  Fort St. George, dated \Sth May 1825.

20. We think great credit is due to Sir Thomas Munro for having 
originated the idea of this inquiry. We shall be better able, when we 
have seen specimens of the reports, to judge whether the prescribed inquiry 
is sufficient to bring forth all the useful information capable of being ob
tained. The proportion in which the great body of the people obtain the 
knowledge of reading and writing ; the degree to which the means of ob
taining them are placed within their reach ; the extent to which the branches 
of knowledge, esteemed of a higher kind, are objects of pursuit, and the 
means of instruction in them are afforded ; are the most important points, 
and these appear to be fully embraced. The most defective part of the 
information which will thus be elicited, is likely to be that which relates to 
the quality of the instruction which the existing education affords ; but of 
this we shall be able to form a more correct opinion when we see what 
the reports contain. It was proper to caution the Collectors against exciting 
any fears in the people, that their freedom of choice in matters of education 
would be interfered with ; but it would be equally wrong to do any thing 
to fortify them in the absurd opinion that their own rude institutions of 
education are so perfect as not to admit of improvement.

* Note.— The form is omitted here as it is entered iu the tabular statement submitted 
by the Board ol’ Eevenue aimcxed to Appendix C.



APPEN DIX C.

R evenue Department, 2\st February 1825.

From Secretary to the Board o f  Revenue. 

To the Chief Secretary to Government.

Sir,

From
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

With reference to the instructions of Government conveyed in a letter
from the Secreta
ry to Govern
ment in the Reve
nue Department 
under date the 2d 
July 1822 and 
to Mr. Secretary 
Stoke’s letter of 
the 21st Ultimo, 
I am directed by 
the Board of Re
venue to submit 
for the informa
tion of the Honor
able the Governor 
in Council the 

correspondence 
noted in the mar
gin regarding the 
actual state of 
education in the

the Collector of Ganjam dated 
do. of Vizaf> apatam
do. of Rajahnuindry
do. of Masulipatani
do. of Gnntoor 
do. of Nellorc 
do. of Bcllary 
do. of Cuddapah 
do. of Chingleput 
do. of N. D. of Arcot
do. of S. 1). of Arcot
do. of Salem
do. of Tan jore
do. of Trichinopoly
do. of Madura

do. of Tinnevelly
Priril. do. of Coimbatore 
do. do. of Malabar 
do. do. of Canara 

Asst. do. of Seringapatam
do. of Madras

27th Oct. in 
14th April 
19 th Sept. 
3rd do 
9th do 

23rd do 
17th do 
11th do 
3rd do 
3rd do 

29th June 
8th do 
28th do 
23rd do 
5th do 

18th do 
7th do 

23rd Nov. 
5th do 
27th Augt 
29 th Oct.

( 13th do.
( 12th do.

Cons.'6th Nov. 1823, 
do 1st May do.
do 2nd Oct. do. 
do 13th Jan. do. 
do 14th July do. 
do 30th June do. 
do 2.5th Augt. do. 
do 17th Feb. 1825, 
do 7tli April 1823, 
do 10th March do. 
do 7 th July do. 
do 14 th do do. 
do 3rd do do. 
do 28th Augt. do. 
do 13 th Feb. do. 
do 28th Oct. 1822. 
do 18th Nov. do. 
do 2nd Dec. do. 
do 14th Augt. 1823. 

. do 5th Sept. 1822. 
do 4th Nov. do. 
do 14th do do. 
do 14th Feb. 1825.

provinces under this Government.

2. An abstract statement prepared from the reports of the several Col
lectors is also submitted for the purpose of exhibiting at one view the infor
mation required by the Government.

3. This abstract is in the form transmitted by Government, -vvith an 
additional column, showing the amount of population in each district accord
ing to the census, as some of the Collectors have stated the numbers differ
ently. Under the head of remarks the information required by the Govern
ment regarding the time which scholars usually continue at school, the 
monthly or yearly charge to the scholars, and other particulars, is concisely 
stated,

4. It will be obser\"ed that the schools now existing in the country are 
for the most part supported by the payments of the people who send their 
children to them for instruction, 3’lie rate of payment for each scholar varies 
in different districts, and according to the different circumstances of the parents 
of the pupils, from 1 Anna to 4 Rupees per mensem, the ordinary rate among 
the poorer classcs appears to be generally about 4 Annas and seldom to cxceed 
I a Rupee-.



5. In a few districts only tliere are endoAvments for the support of 
schools and colleges. In Rajahmunclry, 69 teachers of the sciences prossess 
endowments in land, and 13 allowances in money granted by former Zemindars. 
In Nellore certain individuals, Brahmins and Mussulmen, are in possession of 
allowances in land and money, granted by the Carnatic Government, for teach
ing the Vedas, &c. and Arabic and Persian respectively, to the amount of Ru
pees 1,467 per annum. In the Northern Division of Arcot, 28 colleges are 
supported by Maniums and Marahs, granted by former Governments, yielding 
Rupees 516 per annum, and 6 Persian schools are maintained at the public ex
pense at an annual charge of Rupees 1,361. In Salem Enam lands, estimated 
to yield Rupees 1,109 per annum, are appropriated to the support of 20 teachers 
of Theology, &c. and one Mussulman school has land allowed for its support 
yielding annually 20 Rupees. In Tanjore, 44 schools and 71 colleges are sup
ported by His Highness the Rajah. There is no school or college, endoAved 
particulai-ly by the Circar, but there are fi-ee schools maintained by the Mis
sion established in Tanjore which possesses a survamaniam, the annual value 
whereof is estimated at 1,100 Rupees. In the disti-ict of Trichinopoly, there 
are 7 schools which possess endowments in land, to the extent of 46 cawnies, 
granted by former Governments. In Malabar, there is one college supported 
by the Zamorin Rajah, which has also some land attached to it.

6. It does not appear from the reports of the Collectors that any public 
endowments for the advancements of learning have been diverted from their 
original purpose, or resumed, except in Salem and Coimbatore. The Collector 
of Salem says that lands yielding Rupees 384, formerly devoted to this object, 
Avere sequestered before the acquisition of the country by the British Govern
ment, and their produce has since been included in the revenues of Govern
ment. The principal Collector of Coimbatore reports that mauniums, &c. 
granted in former times for the support of colleges to the value of Rupees 2,208, 
have been resumed either by the Mussulman or the British Government.

7. The late Collector of Bellary having stated in his report that none 
of the institutions for education at present existing in that district derive 
support from the State, added “ there is no doubt that in former times, espe- 
“ cially under the Hindoo Governments, very large grants, both in money 
“ and in land, were issued for the support of learning,” and further stated his 
opinion, that many of the Yeomiahs and Shotriums now held by Brahmins in 
the district may be traced to this source. “ No conditions,” he observed,
“ are stated in the grants issued by the former Governments ; they all purport 
“ to flow from the free bounty of the ruling power, merely to aid the main- 
“ tenance of some holy or learned man. But they were almost universally 
“ granted to learned or religious persons, who maintained a school for one or 
“ more of the sciences and taught therein gratuitously, and though not ex- 
“ pressed in the deed itself, the duty of continuing such gratuitous instruction 
“ was certainly implied in all such grants.” It does not appear upon what 
grounds Mr. Campbell founded his opinion so confidently, that the implied 
condition of the grants referred to was the continuance of gratuitous instruc
tion, but it seems not to be the result of particular investigation. Mr. Camp
bell further suggested with the view of covering the expense of a general 
arrangement proposed by him in this report for the improvement of education, 
that it might be provided, that “ on the demise of any persons now holding 
“ Yeomiahs or alienated lands, a new enquiry be instituted, and that though 
“ the same may have been coutiuucd for more than ouc generation by the

VI
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British Government, it may be resumet  ̂and carried to a new fund to be term- 
“ ed school fund,” unless it is “ clearly stated in the body of the original 
“ grant to be hereditary, or the intention of the ruling power at the time to 
“ make such grant hereditary, be clearly proved to the satisfaction of Govern- 
“ ment.” The Board have little doubt that the resumption of lands now 
alienated, in the manner suggested by Mr. Campbell, would produce ample 
funds for the purpose contemplated ; but they conceive that the two objects 
in view, namely the recovery of alienated lands and the establishment of a 
fund for the support of schools, should be kept entirely distinct and separate. 
The establishment of schools in every part of the country under any general 
plan should be regulated by the wants of the people in respect to education, 
and should not in any degree depend upon the accidental circumstance of the 
amount of a particular fund being great or less in different situations.

8. The Board think it proper to offer this remark in regard to the sug
gestion of Mr. Campbell which has just been noticed, but it appears to them 
unnecessary at this time to discuss the plan proposed by him for the improve
ment of education, and his general speculations on the subject, conceiving it 
to be the desire of Government at present only to receive information regard
ing the actual state of education, in order that it may be seen what are the 
deficiencies to be supplied.

9. That these deficiencies are lamentably great is shown in every one 
of the reports now submitted, and the general result of the Avhole, from which 
it appears that out of a population estimated by the census at above twelve 
millions and a half, only about 1,88,000 are receiving instruction, or about 
1  ̂ per cent, is most unsatisfactory.

10. It will be remarked, that no statement is submitted of the number 
of schools, &c. in Canara. The late principal Collector reported that educa
tion is conducted in that district so much in private, that any statement of 
the number of schools, and of the scholars attending them, would be of little 
or no use, but on the contrary fallacious, in forming an estimate of the pro
portion of the population receiving instruction. He stated generally, that 
“ there are no Colleges in Canara for the cultivation of abstract science, 
“ neither are there any fixed schools and masters to teach in them. There 
“ is no instance known of any institution of the above descriptions having 
“ ever received support in any shape from the former Governments.”

11. Notwithstanding the observations of Mr. Harris, the Board have 
thought it proper to call again upon the present principal Collector to furnish 
a statement of schools, &c, prepared in the form transmitted by Government, 
which shall be submitted to the Honorable the Governor in Council as sooa 
as it is received.

I have the honor to be, &c.
(Signed). J. DENT,

Fort Saint George, ) Secretary.
2\st February, \%2o, j
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Statement o f  the number o f  Native Schools mid Colleges in each Collectorate, and o f the number o f  Scholars.

Kamcs of the 
Collectorates.

Schools
and

Colleges.
Bramin Scholars. Vyscc Scholars.

Gaiijam ..... Schools
Colleges

2S5

Sooder Scliolars.

10

Vinagapatani. j 9U| 4,448 99| 4,547| 983 983 1,999

291 104 3 9071 653
279 1,449' .......  1,449

653

484
49

1,691
199

574 3,089

u  11. .  ̂ Schools .........
...... 1 Colleger............

804 2,466

466

3oC-l

12

All other Castes. Grand Total 
Nos. 4 to 15 inclusive.

13 14 15 16 18

Musulman Scholars.

S

19 20

Total Hindoos and 
Masiilmans

21 22

12

23

73 2,072 1,885 131 2,016, 9,315 303 9,618

6 472 546

1,692 1,108... 1,108 1,506,
199 .......... i............  I

5 3,094; 1,578 ... 1,578 1,923
. I............I............ I ................

BcUary .... Schools
Colleges

533 1,185

cu«ap»h •194 1,416

2,466 1,641 ... 1,641 2,407, ' 55, 2,462

1 1,507

28 574
5

470, 29, 499

37 1,960 775 57

2, 1,187 981 1 982 2,908

432 ........

2,569
1,454

4,775
199

2,606
1,454

97

52

31 4,806 275,
199 ..........

97

52

277

832 7,365 99 7,464 257

432j 6,946 55̂  7,001

26 3,024 1,174 311 1,205̂  6,338j 60̂

617

9,412 303

2,621
1,454

Total Population.

24 25 26 27

Total Popula
tion as jx'r state
ment sul)initted 
to Govt, on the 
3d Feb., 8th 
May & 4th 

Dec. 1823.

1,96,170 1,79,111

4,82,852 4,58,1.52

2,658
1,454 3,93,512 3,44,796

3 260 7,622 102

7,38,308

5,050 33 5,083 2,89,166 2,40,683 5,29,849

6,398

1,416 1,713'... 1,713 1,775, 68, 1,843 f>47 391 686| 5,551j 107

243

5,658 341

620 7,563 58 7,621

5,29,849

!■ 2,43,859 2,10,895 4,54,754 ......................|

243 6,581 60

1 342 5,892

6,641

4,32,.540 4,06,927 8,39,467; 4,39,467 j

4,89,673 4,38,184

108 6,000 I 5 -g 461 5,15,999

9,27,857

10,94,460 10,94,460



R E M A R K S .

There are no schools or coilcges in this District endowed by the Circar. The Teachers in the schools arc paid monilily bv the 
scholars at vai'ious rlUcs from 4 Annas to 1 Rupee each. The Shastries, See. are usually taught privately to Brainins. 
The statement is not tcmplete in respect to the Hill Zemindarics from which satisfactoiy account could not be procured.

It docs not appear that tliere arc any colleges in this District. Tlie schools we not endowed by the public— 2 only arc stated 
to receive a i)aymcnt the Zemindar of Chamoodoo at the rate of 50 Rupees annually. The Teachers are paid at 
various rates, from 1 Anna to 1 Rupee for each scholar per mensem. Private Teachers in families o f respectability are 
paid a monthly or yevly  stipend according to their acquirement, and the rank and opulence of their employers.

Some o f the schools in this 
1 Rupee to 2 Annas,

District are endowed by the public. The Teachers are paid by the scholars at rates varyiftg from
1 Annas being the average rate per mensem. The scholars arc entered at school in their fifth year 

and continue at their itudies from 5 to 7 years. The number of Professors or Teachers of the sciences is 279. Of the^o 
69 possess allowancea- in land and 13 in money granted by former Zemindars— 196 teach their scliolars without fee or 
rewai'd, and only one b  supiK>rtcd by his scholars. In the villages in vhich no schools at present exist tlje inhabitants 
are desirous of having them established—it might be done with a small ontribution from Government to the pay of the 
Teachers. The Collettor considered 2 Rupees a month to each to be suflBcient.

I /  None o f the institntions fof the purpose o f education in this District appear io have been regularly endowed. One charity 
school only is supported at EUore by the Zemindar by the papnent of a montlily stipend of 3 pagodas to the Teacher. 
The scholars usui^y toter the schools in their 5th year and continue in Jiem until they are from 12 to 16 years of age. 
The greater proportioii are then emjiloyed on public or private business ; the Vaidika Bramins only being removed from 
school to college for t^e purjjosc of being instructed in Theology or other sciences. The charges on account of a boy at 
school are about the average o f 6 Annas for paper, cadjan, &c. and from 4 Annas to 2 Rupees to the schoolmaster 
monthly. The scicuces arc taught in the colleges generally gratis by Brtmins holding Mauniums, &c. Some Teachcrs 
however, are supported by contributions from their scholars, but receivc no fixed allowance. The average charge to a 
scholar at college for his subsistence, books, &c. is 60 Rujiees per annum. In most parts of the country instructions in 
the Vedas, &c. is also given by the Bramins privately. Tlie schools in which the Persian language is taught are few. 
Mussulman scholars remain afschool from 6 years of u^e to 15— the pay of the Teachers is from J to I Rupee and the 
other charges of the scholar are estimated at 4 Annas a month. Some learned Mussulmans give instruction gratis.

( There are no whools in this District endowed by tlie public and no colleges b t  instruction in the sciences. Tlie sciences are
* 1 taught privately by lu ^ e d  Bramins without any remuneration. These Bramins generally hold Mauniums, &c. granted 

by the ancient Zemindars and by the former Govemment<*, for various reasons— b̂ut dicre is no instance of any grant in 
money or land sj)ccijilly for the purpose of maintaining Teachcrs of the sciences. The charge for the education of a boy 
at school varies from 2 Annas to 2 Rupees monthly. Three Rupees a month is requisite for the subsistence of a scholar 
while he is studying the sciences.

. I This Statement gives the number of schools in tlie District not endowed by the public. There are besides 26 individuals who 
■( liavc scholars as shewn by a separate Statement B, viz. 15 Bramins and 11 Mussulmans who arc in possession of allow

ances in money or land granted by the Carnatic Government for teaclxing the Vedas, &c. and Arabic and Persian 
respectively, to the amount of Rupees 1,467 per annum. Boys arc generally sent to school at 5 years of age where they 
are said to remain from 3 to 6 years. The schoolmaster receives from 2, Annas to 4 Rupees montlily for each scholar. 
The Scholar has also to pay about one Rupee for writing materials, &c. and his subsistence is estimated at 3 Rupees a 
month. Besides his fpced allowance, occasional presents are made by the scholars to their Teacher. The schools are not 
of pemanent contini^ance—some depend ujwu circumstances. Scnoohi being sometimes established by the joint sub
scriptions o f several fvuilies, specially for the education o f their own children which being accomplished, thw are dis- 
continncd. Tlie dilfi^renco between the amount o f population in this Statement and in the report of the Census, is 
accounted for by the j^pulation of the Zemindarics being included in the former and not in the latter.

{ None of the schools in this District at present derive support from the State. There appear to be no regular colleges, but ia 
■ 1 23 places of instructiqn attended by Bramins exclusively; some o f the sciences, &c. are taught imperfectly in the Sanscrit

language. In the schools some children continue only 5 years while othtirs whose parents are opulent not unfrequently 
remain as long as fourteen and fifteen years. It appears that the Tcaclicr is i>aid at various rates according to the class 
to which the scholar may belong. While learning the first rudiments it is common for the sdiolar to pay a quarter ol a 
Rupee and when arrit'cd so fai- us to write on paper, or at tlie liiglicr branches of imthnietic, ba^ u Hnpee per mensem. 
But on proceeding farther sucli demauds are iiuidu aa cxcucd the means of most parents. Thoir children arc thereforo 
left only partially instructed— aiul there aro multitudes who caiuiut avail thcuia>elrc8 evcti o f this imperfcct education for 
their cliildren. The diffusion of common instmction is said to be less extensive than it was formerly. Li many ■\iltagcs 
where formerly there were schools, there are now none, and in many t>ther8 where there were large schools, now only 
a few of the children of the most opulent are taught, others being unable from poverty to attend, or to pay what is de
manded. Instruction in the sciences is given gratuitously as o f old by a few learned Bramins to their disciples.

There are in this District no public Institutions for education supported by grmts of land or allowances from the Government. 
Nor arc any known to have existed. The scliools whieli exist are sup;>orted by the parents of the scholars. The clnirp 
for instmction is variable, rising as the scholar is promoted from the low|st to the higher classes. The average for the 
lowest class is about J Rupee per mensem and increases to 1 Rupee anc 1J Rupees, which rate it rarely exceeds.^ In 
the Brimiin caste, boys are put to school at the age o f 5 or 6 and aming the Sudras at from 6 to 8. Boys aro said to 
be kept at school generally no longer than 2 years in which time they are txpected to have obtained all that they are desired 
to acquire, that is, a (jertain degree of knowledge of reading, writing Aid arithmetic, in which they arc afterw^ds to 
improve themselves by practice at home, in a ^ o p  or in a public ofHc>. The only schools which can be denominated 
public in this District are the charity schools at Cuddapali, supported b.- the European gentlemen of the place. There 
are no schools or colleges for instruction in the Sciences.— Theology, law, and Astronomy are taught privately, the 
pupils residing in thq houses of their preccptors. Besides the instructbn afforded in the schools to those whose parents 
are able to pay for it„it is also given gratuitously in many jilaces by B r^ n s  to those of their own caste, who have no other 
means of obtaining jt. Young Bramins for the sake of receiving insruction in this way, leave their homes and wait 
upon the preceptor his own village where they are supported by the laily charity of the Bramins residing in it.

0



Statement o f  the number o f  Native Schools and Colleges in each Collector ate., and o f the number o f  Scholars.

Names of tlic 
Collcctoratcs.

Schools
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lColIcgC5.

N. D. A rco t..| Colleges.........

.....{

Trichiuopoly...;
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Schools
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I

Bromin Scholars.
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Nos. 4 to 15 inclusive.
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R E M A R K S .

There are no colleges, properly so callerl, in this District, but there ai-e a few placcs in which the liigher brunches of learning 
ai-e taiight to a small number of pupils. A  village schoolmastsr cams from .‘H to 12 Rupees per month— the average is 
not more than 7 Rupees. It does not appear that any allowance was made by the Native Governments for the promotion 
of education, but in some villages there aie trifling Mamiiums from a quarter of a cawny to 2 cawnies of land for Theolo
gical Teachers.

Of the 69 colleges in this District it appears by a separate Statement No. 2, submitted by the Principal Collector, that 43 aro 
for Theology, 24 for Law, &c. and 2 for Astronomy— 28 of these colleges are supported by Mauniums and Marahs grant
ed by former Governments yielding Rupees 516 per annum. The allowance to each Teacher for the lower class is 
Rupees 3-8 per annum and for the lughcr class Rupees 36-12. Of the rest the greater number are free of charge and a 
few are supported by triHing contributions from tlie scholai's. The period of attendance at the colleges is from 8 to 12 
years. Of tlic Hindoo scKools only 3 are free of charge. The rest arc supported by payments from the scholars varying 
from 1 Anna 3 Picc per mensem to 1 Rupee 12 Annas. Of the Persian schools 6 are maintained at the public expense ac 
a yearly charge of Rujjecs 1,361. The greater proportion are supported by the scholars who pay from 2 Annas 6 Pice to
2 Rupees a month to their Teachers. In tlie Hindoo schools the scholars continue 5 or 6 years, in tlie Mussulman schools 
7 or 8 years. Of the 7 Englisli schools, 3 are free of charge and in the others the scholars pay monthly from 10 Annas tu
3 Rupees 8 Annas. It a})i>ears that this statement does not include the Zemindaries and PoUams which form a large 
portion of the District their population being estimated at nearly 3 lacs.

No allowance was ever granted by the Native Governments for the support of schools in this District. There are no public 
or private institutions for teaching Theology, Law, Astronomy, &c. The schools are supported entirely by the scholars 
who pay from 1 I'anam to 1 Pagoda each, monthly.

None of the Hindoo schools in this District are endowed by the public, and only one Mussulman school lias land allowed for 
its support jieUling 20 Rujwes per annum. A  Yeomiali was enjoyed by a former Master of this school amounting to 56 
Rupees a year, on his death it was discontinued havuig been held on a tenure for life. The period of attendance at school 
is from 3 to 5 years. The yearly charge for each scholar is never less than 3 Rupees a year in the Hindoo school and from 
15 to 20 Rupees in the Mussulman Schools— Enam lands estimated to yield Rupees 1,109 per aimum are appropriated 
to the support of 20 Teachers of Theology, Law and Astronomy, and the present possessors perform the duties. Other 
lands yielding Rupees 384 per anuimi were formerly devoted to the same object, but were sequestered before tho acquisi
tion of the country by the British Government and the produce of them has since been included in the Revenues of 
Government.

Of the schools in this District 44 are free schools. The rest are supported by payments from the scholars at the rate of 4 dou
ble Fanams monthly for each— 19 of the free schools belong to the Mission and it is believed there are more, not included 
in the Report. In 21 the Masters are paid by the Rajah, and in 1 by the Trivalorc Pagoda— in the remaining 3 the
Masters teach gratuitously. There aie none individually endowed by the Circar, but for the general support of tlio
Mission at Tanjorc. There is a Sarva Mauuium of one village, the annual value of which is estimated at 1,100 Rupees. 
The schohurs are usually kept at school about 5 years. Of the colleges, in niunber 109, there are 99 in which instruction is 
given free of charge. Of these 71 arc supported by the Rajjih in tlie town of Tanjore and villages belonging to His’ 
Highness, in 16 the Masters teach gratuitously, 1 only is endowed with a Maunium— 7 ai‘c supported by a Pagoda— 3 by 
private donations, and 1 by village contribution. In the remaining 10 colleges the Miisters are paid by their scholars. 
These colleges are for Braiuins only. The Hindoo sciences are taught in them. The population of those villages only iu 
which there are schools, is shewn in this statement, not the general population of the District.

There arc no schools or coUegejj in this District for the support of wliieh any public funds are appropriated and no institutions 
for teaching Astronomy, Theology, or any other science. In the talook of lyalore alone there are 7 schools which wero 
formerly endowed by the Native Government with between 46 and 47 cawnies of land for the maintenance of tli« 
Teacliers. The scholars generally continue at school from the age of 7 to 15. The average yearly expense of education 
is about 7 Pagodas.

It docs not appear that any Maunium lands in this District are assigned for the support of schools. The Teachers arc paid by
, the poorer class of people from  ̂ Fanam to 1 Fanam for each scholar monthly and from 2 to 3 and 5 Fanams by those in

J better circumstances. A  Teacher receives in this manner from 30 to 60 Cully Fanams or from 2 to 3f Pagodas a month
in large villages and from 10 to 30 Fanams in small villages. Scholars usiuilly enter school at the age of 5 imd letive it 
at from 12 to 15. There are no colleges in this District. In Agrahoram villages a small portion of Msiuniimi land is 
usually allotted to these Biamins who study the Vedas and they gratuitously instruct such pupils as come to them.

.There appear to be no colleges In Tinnevelly.

The schools in tliis District a ^ a r  to be supported entirely by the people who send their children to them for instruction. 
The anniuil payment for etf.h scholar varies from 14 Rupees to 3 Rupees per annum according to the circumstances of tlic 
parents. The Masters beades their regular stipends, occasionally receive presents from the parents of their pupils— they 
have also small fees on pasicular occasions. The earliest age at which boys attend school is 5 years, tliey continue there 
until they are 13 or 14. I’hose who study Theology, Law, &c. enter the colleges at about 15 and continue to frequent 
them until they have attaited a competent knowledge of the sciences or until they obtain emplojTnent. A  statement is 
given of Mauniuras, &c. granted in former times for the support of colleges but now resumed to the value of Kupcca 
2,208-7.

No statcmenl.
I
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Statement o f  the numh^ o f  Native t khools and Colleges in each Collectorate^ and 'of the number o f  Scholars.

Names of the 
CoUectoratcs.

Malabar........

Scringapatam

Madras.

Schools
Colleges

Schools...
Colleges.

Schools
and

Colleges.
Bramin Scholars.

Schools............
Charity do... 
Children who re- 
ceiA'e private tui
tion at their own 
houses.

Total.

759
1

41

305
17

12,498

2,230
75

48

358
52

7,586

42,284

98

218

2,235
75

48

359
52

7,684

Vysee Scholars.

84

23

789
46

6,132

42,502 19,581

13

88

97

23

798
48

6,195

19,669

Sooder Scholars.

'i

10

3,697

298

3,506
172

7,589

83,532

|707

14

113

220

1̂ 868

12

4,404

312

3,619
172

7,809

85,400

A ll other Castes.

13

2,756

158

313
134

3,449

26,379

14

343

4
47

136

1,139

15

3,099

158

317
181

3,585

27,518

Grand Total 
Nos. 4 to 15 inclusive.

16

8,767
75

527

4,966
404

24,7.'56

1,71,776

17

1,068

14

127
49

5i;

3,313

18

9,835
75

541

5,093
453

25,273

1,7.5,089

Musulman Scholars. ITotal KndOOfi and

•a

19

3,196

86

143
10

1,690

12,334

20

1,122

1,227

21

4,318

86

143
10

1,690

22 £3

“ -1?

6lli 14

414

13,56) 1,84,110

-a

24

14,153
75

627

127 5,236
49 463

517'I 26,963

4,540| "I 8,650

Total Population

's
§

25

4,58,368

14,851

2,28,636

6,502,600

26

4,49,207

16,761

2,33,415

6,091,593

27

9,07,575

31,612

4,62,051

125,94,193

Total Popula
tion as per state
ment submitted 
to Go\i;. on the 
3d Feb. 8th 

May and 4th 
Dec. 1823.

9,07,575

31,612

4,62,051

1,28,50,941



R E M A R K S .

In Malabar there is only one regular college for instraction in the scienccs, but these are taught privately. The private 
tcachers arc not paid a fixed stipend, but presents arc made to theoi by their pupils when their education is completed. 
The schoolmasters receive montlily from each scholar from }  Rupee to 4 Rupees, indei^ndont of some remuneration 
when the scholar leaves school The only college which exists in this District was established and is now supported by 
the Zamorin Rajlih who allows about 2,000 Rup^s annually for the maintenance o f the pupils and 200 Rupees to the 
instructor, some land also appertains to it  A  history of this collcge, furnished by the Zamorin Rajah, is submitted.

It is stated that there arc no traces on record of endowments in land towards the support o f colleges and schools on the island 
o f Seringapatain] ha^ng been granted by any former Gk>vemment or private individual. The teachers in the schools 
arc supported b r their scholars. The average monthly charge for cach scholar is 5 Annas, and the average annual 
income of the masters from tliis source is about 57 Rupees.

I '
In this Statement t̂ lro descriptions of schools arc included. Native schools for the education of Hindoo and Mussulman 

children rcspcctiyclv, and charity schools in which the scholars are (̂ f various religions and castes indifferently. Children 
iji the Native schioolis arc generally sent to them at the age of 5 years the term of their continuance there, depends upon 
circtunstances, but it is stated thaiit they generally acquire a compettnt knowledge of various branches o f learning taught 
to them before they attain their thirteenth year. Tlie Collector stites that there are no schools endowed by the public 
excepting the ch^ity schools. The payment ô a teacher seldom cxcecds 12 Pagodas per annum for each scholar. The 
sciences are in some instances taught ^ tu itously  to the chUdren of the poorer class o f Bramins and sometimes an allow
ance is made to the teachcrs.
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F rom A. D. CAM PliELI., Ksquirk.,

Collector o f Bellary,

I'o the President ami Members of the Board of Revenue, Fort St. George.

G entlemkx,
1. The delay ot* my Amildai-s in furnishing the requisite retiirns has 

hitherto prevented my submitting to you the enclosed statement, called for 
in your orders of the 25th July 1822 and 19th of June last.

2. The population of this district is specified in the enclosed statement 
at 9,27,857, or little less than a million of souls. The number of schools 
is only 533, containing no more than 6,641 scholars, or about 12 to each 
school, and not seven individuals in a thousand of the entire population.

3. The Hindoo scholars are in number 6,398, the Alussulman scholai’s 
only 243, and the whole of these are males, with the exception of only 60 
girls, who are all Hindoos exclusively.

4. The English language is taught in one school only ; tlie Tamil in 
“our ; the Persian in 21 ; the Mahratta in 23 ; the Teloogoo in 226, and the

-nataca in 235. Besides these there are 23 places of instruction attended 
by Brahmins exclusively, in which some of the Hindoo sciences, such 
as Theology, Astronomy, Logic and Law, are still imperfectly taught in the 
Sanscrit language.

5. In these placcs of Sanscrit instruction in the Hindoo .sciences, 
attended by youths, and often by persons far advanced in life, education is 
conducted on a plan entirely different fi'om that pursued in the schools, in 
which children are taught reading, writing and arithmetic only, in the several 
vernacular dialects of the country. I shall endeavour to give a brief outline 
of the latter, as to them the general population of the country is confined ; 
and as that population consists chiefly of Hindoos, 1 shall not dwell upon 
the few Mussulman Schools in which Persian is taught.

6. The education of the Hindoo youths generally commences when 
they are five years old ; on reaching this age, the master and scholars of the 
school to which the boy is to bo sent, are invited to the house of his par
ents ; the whole are seated in a circle round an image of Gunasee, and the 
child to be initiated is placed exactly opposite to it. The schoolmaster sitting 
by his side, after having burnt incense and presented oflcrings, causes tho 
child to repeat a prayer to Gunasee, entreating wisdom. He then guides' 
the child to write with its finger in rice the mystic names of the deity, and 
is dismissed with a present from the parents according to their ability. Tlie 
child next morning commences the great work of his education.

7. Some children continue at school only five years ; the parents, 
through poverty or other circumstances, being often obliged to take them

APPENDIX D.
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away ; and consequently in siicli cases tlie merest smattering of an educa
tion is obtained : where parents can afford it, and take a lively interest in 
the culture of their children’s minds, they not unfrequently continue at school 
as long as 14 or 15 years,

8. The internal routine of duty for each day will be found, with very 
few exceptions and little variation, the same in all the schools. The hour 
generally for opening school is six o’clock, the first child that enters has 
the name of Saraswattee, or the Goddess of learning, written upon the palm 
of his hand as a sign of honour ; and on the hand of the second a cypher 
is written, to show that he is worthy neither of praise nor censure ; the 
third scholar receives a gentle stripe ; the fourth two ; and every succeed
ing scl̂ olar that comes an additional one. This custom, as well as the punish
ment in native schools, seems of a sevei’e kind. The idle scholar is flogged 
and often suspended by both hands and a pully to the roof, or obliged to 
kneel down and rise incessantly, which is a most painful and fatiguing, but 
perhaps a healthy mode of punishment.

9. When the whole are assembled, the scholars, according to their num
ber and attainments, are divided into several classes, the lower ones of which 
are partly under the care of monitors, whilst the higher ones are more imme
diately under the superintendence of the master, who at the same time has 
his eye upon the whole school. The number of classes is generally foui-, 
and a scholar rises from one to the other according to his capacity and 
progress. The first business of a child on entering school is to obtain a 
knowledge of the letters, which he learns by writing them with his finger 
on the ground in sand, and not by pronouncing the alphabet, as among Euro
pean nations. When he becomes pretty dexterous in writing with his finger 
in sand, he has then the privilege of writing either with an iron style on 
cadjan leaves, or with a reed on paper, and sometimes on the leaves of the 
Aristolochia Indica, or with a kind of pencil on the Hulligi or Kadala, 
which answers the purpose of slates. The two latter in these districts are 
the most common. One of these is a common oblong board, about a foot 
in width and three feet in length ; this board when planed smooth has only 
to be smeared with a little rice and pulverized charcoal, and it is then fit 
for use. The other is made of cloth, first stiffened with rice-water, doubled 
into folds resembling a book, and it is then covered with a composition of 
charcoal and several gums. The writing on either of these may be effaced 
by a wet cloth. The pencil used is called Bultapa, a kind of white clay 
substance, somewhat resembling a crayon, with the exception of being rather 
harder.

10. Having attained a through knowledge of the letters, the scholar 
next learns to write the compounds, or the manner of embodying the sym
bols of the vowels in the consonants and the formation of syllables, &c. 
then the names of men, villages, animals, &c. and lastly arithmetical signs. 
He then commits to memory an addition table and counts from one to 100 ; 
he afterwards vi'rites easy sums in addition and subtraction of money, mul
tiplication and the reduction of money, measure. See. Here great pains are 
taken with the scholar in teaching him the fractions of an integer, which 
descend, not by tens as in our decimal fractions, but by fours, and are carried 
to a great extent. In order that these fractions together with the arith
metical tables in addition, multiplication and the three fold measures of capa
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city, weight and extent, may be rendered quite familiar to the minds of the 
scholai’s, they are made to stand up twice a day in rows, and repeat the 
whole after one of the monitors.

11. The other parts of native education consists in decyphering various 
kinds of hand-writing in public, and other letters wdiich the school-master 
collects from different sources, writing common letters, drawing up forms 
of agreement, reading ftibles and legendary tables, and committing various 
kinds of poetry to memory, chiefly with a view to attain distinctness and 
clearness of pronunciation, together with readiness and correctness in read
ing any kind of composition.

12. The three books Avhich are most common in all the schools, and 
which are used indiscriminately by the several castes, are the Ramayanum, 
Maha Bharata and Bhagarata ; but the children of manufacturing class of peo
ple have, in addition to the above, books peculiar to their own religious tenets, 
such as the Nagalingayna, Kutha Vishvakurma, Poorana, Kamalesherra Ealik- 
amahata ; and those who wear the lingum, such as the Buwapoorana Ragha- 
van-kunkanya, Keeruja Gullana, Unabhavamoorta, Chenna Busavaswara Poor
ana, eJurilagooloo, &c., which are all considered sacred, and are studied with a 
view of subserving their several religious creeds.

13. The lighter kind of stories, which are read for amusement, are 
generally the Punchatantra Bhatalapunchavunsatee, Punklee-soopooktahuller, 
Mahantarungenee. The books on the principles of the vernacular languages 
themselves, are the several dictionaries and grammars, such as the Nighantoo, 
Umara, Suddamumburee, Shuddeemunee, Durpana, Vyacurna, Andradeepeca, 
Andranamasangraha, &c., &c., but these last and similar books which are 
most essential, and without Avhich no accurate or extensive knowledge of 
the vernacular languages can be attained, are, from the high price of manu
scripts and the general poverty of the masters, of all the books the most 
uncommon in the native schools, and such of them as are found there, are, 
in consequence of the ignorance, carelessness and indolence of copyists in 
general, full of blunders, and in every way most incorrect and imperfect.

14. The whole of the books, however, in the Teloogoo and Carnataca 
schools, which are by far the most numerous in this district, whether they 
treat of religion, amusement or the principles of these languages, are in verse, 
and in a dialect quite distinct from that of conversation and business. The 
alphabets of the two dialects are the same, and he who reads the one can 
read, but not understand, the other also. The natives, therefore, read these 
(to them unintelligible) books to acquire the power of reading letters in the 
common dialect of business ; but the poetical is quite different from the prose 
dialect which they speak and write : and though they read these books, it is 
to the pronunciation of the syllables, not to the meaning or construction of the 
words, that they attend. Indeed few teachers can explain, and still fewer 
scholars understand, the purport of the numerous books which they thus learn 
to repeat from memory. Every school-boy can repeat verbatim a vast number 
of verses, of the meaning of which he knows no. more than the parrot that 
has been taught to utter certain words. Accordingly, from studies in which 
he has spent many a day of laborious but fruitless toil, the native scholar 
gains no improvement, except the exercise of memory and the power to read 
and write on the common business of life ; he makes no additon to his stock 
of useful knowledge, and requh’es no moral impressions. He has spent his
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youth in reading syllables, not words, and on entering into life, he meets with 
hundreds and thousands of words in common course of reading books, of the 
meaning of which he cannot form even the most distant conjecture ; and as to 
the declension of a noun, or the conjugation of a verb, he knows no more than 
of the most abstruse problem in Euclid. It is not to be wondered at, with such 
an imperfect education, that in writing a common letter to their friends, or
thographical errors and other violations of grammar may be met with in 
almost every line written by a native.

15. The Government could not promote the improved education of their 
native subjects in these districts more than by patronizing versions, in the 
common prose and spoken dialect, of the most moral parts of their popular 
poets and elementary works, now committed to memory in unintelligible verse. 
He who could read, would then understand what he reads, which is far from 
the case at present. I am acquainted with many persons capable of executing 
such a task ; and in the Teloogob language ŵ ould gladly superintend it as far 
as in my power at this distance from the Presidency.

16. The economy with which children are taught to write in the native 
schools, and the system by which the most advanced scholars are caused to 
teach the less advanced, and at the same time to confirm their own knowledge, 
is certainly admirable, and well deserved the imitation it has received in Eng
land. The chief defects in the native schools are the nature of the books 
and learning taught and the want of competent masters.

17. Imperfect, however, as the present education of the natives is, there 
are few who possess the means to command it for their children. Even were 
books of a proper kind plentiful, and the master every way adequate to the 
task imposed upon him, he would make no advance from one class to another, 
except as he might be paid for his labor. While learning the first rudiments, 
it is common for the scholar to pay to the teacher a quarter of a rupee, and 
when arrived as far as to write on paper, or at the higher branches of arith
metic, half a rupee per mensem. But in proceeding further, such as explain
ing books which are all written in verse, giving the meaning of Sanscrit words, 
and illustrating the principles of the vernacular languages, such demands are 
made as exceed the means of most parents. There is therefore no alternative 
but that of leaving their children only partially instructed, and consequently 
ignorant of the most essential and useful parts of a liberal education ; but 
there are multitudes who cannot even avail themselves of the advantages of 
this system, defective as it is.

18. I am sorry to state that this is ascribable to the gradual, but 
general, impoverishment of the country. The means of the manufacturing 
classes have been of late years greatly diminished by the introduction of 
our own European manufactures in lieu of the India cotton fabrics. The 
removal of many of our troops from our own territories to the distant 
frontiers of our newly subsidized allies has also, of late years, affected the 
demand for grain ; the transfer of the capital of the country from the 
native Governments and their Officers, who liberally expend it in India, to 
Europeans, restricted by law from employing it even temporarily in India, and 
daily draining it from the land, has likewise tended to this eftect, which has 
not been alleviated by a less rigid enforcement of the revenue due to the State. 
The greater part of the middling and lower classes of the people are now un>
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able to defray the expenses incident upon the education of their offspring, 
while their necessities require the assistance of their children as soon as their 
tender limbs are capable of the smallest labour.

19. It cannot have escaped the Government that of nearly a million of_ 
souls in this district, not 7,000 are now at school,— a proportion which exhibits 
but too strongly the result above stated. In many villages Avhere formerly 
there were schools, there are now none; and in many others where there were 
large schools, now only a few children of the most opulent are taught, others 
being unable, from poverty, to attend, or to pay what is demanded.

20. Such is the state in this district of the various schools in which read
ing, writing and arithmetic are taught in the vernacular dialects of the country, 
as has been always usual in India, by teachers who are paid by their scholars. 
The higher branches of learning, on the contrary, have always in this country 
been taught in Sanscrit, and it has even in India been deemed below the digni
ty of science for her professors to barter it for hire. Lessons in Theology, As
tronomy, Logic and Law, continue to be given gratuitously, as of old, by a few 
learned Brahmins to some of their disciples. But learning, though it may 
proudly decline to sell its stores, has never flourished in any country except 
under the encouragement of the ruling power, and the countenance and sup
port once given to science in this part of India has long been withheld.

21. Of the 533 institutions for education now existing in this district, I 
am ashamed to say not one now derives any support from the State. I have, 
therefore, received with peculiar satisfaction the inquiries instituted by the 
Honorable the Governor in Council on this interesting subject, and trust that 
this part of India may benefit from the liberality which dictated the record of 
his intention to grant new funds when the same may be deemed expedient, 
and to restore to their original purpose all funds diverted from this source.

22. There is no doubt, that in former times, especially under the Hindoo 
Governments, very large grants, both in money and in land, were issued for 
the support of learning. Considerable yeomiahs, or grants of money, now paid 
to Brahmins from my treasury, and many of the numerous and valuable shot- 
rium villages, now in the enjoyment of Brahmins in this district, who receive 
one-fourth, one-third, one-half, two-thirds, and sometimes the whole of their 
annual revenue, may, I think, be traced to this source. Though it did not 
consist with the dignity of learning to receive from her votaries hire, it has 
always in India been deemed the duty of Government to evince to her the 
highest respect, and to grant to her those emoluments which she could not, 
consistently with her character, receive from other sources ; the grants issued 
by former Governments, on such occasions, contained therefore no unbecoming 
stipulations or conditions. They all purport to flow from the free bounty of 
the ruling power, merely to aid the maintenance of some holy or learned man, 
or to secure his prayers for the State. But they were almost universally 
granted to learned or religious persons who maintained a school for one or more 
of the sciences, and taught therein gratuitously ; and though not expressed in 
the deed itself, the duty of continuing such gratuitous instruction was certainly 
implied in all such grants.

23. The British Government, withjts distinguished liberality, has con
tinued all grants of this kind, and even*in many cases, where it is evident
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that tlicy wore merely of a personal ijaturc. But they have not, until now, 
intimated any intention to enforce the implied, but now dormant, condition of 
these grants. The revenue of the original grantee has descended without 
much injury to his heirs, but his talents and acquirements have not been 
equally hereditary; and the descendants of the original grantees will rarely 
be found to possess either their learning or powers of instruction. Accord
ingly, considerable alienations of revenue, which formerly did honor to the 
State, by upholding and encouraging learning, have deteriorated under our 
rule into the means of supporting ignorance; whilst science, deserted by the 
powerful aid she formerly received from Governnvsnt, has often been reduced 
to beg her scanty and uncertain meal from the chance benevolence of chari
table individuals; and it would be difficult to point out any period in the his
tory of India when she stood more in need of the preferred aid of Govern
ment to raise her from the degraded state into which she has fallen, and dispel 
the prevailing ignorance which so unhappily pervades the land.

24. At a former period, I recollect, that the Government, on the recom
mendation of the College Board, authorized the late Mr. lioss, then Collector 
in the neighbouring district of Cuddapah, to establish experimental schools, 
with the view of improving the education of the natives; but the lamented 
death*of that zealous and able public officer led to the abandonment of a plan 
to which his talents and popularity in the country were peculiarly calculated 
to give success. As Secretary to the College and to your Board, I was at that 
time a Avarm advocate for such experiment ; and if now allowed, I should 
gladly attempt to superintend some arrangement of that kind in my present 
provincial situation.

25. I would propose the appointment of an able Shastry from amongst 
the law students at the College, with an addition to his existing pay of only 
ten pagodas per mensem, to be placed under me at the principal station of 
the district, to instruct gratuitously all who choose to attend him, in the Hin
doo sciences, in the Sanscrit language, and the native school masters in the 
grammar of the Teloogoo and Carnataca tongues, being those vernacular 
here. Such a man I have no doubt that I could soon obtain from the Col
lege ; for if one with all the requisite qualifications is not at present attached 
to the institution, there are many that I know there, who can speedily qualify 
themselves for it in a very short time.

26. Subordinate to this man, and liable to his periodical visitations, I 
would recommend that 17 Schoolmasters in Teloogoo and Carnataca be en
tertained at from 7 to 14 Rupees each per mensem, to be stationed at the 
17 Cusba stations under each of my Amildars, and liable to their super
vision to teach gratuitously these languages. Their lowest pay might be 
fixed at seven Rupees, and might be raised by fixed gradations, with the in
creasing number of their scholars, as high as the maximum above stated. 
All of these might be selected from the best informed of the present School
masters here ; but with reference to the low state of knowledge amongst the 
present persons of that class, most of them will previously require instructioa 
from the head Shastry in grammar, &c. Though forbidden to demand money, 
all such persons should be allowed to receive any presents from their scholars 
may offer to them, particularly those usual on entering or quitting school.

27. The highest expense of such an institution would be 273 Rupees,.



the lowest 154 Rupees per mensem. The first expense must necQssarily be 
borne by Government, who alone are ‘ able to originate and at first support 
such a plan. But proper steps may be taken to engage in it the aid of the 
more opulent classes of the community, and if practicable, to induce them, in 
due time, willingly to contribute to the support of such schools. Indeed, I 
have little doubt that the plan would soon carry with it the united consent, 
and grateful approbation, of the more respectable and well informed of the 
inhabitants at large.

28. It would also greatly accelerate the progress and efficiency of such 
schools, if Government were to appropriate a moderate annual sum to the 
purpose of preparing and̂  printing at the College Press, or elsewhere, 
suitable books for the use of these schools, in the prose or common 
dialects of the Teloogoo and Caniataca languages, on the principle stated 
by me in a former part of this letter : these should consist of selections from 
the most approved native school books, tables, proverbs, &c. now in use 
in the schools, or well known in the country, to the exclusion, in the first 
instance, of all neAv publications whatever. Books of a popular and known 
character, intelligible to all who read, would thus be procurable at a cheaper 
rate, and in a more correct state than at present, and the teachers might be 
employed to dispose of them at a low price.

29. If public examinations once a year were instituted before the head 
Shastry, and small premiums or badges of distinction were distributed, for 
the purpose of rewarding, on such occasions, those who are most advanced, 
a suitable efiect might be produced, and a powerful stimulus afforded to the 
students.

30. To cover the first expense of these schools, and to provide further 
for their gradual extension, if found advisable, without entailing any addi
tional or new expense in Government, it might be provided that on the 
demise of any person now holding Yeomiahs, or alienated lands, a neAV in
quiry be instituted ; and that though the same may have been continued 
for more than one generation by the British Government, it be resumed, and 
carried to a new fund, to be termed the “ School Fund” (to which the pro
posed expense should also be debited) unless it is clearly stated in the body 
of the original grant to be “ hereditary,” or the intention of the ruling power 
at the time to make such grant hereditary be clearly proved to the satisfaction 
of Government.

31. If an arrangement of this kind is sanctioned, I have little doubt, 
that in a few years the receipts from such a fund would more than counter
balance the disbursements, but even if they did not, the charge would be 
comparatively trifling. The enactments of the British Parliament contem
plate such a charge ; the known liberality of the authorities in England 
on this subject ensure to it sanction ; the Supreme Government have set 
the example ; and the provincial functionaries in the Madras territories ought 
perhaps to take blame to themselves that they have waited to be called upon 
before they stood forth as the organ of public opinion, in a matter of such 
importance and universal interest. I sincerely hope that it will not, as before, 
be allowed to sink into oblivion ; but that the information submitted by the 
several Collectors will enable your Board and the Government, to mature,
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from their suggestions some practical or at least some experimental plan for 
the improvement of education, and the*support of learning in Southern India.

(Signed) A. D. CAMPBELL,

Collector.

A P P E N D IX  E.

M inute by Sir T homas M unro.

March lOth 1826.
The Board of Revenue were directed by Government on the 2d July 1822, 

to ascertain the number of schools, and the state of education among the natives 
in the provinces, and with their letter of the 21st February last, they trans
mitted the reports on this subject which they had received from the several 
Collectors. From these reports it appears that the number of schools, and of 
what are called colleges, in the territories under this Presidency, amount to 
12,498, and the population to 12,850,941 ; so that there is one school to every
1,000 of the population ; but as only a very few females are taught in school, 
we may reckon one school to every 500 of the population.

2. It is remarked by the Board of Revenue, that of a population of 12 J 
millions there are only 188,000, or 1 in 67 receiving education. This is true 
of the whole population, but not as regards the male part of it, of which the 
proportion educated is much greater than is here estimated : for if we take the 
whole population as stated in the report at 12,850,000 and deduct one-half for 
females, the remaining male population will be 6,425,000 ; and if we reckon 
the male population betAveen the ages of five and ten years, which is the period 
which boys in general remain at school, at one-ninth, it will give 713,000 
which is the number of boys that would be at school if all the males above ten 
years of age were educated ; but the number actually attending the school is 
only ^84,110, or little more than one-fourth of that number. I have taken the 
interval between five and ten years of age as the term of education, because, 
though many boys continue at school till twelve or fourteen, many leave it un
der ten. I am, however, inclined to estimate the portion of the male popula
tion who receive school education to be nearer to one-third than one-fourth of 
the whole, because we have no returns from the provinces of the number 
taught at home. In Madras the number taught at home is 26,903, or above 
five times greater than that taught in the schools. There is probably some 
error in this number, and though the number privately taught in the provinces 
does certainly not approach this rate, it is no doubt considerable, because the 
practice of boys being taught at home by their relations or private teachers is 
not unfrequent in any part of the country. The proportion educated is very 
different in different classes ; in some it is nearly the whole ; in others it is 
hardly one-tenth.

3. The state of education here exhibited, low as it is compared with that 
of our own country, is higher than it was in most European countries at no 
very distant period. It has, no doubt, been better in earlier times ; but for



the last century, it does not appear to have undergone any other change than 
what arose from the number of schools dirtiinisliing in one place and increasing 
in another, in consequence of the shifting of the population, from war or other 
causes. The great number of schools has been supposed to contribute to the 
keeping education in a low state, because it does not give a sufficient number 
of scholars to secure the services of able teachers. The monthly rate paid by 
each scholar is from four to six or eight annas. Teachers in general do not 
earn more than six or seven rupees monthly, which is not an allowance suffi
cient to induce men properly qualified to follow the profession. It may also 
be said that the general ignorance of the teachers themselves is one cause why 
none of them draw a large body of scholars together ; but the main 
causes of the low state of education are the little encouragement which it re
ceives, from there being but little demand for it, and the poverty of the people.

4. These difficulties may be gradually surmounted. The hindrance Avhich 
is given to education by the poverty of the people may in a great degree be 
removed by the endowment of schools throughout the country by Government, 
and the want of encouragement will be remedied by good education being ren
dered more easy and general, and by the preference which will naturally be 
given to well educated men in all public offices. No progress, however, can 
be made without a body of better instructed teachers than we have at present; 
but such a body cannot be had without an income sufficient to afford a com
fortable livelihood to each individual belonging to it. A  moderate alloAvance 
should therefore be secured to them by Government, sufficient to place them 
above want; the rest should be derived from their own industry. If they are 
superior both in knowledge and diligence to the common village school-masters, 
scholars will flock to them and augment their income.

5. What is first wanted, therefore, is a school for educating teachers, 
as proposed by the Committee of the Madras School-book Society, in the 
letter of the 2oth October 1824, which accompanied their second report. I 
think that they should be authorized to draw 7(5o rupees monthly from the 
Treasury for the purposes which they have stated ; namely, for the payment 
of the interest of money employed in building and the salaries of teachers, 
500 ; and for the expenses of the press, 200. I would next propose that 
Government should establish, in each Collectorate, two principal schools, one 
for Hindoos and the other for Mahomedans ; and that hereafter, as teachers 
can be found, the Hindoo schools might be augmented so as to give one to 
each Tahsildary, or about 15 to each Collectorate. We ought to extend to 
our Mahomedan the same advantages of education as to our Hindoo subjects, 
and perhaps even in a greater degree, because a greater proportion of them 
belong to the middle and higher classes. But as their number is not more 
than one-twentieth of that of the Hindoos, it will not be necessary to give 
more than one Mahomedan school to each Collectorate, except in Arcot, and a 
few other Collectorates, where the Mahomedan population is considerably 
above the usual standard.

6. We have 20 Collectorates. The number of Tahsildaries is liable to 
change, but it will be sufiicient for the present purpose to estimate them at 15 
on an average to each Collectorate, or 300 in all. This would, according to the 
plan proposed, give about 40 Collectorate and 300 Tahsildary schools. The 
monthly salaries of the teachers of the Collectorate schools might, on an 
average, be 15 rupees to each, and those of the Tahsildary nine rupees each.
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These allowances may appear small, but the Talisildary school-master who 
receives nine rupees monthly from ‘Government, will get at least as much 
more from his scholars, and considering all circumstance his station will proba
bly be better than that of a parish school-master in Scotland.

7. The total expense of the schools will be as follows :—

Madras School-book Society, per month.........Eupees 700
Collectorate schools, Mahomedan, 20 at 15.................  „ 300

Ditto Hindoo, 20 at 15........................ „ 300
Tahsildary schools, 300 at 9 .........................................  „ 2,700

Per month... 4,000

X X ll

Per annum... 48,000

This expense will be incurred only by degrees, because it will be long before a 
sulRcient number of qualified teachers can be obtained. The charts for the 
Madras School-book Societyand the Collectoratc schools, are all that will pro
bably be wanted before the sanction of the Honorable Court can be received. 
The sum for which we ought to request their sanction ought not to be less 
than half a lac of rupees. None of the endowments in the Collectors’ 
reports are applicable to the present object. They do not exceed 20,000 ru
pees in all, and only a small portion of them are public grants, and this small 
portion belongs chiefly to the teachers of Theology, Law and Astronomy. 
Whatever expense Government may incur in the education of the people, will 
be amply repaid by the improvement of the country ; for the general diffusion 
of knowledge is inseparably followed by more orderly habits, by increasing 
industry, by a taste for the comforts of life, by exertion to acquire them, and 
by the growing prosperity of the people.

8. It will be advisable to appoint a Committee of Public Instruction, in 
order to superintend the establishing of the public schools ; to fix on the 
places most proper for them, and the books to be used in them ; to ascertain in 
what manner the instruction of the natives may be best promoted, and to re
port to Government the result of their enquiries on this important subject.

9. We must not be too sanguine in expecting any sudden benefit from 
the labors of the School-book Society. Their disposition to promote the in
struction of the people by educating teachers, will not extend it to more indi
viduals than now attend the schools ; it can be extended only by means of an 
increased demand for it, and this must arise chiefly from its being found to fa
cilitate the acquisition of wealth or rank, and from the improvement in the 
condition of the people rendering a larger portion of them more able to pay for 
it. But though they cannot educate those who do not seek, or cannot pay for 
education, they can, by an improved system, give a better education to those 
who do receive i t ; and by creating and encouraging a taste for knowledge, they 
will indirectly contribute to extend it. If we resolve to educate the people, if 
we persevere in our design, and if we do not limit the schools to Tahsildaries, 
but increase their number so as to allow them for smaller districts, I am confi
dent that success will ultimately attend our endeavours. But, at the same 
time, I entirely concur in the opinion expressed in the 5th report of the Cal
cutta School-book Society, when speaking of the progress of the system, that
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“ its operation must tlicrefore of necessity be slow ; years must elapse before 
the rising generation will exhibit any visible improvement.”

(Signed) THOMAS MUNRO.

A P P E N D IX  F.

Extract o f a Letter in the Public Department, from the Court o f  Directors 
to the Governor igi Council o f  Fort St. George, dated \Qth April 1828.

2. We now reply to paragraphs 2 and 6 of your Revenue letter, dated 
30th June 1826, which have been transferred to this department.

3. These paragraphs relate to the measures which you have adopted or 
intend to adopt with the view of forwarding the great object of native 
education.

4. We were already apprized of your having directed the various Col
lectors under your Presidency to institute an inquiry into the state of educa
tion among the natives, and to furnish returns of the number of schools and 
other places of education in their several Collectorates, as well as of the num
ber of pupils receiving instruction there. These returns we have now re
ceived ; and they confirm the opinion which we previously entertained 
concerning the very imperfect state of native education. The proportion of 
the population to which even the elements of a scholastic education are given, 
is not very considerable ; and although, in conformity with the apprehensions 
which we formerly expressed, your information is far more defective in regard 
to the quality of the instruction than in regard to the number of persons 
instructed, it is yet sufficiently complete to show that in providing the means 
of a better education for the natives, little aid is to be expected from the 
instruments of education which already exist.

5. It appears that reading and writing in the vernacular dialects of the 
country, together with the first rudiments of arithmetic, are taught to a 
proportion of the male population which Sir Thomas Munro estimates at one- 
third. A  point of very great importance, and on which we hoped that consi
derable information would be afforded by the reports of the Collectors, is the 
character of the books in which reading is taught. From this you Avould 
have learned two things, which it would have been desirable to know ; namely, 
first, the quantity of useful information which the children are enabled inci
dentally to acquire while learning to read, and next, the mode of adapting, as 
far as it might be expedient, the school-books which you may cause to be 
prepared, to the previous habits and associations of the people. The charac
ter, however, of the books used in the schools was a subject which the 
generality of the Collectors do not seem to have thought it within their pro
vince to inquire into. The appendix to the report of the Committee of the 
School-book Society appears to have contained some information of the kind 
required, but this is not recorded on your consultations ; and we regret that 
you did not from the first include this among the subjects marked out for 
enquii-y, and afterwards, when you found that it had been overlooked by the 
CoUc'ctoi-s, that you did not rcquii’e them to fiu’nisU spccial reports on this



particular point. We sliould have been well pleased also that the Collectors 
had afforded some information on fhe question, Avhether any desire exists 
among any portion of the natives for better instruction than Avhat their own 
rude institutions of education afford, and how far they are disposed, or by 
what means they might most easily be induced, to avail themselves of better 
schools, if any such should be established. We lament that these points were 
not likewise made the eubject of special reference to the Collectors. Ŵ e 
advert to these omissions on your part with the less reluctance, as in all other 
respects your proceedings appear to us deserving of unqualified praise.

6. Mr. Campbell, the late Collector of Eellary, i| the only one among 
the Collectors fi'om Avhom much information has been derived concerning tiie 
quality of the instruction given at the elementary schools. According to his 
report, it appears that reading and Avriting are acquired in his district solely 
Avith a view to the transaction of business, for wliich purpose a familiarity 
with the character being sufficient, the books which are read are got by 
heart, are in the same cliaracter, but not in the same dialect, and are entirely 
unintelligible to the scholars. In this Collectorate, therefore, at least, in 
learning to read, notliing wliatever is learnt except reading, and Avith the 
exce])tion of wTiting and a little arithmetic, the education of the great 
majority goes no fartlier.

7. Though the mode of teaching at the schools in the other Collector- 
ates may not precisely resemble that in Bellary, Ave have no great expectation 
that it Avould proA^e to be much better. For although the school books may not 
in other districts be Avritten in a language Avhich the pupils do not comprehend, 
yet the difficulties you have experienced in providing lit books Avould be a suf
ficient proof to us, i f  Ave needed any, of the extreme unfitness of nearly all those 
Avhich are at present used.

8. Besides these elementary schools, there are, in eight of Ihe twenty 
Collectorates, a fcAV places o f  education, termed colleges by  the Collectors, at 
Avhich are taught, in the Sanscrit language, AAdiat is called Theology, Law 
and Astronomy, to Avhich, by some o f the Collectors is added Logic. Though 
the number o f  these institutions is small, proportionably to the population, the 
number o f pupils receiving instruction at them is, compared Avith AAdiat might be 
expected, still smaller, the. majority o f  the colleges as appears from the re
turns, having not more than from four or five to seven or eight pupils each. 
A  fcAv o f these colleges have been endoAved Avith grants, in general o f  small 
amount, from princes or individuals, for the support o f the teachers. L i the 
other Collectorates, and even to a great extent in those AAdiere colleges exist, 
the same sort o f instruction is stated to be gratuitously giv’en by many indi
viduals in their OAvn houses ; but Avhat is thus spoken o f by the Collectors as 
an institution o f education, is a}>parently no more than the connection to which 
the Hindoo religion attaches so much importance, between a young Brahmin 
and his Gooroo, or spiritual teacher, the person from whom he learns to read 
and explain the Vedas and Shasters ; a connection, the sole object o f which is 
to qualify him for the priestly function, and for that o f  an expounder o f  the laAv. 
It  would probably be found, on enquiry, that the purpose o f  the colleges, as 
they are called, is precisely the same.

9. Of the quality of the instruction received at these colleges, Ave learn 
nearly as little from the Collectors’ reports, as avc do of that received in the ele
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mentary schools. Mr Ogilvie, however, the Sub-Collector in charge of the 
Collectorate of Cuddapah, thus describes tlie result of the highest sort of edu
cation which is to be met with in the territory that he superintends:— “ In 
neai’ly all the villages of this district there is an Enam set apart, as is doubt
less well known to the Board, for the support of a Punchanguin Brahmin, and 
it might be conjectured that amongst so many there would be found some who 
had attained considerable perfection in Astronomy and Theology ; of this how
ever there is hardly an instance. The persons holding such Enams are quite 
content .to be ignorant of the higher branches of science ; their utmost ambi
tion being confined to the distinction of foretelling a fortunate hour for reap
ing, or a lucky day for a marriage, and of contriving a horoscope for persons of 
distinction in the village.”

10. There are however various passages in the local reports which show 
that the Brahminical instruction in many parts of the Madras territories is not 
go entirely destitute of real information as it is described to be in the Collec
torate of Cuddapah.

11. We perceive with high satisfaction that you have applied yourself 
to the framing a plan of instruction, with a degree both of earnestness and 
judgment, Avhich encourages us to hope for the most beneficial consequences to 
the people subject to your rule.

12. You propose to establish as soon as fit teachers can be procured, a 
central school for Hindoos, and another for Mahomedans, in every Collectorate, 
and ultimately a school for Hindoos in every Tahsildary of every Collectorate. 
In order to place the teachers above Avant, and to induce respectable persons to 
qualify themselves for the situation, you design to give them an allowance from 
Government, sufficient to remove all anxiety on the score of subsistence, leav
ing them to derive the remainder of their remuneration from the fees of their 
pupils. Of the propriety of this arrangement, we cannot have any doubt, and 
we consider the standard fixed by you, of 15 rupees per mensem for the mas
ter of a Collectorate school, and 9 rupees for that of a Tahsildary school, to 
be unobjectionable. On this part of the subject, we have only further to re
mark, that it will be proper for the Collectors to ascertain by diligent inquiry, 
what fee will be at once an adequate remuneration for the master, and not be
yond the means of the pupil to give.

13. It is to be expected that, in the first instance, there will be great 
difficulty in obtaining properly qualified teachers. When once the system is 
fairly set on foot, it will raise up teachers for itself. In order to provide mas
ters for the commencement, you propose to establish a school at the Presidency 
for that purpose expressly. This Avas clearly your wisest course ; but it is ob
vious that the success of the whole plan depends in a great degree upon the 
qualifications which you may succeed in imparting to those who are educated 
at this institution.

14. You have not yet, it would appear, finally determined what shall be 
the branches of education included in your plan. The Committee of the 
School-book Society, in a report which does great credit to their judgment and 
zeal, recommend that reading and writing in the Enghsh, Tamil and Teloogoo 
languages, together with Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography and History,
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should form the conrsc of education at the school for the instruction of teachers. 
This course, assuming the school-boftks used to be of the kind best calculated 
to impart to them useful knowledge, and to strengthen all good habits in their 
minds, appears to embrace all that is mainly required. To tlie three languages 
above enumerated, it is proposed by the Committee of Public Instruction sub
sequently appointed by you, that Sanscrit and Arabic should be added : San
scrit for the Hindoo, Arabic for the Mussulman scholars. You are alone com
petent to judge how far their possessing a knowledge of these languages might 
contribute to increase the resort of pupils to them, when established as school
masters.

15. From the class of instructed natives whom you hope to raise up in 
the central institution, the Committee of the School-book Society hope ulti
mately to derive most valuable assistance in translating, adapting and compos
ing school-books, a task for which they complain that they themselves are un
fitted by want of leisure, which is common to them with their native associates, 
and still more by their want of intercourse with the natives, and ignorance of 
their modes of ft'eling and thinking. Under these difficulties it is extremely 
creditable to the Committee, that they should have been able to ctFect so much, 
as it appears from the report they have accomplished. The school-books al
ready prepared under their direction, appear to us to have been selected witli 
great judgment. Considering the labours of the Society to be of the greatest 
utility, we cheerfully sanction the donation of rupees 3,000 which you have 
made in aid of their funds, and approve of your having exempted from postage 
all letters on the business of the Society.

16. The expense of the new system Avhen it shall be fully in operation, 
being estimated at something less than rupees 50,000 per annum, we readily 
authorize the gradual appropriation of that sum to the purpose.

17. The most difficult part of your task for a long time will be the busi
ness of superintendence. For, although the dependence of a great i>art of the 
teacher’s reward upon the fees of his pupils, is, in general, a strong incentive 
to the diligent performance of his duty, so few of the natives are as yet quah- 
fied, especially in the distant Collectorates, to form a correct estimate of the 
quality of the instruction which their children will receive, that we cannot 
doubt the necessity of a vigilant supervision on the part of better judges than 
themselves. A  general superintendence may be exercised at all times by the 
Collectors ; but periodical examinations, conducted either by the local Officers 
or by persons sent from the Presidency, would be the most effectual means of 
compelling the masters to do their duty, and of encouraging the pupils by op
portunities of distinguishing themselves, and of attracting the notice of Go
vernment. You will thus too be enabled to know more effectually than by any 
other means, where the fittest instruments for your future plans of education, 
and the individuals best qualified to fill public situations, are to be found. And 
not only Avill you know this yourselves, but what perhaps is almost of equal 
importance, the natives will be aware that you know it, and that you give the 
preference for all public purposes to the best instructed.

18. You have appointed a general Committee of Public instruction and 
it will be peculiarly their business, both to devise and to carry into effect a 
plan for effectual supervision. It was originally intended, however, that the 
school for teachers should be established and managed by the School-book
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Society, with the aid of a contribution from Government, and the Committee 
of the Society had then made arrangenients for a most efficient superintend
ence of that school. Though it will now, in common with the other schools, 
be under the control of the Committee of Public Instruction, yet, as there 
cannot be too many securities for the efficiency of so important an institution, 
the Committee of the Society might still, if you see no objection, be solicited 
to afford such; and as their leisure will allow of, in the supervision of the 
school, or, at least in the examinations. Their good sense, activity and ardour 
in the pursuit of the end, is a sufficient guarantee that whatever they might 
undertake to do, would be well done ; and they have themselves remarked 
that their members “ will by that means become better acquainted with the 
precise wants of the native mind, and more readily perceive the desiderata 
for its improvement.”

19. It is unnecessary at present to add any thing further, beyond repeat
ing the expression of our hope that you may be as successful as you have 
reason to expect, in the promotion of that great object which we rejoice to 
sec that you have as deeply at heart as ourselves.

A P P E N D IX  G.

Letter from the Court o f Directors to the Governor in Council o f  Fort
Saint George, dated September 29th, 1830.

Para 1. In our letter to this department, dated the 16th April 1828, we 
signified to you our approbation of the plan proposed by you for the extension 
and improvement of education among the natives subject to your Presidency.

2. Since that time we have not received from you any general report 
on the subject of public instruction ; and the scanty informations which your 
records supply is only sufficient to show that you are proceeding with the 
execution of the plan to which ŵe have given our sanction.

3. We are now desirous of receiving from you a full report of the pro
gress which has been made in carrying the plan into effect, and of the success 
which has hitherto attended it.

4. By the measures originally contemplated by your Government, no 
provision was made for the instruction of any portion of the natives in the 
laigher branches of knowledge. A  further extension of the elementary edu
cation which already existed, and an improvement of its quality by the multi
plication and diffusion of useful books in the native languages was all that 
was then aimed at. It was indeed proposed to establish at the Presidency a 
central school for the education of teachers, but the teachers were to be in
structed only in those elementary acquirements which they were afterwards 
to teach in the Tahsildary and Collectorate schools.

5. The improvements in education, however, which most effectually 
contribute to elevate the moral and intellectual condition of the people, are 
those which concern the education of the higher classes ; of the persons pos
sessing leisure and natural influence over the minds of their countrymen. 
By raising the standard of instruction among these classes, you would eventu



ally protluce a mucli greatei* and more beneficial change in the ideas and 
feelings of the couiinunity than you «an hope to produce by acting directly on 
the more numerous class.

6. You are moreover acquainted with our anxious desire to have at our 
disposal a body of natives, qualified by their habits and acquirements to take 
a larger share and occupy higher situations in the civil administration of their 
country than has hitherto been the practice under our Indian Governments. 
The measures for native education, which have as yet been adopted or planned 
at your Presidency, have had no tendency to produce such persons.

7. Measures have been adopted by the Supreme Government for plac
ing within the reach of the higher classes of natives under the Presidency of 
Bengal, instruction in the English language and in European Literature and 
Science. These measures have been attended with a degree of success, 
which considering the short time during which they have been in operation, 
is in the highest degree satisfactory, and justifies the most sanguine hopes 
with respect to the practicability of spreading useful knowledge among the 
natives of India, and diffusing iunong them the ideas and sentiments prevalent 
in civilized Europe.

8. We are desirous that similar measures should be adopted at your 
Presidency.

9. We have directed the Supreme Government to put you in possession 
of such part of their proceedings, and of the information which they have 
collected, as is calculated to aid you in giving effect, to our wishes ; and in 
order to place you generally in possession of our views on the coui’se which 
ought to be pursued, we enclose (as numbers in the packet) two despatches, 
which we have addressed to the Supreme Government under date the 5th 
September 1827, and 29th September, No. 39 of 1830.

10. We wish you to take into consideration the expediency of enlarg
ing the plan of the central school for the education of teachers, and rendering 
it a seminary for the instruction of the natives generally in the higher 
branches of knowledge. We wish that there should be an English teacher 
in the institution, who would not only give instruction in the English lan
guage to such students as may be desirous of acquiring it, but who may 
likewise be capable of assisting them in the study of European science.

11. Hereafter when the financial embarrassments of our Indian Govern
ment shall no longer limit, in the same degree as at present, our power of 
incurring even useful expense, it will be proper to consider whether, in 
addition to the proposed seminary at the Presidency, it would not be desirable 
to establish one or more institutions on a similar scale at some place or places 
in the interior.

] 2. We desire that the whole subject may engage your deliberate con
sideration ; and we hope to receive at an early period your opinion as to the 
best mode of rendering accessible to the natives the higher education which 
we desire to confer on them, and of encouraging them to take advantage of 
it ; and although we are umvilling that you should, without previous communi
cation with us, engage in any plan which would commit your Government to 
a large annual expenditure, we are yet anxious that no time should be lost.
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ianrl that you should proceed to take, without delay, any preliminary steps, iii 
which, under the knowledge Avhich you will possess of our general views from 
the despatches herewith enclosed, you may confidently anticipate our con
currence.'

13. You will consider yourselves authorized to carry into effect the 
extension which we have suggested, of the plan of the central school, without 
a further reference to us, provided its expense do not exceed the scale which 
we have already sanctioned at the various colleges at Calcutta.

We are, &c.

L ondon, | (Signed) W. ASTELL.
Srpfenther, 1830. i „ CAIMrBELL,

(See. &c. &c.
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Enclosure No. 1.

Extract Letter from the Court o f  Directors to the Governor General in 
Council, 5th September, 1827.

Para. 2. We now reply to paras. 104 to 109 of your letter in the Reve
nue Department, dated 30th July 1823, informing us of the appointment of a 
General Committee of Instruction, with the appropriation of an annual lac of 
rupees to the object of education ; and also to your letter in the Persian De
partment, dated the 27th January 1826, presenting a detailed report on the 
'operations of the General Committee, and stating your own views respecting 
the objects at which it is proper to aim, and the means which it is expedient 
to employ for their attainment.

3. We have had occasion in several previous instances to make you ac
quainted with our sentiments on the subject of the education of the nativeSj 
and as we perceive that yojar views are in accordance with ours, and are in. 
some measure grounded upon the opinions which we communicated to you in 
our letter in the Revenue Department, dated the 18th February 1824, it is 
unnecessary for us to dwell on the general topics, and only requisite that we 
should communicate our sentiments upon the actual proceedings and practical 
suggestions which are here submitted for our consideration.

4. The institutions for education which were already under the control 
of Government and the funds for that purpose at its disposal, were undoubtedly 
of sufficient magnitude to require an appropriate organ of supei’intendence, and 
there can be but one opinion respecting the importance of the duties which 
you have assigned to the Committee appointed for that purpose,— “ the duties of 
“ ascertaining the state of public instruction under your Presidency, and the 
“ state of public institutions, designed for its promotion, also of considering, and 
“ from time to time submitting to Government the suggestion of such measures 

as might appear expedient to adopt, with a view to the better instruction oî  
“ the people, to the introduction ainong them of useful knowledge and to the 
“ improvement of their moral character.” It gives us great satisfaction to iadd 
that your report and the documents which are now before us yield abundanl
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pvidence of tlie boneficial consequences which have ah-eady resulted from the 
measure, and the zeal displayed b/the Committee, and the judicious views 
which they take of Avhat is useful, and what is not useful, of what it is expe
dient now to undertake, and what it is expedient to propose, encourage us to 
form a sanguine hope of equally beneficial consequences from your and their 
future exertions.

5. We shall notice the different subjects in the order in which you have 
arranged them, and first the institution at Agra where an endowment of lands, 
and other funds capable of yielding an annual income of 20,000 rupees, appli
cable to the business of education, already existed.

6. The mode of appropi’iating this sum, which appeared to the Commit
tee at once the most creditable to the Government and most beneficial to the 
people, was by establishing a single institution to be situated in the City of 
Agra, and denominated the Agra College, open to all classes of the native po
pulation, and directed to those branches of instruction which are most condu
cive to practical utility ; first, the languages of public business and of common 
life— the Persian and Ilindee, and next those of the literature of the Hindoos 
and the Mahomedans ; namely the Sanscrit and the Arabic, with common 
Arithmetic. The Committee add the folloAving reflections.

“ Hereafter it may be desirable to provide the means of teaching English; 
but we must at present look chiefly to the object of teaching what is most use- 

“ ful in native literature, freed as far as possible from the lumber with which 
“ it is incumbered ; nothing can be expediently taught in which the people do 
“ not take an interest ; and a considerable period must elapse before new 

books can be supplied. Therefore, although our attention in this, as in all 
“ similar cases, will be particularly directed to the object of giving to the na- 
“ tives a taste for European science, it appears to us to be at least premature 
“ to establish separate classes for any of the several branches of it.” This is 
entirely in conformity with the instructions which we conveyed to you in our 
despatch in the Revenue department above referred to; namely, to keep utility 
steadily in view, but not to introduce alterations more rapidly than a regard 
to the feeling of the natives will prescribe. It is only necessary for us to sug
gest the probability that a little skill and address is in most cases all that is 
necessary to remove the prejudices of the natives, which fortunately, on the 
subject of education, do not appear to be strong.

7. The subordinate arrangements adopted as means for the attainment 
of these ends appear to us to be judicious, and in particular we attach im
portance to the appointment here and elsewhere of the local Committees for 
the more immediate superintendence of the local institutions. Of course it 
will be one of the principal duties of the General Committee to exercise with 
vigilance that sort of control which will best secure the activer discharge of 
the duties of the local Committees.

8. We entirely approve the purpose of the General Committee to re
gard its plans as experimental, and to adopt any improvement which experi
ence may suggest. In one particular, an alteration we should hope, may, 
without much delay, be introduced : in the allowance, we mean, of pensions 
to the students at the College. We doubt not that the Committee exercised 
a sound discretion in adopting the practice at first, in conformity with custom,
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and tlie wants of at least a pprtion of the students ; but wlien the benefit of 
tlie institution comes to be more fully kilown, we expect that there will be 
a sufficient number of candidates for admission without the allurement of a 
pension. We also trust that you will be careful to avoid any excess in the 
amount of salaries attached to ofticea connected with this and similar institu
tions, as the more you can save in this way, the more you will have to apply 
to the wider extension of the benefit of instruction.

9. The report of the local Agent at Delhi established the facts, that 
public education was in great want of encouragement in that city, at the same 
time that favorable circumstances existed for attempting its revival and im
provement. In concurrence with the strong recommendation of the General 
Committee, you have consented to allow 600 rupees per mensem from the gene
ral education fund, in addition to funds of above 3,500 rupees available at 
13elhi to purposes of education, and have sanctioned on this foundation an in
stitution, to be designated the Delhi College, for the use of which you have 
appropriated one of the unemployed public buildings.

10. On the instructions by the General Committee for constituting this 
seminary, framed in the same spirit which marked their instructions for the 
institution at Agra, we have the same approbation to bestow.

11. For want of books and teachers little alteration on the pi-e-existing 
plan was deemed practicable at first. “ It will, however,” the Committee 
adds, and we quote the Avords for the sake of the approbation we have 
to bestow upon them, “ be of importance to adopt as a guiding principle, 
“ that useful knowledge is to be the chief end of the establishment, 
“ and it will not be necessary therefo're to encourage, although it may not 
“ be possible or expedient to exclude, Avhat the Mahomedans consider the 
“ higher branches of learning, Arabic, Philosophy, and Theology.” The 
more useful languages, Ilindoostanee and Persian, and Arithmetic, with the 
elements of Mathematics, are to be the principal subjects of study in the first 
instance ; and the ideas of the Committee respecting the choice of books are 
equally entitled to our approbation.

12. We are of opinion that the Committee came to the proper decision 
respecting the schools established by Mr. Fraser, at his own expense, in the 
Delhi districts, and the proposition of Dr. Gerard, respecting the education of 
the hill people of Sabathoo. From the limited nature of the means at your 
disposal, you can only engage in very limited undertakings ; and where a 
preference must be made, there can be no doubt of the utility of commencing 
both at the place of greatest importance, and w'ith the superior and middle 
classes of the natives, from whom the native agents whom you have occasion 
to employ in the functions of Government are most fitly di*awn, and whose 
influence on the rest of their countrymen is the most extensive.

13. W’̂ e have hopes that the energy and intelligence of the General Com
mittee will render the Hindoo College at Benares a more useful institution 
than it has hitherto proved. The information respecting this seminary com
municated with your letter, dated 30th July 1823, is scanty, and the observa
tions in your I'ecent letter of 27th January 1826, do not raise in us a very high 
opinion either of the good effects which it has produced or the mei'its of the 
superintendence under wliich it has been conducted. You complain justly
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tliat tlie report of the annual examination in Doceniljer 1S24, “ wa.s les» 
“ explicit than could be wished, a»id that it did not show any atteui{)t to 
“ carry into effect the system of progressiv̂ e and general study which was part 

of the anticipated reform of the Benares College.” We desire it maj' be 
notified to the parties concerned that we have taken particular notice of the 
following passage in your letter : “ we regretted to observe that some ttnex- 
“ joZamec? circumstance had prevented the attendance of the local Committee 
“ at the disputations and distribution of prizes in 1824 ; and deeming it tu be 

of vital importance to the efficiency of all the public seminaries that the 
“ European Officers appointed to their control should take every oj)}>ortunity 
“ they conveniently can, of openly manifesting an active interest in the insti- 
“ tutions over which they preside, we directed that the attention of the local 

Committee should be called to these several points by the General Coui- 
mittee of public instruction.”

14. The details with which you have furnished h s  relative to the Ma- 
drissa or Mahomedan College at Calcutta afford evidence of great improve
ment, and entitle to a large share of our aj>probation the persons who have 
contributed to this desirable result, and in particular Dr. Luiusden, its late 
Secretary, “ to whose zeal,” you say, “ for the interests of the institution, his 
“ unremitting attention to the details of his duty, and the talents and learning 
“ which he applied to its discharge, the essential reforms which have taken 
“ place in the discipline and system of study, the spirit of industry and ernula- 
“ tion prevailing among the students, and its growing efficiency and reputation 
“ as a seminary of learning, are in a great measure to be ascribed.” Though 
highly gratified by the state of the acquirements of the students exhibited at 
the examinations of 1824 and 1825, we have been more jmrticularly struck by 
the testimony borne by the Examiners to the ardour for higher attainments, 
and the intellectual capacity generally manifested by the students. The 
deficiency of books and other means of deriving advantage from those fa
vorable circumstances, of which empliatic mention is made by the Examiners, 
we are happy to perceive has attracted a due share of your attention.

15. Anew building for the purposes of this institution appears from 
your account to have been undoubtedly required, and we willingly sanction 
the expense, though it appears to us considerable (Rupees 1,31,308,) and 
though more, we apprehend, has been devoted to ornament than the oc<'asiou 
required. The appointment of Captain Ruddell, to supply the place of Dr. 
Lumsden, and the sa,lary allotted to him, are approved.*

16. You have already received our approbation of your design of erect
ing a Hindoo College at the seat of Government in lieu of the jjrojected Col
leges of Nuddea and Bhaur  ̂ and of making provision for the gradual intro
duction of European science into the seminary, in addition to the more useful 
parts of Hindoo literature. It affords u,s real satisfaction to find not only that 
this design has been carried into effect, but that one year’s experience of the 
proceedings of the institution after its completion, and the first annual exa
mination in January 1825, yield encouraging assurance of its future utility. 
The views and objects of the Committee in planning and conducting this in
stitution accord entirely with our conceptions, and appear to be happily se
conded by the sentiments and disposition of the natives themselves. We have

* Secretary to the College Council  ̂ salary 300 liupees per annum.
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pernsod with particular satisfiictioii 1lio IblloAvin" passâ rp : As a proof, at
“ l('ast, ol“ (ho growing reputation of tlic* Sanscrit College, it may bo stated, 
“ that soon after the examination nearly one hundred appliealiouB w('re re- 
“ (*('iv(Hl for admission to the granunar classes as out-students not receiving 
“ any allowances.”

17. The cost of providing the buildings and other accomniodations has 
amounted, sve see, to 1,45,158 Kupees, and to render the institution as exten
sively useful as you think it ought to be, an annual expense of 5,000 Kupees 
above the sum of 25,000 Rupees originally destined for its maintenance, has 
appeared to you necessary. This additional sum you propose to allow from 
the General Education Fund, and as these ap})ropriations appear all to have 
been maturely considered, they have our full approbation.

18. The Vidyalaya derives its origin from the natives themselves. In 
the year 1816, some of the opulent natives of Calcutta formed themselves into 
an association for founding a seminary, in wdiich the sons of Hindoos might 
receive tuition, not only in the Asiatic languages and sciences, but also in 
those of Europe, and particularly in the language and literature of England. 
For that purpose a sum of 1,13,179 rupees was subscribed ; but from some 
errors in the first appropi'iation of the money and the I’eduction of interest on 
public securities, the funds were inadequate to the original design, and aid 
from the Government had been solicited more tlian once by the native mana- 
g(?rs, particularly for the means of erecting a lectnre-room on the arrival of a. 
philosophical apparatus for their use from the British India Society. On con
sideration it appeared to you expedient, and we entirely concur in the view 
Avhich you took of the subject, to make provision for this object in the plan 
of the Hindoo College Avhich you w'er(> contemplating, and not only to furnish 
a lectui'e-room in which the students of the Vidyalaya might be accommo
dated together with those of the Hindoo College, but to endoAv a professor
ship of natural and experimental philosophy for the benefit of both. On an, 
application from the managers of the Vidyalaya for an allowance for the hire 
of a lecture-room, and the aid of a person competent to teach the elements of 
European science till the Hindoo College Avas completed and a i)ormanent 
lecturer appointed, a highly proper arrangement Avas entered into, with tlie 
cordial concurrence of the native managers, that such assistance being granted, 
the (General Committee of education should exercise a regular insp<‘ction and 
supervising control, as visitors, over the Vidyalaya ; and the aimual examina-. 
tion of the students in 1825, was conducted at the towm-hall, in presence of 
Mr. Harrington, I’resident of the General Committee, and several European 
and native gentlemen.

19. The evidence of the beneficial effects wdiich may be anticipated from 
prosecuting the objects of this institution appeared to the General Committee, 
from this as well as from the examination in 1826, to be so great, that they 
pressed upon you the expediency of certain steps to be taken for its improve
ment.

20. Taking into vieAv the numbers of native youth who wdll attain some 
command of the English language, and some acquaintance ŵ ith the elements 
of European sciences in the English classes established in the Madrissa, in the 
Hindoo College of Government, and in the Vidyalaya, and the importance of 
ftffbrding to them the means of going somewhat beyond the very imperfect atr:



tainments wliioli are there placed witliin their reach, tlie Committee were leJ 
to consider the practicability of establishing classes or lectureships of some of 
the more useful branches of knowledge, 1st Mathematics, 2d Natural Philoso
phy, 3d English Literature, in which the more promising of the pupils in the 
English classes of all the three existing institutions might be received, and 
where their studies might be further prosecuted. From the state of the educa
tion fund, the Committee wej-e of opinion that they could set apart 24,000 ru
pees for the maintenance of these classes, and from their calculation it appeared 
that such a sum would suffice. The only remaining deficiency was that of pre
ceptors and books, and the Committee urged upon you the propriety of an ap
plication to us to send from England two carefully selected preceptors, one for 
Mathematics and one for English Literature, and also for a supply of books, 
and some additions to the Philosophical apparatus, of which they submitted a 
list, which is now before us.

21. Expressing your concurrence with the Committee in these views, 
and recommending them to us in the strongest terms, you suggest one altera
tion. In the appropriation of the 24,000 ruj)ees, which the Committee pro
posed to deduct from the education fund, were included salaries of 400 rupees 
per month for each of the professors ; and the Committee expressed a hope 
that if somewhat larger allowances were required to induce individuals pro
perly qualified to leave England, we would allow the excess, which the educa
tion fund-would not be able to aflfbrd, to be defrayed by Government. You 
proceed to express your “ anxious hope that the measures described will obtain 
“ our approbation and countenance and add, “  we need not point out to your 
“ liberality and discernment how essential a boon it will confer on the course 
“ which we are advocating, if your Honorable Court will be pleased to appoint 
“ two well-qualified and accomplished professors for the Colleges at this Pi’esi- 
“ dency, on liberal and adequate salaries, free of any charge on the education 
“ fund. The remaining expenditure for the new seminary would of course be

supplied from the latter source.”

22. It cannot but afford us great satisfaction to observe your anxious 
concern for the interests of tlie vast population subject to your Government ; 
and the zeal, tempered by prudence and discretion, which all your measures on 
this subject have evinced. You appear to us, in the steps which you have 
taken, to have been guided by events instead of outrunning them, and the mea
sures you propose are not only good in themselves, but were called for by the 
circumstances of the times. We are therefore well disposed to co-operate with 
you in carrying them into effect, and to sanction the employment of the means 
which appear to you best calculated for promoting the success of your wise and 
benevolent endeavours. We shall immediately take steps for procuring two 
preceptors, who, besides having the requisite literary attainments, may unite 
discretion and good sense with an ardent zeal for the work in which they are 
to be engaged. The supply of books and of instruments, the expense of which 
it is proposed by the Committee to defray out of the education fund, will also 
be attended to, and you will receive our notification as soon as the objects have 
been effected.

23. In conclusion, it is proper for us to remark to you, though we have 
no doubt that the same reflection has already occurred to you, that, adverting 
to the daily increasing demand for the employment of natives in the business 
of the country, and in important departments of the Government, the first object.
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of improved education should be to prepare a body of individuals for discharg
ing public duties. It may, we trust, be’expected that the intended course of 
education will not only produce a higher degree of intellectual fitness, but that 
it will contribute to raise the moral character of those who partake of its 
advantages, and supply you with servants to whose probity you may, with 
increased confidence, commit offices of trust. To this, the last and highest 
object of education, we expect that a large share of your attention will be 
applied. We desire that the discipline of these institutions may be mainly 
directed towards raising among the students that rational self-esteem which is 
the best security against degrading vices, and we particularly direct that the 
greatest pains may be taken to create habits of veracity and fidelity, by in
spiring the youths with a due sense of their importance, and by distinguishing 
with the approbation of Government, or its discountenance, those who do or 
do not possess these qualifications.

24. We observe with pleasure, that the important questions relating to 
the means of availing yourselves, for tlie service of Governmeut, of the superior 
qualifications which may be expected from a better education, and also of 
rendering appointment to office, an encouragement to study and good conduct, 
have seriously engaged your attention. We approve the instructions which 
you addressed to the several Courts, Sudder, Provincial and Mofussil, respect
ing the selection of individuals for public offices in the Judicial department, 
particularly those of Law Officer, Pleader, Suddei' Aineen and Moonsiff".

25. There being no means of providing books for the use of the stu
dents in sufficient abundance, at a moderate cost, except by printing, and no 
press existing by which they could be supplied, the General Committee have 
thought it necessary to charge themselves with this department also. The 
original cost, 13,300 rupees, Avitli a monthly establishment of 715 rupees, 
authorized from the education fund, may in time be defrayed by a moderate 
profit proposed to be made in the sale of the books.

26. There has not yet been sufficient time to enable the General Com
mittee to make a report on the state of the schools in different parts of the 
country. We have no fear that they will overlook the importance of these 
more numerous, though inferior seminaries; and we expect at no distant date 
to receive a satisfactory account both of their actual state and of the improve
ments of which they appear to be susceptible.

27. You terminate your report with a very pleasing proof of the appro
bation with which your exertions for improving the education of the natives 
are viewed by the natives themselves, and of the cordial co-operation which 
you may hereafter expect from them. Three natives of the Hindoo faith, the 
Rajahs Kalisunker Ghosah, Warrinath Raee and Broznath Raee, have placed 
respectively the following donations at the disposal of the General Committee 
of public instruction, 20,000 sicca rupees, 22,000 and 50,000. We observe 
with great pleasure the manner in which you expressed your sense of these 
acts of generous confidence in the British Government, by honorary distinc
tions to the donors, and we authorize you to communicate to them the favora  ̂
ble notice which has been taken of their conduct by the authorities in Eng
land.
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Ldter from the Court o f Directors, to the Governor General in Couneit, 
29th /September, 1830.

Para. 1. Oiir last letter to you on tlie subject of native education, was 
elated oth September 1827, since wliich we have received your letter in the 
Persian Department, dated 21st August 1829, to Avliich we now proceed to 
reply.

2. The I’eport which you have furnished to us in this letter of the result 
of the measures for the education of the natives already sanctioned by us, has 
afforded us the highest satisfaction. The experiment of estabHshing semina
ries for giving instruction to the people of India, of a higher kind than any 
which they previously possessed, has been successful in a degree, not merely 
equal, but superior to our most sanguine expectations. The great and ra]>idly 
increasing efficiency and po{)ularity of tliese institutions, not only afibrds 
complete proof that their establishment was called for by the state of public 
feelings, and by the circumstances of the times, but also conveys the gratify
ing assurance that tlie higher classes of our Hindoo and Mahomedan subjects 
ai'e i-ipc for a still further extension among them of European education, and 
Kui-opean scicnce and literature.

3. We sliall briefly pass in review the present state of each of the 
Colleges established under your presidency, principally in order that you may 
receive in each instance specifically the expression of our warmest approbation, 
both as respects the general system on which these various institutions have 
been conducted, and the particular improvements w‘hich you have successfully 
introduced.

4. The Madrissa or Mahomedan College of Calcutta, has now 78 stu
dents on the foundation ; the number of those wlio pay for their education 
is not stated. The progress of the students, almost without exception, in the 
various studies pursued at the College, is extremely creditable, and every 
year exhibits a higher degree of proficiency than that which preceded it. 
Admission into the Madrissa having been made a subject of competition, and 
assigned as a reward to the most deserving among the candidates, the scale of 
attainments which they bring with them on entering the College, has been 
so greatly raised that the establishment of a school preparatory to the Madrissa 
is no longer considered necessary. The studies of the Mathematical class 
have been made to include Arithmetic and Algebra, and a Medical class has 
been established. Translations into Arabic of good elementary works on both 
these branhes of knowledge are in preparation. An English class has since 
been added to the College.

5. At the Sanscrit College at Calcutta, the number of pupils is now 176, 
and is rapidly increasing : of these only 99 receive allowances from the Col
lege. While the peculiar studies of the place have been prosecuted Avith great 
success, we are happy to perceive that very important improvements have been 
introduced into the course of instruction. The English language and anatomy 
on European principles, are now taught to considerable numbers, and with 
most encouraging results. In the w'ords of Mr. Wilson, who examined the
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Medical class, “ the triumph gained over native prejudices is no where more re- 
“ markable than in this class, in which, *not only are the bones of the human 
“ skeleton handled without reluctance, but in some instances dissection of the 
“ soft parts of animals performed by the students themselves.” The study of 
Mathematics is also successfully prosecuted in this college.

6. But the Vidyalaya or Anglo-Indian college, originally established by 
the natives themselves, for the study of the English language, and for educa
tion through the medium of that language exclusively, has had more decided 
success than either of the other Calcutta colleges. The number of scholars is 
now 436, of whom all except 100 pay for their tuition. The progress of these 
pupils is highly encouraging, the higher classes being able to compose tolerably 
in English, and to read the best authors in the English language. The study 
of Mathematics, both in the Geometrical and in the Algebraical branch, has 
been introduced with success. Lectures are delivered in Natural Philosophy 
and Chemistry, which are attended by the pupils both of this and of the San
scrit college, and their progress is reported to be highly satisfactory.

7. The colleges of which we have sanctioned the establishment at Delhi 
and at Agra, have now come into operation. The native languages and law 
are as yet the principal object of attention at these seminaries ; but an English 
class has recently been established at each. The elements of Mathematics are 
also studied at the Delhi college, and at Agra many of the students study the 
elements of Geography, Astronomy and Mathematics, agreeably to the Eu
ropean systems. At the Delhi college the number of students is 199, of whom 
32 form the Arabic, and 126 the Persian class, 13 are studying Sanscrit, and 
28 English. At the Agra college the total number is 198, of whom 129 are 
attached to the Persian, and 69 to the Hindoo department; of these only 85 
receive stipends from the college, 114 attend without any pecuniary allowance. 
At both institutions the reports of the progress of the students are most favor
able, and it is highly gratifying to observe that Hindoos and Mahomedans, as 
well as the different castes of the Hindoos, a few of the lowest excepted, mix to
gether for purposes of education without the slightest reluctance or inconveni
ence.

8. The college at Benares now contains 244 students, of whom 102 are 
on the foundation. The remainder are free students. The studies of this insti
tution have not yet extended beyond the native languages, hterature and laws ; 
but in these the proficiency of the students is reported to have greatly increased.

9. Such having been the success of the seminaries for native education 
already established, and the proficiency as well as the number of the students 
at each receiving every year a considerable increase, those institutions must now 
annually send forth a number of students, who have learned all which the col
leges where they were educated are adequate on their present footing to teach; 
and it is therefore of the greatest importance that to these and to others of the 
native youth, the means should be afforded of cultivating the English language 
and literature, and acquiring a knowledge of European science, and a familia
rity with European ideas, in a higher degree than has yet been within their 
power. The documents now under review afford most gratifying proofs that a 
scheme of this extended nature would now be warmly welcomed by the higher 
ranks of the natives under your Government. Of the spirit which prevails in 
the lower provinces, the establishment and success of the Anglo-Indian college
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is sufficient evidence ; and we learn Avith extreme pleasure, the opinion of the 
General Committee of Public Instruotion, partly founded on the personal obser
vation and enquiries of several of their members, that “ the time has arrived 
“  when English tuition will be widely acceptable to the natives in the upper 
“ provinces.”

10. Your attention has been anxiously directed to the means of accom
plishing this object, and in particular to the comparative expediency of esta
blishing separate English colleges, or of enlarging the plan of the existing in
stitutions, so as to render them adequate to that more extensive purpose. You 
have transmitted to us several most interesting communications from the Gene
ral Committee of Public Instruction, and from the local Committee of the Delhi 
college, on this question,

11. Both the Committees give a decided preference to the plan of esta« 
blishing separate colleges, for the study of English, and for the cultivation of 
European knowledge through the medium of the English language. They 
urge, that a thorough knowledge of English can only be acquired by natives, 
through a course of study beginning early in life, and continued for many 
years ; that the knowledge of our language, and European science, which 
could be acquired in a coursc of education mainly directed to other objects, 
would not contribute in any higher degree, to the improvement of the native 
character and intellect ; while the native languages and literature may be ade
quately pursued, as a subordinate branch of education in an English college ; 
and that any thing beyond the mere elements of European science, is most ad
vantageously taught through the European languages, with the additional re
commendation that when so taught, it comes into less direct collision with the 
sacred books of the Mahomedans and Hindoos.

12. By these arguments you have been convinced, and you have accord
ingly authorized the establishment of an English college at Delhi and another 
at Benares. The project of establishing one at Calcutta seems to have been 
tacitly abandoned ; the Anglo-Indian college, under its present superintend
ence, being found capable of answering the purpose.

13. While we attach much more importance than is attached by the 
two Committees, to the amount of useful instruction which can be communi
cated to the natives through their own languages, we fully concur with them 
in thinking it highly advisable to enlarge and encourage a large number of 
the natives to acquire a thorough knowledge of English ; being convinced, 
that the higher tone and better spirit of European literature, can produce 
their full effect only on those who become familiar with them in the original 
languages. While, too, we agree with the Committee that the higher branches 
of science may be more advantageously studied in the languages of Europe, 
than in translations into the oriental tongues, it is also to be considered that 
the fittest persons for translating English scientific books, or for putting their 
substance into a shape adapted to Asiatic students, are natives who have stu
died profoundly in the original works.

14. On these grounds we concur with you in thinking it desirable that 
the English course of education should be kept separate from the course of 
original study at the native colleges, and should be attended for the most 
part by a different set of students. This, however, does not necessarily imply 
that the two courses of study should be prosecuted in two separate institutions.



At the Agra college, the Persian and the Hiudee branches are perfectly dis
tinct, and though some of the students ai  ̂ attached to both departments, the 
greater number confine themselves to one or the other. If an English depart
ment were similarly attached to that college or to the college at Delhi, the 
English language and literature might be taught classically, and the sciences 
might be taught in English, notwithstanding that studies of another character 
were pursued within the same walls.

15. It would be desirable, whenever practicable, to select as teachers of 
the English language and literature, persons competent to give scientific in
struction. This has already been done in the instance of Dr. Tytler with 
the happiest success, and Ave should thjnk that our Medical service must afford 
other individuals equally competent, and equally ardent in the cause of native 
education. Elementary teachers of English, are already attached to all the 
colleges under your Government, except that of Benares ; and you will be 
best able to judge in each particular instance, Avhat assistance it may be ne
cessary to attbrd to the director of the English studies at the colleges, in 
order to relieve him from the drudgery of conducting the lower classes 
through the spelling book and grammar.

16. While we thus approve and sanction the measures which you pro
pose for diffusing a knowledge of the English language, and the study of Eu
ropean science through its medium, we must at the same time put you on your 
guard against a disposition, of which we perceive some traces in the General 
Committee, and still more in the local Committee of Delhi, to underrate the 
importance of what may be done to spread usesul knowledge among the natives 
through the medium of books and oral instruction in their own languages. 
That more complete education which is to commence by a thorough study of the 
English language can be placed within the reach of a very small proportion of 
the natives of India ; but intelligent natives wlio have been thus educated, may, 
as teachers in colleges and schools, or as the writers or translators of useful 
books, contribute in an eminent degree to the more general extension among 
their countrymen of a portion of the acquirements which they have themselves 
gained, and may communicate in some degree to the native literature and to 
the minds of the native community, that improved spirit which it is to be 
hoped they will themselves have imbibed from the influence of European ideas 
and sentiments. You should cause it to be generally known that every quali
fied native who will zealously devote himself to this task, will be held in high 
honor by you ; that every assistance and encouragement, pecuniary or other
wise, which the case may require, will be liberally afforded ; and that no ser
vice which it is in the power of a native to render to the British Government, 
Avill be more highly acceptable.

17. The establishment of colleges is of little use without the provision 
of appropriate books, both for college instruction and subsequent reading. 
Your greatest attention is due to this object, and we are happy to perceive 
that it is bestowed. A  certain portion of the funds at the disposal of the 
General Committee is employed in printing such of the books which already 
exist in the native languages, as are best adapted to the use of the various 
colleges, and other school-books prepared and translated for the purpose. The 
Calcutta School-book Society co-operates in the pursuit of this object, and 
affords the aid of a portion of its funds. It is of the highest importance that 
the books selected should be instructive ia their matter, adopted to the capa
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city of the scholars, and calcuhited to inspire a taste for furtlier acquirements. 
We sliall more readily sanction expense judiciously incurred for this purj)ose, 
than for any other object connected with native education, because it is the 
point in which your present means are most deficient, and because mu(!h of 
the expenditure will probably in time be re-imbursed by the sale of extra 
copies of the works printed.

18. There are several subsidiary measures which you have adopted, and 
others which you propose to adopt, in order to stimulate the natives to take 
advantage of the improved means of education now placed or about to be 
placed within their reach. To these we shall now advert.

19. You have employed part of the interest of various donations which 
have been placed at the disposal of the General Connnittee by the well directed 
benevolence of several native gentlemen, in the endowment of scholarships, 
to enable persons who have distinguished themselves at any of the colleges 
to continue the prosecution of their studies beyond the period at which their 
necessities would otherwise have compelled them to quit the college and enter 
into active life. Provided that this privilege is restricted, as you intend, to 
young men who have afforded proof of peculiar capacity and industry, it 
appears to us to be a liighly useful and proper mode of encouraging and faci
litating tlK'ir acquisition of high attainments. We trust that the adoption of 
this measure and the growing sense among the native community of the value 
of an improved education, will speedily enable you to renounce the practice 
of granting stipends to students who merely go through the ordinary course 
of instruction. We perceive w'ith satisfaction that you have been able to 
reduce the stipends allowed to the students of tlie Calcutta Madrissa, and 
likewise as we infer from an expression of the Committee, to those of the 
Agra college.

20. With a view to raise the standard of the qualifications possessed by 
the natives attached to the Courts of Justice in the capacity of Hindoo and 
Mahomedan Law officers, and to induce candidates for these situations to qua
lify themselves at the Government colleges, you have passed a Regulation, 
requiring that all applicants for such appointments, unless they can produce 
certificates of qualification from some of the Government colleges, must submit 
to an examination by a Committee appointed for the purpose. You considered 
that the Presidency was the only place at which the materials existed for such 
a Committee ; the examinations must therefore in general be conducted by 
written interrogatories, and other exercises, furnished by the Committee of 
examination, and the answers are to be given, or the exercises performed in 
the presence of the Judge or Judges of the Court where the vacancy has oc
curred. Should this experiment succeed, you propose to extend the same 
Regulation to candidates for the various Judicial situations to which natives 
are eligible ; and you have authorized all students of the colleges obtaining 
from these institutions certificates of proficiency in what is there taught, to 
practise as pleaders in any of the Courts of Law.

21. Of these rules we approve. We, however, think it advisable to cau
tion you against certain dangers, the possibility of which has been suggested 
by experience already acquired at another Presidency.

22. Mr. Walters, the Acting Judge of the Zillah of Chittoor, represent-
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et.1 to the Madras Government, in answer to queries addressed to him respect̂  
ing the qualifications of the Vakeels practising in his court, that the princi
pal caution necessary in appointing them to the situation of Sudder Ameens 
Aviis, “ that they introduce no law into their decrecs in cases which ought 
“ to be decided according to the established usages and customs of the coun- 
“ try. I am induced to point out this, because in their appeals I perceive the 
“ evil to exist to an extent which should be checked ; and it is much better 
“ that these elementary principles should be taught them in the college, than 
“ in the Courts. The people of a village expect their differences to be ad- 
“ justed according to custom which has obtained from time immemorial, and 
“ cannot be desirous, Avhen such customs do not interfere with any principle 
“ of justice, that they should be set aside by the operations of the law of 
“ which neither themselves nor their ancestors ever heard, and which if not 
“ unjust in its application to their case, is, in their conception, altogether 
“ unintelligible.”

23. Sir Thomas Munro in a Minute which was communicated to you, 
and is recorded on your Judicial Consultations of 22d September 1825, ob
serves, “ The knowledge of Law and acquaintance with the Regulations ac- 
“ quired by the College students, are no doubt valuable attainments, but they 
“ are not alone sufficient to render a man fit for the situation of district Moon- 
“ siff. They will not compensate for the absence of good character, of habits 
“ of business, of application and of sound judgment, and a knowledge of local 
“ habits and customs. The instruction received at the College is better adapted 
“ to qualify men for the duties of Law Officers and Pleaders than for those of 
“ district MoonsifFs.”

24. Under your Presidency the cases of a civil nature, in which the 
Courts aaminister the Hindoo and the Mahoniedau Laws, are almost exclu
sively cases of inheritance, marriage and caste, (a) while even in these cases 
the authority of the law books is liable to be superceded by evidence of 
contrary custom. In criminal cases the Hindoo law is entirely abolished, 
and the Madomedan in a great measure superceded. It is true that 
the law administered by the Courts is, and ought to be, in the great 
majority of cases, the ancient law of the country ; but this law is not 
to be found in tlie Hindoo and Mahoniedan Law books; it consists, as 
Mr. Walters has observed, in “ custom, which has obtained from time 
“ immemorial.” Nor is this circumstance peculiar to India ; on the con
trary, it is common to nearly all the nations of the world. In our own country 
and in all other countries of Europe, the code or statute book there obtaining 
would convey always a most incomplete, and generally a most erroneous, notion 
of the actual law of the country ; but wherever the decisions of the Courts of 
justice are regularly reported and quoted as precedents, a custom has no sooner 
received the sanction of a judicial decision than it passes into the books of re
ports, Avhere it may be studied, and learned in the course of a legal education. 
In India, however, where this takes place to a very limited extent, the customs 
which principally compose the law really in force are not to be found in any 
books whatever, they must be ascertained by specific evidence in each case as it

(a.) In suits regarding succession, “ inheritance, marriage, and caste, and all religiouâ  
“ usages and institutions, the Mahomedan Laws with respect to Mahomedans, and the Hindoo 
“ Laws with regard to Hindoos are to be considered as the general rules, by wliich the Judges 
“ are to form their decisions. In the respective cases the Mahomednn and Hindoo Law 
“ Officers of the Court are to attend to expound the Law.”— (Reg. 4— 1793, S. 15.)
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arises, and can be learned only in tlie Courts themselves, not at a place of edu
cation. These customs moreover are so extremely diversified, many of them 
varying almost from village to village, that a digest of customs, however care
fully executed, would rarely supersede the necessity of learning in each case, 
the custom of the places concerned, from the testimony of inhabitants or from 
documentary evidence.

25. The book of law of the Hindoos and Mahomedans being so limited 
in its application to the administration of justice as at present conducted, we do 
not see any necessity for requiring from candidates for the situation of Law Of
ficers, or for judicial situations, a proficiency in any of the branches of that law, 
except those to which we have above adverted, as being actually in force. As 
a qualification to be required in candidates for judicial situations, a knowledge 
of such of the regulations of your Government as they will have to administer 
is of far greater importance ; and in this they should bo subjected to a strict 
examination.

26. In the mean time we wish you to be fully assured, not only of our 
anxiety that the judicial offices to which natives are at present eligible should 
be properly filled, but of our earnest wish and hope to see them qualified for 
situations of higher importance and trust. There is no j)oint of view in which 
we look with greater interest at the exertions you are now making for the in
struction of the natives, than as being calculated to raise up a class of persons 
qualified, by their intelligence and morality, for high employments in the civil 
administration of India. As the means of bringing about this most desirable 
object, we rely chiefly on their becoming, through a familiarity with European 
literature and science, imbued with the ideas and feelings of civilized Europe, 
on the general cultivation of their undei'standings, and specifically on their in
struction in the principles of morals and general jurisprudence. We wisli you 
to consider this as our deliberate view of the scope and end to which all your 
endeavours with respect to the education of the natives should refer. And the 
active spirit of benevolence, guided by judgment, which has hitherto charac
terized your exertions, assures us of your ready and zealous co-operation 
towards an end which we have so deeply at heart.

27. With a view to give the natives an additional motive to the acquisi
tion of the English language, you have it in contemplation gradually to intro
duce English as the language of public business in all its departments ; and you 
have determined to begin at once by adopting the practice of corresponding in 
English with all native princes or persons of rank who are known to understand 
that language, or to have persons about them who understand it. From the me
ditated change in the language of public business, including judicial proceedings, 
you anticipate several collateral advantages, the principal of which is, that the 
Judge or other European Oflicer, being thoroughly acquainted with the lan
guage in which the proceedings are held, will be, and appear to be less 
dependent upon the natives by whom he is surrounded, and those natives will, 
in consequence, enjoy fewer opportunities of bribery or other undue emolu
ment.

28. If the question were solely between retaining the Persian as the 
language of public business and replacing it by the English, the change 
would not be prima facie decidedly objectionable, and we should willingly rely 
upon your judgment and superior local knowledge as a security that its ad-
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vantages and inconveniences would be dulj weighed. But if any change be 
made in the existing practice, it is deseiVing of great consideration, whether 
that change ought not rather to bo the adoption of the vernacular language 
than of our own, as the language at least of judicial proceedings.

29. It is highly important that justice should be administered in a lan
guage familiar to the Judge, but it is of no less importance that it sliould be 
administered in a language familiar to the litigant parties, to their Vakeels, 
and to the people at large ; and it is easier for the Judge to acquire the 
language of the people than for the people to acquire the language of the 
Judge. You are indeed partly influenced by a desire to render this last 
acquirement more common, but the poorer classes, who are the parties con
cerned in the great majority of the cases which come before our Courts, 
cannot be expected to learn a foreign language, and we therefore are of opi
nion, that at least the proceedings of the Courts of Justice should bo ex
cepted from the practice which you propose gradually to introduce, and be 
conducted in the vernacular language of the particular Zillah, or district, 
unless, upon consideration, you should see good reason for adhering to tho 
present practice.

30. The objections do not apply in an equal degree to tlie introduction 
of English as the language of complimentary correspondence of Arzees from 
natives of rank and the replies to them, and of political negociation, but we 
do not think that you have sufficiently adverted to the danger of rendering 
the parties with whom you correspond in English dependent upon the natives, 
(perhaps in the employment of the Officers of Government), to whom they 
would probably liave recourse to explain the communications made to them, 
and to put their own representations in English.

31. We have observed with particular satisfaction, that, in addition to 
the donations from Avealthy natives in aid of the education fund, which were 
noticed in our former despatch, you have received 46,000 rupees from Rajahs 
Shib Chunder and Nursing Chunder Raee, 10,000 rupees from Bapoo Goor- 
sopersad Bose. We approve of your having allowed the subscribers to the 
fund to nominate one free scholar for every 10,000 rupees subscribed.

32. We approve of the attention Avhich you express to establish, as 
soon as the means at your disposal admit of the expense, a college at 
Bareilly.

33. With respect to the elementary schools Avhich were established by 
Government in various parts of India previously to the appointment of the 
General Committee, we consider them of subordinate importance ; instruction 
in reading and writing being already very generally diffused among the inha
bitants of most of the territories under your presidency. We perceive that 
you are careful not to allow these establishments to consume resources dispro- 
portioned to their comparative utility ; and we recommend, as the mode in 
which they may be rendered most useful, that they be kept well supplied 
with instructive school-books and other means of instruction.

34. You will communicate to the Governments of Fort St. George and 
Bombay, such of the papers relating to your proceedings in the department of 
native education as will afford to those Governments a complete understanding
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of the general character of the measures which you have adopted, or may here
after adopt. *

35. It is our wish that the establishments for native education should be 
conducted on the same principles and receive the same support from Govern
ment at all the Presidencies.

We are, &c.

(Signed) W. ASTELL,

R. CAMPBELL,

&c. &c.
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A P P E N D IX  H.

Public Department.

Extract from the o f  Cotisultatio7i dated 20th May, 1831.

Ordered that a copy of the Honorable Court’s letter and copies of its en
closures be furnished to the Board for the College and for Public Instruction, 
with directions to furnish the report called for in the 3d para and to submit 
their sentiments on the best mode of giving effect to the Orders of the Honor
able Court as stated in the subsequent paras of the despatch.

(A  true copy and extract)

(Signed) H. CHAMIER,

Acting Chief Secretary.

A P P E N D IX  L
\5th November, 1832, 

From the Secretary to the Board fo r  Public Instruction,

To the Chief Secretary to Government.

Sir,

I have the honor by desire of the Board for the College and for Public 
Instruction, with advertence to your letter of the 24th May 1831, transmitting 
«opy of a despatch from the Honorable the Court of Directors, dated the 29th 
September 1831, with the orders of Government thereupon, and to your letter 
of the 6th instant, calling their attention to that communication, to lay before 
you, for submission to the Right Honorable the Governor in Council a report 
of the present state of education, in the provinces subordinate to this Presiden
cy, with a statement of the progress and success by which the measures, un
dertaken for its improvement, have been attended.

2. This report, the Board have directed me to divide into two parts.



3. In the first, they would briefly I'eview the plan originally contemplat
ed by Government for the extension and improvement of public instruction 
throughout the territories subject to this Presidency, and from thence proceed 
to state the progress which has been made in carrying the same into effect.

4. The second part of their report will consist chiefly of observations 
that arise from a consideration of the state of the schools which have been es
tablished, of the causes which have made them less efficient than was expected, 
and of the means of remedy and improvement; these being followed by some 
remarks upon the suggestion of the Honorable Court for the extension of the 
Central School, and the moi’e general education of the native population in the 
higher branches of European literature and science.

5. For the first division of their subject, the Board instruct me to ob
serve, that the object of the original appointment of a Committee of Public In
struction, was the general improvement of the education of the people of this 
part of India. With this view, the Committee were instructed to inform them
selves fully of the actual state of education ; to consider the best means of im
proving it, and to report to the Government from time to time the results of 
their enquiries and deliberations. The duty of directing and superintending 
the conduct of the measures Avhich thesc should suggest, was also entrusted to 
this body.

6. As the low state of education was considered by the Government at
tributable in a great measure to the general ignorance of the teachers them
selves, and to the poverty of the people ; to obviate these difficulties, the en
dowment of schools throughout the country and the institution of a seminary 
for the instruction of persons who were hereafter to become teachers, (both 
at the expense of the Government,) was, as a preliminary and necessary mea
sure, sanctioned.

7. It was resolved also, that two principal schools should be established 
in each Collectorate, one for Hindoos, the other for Mahomedans ; and, that 
when the services of properly qualified teachers could be obtained, the num
ber of Hindoo schools should be so augmented, as to give one to each Tah- 
sildaree or about fifteen to each Collectorate. It was not intended however, 
that the advantages of education should not be extended to the Mahomedans 
in the same degree as to Hindoos ; but because their number was comparatively 
so small, it was not thought necessary to give more than one Mahomedan 
school, except in Arcot, and a few other provinces where the Mahomedan po
pulation is considerably above the usual standard.

8. Under this resolution of the Government, sanction was accordingly 
conveyed to the Committee of Public Instruction for the entertainment of forty 
persons as candidates for the situation of CoUectorate teacher, (being two to 
each of the twenty CoUectorates) at a monthly salary of fifteen Rupees each, 
and for the establishment of three hundred Tahsildaree schools, with a salary of 
nine Rupees per mensem to the instructor of each. This expense however was 
only to be incurred by degrees, as it was considered improbable that the re
quisite number of qualified teachers could at once be obtained.

9. Acting upon these instructions the Committee of Public Instruction 
lost no time in addressing circular letters to the different Officers in the inte-
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rior, requesting that they would select from each of tlieir several provinces, 
and despatch to the Presidency two candidates for the situation of Collectorate 
teachers, detailing also with this request the projected system for the improve
ment of the education of the people ; and as it appeared to the Committee that 
to delay the establishment of the Tahsildaree schools, xmtil the candidates for 
the situations of Collectorate teachers should be qualified to instruct, would be 
to withhold too long from the people, many of the advantages contemplated by 
the Government, they recommended that in three of the principal towns of 
each Collectorate a Tahsildaree school should be at once established.

10. The appointment of these teachers, the Committee suggested, should 
be left to the principal inhabitants of each town, in order that all apprehension 
might be removed from their minds of any innovation repugnant to their habita 
or feelings being designed. These schools were to be open to all classes, and 
the teachers were to be restricted from receiving any thing but such voluntary 
fees or acknowledgment as the relations and friends of their scholars might bo 
disposed to oiFer them.

11. In consequence of this suggestion three Tahsildaree schools were with 
the sanction of Government at once established in each Collectorate, whilst 
eight were established at the same time within the Presidency district ; these 
last, of which three wore Tamil schools, three Telugu, and two Hindoostanee, 
being visited by the Head masters at the College, to whose province, according 
to their language, they immediately fell, and a written report of the progress 
made by them to the Secretary on the first of every month.

12. With the further view of facilitating the object before them, the 
Committee of Public Instruction (now associated with the College Board) were 
induced to look minutely into the system of instruction, which had hitherto been 
pursued by the people themselves, in order that they might ascertain whether 
at any period under the most favorable circumstances it had ever been efficient 
for its purpose ; and whether by adopting it, the Board could reasonably ex
pect that it would tend to promote tlie views of Government. The result of 
this enquiry tending to shew, that it was in many points eminently defective, 
the Board were induced to adopt a system of instruction more consecutive in 
its stages, and as it appeared to them more favorable to the attainment of 
knowledge.

13. Upon this system, the thirty-eight candidates for the situations of 
Collectorate teachers, at present studying at the Central school at the Presi
dency, have been instructed, and where it has been practicable, it has been in
troduced into the Tahsildaree schools.

14. Having thus glanced at the earlier measures adopted in furtherance 
of the enlightened views of this Government, the Board direct me to refer to 
statement* No. 1, exhibiting the number of Tahsildaree schools that have up to 
this period been established in each province of the Madras Government; fhe 
number of scholars now receiving instruction in each school and who have 
quitted the schools since their first institution, with the expence of each esta
blishment. By this statement it will be observed that the total number of 
Tahsildaree schools established at the Presidency and in the interior, is sixty- 
seven, and the total number of admissions into them since their institution 4,467.

* Note.— These statements, which are very voluminous and do not contain any informa
tion of importance not given in the letter, are omitted.
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15. In submitting this return, the Board regret to remark that the re
ports ot‘nearly all the Collectors are without any information upon the subject 
of the schools established in the interior by Government. They make no re
marks on the general eftect produced by these schools in the different stations 
at which they have been established ; whether the advantages afforded by them 
are duly appreciated by the poorer inhabitants, or not; or whether any thing 
can be done to render them more efficient. They have confined themselves 
generally to a mere statement of the entry and departure of the scholars— Mr. 
Whish from Guntoor, and Mr. Crawley from Rajahmundry, are the only two 
gentlemen who are exceptions to this remark. Mr. Whish states, that the es
tablishment of these schools in his district has been useful to those people 
who were unable to employ teachers to educate their children ; that of the 
scholars leaving school, some have done so after receiving a fair education, but 
that others, either from the demands of their private affairs, or from indolence 
have left before they had made much progress. Mr. Crawley states that out of 
172, the whole number who are reported to have been educated in the 
Government schools in his District, only 10 have left the institution after 
receiving all the instruction they really afforded. Mr. Crawley has not ex
plained the grounds on which this opinion has been formed, but if it is 
founded on correct ones, the success of the schools in his district must be 
confessed to have' been very inconsiderable.

16. By a reference to table No. 2, will be seen the number of students 
at present receiving instruction in the English language, in the Central School, 
at the College of Fort St. George, Avith the books that are in use in that 
school, and the progress made by the several classes. Of the Collectorate 
students, the greater part were admitted into the institution in the year 1826, 
None however, to this period have been considered sufficiently advanced to be 
employed as teachers in the provinces, but the Board are of opinion, the five 
whose names are mentioned at the foot of the table No. 2, are sufficiently 
qualified to act as instructors to others. They can speak and read English 
Avith fluency and ti'anslate into it from their own language with correctness 
as to the meaning of the original ; but their translations are not altogether 
free from grammatical errors. In their vernacular languages, they have been 
reported fully qualified to become teachers. Their progress in Arithmetic is 
only sufiicient to enable them to give instruction in the first rules of that 
science. The study of Mathematics, the Board regret to observe, has become 
almost altogether neglected. The advantages to be derived from this branch 
of science, seem to be regarded by the great bulk of the students as too re
mote to offer a svfficient inducement for the dedication of their time and 
attention to it, and in acquirements of a more general nature and of more 
practical utility (in their line of life) they have seen a greater promise of sub
stantial return. This remark will equally apply to the other sciences.

17. Statement No. 3, will show the number, gradation and progress of 
the students in the Sanscrit class, at the College of Fort St. George. These 
chiefly will be found to be Collectorate teachers. The whole of the students 
in the two Law classes (amounting to five in each class) having obtained their 
certificates of qualification as Pundits, their attendance at the Sanscrit school 
is only required in the capacity of assistants to the Head masters ; and as the 
demand for Law Officers, from the Courts in the interior is so inco7isiderable, 
some years must elapse before many of these individuals can expect employ
ment in any other way. The progress of the greater part of the Collectorate
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teachers in Sanscrit is reported respectable, and tlie Board conceive them i'n 
this branch sufficiently qualified to â it as teachers of Collectorate schools.

18. In the Persian class (vide statement No. 4,) the Collectorate teachers 
it will be seen, stand first. Indeed of these the atttainments of the first seveti, 
in the Persian language, are highly creditable. Their knowledge of Arabic, it 
is to be regretted, is inconsiderable, but whilst the difhculty of obtaining the 
services of a person sufficiently well versed in this language to instruct others 
in it shall continue to exist (as it hitherto has done, in this part of India ;) a 
much higher progress in it can hardly be expected. In their mother-tongue, 
the Mahomedan Collectorate teachers have been well grounded, a grammati
cal study of Hindoostanee, having formed their employment for some months 
after their admission into the institution.

19. Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, exhibit the names, numbers and progress of the 
several students in the Tamil, Telugu, Mahratta, Carnataca and Malayalum 
classes in the Central school in the College. In the two first, the chief part of 
the scholars are generally students, chiefly young lads desirous of learning to 
read and write the languages, which have been colloquially familiar to them 
from their birth. The number of students in the last three classes is lament
ably small. In Malayalum there are only three, of whom two are in the receipt 
of a monthly salary from the Government. The Board trust there may be 
some increase to this number hereafter.

20. The Board having concluded this part of their report, proceed to 
make some observations upon the causes which have made these establishments 
less efficient than it was expected they would prove, and in suggestion of means 
for their removal.

21. Upon the subject of the Tahsildaree schools, and adverting particu
larly to the limited number of persons who have hitherto been candidates for 
the instruction these institutions would afford, I am directed to observe that 
where the advantages of a free school are slighted by the loAver classes amongst 
a people who are acquainted with the value of education, there must necessa
rily be something defective in the system of education. Either the teacher is 
not duly qualified for the office, or he is careless in the discharge of the duty 
belonging to it. Much of the inefficiency of these schools however, the Board 
must consider attributable to the want of interest, which it is reasonable to 
presume from their reports, the generality of Collectors themselves have hi
therto felt in the welfare of these institutions ; for it can hardly be expected 
that teachers who are paid by Government, whether they are attentive to their 
duties or not, will shew much zeal in the cause, and when they see also the 
local authorities indifferent to the progress made by the scholars under their 
tuition. Indeed without regular supervision, the Board are of opinion that the 
Government schools must inevitably languish, as the master himself generally 
becomes careless, and the scholars from want of due encouragement lose all 
emulation or desire of improving themselves, and quit the school on the first 
inducement which is held out to them, to follow some more certain means of 
providing for themselves. Upon this subject the Board direct me further to 
observe, that it would be very desirable that the several Collectors should be 
impressed with the importance that attaches to their own immediate supe^i- 
sion of the schools established in their Collectorates. The report of a Tahsildar 
or any native officer, on the state of the schools, can be of little or no value, as
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it is not probable tliey can feel much interest in tlie subject, or enter into the 
views by which the Government were guijed in the establishment of these in
stitutions. It would not be a task of much difficulty for a Collector and his 
subordinates, while on circuit, to hold an examination occasionally in the course 
of each year of the different schools established in their respective divisions of 
the district, and to distribute small prizes among the most deserving scholars, 
or confer such marks of approbation upon them as they might think proper. 
The very presence of a European Officer of Government in the schools, appa
rently taking an interest in the progress of the scholars, would give a stimulus 
to their exertions, which they do not noio know. Kules, the Board are of opi
nion, should be framed for the guidance of the different schools ; and the school
masters should be required to furnish a half-yearly report to the Collector, spe
cifying the number of their scholars, and the progress they are making ; and 
as one of the principal objects contemplated by the Court of Directors, in pro
viding schools for the better education of the natives, was, that servants might 
be raised up in them, qualified to hold situations of trust and responsibility un
der the Government, (although from the want of a superior class of teachers, 
none have hitherto been so qualified) if the Collectors and Judges were to se
lect occasionally the best informed pei*sons, educated in the Tahsildaree schools, 
to fill such situations under them as they were fitted to hold, it would undoubt
edly have the very best effect in encouraging the scholars to exertion ; since 
without the prospect of some substantial advantage as the reward of their ex
ertions, it is in vain to expect that the natives will bestow much time or labour 
in the acquirements of any thing beyond that mere elementary knowledge, with 
which the generality are note satisfied. In furtherance of these views, the 
Board beg leave to suggest that extracts from the Honorable Court of Direc
tor’s despatch on the subject of native education, should be forwarded to the 
several Collectors and Judges in the several provinces, in order that they may 
not remain uninformed of the great interest that is taken by the Home Autho
rities in the diffusion of useful knowledge throughout the country.

22. To come to the Central school at the Presidency, and adverting to 
the desire of the Honorable Court, that this institution should be rendered a 
seminary for the education of natives generaUy in the higher branches of Eu
ropean science and literature, the Board would remark that this institution at 
present must be considered entirely without the means of affording instruction 
in such, beyond the mere elementary principles. To guarantee success in the 
introduction of the study of European literature, the services of a class of men, 
not only well versed in European science, but possessing some acquaintance 
with the languages and character of the natives of this pai’t of India, would be 
indispensable, and although the Board would not anticipate opposition from the 
prejudices of caste to the benevolent and enlightened views of the Honorable 
Court, yet they foresee great difficulties in the apathy and inertness of native 
character. The study of the Vedas and Pooranums, as well as mythological 
pursuits generally, have now, it is true, been abandoned for the acquirement of 
a knowledge of the English language ; but chiefly because the latter holds out 
the encouragement of a livelihood. For it has been observed, that the greater 
bulk of the students in the College have quitted the institution, upon obtaining 
that degree of proficiency, which they conceived sufficient for their qualificatioa 
for employment. With a very few exceptions, nothing like a love of science 
has been discernible. And for a long time, it is feared, it must not be expected 
to be found amongst the natives of this part of India a sufficiently powerful
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principle to overcome tliat indisposition to study and unremitting application 
which can alone lead to success in any pursuit. Indeed it cannot be concealed 
that the chief attractions which the Central school would appear to have hi
therto possessed in the eyes of the natives, have been its novelty and its en
dowment. To these last, it is evident the student who is unable to pay for his 
education will ever look ; and it is a justifiable object of his ambition ; but the 
liberality of the Government in providing gratuitous instruction for the poorer 
classes under its rule is but coldly a(‘,knowledged by them, if fiot altogether 
overlooked. In this feeling the Board have regretted to find an explanation 
for the numerous applications Avhich have been of late presented to them by 
detached bodies of inhabitants resident at the Presidency for the establishment 
of Tahsildaree schools in their neighbourhood. Enquiry has sheAvn, that almost 
in every instance, the obtaining for some favored individual the monthly 
salary sanctioned by Government to the teachers of such schools, and not a 
desire for the improvement of their children has constituted their real motive 
in such applications. This statement however is only applicable to petitions 
for the establishment of Tahsildaree schools for instruction in the vernacular 
languages. A  knoAvledge of English is what every native of whatever caste 
or ])(‘rsnHsion is now desirous of for his son or for those in whose welfare he is 
most interested. “ Not the Shastras but a knowledge of English (says a com
mon Tamil Proverb,) is what the Brahmin now regards.” It is every where 
prized. Ample employment for teachers of English, would at once be found 
in all the provinces subordinate to this Presidency Avere such procurable. Un
fortunately the progress of the candidates for the situations of Collectorate 
teachers in the English language, has not kept pace with the expectations of 
the Government from them. Many possess, however, a respectable knowledge 
of that language, and before the conclusion of next year, it is hoped the greater 
part will be qualified to instruct in it. In the interim the Board would re
commend the employment of the five individuals adverted to in para 2d, in the 
districts from which they Avere originally sent ; for the experience of a year 
may suggest improvements in a system so new-

23. Of the advantages that might be expected from the institution of 
Central schools in the interior, the Board are not at present prepared to give 
any decided opinion. The resources of the one established at the Presidency 
have not yet been fully called into action, nor have there been candidates for 
all .the advantages that it would afford. With the exception of the English 
school, the classes are but thinly attended, and in three languages, Canare.se, 
Malayalam and Mahratta, the number of students has not yet been sufficient 
to give full occupation to the Head masters. The Board entertain but little 
doubt that a school exclusively for the instruction of natives in English, with 
an endowment upon the lowest possible scale, if established in any large town 
in the interior, would attract a great many of the poorer classes of the inhabi
tants desirous of obtaining gratuitous education in a language, a knowledge of 
which they see every day productive of emolument, and the road to advance
ment to so many around them. But provision for the instruction of the popu
lation generally to the extent for which there is a demand, would already 
appear to have been made in the establishment of a class of Collectorate 
teachers. Beyond the acquirement of a practical knowledge of the English 
language, there would be few, if any, desirous of instruction, and indeed 
more than this the Board apprehend could not at present be afforded them. 
On the whole therefore, they incline to the opinion, that the advantages to be
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derived from the immediate instruction of Central Schools in tlie inferior 
wuold be in no way adequate to the eKpences that measure must necessa
rily entail upon the Government.

24. In concluding this report, the’ Board would express a hope that 
although native education in this Presidency has not made the progress which 
the sanguine expectations of many, upon the formation of the department of 
public instruction, had led them to anticipate, still that something has been 
done. An improved system has been introduced and many prejudices, it is 
trusted, have been overcome. It was the opinion of one, whose authority ou 
such a subject must ever stand high (Sir T. Munro.), “ that years would 
“ elapse before the rising generation would exhibit any visible improvement, 
“ and that the operation of any plan having it in view must of necessity be 
“ slow.” Much, the Board would observe, was conceded by the original Com
mittee of Public Instruction to the system that then existed, and in conse
quence much general ignorance on many subjects remains yet to be corrected, 
and much that is objectionable still to be amended. These defects however, 
are of a nature which nothing but enlarged knowledge and increased liberality 
of feeling can be expected to remove, and with the progress of these, the 
cause of native education, the Board feel assured, must advance.

I have the honor to be, &c.

CoiXEGE, ) (Signed) M. J. ROWLANDSON,
\ 6th November, 1832. j Secretary.

A P P E N D IX  J.

Letter from the Court o f Directors to the Governor in Council, Fort St.

George, oth February, 1834.

Para. 1. In our letter in this department dated 29th September, (No. 34) 
1830, we directed you to furnish us with a general report of the progress of 
the measures which had been adopted at your Presidency for the furtherance 
of native education.

2. Your answer to this call for information is contained in paras 12 to
14 of your letter dated loth February, (No. 7) 1833, and the documents 
therein referred to have supplied us with the particulars we required. The 
following paragraphs also report to us proceedings connected with the educa
tion of the natives.

Public letter dated 14th December, (No. 46) 1832, para. 1, 2.
4th January, (No. 1) 1833, para. 1 to 4.

3. We were already aware that in the arrangements which had been 
planned and in part adopted at your Presidency, nothing more had been con
templated than the further extension of the elementary instruction which 
already existed, and the improvement of the quality of that elementary in-
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struction by the adoption of improved methods and the training of more 
qualified teachers. In pursuance of* these objects Ave find that in all sixty- 
seven Tahsildaree schools have been established, whereof eight are in the Presi
dency district, being three Tainil schools, three Teloogoo, and two Hindoo- 
stanee. The different officers in the interior were also required to send to the 
Presidency from each of their several districts two candidates for the situa
tion of teacher in the Collectorate schools, for whose instruction a Central 
school was established at the Presidency. Thirty-eight of these candidates 
for the office of Collectorate teacher are now studying at the Central school. 
The College Board who are also the Committee of Public Instruction, further 
report that the “ system of instruction which had hitherto been pursued by the 
“ people themselves” was found on a minute examination to be “ in many 
“ points eminently defective,” and that an improved system, of which nothing 
is said but that it is “ more consecutive in its stages,” and, as it appeai'ed to 
them more favorable to the attainment of knowledge, has been adopted in the 
Central school, and, where it has been practicable, in the Tahsildaree schools 
likewise.

4. The distinction between the Collectorate schools which are to be esta
blished, and the Tahsildaree schools which have already been established,— a 
distinction not contemplated in the original plan, seems to consist in the cir
cumstance that for the former teachers are educated by Government, while 
for the latter the appointment of the school-masters has been left to the 
principal inhabitants of the town, and that in the former English is to be 
taught, in the latter not. We trust however that you will not lose sight of 
the great advantage which would be derived from extending to the Tahsildaree 
schools also instruction in the English language.

5. The total number of pupils admitted into the sixty-seven Tahsildaree 
schools since their institution is no more than 4,467, and of these there seems 
reason to fear that a large proportion have left the schools before they have 
made much progress. The Board in noticing the little eagerness of the 
people to avail themselves of these institutions, lay the blame upon the supine- 
ness of the Collectors, and very justly remark that teachers paid by salaries 
from the public revenue, cannot be expected to exert themselves, imless vigi- 
lently superintended by public authorities. “ It would not” they say, “ be a task 
“ of much difficulty for a Collector and his subordinates, wlule on circuit to 
“ hold an examination occasionally in the course of each year of the different 
“ schools established in their respective divisions of the district and to dis- 
“ tribute smaU prizes among the most deserving scholars, or confer such 
“ marks of approbation upon them as they might think proper. The very 
“  presence of a European Officer of Government in the schools, apparently 
“ taking an interest in the progress of the scholars, would give a stimulus to 
“ their exertions which they do not now know. Rules, the Board are of

' “ opinion, should be framed for the guidance of the different schools, and 
“ the schoolmasters should be required to furnish a half-yearly report to 
“ the Collector specifying the number of their scholars, and the progress 
“ they are making ; and as one of the principal objects contemplated by 
“ the Court of Directors in providing schools for the better education of 
“ the natives was that servants might be raised up in them, qualified to 
“ hold situations of trust and responsibility under the Government (although 
“ from the want of a superior class of teachers, none have hitherto been so qua- 
“ lified) if the Cpllectors and Judges were to select occasionally the best iu-



“ formed persons educated in tlie Tahsildaree schools to fill such situations tln- 
“ der them as they were fitted to hold, it would undoubtedly have the very best 
“ effect in encouraging the scholars to exertion.”

6. The propriety of those suggestions is unquestionable, and we trust 
that they have been acted upon. That measures so obviously neccssary should 
not have been adopted before, cannot be ascribed solely to the want of zeal of 
the Collectors, but also to the neglect of the Board themselves, whose special 
duty it was to frame instructions for the Collectors, embracing all points of im
portance, and to secure their observance of those instructions. Nor can we 
exculpate your Government, on whom it was equally incumbent to prevent the 
neglect of this important duty. In fact as soon as the schools had been esta
blished, and the funds allotted for their support, the subject appears to have 
been entirely lost sight of by all those who ought to have attended to it. And 
the zeal of the Board has only been awakened by our letter calling for a gene
ral report.

7. This inattention cannot be more strongly evidenced than by what 
must be considered as, up to the present time, the complete failure of the Cen
tral school. The greater part of the pupils, the Board observe, were admitted 
into the institution in the year 1826 ; none however had till now been consi
dered sufficiently advanced to be employed as teachers in the Provinces. The 
Board are of opinion that five may now be considered as qualified. The at
tainments even of these, independently of their vernacular languages, amount 
only to a tolerable knowledge of English, and an acquaintance with Arithmetic 
“ only sufficient to enable them to give instruction in the first rules of that 
“ science.”

8. The Board appear to be now at length sufficiently alive to their duty, 
and their vieAvs on the subject appear to be sound. We direct that they be re
quired to furnish to Government for transmission to us an annual report con
taining an abstract of the information which they will require the Collectors to 
furnish annually, or at shorter periods, and a narrative of their own proceed
ings, containing detailed information on the subject of the Central school, over 
which they must not fail to exercise an active superintendence, and to the im
provement of which your best exertions should be applied.

9. The proceedings in the Supreme Court for recovering the large cha
ritable bequests of the late Putcheapah Moodelliar have, we perceive, been 
brought to a successful issue, and in framing a plan for applying these funds to 
the purposes to which they w'ere destined by the testator, Mr. Norton your 
Advocate General suggested that such j>art of them as was intended to be dis
tributed among poor Brahmins and other poor persons at particular places, 
might with propriety be bestowed upon such as were willing in return to ren
der useful public service. It is accordingly proposed to found at the expense 
of the charity, at the various places appointed by the testator. Professorships, 
for instructing Hindoos in “ Laws, Customs and Regulations, under which Go- 
“ vernment is conducted and justice administered, with a view to the better 
“ qualification of such Hindoos to become practitioners in the native Courts of 
“ the Presidency, and also schools for the purpose of instructing native child- 
“ ren and youths under the age of 15 years in the English language, and also

in reading, writing and accounts in the native languages.” Your intention, 
of which we approve, is that a Committee of Hindoos appointed for the purpose
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should be visitors of both classes of establishments, should regulate the course 
of instruction, should nominate and remove the professors and teachers under 
the general control of the Board of Eevenue, conformably to Regulation VJI 
of 1817 ; and should render an account annually to the Advocate General or 
other principal Law Officer of Government of the application of the funds.

10. You have thus, without any expense to the public, a considerable 
addition to the funds applicable to the education of the natives. The arrange
ments proposed by Mr. Norton appear unobjectionable, and we have only to di
rect that the Board of Revenue be enjoined to exercise a real, and not a nomi
nal, superintendence over the establishments when formed, and not only to en
courage suggestions from the native committee for improving the course of in
struction, but themselves to suggest improvements and see that they are carried 
into effect.

11. In one respect it appears from the testimony of the College Board, 
that a strong desire for insti’uction does exist among the natives under your 
Presidency. We allude to the knowledge of the English language which the 
Board state “  every native of whatever caste or persuasion is now desirous of 
“ for his son, or for those in whose welfare he is most interested.” It will be 
incumbent on you to take effectual means not only for supplying this demand 
for instruction in the English language, but for rendering it, as far as possible, 
the means of communicating useful knowledge and salutary impressions. With 
this view it will be desirable that your College Board should place itself in 
communication with the Committee of Public Instruction at Calcutta, whom we 
have directed to promote the supply of instructive school books suited to the 
peculiar circumstances of India.

12. We see no reason to doubt that the desire which already exists for 
learning English will equally exist for the acquisition of any other branch of 
knowledge, proficiency in which shall be seen to be rewarded by the counte
nance of Government and by preference in the selection of persons to fill public 
employments. By improving to the utmost and by vigilantly superintending 
the institutions for the education of the people, and by practically evincing a 
high sense of the value of intelligence and morality, a Government has it in its 
power to accelerate in a high degree the intellectual and moral improvement 
of its subjects, and we trust that these means, duly applied, will in India, as 
well as elsewhere, meet with the desired success.

We are,

Your loving friends,

L ondon, ) (Signed) JOHN LOCH,
otA February, 1834» j „ H. St. G. TUCKER,

&c. &c. kc.
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No. 1518.

ExtractJrom the Minutes o f Consultation, under date 2\st November 1834.

Para. 1. Ordered that a copy of this despatch be transmitted to the Board 
for the College and for Public Instruction for such observations as they may 
desire to offer, and with instructions to transmit to Government, for transmis
sion to the Honorable Court, as directed in the 9th para. “ an annual report 
“ containing an abstract of the information Avhich they Avill require tlie Collec- 
“ tors to furnish annually, or at shorter periods, and a narrative of their own 
“ proceedings, containing detailed information on the subject of the Central 
“ school,” over which the Governor in Council feels assured they will not fail 
to exorcise, as expected by the Honorable Court, an active superintendence.

2. The Board for the College and for Public Instruction will place itself 
in communication with the Committee of Public Instruction at Calcutta, with a 
view to give cffect to the orders conveyed in the 11th Para, of the Honorable 
Court’s dispatch.

3. Ordered also that a copy of the Honorable Court’s despatch be furnish
ed to the Revenue Department in order that the necessary instructions may be 
transmitted to the Board of Revenue on the several points noticed in Paras 9, 
10 and 12.

4. The Honorable Court appear to be very desirous that effectual means 
should be taken, not only for supplying the demand for instruction in tho 
English language, but for rendering it, as far as possible, the means of com
municating useful knowledge and salutary impressions. This vieAV is entirely 
in accordance with the sentiments of Government, and the Governor in Coun
cil considers it very fortunate that a knowledge of the English tongue is as
certained to be what the natives themselves most anxiously desire to possess.

5. The Board, it is true, in the 22d para, of their report of the 15th 
November 1832, characterize this desire of instruction in English as originat
ing in the hope of a livelihood and not in any love o f  science for its own sake; 
but the Governor in Council cannot but consider the desire of employment 
a worthy and laudable motive and calculated to lead to the greatest heights 
of improvement.

6. The best mode of supplying the demand for instruction in English to 
the natives appears to the Governor in Council to be to employ, for the com
mencement at least, the agency of Englishmen as teachers. The report of 
the Board above referred to, characterizes the native system of instruction as 
eminently defective, and bringing teachers from Home, or from Calcutta if 
they can be procured there, would appear to be the sure means of introducing 
a better system. The strong argument for this is the greater confidence 
with which the natives will receive the instruction of an Englishman in his 
own tongue, and the greater attractions which such instruction will possess in 
his hands as contrasted -mth the same instruction in the hands of one of 
themselves, or of any country-born person.

7. The Governor in Council is of opinion that a large portion of the
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sums now oxponded on account of nativ’e education under tliis Govcrnnicnt. 
iniglit be advantiigeously applied to> the establisliineiit of Central, or rather 
MatM, schools at the Prej?idem;y, condu(-ted by young men from Home under 
the eye of Government, .and open to the inspection of Collectorf?, Judges 
and other Provincial OtHcei-s, as often as business or health might bring 
them to the Pi'csideucy, when they might observe, with con\enience, what 
the interior of a public school ought to be and when they might carry back 
with them such ideas of education as would set the business of it ailoat 
throughout the country.

8. The Board for the College and for Public Instruction will be desired 
to ascertain and report whether persons properly qualilied for the proposed 
duties can be readily procured in Calcutta^or elsewhere in this country, and on 
what terms, or whether it would, in their o}nnion, b<? desii'able to make appli
cation for the services of preceptors from England possessing the necessary 
literary attainuients, through the Honorable the Court of Directors.

9. It is resolved also to suggest for the IJoard’s consideration whether it 
might not be desirable to Ibrm a separate institution for the instruction of a 
more advanced class of students in Kurop(?an literature and the higher edu
cation which it is desired to rendt‘r accessible to the native pojiulation. Peri
odical examinations and reports of the progress of the students ; the bestowal 
of honorary nnvards on those whose attainments seem deserving of notice 
and encouragement; the means of securing for such persons a preference in 
the selection to fill public employments ; the provision of appropriate books, 
and the gradual discontinuance of the practice of granting stipends t<> students 
who merely pursue the ordinary course of instruction at the present institu
tion ; are subjects to which their attention should bî  particularly directed.

10. The Governor in Council d(*sires tliat the Board’s deliberate consi- 
deratiJMi be given to this important subject, and that their sentiments may be 
subujitted to Government at tlu'ir earliest convenience.

(A true copy and extract,)

(Signed) II. C H A M IK R ,

Ch'tpf Secretary. 

To The Premleut avd f̂e^H/̂ ers o f (he Hoard for the Collef/e
and fo r  Puhlic I/isfrt/cfioji fo r  bifonnation and- yttidance.

Ivi

ArPEXDlX L.
Gth December 1834.

From the Board o f  Puhlic Instruclion,

To THE Uianx I I o n i)u a k l e  8 iu  F. ADAM, k . c . n.

Governor in Council  ̂ Fort St. George.
R ight H onorable Sir,

1. In the Appendices subjoined to this report, we have the honor to lay 
before you two statements with remarks, explanatory of the present state of



the GovernitiPiit sfhool î ostablislictl in the interior, and nt fho Prosiilcjicy 
respectively ; ami in siibniittinjr, tor your considei’ation, some oWrvations on 
tlie results ])resented by them, we proceed to oiler such sufrjrestions for their 
improvenient, and for the more successful organization of public instruction 
under this Presidency, as have arisen fronx a review of these institutions.

2. The returns made by the Collectors in 1823 shew that no less than 
12,498 institutions for education then existed in the territories under tfiis 
Government, su])portcd partly by the endowments of former native I ’rinces, 
but chiefly by the voluntary contributions of the i>eoplo.

3, To these have now been added 70 Tahsildaree schools— 61 in tlie 
interior and 9 at the Pre^cency, at the ex])cnso of 9 rupees each per mensem

for the teacher’s salary, involving an annual expen-
Additional Salaries to, diture of rupees 7,560— 36 Collectorate teachers

................ a'floo — superintending schools in the interior
Aksistiint ” 3̂ 600 — 22 candidat(.‘S for the olHce studying at the
Monitors..” ..................  210 College, each at a salary of ru])ees lo p(̂ r mensem,
CopyiHt.s-......................... 210 involving an annual expenditure of rupee.s 6,480.
Siulenvard................... 207 additional expenses, in the department of
Contingent chargc.........  40/ uv • i. x* i i i______ public instruction, as noted in the margin, have

10,880 been annually rupees 10,880 making the total 
annual ex])enditure on account of public instruc
tion rupees 24,920.

4. In the Sontli of India, the natives arc 
Tahsiltlnrcc.schools. peculiarly prone to draw the most unfounded con
clusions from any novel measures adopted by their rulers, especially when they 
are connected, even remotely, with their oavu established customs. The intro
duction of Tahsildaree .schools into the provinces, by leaving at first the 
selection of the masters exclusively in the hands of the- people themselves, 
was intended to prevent the alarm at innovation Avhich the interference of 
Government with public instruction might otherwise have created; and by 
thus inducing the people to draw with the Board in laying the foundations 
ibr th(> improved education of the natives, it lias answered the end in view. 
But little other good was expected, or has resulted  ̂ from this portion of the 
Tahsildarree schools which has been introduc(‘d, thus prematurely, into the 
provinces, before a proper class of teachers for them had been formed.

6. From the very mode in which their teachers liave been selected, it is 
im])Ossible that they should have been sujxM-ior to the masters of the common 
schools supported by the voluntary contributions of tlie people ; for jjcrsonal 
or local influence would necessarily often supersede individual qualillcations or 
merit, under such a mode of election ; and the reports of the Collectoj-s, 
accordingly (especially of those who have given most attention to the subject) 
treat them as inferior, on the whole, to the common village school masters. 
They are also in general ignorant of any improved system of tuition, IblloAt- 
ing the usual native plan. But this Board having du'ected that the school  ̂
should be open to all classes promiscuously, the higher orders in society have 
evinced a natural repugnance to send their children to them, though if the 
teachers were of a superior order it is likely this repugnance would be over
come, except probably as regards Pariahs. The reports of the Collectors as 
to details vary with the individual interest each ha.s taken in the subjeci, but
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it is ob vious that any popularity tlic Talisildarec scliools in the interior have 
occasionally acquired, may be traced* to the gratuitous ed.ucation they alFord to 
the poorer classes of the people.

6. The same cause which dictated the elec- 
Collectorate teachers. îon of the Tahsildaree teachers, in the first in
stance, by the people themselves, induced this Board to leave the selection of 
the candidates for the office of Collectorate teacher to the several Collectors 
in the interior. It was considered desirable, on the introduction of a new 
system, that the master of the chief school should be a native of the province 
in which he was to teach, in order that his local .connexions might the better 
enable him to combat local prejudices. But surrounded as Collectors are with 
a host of candidates for the higher situations in their gift, they found few 
willing to accept, at the distance of the Presidency a precarious office, of 
which the pay does not exceed that of the lowest situation in the interior 
above that of a common peon, more especially as it was to be acquired even
tually only by severe study of two most difficult languages, and was to be 
attended by no increased emolument, exce[)t the chance fees the master 
might obtain.

7. Accordingly, the persons selected as candidates, to be educated for 
Collectorate teachers, were generally those who could obtain notliing else,— tlie 
refuse of the expectants on the Collector’s list. Many of them, on admission 
into the College, were ignorant even of the character of their own native 
tongue— few possessed any kind of natural talent— and the greater number of 
them had arrived at too advanced an age, to commence the study of two foreign 
and difficult languages, with any prospect of success.

8. Upon joining the College, they found their pay the same, as it would 
be in the interior, after they might qualify themselves as teachers— and as this 
circumstance too generally operated as a premium to idleness, their progress in 
study has been slow and unsatisfactory.

9. In addition to this, it has been ascertained by experience in Bengal ; 
and the experience of the Collectorate teacher class here confirms the truth 
of the observation, that it is inexpedient to unite in the same person the duty 
of instruction in both Oriental and European literature, and that much greater 
advantage attends the confiding each to distinct instructors.

10. Under such circumstances, the great failure in this branch of the in
stitution exhibited in the subjoined papers may, in a great degree, be traced to 
errors in its original formation.

11. Having briefly adverted to the circumstances which have impeded 
the progress of the Tahsildaree and Collectorate schools in the provinces, as 
explained more in detail in the annexed papers, previously to proceeding to any 
remarks on the institutions under our pei'sonal superintendence at the Presi
dency, we shall state our opinion as to the measures which should be pursued 
for the organization of public instruction in the interior.

12. Before adding further, at the expense of Government, to the number 
of the existing institutions for the education of the people in the provinces, it 
appears to us of importance to improve and render efficient the institutions of 
every description which the people themselves voluntarily support; for they
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vastly exceed in number those which the Government have established or con
template establishing, and as their influence is proportionately greater, so also 
do they include institutions of a higher order than any others, as regards the 
education of the superior classes.

*13. For this purpose, it appears in the first instance necessary to oi’ga- 
nize some general and systematic plan for the efficient superintendence and con
stant inspection and controul of all public seminaries of instruction, applicable 
as well to those supported by Government, as by private contributions, or en
dowments by former Princes.

14. In the absence of such supervision, over the master as well as over 
the scholar, the exertions even of the most zealous will relax ; and without the 
active encouragement and direction, of the ruling power, no general improve
ment can be expected in the education of a people so apathetic as the natives 
of India.

15. The more pressing and important avocations of the Collectors, and of 
the Tahsildars under them, render it impossible for them, without material aid, 
to exercise personally the functions in question ; and whilst every opportunity 
should be taken to secure their assistance when available, it is necessary to es
tablish some machinery which shall not suffer from their occasional neglect, 
when called away by other duties, whilst it may derive additional force from 
the aid of their occasional impulse.

16. With this view, the Board would propose that every school should 
be placed under the supervision of two or more intelligent native visitors to bo 
selected, in communication with the Tahsildar, by a Provincial Board.

17. That the Pi'ovincial Board should consist of the Collector, and such 
gentlemen, at each station, as may consent to be nominated by this Board, 
either in or out of the service of His Majesty or the Company, and that they be 
invariably required to associate with themselves the more respectable native 
inhabitants of the station.

18. That the Provincial Board, through their own members, do exercise 
a personal inspection over the schools at the principal station, and correspond 
with the village visitors and with this Board.

19. That all interference Avith schools maintained by private contribu
tions be confined to examination of the scholars, rewards to the pupils, and 
communication to the masters of improved modes of tuition, and of school 
books approved by this Board to be used at their option. But that, in 
schools endowed or supported by Government, the control of the Pro
vincial Board do extend to the removal and appointment of the Master 
of the school, and that no books be used in these schools except such as are 
approved by this Board. To aid the Provincial Board, in controlling the 
visitors and masters of village schools, we would propose that a local na
tive superintendent, instructed in the use of the books and system which we 
propose to introduce, should be appointed to each district, on a salary of rupees 
50 per mensem, whose duty it should be gradually to convey to the several 
teachers, and first to those in the Government schools, the improved system

* Note In/ the Editor.—The scheme traced out in tliifS and the following paragraphs is very 
similar to that introduced by Mr. Thomason into the North-west Pi’ovinces, and the adoption 
of which in the other Presidencies has now been ordered by the Court of Directors.
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of tuition Avhicli it is our object to introduce, and to distribute and supply- 
new elementary and other works, to • be approved by us. This person would 
be required periodically to visit and examine each school, of whatever de
scription in the district, and to report thereon to the Provincial Board, as 
well as to forward to them the periodical reports, for which he should be au
thorized to call on the village visitoi's, showing the number and progress of 
the students and conduct of the masters in the schools under their charge.

20. At the close of each year, Ave would propose that the scholars of 
the senior class in each school supported by Government be required, and any 
of the same descri])tion in private schools, be invited to appear for examina
tion before the Provincial Board (aided by the local superintendent) at whoso 
disposal Ave Avould suggest three reAvards should be placed,— to consist, 1st of 
gold medals entitling those Avho obtain them to the tAVO first vacancies in the 
lower situations of the public offices in the district, 2dly, of silver medals, 
and 3dly, of books. If, in the distribution of these reAvards, the preference 
is given to proficiency in English, and to the acquirement of useful knoAv- 
ledge in the native languages, rather than to expertness in the exercise of 
memory, a great impulse Avill be given to the native mind in the acquisition 
of improved education.

21. Indeed, Ave are of opinion that the native patronage in the gift of 
the Government is one of the most powerful engines that can be used to im
prove the education and elevate the character of the people, and conceive 
that a most beneficial inducement Avill be held out to the attainment of the 
requisite qualifications for office, if the door to advancement in the public ser
vice is thus opened to the ablest scholars.

22. As Ave consider the chief defect in the education of the natives in 
the south of India to be that mechanical instruction, Avhich Avhilst it teaches 
them to read and Avrite, by the use of school-books in a language unknown 
to the pupil, cramps the intellect in the exercise of its natural powers, and 
leaves the heart unimproved by moral impressions, Ave would combine Avith 
the foregoing suggestions, the revival of a proposal similar to Sir Thomas 
Munro’s in his Minute of the 10th March 1820, viz. th ^  500 rupees per men
sem be placed at our disposal as a literary fund, for the purchase and publica
tion of such English and other Avorks as Ave may consider most proper for the 
use of the native schools, to be sold at the loAvest rates to the pupils, or for sale 
to the higher classes of the natives generally, and further to enable us to en
courage the compilation and printing of such neAv Avorks in the languages ver
nacular in the South of India, as Ave may consider necessary. In the event of 
this proposal receiving the sanction of Government, all future applications for 
})atronage to literary Avorks might be referred to us, and the management and 
disbursements from the fund might be reported to Government in our annual 
report, Avhich at the close of each year we propose to renew.

23. These are the arrangements which Ave would suggest for the preli
minary organization of an improved system of public instruction in the 
interior, pending the measures we have to propose for the formation of a class 
of men, capable of teaching the Tahsildaree schools on an improved system. 
For until this is effected, any further extension of the Tahsildaree schools 
Avould be injurious to the character AÂ hich it is of importance to give to the 
Government schools, by degrading them in public estimation.



24. We entertain, however, considerable doubt of the expediency of main
taining the original order for the gratuitous admission of all classes into these 
schools, so far as regards Pariahs ; for though ourselves decidedly averse to 
the exclusion of any one from them merely on account of his caste, we are of 
opinion that until the prejudices of the natives in this respect are overcome, 
what is intended to enlighten the great mass of the natives may otherwise from 
their prejudices degenerate into a boon to the lowest class alone.

25. The annexed papers will shew that of 
Presidency Tahsildary schools, g Tahsildaree schools at the Presidency, the 
Tamil and Telugu schools are in a prosperous state. We are of opinion that, 
as these are within the reach of our own personal superintendence, they may be 
made the means of forming superior teachers, on an improved system, for simi
lar future seminaries in the provinces, and the models upon which these schools 
may be fashioned hereafter.

26. It will be perceived, that, with the ex- 
Central School at the College, ception of the candidates for the situation of Col- 
lectorate teachers, already mentioned, all the other classes at the college itself 
continue progressively to advance, but for the improved eificiency of the whole 
it appears necessary to remodel the institutions under our charge at Madras.

27. We would propose that the number of the Tahsildaree schools at the 
Presidency be enlai'ged to 20 by degrees ; but in order to ensure their effi
ciency, we would suggest that we be authorized to place each under the inspec
tion of visitors consisting of the more respectable native inhabitants in the 
neighbourhood of each, aided by such European gentlemen as may be willing 
to join them. But we do not intend that this should interfere with the perio
dical visitations and examinations of them held by the Head masters at the 
college.

28. To these schools we would transfer all the general unpaid students, 
who now attend the college, with the exception of the pupils studying English, 
for whom we would propose to establish a separate English school at the Pre
sidency under a master to be superintended by a Board of native visitors aided 
by European gentlemen.

29. Under this arrangement we should be able to prevent the attention 
of the Head masters and their subordinates at the college from being diverted, 
as at present, from their proper duty, of forming a superior class of teachers for 
the Collectorate schools to be established in the provinces, to which exclusively 
we would now confine them.

30. We propose 1st that the class of Collectorate teachers be confined to 
the acquirement of a complete knowledge of English, combined with the ele
ments of European science, and that as persons of superior talent, a fair know
ledge of English, and respectability may offer, its number be increased to 100, 
2dly that an examination be held, at which the 22 candidates now attached to 
the college, the 14 Collectorate teachers located in the interior and the 10 paid 
college general students shall be required, and all others be invited to attend, 
and that from these such only be selected, as possess the qualifications above 
stated ; the rest ceasing to receive pay from the date of the examination. 3dly 
that the pay of the Collectorate students be for the future as follows.

1st class to consist of 20 students, to receive 15 rupees.
2d class to consist of 40 students, to receive 10 rupees.

and the 3d class to consist of 40 students to receive 7 rupees each per mensem-—’
1
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the salary of the Collectorate teachers to be raised to 35 rupees on obtaining a 
certificate of qiialiticatiori ; 4thly, tluit the Government prohibit their emploj- 
ment in any other department of the public service, except with the concur
rence of this Board, until they have served as Collectorate teachers in the inte
rior for the period of o years ; and that all Collectorate students, whose con
duct is objectionable, who do not make satisfactory progress at the periodical 
examinations, or who fail to qualify themselves in three years, be discharged.

31. To ensure success to this plan for extending and improving the Cen
tral Presidency institution for the education of Collectorate teachers, it will be 
indispensable that the department for English instruction at the college be 
strengthened, and we submit that an application be made to the Honorable tlie 
Court of Directors to nominate from England some one fully qualified to 
alFord instruction in Mathematics, Astronomy, Natural Philosophy, History 
and European literature in general— and possessed of such experience in tlie 
practical tuition of these branches of leai-ning as to act as a general superin
tendent of public instruction under us, and to teach the natives the most 
approved system of tuition ; and if any one can be induced to accomj>any him, 
possessed uf similar qualifications as an assistant it would be highly desirable.

32. Meantime, adverting to the long period which must elapse before 
such teachers can be procured from England, we would solicit authority from 
Government to fill the proposed situations temporarily with the most compe
tent pei'sons who may offer themselves, upon salaries not exceeding 500 and 
250 rupees respectively per mensem.

33. The following is an estimate of the expense likely to attend tho 
various arrangements we have now suggested.

Per mensem.
20

20
40
40

Local superintendents at.............................  50
Literary fund...............................................  500
Collectorate students at..............................  15

do. do. at..............................  10
do. do. at..............................  7

Difference when the 100 are raised to.......  35
1 General Superintendent.............................  500
1 Deputy......................... ................................ 250
1 Enghsh master at the Presidency...........  150

11 Additional Tahsildaree masters at ]\ladras. 9
For Medals................................................................... .

„ Books.....................................................................

.Rupees

Deduct to be abolished
10 Paid students.......................................  1,200
Present Collectorate establishment.......  6,480
Copyists.....................................................  1,050

Per annum.
12,000 
6,000 
3,600
4.800 
3,360

30,240 
6,000
3.000
1.800 
1,188
1.000 
1,000

73,988

8,730
Total increase, . 65,258 

Present expenditure. . 24,920 
Grand Total.. 90,178



34. By returns submitted to Parliament it appears that during the four 
years from 1827 to 1830, the expenditure on this account by the Bengal 
Government never fell below £22,797, and by the Bombay Government 
£9j799. The estimate we have submitted is within the latter amount, and 
as the Honorable Court of Directors have authorized funds being placed at 
our disposal proportioned to those disbursed at the sister Presidencies, we 
hope that the additional expence necessary for rendering efficient this most 
interesting branch of the institution under us, will be deemed regulated with 
moderation and economy.

35. In conclusion we would observe that a small expenditure may be 
requisite at each Collector’s station for the provision of a proper building, and 
chairs and tables for the school room, when the Collectorate teachers are 
prepared and finally deputed to their stations. But even to the Collectorate 
schools the supply of stationery, except it be paid for by the pupils, will 
expose the teachers to the temptation of organizing a system of pilfer on the 
public stores, which no precaution would adequately prevent. On this ground 
alone there appears no hardship in requiring the pupils as the price of gra
tuitous instruction to pay for any books or stationery required by them, or to 
supply themselves thei’ewith. In the Tahsildaree schools, sand and cadjans 
supply the place of stationery ; and the inhabitants of the village can always 
afford suitable accommodation to the village teachers.

36. Should we be favored with the approbation of Government to the 
suggestions now submitted for their consideration, not only would there be 
organized, throughout the territories under this Government, a general system 
for the improvement of public education, but the Tahsildaree schools at the 
Presidency would be the nursery for the future Tahsildai-ee teachers, in the 
provinces, of the vernacular dialects ; whilst the central seminary at the 
college itself, would produce those through whom it is hoped a knowledge of 
the English language and European literature may eventually be communicated 
to the people.

(Signed) W. OLIVER,

A. d : CAMPBELL,

J. F. THOMAS,

T. V. STONHOUSE,

D. ELIOTT,

A. ROBERTSON,

J. C. MORRIS,

J. A. R. STEVENSON.

College,
Qth December 1834.
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No. 1.

Appendix exhibiting the number of Tahsildaree schools in the interior 
and at the Presidency, and the Collectorate schools in the several provinces ; 
the number of scholars who are receiving instruction in each school, the nature 
of that instruction, the number of scholars who have quitted the schools since 
their first institution (so far as it can be ascertained) and the annual expense 
of each establishment, with remarks on the state of these schools, subjoined.
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Statement exhibiting the number o f  Tahsildaree Schools established in emhprovince o f  the Madras Government; the number o f  scholars receiving instruction in each school;  also the 
number who have quitted the schools'since their first institution, with '.he expense o f  each establishment as they stood on the 1st Jidy 1834.

Names o f CoUectoratcs.

Southern Division o f A r co t ,

Northern Division o f A rco t .

BcUary

Coimbatore

Canara

Cuddapah

Malabar

Tanjore

Chinglcput. 

Ganjam ....

G untoor.........................

Masxilipatam............

NcUore ........................

llajahm ondry...............

Nixmber o f 
Tahsildaree 

Schools.

Niimber o f Scho
lars admitted in 

each School.

64
79
64
35

39
142
34

110

97
104

38
19 
42

20 
22 
28

24
25 
27

39 
24 
50

86
184
26 
65 
32

100

276
154
258

110
114
104

95
56
56

50

Number o f Scliolars 
who have received 

education or who 
iiave since left School

50
40

22
119

8
86

56
61
75

50

2
2
6

19
7

11

19
133

io
3

584

77
92
70

50
34
16

Present number 
o f  Scholars in 
each SchooL

64
29
24
35

17
23 
26
24

22
36 
29

49

18
20
22

5
18
16

39
24
50

67
51 
26 
55 
29

100

104

33 
22
34

45
22
40

50

T am il................................
Mahratta and Canarese. 
Tam il................................

Canarese...................................
Canarese and Hindoostanee. 
Canarese...................................

Nature o f  Instruction afforded.

Tamil and T elugu. 
Do.
Do.

Persian....................

Persian...................
Tamil and Telugu.
Persian ...................
Tamil ......................

Telugu
Do.
Do.

Telugu
Do.
Do.

Malayalom. 
Do. ,. 
Do. ..

T ajn il.............
D o..................

Hindoostanee, 
Persian ..........

Tamil and Telugu.
T a m il......................
D o...........................

W oodiah. 
Telugu .. 

Do. ..

Telugu
Do.
Do.

Telugu 
D a  
D a  ,

Telugu.

Annual
vemment

;nce to G o- 
br each school

eqpe:

Es.
108
108
108
108

108
108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108

P.

llemarks.

Trivadi.
Chellumbrum.
Tricaloor.
Manargoody.

j- Chittoor.
Arcot,
Vellore.

Bellary.
AdwanL
Anandapoor.

Coimbatore.
Sctamangalum.
Curoor.

Oodipy.
Mangalore.
Sircy.

Cumbum.
Cuddapah.
Kudr)'.

Talliperamba.
Calicut.
Paulghaut.

Trivandry.
Manargoody.
Ti-ivalore.
Combaconum. ,

Chinglcput.
Conjeveram.
'rrivalore.

Berhampore.
Itchapoor.
Chicacole.

Datchapilly.
Nara-srow Pettan.
Vcntapollum.

No schools established in tliis district.

Ongole.
Allorc,
Goodoor.

Cocanada.
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Statement c M i l w g  the number o f  Tahnldaree Sciwo \ls, '̂c. (continued.)
I

Names o f Collectorates.
Nuinher o f 
Tahsildaree 

Schools.

Rajalimandry

Salem .............

TinncvcUy ...

Tricliinopoly

Vizagapatam .

3Iailura

Soutlicm Division of A rco t . 

Northern DiArision of Arcot

Coimbatore.............................

Cuddapali .............................

Malabar .......................
Tanjorc .......................
Noliore .......................
S a lem ...........................
Tricliinopoly ..............

Vizagapatam 

Madura .......

Madras

N om lcr o f Scho
lars admitted in 

catli School.

Number o f Scholars' 
who have received 

education or who 
have since left; School

50
50

129
31
68

31
278
151

53
68
28
29

25

27
42
26

19
32 '

7
20

20

49

103
15

162

’ il2
141
187

**’ 42

39

2l’

4
213
118

24
43
13
15

46
62

109

82
109
152

Present number' 
o f Scholars in 
each School.

Nature o f Instruci ion affordetL
Annual expence to Go

vernment for each school.

50
50

90
31
47

27
65
33

29

Telugu
Do.

T a m il....................... .
D o .............................

iT e lu g u .....................

Sanscrit, Telugu anc
T am il.........................
Sanscrit, Telugu an(

Hindustanee and Pe
25
15 Do. .
14 Do. ,

Telugu
25 { Do.

I Do.

27
42
26

Collectorate Schools.

19
32

17

20

16

49

57
33
53
21
30
32
35
20
25

T am il......
D o...........

Tclugu ... 
Persian ..
Tamil.......
Telugu ...

Do. ... 
Persian .. 
Mabratta.

Tamil.

i ’amii.

rsian,

Rs.
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108
108

108
108
108

108
108
108

180

180
180

180

180
180

180
180
180
180
180

180
180

180

108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108
108

A . P.

Ecmarks.

Rajahmundry.
Narsapoor.

Salem.
Tripattoor.
Ossoor.

Tinnevelly.
Streevegoontam.
Strevellopotoor.

Trichinopoly,
ToiTore.
Vetticutty.
Volcondajioram.

Vizagapatam.
Vizianagrani.
Ankapilly.

Terinnangalam.
DindignL
Madura.

No retnm of the number o f scholars has yet 
been received.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Royapettali.
Porsewaukimi,
'rriplicane.

Do.
Black Town.

Do.
Cliindatripettah.

Do.
Teruvctswara Pettah.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.



“ TAirSTLDAREK SCHOOLS.”

3. The principal Collector in the Nortliprn 
Northern division of Arcot, (Jiyision of Arcot reports that the poverty ol‘ the 
people, consequent on the late unfavorable seasons, has much diminished the 
usefulness of the four Tahsildaree schools in his district. Many of the inha
bitants, having migrated during the last two years to other districts. The 
Tahsildars report favorably to him of the attention of the school masters.

4. The principal Collector in the Southern 
Southern division of Arcot, division of Arcot is of opinion tliat no supply of 
stationery is required for the Tahsildaree schools, the boys in the first instance 
writing on sand, and subsequently on cadjans. lie does not report upon their 
progress.

5. The principal Collector in Coimbatore re-
Coimbatore. ports that at the Tahsildaree school established at
that town, there are 38 scholars of all castes, varying in age from 7 to 16 
years. The most proficient among them are able to read, write and cast 
accounts, in the native language ; and the junior scholars, composing the last 
class, are occupied in learning to read, and in acquiring the rudiments of 
Arithmetic. The school at Suttimangalam, affords the same instruction to 19 
boys, and of the school at Caroor, the Acting Sub-Collector reports, “  that 
“ the school master is active in his duties and that of those who have joined 
“  the school since its establishment, about fifty, have quitted it with a compe- 
“ tent knowledge of reading and writing.” He further expresses his convic
tion that it is carried on efiiciently, and with considerable benefit to the 
neighbourhood. The principal Collector remarks that prior to the establish
ment of these schools, elementary education even was not accessible to the 
poor, wiiilst these schools have afforded to orphans and the children of persons 
in indigent circumstances, instruction, that they could not otherwise have 
obtained.

6. The principal Collector in Canara fonvards 
Canara. report of Mr. Anderson, the additional Sub-Col
lector of that District, on the Tahsildaree school established at Sircy. This Of
ficer states that he found 22 boys receiving instruction in it, whose progress 
he considered creditable to the master. To two of the boys, who were about 
leaving the school, he recommends that a reward of ten rupees each might be 
given, and as the best means of inducing parents to send their children to the 
school, and the childi*en to apply, whilst there, he proposes to appoint these 
boys, on the occun*ence of vacancies, to situations in the public service. To 
four other boys, he recommends a reward of five rupees each, although he ob
jects to rewards in money, as giving a mercenary character to the encourage
ment intended, as if the amount given, were the value of the attention paid, 
and the progress made. To obviate this objection, he proposes that Mahratta 
books on Mathematics &c. (which are procurable in Bombay) should be substi
tuted for money, as the circulation of such works through the covmtry would 
give the natives a taste and desire for similar and further instruction. He 
further recommends the establishment of a Tahsildaree school at Honore, as the 
station of the Auxiliary Court, the Sub-Collector and Tahsildar. These views 
receive the support and recommendation of the principal Collector, who applies
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for sanction for the disbursement of 40 rupees, and for the establishment of a 
school at Honors.

7. The principal Collector in Cuddapah re-
Cuddapah. marks that the lists furnished do not appear to indi
cate, in point of number, the flourishing condition of the schools ; and this he in 
part ascribes to the inability of children to attend from a distance, but more 
particularly to a disinclination on the part of the more wealthy and respectable 
inhabitants to avail themselves of a public charitable institution, where a great 
mixture of castes must necessarily be found, and who in consequence prefer a 
more private system of tuition at their own houses. He remarks that he finds 
it difficult to suggest any measure for the amelioration of these schools, as he 
is not aware of the precise object of their establishment and of the defects they 
were intended to remedy, but from the low salaries of the masters he considers 
that instruction of a higher order than what is afforded in the schools of every 
populous district can hardly be expected. In the selection of these masters he 
considers that due regard has been paid to their qualifications, the late teacher 
of the Tahsildaree school at Cuddapah having had his Sanscrit class, but the 
taste for the study of this language, he remarks, had declined, and could not, 
without some adequate motive, be expected to revive. He alludes to the exist
ence of a Mahomedan school, established and still supported by Mr. C. P. 
Brown, where an average of about 40 scholars, of the wealthier classes attend, 
and by whom the study of the Persian language is still regarded as a recom
mendation for public employ.

8. The Collector of Chingleput states himself
Chmgleput. unable to report on the qualifications of the masters
of the three Tahsildaree schools, established in his district, in consequence of 
the want of opportunities for becoming acquainted with them; but he considers 
the establishment of these institutions most advantageous to the people gene
rally, but especially to the poorer classes residing in their vicinity, whose child
ren benefit by an education which the circumstances of their parents would not 
have commanded for them. The present number of schools, however, he is of 
opinion, is quite inadequate to the wants of the population, and unless they are 
rendered more efficient and numerous, the object of their establishment cannot, 
he thinks, be said to have been attained. They ai’e fully appreciated by the 
people, and now that the admission of natives to the higher branches of the 
service is contemplated, he observes that it is the more incumbent on the 
Government to extend its liberality to them. The poverty of the people, ho 
considers, prevents their acquiring what he regards as essential to their 
becoming fit members of society, and useful servants of the public,— an acquaint
ance with the language in Avhich their arts and sciences, &c. are alone to be 
found, viz. Sanscrit. The utility of the English language, as the language of 
the reigning power, he remarks, is very great; but in the interior its acquisition, 
except by private instruction, is unknown. A  knowledge of Mahratta also, from 
its great use in the Revenue Cutcherries, he states, to be of great importance* 
to a most useful class of people ; and the demand for instruction in Persian by 
a small but influential portion of the population he considers to be entitled to a 
certain degree of attention, and the more so as the Persian language is occasi
onally useful in the business of the country. He therefore proposes the imme
diate establishment of a sufficient number of schools in the different parts of the 
district for the attainment of Sanscrit, English, Tamil, Telugu, Mahratta, 
Persian and Hindustanee languages, each school having two masters,— a Head
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master and a Deputy, the former to instruct the more advanced students, the 
latter young beginners ; the schools n»w in existence being incorporated 
with the new ones. If called upon, he will be prepared to state the number 
and description of schools required in his district, and the several matters of 
detail, on which his mind was not, he states, as yet so fully made up, as on 
the abstract question of their institution and usefulness. He considers, how
ever, that a less number than 12 schools would hardly ensure the important 
object in contemplation.

9. The Collector of Ganjam states that the re-
Ganjam. ports made to him by the Tahsiidars and Heads of
Police of the progress made by the students in the Tahsildaree schools in his 
district, are very favourable. The people who send their children to be edu
cated at the Government schools appear sensible of the benefit conferred upon 
them, but an objection is sometimes made by parents on the ground of the 
eligibility of all classes to the benefits of these schools, and to the number of 
scholars instructed in them, which they consider too great to admit of the mas
ter giving his attention properly to all. In consequence many are said to pre
fer sending their children to other places where fewer scholars are admitted. 
He conceives that there are not less than 150 j)rivate schools in his district of 
this description. The system, the Collector is of opinion, appears to give ge
neral satisfaction, and by the poorer people in particular its benefits are grate
fully acknowledged.

10. The acting Collector in Guntoor reports
Guntoor. teachers of the schools in that district to be atten
tive. The scarcity that has prevailed during the last two years had tended much 
to thin the schools, but with the return of more favourable seasons, the attend
ance at the schools, it was hoped, would be increased. The children of the poor 
had already received great advantage from their establishment, and orders had 
been issued to the Ameens to examine the boys from time to time, with a view 
of ascertaining the progress made by them.

11. The acting principal Collector in Madura
Madura. reports that the Tahsildiirs are required to make pe
riodical examinations of the progress of the boys studying in the schools esta
blished in their respective talooks, and that, as the present plan under which 
the schools are conducted, appears to work well, and to answer every purpose, 
he does not perceive any necessity either to modify or introduce any new ar
rangements into them. A  few boys, he reports, are stated to be distinguished 
for industry and talent, and upon these he recommends that some slight hono
rary reward should be conferred,— a small silver medal, with an appropriate 
device, he suggests, as likely to be most acceptable, and to induce that spirit of 
emulation, which it is the wish of Government to excite.

*  12. The principal Collector in Malabar regrets
Malabar. three schools established in his district have
not been more fully attended, but he accounts for it from the practice that 
exists, of the more respectable inhabitants entertaining in their houses private 
teachers to instnict their children, whilst the poorer classes are unable to send 
their children from any distance, as the payment of some person to take care of 
them, and to prepare their food, and the procuring a lodging in the vicinity of 
the school, all become necessary, where the distance from the school is at all
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considerable. To remedy this inconvenience, he considers the establishment of 
an increased number of schools indispensable. The success that has hitherto 
attended those already established in his district he considers not equal to 
what might have been looked for ; but he expresses an opinion that with con
stant supervision, and some small assistance from Government, they might be 
rendered more efficient. The books sanctioned (7th September 1833) to be 
provided to each Tahsildaree school, he suggests should be at once furnislied, 
and that a small allowance should be made for stationery, a particular account 
of its disbursement being required from the master in charge of the school. He 
proposes to watch the progress of the schools already in existence, particularly 
visiting them when on circuit, and to bring to the Board’s notice any sugges
tion which may hereafter appear to him likely to add to their efficiency.

13. The principal Collector in Nellore regrets 
to be obliged to entertain doubts as to the efficiency 

of the Tahsildaree schools established in his district, even in the smallest de
gree. He considers them only to have added to the numerous private schools 
of natives in the district, that are conducted in a loose and irregular way, and 
to be in no degree superior to tliein. Indeed he would infer the reverse, wJien 
a livelihood was not to be earned by the party superintending it. He does not 
however olfer any suggestions for their improvement.

] 4. The principal Collector in Salem suggests 
that the Avorks sanctioned by Government to be pro

vided to Hindoo Tahsildaree schools, should be furnished for the use of tlieir 
scholars, but he thinks that the provision of stationery will be at present 
unnecessary, the two boys examined by him, being too young, to require any. 
Should he however, on visiting the other schools, consider the furnishing of 
stationery to them to be necessary, he proposes to make application for it.

15. The Collector reports that the three schools
Rajahmundiy. established in this district have proved of consider
able advantage to the children of the poor, by whom they ai'e principally 
valued; few of the more opulent classes sending their children to. these 
schools. The education afforded has necessai'ily been limited, from the mode
rate attainments of the masters themselves, but this he conceives may be 
extended, when the persons who are understood to be receiving instruction at 
the Presidency are qualified to take charge of schools, and particulai-ly in 
impai’ting a knowledge of English, for instruction in which applications have 
been occasionally made to him. lie is of opinion that these schools could 
doubtless be made more useful, if they were under more efficient superinten
dence and control; but that Collectors have obviously much more on their 
hands at all times than they can efficiently perform, and so have little time to 
devote to the schools, and particularly as they are situated at places so remote 
from each other.

16. The principal Collector in Tanjore con-
Tanjore. siders the Tahsildaree schools established in his dis
trict to be in' some degree worse than the common village schools, from 
which, he conceives, that they differ in no respect, except that the master is 
more careless from his independence of the scholars, whose parents are content 
that they should get .a worse education at a cheaper rate than their neigh
bours. Were a system of rational instruction established and strictly enforced 
by the constant supervision of a competent person, with authority to punish
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and reward the school-masters, according to the progress made by the scho
lars, the occasional visit of a Collector, or .other European functionary, would, 
he considers, have a useful effect; but any one practically acquainted with the 
subject, he conceives, must be aware of the impossibility of a Collector 
devoting a sufficient portion of hi§ time to the establishment or enforcement 
of such a system ; and his visits, at present, do nothing more than lend the 
sanction of his patronage to the worst schools in the district, without the satis
faction of believing that bad as it is, an education is given to those who would 
otherwise have none, for the principal Collector believes that these schools are 
attended by none, whose parents would not pay for their education elsewhere, 
were they at once abolished.

17. The Collector is of opinion that the benefit
Trichinopoly. arising from the establishment of the Government
schools in his district has hitherto been small, and scarcely commensurate with 
the small expense incurred. He remarks that the number of scholars that 
have been admitted into them has been small, and that from information that 
he has obtained, he is inclined to believe, that of those who have quitted them, 
there are few who have obtained a tolerable elementary education. Tliis in
efficiency he chiefly ascribes to the want of a regular supervision, which from 
the distance of the schools from one another it is out of the power of the 
Collector to afford. Its consequence, he states, is that a preference is given to 
the private schools in the district, because the system of instruction pursued 
in them is as good, and the master has that stimulus to exertion, that the 
Government paid teacher (who is paid the same whether his scholars advance 
or not) does not possess. He therefore suggests that the pay of the Govern
ment Tahsildaree teacher should be fixed, first, at 7 rupees per mensem instead 
of 9 rupees their present pay ; and that it should be increased within a 
certain sum, or lowered, according to the attendance of scholars and the 
progress made in their studies. To carry this plan into effect, he remarks 
that it would be necessary that some regular supervision over the masters 
should be established, and it has suggested itself to him that the Collectorate 
teachers might occasionally be so employed, although, as a neglect of their 
own duties, must necessarily be involved, he considers that any other arrange
ment would be preferable.

18. The Collector forwards copies of reports
Tinnevelly. Tahsildars on the present state of the Tah
sildaree schools established in their districts, which he considers to establish 
their being in a prosperous state, but his having only lately arrived in that 
district precluded his at present suggesting any thing which would tend more 
to their efficiency.

19. The Collector reports that under the Tahsil- 
Vizagapatam. ^^ree teacher in that town his students appeared to
have made very considerable progress. He regrets however to observe that 
no great anxiety appears to be evinced by the mass of the people to profit as 
much as they might do, by the means of instruction affiarded them, and that 
the children generally leave the school before they have acquired more than a 
very slight knowledge of reading and writing, but he does not attribute this to 
any deficiency on the part of the teachers. He expresses a desire to do every 
thing in his power to encourage such scholars, as benefited by the Govei’u- 
ment institutions.
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Of the nine Talisildaree schools at the Presidency, the Tamil and Telugu 
schools alone are in an efficient stat ,̂ such as reflects honor on their teachers 
and their visitors, the Head Tamil and Teloogoo masters at the college. They 
are attended by numerous children, generally from 15 years downwards,— one 
by as many as 57 pupils. Several of the scholars have been attached to them 
for 4 or 5 years, and have thus become masters of the language they have 
studied. In one of these schools the use of the new Tamil elementary books 
printed at the college had been discontinued under a belief that they were 
discountenanced by the Head Tamil master at the college, though they were 
deemed by the master of the school himself preferable to any other, but they 
are in universal use elsewhere amongst the Presidency Talisildaree schools:

20. The principal Collector reports the open- 
Collectorate schools. North Collectorate schools in the town of Chit-

msion o rco , states that he had obtained the loan of
two buildings (private property) for school-rooms, but as the accommodation 
was only temporai’y he subsequently submits an estimate for a new building 
at the amount of ru]>ees 876 for the purpose, and for tables, desks and chairs, 
for tiie use of the schools, the estimate for the latter amounting to rupees 
84-4-0. He reports that 19 boys have been admitted into the Mahomedan 
school, and 32 in the Hindoo, but makes no remarks upon their state.

21. The principal Collector merely submits a
South Division of Arcot. certain English elementary works, and arti
cles o f  stationery, Avith which he considers it advisable that the llindoo Col- 
Icctorate school established in his district should be provided, and for whicli 
he proposes making the teacher accountable, but he also makes no report o f 
its state.

22. The principal Collector reports that as a
Cuddapab. temporary arrangement he has hired an Ashoorkhana,
and a private building, at a monthly expense of rupees 2, and annas 4, as
school-rooms, for the Mahomedan and Hindoo Collectorate teachers ; but as he 
considers this accommodation inadequate, he submits an estimate prepared by 
the Civil Engineer in the Northern Division for the erection of two school
rooms at an expense of rupees 410-0-0. He also forwards applications from 
the Collectorate teachers for fifty copies of English spelling books, in conse
quence of the increasing desire manifested by the scholars for studying English ; 
and considers that a supply of stationery is necessary for the efficiency of the 
schools. He does not report upon the progress of the scholars who attend 
them, or on the conduct of the teachers.

23. The principal Collector was unable to speak
Malabar. decidedly with respect to the number of books and
quantity of stationery that was likely to be required in the Hindoo Collectorate 
school established in his district, it having at the time of his report only been 
established a few weeks. Seven scholars only had been admitted into the 
school, but he expected a rapid accession to their number when the school 
was provided with the books, stationery, tables and forms that appeared to him 
requisite. For the proper appropriation of the stationery, he proposed that the 
school-master should be held responsible. He had assigned a part of a build
ing adjoining the Talook Cutcherry for a school-room, but as he considered 
this plan ill-adapted for the purpose, both from its vicinity to the Cutcherry,
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and its distance from the native town, he submits that the sanction of Govern
ment be obtained for erecting a convenient school-room in some central spot, 
the probable cost of which he estimates at about 100 rupees.

24. The principal Collector reports, that the
Tanjore. teacher in charge of the Hindoo Collectorate school
in his district is entirely unfit for his situation, both in natural abilities and 
literary acquirements, and that superior persons might have been found in his 
district, who have not had the advantage of a college education. He submits 
lists of books and stationery required for the use of the Collectorate school, and 
estimates for tables and benches for the use of the Collectorate school, amount
ing to rupees 35-8-0.

25. The Mahomedan Collectorate teacher hav- 
ing absented himself from his station for many months

on the plea of sickness, the principal Collector has hitherto been unable to 
make any report of the state of the Collectorate school established in his dis
trict. The Judge in Saleiii, has submitted a statement of charges for repairing 
the school-rooms, amounting to rupees 21-11-0.

26. The principal Collector has forwarded an 
estimate for constructing a school-room at the IIoo-

zoor station in his district, amounting to rupees 118-12-0, for the Mahomedan 
Collectorate school, but has not yet reported on the state of this school.

27. The Collector reports that the number of
Trichinopoly. scholars in the Hindoo Collectorate school established
in his district, has seldom exceeded 18 or 20, and that now they are reduced to
8 or 10. This he ascribes chiefly to the inefiiciency of the teacher, who is 
but imperfectly acquainted with English, and is, in other useful branches of 
education, entirely deficient. The Avant of elementary books, he conceives also 
to have in part contributed to the failure of this school. He remarks that there 
is an increasing desire on the part of the natives to acquire a good knowledge 
of the English language, and that there can be no question that many and great 
advantages would result from such becoming general; but he fears that so ex
tensive a plan as would here be necessarily involved, would not at present be 
feasible. The want of good translators and English accountants, the high 
pay of these servants at present, the assistance that would be aiforded to Col
lectors were their writers capable of condensing superfluous detail, the ad
vantage of the higher class of native servants being able to read the English 
records of the office, and of becoming acquainted with some of the leading prin
ciples of political economy, all he considers point out the importance of en
couraging the study of English. He further states it as his opinion that a 
respectable Indo-Briton, who had received an education in some of the schools 
at the Presidency would be found better qualified for the situation of an En
glish master, than any of the native teachers, who have been brought up at the 
college. He would be attended by those of his own class in life, who are now 
averse to studying under a native, and the children of the high caste natives 
would be quite wiUing to receivo instruction under him. To obtain the ser
vices of such a person, the salary of the situation must, he observes, be consi
derably raised above the sum now allowed for the Collectorate teacher, and 
the erection of a school-room would be necessary, as at present the verandah 
of the Collector’s Cutcherry is the only place available for that purpose, but
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wliicli is foinul, lie states, to be most inconvenient. The expenf?e of tliis build
ing, with the assistance of the convicts, would be small, and for the books re
quired for the school, the parents of many of the boys would willingly pay.

28. The Collector, in forwarding an application
Vizagapatam. from the Mahomedan Collectorate teacher in his dis
trict for an assistant, repoi’ts that his exertions have been most praiseworthy in 
advancing the education of natives of all classes since his appointment, and 
recommends his application in consequence to favorable consideration. He 
enters into no particulars, however, regarding the state of the Collectorate 
schools established in his district.

29. The principal Collector has applied for
Madura. books for the use of the Mahomedan Collectorate
school established in his district, but has made no report of the success or 
otherwise that has attended it.

Ixxiv

A P P E N D IX  I\f.

Minute by M r. Macaulay.

2d February, 1835.

As it seems to be the opinion of some of the gentlemen who compose the 
Committee of Public Instruction, that the course which they have hitherto pur
sued was strictly pi'escribed by the British Parliament in 1813, and as, if that 
opinion be correct, a legislative act will be necessary to warrant a change, I 
have thought it right to refrain fi’om taking any part in the preparation of the 
advei'se statements which are now before us, and to reserve what I had to say 
on the subject till it should come before me as a member of the Council of 
India.

It does not appear to me that the Act of Parliament can, by any art of 
construction, be made to bear the meaning which has been assigned to it. It 
contains nothing about the particular languages or sciences which are to be 
studied. A  sum is set apart ‘ for the revival and promotion of literature and 
the encouragement of the learned natives of India, and for the introduction and 
promotion of a knowledge of the sciences among the inhabitants of the British 
territories.’ It is argued, or rather taken for granted, that by literature the 
Parliament can have meant only Arabic and Sanscrit literature, that they never 
would have given the honorable appellation of ‘ a learned native’ to a native 
who was familiar with the poetry of Milton, the Metaphysics of Locke, and the 
Physics of Newton ; but that they meant to designate by that name only such 
persons as might have studied in the sacred books of the Hindoos all the uses 
of cusa-grass, and all the mysteries of absorption into the Deity. This does 
not appear to be a very satisfactory interpretation. To take a parallel case ; 
suppose that the Pacha of Egypt, a country once superior in knowledge to the 
nations of Europe, but now sunk far below them, were to appropriate a sum 
for the purpose of ‘ reviving and promoting literature, and encouraging learned 
natives of Egypt,’ would any body infer that he meant the youth of his pacha- 
lic to give years to the study of hieroglyphics, to search into all the doctrines



disguised undrr the fable of Osiris, and to ascertain witli all possible accuracy 
the ritual with which cats and onions w(;ro anciently adored ? Would he be 
justly charg-ed with inconsistency, if, instead of employing his young subjects 
in deciphering obelisks, he were to order them to be instructed in the English 
and French languages, and in all the sciences to Avhicli those languages are 
the chief keys.

The words on which the supporters of the old system rely do not bear them 
out, and other words follow which seem to be quite decisive on the other side. 
This lac of Rupees is set apart, not only for ‘ reviving literature in India,’ the 
phrase on which their wliole interpretation is founded, but also for the intro
duction and promotion of a knowledge of the science among the inhabitants of 
the British territories,— \̂vords which are alone sufficient to authorise all the 
clianges for which I contend.”

If the Council agree in my construction, no legislative Act will be neces
sary. If they differ from me, I will prepare a short Act rescinding that clause 
of the Charter of 1813, from which the difficulty arises.

The argument which I have been considering, affects only the form of 
proceeding. But the admirers of the Oriental system of edu( ation have used 
another argument, which, if Ave admit it to be valid, is decisive against all 
change. They conceive that the public faith is pledged to the present system, 
and that to alter the appropriation of any of the funds which have hitherto 
been spent in encouraging the study of Arabic and Sanscrit, would be down
right spoliation. It is not easy to understand by what process of rea
soning they can have arrived at this conclusion. The grants which are 
made from the public purse for the encouragement of literature differed in 
no respect from the grants which are made from the same ])urse for other 
objects of real or supj)Osed utility. We found a sanatarium on a spot which 
we suppose to be healthy. Do we thereby pledge ourselves to keep a sanata
rium there, if the result should not answer our expectation ? We commence 
the erection of a pier. Is it a violation of the public faith to stop the works, 
if we afterwards see reason to believe that the building will be useless ? The 
rights of property arc undoubtedly sacred. But nothing endangers those 
rights so nmch as the practice, now unhappily too common, of attributing 
them to things to Avhich they do not belong. Those Avho would impart to 
abuses the sanctity of property are in truth imparting to the institution of 
property the unpopularity and the fragility of abuses. If the Government 
has given to any person a formal assurance ; nay, if the Government has 
excited in any person’s mind a reasonable expectation that ho shall receive a 
certain income as a teacher or a learner of Sanscrit or Arabic, I would res
pect that person’s pecuniary interests— I would rather err on the side of libe
rality to individuals than suffer the public faith to be called in question. But 
to talk of a Government pledging itself to teach certain languages and certain 
sciences, though those languages may become useless, though those sciences 
may be exploded, seems to me quite unmeaning. There is not a single word 
in any public instructions, from which it can be inferred that the Indian Go
vernment ever intended to give any pledge on this subject, or ever considered 
the destination of these funds as unalterably fixed. But had it been other
wise, I should have denied the competence of our predecessors to bind us by 
any pledge on such a subject. Suppose that a Government had in the last 
century enacted in the most solemn manner that all its subjects should, to
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the ond of time, be inoculated for the small-pox : would that Government be 
bound to persist in tlie practice after Jenner’s discovery ? These promises, of 
which nobody claims the performance, and from which nobody can grant a 
release ; these vested rights, which vest in nobody ; this property without pro
prietors ; this robbery, which makes nobody pooi-er, may be comprehended by 
persons of higher faculties than mine.— I consider this plea merely as a set 
form of words, regularly used both in England and in India, in defence 
of every abuse for which no other plea can be set up.

I hold this lac of rupees to be quite at the disposal of the Governor- 
General in Council, for the purpose of promoting learning in India, in any 
W'ay which may be thought most advisable. I hold his Lordship to be quite 
as free to direct that it shall no longer be employed in encouraging Arabic 
and Sanscrit, as he is to direct that the reward for killing tigers in Mysore 
shall bo diminished, or that no more public money shall be expended on the 
chanting at the cathedral.

We now come to the gist of the matter. Wc have a fund to be em
ployed as Government shall direct for the intellectual improvement of the 
people of this coimtry. The simple question is, what is the most useful way 
of employing it ?

All parties seem to be agreed on one point, that the dialects commonly 
spoken among the natives of this part of India, contain neither literary nor 
scientilic information, and are, moreover, so poor and rude that, until they are 
enriched from some other quarter, it will not bo easy to translate any valuable 
work into them. It seems to be admitted on all sides, that the intellectual 
improvement of those classes of the people who have the means of pursuing 
higlier studies can at present be effected only by means of some language not 
vernacular amongst them.

What then shall that language be ? One-half of the Committee main
tain that it should be the English. The other half strongly recommend 
the Arabic and Sanscrit. The whole question seems to me to be, which lan
guage is the best worth knowing ?

I have no knowledge of either Sansci'it or Arabic.— But I have done 
what I could to form a correct estimate of their value. I have read transla
tions of the most celebrated Arabic and Sanscrit worksi I have conversed 
both here and at home with men distinguished by their proficiency in the 
Eastern tongues. I am quite ready to take the orient-al learning at the valua
tion of the Orientalists themselves. I have never found one among them who 
could deny that a single shelf of a good European library was worth the whole 
native literature of India and Arabia. Tlie intrinsic superiority of the Wes
tern literature is, indeed fully admitted by those members of the Committee 
who support the Oriental plan of education.

It will hardly bo disputed, I suppose, that the department of literature 
in which the eastern writers stand highest is poetry. And I certainly never 
met with any Orientalist who ventured to maintain that the Arabic and San
scrit poetry could be compared to that of the great European nations. But 
when we pass from works of imagination to works in which facts are re
corded, and general principles investigated, the superiority of the Europeans
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becomes absolutely immeasurable. It is, I believe, no exaggeration to say, 
that all the historical information which‘has been collected from all the books 
written in the Sanscrit language is less valuable than what may be found in 
the most paltry abridgments used at preparatory schools in England. In 
every branch of physical or moral philosophy, the relative position of the two 
nations is nearly tlie same.

How, then, stands the <5ase ? We have to educate a people who cannot 
at present be educated by means of their mother-tongue. We must teach 
them some foreign language. The claims of our own language it is hardly 
necessary to recapitulate. It stands iire-eminent even among the languages 
of the west. It abounds with works of imagination not inferior to the no
blest which Greece has bequeathed to us ; with models of every species of 
eloquence ; with historical compositions, which, considered merely as narra
tives, have seldom been surpassed, and which, considered as vehicles of ethi
cal and political instruction, have never been equalled ; with just and lively 
representations of human life and human nature ; with the most ]>rofound 
speculations on metaphysics, morals, government, jurisprudence, and trade ; 
with full and correct information respecting every experiaiental science which 
tends to preserve the health, to increase the comfort, or to expand the intel
lect of man. Whoever knoAvs that language has ready access to all the vast 
intellectual wealth wliich, all the wisest nations of the earth have created and 
hoarded in the course of ninety generations. It may safely be said, tliat the 
literature now extant in that language is of far greater value than all the 
literature which three hundred years ago v\'as extant in all the languages of 
the world together. Nor is this all. In India, Englisli is the language spoken 
by the ruling class. It is spoken by the liigher class of natives at the seats 
of Government. It is likely to become the language of commerce throughout 
the seas of the East. It is the language of two great European communities 
Avhich arc rising, the one in the south of Africa, the other in Australasia ; 
communities which are every year becoming more important, and more closely 
connected Avith our Indian empire. Wliether Ave look at the intrinsic value of 
our literature, or at the particular situation of this country, Ave shall see the 
strongest reason to think that, of all foreign tongues, the English tongue is 
that Avhich Avould be the most useful to our native subjects.

The question noAV before us is simply Avhether, when it is in our poAver 
to teach this language, we shall teach languages in Avhich, by universal confes
sion, there are no books on any subject which deserve to be compared to our 
own ; whether, Avhen Ave can teach European science, we shall teach systems- 
Avhich, by universal confession, whenever they differ from thosf» of Europe, dif
fer for the Avorse ; and Avhether, Avhen Ave can patronise sound Philosophy 
and true History, a v c  shall countenance, at the public expense, medical doc
trines, Avhich Avould disgrace an English farrier ;— Astronomy, Avhich Avould 
move laughter in girls at an English boarding school,— History, abounding 
Avith kings thirty feet high, and reigns thirty thousand years long,— and Geo
graphy, made up of seas of treacle and seas of butter.

We are not Avithout experience to guide us. History furnishes several 
analogous cases, and they all teach the same lesson. There are in modern 
times, to go no further, tAvo memorable instances o f  a great impulse given to 
the mind of a Avhole society,— o f prejudices overthroAvn,— o f knoAvledge diffus-
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efl,— of taste purified,— of arts and sciences planted in countries which liad I'e- 
cently been ignorant and barbarous. *

The first instances to which I refijr, is the great revival of letters among 
the Western nations at the close of the fifteejith and the beginning of the six
teenth century. At that time almost every thing that was worth reading was 
contained in the writings of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Had our ances
tors acted as the Committee of Public Instruction has hitherto acted ; had they 
neglected the language of Cicero and Tacitus ; had they confined their atten
tion to the old dialects of our own island ; had they printed nothing and taught 
nothing at the universities but Chronicles in Anglo-Saxon, and Romances in 
Norman-French, would England have been what she now is? What the 
Greek and Latin were to the contemporaries of' More and Aschain, our tongue 
is to the people of India. The literature of England is now more valuable than 
that of classical antiquity. I doubt whether the Sanscrit litei'ature be as valu
able as that of our Saxon and Norman progenitors. In some departments,— in 
History, for example, 1 am certain that it is much less so.

“ Another instance may be said to be still before our eyes. Witliin the 
last hundred and twenty years, a nation which had previously been in a state 
as barbarous as that in which our ancestors were before tiie crusades, has gra
dually emerged from the ignorance in which it was sunk, and has taken its 
place among civilized communities.— I speak of Russia. There is now in that 
country a large educated class, abounding with persons fit to serve the state in 
the highest functions, and in no wise inferior to the most acconi])lished men 
who adorn the best circles of Paris and London. There is reason to hope that 
this vast empire, which in the time of our grand-fathers was probably behind 
the Punjab, may, in the time of our grand-children, be pressing close on France 
and Britain in the career of improvement. And how Avas this change effected ? 
Not by flattering national prejudices : not by feeding the mind of the young 
Muscovite with the old woman’s stories which his rude fathers had believed ; 
not by filling his head with lying legends about St. Nicholas : not by encour
aging him to study the great question, whether the world was or was not creat
ed on the 13th of September : not by calling him ‘ a learned native,’’ when he 
has mastered all these points of knowledge : but by teaching him those foreign 
languages in which the greatest mass of information had been laid up, and thus 
putting all that information within his reach. The languages of Western 
Europe civilized Russia. I cannot doubt that they will do for the Hindoo 
what they have done for the Tartar.

“ And what are the arguments against that course which seems to be 
alike recommended by theory and by experience ? It is said that we ought 
to secure the co-operation of the native public, and that we can do this only 
by teaching Sanscrit and Arabic.

“ I can by no means admit that when a nation of high intellectual attain
ments undertakes to superintend the education of a nation comparatively 
ignorant, the learners are absolutely to prescribe the course which is to be 
taken by the teachers. It is not necessary, however, to say any thing on this 
subject. For it is proved by unanswerable evidence that we are not at present 
securing the co-operation of the natives. It would be bad enough to consult 
their intellectual taste at the expense of their intellectual health. But we are 
consulting neither,-—we are with-holding from them the learning for which
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they are craving, we are forcing on them the mock-learning which they 
nauseate.

This is proved by the fact that Ave are forced to pay our Arabic, and 
Sanscrit students, while those who learn English are willing to pay vis. All 
the declamations in the world about the love and reverence of the natives for 
their sacred dialects will never, in the mind of any impartial person, outweigh
the undisputed fact, that we cannot find, in all our vast empire, a single
student who will let us teach him those dialects unless we will pay him.

I have now before me the accounts of the Madrassa for one month,—  
the month of December, 1833. The Arabic students appear to have been 
seventy-seven in number. All receive stipends from the public. The whole 
amount paid to them is above 500 rupees a month. On the other side of the 
account stands the following item. “ Deduct amount realized from the out- 
students of English for the months of May, June and July last, 103 rupees.”

I have been told that it is merely from want of local experience that I  
am surprized at these phenomena, and that it is not the fashion for students 
in India to study at their own charges. This only confirms me-in my opinion. 
Nothing is moi’e certain than that it never can in any part of the world be 
necessary to pay men for doing what they think pleasant and profitable. In
dia is no exception to this rule. The people of India do not require to be 
paid for eating rice when they are hungry, or for wearing woollen cloth in the 
cold season. To come nearer to the case before us, the children who learn 
their letters and a little elementary Arithmetic from the village school-master 
are not paid by him. He is paid for teaching them. Why then is it necessary 
to pay people to learn Sanscrit and Arabic ? Evidently because it is univer
sally felt that the Sanscrit and Arabic are languages, the knowledge of which 
does not compensate for the trouble of acquiring them. On all such subjects
the state of the market is the decisive test.

Other evidence is not wanting, if other evidence were required. A  
petition was presented last year to the Committee by several ex-students of 
the Sanscrit College. The petitioners stated that they had studied in the 
college ten or twelve years ; that they had made themselves acquainted with 
Hindoo literature and science ; that they had received certificates of profici
ency : and what is the fruit of all this ! ‘ Notwithstanding such testimonials,’ 
they say, ‘ we have but little prospect of bettering our condition without the 
kind assistance of your Honorable Committee, the indifference with which we 
are generally looked upon by our countrymen leaving no hope of encourage
ment and assistance from them.’ They therefore beg that they may be 
recommended to the Governor General for places under the Government, not 
places of high dignity or emolument, but such as may just enable them to 
exist. ‘ We want means,’ they say, ‘ for a decent living, and for our pro
gressive improvement, which, however, we cannot obtain without the assis
tance of Government, by whom we have been educated and maintained from 
childhood.’ They conclude by representing, very pathetically, that they are 
sure that it was never the intention of Government, after behaving so libe
rally to them during their education, to abandon them to destitution and 
neglect.

I have been used to see petitions to Government for compensation. Ail
L
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these petitions, even the most unreasonable of them, proceeded on the suppo
sition that some loss had been sustain̂ ed,— that some wrong had been inflicted. 
These are surely the first petitioners who ever demanded compensation for 
having been educated gratis,— for having been supported by the public during 
twelve years, and then sent forth into the world well furnished with literature 
and science. They represent their education as an injury which gives them 
a claim on the Government for redress, as an injury for which the stipends 
paid to them during the infliction were a very inadequate compensation. And 
I doubt not that they are in the right. They have wasted the best years of 
life in learning what procures for them neither bread nor respect. Surely we 
might, with advantage, have saved the cost of making these persons useless 
and miserable ; surely men may be brought up to be burdens to the public 
and objects of contempt to their neighbours at a somewhat smaller charge to 
the state. But such is our policy. We do not even stand neuter in the con
test between truth and falsehood. We are not content to leave the natives to 
the influence of their own hereditary prejudices. To the natural dilficulties 
which obstruct the progress of sound science in the East, Ave add fresh difli- 
culties of our own making. Bounties and premiums, such as ought not to be 
given even for the propagation of truth, Ave lavish on false taste and false 
philosophy.

By acting thus we create the very evil which we fear. We are making 
that opposition which we do not find. What we spend on the Arabic and 
Sanscrit colleges is not merely a dead loss to the cause of truth ; it is bounty- 
tnoney paid to raise up champions of error. It goes to form a nest, not 
merely of helpless place-hunters, but of bigots prompted alike by passion 
and by interest to raise a cry against every useful scheme of education. If 
there should be any opposition among the natives to the change which I 
recommend, that opposition will be the effect of our own system. It Avill bo 
headed by persons supported by our stipends and trained in our colleges. 
The longer we persevere in our present course, the more formidable will that 
opposition be. It will be every year reinforced by recruits whom we are 
paying. From the native society left to itself, we have no difficulties to ap
prehend ; all the murmuring will come from that oriental interest which we 
have, by artificial means, called into being, and nursed into strength.

There is yet another fact, which is alone sufficient to prove that the 
feeling of the native public, when left to itself, is not such as the supporters 
of the old system represent it to be. The Committee have thought fit to lay 
out above a lac of rupees in printing Arabic and Sanscrit books. Those 
books find no purchasers. It is very rarely that a single copy is disposed of. 
Twenty-three thousand volumes, most of them fohos and quartos, fill the 
libraries, or rather the lumber-rooms, of this body. The Committee contrive 
to get rid of some portion of their vast stock of oriental literature by giving 
books away. But they cannot give so fast as they print. About twenty 
thousand rupees a year are spent in adding fresh masses of waste paper 
to a hoard which, I  should think, is already sufficiently ample. During the 
last three years, about sixty thousand rupees have been expended in this 
manner. The sale of Arabic and Sanscrit books, during those three years, 
has not yielded quite one thousand rupees. In the mean time the School- 
book Society is selling seven or eight thousand Enghsh volumes every year, 
and not only pays the expenses of printing, but realises a profit of 20 per cent, 
on its outlay.
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Tlie fact that the Hindoo law is to be leainied cliieflj from Sanscrit 
books, and tlie Mahomedan law from Arabic books, has been much insisted on, 
but seems not to bear at all on the question. We are commanded by Parlia
ment to ascertain and digest the laws of India. The assistance of a Law Com
mission has been given to us for that purpose. As soon as the code is promul
gated, the Shasters and the Hedaya will be useless to a Moonsiff or Sudder 
Ameen. I hope and trust that before the boys who are now entei’ing at the 
Madi-assa and the Sanscrit college have completed their studies, this great work 
will be finished. It would be manifestly absurd to educate the rising genera
tion with a view to a state of things which we mean to alter before they reach 
manhood.

But there is yet another argument which seems even more untenable. It 
is said that the Sanscrit and Arabic are the languages in which the sacred 
book  ̂of a hundred millions of people are written, and that they are, on that 
account, entitled to peculiar encouragement. Assuredly it is the duty of the 
British Government in India to be not only tolerant, but neutral, on all religi
ous questions. But to encourage the study of a literature admitted to be of 
small intrinsic value, only because that literature inculcates the most serious 
errors on the most important subjects, is a course hardly reconcileable with rea
son, with morality, or even with that very neutrality which ought, as we all 
agree, to be saci'edly preserved. It is confessed that a language is barren of 
useful knowledge. We aro to teach it because it is fruitful of monstrous su
perstitions. We are to teach false History, false Astronomy, false Medicine, 
because we find them in company with a false religion. We abstain, and I 
trust shall always abstain, from giving any public encouragement to those who 
are engaged in the work of converting natives to Christianity. And while we 
act thus, can we reasonably and decently bribe men out of the revenues of the 
state to waste their youth in learning how they are to purify themselves after 
touching an ass, or what text of the Vedas they are to repeat to expiate the 
crime of killing a goat?

It is taken for granted by the advocates of Oriental learning, that no 
native of this country can possibly attain more than a mere smattering of Eng
lish. They do not attempt to prove this ; but they perpetually insinuate it. 
They designate the education which their opponents recommend as a mere 
spelling book education. They assume it as undeniable, that the question is 
between a profound knowledge of Hindoo and Arabian literature and science 
on the one side, and a superficial knowledge of the rudiments of English on the 
other. This is not merely an assumption, but an assumption contrary to all 
reason and experience. We know that foreigners of all nations do learn our 
language sufficiently to have access to all the most abstruse knowledge which 
it contains, sufficiently to relish even the more delicate graces of our most 
idiomatic writers. There are in this very town natives who are quite compe
tent to discuss political or scientific questions with fluency and precision in the 
English language. I have heard the very question on which I am now writing 
discussed by native gentlemen with a liberality and an intelligence which would 
do credit to any member of the Committee of Public Instruction. Indeed it is 
unusual to find, even in the literary circles of the continent, any foreigner who 
can express himself in English with so much facility and correctness as we find 
in many Hindoos. No body, I suppose, will contend that English is so difficult 
to a llindoo as Greek to an Englishman. Yet an intelligent English youth^
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in a mucli smaller number of years than our unfortunate pupils pass at the 
Sanscrit college, becomes able to reael, to enjoy, and even to imitate, not un
happily, the compositions of the best Greek Authors. Less than half the 
time which enables an English youth to read Herodotus and Sophocles, ought to 
enable a Hindoo to read lluine and Milton.

To sum up what I have said, I think it clear that we are not fettered 
by the Act of Parliament of 1813 ; that we are not fettered by any pledge 
expressed or implied ; that we are free to employ our funds as we choose ; 
that we ought to employ them in teaching what is best worth know'ing : tliat 
English is better worth knowing than Sanscrit or Ai’abic ; that the natives 
are desirous to be taught English, and are not desirous to be taught Sanscrit 
or Arabic ; that neither as the languages of law, nor as the languages of 
religion, have the Sanscrit and Arabic any peculiar claim to our engagement; 
that it is possible to make natives of this country thoroughly good English 
scholars, and that to this end our etibrts ought to be directed.

In one point I fully agree with the gentlemen to whose general views 
I am opposed. I feel with them, that it is impossible for us, witli our limited 
means, to attempt to educate the body of the people. We must at presnt do 
our best to form a class who may be inter})reters between us and the millions 
whom ŵe govern ; a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English 
in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect. To that class we may leave 
it to refine the vernacular dialects of tlie country, to enrich those dialects with 
terms of science boi-rowed from the Western nomenclature, and to render 
them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of the 
population.

I would strictly respect all existing interests. I would deal even gene
rously with all individuals who have had fair reason to expect a pecuniary 
provision. But I would strike at the root of the bad system which has 
hitherto been fostei'ed by us. I would at once stop the printing of Arabic 
and Sanscrit books, I would abolish the Madrassa and the Sanscrit college at 
Calcutta. Benares is the great seat of Brahmanical learning ; Delhi, of 
Arabic learning. If we retain the Sanscrit college at Benares and the Ma
hometan college at Delhi, we do enough, and much more than enough in my 
opinion, for the Eastern languages. If the Benares and Delhi colleges should 
be retained, I would at least recommend that no stipends shall be given to 
any students who may hereafter repair thither, but that the people shall be 
left to make their own choice between the rival systems of education without 
being bribed by us to learn what they have no desire to know. The funds 
which would thus be placed at our disposal would enable us to give larger 
encouragement to the Hindoo college at Calcutta, and to establish in the prin
cipal cities throughout the Presidencies of Fort William and Agra schools in 
which the English language might be well and thoroughly taught.

K  the decision of his Lordship in Council should be such as I antici
pate, I shall enter on the performance of my duties with the greatest zeal and 
alacrity. If, on the other hand, it be the opinion of the Government that the 
present system ought to remain unchanged, I beg that I may be permitted 
to retire from the chair of the Committee. I feel that I could not be of the 
smallest use there— I feel, also, that I should be lending my countenance to 
what I firmly believe to be a mere delusion. I believe that the present sys
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tem tends, not to accelerate the progress of truth, but to delay the natural 
death of expiring errors. I conceive tlmt we have at present no right to the 
respectable name of a Board of Public Instruction. We are a Board for wast
ing public money, for printing books which are of less value than the paper 
on which they are printed, was while it was blank ; for giving artificial en
couragement to absurd history, absurd metaphysics, absurd physics, absurd 
theology ; for raising up a breed of scholars who find their scholarship an 
encumbrance and a blemish, who live on the public while they are receiving 
their education, and whose education is so utterly useless to them that when 
they have received it they must either starve or live on the public all the 
rest of their lives. Entertaining these opinions, I am naturally desirous to de
cline all share in the responsibility of a body, which, unless it alt<3rs its whole 
mode of proceeding, I must consider not merely as useless, but as positively 
noxious.*

T. B. M ACAULAY.
2d Febniary, 1835.
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A P P E N D IX  N.
L ord W illiam BENTI^x'K’s R esolution.

Dated "1th March, 1835.
Ilis Lordshi]) in Council is of opinion^that the great object of the British 

Government ought to be the promotion of European literature and science 
amongst the natives of India, and that all the funds appropriated for the pur
poses of education would be best employed on English education alone.

It is not the intention of his Lordship to abolish any college or school of 
native learning while the native population shall appear to be inclined to 
avail themselves of the advantages, it atfords.

His Lordship in Council decidedly objects to the practice which has 
hitherto prevailed of supporting the students during the period of their educa
tion, He conceives that the only eifect of such a system can be, to give artifi
cial encouragement to branches of learning which in the natural course of 
things would be superseded by more useful studies, and he directs that no 
stipend shall be given to any student who may hereafter enter at any of these 
institutions, and that when any professor of oriental learning shall vacate his 
situation the Committee shall report to the Government the number and state 
of the class, in order that the Government may be able to decide upon the 
expediency of appointing a successor.

It has come to the knowledge of his Lordship in Council that a large 
sum has been expended by the Committee in the printing of oriental works. 
His Lordship in Council directs that no portion of the funds shall hereafter be 
so employed.

* Note.— This Minute and the following Resolution have been entered here, as liaving set 
at rest tlic question,— at the time they were written an important one, as to what should be 
the character o f the instraction imparted in the Government schools and colleges,— whether 
Oriental or European. It is a question which was never raised in Madras, but the decision 
o f which was equally important to this Presidency as to Bengal, for if the advocates o f  
Oriental instruction had carried their point, the Oriental system would probably have beeu 
adopted all over India.



His Lonlsllip in Council directs tliat all the funds wLicli these reforms 
will leave at the disposal of the Committee, be henceforth employed in impart
ing to the 'native population a knowledge of English literature and science 
through the medium of the English language.
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A P P E N D IX  O.

Fort JVilliam, loth July, 1835.
General Department.

F rom Secretary to the Government of I ndia,

To II. CHAMIER, Esq.

Chief Secretari/ to the Government o f Fort St. George.

8 ir,

1. I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 30th 
of December last, forwarding a copy of a report from the Board for the College 
and for Public Instruction at the Presidency of Fort St. George upon the state 
of the Government schools.

2. The above report was referred to the General Committee of Public 
Instruction, and their sentiments relative to the prospectus of the Madras Board 
for improving the system and extending the institutions of native education in 
the Madras Presidency, have been recently laid before the Government of In
dia. I am directed to transmit a copy of their Secretary’s letter on the sub
ject dated the 3d instant, which explains also the cause of the delay that has 
occurred in replying to your letter of the 30th of December.

3. It appears that the present expenditure of the Madras Government 
on account of native schools is rupees 47,300 per annum, viz. rupees 22,380, 
the charge of the establishment of the Central school at the college, and ru
pees 24,920 salaries of masters and stipends of scholars, &c. at 70 Tahsildaree 
and 14 Collectorate seminaries.

4. The Tahsildaree and Collectorate schools have given no satisfaction, 
and the Board at Madras recommend the organization of two Presidency col
leges,— one for the purpose of preparing teachers for the Tahsildaree or Provin
cial schools, who are all to be paid students, and the other a public college for 
instruction in the English language and in European literature and science.

5. It is proposed to increase the number of Tahsildaree schools from 70 
to 81, of which 20 are to be maintained at the Presidency,— the present number 
y being gradually extended to that complement.

6. The scheme also comprizes the appointment of 20 salaried local super
intendents, a Provincial or District Board composed of gentlemen of the service 
and respectable natives, and native visitors of the Tahsildaree schools,— the 
whole to be under the general control of the College Board at Madras.
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7. The expense o f  those arrangements would be rupees 90,178, as stated
Per mensem. I'er annum, in the margin, to which how-

 ̂ ever must be added the pre-20 Local superintendents........  .50 0 0 12,000 0 0 n ,i ^
Literary L n d ....................... 500 0 0 eiooo 0 0 sent ^ost o f  the instructive

20 CoUectorate students at.............. 15 0 0 3,600 0 0 establishment Oi the Central
40 do. do. at.......  10 0 0 4,800 0 0 school at the college, rupees

, do. at....... 7 0 0 3,360 0 0 22,380,— making a proposed
Difierence when the 100 are ___i loccro

raised to 35 Rupees........  0 0 0 30,240 0 0 total c liargeofiupeesl,12,558
1 General superintendent at.. 500 0 0 6,000 0 0 annum.
1 Deputy do. at.. 250 0 0 3,000 0 0 8. For the views o f the
1 Enghsh master at the Pre- General Committee o f  Public

sidency at........................  150 0 0 1,800 0 0 rpsneotino- tho11 Additional Tahsildaree mas- instruction, respecting the
ters at Madras.................. 9 0 0 1,188 0 0 application ot the tunds ot

For medals..........................  0 0 0 1,000 0 0 the Government to the sup-
Do. books............................  0 0 0  1,000 0 0 port o f  village schools, I  am

^3 ggg Q directed to refer the Right 
Deduct to be abolished. ’ Honorable the Governor to

10 Paid students... 1,200 0 0 the accompanying copy o f
Present collecto- their Secretary’s letter. T he

rate establish- General Committee are o f
ments....................  6,480 0 0 • • x t , ^ j-v, t i t  jCopyists............ 1,050 0 0...................... 8,730 0 0 opinion that i f  the Madras

---------------  Board o f Instruction had at
65,258 0 0 its disposal the yearly income

Present expenditure... 24,920 0 0 o f  90,000 rupees, the cause
Grand total... 90,178 0 0 education would be more

~  :- ------  effectually promoted by esta
blishing one Collegiate institution at the Presidency, open to all respectable 
classes o f  all creeds ; and ten Provincial colleges under the control o f  Local 
Committees subordinate to the Madras Board, than by the appropriation sug
gested in their report o f  the 1st o f  December. The General Committee’s esti

mate o f  the expense o f the 
1 For a Collegiate Establishment at the Presi- Presidency and Provincial

dency open to all respectable classes of all „  i
creeds...;. ..................................30 000 Colleges IS transcribed in the

2* 10 Provincial Colleges under the control of margin.
Local Committees subordinate to the Board. 50,000 9. The Governor Ge-

3 Fund for books and appliances...........................10,000 ^eral o f India in Council
Rupees... 90,000 ^'^grets that the finances o f

_______________  the country w ill not afford
the large expenditure involv

ed in the above propositions. H e concurs with the General Committee in 
their opinion o f the inexpediency o f expending the funds o f Government in 
petty allowances to numerous village school-masters for mere elementary 
teaching ; and he would accordingly withdraw the aid now rendered to the 
Tahsildaree and CoUectorate schools, and concentrate all the available means 
which the Board possess for the purpose o f  constituting an English college at 
the Presidency, either distinct from the Central school now established, or in 
connection with that institution, as may seem to the R ight Honorable the G o
vernor in Council most fit and advantageous.

10. It has lately been resolved by the Governor General o f  India in 
Council to discontinue stipendiary scholarships at the colleges and schools

* N. B.—It is probable that the contribution of the paying pupils would give aix extra 
income of 5,000 or 6,000 rupees at least.



under the control of tlie General Committee of Public Instruction, and the 
papers transmitted with your letter under reply evince how inefficacious the 
system of paying persons to become scholars and school-masters has been prov
ed at the Madras Presidency.

11. If the plan of the College Board, of ex- 
Para 29 of their Report. eluding all the general unpaid students from' the 

Central school, and of reserving it solely for the education of masters for the 
Collectorate schools be abandoned, as suggested in the 9th paragraph of this 
letter, there will not be that motive of granting salaries to students, which the 
Madras Board had in view in recommending classes of stipendiary scholarŝ  
viz : a maintenance for indigent candidates coming from the interior to the 
Presidency in order to qualify themselves to become masters at the Collecto
rate schools ; and Ilis Honor in Council would not introduce the system of 
pay scholarships into any new institution.

12. The association of native gentlemen of respectability and influence 
with members of the European Society and the Oflicers of the Government 
to promote and superintend an improved schcme of general education at 
Madras, and at the principal stations in the provinces, is extremely desirable, 
and this feature of the plan submitted by the Madras Board seems to the 
Governor General in Coimcil deserving of the utmost encouragement. It may 
be necessary in the first instance to confine the attention of the Education 
Board to the establishment of Presidency colleges, borrowing as much from 
tlie model of the Hindoo college at Calcutta as may appear advisable. The 
copy of the rules of this college and the statement of establishment referred 
to, in the 17th paragraph, of the General Committee’s letter are herewith for
warded, and other particiilars regarding the institution will be found in para
graphs 11 and 12 of the same document.

13. Tlie Right Honorable the Governor in Council will notice that the 
plan of inviting school-masters from England is not encouraged by the Gene
ral Committee for the reasons explained in the 16th paragraph of their letter.

14. When the principal college or colleges at the Presidency have 
been organized on the principles advocated in the 6th paragraph of the above 
letter, the surplus funds if any, will be best employed in providing competent 
English instructors to schools that may be established at principal stations in 
the interior in communication with the Board of public education.

15. The General Committee of public instruction have adverted to the 
opinion expressed in the 22d paragraph of the report of the Madras Board, 
of the benefits that might be expected from nominating persons distinguished 
for their scholastic acquirements to vacancies in public offices. The Gover
nor General in Council conceives that it would be improper to allot situations 
in the Government offices as prizes to the scholars of the public seminaries, 
and that the superior advantages which education will have conferred on 
candidates for official employment will have their proper influence in pro
moting the advancement of the scholar, without pledging the Government to 
reward successful study by the grant of appointments in the public service.

I have the honor to be, &c.

F ort W illia l̂ ) (Signed) G, A. BUSIIBY,
15tA July, 186*. 1 Seci'etary to Government.
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No. 2272.

To G. A. BUSHBY, E sq.

Secretary to Government in the

General Department^ Fort William.

Sir ,

1. Mr. Secretary Prinsep’s letter of the 20th February last, to the ad
dress of the General Committee of Public Instruction, gave cover to copies of 
a despatch from the Madras Government dated 30th December, of the Report 
of the Education Board of that Presidency, dated the 6th of that month, and 
of other papers relating to the proceedings of the Board, and its proposals for 
organizing a system for the spread of education in the Madras Provinces.

2. The General Committee perused and considered these documents 
with much interest and attention, but supposing them to be only sent for in
formation, abstained at the time from replying. But recently learning that 
this supposition originated in mistake, the Committee directs me to submit for 
the deliberation of the Supreme Government, those observations and sugges
tions which have occurred to it on a perusal of the papers referred to.

3. The General Committee remarks that at the close of the past year, 
the supervision and control of the Madras Board extended to 70 Tahsildaree 
and 14 Collectorate schools besides the Central college at the Presidency. 
In para. 3, of the Report, the total yearly expenditure by Government for the 
purposes of Public Instruction, is stated to be Rupees 24,920, distributed on 
these items.

1. Salaries of Masters of 70 Tahsildaree schools at
9 Rupees Monthly.................................................  7,560 0 0

2. Do. of 14 Masters of Collectorate schools, at
15 Rupees per mensem...........................................  2,520 0 0

Do. of 22 students of Central school candidates
for ditto ................................................................  3,960 0 0

--------------  6,480 0 0
3. Additional salaries to Masters................................ 9,840 0 0
Sundries...................................................................... .. 1,040 0 0

 10,880 0 0

24,920 0 0

4. The yearly expense of the instructive establishment of the Central 
college appears to be 22,380, of which about one-fifth is assigned to teachers of 
English science and literature. It is possible that part of the last of the 
above three items may be included in the expense of the college, but the 
General Committee is inclined to infer that the total of this expense is exclu
sive of the specific appropriation for the purposes of public education.

5. The Tahsildaree and Collectorate Institutions appear to the General 
Committee to be mere village elementary schools and vary only in this, that 
in the latter rudimental instruction in English is superadded to tuition in the 
vernacular dialects and common Arithmetic. This class of seminary is that



with which on its earliest institution the General Committee decided not to 
interfere.

6. The members of the Committee at that period considered it more 
expedient to direct its small resources to the support of a few seminaries 
of a high grade. It is true that these could only afford facilities to a limited 
number of pupils, but it was expected that such pupils ŵ ould be from the 
most influential classes, and that from the introduction of an improved system 
and sounder knowledge in the well regulated institutions of the Committee, 
the tone and character of the education imparted in Ihe native schools would 
be gradually elevated and ameliorated. Even if within the Committee’s means, 
any attempt to meddle with existing village schools or the institution of simi
lar rival seminaries appeared injudicious. The etTort might be viewed with 
jealousy, and had a tendency to suppress the humble but voluntarily sup
ported seminaries of the villages.

7. The members of the present General Committee are incompetent to 
decide how far these views, in which they concur, may be applicable to the 
state of the Madras Provinces. Distinct circumstances may there render advi
sable a different course of procedure. Exp(‘rience however has confirmed tlie 
soundness of the_̂  vieAvs in question and the only instance of their neglect, 
viz. ; the support of the circle of schools near Chinsurah, ended in disappoint
ment.

8. The Centi’al school as constituted at the end of 1834, appears to the 
General Committee ill adapted and inadequate to the efficient inculcation of 
European science and literature, and to the production of a body of qualified 
native teachers.

9. The General Committee observes that the propositions of the Madras 
Board for organizing a system of public instruction are these—

1. The institution of village and district controlling Committees which are 
to act in subordination to the Board. 2.— The appointment of district 
supervisors to aid the district Committees. 3.— The conversion of the 
Central into a Normal schoool for the improved and more efiicient instruc
tion of Collectorate teacliers. 4.— The institution of a distinct English 
seminary and nine new Tahsildaree schools at the Presidency. 5.— The 
establishment of a fund for purchase and patronage of books.

10. The total yearly outlay comtemplatcd appears distributed in these 
items, amounting in all to

Rupees... 90,178 0 0

1. 70 old and 11 new Tahsildaree schools at 9
rupees monthly............................................ „ ' 8,748 0 0

2. 100 Teachers of Collectorate schools and
Students qualifying for the same in the
Central College at 35 rupees................... „ 42,000 0 0

3. Principal and Deputy English masters for
the Central College...................................  „ 9,000 0 0

4. Master for new and separate English
school..................................... ....................... „ 1,800 0 0

Ixxxviii

* N. B.— At first this is only rated at 11,760.



5. Additional salaries to masters being part
of item 3 of para. 3 of this letter.........9,840 0 0

Less some unknown item deducted............  1,210 0 0
---------------- 8,630 0 0

6. 20 District supervisors at 50 I’upees each...................  12,000 0 0
7. Literary fund..................................................................... 6,000 0 0
8. Sundries, medals, books...................................... ..............  2,000 0 0

Ixxxix

Rupees... 90,178 0 0

11. The greatest part of the above belongs to the support of mere 
elementary schools, and with reference to the foregoing remarks the General 
Committee is inclined to question the expediency of the appropriation. It also 
doubts the propriety of instituting two English seminaries at Madras. The 
General Committee is of opinion that a single institution under the control of 
the Board and some of the principal natives would be more efficient. The 
graduation of classes in such an institution might, as in the Hindoo college 
here, ascend from the first elements of instruction. Indeed it is found that 
the most proficient scholars of the Hindoo college are those who have entered 
in childhood, and the rules are framed to encourage early matriculation.

12. The General Committee is of opinion that such an institution at 
Madras, open to all classes, would supply qualified native masters for other 
schools and afford facilities of liberal education to the community. It is found 
that much interest is made for presentation on the free list of the Hindoo 
college, and the largest number of its pupils pay 5 rupees monthly to the 
institution for their education and use of books. The important principle of 
exacting payment, where practicable, should not in the opinion of the General 
Committee be overlooked. It raises the character of the institution and 
places under contribution those who can afford to pay. But to call into action 
this useful principle,'co-operation with the influential part of the native com
munity would probably be found requisite and should be invited.

13. Entertaining the views w’hich I have thus briefly explained, the 
General Committee is disposed to believe that if the Madras Board of instruc
tion had at its disposal the yearly income of 90,000 rupees, by an appropria
tion such as is subjoined, the cause of education would be more effectually 
promoted than by the propositions of the Madras Board.

1. For a collegiate establishment at the Presidency open
to all respectable classes of all creeds......................  30,000 0 0

2.* 10 Provincial colleges under the control of local
Committees subordinate to the Board............  . . . .  50,000 0 0

3. Fund for books and appliances...................................... 10,000 0 0

Rupees... 90,000 0 0

14. The 22d paragraph of the Board’s Report contains an important 
suggestion which has also received the attention of the General Committee.

* N. B.— It is probable that the contribution of tlie paying pupils would give an extra 
income of 5,000 or 6,000 rupees at least.
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There can bo no doubt that the selection for vacant offices might be converted 
into a powerful stimulant to education. The Supreme Government can best 
decide whether the presentation to certain public situations might not here as 
well as at Madras be placed at the disposal of the general and local Com
mittees of education.

15. The General Committee observes that the Madras Government 
proposes to invite from England qualified Head and Deputy masters, unless fit 
persons can be procured in Calcutta. The selection does not appear to be 
referred to the General Committee, and it has not therefore encouraged candi
dates to come forward,

16. The subject of inviting masters from England has been discussed 
in our Committee, which recently recommended that the request to the Honor
able Court of Directors to select and send out a Head master for the Hindoo 
college should be withdrawn. This plan of invitation is much more costly, 
involving expense of passage money, eventual pension and the like, and by no 
means insures beyond the risk of disappointment the exact qualifications 
required. The great delay is also another serious objection to the plan.

17. By desire of the General Committee, I annex a statement of the 
establishment and expenses of the Hindoo college, and a copy of the rules 
established. It is hoped that they may be found useful to the Madras Board. 
By a recent resolution, the affairs of the Hindoo college are put under the 
immediate inspection of a Sub-Commiitee of the General Committee, who 
will correspond with the native managers, and share in the duty of visiting 
the college. The institution preceded the establishment of the Committee and 
various considerations directed tlie attention of the Committee to the improve
ment of this establishment rather than the institution of a distinct college. 
But elsewhere the General Committee has rejected the principle of exclusion, 
only justifiable if found necessary to secure the zealous co-operation and 
contributions of the mass of the native community.

I have the honor to be, &c.

F ort W illiam, 1 (Signed) J. C. C. SUTHERLAND,
the 3c? July, 1835.) Secy. Genl. Com. P. I.

'  (True copy)

(Signed) G. A. BUSHBY,

Secretary to Government.

Revised establishment proposed for  the Hindoo college in May 1835, and ap
proved by the General Committee.

Captain Richardson, principal professor
of Literature and Belles Lettres......... 500 0 0

Mr. Middleton, Head master..................  350 0 0
„ Halifax, teacher of Mathematics.... 300 0 0
„ Geffroy, professor of Law and Poli

tical Economy........................................  300 0 0
„ Halford, teacher of Literature......... 200 0 0
„ Rozairo, translations of the senior 

class.........................................................  200 0 0



Mr. Sinclair, translations of the 4tli and
5th class and Natural Philosophy........ 200 0 0

„ Woolaston, Drawing master..........  100 0 0
„ Rowe, Surveying............................... 100 0 0
1 Mowlvi..................................................  40 0 0

10 Scholarships, at 16.............................  160 0 0
--------------  2,450 0 0

Junior Department.
Mr. Mollis, Head master.........................  300 0 0
„ Muller, Scconddo.............................. 150 0 0
2 Native teachers at 70......................... 140 0 0
2 do. do. at 50................... 100 0 0
1 do. do. at......................  40 0 0

--------------  730 0 0

Common to both schools.
3 Pundits.................................................................... 75 0 0

Servants and Miscellaneous establish
ment..........................................................................  231 0 0

--------------------- 3,486 0 0

Sicca Rupees... 3,486 0 0

J. C. SUTHERLAND,

Secretary G. C. P. I.

MEMORANDUM OF SCHOLARS.

Lower School 6 Classes.
Foundation scholars...........  .j ...... .........................  23
Paying scholars..........................................................  171

------- 194

Upper School 5 Classes.
Foundation scholars...................................................  36
Paying scholars........................................................... 119

------- 155

Total.... 349

(True copy)

(Signed) G. A. BUSHBY,

Secretary to Government.

(True copies)

(Signed) H. CHAMIER,

Chief Secretai'y.
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PUBI.IC D e PART3IENT,

Extract from the Minutes o f  Consultation under date 18/A May, 1836. 

Read the following Letter from the Secretary to the College Board.
Witlx reference to Chief Secretary’s letter to address of the Secretary to 

the Government of India dated SOth December, 1834, 
(IIereentcr24th June l83o.) suggesting the propriety of its being brought to the 
notice of the Supreme Government that no orders have as yet been receiv
ed upon the report of the College Board, on the subjcct of public instruction in 
tlie Madras Presidency dated 6th December, 1834, forwarded with the Chief 
Secretary’s letter above quoted to Bengal.

From the Secretary to the Government o f India.
Conveying observations on the proposition of the College Board at Madras 

for inijiroving the system and extending the institu- 
(Here enter 15th July 1835.) of native education, and forwarding a communi
cation from the General Commiitee of Public Instruction at Calcutta on the 
subject, and stating that the finances of the country will not afford the expense 
involved in these propositions.

Para. 1. The Board for the College and for Public Instruction in their 
letter of the 24th June 1835, request that it may be brought to the notice of 
the Supreme Government that no orders have yet been issued upon tlieir re
port of the 6th December 1834, on the state of public instruction under this 
Presidency.

2. The observations of the Governor General in Council on that report 
are to be found in Mr. Secretary Bushby’s letter of the 15th July 1835, and 
refer to an order previously published by the »Supreme Governmejit, in which 
it is stated to be the opinion of His Lordship in Council that “ the great object 
“ of the British Government ought to be the promotion of European literature 
“ and science among the natives of India ; and that all funds appropriated for 
“ the purpose of education would be best employed on English education alone.”

3. It is further stated that His Lordship in Council “ decidedly objects 
“ to the practice, which has hitherto prevailed, of supporting the students dur- 
“ ing the period of their education,” and directs that no stipend shall be given 
to any student who may hereafter enter at any of the institutions for public 
instruction.

4. The order of the Supreme Government which prescribes that instruc-̂  
tion should be afforded to the natives of India by the British Government in 
European literature and science and through the medium of the English lan
guage alone, renders some of the recommendations of the Board of instruction 
at this Presidency, submitted in their report above noticed, inadmissible. The 
Government therefore proceed to review the whole subject, and to offer such 
remarks as appear necessary for the direction of future proceedings.

5. The system of imparting education to the natives hitherto pursued 
under the orders of the Board for public instruction, is admitted in their report
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to have proved ‘‘ a great failure,” and tliis, it is stated “ may in a great degree 
“ be traced to eri’ors in its original formation.” Such it cannot be doubted is the 
real cause of the failure, when it is stated that the persons, “ selected as candi- 
“ dates to be educated for Collectorate teachers, wei’e generally those who could 
“ obtain nothing else, the refuse of the expectants on the Collector’s list. Many 
“ of them, on admission into the college, were ignorant even of the character 
“ of their own native tongue, few possessed any kind of natural talent, and the 

greater number of them had arrived at too advanced an age to commence the 
“ study of two foreign and difficult languarges, Avitli any prospect of success.”

6 “ Upon joining the college, they found their pay the same as it would be in 
the interior, after they might quahfy themselves as teachers ; and, as this cir
cumstance too generally operated as a premium to idleness, their progress in 
study has been slow and unsatisfactory.”

7. From such materials and such injudicious arrangements it was not to 
be cxpected that good masters could ever be formed, and accordingly wo find 
that those Collectors who have given most attention to the subj('ct “ treat them 
“ as inferior on the whole to the common village school-masters.” Such a re
sult is calculated to bring the cause of native education, under the auspices of 
Government, into disi'epute, and demands the adoption of measures to eradicate 
the evils of the system and place the whole on an improved footing.

8. Without a good school for masters at the Presidency under the guid
ance of a properly qualified instructor, without great care in the selection of can
didates for admission into this institution with reference to age, talent, temper, 
assiduity, acquirements and peculiar fitness for the office of teacher, and with
out the vigilant and constant superintendancc, over both masters and students, 
of a well constituted controlling Board, little can ever be expected from all our 
exertions and expenditure in the cause of native education. On the proper 
constitution of the controlling Board much Avill depend ; and it is unreasonable, 
in the opinion of the Governor in Council, to impose upon gentlemen burtlumed 
with the laborious duties of other offices for which they are responsible, the 
very troublesome task of superintending the details of a large establishment 
like a Central school for the education of teachers.

9. When Sir Thomas Munro in his Minute* of December 1825, reviewed 
the state of native education in the provinces subject to this Government and 
proposed to establish a school for teachexs at the Presidency and schools in 
each Collectorate and Tahsildaree, he considered it advisable to nominate a 
Committee of Public Instruction, but it does not appear to have been originally 
his intention to form the Committee from the members of the College Board. It 
being supposed, however, that some facilities might be afforded from the esta
blishment of the college, the Committee, in the letter of instruction to them, 
were desired to ascertain what assistance could be obtained from that institu
tion upon the occasion of forming a school for teachers, which was considered 
to be first wanted and whether the school could with advantage be in any man
ner connected Avith the college. The Committee reported that accommodation 
for the school could be provided at the college and that by certain small addi
tions to the pay of the Head masters or their Deputies, their aid in teaching 
the oriental languages could be obtained.

Eecoi-ded in Public Consiiltations lOtli March 1S2G.
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10. Ill November 1826, it was deemod expedient to unite the Committee 
of Public Instruction with tlie College Board on the ground that the arrange
ment under which the college teachers were to render such aid as might be 
required by the Committee was liable to the inconvenience of placing them un
der two distinct authorities, and it was moreover observed that the objects of 
the Committee and of the College Board were so much akin that great benefit 
might be anticipated from their union. The services of a portion of the mem
bers of the College Board were accordingly dispensed with, and the remaining 
members of the Board and Committee incorporated under the designation of the 
Board for the College and for Public Instruction— at first with two joint Secre
tary and subsequently with a single Secretary.

11. The union of these two bodies does not appear to have been suffi
ciently considered. Their general objects were only so far similar as regarded 
instruction in the oriental languages, but their particular objects were distinct. 
The College Board was originally instituted, as stated in the Notification by 
Government dated 1st May 1812, “ for the exclusive purpose of expediting 
“ and perfecting the preparation of candidates for those important public offices 
“ which the members o f  the Civil Service are destined to fill.” The Commit
tee of Public Instruction was appointed, as before stated, for the express object 
of promoting “ the general improvement of the education of the p e o p l e and 
it must be obvious that the qualifications which are essential in a member of a 
Board constituted for the purpose of affording to the junior civil servants of 
the Government that assistance and encouragement which are necessary to the 
general and successful study of the native languages, are not of the same cha
racter as those which should be looked for in a member of a Committee ap
pointed to superintend native education and to diffuse general knowledge 
amongst the people.

12. In the one, a knowledge of the oriental languages is an indispensable, 
and in fact almost the only qualification which is neccssary, excepting firmness 
of character and a somewhat rigid enforcement of attention and diligence and 
knowledge of the Code of Eegulations ; in the other such knowledge is neither 
indispensable nor requisite.

13. The duties which devolve upon members of the College Board as ex
aminers only require attention at particular periods, and they can there
fore perform them without inconvenience; but the duties which the 
Members of the Committee of Public Instruction should discharge are 
such as to require active personal superintendence at all times, not merely 
of the general progress of those placed in the schools under their charge, 
but of the conduct of the masters themselves and the Avhole details of 
management; and it is scarcely to be expected that gentlemen having 
the onerous duties of responsible offices of their own to perform, will al
ways be found disposed to devote their leisure moments to the superin
tendence of such an institution, although where there is a very fixed sen
timent of the high importance of education, zeal, and perhaps some enthu
siasm in the cause, arduously employed public servants might find time for 
most useful co-operation.

14. If the Committee of Public Instruction was merely a sort of Ma
gistracy, whose chief collective duty was that of issuing orders relative to 
discipline and good order, the necessary qualification for the office would be
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readily found in every intelligent and well-ordered mind, but we should form 
a very imperfect idea of the functions of the Committee if we looked for 
nothing from it but the exercise of a mere collective power. Besides the 
orders which it may issue in ordinaiy matters, and the moral control which 
it may exercise, it has a duty to perform which may properly be considered 
scientific, in the regulation of the studies and of the mode and degree of in
struction ; and it should know how to modify the latter according to the 
wants and capacity of the human mind, and to keep it constantly at the level 
of the understanding of those to whom it is addressed. It is not to be ex
pected that every member of such a Committee will be equally master of the 
several gi’and branches of education. Each may be highly qualified in that 
which he has made the particular study, but to give the Committee its proper 
weight, it is essential that the country should recognize in its decisions the 
combined result of the scientific acquirements of individuals, and the delibera
tive judgment of a generally well informed body. Thus, in moral and dis- 
ciplinal control, the action of the Conmiittee will be collective and general; 
whilst in the direction of particular studies it will be governed by individual 
care and intelligence.

15. The same description of masters as are required at the college for 
the instruction of the Junior Civil Servants and of the Law students who 
are preparing themselves for particular branches of. the public service, never 
could have been required in the school for the instruction of teachers for the 
purposes of general education amongst the natives, and now that the English 
language is to be the sole medium of imparting instruction, the services of 
the Head masters of the college and their Deputies in the various Oriental 
languages may be entirely dispensed with.

16. A  proper Head for a Normal school might probably be obtained by 
an application to the General Comanittee of Public Instruction at Calcutta. 
Candidates for admission into the school for teachers should not be received, 
unless they already possess a good grammatical knowledge of their own and 
the English language. The extent of their qualifications in respect of the 
former would appear to be a proper object of examination by the Board for 
the College, (aided by their establishment of Moonshees) whence certificates 
might be required as a necessary condition of admission into the school for 
masters; and to this extent a communication between the College and the 
Committee of Instruction might, if thought necessary by the latter, be esta
blished ; but further than this, it does not appear to be necessary or desirable 
to carry it. This qualification in the English and in a native language is 
however not the only one which persons to be charged, at some future and 
not far distant period, with the control of a school should possess. Patience, 
temper, talent, discernment, a mild but firm deportment, and activity of mind 
and body are essential in a pei’son to be charged with the management of a 
school and with the instruction of youth, and it will be an important part of 
the Committee’s duty to see that those only who possess these qualifications 
in a high degree are selected for the appointment of masters. Those wlio are 
not gifted with them, or possess them only in a lower degree, if admitted at 
all, should not be allowed to hold at any future period, and particularly at 
a distance from the Presidency, a higher office than that of under-master or 
usher, subject to the control of au immediate superior.

N



‘ 17. “ Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography and 
Despatch in the De- History,” the Honorable Court observe, “ should form

course of education at the school tor the instruc
tion of teachers.” To these should be added the ele

ments of Geometry and their usual applications,— especially linear drawing and 
surveying and also notions of Physical science and Natural History, applicable 
to the uses of life. To the success of this course of instruction it is essential 
that good manuals or school books should be prepared or procured ; and it is 
of the utmost consequence that order and regularity in pursuing the prescribed 
course of study should be observed. The admission of all sorts of studies with
out any defined order or object, would be productive of the greatest confusion 
and inconvenience, and by rendering superficial and inefficacious the edu
cation of which the people have really need, and thereby confounding and 
troubling instead of enlightening their minds, Avould in the end prove discredit
able to the cause of public instruction in general.

18. The extension and improvement of schools already in existence 
would be easier and more expeditious than the complete establishment of a new 
one ; but neither the quality of the instruction afforded nor the qualifications 
of the masters in schools now subsisting, appear to justify the expectation of 
any benefit from an endeavour to erect upon such foundations any good schools 
for the instruction of teachers. It would seem preferable to leave to native 
schools, and to such schoofs under European superintendence as are already in 
existence, the task of communicating elementary instruction in the native and 
English languages  ̂ and rigidly to exclude, as above proposed, from the school 
for the education of masters all who have not received elementary instruction 
in these languages elsewhere, and now that several schools have been establish
ed under European superintendence at the Presidency, there will be no want of 
means of obtaining elementary instruction in English, and that in the native 
languages can be acquired in the native schools, of which there are many every- 
Avhere. If elementary instruction were to be aflforded in the school for mas
ters, it is to be feared that the foundation of a good education and primaiy in
struction would frequently be sacrificed to the desire of obtaining, too expedi
tiously for permanent good, the more extended instruction of the higher classes ; 
but such a combination might be useful as affording in the elementary branch 
of the school a sort of practical establishment for the students in the school 
for tcachers.

19. Periodical examinations, conducted in the presence of the Committee 
and of the parents of the pupils and others interested in the success of native 
education, will be attended with the best results, and will afford, as observed 
by the Honorable Court, “ the most effectual means of compelling the masters 
“ to do their duty and of encouraging the pupils by opportunities of distin- 
“ guishing themselves, and of attracting the notice of Government. Govern- 
“ ment will thus too, “ the Honorable Court continue,” be enabled to know more 
“ effectually than by any other means where the fittest instrument for future 
“ plans of education and the individuals best qualified to fill public situations 
“ are to be found, and not only will Government know this itself; but, what 
“ perhaps is almost of equal importance, the natives will be aware that it knows 
“ it, and that it gives the preference for all public purposes to the best in- 
“ structed.”

20. As it is the intention of the Government to discontinue the admi-
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nisti’atlon of Maliomedan Law as the Criminal Law of tlie land, it 13 unneces
sary to keep up that portion of the Collegp establishment which is now enter
tained on account of the law classes, and the College should revert and confine 
itself to its original object of expediting and perfecting the preparation of can
didates for those important public offices which the members of the Civil Ser
vice are destined to fill. Thus a large establishment of highly paid Officers of 
the College will bo dispensed with, and the sums now expended on their ac
count be applied, under the Committee of Public Instruction, to more generally 
useful and beneficial purposes. The Moonshees required ibr the instruction 
of the junior Civil Servants will alone be retained ; the accommodation of 
the College may be given up to the Committee of Public Instruction for the 
Normal school, and the Secretary, instead of being, as at present, attached to 
the united Boards of the College and Public Instruction, will be Secretary of 
each distinctly and separately.

21. It will be proper that all stipends noAv paid to te.ichers at the Pre
sidency and in the provinces, and to students at the college, should cease at the 
earliest practicable period ; that Collectors be instructed to take measures for 
transferring to the schools supported by the people themselves the few boys 
Avho attend the Government schools, or, if the masters desire to keep up the 
schools on their own account, to allow them to do so. If the instruction 
afforded at such schools is not worth paying for, the sooner it is discontinued 
the better. All the candidates for the situation of Collectorate or Tahsildareo 
teacher now studying at the College, should be discharged, having their expenses 
back to their villages paid by Government with a donation of a month’s pay. 
This is a sufficient indulgence to men who have made so little use of their 
time and of the means afforded them of obtaining instruction. A  similar pay
ment, both of expenses and donation, may be made to persons at present 
employed as teachers, under the orders of the Board for the College and for 
Public Instruction, at a distance from their homes, and wlio are now to be 
discharged ; and a donation only where they are emj)loyed in their native dis
tricts. Those students at the college employed in learning English, who have 
made sufficient progress in that language and in their own, and possess 
the other qualifications necessary to admission to the school for teachers, 
above directed, will of course be admissible tliereto, at the discretion of the 
Committee. The others may pursue their studie#at any of the schools esta
blished at the Presidency.

22. The large sums now unprofitably expended on an injudicious sys
tem of native education being thus saved, a considerable fund Avill be 
available for the better payment of the schools to be established by Govern
ment in the provinces, so soon as masters shall become properly qualified at the 
Normal institution to undertake the charge of them. As the acquirements of 
these men will be of a much higher order than heretofore, and their services 
therefore more useful than those of the teachers noAV employed, they should 
be allowed such rates of pay as will induce them to remain in their situations.

23. Under the system above suggested, the Government schools will not 
come into collision or interfere in any way with those schools already main
tained by voluntary subscription amongst the native. In those the native 
languages will be taught, and instruction according to the Hindoo system will 
continue to be afforded to those Avho prefer it ; whilst, in the Government
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scliools, the Engllsli language and European science and literature will alono 
be taught,

24. In order to give immediate effect to the views above explained, it
is resolved that the gentlemen named in the 

Tlie Honorable John Sullivan, Esq. margin be solicited to form themselves into
President, a Committee for the promotion of native 

The Reverend M. Bowie, education, that they be furnished witli co-
S e ^ ‘ « -y  l i “ shby’s ktter o f  

T. G. Taylor, Esq. the 15th July 1835, and its enclosure, with
and copies o f  the despatches o f  tlie Honorable

P. Cator, Esq. Court which relate to education and with
the rules of the Plindoo college at Calcutta, 

and be request<}d to submit for the orders of Government detailed rules and 
arrangements for the establishment of a Normal school at Madras, relieving 
the members of the College Board from every part of their duty which is in 
any way connected with the education of the people. The Committee will be 
pleased to state their opinion as to the best mode of disposing of the masters 
attached to the English school at present maintained at the College, and the 
College Board will suggest such mode of employing the Head native masters 
and their deputies hereafter in the public service as they may consider suitable. 
They will also state, after communication with the Judges of the Sudr Udalut, 
if necessary, what arrangements may be proper for the future examination of 
candidates for the office of pleader and of law officer, so long as the present 
system of administering native hiAv shall remain in force.

25. The College Board will revert and confine itself to its original 
objects and will proceed to carry into effiict the several measures indicated in 
the 15th, 20th and 21st paragraphs of these proceedings, ti’ansferring to the 
Committee of Public Instruction all the records of the education department.

26. The following letter being disposed of by the above resolution is 
ordered to be recorded.

From the Secretary to the College Board.

Dated 20th December, 1835.

(A  true extract.)

(Signed) H. CHAMIER,

Chief Secretary.

To the President and Members

o f the Board fo r  the College and for Public Instruction.
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F rom A cting Secretary to the Committee

for Native Education.

To the Chief Secretary to Government.

Sir,

1. I am directed by the Committee for Native Education to acknow
ledge the receipt of your letter dated the 18th May last, conveying to them the 
intimation of their appointment, and of an Extract from the Minutes of Con
sultation of the same date, which accompanied it, on tlie general subject of re
modelling the department of public instruction under this Presidency.

2. In para 24 of these orders, the Committee is requested to report on 
the arrangements which it may appear to them proper to adopt for the esta
blishment of a Central or Normal school at the Presidency ; this being in the 
opinion of the Government, the most effectual means of promoting and bring
ing about the end in view, namely, tlie general improvement of tiie education 
of the people. Agreeably to these instructions, 1 am directed to convey the 
following observations and suggestions of the Committee for submission to the 
Governor in Council.

3. In the idea of a Normal school, by which is understood a school for 
the instruction of teachers in the art peculiar to their office, three things, in the 
Committee’s opinion, appear to be included. 1st— Sixty or a hundred pupils 
at every stage of progress from the alphabet to the highest branches usually 
included in a school education. These all properly classified according to their 
behaviour and mental stature, and each class engaged with some branch of 
study to which it is equal. A  brisk spirit of emulation pervading the whole, 
by means of which offences are repressed, attention kept awake, and each in
dividual held in his proper place. 2dly— A teacher by wliose judgment and 
temper and acquirements all this is accomplished, and 3dly.— A  class of proba
tioners for the office of teacher, who are there, ift)t for the purpose of acquiring 
any of the branches of a school education, such as Grammar, Geography, 
Arithmetic, &c., (with these tliey are supposed to be already acquainted, or 
they are in the course of acquiring them elsewhere,) but simply to acquire the 
art of comnmnicating these branches to others, of learning to arrange and 
stimulate and discipline a school.

4. If the foregoing be a correct view of a Normal school, the immediate 
establishment of one at Madras under any thing like hopeful circumstances 
seems impracticable. There is no teacher for such a school. It is true appli
cation might be made to Calcutta, but the procui'ing of a suitable person is also 
doubtful, and from recent advertisements in the Calcutta Newspapers more 
than doubtful. Much time must elapse before such an application, though ul
timately successful, could be answered, and thus to make the establishment of 
a Normal school, the first thing is to postpone the commencement of the scheme 
indefinitely. But suppose a teacher on the spot, and with a school so well 
trained as to make it desirable to introduce a Normal class, where are the

A PPEN D IX  Q.
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c.indidates for such a class to be found. The Committee are assured from a 
pretty accurate knowledge of the amount of attainment in the schools now 
about the Presidency, that Madras could not at present supply more than three 
or four. It has been suggested that the College buildings might be made avail
able for the accommodation of the Normal school, but the arrangement seems 
objectionable, on the ground that the College is not a locahty in which the pu
pils of such a school could be conveniently assembled. Besides, the Committee 
are of opinion that the college may be most advantageously reserved to be what 
its name imports. A  place for the instruction of those who have mastered the 
ordinary branches of a school education, who are capable of prosecuting their 
studies alone, and of being led with advantage, under an informed guide, into 
the higher walks of science and literature.

5. Under these circumstances, and adverting to the fact that the only 
hopeful probationers for the office of teacher about the Presidency must be 
drawn from the schools which private charity has established, the Committee 
feel convinced that they cannot better fulfil the wishes of Govei'nment to rear 
up a Normal class with as little delay as possible, tlmn by multiplying the 
sources whence this class can, it seems, alone be expected, i. e. by establishing 
schools throughout Black-town, Triplicane and vSt. Thome, similar to those 
English schools already in existence, and which have been so acceptable to the 
native community. And indeed when the present amount of European science 
and literature in Madras is considered, that there probably not a dozen natives 
who are capable of profiting by a college education, or to ex])ress it more defi
nitely, who are capable of Meriting half a dozen senteJices of idiomatic English 
on a given subject, or of reading a page of Milton with intelligence ; the ne
cessity of such schools, and nothing but such schools in the first instance, to 
meet this measure of attainment, seems abundantly obvious.

6. The sanction of the Governor in Council is accordingly requested for 
the immediate establishment of four schools, open to all classes, and so located 
tlu-ough the above mentioned districts, as least to interfere with English

schools already in existence. Each school to have a 
European master and native assistant, with salaiy as 

House rent.!]..!.'.!.!."!. 20 foH<#vs: rupees 130, house rent rupees 20, and half
-----  the school fees to the European master, rupees 50

H a lf the sclwol fees. per mensem to the native assistant. Each pupil to
50 small fee of half a rupee per mensem

........................ ....... payable on entry, to ensure his attendance at school,
to keep up an idea of the value of education, and to 

leave room for competition on the part of enterprizing native teachers.

7. That one or other of these schools may fail, is not improbable, but 
that they should be a failure as a whole, is difficult to be conceived. Whereas 
the happiest result may, the Committee think, be fairly anticipated. In con
junction with the schools already in existence, there will be I’oom for a spirit of 
honorable rivalry among the teachers, to excel in the number, discipline and pro
gress of their scholars,— a spirit which, it will be the business of the Committee 
to excite and maintain by periodical examinations of the schools in the presence 
of each other and of the public, by engaging to send their probationers for the of
fice of teacher to the best taught school, and by reAvarding the teacher of such



school wliethor he be the teacher of a Government school or otherwise with a
monthly addition to his sala- 

“ Choose the best conductcd elementaiy school in the ™ A  Normal school will thus 
■‘ department— that which is in the hands of tlie master ,
“ of greatest ability and trustworthiness. Annex to this up spontaneously, and
“ schotil a class called Normal, in which the same master this IS precisely the way in 
“ will teach his art to a certain number of young men which according to Profes- 
*• M'ho are willing to come to it to form themselves for gQĵ . Cousin of Paris it OU"ht 
“ school masters. By this plan before six months are
“ over, you may have in each departinent an excellent ® S P’ ^  ® ^
“ little Normal school, which from year to year, you can the r rench Minister ot 1 ub- 
“ improve, extend and enlarge. The plan which I pro- lie Instruction is SO inti- 
“ pose does not commit you to any future measures, yet mately conncected with the 
“ it at once covers France with Nonnal schools which thp nnss
“ supply our first wants. It is for time, zeal and dili- present subject, tliat tHe pas- 
“ gence to do the rest.” sage is inserted in the mar

gin.

8. To call forth respectable candidates for the Normal class, it is highly 
desirable that the Committee should be able from the first to point to certain 
advantages which will be annexed to the oiHce of teacher in a Government 
school, and in settling these is both a Scylla and a Charybdis to be avoided. 
They must be great enough to secure the services of men of talent and cha
racter. They must not be so great as to induce the holder of them to despise

the work of teaching poor 
* It is hoped that the sum of 5 rupees will be re- and stupid children ; and per- 

garded as salarv to tlie school master and not as stipend , . -n i, <. u i
fo the student, and therefore as not militating against "^P® ^ill best be done 
the resolution of Government to discontinue stipendary by making the advantages ot 
students. It is true that some of those who enter the the situation depend not on 
Normal class v̂ith the intention of becoming teachers larqeness of the salary
may aftê ’̂ vards change their minds or be declared unfit ,
for"the office, and Government will, in such case, be a Ŝ upon its security
loser ; but the loss will be small, and it seems unavoid- Ji’iid permanency.* Let 
able, for it has been felt and complained for both in En- the small monthly sum of 5 
gland and Scotland. The Normal class need not exceed rupees be given to the can- 
2 0 , and a year’s attendance upon it should be enough. 3 • j  x 1’ ■>  ̂ ® didate so soon as he is pro
nounced qualified for the Normal class, but let the continuance of it depend 
upon the will of the Normal master. When he is appointed to a situation 
either at the Presidency or in the provinces, let his salary for the first three 
years be rupees 20, and half the school fees^but still liable during this 
period to be removed from his situation at the >Ml of the Committee. After 
three years service with approbation, let his salary be increased ten rupees 
and his situation declared permanent,— as permanent as the situation of any 
other servant of the Company, and let him be allowed the benefit of pension 
under certain regulations.

9. The Committee is requested by Government “ to state its opinion as 
“ to the best mode of disposing of the masters at present attached to the 
English class.” Should the foregoing proposition for the estabhshment of 
schools be sanctioned, several situations similar to those they have already 
held, will be thrown open to public competition, and in case of equality, a 
preference should be given to those who have already been in the employment 
of the College.

10. A  much more important situation than these teacherships will re
quire by and by to be filled up at the College and might advantageously be 
filled up at pi'esent. A  person qualified by liis character, talents, attainments
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and experience as a toaclier, to act as superintendent of all the Government 
schools about the Presidency and at tlie same time to discharge the office of a 
professor of general literature at the college. Under him the Normal class 
would receive instruction morning and evening, together with such general 
students as might choose to attend. From the employment of such a person, 
the Committee expect to derive the greatest advantages, and I am therefore 
directed to request that the sanction of Government may be granted them to 
look about for a suitable person and to engage him at any salary not sxceed- 
ing 400 rupees per mensem. As it is probable, as has been already observed, 
that a person of the required description will not be obtainable either at 
Madras or Calcutta, and that it will in consequence become necessary to pro
cure one from Europe, the Committee request that they may further reccive 
the sanction of Government for a sum sufficient to enable them to pay the 
expenses of his passage out to this country, in addition to the above mentioned 
salary.

11. In the Honorable Court’s letter. No. 39, of 1830, para 16, to the 
Bengal Government, is the following passage. “ You should cause it to be 
generally known, that every qualified native who will devote himself to the 
task, (viz. : of instructing his countrymen by translating useful books or 
by the work of tuition) Avill be held in high honour by you ; that every 
assistance and encouragement, pecuniary or otherwise Avhich the case may 
require, will be liberally aflforded, and that no service Avhich it is in the 
power of a native to render to the British Government will be more highly 
acceptable.” In the spirit of this instruction, the Committee beg to propose 
the following premiums. For the best English school taught by a native in or 
about Madras, one hundred Rupees. For the best Tamil school taught by a 
native, ditto, ditto. For the best Teloogoo, ditto, ditto, and for the best Hin- 
doostanee, ditto, ditto. Competitors to be required to intimate their intention 
at least six months prior to the time fixed for awarding the prizes, and to 
be willing to appear with their schools at the college to be examined.

12. Whilst on the subject of rewards to deserving teachers, the pro
priety of bestowing rewards on deserving scholars must not be overlooked ; 
for the Committee are of opinion, that no system of education can be expect
ed to be really effective, of %hich the inducement of remuneration for suc
cessful exertion does not form a part. They therefore request that they may 
receive the authority of Government for the distribution of prizes at tlie 
periodical examinations at the schools which it is intended to establish ; for 
which it is proposed to submit the bills periodically for special sanction. And 
they further recommend, that a sum not exceeding 4,000 Rupees per annum, 
in the first instance be set apart to maintain scholarships at tlie college (as 
soon as that institution shall be fully established) according to the Regulations 
which they will hereafter have the honor to submit.

13. The sum of the propositions now offered by the Committee, and 
which I have had the honor to explain in the foregoing pages may be briefly 
stated to be— 1st. The immediate establishment of four schools, located in 
convenient parts of Black Town, Triplicane and St. Thome, to consist of 
from eighty to one hundred scholars each, and to be superintended by a 
Head master and an Assistant. 2dly— A  normal class for the education of 
teachers alone, to be established as early as practicable, at the best taught
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school at the Presidency, whether a Government school or otherwise, from 
which persons will be selected as they become qualified for the superintend
ence of schools in the pro\dnces— 3dly. The establishment of a college in the 
true sense of the term, at the present college, as soon as the materials for 
such an institution are obtainable— 4thly. The engagement of a well qualified 
person to lecture at the college, and to teach the normal class, as well as to 
exercise a general superintendence over all the schools— 5thly. The holding 
out premiums to the teachers of the best conducted schools— 6thly. The dis
tribution of prizes at the periodical examinations at the schools and the foun
dation of scholarships at the college. There remain of course a variety of 
details which it will be the business of the Committee to settle and arrange 
hereafter, but which do not appear to require a particular mention in the pre
sent report. In conclusion I am directed to submit the annexed estimate 
of the expense attending the immediate establishment of four schools as pro
posed above, which if approved of by Government, the Committee beg 
leave to request may be sanctioned, and the sums therein noted, placed at 
their disposal from the present date.

I have the honor to be, &c.
C o l l e g e , (Signed) 11. B. SEWELL,

I8th Augiist 1836. ) Acting Secretary.

Estimated expense attending the immediate establishment o f  four schools, 
in Black Town, St. Thome and Triplicane.

Salary and House rent of 4 Head masters at 150 Rupees each'....... 600 0 0
Ditto of 4 Assistant masters at 50 Rupees each.............................  200 0 0
House rent for 4 Houses at 50 Rupees each..................................  280 0 0
1 Peon 1 Sweeper to each school at 7 and Rupees each..............  42 0 0

Total of monthly expenditure.. 1,122 0 0

A  contingent bill for school furniture and sundries will be submitted 
separately.

(Signed) R. B. SEWELL,

Acting Secretary.

A P P E N D IX  R  
M i n u t e  b y  L o r d  AUCKLAND, 24 th  N o v e m b e r  1839.

I have not hitherto, since I assumed charge 
Native Education. Government, recorded my sentiments at any
length on the important questions which regard the best means of promoting 
education amongst the natives of India. The subject is one of the highest 
interest, and especially calls for calm consideration and for combined effort. 
But unhappily I have found violent differences existing upon it, and it was for 
a time, (now I trust past or fast passing away,) a watchword for violent 
dissension, and in some measure of personal feelings. I judged it best, under 
these circumstances, to abstain from what might have led me into unprofitable 
controversy, and to allow time and experience to act, with their usual healing 
and enlightening influence, upon general opinion. I may earnestly hope that 
we are now not very far remote from arriving at some satisfactory result in
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respect to our education controversies, and I will approach the topic with the 
hope of contributing in some degree to this end.

2. Annexed to this paper will be found a note* compiled by Mr. Colvin, 
containing a condensed view of the principal facts, and of occasional notices 
of some considerations suggested by them, which relate to the general progress 
and present condition of the plans of native instruction as pursued in different 
parts of India, and of the tenor of the most important directions on the 
subject of public instruction which have been received from the Honorable 
the Court of Directors ; and with reference to those facts, as they apply parti
cularly to the progress effected in the different Presidencies, and to the cir
cumstances which have come under my observation, when at the seat of 
several of our institutions in Bengal, I will endeavour to state with all fair
ness the conclusions to which I have brought my mind on this subject.

3. I have first however to state my opinions on two specific references 
connected with the questions which are before me from the President in 
Council,— the one relating to the appropriation of funds heretofore assigned to 
particular institutions, and the other to Mr. Adam’s scheme for the improve
ment of the indigenous schools in the Bengal and Behar districts.

4. Before entering on the details of the first of these subjects, I may 
observe that it may in my opinion be clearly admitted, and I am glad from the 
papers before me to see that this opinion is supported by the authority of 
Mr. Prinsep, that the insufficiency of the funds assigned by the state for the 
purposes of public instruction has been amongst the main causes of the vio
lent disputes which have taken place upon the education question, and that if 
the funds previously appropriated to the cultivation of Oriental literature 
had been spared, and other means placed at the disposal of the promoters of 
English education, they might have pursued their object aided by the good 
wishes of all. In the Bengal Presidency, with its immense territory and a 
revenue of above 13 millions, the yearly expenditure of the Government on 
this account is little in excess of 24,000£ or 2,40,000 rupees, and I need not 
say how in a country like India, it is to the Government that the population

must mainly look for facili-
Paxhamenta^Grant.........................................  8,888 acquisition o f im-
Interest on Government N o te s .......................... 3,030 ,  , . ^ mi- • tMadrissa...........................................................  2;666 proved learning. There is, I
Sanscrit CoUege...................................... . 2,055 well know, the strongest de-
Dclhie Escheat F u n d ....................... ......................  250 sire on the part o f  the au th o-
Benares Collegê  ..............................  both in England and
Endowment of vilfagl " ...................  1,175 *0 support every well
Interest of Government Notes..................  622 arranged plan for the exten-

  1,797 sion of education, and the
T, T, TTITZ despatches of the HonorablePer mensem Bnpees... 20.387 evidence

of their anxiety on the sub
ject. I may cite in particular the declaration of a despatch of the 18th Fe
bruary 1824. “ In the mean time we wish you to be fully apprized of our 
“ zeal for the progress and improvement of education among the natives of In- 
“ dia and of our willingness to make considerable sacrifices to that important 
“ end, if proper means for the attainment of it could be pointed out to us.” 
Such, we may be assured, is the feeling by which the Court is up to this time

* Note.—This note is not inserted here, the various topics to which it refers having been 
fully treated in Lord Auckland’s Minute.
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guided, and the difficulty has been not in any unwillingness to grant the money 
necessary to give effect to good plans, but in framing such plans, on principles 
admitted to be satisfactory, and in finding'fit agents for the execution of them. 
I have alluded to the limited amount and to the existing appropriation of our 
present funds, not certainly with the slightest idea of casting reproach upon the 
previous course of administration, but merely as a fact which is of importance 
in its bearing upon former discussions. The sum immediately at command was 
limited. Parties wishing to promote the diffusion of knowledge in different 
forms contended eagerly, the one to retain, the other to gain, that sum for the 
schemes to which they were respectively favorable ; and had fresh sums been at 
once procurable, no one might have objected to their employment for a full and 
fair experiment on the new ideas which began to prevail. The inference to 
which I would point from these facts and observations is that a principle of 
wise liberality, not stinting any object which can reasonably be recommended, 
but granting a measui’ed and discriminating encouragement to all, is likely to 
command general acquiescence, and to obliterate, it may be hoped, the recollec
tion of the acrimony which has been so prejudicial to the public weal in the 
course of past proceedings. The Honorable Court have already, as was to be 
expected, acted on this principle. They have made a separate grant for the 
publication of works of interest in the ancient literature of the country to be 
tlisbursed through the appropriate channel of the Asiatic Society, and this 
measure is one which has been hailed with universal satisfaction.

5. On the merits of the first of the two questions immediately referred 
to me, which I would consider in the spirit which I have here commended, I 
would at once say, on the position that the Government has given a pledge that 
the funds heretofore assigned to particular institutions shall continue to be so 
for ever appropriated, that I cannot hesitate to express my conviction that the 
acts or intentions of the Government will not justly bear this very exclusive 
and restrictive construction. I remember the discussion of April 1836, and 
certainly I did not understand that the Resolution to which the Government 
then came was intended to have the force of a particular guarantee of the ex
penditure, wholly within each institution, (whatever might be the nature of the 
instruction to which they might be devoted,) of the funds which might have 
been assigned to it. The plain meaning of the proceedings and the profession 
of the Government seems to me to have been that, stipends having been every 
where discontinued, it would do nothing towards the abolition of the ancient 
seminaries of Oriental learning, so long as the community might desire to take 
advantage of them,— their preservation as Oriental seminaries being alone at 
that time within the contemplation of either party. Had it been intended to 
promise that, whether Arabic, Sanscrit, or English were taught, the particular 
institutions should at all events be retained, the meaning would surely have 
been expressed in much more distinct terms. My impression of the state of 
the case is briefly this— t̂hat the General Committee viewing the maintenance 
of the Oriental colleges, on the footing to which I have referred, as prescribed 
and secured, proposed to consolidate all separate grants into one general fund, 
the saving of which, after the Oriental colleges should have been thus provid
ed for, should be held by them to be clearly applicable to their general pur
poses. The answer of the Government on 13th April 1836, after a discussion 
in which I in the first instance expressed a willingness to assent to the propo
sitions of the Committee, was in these guarded terms— ^̂ under existing circum
stances, the Government in India thinks it will not be advisable to make the 
consolidation into one fund of all grants, made heretofore by Government for
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purposes of education, as suggested by the Sub-Committee of Finance, nor 
does His Lordship in Council imagii î that the Committee loill be put to much 
inconvenience by. drawing its funds separately as heretofore and crediting them, 
whether derived from a Government monthly grant or from the interest of 
stock previously accumulated, to the particular seminaries to which they have 
been assigned, leaving any excess available in any institution to be appropriated 
as may appear most equitable with reference to the orders of Government, 7th 
March, 1835, and the pledges and assurances that may have been given to 
particular institutions.” The alteration of the words “ belong” to “ have been 
assigned” as marked above, will shew the spirit of compromise amongst vary
ing opinions in which the draft was agreed to. There was here no statement 
that the consolidation was a thing wholly out of the question. The diversion 
of funds from particular institutions was admitted as a measure which might 
or might not be proper, and (the circumstances of all institutions not being 
before the Government) there is a reservation for the pledges and assurances 
“ that may have been given’''* to some of them. Under such a reservation, if a 
specific promise in perpetuity of a particular sum to a particular institution 
could be shewn, such a promise would have of course to be respected ; but 
otherwise by these orders of April 1836, things were left exactly as they stood 
before. WTailst, however, I am bound to declare that such is my distinct im
pression on the subject, and whilst for one I would reject the strict principle of 
absolute and irreclaimable appropriation, I am yet strongly of opinion that it will 
be best on every account to dispose of the question on the principle of a liberal 
consideration to all wants and claims. I see no advantage to be gained in 
this case by a close contest for strict constructions, and having taken a review 
of money estimates and of local wants, I am satisfied that it will be best to 
abstract nothing from other useful objects, while I see at the same time 
nothing but good to be derived from the employment of the funds which have 
been assigned to each Oriental seminary, exclusively on instruction in, or in 
connexion with, that seminary. I would also give a decided preference, 
within these institutions, to the promotion in the first instance of perfect effi- 
aency in Oriental instruction, and only after that object shall have been 
properly secured in proportion to the demand for it, would I assign the funds 
to the creation or support of English classes. At the same time, I would 
supply to the General Committee of Public Instruction from the revenues of 
the state any deficiency that this Resolution might cause in the general income 
at their disposal. And if they should already have partially used for other 
objects the savings arising from the seminaries supported by special funds, I 
would, in re-calling such savings, protect the General Committee from loss on

that account. The state
ment in the margin will shew 
the contribution from the 
Revenue which this final 
settlement of the subject will 
occasion. It will be per
ceived that, calculating from 
the amount of stipends as 
they existed untouched in 
the end of 1834, and deduct
ing one-fourth as required 
at all events for the Oriental 
colleges under a scheme of 
scholarships, such as I shall

Amount of 
Stipends, 
December, 

1834.
Per annum,

Calcutta Sanscrit College
Madrissa..............................
Benares College................
Agra ditto .................
Delhi ditto ................

.......  654

....... 480

8,352
7,848
4,176
5,660
7,524

Deduct one-fourth ................
33,560
8,390

25,170
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hereafter state that I would approve, the additional annual disbursement 
from the Treasury will be about 25,000, rupees, and perhaps there may be 
6,000 rupees more per annum, on account of the office, which has been abo
lished, of Secretary to the Sanscrit college at Benares. I am well persuaded 
that the Honorable Court will approve of our having closed these controversies 
at this limited amount of increased expense. I would, upon this understand
ing, willingly join in the direction sent to the General Committee in the letter 
of Mr. Prinsep, on the 31st of July last, “ to avoid making any alienation 
“ (from the assigned funds of the Oriental institutions) without previously 
“ soliciting the sanction of Government.” They should, as I have said, be 
desired to appropriate the funds within the Oriental colleges, first to Oriental 
and then to English instruction. I would not on any account admit the 
extension of the system of scholarships within these colleges beyond the 
general proportion, (which should be on a liberal scale) allowed elsewhere ; for 
this would be an excessive and artificial encouragement which might be justly 
objected to. But I would secure the most eminent professors for the colleges. 
I would encourage the preparation, within the limits of the funds, of the most 
useful books of instruction, such as of the Siddhants and Sanscrit version of 
Euclid, which Mr. Wilkinson has urged upon us, and I would provide in 
some form, which the General Committee should be required to take into 
early consideration, for an improved and effective superintendence of the 
Oriental colleges of the North Western Provinces, where I know that such a 
supervision is very obviously required. Funds that might still remain avail
able could be doubtless to much advantage devoted to European instruction in 
union with those particular institutions, and I should look with very warm in
terest to an efficient scheme for imparting English education to Mahomedans 
at the Madrissa in Calcutta.

6. The other reference made to me is with regard to Mr. Adam's plan 
for the improvement of indigenous schools and teachers. I would observe 
upon it that it is impossible to read his valuable and intelligent report, without 
being painfully impressed with the low state of instruction as it exists amongst 
the immense masses of the Indian population. Attempts to correct so lament
able an evil may well be eagerly embraced by benevolent minds. Yet I can
not but feel with the President in Council that the period has not yet arrived 
when the Government can join in these attempts with reasonable hope of 
practical good. When Mr. Adam enforces his views “ for the instruction of 
“ the poor and ignorant, those who are too ignorant to understand the evils of 
“ ignorance, and too poor, even if they did, to be able to remove them,” the in
ference irresistibly presents itself that among these is not the field in which 
our efforts can at present be most successfully employed. The small stock of 
knowledge which can now be given in elementary schools wiU of itself do lit
tle for the advancement of a people. The first step must be to diffuse wider 
information, and better sentiments amongst the upper and middle classes ; for 
it seems, as may be gathered from the best authorities on the subject, that a 
scheme of general instruction can only be perfect, as it comprehends a regular
ly progressive provision for higher tuition. In the European States where 
such systems have been recently extensively matured, this principle is, I be
lieve, universally observed. There is a complete series of universities in great 
towns, of academies in provincial divisions, and of small local schools, all con
nected in a combined plan of instruction. The extension of the plan to the 
parish or village school has been the last stage, as must naturally have beea 
the case, in the national progress. Mr. Adam’s plan contemplated such a riae



of able pupils from the village to the Zillah schools, but the suggestion coukl 
not immediately have effect. Here \ye are yet engaged on the formation and 
efficient direction of our upper institutions. When, indeed, the series of ver
nacular class of books for our single Zillah schools, Avhich is still a desideratum, 
and to ŵ hich I shall subsequently refer, shall have been published, and their 
utility shall have been established by practice, Mr. Adam’s recommendations 
may be taken up vî ith some fairer prospect of advantage. For the present I 
would confine our measures in reference to his reports, to injunctions on the 
General Committee that they bear in mind his particular suggestions and ob
jects in determining on the series of class books referred to. I would submit 
the plan to the Honorable Court for the expression of their sentiments and 
wishes, and in the collection of information for an eventual decision, I would 
make use of the experience which the Bombay measures of village instruction, 
alluded to in the note annexed, will have afforded. For this purpose I would 
communicate Mr. Adam’s report to the Government of Bombay, and ask how 
far the scheme which he describes is in accordance with that which is 
pursued in the provinces of that Presidency, and what opinion may be 
formed from the result already obtained by their village schools, of the 
propriety of carrying out Mr. Adam’s plans in their important parts. The 
encouragement to existing school masters, which is the leading suggestion in 
Mr. Adam’s plan, will probably have been largely tried at Bombay, and the 
extent to which those school masters have reaped improvement under such 
encouragement Avill be a most interesting subject of enquiry. I learn also in 
the course of my enquiries regarding the previous progress of education in 
India, that a School Society existed for some time in Calcutta, the operations 
of which were directed with partial success to the amendment of indigenous 
schools. Mr. Hare will probably be able to explain the history of this Society, 
which drew a grant of 400 or 500 rupees a month from Government, and to 
give also the causes of its extinction : I would ask this gentleman to favour 
Government with a report regarding that Society. And I would conclude 
upon this subject by recording my opinion that, when such a scheme as that 
proposed by Mr. Adam comes to be tried, the arrangements for introducing it 
should be on a liberal and effective scale, and that it ought not to be under
taken at all, until the Government is satisfied that it has at command a tho
roughly zealous and qualified superintendence.

7. Having said thus much in answer to the references made to me by 
the President in Council, I would proceed to record my observations upon the 
topics which seem to me most important in regard to our plans of education. 
I strongly feel that, in all that we can do, we must be prepared for much dis
appointment in our early efforts to satisfy the demands made upon us on this 
subject. By some it will be lamented that we do not at once perfect enlarged 
schemes for general education. By others it will be regretted that what we 
do for the best pupils of our few seminaries seems to produce so partial an 
effect. Feelings of this nature will attend us in whatever attempts we may 
engage for the improvement of any branch of our Indian Government. Our 
governing and instructed class belongs to a highly civilized community. It is 
in active and increasing intercourse with the European world, where, in an 
advanced state of society, skill and enterprize are daily gaining new triumphs. 
It is naturally impatient for the introduction in India of every plan which 
has, though probably after repeated trials and failures, been adopted with suc
cess in European countries. And the spirit of free discussion excites benevo
lent minds to bring forward the most extensive projects. On the other hand,
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we are dealing with a poor people, to the vast majority of whom the means 
of livelihood is a much more pressing pbject than facilities for any better 
description or wider range of study. Our hold over this people is very im
perfect, and our power of offering motives to stimulate their zeal is but of 
confined extent. The agency which we can employ for reform is extremely 
narrow and liable to constant derangement. Of those who are willing to 
devote their energies to the business of giving or superintending instruction, 
Oriental scholars are apt to be unduly prepossessed in favour of acquirements 
obtained by much labour, and to which they are indebted for their reputation ; 
while mere European scholars are liable to be ignorant of, and neglect 
national feeling, or are at all events incompetent to make a proper use 
of native means for the execution of their plans. Where even the mind 
of an able pupil has been greatly informed and enlightened, the know* 
ledge gained by him may seem to produce no adequately corresponding result 
in after life. The student may stand alone in the family or society of 
which he forms a part. These can very generally have few feelings in 
common with him, and he may be unhappy and discontented in his pecu
liar position, or he may yield to the influences by which he is sur
rounded, and accommodate himself to the sentiments and practices which his 
reason had taught him to disapprove. Add to this, that if he finds that his 
knowledge opens to him the prospect of advancement, he will, under a restrict
ed competition, be over confident in his own powers and unreasonable in his 
expectations, while at the same time he will be tempted to relax in the exer
tions necessary to maintain, or carry forward, the standard of proficiency at 
which he had arrived. These are circumstances, of the operation of which we 
must all, I think, in a greater or less degree have had practical experience. I 
can only say upon them that we must neither entertain sanguine or premature 
hopes of general success, nor yet allow ourselves to be seriously discouraged. 
We must be content to lay even the first rude foundations of good systems, 
and trust for the rest to time, to the increasing demand of the public and of 
individuals for the services of educated men, to the extension which must 
every year take place of the agency for instruction at the command of Govern
ment, and to the certain effects of the spread, however slow, of knowledge, and 
of the gradual growth of wealth and intelligence in the community.

8. I would in now offering my opinions and suggestions on the present 
practical directions of our plans, desire to consider the question of our educa
tional policy as one of interest to every portion of the empire, without minute 
reference to merely local and temporary discussions. I am aware that we are 
yet in expectation of the orders of the Home Authorities on the subject of the 
changes in the scheme of education in Bengal, which were adopted by the Go
vernment in 1835. But I would not on this account longer withhold the ex
planation of my own sentiments on the course which should be adopted, and I 
do not anticipate that in what I shall propose, I shall be found to have de
viated in any material degree from the wishes of the Honorable Court.

9. I  would first observe that I most cordially agree with the Court in 
their opinion, which is quoted in paragraph 45 of Mr. Colvin’s note, that, with 
a view to the moral and intellectual improvement of the people, the great pri
mary object is the extension among those who have leisure for advanced study, 
of the most complete education in our power. There cannot, I think, be a 
doubt of the justice of their statement that “ by raising the standard of instruc- 
“ tion among these classes, we Avould eventually produce a much greater and
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“ more beneficial change in the ideas and feelings of the community than we 
“ can hope to produce by acting directly on the more numerous class.” It is 
not to be implied from tlus that in my view elementary education for the mass 
of the people is a thing necessarily to be neglected, or postponed for an inde
finite period, but it will have been seen that the hope of acting immediately 
and powerfully on the mass of the poor peasantry of India is certainly far from 
being strong with me. And the practical question therefore, to which I would 
before all others give my attention, is to the mode in which we may 
endeavour to communicate a higher education with the greatest prospect of 
success.

10. One mode which has been ably contended for is that of engrafting 
European knowledge on the studies of the existing learned classes, of the Moul- 
vees and Pundits of India. I confess that from such means I anticipate only 
very partial and imperfect results. I would, in the strictest good faith, and 
to the fullest extent, make good the promise of upholding, while the people 
resort to them, our established institutions of Oriental learning. I would 
make those institutions equal sharers with others in any general advantages 
or encouragements which we are satisfied ought to be aftbrded, with a view to 
the promotion of due efficiency in study. I would, from the funds W'hich have 
been before allowed to them, assist in them, as I have already said, any judici
ous plans for ameliorating the course of study, as by aiding the publication of 
works which may seem likely to be decidedly useful to the students. Nor am 
I at all disposed to undervalue the amount of sound education and morality 
which is to be acquired at these seminaries, even without calling in the resources 
of European science and literature. I will not profess deep respect for the 
mere laborious study of a difficult language, or of the refinements and subtil- 
ties of scholastic learning. But sensible, as assuredly I am, of the radical 
errors and deficiencies of the Oriental system, I am yet aware that the effect 
of all advanced education, and I will add especially of a Mahomedan educa
tion, is in cherishing habits of reflection, of diligence, and of honorable emula
tion ; that it tends also to elevate the tone of moral character, though its prac
tical effect is unfortunately too frequently marred by the domestic and social 
habits of Oriental life. Judging however, from the common principles of 
human nature, and from such experience as is referred to in the case of Mr. 
Wilkinson at Bhopal, it is not to the students of our Oriental colleges, trained, 
as it will be admitted that they are, in a faulty system, to which they are yet 
naturally and ardently attached, that I would look for my chief instruments 
in the propagation of a new knowledge and more enlarged ideas. It was not 
through the professors of our ancient schools, but by the efforts of original 
thought and independent minds, that the course of philosophical and scientific 
investigation and of scholastic discipline was for the most part reformed in 
Europe. The process of translation, it is to be added, into the learned lan
guages must unavoidably be so slow, that, on that account alone, the arguments 
in favor of a more direct method of proceeding appear to me conclusively 
convincing.

11. Another class of recommendations is that all the leading facts and 
principles of our literature and science be transferred by translations into the 
vernacular tongues. Mr. Hodgson in his book on education, says ; “ As a 
“ practical measure for the immediate adoption of Government, I have no 
“ hesitation in saying that to found a college for the rearing of a competent



“ body of translators and of school-mastei’s, in other -words, for the systematic 
“ supply of good vernacular books and good vernacular teachers (leaving the 
“ public to employ both, in case the Government fund be adequate to no more 
“ than the maintenance of such college) would be an infinitely better dispo- 
“ sal of the Parliamentary grant than the present application of it to the 
“ training of a promiscuous crowd of English smatterers, whose average period 
“ of schooling cannot by possibility tit them to be the regenerators of their 
“ country, yet for whose further and efficient prosecution of studies, so difficult 
“ and so alien to ordinary uses, there is no provision nor inducement whatever."

12. But those who support this course overlook in the first place the 
extreme practical difficulty of preparing any very extensive course of translat
ed or adapted works. We are speaking now o f the means o f an advanced and 
thorough education, and not of a limited series of works for the purposes of 
common instruction, to the compilation of which, as I shall have immediate oc
casion to remark, I am entirely favorable. The difficulties of translation have 
been illustrated by our knowledge of what has been effected at Bombay, where 
the object has been prosecuted with much zeal, and I have annexed to this 
minute, a list of the works which have been prepared in Arabic by the Eu
ropean Officers attached to the service of the Pasha of Egypt, and it will be 
seen how very confined the number is, excepting in works of Military, Medi
cal, or other science. The clear truth seems to be that works of science may, 
at least to some considerable extent, (their range being necessarily contracted) 
be rendered into other languages within a comparatively moderate period, but 
the translation, within any time the extent of which we could reasonably cal
culate, of any thing like a sufficient library of works of general literature, his
tory and philosophy, is an impossible task. I have only, therefore, to con
clude on this point by stating my entire concurrence in the opinion which has 
been quoted in the note from a despatch of the Honorable Court to the effect 
“ that the higher tone and better spirit of European literature can produce 
“ their full effect only on those who become familiar Avith them in the original 
“ languages.”

13. I would then make it my principal aim to communicate through the 
means of the English language, a complete education in European literature, 
philosophy and science to the greatest number of students who may be found 
I’eady to accept it at our hands, and for whose instruction our funds will admit 
of our providing. All our experience proves that by such a method, a real 
and powerful stimulus is given to the native mind. We have seen that in 
Bombay, as at Calcutta, from the time at which effective arrangements have 
been made for the higher branches of instruction in English, the understand
ings of the students have been thoroughly interested and roused, and that the 
consequences have wonderfully, to use the words of the Calcutta Committee of 
Public Instruction in 1831, “ surpassed expectation.” The difficulty which 
attends this course is the very important one, not of principle, but of practice, 
namely, that the wants and circumstances of our Indian population bring to 
our colleges so few who desire, or are able to I'eceive from us the complete 
English education, which it is our object to impart to them. Those who look 
with greater confidence to other methods of diffusing knowledge in this coun
try, dwell especially upon this difficulty. Mr. Hodgson argues that we have 
no reasonable ground to hope here for the same wide study of English litera
ture, and subsequent use of the information acquii'ed in it for the purposes of
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vernacular composition, as occurj'ed in the different stages of European civili
zation with reference to the Greek ajid Roman models, from which that civili
zation was chiefly derived. His words are, “ True the diiiicult and inapt 
“ science of Greece and Rome was in modern Europe first mastered in itself 
“ and eventually worked into our own speech and minds. But how ? by 
“ the employment of means adequate to the end, by the existence of circum- 
“ stance most powerfully efficient to forward that end. A  thousand predis- 
“ posing causes led a mighty nobility to seek in this lore the appropriate or- 
“ nament of their rank and station. A  church, which monopolised a third of 
“ the wealth of the continent, called Rome its mother and Greece its foster- 
“ mother, and throughout the great part of that continent, the law, ecclesias- 
“ tical and civil, was even lingually Roman. Hence the magnificent endow- 
“ ments and establishments and permanent inducements of all kinds by 
“ which a difficult and exotic learning was at length effectually naturalized 
“ amongst us. Hence the scholar, if lie pleased, might pursue in retire- 
“ ment letters as a profession, assured of a comfortable provision for life; 
“ or if he pleased, he might devote himself to the task of instructing the 
“ scions of a most influential and wealthy nobility, all of them from pe- 
“ culiar association necessitated to become his pupils, whether they pro- 
“ fited by his lessons or not, and thereby affording him the certainty of an en- 
“ during means of livelihood, or if he pleased, he might pass from the “ cloist- 
“ er or the college into the world, and there find the greater part of its most 
“ important concerns subservient to the uses and abuses of his peculiar gifts.”

14. Mr. Wilkinson has also on different occasions remarked that it seems 
to him that education in English should be confined for the present to the Pre
sidencies, and to some of the principal provincial stations, as being the only 
places at which there is yet an actual demand for it.

15. Mr. Adam says of the condition of our English scholars ; “ Extra- 
“ ordinary efforts have been made to extend a knowledge of the English lan- 
“ guage to the natives, but those who have more or less profited by the oppor- 
“ tunities presented to them do not find much scope for their attainments, 
“ which on the other hand little fit them for the ordinary pursuits of native 
“ society. They have not received a good native education, and the English 
“ education they have received finds little, if any, use. There is thus a want 
“ of sympathy between them and their countrymen, although they constitute a 
“ class from which their countrymen might derive much benefit. There is 
“ also little sympathy between them and the foreign rulers of the country, be- 
“ cause they feel that they have been raised out of one class of society without 
“ having a recognized place in any other class.”

16. But I believe that in all these opinions the practical value of supe
rior English acquirements is very greatly underrated. A  familijirity with the 
general principles of legislation and government, and the power of offering in
formation or opinions upon public affairs in English Reports, (which is the 
form in which the higher correspondence regarding the British Administration 
in ludia will, of course, always be conducted) must be qualifications so directly 
useful as (not to speak of the recommendations of an improved moral charac
ter,) to insure to the possessors of them a preference for the most lucrative pub
lic employments, after they shall have acquired that knowledge of life and 
business, and that good opinion among those who have had opportunities of 
witnessing their conduct, which mere book-leai’uing never can bestow. Ther©
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are as yet, no doubt, circumstances of tcmportary operation, which will keep 
for a period our best English scholars from I’eaping from their studies all the 
worldly profit which will ultimately accrue to them. Our course of instruction 
has not hitherto been so matured as to include any efficient and general ar
rangement for giving that knowledge of morals, jurisprudence, law and fiscal 
economy, which the Honorable Court have so wisely and earnestly insisted on, 
and which will be most directly useful in the discharge of administrative du
ties. There are other obstacles also which for a time may impede our young 
scholars in their desire to obtain public office. They may over-estimate their 
own pretensions, and decline to accept the subordinate situations which alone 
it may at first be thought right to entrust to them. The cure for such exag
gerated expectations will come with time. When this class of candidates be
comes more numerous, there will be less hesitation with many of them in tak
ing lower appointments. In the mean while, it is known that I am not dispos
ed to adopt any special means, which could be felt as doing injustice to the rest 
of the community, for connecting our educated English students with the pub
lic service. The subject has been fully discussed in my minute in the Judi
cial* Department of September 4th 1838, the completion of the measures con
sequent on which I am anxiously aAvaiting. The scheme proposed by the 
Honorable the President in Council, to which in that respect I assented in the 
minute referred to, included, however, the appointment of a limited number of 
Native Assistants to some of the best of our Zillah Judges, who ŵ ould be in
structed in the forms and practice of office. And so far there would be an im
mediate opening for the employment of several of our students. The general 
character of my recommendation in that minute was, however, to establish a 
tost of qualification, before selection for the honorable and responsible situa
tion of a Moonsiff, for all candidates, wheresoever and in whatever language 
instructed, and to procure the compilation and printing of Manuals of legal in
struction, in the native tongues, as well as in English, which might be taught 
every where by private masters, or in public institutions. To the principle 
of this plan I would steadily adhere. But in our colleges I would carry in
struction of this kind further than would be the aim of these Manuals, which 
would be more proper for use in our common schools. Having thus supplied, 
suitable aids for the acquisition of the knowledge most requisite in public life, 
I would look with assured confidence to the recognition by the community 
of the advantages of an advanced English education, comprizing those branches 
of study, a conversancy with which would place an instructed native gentleman 
on a level with our best European Officers. It is true, and no one has more 
heartily concurred and rejoiced in the determination than myself, that the ver
nacular tongues, and not English, will be the future languages of the courts 
and offices in the interior of the country. But this circumstance will in no 
degree detract from the force of those inducements to English study, of which, 
as regards the vast and most important correspondence which must ever be 
conducted in English, I have just spoken ; nor need I dwell on the degree to 
Avhich such inducements will be increased by the mere fact of English being 
the language of the ruling and governing class in India. This is an encour  ̂
agement to the pursuit of English that will probably greatly counterbalance 
the wan.t, which has been justly noticed by Mr. Hodgson, of those motives to 
its cultivation which would have existed in such strength had English been 
here, as the classical languages were in the West, the established languages of 
theology and of law.

* Rccordcd in the Legislative Department,
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] 7. It Avill be observed that I have referred chiefly to inducements con
nected with employment in the public service as likely to lead Indian students 
to ask admission to onr colleges. This, we may be satisfied, is the principal 
motive wliich will as yet operate to bring them to any of our educational insti
tutions. Excepting perhaps partially in Calcutta (and possibly, though I am 
not informed on the point, at Bombay) the wealthy and higher classes of India 
do not send their sons to public colleges and schools. Those who come to us 
for instruction are in search of the means of livelihood either in places under 
the Government, or in situations under individuals, which, in the peculiar con
stitution of Indian Government and society, bring them, in a greater or less 
degree, in connection with the public administration. I mention this point as 
explanatory of the importance to be attached to the natui’e of the instruction 
communicated to our students. The remark applies with equal force to our 
institutions for the study of the classical learning of the East. Putting aside 
the money stipends which were formerly allowed, the great object of the stu
dents in the Sanscrit and Arabic colleges of the Government has been to rise 
to office as Law Pundits and Moulvies in the Courts. The knowledge which 
gains lor men reputation and profit among the native community, as great re
ligious teachers, or among the Hindoos as proficients in Astrology, is not to be 
acquired at those colleges, and will best be obtained elsewhere from private 
native instructors. If there be not a demand for the same number of Law 
Pundits and Moulvies as previously, the attendance at. the colleges may be ex
pected to decline, though in the Arabic in a much less degree than in the San
scrit colleges ; for Mahomedan studies fit men far more than those of Hindoo 
learning for all the active oflices of life.

18. What has been said may suffice to prove that there are weighty and 
daily growing inducements to the pursuit of English education, if directed with 
a proper attention to the wants of scholars and to practical results. It remains 
that means should be furnished, at least to the most promising of the scholars, 
to continue their studies to the desired completion : as incontestible proof ap
pears to have been given that their poverty would otherwise generally compel 
them to retire from college as soon after their leaving boyhood as an opportu
nity of securing a provision for their subsistence might be open to them. On 
this point I will immediately remark separately, but I would here again say 
that I am of opinion, in full concurrence with the President in Council, that 
whatever amount of reward and support for meritorious students may be 
granted to those attached to our English, should be granted also, in perfectly 
like proportion, in our Oriental institutions. The pledge to maintain these 
latter institutions, while resorted to by the people, involves to my mind the 
clear obligation to maintain them with all the conditions Avhich are judged 
necessary for the general efficiency of our educational schemes.

19. Assuming upon the preceding reasoning, that our aim as regards 
those! seminaries of highest learning which are not, like the learned Eastern 
colleges, especially assigned to other objects, should be to communicate Eu
ropean knowledge through the medium of the English language, it is next to 
be considered what should be the character of the minor academies or schools, 
such as may probably be eventually established at every Zillah station.

20. I have not stopped to state that correctness and elegance in verna
cular composition ought to be sedulously attended to in the superior colleges. 
This is a matter of course in the scheme of instruction. But a question may
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well be raised wlitthcr in the Zillah schools, the subject matter of instruction 
ought not to be conveyed principally through the vernacular, rather than the 
English medium.

21. I would certainly be much in favour of that course, if I saw any solid 
reason to believe that instruction of a common order Avould more readily and 
largely be accepted from the Government in the one mode than the other. I am 
quite of opinion that a very valuable amount of useful knowledge may be easi
ly conveyed, when good class books and persons competent to teacli from them 
are provided, through the means of the vernacular languages. And while I 
am satisfied that some, not trivial amount of moral and intellectual stimulus 
and improvement is obtained from the minor English schools at present ex
isting, yet the standard of proficiency in them is probably not so great, as that 
the mass of scholars in them would not be nearly as much gainers from mere
ly vernacular tuition.

22. It is an argument for the use of the vernacular medium in such 
schools that, after the first expense of preparing school-books has been incur
red, instruction in that manner Avould, it may be expected, be more economical 
than through English, Avhich requires the employment of an English master on 
a salary at least two or three times as high as would be adecjuate for a native 
teacher who had received an English education, and was at the same time per
fectly conversant with his own tongue. p]mploynient as a school-master 
would also be a natural and proper provision for studious young men, who had 
gone through a complete course at the English colleges. Such a master 
would of course be able to instruct a class attached to a vernacular school in 
the first elements of English learning, so as to lay a foundation for those who 
wished further to prosecute that study.

23. It is a deduction fi-om the saving which the substitution of Native 
for English masters in the Zillah schools might pi'oduce, that English su{)erin- 
tendence over several circles of such schools would probably for along period be 
indispensable, and a charge on that account must be estimated for. It is also 
to be reckoned that the cost of compiling and translating a proper series of 
vernacular class-books is likely to be considerably greater than miglit at first 
be supposed.

24. I would speak with much respect of the authority of Mr. Wilkinson 
on this subject. But I will avow that I am by no means convinced of the ap- 
phcability of his system or suggestions to the objects of a common education. 
It is, at least, not certain that he will in the end carry the body of Hindoo As
tronomers along with him in his correction of prevalent errors. In any event 
it is not the abstruse parts of Mathematical science which could be of use in 
our Zillah schools. In fact Mr. Wilkinson’s system is almost wholly depend
ent on his own eminent personal talents and exertions, his admirable zeal, his 
great knoAvledge, the weight of his excellent character, and perhaps also, it 
should not be concealed, the influence attaching to his position as the Bi’itish 
Political Agent. It would not be safe to draw conclusions as to what may 
best be done by ordinary agents within the British Provinces from what may 
have been accomplished in vernacular instruction by Mr. Wilkinson in Sehore. 
Some of his remarks too as to the failure of attempts at EngHsh education 
within foreign states are not good grounds for anticipating failure within our 
own districts, where other circumstances and motives are in operation.
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2o, I do not fidm’t into tliis discussion the question of promoting at tlie 
present time tlxe formation of a body of vernacular literature. Instruction 
through tlie vernacular languages, to a definite extent for ordinary purposes, 
may possibly be, as the readiest mode to the attainment of those purposes, 
proper and desirable. ]>ut any thing like a body of enlarged literature can, I 
am thoroughly convinced, be created only with time, by the unprompted exer
tions of private authors, when a general demand for such literature shall have 
arisen among the people. The Honorable Court have in a passage which has 
been quoted, declared tlieinselves strongly in favor of a liberal encouragement 
of native private authors and translators, and I would by no means dissent 
widely from their views ; though the encouragement must be given with judg
ment, or the Government will be constantly in hazard of aiding mediocrity or 
premature and ill-directed efforts. But these are considerations apart from 
the settlement of the plans of school instruction on which we are now engaged.

26. I have thus stated what has seemed most important on the subject of 
introducing tlie vernacular medium in our common District schools— I mean 
as to the general principle of such a change ; for the measure could not be 
named as one for very early adoption, with no class books prepared, or teach
ers versed in those books yet trained for their duties. And as the contrary 
system has been actually established, it is right that, unless urgent reasons 
for abandoning that system demanded attention, it should be fully tried, with 
the improvements of which it may fairly be susceptible. We may be said to 
have two great experiments in progress, one in the Bengal, the other in the 
Bombay provinces,— the provincial education being in the former conducted 
chiefly through the English, in the latter almost, if not quite exclusively, 
through the vernacular languages. It will be most interesting that both expe
riments shall be closely watched, and thoroughly developed. It is possible 
that in Bengal, in aiming at too much, we may have Avithheld some facilities 
for acquiring knowledge which might otherwise have advantageously been 
left open. And in Bombay the standard of proficiency in the Mofussil schools 
may have been fixed and allowed to remain too low, with no principle in the 
scheme by which they are regulated which would constantly animate exertion, 
and maintain a spirit of progressive improvement.

27. The immediate practical question in respect to Bengal seems to be 
that which I have before mentioned, namely, whether it may be reasonably 
supposed that a vernacular would be more readily and largely accepted in our 
District schools than an English education, and on this subject I am not able, 
after much careful reflection, to discover any reasons which could lead me to 
answer the proposition in the affirmative. Native youths will not come to our 
schools to be instructed in vernacular composition. This qualification is more 
quickly and easily to be attained from other sources. We can in those schools 
draw little, if any, aid from existing native literature. The desire for the new 
ideas and information which will be imparted at them must therefore be 
among the great inducements to attendance, and those who are candidates for 
such instruction will not, I think, in any important degree be deterred by hav
ing to undergo also the labour of learning the English character and language. 
The fact indeed is, as it is to be presumed from the evidence which has been 
recorded on the subject, that a knowledge of the English language itself with 
a view to the business, however humble, of life, is one main object of most of 
the scholars. It is fortunate that in the pursuit of such an object, they can
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be led on to liighei* studies and ends. For mere instruction of a general nature 
(sucli as our masters now give) throiujJt the vernacular njcdium, it may, it 
seems to me, well be doubted whether even the number of pupils would seek 
our schools who now resort to them.

28. On the other hand, I confess that I regard it as a serious defect in 
our plans that we have compiled no proper series of vernacular class-books. It 
is obviously desirable that, as we have vei'nacular classes, the books used in 
them should not only be correct and elegant in style, but should be themselves 
of the most useful description. I would urge also the justness and importance 
of the advice of the Honorable Court that such a series of class-books should 
be prepared under one general scheme of control and superintendence. Much 
expense will thereby be saved, and efficiency greatly promoted. The cost would 
equitably and willingly be divided among many parties. The works would either 
be selections from English books of instruction already published, or original 
compilations adapted for native pupils. In either case the charge of the first 
selection or compilation in English would be borne in part by the education 
funds of Bengal, and in part by those of the other Presidencies, especially by 
those of Bombay, where such works must be urgently required tor the verna
cular schools in the interior. The new Pautsalah of Calcutta, the projectors 
of which have proposed a good series of works, would also of course contribute, 
and aid might be expected from benevolent individuals or associations in dif
ferent parts of India. The present opportunity is favoiable for entering on 
the undertaking. When the books shall have been prepared in English, they 
will afterwards, as the Honorable Court have observed, be translated at each 
Presidency into the vernacular languages current in it, but the first step for 
all the Presidencies must bo the primary compilation. I would, then, place 
the body, which at Bombay represents the Government in the direction of 
native education, in communication with the Committee of Public Instruction 
at Calcutta, and make it my first injunction to the latter Committee in concert 
with the Managers of the Hindoo College, Pautsalah or others, to draw a de
finite scheme of the several sets of books wanted for instruction through the 
vernacular languages in seminaries of ordinary education— then to consider 
and report by what means, and at what estimated cost, to be distributed among 
what parties, these books can be drawn up, and with what further cost the 
printing of them would be attended. With this information before them the 
Government can determine on the completion of the plan, and on the amount 
of funds which can properly, independent of the usual income of the Commit
tee, be assigned to it.

29. I need scarcely repeat that I look with particular favor on the sug
gestions of the Managers of the Pautsalah for including in the list of works, 
treatises on the elements of Law, general and local, of Political Economy, and 
of Morals.

30. When the series of class-books shall have been printed, and especi
ally when those further Manuals of the precedents, rules and practice of our 
courts to which my Minute in the Judicial Department of September 4th, 
1838, referred, shall have been added to them and made a part of instruction, 
it is more probable than at present that students will attend the vernacular 
classes of our Zillah schools for the sake of the general and practical know
ledge to be acquired at them. In that stage of progress it would be my second 
<lirection to the Calcutta Education Committee to relax their rule for the dis-
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eoiitiimance of separate vernaculai- instruction, and to allow students to attend 
the lull coui'se of English or veriiacijar tuition as they might themselves pre- 
l e r .

31. The day however when all this can be accomplished may yet be 
distant. It is easy to wish for and to project sucli compilations as will be re- 
(piisite for the purpose, but the means in India for the efficient execution of 
them are unavoidably limited, and in this respect, as in other parts of our en
deavours, we must expect delays and partial disappointments.

32. Meanwhile we have to improve the institutions Avhich are establish
ed, and to make the mo3t of them for the great end sought for. My leading 
recommendation on this point would be so to connect our Zillah schools with 
the central colleges as to give from the latter to the ablest students of the
Zillah schools, a stimulus that will carry them beyond the ordinary range of
instruction which is reached by the mass of the Zillah pupils. Without such
a stimulus, we shall fall short of the point which we must desire to gain in the
promotion of national improvement.

33. This brings me to the question of pecuniary scholarships for meri
torious students ; for such a stimulus as 1 have spoken of is scai’cely to be given 
excej)ting by attaching in some form scholarships of that discription to the 
central colleges, to whi(;h the best of the Zillah scholars may be eligible. 
On the general question regarding pecuniary support to promising students to 
enable them to perfect their studies I think that I may content myself by re
ferring to the facts and opinions which have been detailed on this point; and 
I will only thei efore profess my decided adoption of the principle laid down 
by the Honorable Court in the words which 1 shall again quote from their 
despatch of September 29th, 1830— '•^Provided (they say,) that the privilege 
o f scholarships is restricted to young men who have afforded proof o f a pecu
liar capacity and industry, it appears to us to he a highly useful and proper 
mode o f  encouraging and facUituting their acquisition o f high attainment s.'"' 
My third present direction to the Calcutta Conmiittee would now therefore bo 
to consider and report with all expedition on the details of a scheme for assign
ing a certain number of scholarships to all our higher seminaries— those in 
the English and Oriental colleges bĉ ing in an equal ratio. In consequence of 
the very general poverty of students I would fix the ratio on a higher scale, 
say at l-4th of the number of pupils, if that number “ should afford proof of 
peculiar capacity and industry.” I do not suggest scholarships in our ordi
nary schools, as the most deserving pupils of these will best be provided for 
in the colleges, and the average efficiency of such schools can well be main
tained by honorary prizes or simple donations of money. Of the college scho
larships it may perhaps be the most convenient in the first instance that some 
should be assigned in regular rotation to be competed for by the pupils of each 
Zillah school. The amount ought from the commencement to be enough for 
the decent subsistence of a Native student, and there might be some small in
crease admitted after a year or two, as an incentive to continued effort. On tlie 
other hand the scholarship should be forfeited if a proper standard of attain
ment were not exhibited at each early examination. I would not grant scho
larships for a year only, liable to be then lost if, upon the chance of an ex
amination, another competitor might stand higher on the list; for the uncer
tain tenure of the emolument would be very unfavorable to hearty consistent 
study. But I would provide by such safeguards as 1 have mentioned against
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tlie growtli of indolence or indifference in the student. Four years is an or
dinary period for liolding such scholarshij ŝ at home, and it may be sufficient 
here. The following is the scheme of the Flaherty scholarships in the Uni
versity College, London, taken from the report of the Council of that institu
tion for 1838. “ They (the Council) have determined to apply the income of 
“ this fund towards the formation of scholarships to be called Flaherty scho- 
“ larships, Avhich at the same time that they stimulate and reward the exer- 
“ tions of the students, might commemorate the zeal and munilicience of this 
“ body. This donation, increased by the investment of the surplus dividends 
“ until the scholarships are in full operation, together with the sum of £  250 
“ supplied by the Council out of the funds of the College, will constitute a 
“ fund producing £  200 per anuum, which will be sufficient to create four 
“ scholarships, each amounting to £50 annually for four years. One of these 
“ scliolarships will be vacant every year, and it is to be given in alternate 
“ years to the best proficient in classical languages, and in Mathematics and 
“ in Natural Philosophy. The first is intended to be given in the present year 
“ to the best proficient in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.”

34. I would state to the Education Committee that it is the wish of Go
vernment eventually to bring the Medical College at Calcutta within our 
general scheme on this subject. But I would not press any immediate pro
position to that effisct. It will be enough to request now that the General 
Committee report especially in each of their successive yearly reports whether 
they think that the time has arrived at which the assimilation could properly 
be introduced.

35. The fourth point on which I would at present give instructions to 
the Education Committee, is as to the preference to be given to rendering 
the highest instruction efficient in a certain number of central colleges, rather 
tlian employing their funds in the extension of the plan of founding ordinary 
Zillah schools. I would have the places fixed, with reference to extent of 
population or convenience of locality, at which it should be the aim gradually 
to build up these efficient central colleges. I would, on a first conjecture, 
name for them Dacca, Patna, Benares or Allahabad, Agra, Delhi and ulti
mately, though proba,bly at a distant date, Bareilly. At these places, as well 
as at the colleges of the Metropolis, the com-se of instruction should be care- 
fftlly widened and perfected as opportunities offisr. The scholarships to be 
established at them will provide a class of students, prepared to avail them
selves of the utmost advantages w'hich they can afford, and real progress v̂ill 
thus be made, to tlie good effects of which we can look forward with reason
able hope. The Committee can act on this view only according to the actual 
state of circumstances from time to time. At Agra and Delhi, there is already 
a demand for higher instruction which ought to be satisfied with the least de
lay possible ; elsewhere perhaps the condition of the institutions may not call 
for or admit of immediate improvement. Where there is no strong occasion 
for the enlargement of the existing schools into colleges, the founding of other 
schools may occasionally be the best and widest appropriation of the educational 
income, but I would point it out to the Committee, that the first of these 
objects, when practicable, is to have a declared priority of attention. I would 
especially invite the Committee to report how the studies connected Avith 
jurisprudence, government, and morals may be most readily introduced into 
our superior colleges, and particularly whether very early arrangements 
cannot be made for the purpose in the Hindoo college at Calcutta. The
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revision of the system of scliolarsliips in that college, so as to obviate the 
too general course of early withdrijwal from instruction, which is now com
plained of, should have early consideration. Another object in these superior 
colleges ought to be to instruct the pupils, or some proportion of them, for the 
duties of inferior school-masters ; and to this end, they should be made tho
roughly masters of the class-books and legal or otlier Maiuials, which are de
signed to be used in the lower schools, and with the branches of krowledge 
which relate to the subjects comprised in them. Lastly, in order to make the 
greatest use of the advantages of the colleges, I Avould attentively watch the 
degi’ee to which the students profit by their access to the considerable libraries 
which are now attached to many of our institutions. Important deficiencies 
in those libraries should be promptly supplied. A  regular register should be 
kept of the books read by each student ; the advancement made in general 
knowledge by the perusal of these books should be tested by examination, and 
rewards should be given to the most proficient, and the subject of the employ
ment made of the libraries should be one for special notice in the Annual lle- 
ports regarding each institution.

36. If instructions founded upon these observations should, with the con
currence of the President in Council, be communicated to the Calcutta Gene
ral Committee, I Avould be glad that it should be added to them that, if the 
Committee should doubt the feasibility of attaching scholarships to central 
colleges on some such general scheme as has been suggested for the improve
ment of the pupils of the Zillah schools, they will then submit such other re
commendations as they may think most likely to promole the object contem
plated by that scheme ; the advancement of the best pupils of the body of our 
scholars beyond the present scale of common acquirement being regarded as a 
point of the first importance in our educational plans.

37. I have not more to observe on the immediate guidance of the mea
sures of the Calcutta Committee. Before leaving the subject, however, I would 
say that the day may come when unity and efilciency of supervision will better 
be secured by having a single superintendent of our Government seminaries, 
with an adequate establishment, than by retaining the existing large Commit
tee of Members acting gratuitously in the intervals of other laborious duties, 
and so numerous as necessarily to cause a frequent inconvenience in the des
patch of business. At present I am satisfied that the varied knowledge pos
sessed by the Members of the Committee renders their services most valuable 
to the Government, and I would gratefully retain their aid. But I should be 
happy to receive from them a report of their suggestions on the means of pro
curing an occasional local inspection of the institutions under their charge. 
The experience of Sir Edward Ryan, their President, will have convinced him, 
that there may be great hazard of the interests of education being seriously 
retarded by the want of such inspection.

38. For the Bombay and Madras Presidencies, it may be convenient to 
place those Governments in possession of the substance of the review which 
has been taken of the facts relative to the progress of education in all parts of 
India, and to communicate to them also the resolution which may finally be 
adopted by the Government, explanatory of its general views on the sugges
tions which I have offered, and of the orders that may be issued for the guid
ance of the Committee in Calcutta. These Governments should be specially 
invited to co-operate, tlirough the bodies charged with the conti-ol of Public



Instruction under their superintendence, in the common object of aiding the 
preparation of an useful and comprehensive set of class-books, to be afterwards 
rendered into the vernacular tongues of th*e several provinces. In this, as in 
other parts of the Government, it is a matter of high importance that there 
should be a thorough understanding among the difterent Presidencies, of the 
principles observed and plans followed out in each, that the experience of one 
should be made known for the benefit of all, and that all should work together 
in the pursuit of the desired result. The Bombay Government I would par
ticularly request to consider the measures which I have contemplated for rais
ing and adapting to native wants the instruction conveyed in the most advanced 
of our English colleges. I would ask also for a distinct and detailed report 
on the condition of its Mofussil vernacular schools ; the precise nature and 
range of the education given in them, whether at sudder stations or in the in
terior towns and villages ; the manner in Avhich the teachers at either class of 
schools are selected and remunei-ated ; whether (as has been before alluded to,) 
by superintending and rewarding the teachers of the village schools who have 
not been trained in any of our own seminaries, sensible godd as been effected ; 
whether, where there is no I'egular European superintendence, these interior 
schools are kept in a state of real efficiency ; whether inducements in the 
grant of scholarships are, and if they are not, whether they may not well be, 
held out to the best scholars of the Zillah schools to prosecute their studies 
further, and to acquire an improving knowledge of European literature ; what 
are the general inducements which bring pupils to the schools, and whether 
good conduct in them ordinarily leads, as appear to have been approved by 
the Honorable Court, to employment in the public service. It may be ex
plained that under this Government there has been care taken to withhold any 
thing like a monopoly of the public service from the scholars of its institution ; 
general tests open to all candidates, and selection by local Officers with regard 
to know character, as well as proficiency in learning, being considered the 
proper grounds for nomination to public office. If the lads from the schools 
are drafted largely into official situations, opinions from the European Officers 
under whom they have served as to the degree of superior fitness exhibited 
by them would be of value. It is probable that Captain Candy, the Superin
tendent of the schools in the Deckan and of the Sanscrit college, could 
condense the materials for such a report and submit it, with his own com
ments, without much delay. He will especially say whether the general 
standard of acquirement in the vernacular schools is as forward as he could 
desire, and whether he would recommend the establishment of English 
schools, with a due arrangement of merit scholarships, in a few of the interior 
districts. He will explain also what is his system in regard to the Sanscrit 
college at Poona, what improvements through the introduction of European 
knowledge have been attempted and with what success, and what is the extent 
and promise of the English classes.

39. Of the Government of Madras, I would ask for information of the 
present state of education under the direction or encouragement of the State, 
within those territories, and as to what proceedings were taken consequent 
on the expressed desire of the Honorable Court for the foundation of an 
English college at Madras. The Madras Presidency is remarkable in India 
as being that in which a knowledge of the mere English language is most 
diffused among all who are attached in public or private capacities to Euro- 
petin Officers ; but comparatively little appears, on any reports before me, to
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have been done in order to make such a knowledge conducive to moral and 
intellectual advancement.

40. In concluding this paper I have to express my regret if it should 
have extended to an inconvenient length. But the importance of the subject 
will be my excuse with my colleagues for my having treated it in this manner, 
with a view to the suggestion of such practical conclusions as may correct 
existing defects, diffuse more accurate information, and possibly have some 
effect in satisfying and reconciling opposite opinions.

(Signed) AUCKLAND.

Delhi, November 24M. 1839.
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No part of our Lidian policy exhibits a greater improvement, and is more 
honorable to our rule than the attention which has of late years been paid to 
the subject of the education of the people.

Undeterred by the narrow considerations of jealously and distrust, and by 
the influence still more difficult to be overcome of that prejudice which depre
ciates the native character, while it adopts one of its worst features and induces 
a self-complacent contemplation of European superiority and a contemptuous 
apathy to the advancement of the millions by whom we are surrounded, our 
countrymen have understood the great duty which has devolved upon them, 
and the Government of British India has not shrunk from taking its part in 
the task. As long ago as 1780 the first institution founded by the British 
Government for the education of native youth was established by Mr. Warren 
Hastings ; his example was folloAved by subsequent Governors General, but, the 
subject not being properly understood, little advantage was for a long period 
derived from these attempts. Of late years, hdwever, it has attracted the par
ticular attention of some of the most capable individuals in the country, who, 
profiting by the experience of the past, have extracted from the imperfect ma
terials before them much useful information. Reasoning from which, and from 
other contemporary evidence, they have been enabled to lay down upon broad 
and comprehensive principles, the ground-work upon which any system of edu
cation to be generally useful must be founded.

It is, I know, a matter of regret and of reproach to Madras, that, w'hile 
so much has been done at the other Presidencies, so little has been effected 
here, but I believe that, if we now thankfully avail ourselves of their experi
ence, we shall keep clear of many difficulties with ŵ hich they have had to 
contend ; and indeed I hope that we shall be able by exertion and perseverance 
to gain our proper position, and to compete in the race with our neighbours.

The subject has long forced itself upon my attention, and I should ere 
this have brought it to the notice of the Board, if I had not felt a difficulty in 
finding that my views were incompatible with the recommendations of the



Committee of gentlemen wlio had 'boon appointed to report upon the subject 
previous to my arrival in this countiy.

This made me pause, and I have endeavoured by conversation and cor
respondence with those whom I thought best able to assist me, and by such 
other means as lay in my power, to make myself better acquainted with the 
subject. The result has been to confirm me in my first opinion, and I have 
only to regret the delay which has been occasioned by this circumstance, and 
by the pressure of other business.

I need not go back to the history of the attempts which have been made 
in this Presidency to introduce a general system of education. Sir Thomas 
Munro has reviewed the state of education upon to his time in his Minute of 
December, 1825, and tlie Minutes of Consultation of the 18th May, 1836, suc
cinctly trace all that has been_̂ done since that period.

Those endeavours having produced nothing but disappointment, were then 
ordered to be discontinued; a new direction was to be given to our efforts, and 
the plan which has been found to succeed in Bengal and Bombay was to be 
introduced, with such modifications as local circumstances might require at 
Madras. To suggest the best mode of carrying this resolution into effect a 
Committee was appointed, and here I must confess, in my humble opinion, was 
an error ; for w'ith the views of the General Committee at Calcutta, and of the 
Supreme Government in our hands, which, founded on experience, contain 
every thing requisite at the outset of our undertaking, I conceive that the ini
tiative ought to have been taken by this Government, who might have pro
ceeded at once to lay down the principles upon which the new system was to be 
based, the objects chiefly to be kept in sight, and the general outline of the 
plan.

The principal points urged upon’ our attention by the Supreme Govern
ment and the General Committee are :—

1st. The discontinuance of the syst '̂m of frittering away the sums allow
ed for educational purposes, upon mere elementary schools and upon eleemo
synary scholars.

2d. The establishment of a collegiate institution at tlie Presidency, 
upon the plan of the Hindoo college at Calcutta.

3d. The encouragement of native co-operation and confidence, by join
ing the most influential and respectable natives with Europeans in the ma
nagement of the institution.

It appears to me that all these essential points have been more or less 
overlooked by the Committee appointed on the 18th of May, 1836. Their at
tention appears to have been almost entirely confined to one point, viz ; the 
establishment of a Normal school or class ; to obtain which they propose to 
begin with endowing four elementary schools in different parts of Madras, 
these to compete -with the schools already established by private subscription, 
and which are either exclusively for Christian children of various denomina
tions, or else intended for the propagation of religious doctrine— the Normal 
class to be ingrafted on the best school,whether it be one of the four supported 
by Government or not.
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It is plain that tliis proposition falls far short of the views of the Suprcmî  
Government and of the recommendations of the General Conunittee, if indeed 
it is not directly opposed to them.

The latter doubt the advantage of even two English seminaries at Ma
dras, and advocate a single collegiate institution as the best means of affording 
facilities of liberal education to the community, and of supplying properly qua
lified native masters for other schools. But there are other objections to the 
plan proposed by the Madras Committee.

The manifest expediency and necessity of carrying the influential portion 
of the natives along with them, seems to have been entirely overlooked. A l
though permitted to associate with themselves any natives whose co-operation 
might be deemed useful or desirable, they do not appear to have done so in a 
single instance. The same disregard of native opinion is apparent in the re
commendation to ingraft the Normal class indifferently upon a Missionary or a 
Government school, thus confounding and blending, as it must appear in their 
eyes, the object of both. Neither does it appear to me the least objectionable 
part of this proposition that the Normal class may thus become a part of an 
institution which is not only removed from the control of Government, or of 
any regularly constituted Board or Committee for the superintendence of Pub
lic Education, but subject, possibly, to influences most distasteful to the natives 
generally, and which might be fatal to the very object sought.

It is not to be expected that we should have the cordial co-operation of 
the natives of influence and respectability in such a plan as this, and it will 
not be denied that the success of any plan of national education must in a great 
measure depend upon such co-operation.

These are my principal objections to the suggestions of the Madras Com
mittee. On the other hand, when I turn to the recommendation of the Gene
ral Committee at Calcutta, and the letter of the Supreme Government, I find 
that my opinions are perfectly in accordance with them.

I consider myself, therefore, justified in making them the basis of the plan 
which I now intend to propose. If it is objected to that this plan is too large, 
I answer that it has been purposely traced on an extended scale ; that by so 
doing, I hope to stimulate the exertions of the natives, and thus to raise their 
views to a level with these designs. In the mean time one portion of the 
scheme which I trust to see carried into immediate effect, is not beyond their 
immediate requirements ; as far as it goes, it is complete within itself, while 
hereafter it is intended to stand in the same relative position towards the 
other portion, the college, as its namesake the High school of Edinburgh 
does towards the college of that city, or as the great public schools in Eng
land occupy with respect to the Universities.

But if I have ventured thus to claim an affinity for this part of my plan to 
great and venerable institutions, let it not be supposed that I have been led 
away by any fanciful analogy, or by the mere desire of imitation. In every 
scheme of education which includes the higher branches of study, there must 
be a separate provision for this purpose, but while a division of educational in
stitutions is necessary, it is highly desirable that the importance of their con
nexion should not be lost sight of.

Some remarks upon this point by Dr. Wilson, of the General Assembly’s
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Mission at Bombay, appear to rae so just that I sliall not scruple to transcribe 
them. “ The connexion,” he says, “ between the school and college division 
of our institution is most intimate, for they are both taught under the same 
roof; and are placed under the same superintendence. This connexion 
I shall ever seek to maintain. It is of the greatest importance that those 
who have lately commenced their studies, should see the actual progress 
of their seniors, that they may be excited to tread in their footseps, and it is 
of no less importance, in the present state of native society, that the advanced 
pupils should be excited to diligence, by seeing a gradual, if not rapid ap
proach to their position, by multitudes of whom at one time they have had a 
considerable start. Loud complaints are made respecting the pride and pe
dantry of many of the natives partially educated, and the indolence into 
which they sink before their youth can be said to have passed away, and 
which strongly contrasts with their former ardour and zeal.”

“ This is owing to their being constituted gentlemen at large, and scho
lars at will, without any public sympathy, such as is found in Europe, to 
press them forward, and any bright examples wooing them to advance. The 
remedy, I am of oi)inion, will be found in some such arrangements as we have 
made, and which I would earnestly recommend to the conductors of all the 
educational institutions in India, and to the Government itself.”

“ For the higher department of our institution, we are not entirely de
pendent on our own school. We hstve been able to draw materials for it 
from every similar seminaiy in this place, and particularly from the schools 
of the best private teachers. Some of our pupils come from a great distance, 
and we are most happy to receive them on this very account, that they Avill 
prove, when properly trained and instructed, the most effective agents in the 
illumination of their native districts when they return to them.”

I doubt not that similar results may be expected from a siniihu' system at 
Madras.

It now remains for me to give the outline of the plan which I propose, 
and which I have embodied in the following resolutions which I trust will be 
adopted by the Board.

1st. That it is expedient that a central collegiate institution or Uni
versity should be established at Madras.

2d. The Madras University to consist of two principal departments, 
a college for the higher branches of literature, philosophy and science, and a 
high school for the cultivation of English literature and of the vernacular 
languages of India, and the elementary departments of philosophy and science.

3d. The governing body to be denominated the President and Go
vernors.

4th. The college department to be placed under a Principal and Profes
sors. The high school under a Head master and tutors.

5th. Members of aU creeds and sects shall be admissible, consistently 
with which primary object, care shall be taken to avoid whatever may tend to 
violate or offend the religious feelings of any class.
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6th. It shall form no part of the design of this institution to inculcate 
doctrines of religious faith, or to supply books with any such viewi

7th. Iso pupils shall be admissible in any department, but such as are 
able to read and write the English language intelligibly.

8th. Pupils shall pay according to such i-ates as may be hereafter esta
blished by the President and Governors.

9th. Should any sums be hereafter bestowed upon the institution for the 
purpose of endowing sholarships in the high school or studentships in tlie 
college, the students and scholars appointed to them shall be admitted in such 
manner as may be determined by the President and Govei'ners.

10th. The first President and Governors shall be appointed by the Go
vernor in Council. Thei’e shall be 14 (xovernors, 7 of whom shall be Native 
Hindoos or Musselmen, besides the President. The appointment of the Presi- 
ilent and 6 of the Governors shall rest permanently with the Governor in 
Counoil.

11th. Vacancies shall be effected by any continued absence from the 
limits of Madras for the space of two years, or by departure for England or 
for any permanent residence in any other Prf'sidency, or by resignation ad
dressed to the Secreta,ry, or by removal under order of the Governor in 
Council.

12th. Every donor to the amount of 5,000 rupees shall if, and while, 
resident within the limits of Ma'li’as, b(*come a life Governor, and if not 
resident in Madras, shall have power to :i})[>uint. a Governor Avho is so resident 
(subject to the confirmation of the Governor in Council) to hold on the same 
terms as the other Governors. But in all cases of persons so becoming life 
Governors, the Governor in Council may appoint a Governor who is not a 
native, in case such life Governor or his appointee be a native, and the, remain
ing Governors may elect a native Governor in case such life Governor or his 
appointee be not a native.

13th. The President and Governors shall frame general rules for con
ducting the current affairs of tlie institution, and they shall meet not less than 
once per month, five forming a quorum,

14th. In all questions to be decided by vote, the President shall have a 
casting vote.

15 th. The first business to be done at all meetings when the President 
shall happen to be absent, shall be to appoint a Chairman who shall possess a 
casting vote.

16th. All rules and regulations to be made by the President and Gover
nors shall be confirmed within six months by the Governor in Council, in 
default of which they shall be considered thereafter as annulled.

17th. The Governor in Council shall have power to remove not only 
any President or Governor, but also all persons holding any office or appoint
ment whatever in the iustitution. The President and Governors shall have 
power to remove all persons holding any office or appointment under them in 
the institution.
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18th. In case the Governor in Council shall hereafter appoint any Board 
of Public Instruction, the members thereof shall be visitors of this institution, 
and shall Jiave power to call for all papers and information. They shall also 
elect the eight Governors who are not nominated by the Governor in Council.

19th. The President and Governors shall make one annual report to be 
furnished to the Governor in Council, or to the Board of Public Instruction, 
as the Governor in Council shall direct, which report shall contain an account 
of receipts and disbursements, a list of donors and subscribers, and a general 
statement of their proceedings, and of the progress of the institution.

I have alluded in these regulations to a Board of Public Instruction here
after to be appointed. I have already partly given my reasons for not recom
mending the immediate formation of this body. It appears to me that at the 
outset of an undertaking of this nature it is desirable that it should be under 
the immediate care of Government. As the system developes itself and a 
greater degree of superintendence is required, the intervention of an agency of 
this kind Avill become expedient, if not indispensable. Its objects should not 
be confined to the parent institution which it is now intended to establish, but 
should embrace all the affiliated colleges and schools which it is hoped may 
arise in different parts of the country.

To this body also may be entrusted the distribution, subject to the control 
of Government  ̂ of the sum allotted by the Court of Directors for the further
ance of native education.

Notwithstanding the resolution of May 1836, a portion of this sum is still 
expended on strictly local purposes, which, however laudable in themselves, 
cannot be rightly considered those to which it ought to be appropriated.

The recent decision of the Supreme Government on our application in 
favor of the proposed Presbyterian school at the Presidency, although founded 
upon an erroneous supposition that this Government intended that the building 
should be a charge against the fund set apart for national education, fully cor
roborates the view which I have taken of the intention of the Legislature and 
the Court in regard to this sum. But although I am decidedly of opinion that 
these grants should be discontinued, and the whole fund reserved for purposes 
strictly national, I do not mean to propose that they should be at once aban
doned. I am happy to say that the surplus now in hand is amply sufficient to 
enable us to commence upon that part of the scheme which I have already 
stated is all that I contemplate as immediately practicable, viz. the high 
school.

The correspondence of the President and Governors with the Government 
will be carried on in the Public Department, and I shall shortly have the 
honor of proposing the appointment of a Secretary to the institution.

(Signed) ELPHIN STONE.
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A P P E N D IX  T.
E x t r a c t  from a M in u t e  b y  L o r d  E l p h i n s t o n e ,  1 2 t h  F e b r u a r y ,  1 8 41 .

Para. 10. I now come to the subject of the extension of the system of 
education supported by Government in the provinces, and though I have 
strongly advocated the policy of directing our exertions in the first instance to
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the enlightenment of the upper classes, yet to use the words of the Governor 
General, “ it is not to be implied from this that in my view elementary educa- 
“ tion for the mass of the people is a* thing necessarily to be neglected, or post-* 
“ poned for an indefinite period,” still less do I think that we shall have done 
enough, even at the present stage of our proceedings, if we content ourselves 
with establishing the central institution at Madras.

11. Accoi’ding to the plan which has been traced by the Governor Ge-* 
neral, the first step in extending our operations should be the formation, at 
some of the principal towns in the interior of superior schools, which eventu
ally might be raised into colleges,— each the centre of a circle of Zillah schools, 
as the Madras University would be the centre of the Provincial colleges, and 
of the whole system of education throughout the Presidency ;— thus the link of 
connection between the Zillah schools and the University would be obtained, 
and if a few fellowships were endowed at the University, to be competed for 
by the most advanced students at the Provincial colleges, the same emulation 
might be created among them, which is anticipated by the Governor General 
from the foundation of pecuniary scholarships at the latter for the most pro
mising pupils of the Zillah seminaries.

12. In these superior Provincial schools, the English language would be 
the proper medium of instruction, and if at the outset it should be found im
practicable to make an acquaintance with it an indispensable qualification for 
admission, this must be declared to be only a temporary relaxation of what is 
hereafter to be an invariable rule. Even in the Zillah schools the Governor 
General leans to the adoption of the English language.

13. Eventually, when education is more widely disseminated, when 
schools shall have been established almost in every talook, this would doubt
less have the elfect of diffusing European knowledge, and of preparing a greater 
number of young men for the Provincial colleges. Meanwhile the importance 
of the vernacular languages must not be overlooked. Of these there are a 
great many in use in the Madras Presidency, and not less than four which are 
very extensively spoken, namely Tamil, Teloogoo, Maiayalum and Canarese ; 
and although I am of opinion that in the Provincial colleges, instruction should 
be given hereafter solely through the medium of the English language, yet at 
the first establishment of these seminaries it may not be possible to insist upon 
this condition, and even after it shall have been enforced, it may be found on 
many accounts convenient, to the English masters no less than to the scholars, 
that they should be so placed as to be resorted to by boys for the most part 
speaking the same language. I would therefore recommend the establishment 
of four of these superior schools in the first instance, which might be located 
at Trichinopoly, Masulipatam, Bellary and Calicut, for the benefit of the Ta
mil, Teloogoo, Canarese and Maiayalum districts respectively.

(Signed) ELPHINSTONE.
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L etter from the Court op D irectors, 2 8 t h  A pril, 1841 .

Public Department.
Our Governor in Council, at Fort St. George.

Para. 1 We now reply to the undermentioned letters, on subjects con
nected with public instruction.
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»
Revenue

Public letter dated 22d November, (No. 
„ „ „ 16th Decembea-, (No.

2d June, (No.
„ 11 th February, (No.
„ 10th June, (No.

„ „ „ 10th November, (No.
„ „ „ 16th February, (No.

Answer to public letter dated 22d November, (No.
„ „ . „ 16th December, (No.
„ „ „ 2d June, (No.
„ „ „ 11th February, (No.

29) 1833, para 6.
46) 1834, paras 1 at 4̂
13) 1836,
3) 1840, paras 3 at 10.

14) 1834, para 27.
16) 1835, „ 15.
3) 1836, „ 51.

29) 1833, „ 6.
46) 1834, „ 1 at 4.
13) 1836,
3) 1848, „ 3 to 10.

On the Tahsildaree and 
Collectorate schools and the 
institution of a college and 
high school at Madras. Pe- 
titfon from the inhabitants 
of Madras on the latter 
subject.

2. In consequence of our letter to you of the 
5th February, (No. 11) 1834, you called upon the 
Collectors to report upon the state of the Tahsil
daree and Collectorate schools which have been insti
tuted by you, with our concurrence, in 1828, and as 
the returns obtained, showed, in the opinion of the 
Board of the College and for Native Instruction, as 
stated in their report of the 6th December 1834, a 

great failure, they proposed a modification of the plan, which, involving an 
annual expense of above 90,000 rupees, you referred to the Government of 
India. In a reply dated the 15th July 1835, the Supreme Government dis
approved of the plan of the Board, and suggested, in lieu of it, the founda
tion at Madras of an effective seminary for instruction in English, and the 
establishment of provincial English schools according to the funds available 
for such purposes. In conformity to these suggestions you advise us, on the 
latter of the above dates that you have formed a Committee of Public Instruc
tion separate from the College Board, and that you propose to establish a Nor
mal school. The first of these measures does not appear to have been attended 
with the benefit expected from it, and the latter is shewn in the Minute of the 
Right Honorable the President, of the 12th December 1839, to have been 
influenced by erroneous views, and to have departed widely from the principles 
suggested by the Supreme Government.

3. It is unnecessary however to advert more particularly to the recom
mendations of the Education Committee of 1836, as they were never carried 
fully into effect, and as they have now been set aside in favor of more decided 
and judicious arrangements, the adoption of which is announced to us in your 
communication of the 11th February 1840. In conformity to a plan suggested 
by your President in the Minute above cited, you have determined to establish 
at Madras an institution for native education, which is to consist of a college 
for the higher branches of literature, philosophy, and science, and a high 
school for the cultivation of English literature and of the vernacular lan
guages of India, and the elementary departments of philosophy and science. 
This institution is to be at present under the immediate care of the Govern
ment. The Education Committee has therefore been dissolved, and its teachers 
and establishments have been transferred to the college. The institution is to 
be under the management of a Board, consisting of a President and 14 Mem
bers who have been nominated by the Government. Of the latter seven are 
native gentlemen. The Governors have been requested to lose no time int 
endeavouring to secure the services of a properly qualified Head master and 
tutors, and to communicate with the Military Board for the purposes of ascer



taining whether any public building can be appropriated as a high school, to 
the formation and organization of which the attention of the governing 
body is in the first instance necess*arily confined. Various rules have been 
proposed by you for the conduct of the school and college, which appear 
to us to be generally unexceptionable, although they may probably require 
modification as the scheme is developed. The principles on which they 
are founded are sound, and this is all that need be regarded in the plan 
of an institution, which, if judiciously conducted, and liberally encouraged, 
will, we trust, be productive of great public advantage.

4. For the support of the school and college, you propose that the annual 
grant of 50,000 Rupees authorized by us, in our despatch of the 16th April 
1828, for purposes of native education, or such portion of it as may be dis
posable shall be employed, in addition to such subscriptions and donations as 
may be anticipated from private liberality. It appears that part of the above 
grant has been from time to time expended on purposes not strictly within its 
proper destination and these alienations you propose to resume gradually, as 
required. It is also proposed to resume grants still made to certain Collecto- 
rate schools, if it should appear that tJieir maintenance .is not attended with 
advantage. In the mean time you have an available fund in a balance left by 
the difference between the annual grant and the expenditure for some years 
past, of Rupees 87,748 13 10, which will be sufficient to admit of that part 
of the scheme being carried into effect, which alone is immediately practica
ble. When the establishment of a high school shall have been effected, we 
strongly recommend that which you contemplate; viz., to impose upon such 
of the pupils as can afford to pay, of both school and college, a moderate 
charge suited to their means, and subject to remission in particular cases, at 
the discretion of the Governors, so that there may be two classes of scholars, 
free scholars and stipendiary scholars, as in the college of Calcutta. From 
these sources we trust you w’ill be able to defray the expenses of the institu
tion, and to contribute towards the Provincial or Tahsildaree schools. And 
as we perceive by your letter of the oth May 1840, forwarding to us an ad
dress from the natives of Madras to your Government, dated the 11th No
vember 1839, which has been very numerously and respectably signed, that 
the principal object urged in this address, is, the extension of education 
amongst the people at large in European literature, science and philosophy 
and in their own native languages and literature, uninfluenced by views hos
tile to their religion, and as we are desirous to encourage participation of 
respectable natives in the administration of any educational institutions 
founded on these principles, to which institutions the petitioners declare their 
readiness to contribute, which points were no doubt duly considered by you 
in the resolutions which you adopted ;— moreover as we have already express
ed our entire concurrence in your measures, it is unnecessary to make any 
observations on the document now forwarded, further than to express our 
satisfaction in finding that the sentiments it contains should prevail so exten
sively amongst the native subjects of the Madras Presidency, who, we trust, 
will be disposed to contribute liberally to the support of an institution so im
portant to the welfare of all classes of their countrymen.

5. With regard to Tahsildaree and Collectorate schools, there can be no 
doubt that they must be considered one of the means by which education may 
be extended more generally among the people ; and we are unwilling to 
forego any measures calculat<jvl for their encouragement. But as the mi
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nute sub-division of the Government grant amongst a multitude of esta
blishments has the tendency of making our support altogether ineiFective; 
being moreover averse unnecessarily to interfere with schools projected and 
supported by the natives, we shall not make any change in your arrangements 
in this respect.

Revenue general letter from Madras 10th June 1834, No. 14, p. 27.
„ „ „ „ 10th November 1835, No. 15, p. 15.
„ „ „ „ I6th February 1836, No. 3, p. 51.

6. The result of the proceedings announced in 
Appropriation of the funds several communications is the preparation ol“ a

‘  Draft of Deed for the administration of the Provincial 
charities endowed by Putchapa Modely as revised by 

the Advocate General, and again referred to the Board of Revenue. It ap
pears that after providing for the charities specified by the testator, and for 
certain other objects conditionally devised by him over and above those chari
ties, should the funds exceed the sum of one lac of pagodas applied to the latter, 
there remains a fund yielding an annual income of 4,200 rupees. With this 
you propose to endow schools and professorships at the places which the tes
tator has chosen as the sites of his bounty, assigning 35 rupees a month to 
Brahmins, who will engage to give instruction in the laws and regulations, 
and 17| rupees to others engaging to set up an English school. The measure 
of appropriating any such surplus to educational purposes originated in a re
commendation from ourselves, but the sum in question is too small, particularly 
as sub-divided, to answer any other object than the grant of pensions to indi
viduals who may or may not deserve them, although it may be sufficient to ex
cite discontent and mistrust. It had better, we think, have been added to the 
means of fulfilling one of the objects of the testator, the repair of choultries 
and other public buildings.

We are.

Your loving friends,

(Signed) GEORGE LYALL,

J. L. LUSHING TON,

L ondon, ) and eleven other Directors,
28^A April 1841 .
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A P P E N D IX  V.

Minute o f the Board o f  Governors o f the Madras University on the pre
paration o f Class-Books, dated 2Qth July 1841.

This Board has been furnished by Government with an extract of a letter 
from the Government of India to this Government directing their attention, 
and that of this Board, to para 38 of a Minute of the Governor Ĝ n̂eral, dated 
24th November 1839. This Board was at the same time furnished with au 
extract of paras 28, 29 and 38 of that Minute.
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Upon a eonsldoratioii of“ these paras, it appears that the Governor Gene
ral is desirous that certain class-bowks, consisting of selection from English 
works, or of complhitioiis drawn up and adapted I'or native pupils, should be 
prepared at the charge of the education funds of all the Presidencies ; that they 
should be projiared under one scheme of conti-ol, to be exercised by the Com
mittee of Public Instruction in Bengal, who are (in concert with other educa
tional institutions) to make out a list of the books wanted and report by what 
means they are to be prepared, at what cost, and among what parties this cost 
is to be distributed, and that then the Government of India will determine on 
the completion of the plan, and about the furnishing the requisite funds. It 
further appears by this Minute that the ulterior object is to provide vernacular 
class-books for native pupils (among which are included treatises on Laws, 
Political Economy, and Morals) to be written in a correct and elegant style, 
by translation from the English selections or compilations thus drawn up. In 
reference to these views of the Governor General, this Doard (in conjunction 
with all other educational bodies) is called upon to co-operate in the preparation 
of such class books, to be rendered into the vernacular tongues, for which 
object tlio Board has beeji furnished with the extracts, and is to be furnished 
with the resolution of the Government of India which may be finally adopted 
explanatory of its general views. The Minute finall}" intimates that it is 
desirable that there should be a thorough understanding among the different 
Presidencies of the plans pursued in each, and that the experience of each 
should be made known for the benefit of all, and that all should work together 
in the pursuit of the desired result.

These extracts have been for four or five months before this Board ; but, 
they have had their time hitherto occupied altogether in the formation and 
arrangements of the institution which was the original and more immediate 
object of their care. Indeed it has only been since February and March last, 
that this Board’s attention has, under the instructions of (iovernment, been 
extended to more general views. This explanation will account for the qua
lity of this Board’s reply of 20th July, 1840, to the letters from the Secretary 
of the Connnittee of Public Instruction of Calcutta of 25th April and 5th May, 
1840, and for their not having taken up the subjects of those letters, and of 
the above noticed paras of the Governor General’s Minute before. It remains 
that this Board should, in compliance with the desire of the Supreme Govern
ment, as expressed in the above extracts, communicate their sentiments to 
their ow'ii Government, and to the Boards of Education at the other Presiden
cies, upon the topics adverted to in those extracts.

As regards the educational books which have been either compiled or 
translated at this Presidency, they are very few. A  School Book Society was 
founded here in the year 1820, and two reports of their proceedings and pro
gress were printed in 1822 and 1827, copies of which are herewith forwarded. 
Under the auspices of this Society, some of these compilations and almost all 
of the translations alluded to, were made. Some of the compilations were, 
however, made at Calcutta. A  list sent herewith will furnish information of 
the number, quality and character of these works.

To advert first to the object of preparing English class books, this 
Board would observe that they do not experience any material deficiency (except 
in respect of Dictionaries, as wdll be hereafter noticed) of works calculated 
either for primary, or for grammatical and critical instruction of natives in



ncquifing projiciency in the English language. The nuineroua works di
rected to these objects which are extant, have appeared to them sufHcieiit for 
these ends, though capable, no doubt, of improvement.

But, whether as respects this fundamental object of tuition in the En
glish language and literature, or as regards the ulterior object of imparting 
sound and substantive knowledge, the Board conceive that they can suggest no 
more essentially useful undertaking than that of compiling a series of better 
Dictionaries in the English and native, and native and English languages, 
respectively. The English language, of course, contains a very large propor
tion of words (more particularly those which are scientific, and others which 
are highly abstract) which the vernacular languages of the East (in their 
various degrees of deficiency) have no corresponding terms for. But, still, a 
great portion of these terms would admit of explanatory expositions, A  copi
ous English and native Dictionary, compiled on the principle of Stephen’s 
Greek Thesaurus, would be, as this Board conceives, of peculiar elHcacy, not 
only in imparting to natives facilities towards attaining a critical knowledge 
of the English language, but as furnishing materials for enlarging and enrich
ing the native languages, by the efforts it would gradually excite to transfuse 
the new terms, according to the genius and structure of the respective native 
languages.

The object and aim in the compilation of native Dictionaries, both native 
and English, and native purely, would be different. The meagreness and de
ficiency of the best of these vernacular languages would suggest the incorpo
ration into such native Dictionaries of as many words, from whatever 
languages derived, as actual I'ecent adoption, sound and learned discretion, 
and the sti'ucture and capabilities of the respective native languages would 
admit of. The main result to be looked to in such a gradually enlarged and 
judicious transfusion of expedient new words would, of course, be the im
provement of the vernacular languages themselves, rather than any material 
advancement of the native students in the English language. But the former 
object is, in itself, one of the very first importance ; and native Dictionaries 
of this quality would in some degree be auxiliary of the latter also.

The compilation of Dictionaries of this improved description would be a 
work of time, and it is imagined could only be accomplished through a com
bination of natives and Englishmen, critically versed both in English and the 
vernacular languages. But the Board abstain from entering into questions of 
detail.

As regards the preparation of English works with a view to the diffusion 
of substantive knowledge generally among the natives, the Board are inclined 
to think that there are but very few which require to be expressly compiled or 
composed for the use of those scholastic or collegiate institutions which aim 
at imparting the higher departments o f literature and science through the 
medium o f the English language. When thoroughly masters of that lan
guage, the native youths can resort to the same instruction through its 
medium in the exact sciences, and in several others, as English youths, and 
with equal advantage. The course of instruction to be provided by the high 
schools of the Madras University (preparatory to that to be imparted through 
the collegiate department) comprises, besides instruction in the English and
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vernacular languages, and the exercises dependent on this quality of learning, 
Arithmetic, Mathematics, Geography, Ilistorj, Natural Pliilosophy and Mo
ral Philosophy. But it is only in the last branch of instruction that any 
material need is felt of a -work expressly prepared for native youths attending 
the school.

An English work, however, on Moral Philosophy, expressly adapted for 
the instruction of native youths, as well for those attending schools of the 
quality of the high school, as those attending collegiate classes of the higher 
pretensions, does seem to the Board to be peculiarly requisite. This Board 
has recorded amongst the Minutes of its proceedings their sense of the ex
pediency of some such English class-book, for the self-same reasons as have 
been expressed in Mr. Cameron’s Minute of 21st September, 1840. It is 
satisfactory, also, to mention that the very same work. Smith’s Theory of 
Moral Sentiments, which Mr. Cameron has proposed, has been that which out 
of several others has been most ftivorably considered by the Board as the 
ground work of the moral instruction to be inculcated in the Madras Univer
sity. It is only necessary to add that an adaptation of this work would, in 
the opinion of the Board, prove a most valuable contribution to the cause of 
native education, and form indeed a competent class-book in this the most im
portant branch of it. There are also two other works which, with the same 
view, this Board are disposed to bring before public attention as calculated to 
impart a large measure of elevated instruction in this department of philoso
phy, and which admit, if ably prepared, of general reception among the supe
rior classes of the native conmiunity. These works are Dugald Stewart’s 
Moral Philosophy and Aristotle’s Nicomachoean Ethics. They are, however 
more appropriate to collegiate, than to scholastic classes. The former would 
require adaptation, and the latter a fuller exposition than a mere translation.

If to English works of this quality in the department of Moral Philoso
phy, were to be added elementary treatises on Political Government, on Juris
prudence, and on Local Law, this Board is inclined to think that the list of 
works, to be expressly and peculiarly prepared and adapted for the instruc
tion of those natives, who aim at attaining sound and substantive knowledge 
m the higher branches o f science and literature, through the medium of the 
English language, would be sufficient. All other branches of education to 
be cultivated through the medium of the English language, might be studied 
efficiently, perhaps, in the English works now extant ; which are less sus
ceptible of improvement by any adaptation, and are equally comprehensible 
to all classes who are proficient in the Elnglish language.

But, it appears to the Board, that it is with the view of the general dif
fusion of substantive knowledge among the hulk o f  the native community, 
none of whom may have acquired an extensive or critical proficiency in the 
English language, and the chief mass of whom are altogether ignorant of that 
language, that the preparation of a larger series of elementary works in 
English is most called for, whether such substantive instruction is to be im
parted direct through the medium of that language, or whether it is to be 
conveyed, eventually, through that of the vernacular tongues.

For it is to be considered that the whole current conversation and habi
tudes of life among the natives are so very different from those which charac
terise the education and progress in life of Europeans, that the commonest
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trains of tliouglit, and matters of the most familiar information, in the course 
of daily acquisition and exercise by the* latter, appear often new, and often 
inexplicable to the native student. This ignorance of European information, 
and inaptitude to trains of European thought, become gradually dissipated in 
the case of the critical student o f the English language and o f  European 
literature. But the hulk o f the native community  ̂ who continue for the most 
part, or altogether, strangers to this quality of learning, are likely to become 
puzzled and confused with the simplest elementary treatises (with the exception 
of those upon the exact sciences) which have been composed for the peculiar 
instruction of English youths. There are very few such works that do not 
abound in observations and allusions which assume much more knowledge and 
different habits of thought, than what natives commonly possess. And this is 
more conspicuously observable in those works introducing elementary or ge
neral instruction in the higher branches of science, philosophy and literature. 
These remarks will apply even to such elementary works as are prepared for 
the pupil age of English youths, such as Mrs. Marcet’s excellent Conversations. 
But much more do they apply to works of a more comprehensive and abstruse 
nature. It would probably prove a vain effort to teach the English law and 
constitution, to that class of students now referred to, through the medium of 
Blackstone’s Commentaries, whether in English or in translation, so far as 
such a work would admit of translation. The same may be said of teaching 
Indian History, through Orme or Mill, or Political Economy through Smith 
or Ricardo. Looking to that best of all series of compilations of elementary 
treatises hitherto prepared, for the instruction of native youths, and for the 
general native reader, the Calcutta English reader, it will be allowed perhaps 
that many of the compositions assume much information needful to be impart
ed, and that they would be greatly improved by a felicitous adaptation to na
tive comprehension.

The Board may perhaps assume that these observations are not altogether 
inconsistent with the suggestions of my Lord Auckland in his Minute of No
vember 1839, or with those of the Court of Directors to which it refers. But 
they are offered under the impression that, in the preparation of English class 
books for the use of native readers and students, those works should partake 
in a greater degree of the character of original compositions than may have 
perhaps been contemplated. The Board may possibly be only enlarging in 
detail on the principles expressed by the above authorities ; but they feel urged 
to submit their sense of the importance of directing attention to adaptations, 
rather than selections, of English works, and to a wider construction of the 
term “ adaptation” than may have been hitherto surmised.

The main object however, of this preparation of English elementary works 
is expressed to be that of converting them into vernacidar class-books through 
the medium o f translations. It is on this point of the whole subject submitted 
to the consideration of this Board, that they most desire to offer some remarks 
which they trust may prove of useful tendency.

The enquiries, as well as the reflections, of the members of the Board have 
led them to an apprehension that much time and labour and money have been 
expended, if not vainly, at least with very inadequate results by the present 
system and course of translation into the vernacular languages. 13ue consi
deration does not seem to have been given to the poverty of these languages,

s
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and hardly enough .to the genius and structure of them, in tlie endeavour at 
tranfusing into them Euro})ean ideag and expressions. It is hardly possible to 
glance over the most elementary treatises in European literature, philosophy, 
art, or science (with the exception of such as are exact) without being sensi
ble of the numerous words and phrases for which no corresponding expressions 
can be found in the native languages, and which are often beyond the compass 
of even vernacular periphrases. It is obvious that the case could not be other
wise, considering how far European literature, science and philosophy have 
outstript tlie literary progress of tlie East, thereby creating a new and copious 
European vocabulary, and exi)anding the compass of European ideas, while 
the intellectual faculties of the Eastern natives have continued to move within 
the same circle, and their language remained stationery.

In truth only those English works which deal in simple narrative, in 
which little occasion arises for the use of abstract terms, which relate palpable 
occurrences, sometimes surprising, sometimes interesting to the feelings, some
times ludicrous, appear to admit of efficient translation. At all events such 
are the only works which, in translation, are attractive. They are such as 
amuse the idle hour, and delight children until their minds become more high
ly cultivated. But they are not the kind of class-books through which it is 
desired to communicate substantive knowledge. When efforts are made by 
learned Englishmen, or learned natives, or by a combination of both, to trans
late works of the latter quality, they usually become puzzled at every line, and 
they would often be permanently arrested, but that the difficulty is dashed 
through by either incorporating the very expression as they find it, or substi
tuting some other foreign term from a cognate language. But the cognate 
languages are often equally deficient; and even if they should not be so, the 
translators are seldom such proficients in several languages as to select from 
them, or to construct out of them, competent tefms. It is not to be Avondered 
at, that translated Avorks, under these circumstances, are (with the exceptions 
that have been alluded to) so often unintelligible to natives, and almost always 
inadequate.

When a boy has a translated book of even a simple narrative quality put 
into his hands, his usual observation is that “ it is very hard,” although it has 
been known that the same boy would read fluently, and comprehend fully, a 
native work upon an abstruse subject. The young man who is at the head of the 
high school of the Madras University is an accomplished English scholar, can 
thoroughly understand Locke on the Understanding, and is well versed in Eu
ropean History, llis strong declaration is, that the easiest and shortest way 
for a native, in the present state of the native languages, to attain to European 
knowledge, is to acquire it through English works. It has been testified on 
credible authority, that a translation by two European gentlemen (of familiar 
learning in Mahratta) and one native Mahratta scholar, of Lord Brougham’s 
tract on the Objects, Advantages, and Pleasures of Science, is not only unintel
ligible to Mahratta readers, but that it actually became so, after five or six 
years, to the Mahratta translator himself. There have been a great many 
thousands of rupees, and it is believed several lacs, expended by the Govern
ment of Bombay upon the translation of useful works, but they continue an 
unproductive mass upon their shelves. Vide Bombay 10th report, page 18.

Considerations such as these have impressed this Board with an opinion 
that a different mode, of transfusing European literature through the native
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languages has to be resorted to. It has appeared to them that the course to 
be encouraged is that of a full ?ai(\. freeteosposition, rather than a translation, of 
all the subject matter contained in any English woi'k, by the assistance of, or 
entirely by, such natives as have attained a full comprehension o f  that subject 
matter and also a 'proficiency in the Emjlish language. Whatever can be ac
complished through paraphrase, and through explanatory notes to remedy de
ficiencies in the vernacular language, should be attempted. As far as regards 
the mode of treatment, the work in the neAv language would bear the appear
ance of an original composition. But all this would not be sufficient. The 
necessity will continually arise for the use of new terms, and they will have to 
be adopted or invented ; although there will be the less need of them under tho 
above suggested system of conveying European literature and science through 
the vehicle of the vernacular languages. Such terms, however, as are neces
sarily thus introduced, ought to be transfused with more critical learning than 
has ijeen usually brought to bear upon the subject.

For such purpose a class of Oriental scholars yet perhaps requires to bo 
formed. For it seems requisite for such a task that the expositors of European 
literature in the vernacular languages should be not only well versed in the 
English language, but they should possess a philological acquaintance with the 
native language in which they write, and likewise with those more copious 
cognate languages from which terms, and inflections of them, can best be bor
rowed. Many who deem themselves scholars in the vernaculars, claim that 
distinction rather from their acquaintance with the curiosities of those lan
guages, and by feats of dexterity in the use and application of them, than in 
any profound knowledge of the structure and genius and capabilities of them. 
Many who are versed in Sanscrit and in Arabic, from one or the other of which 
most new terms are introduced into the Indian vernaculars, pass for learned 
on no other score than the capacity to repeat almost by rote some work or two 
in those tongues. The transfusion of new words by such scholars as those 
would often tend rather to deform than to enrich the vernacular languages.

The present condition of the native vernacular languages is very similar 
to that of the Russian language in the reign of Catherine the Second, and 
obviously requires the application of a similar remedy. That Empress distri
buted the chapters of the simple novel of Belisarius among her courtiers for 
translation into Russian, reserving one for herself. But the task proved all 
but abortive, from deficiency of expressions for numerous very common ideas 
among civilised nations. Corresponding words for such as sentiment  ̂ admira
tion̂  genius, man o f  honor, virtue, capacity, did not exist; and nice distinc
tion in such terms as bravery, courage, gallantry, were utterly unknown. 
The language was equally deficient in terminology of science and of the arts. 
The necessity of an academy for the polishing and enriching the Russian lan
guage was apparent to that sagacious monarch, and it was founded accordingly. 
But the academy of St. Petersburgh itself was incompetent to the task of 
translating Bufibn’s works, and the attempt was abandoned. It has been 
found that more than one long reign was necessary for the objects of this 
academy ; and as yet there are no good authors in the Russian language. 
— (Memoirs of Admiral Chicagoff, Minister of state to the Empress Catherine.)

On the whole, therefore, this Board incline to the opinion, that the first 
step towards communicating European science, literature and philosophy 
through the mediiua of the native langu^cs— whether in the simplest or in
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i,he most comprehensive form, should be by a course of free expositions, taking 
in great measure the character of original compositions : and that the next, 
or accompanying effort, should be th*e training a class qualified to bccome such 
expositors by a grammatical and critical learning in the languages in which 
they write, and from which they borrow. Except by this course, they are 
disposed to think that European learning can only be acquired through the 
European languages themselves. It may be a vain attempt to supersede the 
vernacular languages of a country. It may be a long and a laborious and a 
difficult task to render them the competent vehicle of a literature at present so 
far beyond their scope. But if all shorter and more superficial attempts to 
communicate substantive European knowledge through mere translations have 
proved hitherto abortive, and if the grounds ventured to be suggested are in 
truth the rational causes of such failures, it may be well to enter at once on 
'the direct though more toilsome path. It is only by reforming a native lan
guage, that we can reform a native literature.

(A  true copy.)

(Signed) PETER POPE,

Secretary.
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Name of Book.

Looking Glass for the 
mind.

Persian Stories.

A  Summary of the 
History of Hindoo- 
stan.

Ladder to Learning. 

Pleasing Tales.

Whether an original work or 
a compilation.

English Version.
A  translation from a French 

Work, entitled “ Lanu des 
Enfans.”

Translated from the Persian 
Work, the Unwaree Soheily 
by the Rev. H. G. Keene,
M. A.

A  compilation from other 
local Histories.

^sop ’s Fables.

Vernacular 
tongues into 

which translated.

Tamil (diglot) 
English and 
Tamil.

Tamil.

Sketch of 
History.

Ancient

Wilson’s Sketch 
Pandeah.

Joyce’s Scientific Di
alogues.

Pleasant Stories.

Pleasing Tales.

Collection of stories and mo
ral sayings from various 
sources.

English composition designed jHindoostanee. 
for native students.

Tamil.

Tamil.

Teloocroo.

of Original work by H. H. 
Wilson, Esq.

English Work.
An original elementary work 

on Natural Philosophy. 
Some idle stories from Per

sian Moonshee.
See above.

Tamil.

Tamil.

Teloogoo.

Tamil.

By whom translated.

T. Vytheanatha Moode- 
liar.

C. lasudasen Pillay.

P. Gnanapragasa Moo- 
deliar.

Cannyappa Moodeliar & 
Cundasamy Moodeliar. 

V. Soobarow.

Under the superinten
dence of Seid Ruhmut 
Ollah.

Chinnasamy.

Cawmayappa Moodeliar.

Remarks.

An analytical translation into 
Tamil. Not much in demand 
at present.

A  literal translation into Tamil. 
Rather more in demand than 
the preceding work.

A  literal translation into Tamil. 
In considerable demand.

A literal translation into Tamil.
In considerable demand. ,

A  literal translation. Much in 
demand.

A  literal translation. Lately 
translated.

A  literal translation, 
in demand.

Not much

Not mucliA  literal translation, 
in demand.

C. Ilayagreva Sastree. jA literal translation. Much in 
demand.

A literal translation. Much in 
demand.

T, Vytheanatha Moode
liar.



Name of Book. Whether an original work or 
a compilation.

A  Sketch of Ancient 
History.

Arabian Night’s en
tertainments, part 
of 1st volume.

Arabian Night’s en
tertainments, com
plete.

Rudiments of Natural 
Philosophy.

From English compilation, 

do.

do.

Vernacular 
tongues into 

which translated.

Tamil.

Tamil.

Teloogoo.

Carnataca -®sop’s 
Fables.

Goldsmith’s Hitory of 
England.

Rhenius’ (the Rev.) 
Geography with 
Maps, in Tamil. 

Schmid’s (the Rev.) 
History of the 
World, in Tamil. 

Series of Exercises on 
the English Irregu
lar Verbs.

Summary (brief) of 
Facts on Physical 
Science, in Tamil.

Acompilation from various ele
mentary English works for 
Mahomedan students— Mrs. 
Marcet’s Conversations etc-

From English Edition of 
-^sop’s.

do.

Appears to be compiled from 
various works.

Appears to be compiled from 
various works, brief com-j 
pilation.

Translated by J. W . Rickets.

Persian.

Canarese.

Hindoostanee.

Tamil.

Tamil.

Original work by the Rev. 
J. W . Thompson.

Teloogoo.

Tamil.

By whom translated. Remarks.

P. Gnanapragasa Moo- 
dcliar.

P. Gnanapragasa Moo- 
deliar.

Major Whistler, assisted 
by Ramakistna Sas- 
tree.

Captain Rowlandson.

Wr. ElHot, Esq.

1 Translator’s name not 
known.

do.

do.

B. Soobaroyaloo.

do.

A  literal translation. Out of 
print.

A  literal translation.

A  free translation.

Sold in College Library.

Much in demand.

A literal translation. Fairly in 
demand.

Useful. Being a comprehensive 
work.

Useful.

A  literal translation. Useful.

Useful.



GBAM M AK S AN D  D IC TIO X A R IE S.

Name of Work and Language.

Agarady (Tamil Dictionary).

Author’s Name. Remarks.

I Revised by Tondroyali Moodelly, late Tamil Head 
Master at College. Original Work by Beschius.

Mr. Wm, Elliot, c. s ......................................................
Mr. Morris, C. s ............................................................................
Mr. C. P. Brown, c. s...................................................
Parahundy........................................................................

Pocket Dictionary (English and Tamil).......
Teloogoo Dictionary.........................................

Do. do..................................................
Nunnool, (Tamil Grammar)...........................
Grammar of the Tamil language with an

Appendix........................................................
Intnxiuction to English Grammar for Ta-

mulians............................................................Bernard Schmid
Vyacaranum (Teloogoo Grammar)................  Seetarama Sastree, Teloogoo Master in the High

school

C. T. Rhenius, Missionary,

Nanaputtyum (Teloogoo do. ) ...............
Teloogoo Grammar........................................... A. D. Cam])bell, Esq..
Teloogoo Vocabulary.......................................  The late Wm, Brown.
Canarese Dictionary.........................................  The Rev, Mr, Reid...

Very useful for natives.
Do.

Good.
Do.
An old and a celebrated work.

Chiefly intended for English 
students. •

Useful for natives.

Very useful for natives.
Not in print (a native work,) 
For tlie use of Civil Servants, 
Indifferent.
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A PPENDIX W.
\oth August 1841.

MitiuU. hu the- President o f the Board o f  Governors o f  the Madras Uni- 
versitu, on the management o f  Provincial Schools.

Althougli upward3 of four months have elapsed since the receipt of the 
Minutes of Consultation of 2d jNIarch last, wherein the Board has been com
missioned to modify the rules of the University, so as to adapt them for the 
management of certain Provincial schools proposed to be established on the 
plan of the liigh school of Madras, yet it has appeared to me, as I may pre
sume it has to the other members of the Board, that it was expedient tho
roughly to organize, and observe the progress of our own institution, before we 
proceeded to make those practical suggestions for the objects in view, which 
Government has done us the honor to call for at our hands.

We have now had the benefit of upwards of five month’s experience of 
the actual operation of the system of discipline and rules which have been 
framed for the governance of the high school, and the result has been already 
in some measure made known by the two first quarterly examinations of the 
scholars. This result, together with a mature consideration of this system 
and rules, and also a comparison of the scheme of our institution with those 
of the other Presidencies, has led me to the satisfactory conviction, that this 
organization and these detailed rules are well calculated to ensure the general 
and important objects of our central institution ; and that we may therefore, 
with the greater confidence, now proceed to the task which we have before us 
of enlarging its scope, so as to comprehend the branch foundations of a simi
lar quality proposed to be established in the provinces.

I think we should bear in mind that, in submitting our present sugges
tions we are not called upon to propose a general scheme of National Instruc
tion; but that we should confine ourselves to the tracing out a scheme of 
branch institutions of a similar quality as our own, with a view to the in
struction of the superior classes who are able to pay, and who from ^heir at
tainments may aspire to the higher avocations in life and in tlie service of 
Government. A  more general scheme of National education, comprising all 
classes of the native community, wiU have to be formed upon different data 
and upon a different scale.

• It should, as it appears to me, be further considered that the scheme we 
may submit to Government ought not to comprise any collegiate department, 
but merely the scholastic department. Such suggestions, in the present con
dition of the native community, would be altogetlier vain, and at least prema
ture. They ought to spring from the experimental progress made at the Pre
sidency, and to await the intellectual advancement of natives educated in 
the Provinces, and the success of the provincial institutions proposed to be 
founded. Although, therefore, with reference to results, and also witli refer
ence to subordinate district establishments in Zillahs, the central provincial 
institution to be founded, may be termed a college, yet the rules now to be 
suggested— both fundamental and of detail— should have practical reference 
to high schools only. Other rules may hereafter be added of more extended 
scope.



But in the details of those rules which may be submitted for the system 
of discipline and instruction at the schools, the formation of a complete school 
should be contemplated, although it is obvious that only the very lowest 
classes can for some time be actually constituted. At the University, as well 
the qualified masters as eveiy other appropriate appliance have been provided, 
because thei'e is every indication of an access of scholars competent to take 
advantage of the highest departments of scholastic instruction. But a supe
rior and comprehensive establishment of this quality would be a premature 
expense in the Provinces, and it is only requisite so to form them as easily 
to admit of enlarged efficacy, and to provide rules and a detailed scheme of 
insti’uction towards which the progressive advancement of the pupils should 
be directed, and for conducting which qualified masters may be supplied, as 
Occasion arises.

Having offered these preliminary observations, I would propose that the 
fundamental rules for the proposed Provincial institutions, should be as inserted 
in the Appendix No. 1.

It will be observed that the 7th rule of the University (the qualification 
rule as to reading and writing English,) is omitted in these proposed funda
mental rules. Such a rule could not be brought into operation in the Pro
vinces at present. At the same time it appears to me expedient, that such a 
rule should be eventually adopted among the general standing rules to be 
passed by the Boards of these colleges when the more general diffusion of 
English education, and of schools imparting it, will admit of such distinction. 
In the mean while those classes, which at Madras compose the preparatory 
school under the superintendence of the Madras University, will be incorpo
rated in the high school of the Provinces.

The first step, as it appears to me, to be pursued by these College Boards, 
should be the ascertaining what number of scholars may be obtained, and to 
make a list of them. As soon as the number of twenty shall have been en
tered, they might proceed to the formation of the collegiate high school, at 
each principal station at which such a number of scholars should be enrolled.

The next step will be the acquisition of a master and tutor (or tutors, 
according to the number of scholars) who may at once proceed upon their 
scholastic duties. For this purpose, it will be sufficient to say that the Pro
vincial Boards should put themselves in communication with the Board of the 
University, who will find no difficulty in supplying such as are competent to take 
charge of those lower classes, of which alone these schools can for some time 
yet be composed. According to the progress of the scholars, masters of a 
higher grade will be procured ; and when there arises, from the advancement 
of the scholars, some prospect of the highest school class being formed, a per
manent master may be placed over the whole establishment. Upon the first 
formation of a high school the magisterial strength will probably be thought 
sufficient, if comprising one temporary English master (who will perhaps be
come subsequently the first English tutor) one English tutor and two Native 
tutors. The salary of the temporary master might be 150 Rupees per mensem, 
that of the English tutor 100 Rupees, that of each of the Native tutors 
50 Rupees.

It appears to me that as these Provincial institutions are to be in subor
dinate connection with the Madras University, the system of discipline
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and instruction for them should be uniform with that traced out for the Uni- 
versitj high school. A  scheme has Jbeen drawn up, after much inquiry and 
consideration, for the latter institution, in all its details. It may save much 
time and pains, and greatly fticilitate the formation and governance of the 
proposed schools, if that scheme should be set forth for the information and 
guidance of the College Boards about to be formed. They will then be at no 
loss in what manner practically to proceed in the management of any school, 
which may be established. This scheme comprises I’ules, not only for the 
quality of instruction, but for the very books to be taught from, and the 
employment of the hours, and also for the arrangements of classes, and the 
whole coui'se of discipline ; but they will be subject to such modification as 
experience may suggest to the respective College Boards. The rules are con
tained in Appendix No. 2.

Upon the subject of these standing rules for discipline and instruction, 
and the expedient modifications of them, now, or from time to time to be 
introduced, and upon all other matters connected with the establishment and 
the government of the institutions formed, the College Boards can correspond 
with the Board of the Madras University ; and it will be expedient that they 
should choose some person usually resident on the spot, to act as their 
Secretary.

It is not to be disguised from the consideration of Government, that 
there will be obstacles and difficulties in the way of the establishment and 
successful government of these Provincial institutions beyond those which 
have been experienced, and must still be expected, at the Presidency itself. 
It is not to be assumed that even so large a number as 20 Scholars are to be 
found at each of the principal stations ready to take advantage of the opening 
afforded. The natives do not understand or appreciate the advantages of 
education, and among the superior and wealthier classes, amply able to alFord 
the school fees, a large portion may be expected to prove unwilling to expend 
even the small amount of school fees for that object. Still, I am of opinion 
that, looking to the essential object of these institutions, namely, the diffusion 
of a thorough education among the superior classes, all idea of eleemosynary 
instruction ought, at the very outset, to be repudiated, as leading eventually to 
the disappointments experienced in the other Presidencies, and moreovei’, I 
conceive that the burden of expense would be too great to be sustained alto
gether by Government alone.

Further difficulties wall arise from the many engagements of business in 
which the members of the proposed College Boards are occupied, and the impos
sibility of their all often meeting together. There are but few individuals out 
of whom a selection of members can be had, and those few, seldom any of them 
remain long at the same station. These are circumstances likely to thwart 
occasionally their measures, and sometimes to retard them. It may also gene
rally be expected, that the gentlemen at these stations have never turned their 
minds to these subjects, and have naturally but little turn for carrying out pro
jects of this quality.

It may be very fit to draw the notice of Government to these considera
tions, because, as it appears to me, Government can form no confident hope of 
bringing to a successful issue this, or any other course of organizing the pro
posed institutions, unless they shall be undertaken with a cordial zeal and an
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energetic measure of exertion on the part of the appointed College Boards. It 
may be assumed that Government has not formed the present designs without 
a reasonable expectation that they are capable of accomplishment, and such de
signs have been carried out with more or less success at the other Presidencies. 
But the duty about to be assigned to the Provincial authorities has to be con
sidered of a more special urgency than the mere routine of regular occupation. 
The President of the Board of Instruction in Bengal, in a letter to me, laments 
the repeated failure of attempts to organize permanent Provincial institutions in 
that Presidency, arising from a change of spirit or of qualifications in ^he dif
ferent local authorities ; and past experience in this Presidency will perhaps 
be thought to confirm his testimony. This may have been in no small degree 
owing to the general quality of the instructions under which the local autho
rities in each Presidency have been called upon to act, and under this impres
sion, the supply of a practical scheme, in all its details, may prove the more 
desirable in the view of Government. The local Boards will thereby have be
fore their notice the immediate objects to which their efforts may be directed, 
and there will be the greater uniformity in all their operations, and in the re
sults of them.

But, after all, it seems to me, that although the present scheme may be 
successfully organized, and the scholastic institutions be established, yet further 
arrangements will be requisite for maintaining their efficiency, and conducting 
at the same time any general system of natural education.

In the first place it appears requisite that a body of examiners should be 
selected, whether for the purpose of proving the progress and proficiency of the 
scholars, or for the purpose of conferring scholastic degrees, certificates, prizes 
or honors. This is a duty that cannot satisfactorily be left to the masters them
selves only. No absolute proof of the real attainments of the scholars could be 
manifested, except under an uniform system of examinations. They would at 
once be a source of encouragement to the masters, and be an obstacle to neg
lect or abuse of their duties.

Moreover, it will be found, that in every work which has been published 
for elucidating the systems of national education, under the superintendence of 
Government, which obtain on the Continent, the necessity is prominently dwelt 
u[)on of inspectors having the responsible duty, in communication with each 
other, of watching, modifying, directing, controlling, and reporting upon, 
through a course of personal inspection and inquiry, all the educational institu
tions over which Government itself presides.

Over these functionaries, and also over all the separate Boards themselves, 
who have the immediate control and government of the various institutions 
which may be founded, a permanent superior authority has to be appointed, 
taking its immediate instructions from Government itself, and acting in con
tinual communication with Government. That authority is at present consti
tuted in this Board, and in like manner a body has been appointed with simi
lar functions at Calcutta under the denomination of the Board of General Pub
lic Instruction, and another at Bombay under the name of the Board of Gene
ral Education. But it seems to me that these Boards are not equal to the du
ties required of them. Each of them are at the head of one or more specific 
institutions, the efficient continual government of which occupies no small por
tion of time and care. The task undertaken by this Board of carrying out a
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system of pollogiate and .scholastic Instruction adapted to the higher classes of 
the native community, is in itself onepf no small magnitude. A  commoti share 
of zeal for the public service, and a consciousness of an honorable position in 
society will be sufficient ordinarily to ensure an ad('quate measure of exertion 
to accomplish objects of this nature, and institutions of a less extensive aim 
may be safely intrusted to the management of local Boards, assisted and super
intended by other functionaries. But Government can never rely with securi
ty upon the voluntary exertions of much occupied men for the organization 
and direction of the whole scheme of natural ediication. It must form -a, de
partment o f the Government, and be under the management of a distinct Se
cretary. It may be thought premature to create such a department at this 
moment; but, if it should not be considered a step beyond the limit of this 
Board’s present instructions, I should be disposed to venture the suggestion 
that delay continually endangers the eventual success of every measure now 
urged by Government for the ditf'usion of education among the people. A  Se
cretary in this department would have ample present employment in inquiries, 
and in the organization of plans and institutions. lie would have thereafter 
abundant occupation in maintaining their efiicient operations.

(Signed) CKOKGE NORTON,

President.
\r)th August 1841.

exlvi

Supplemental Appendix No. 1.

FUNDAMENTAL KuLES.

1. Collegiate Boards shall be established at Trichinopoly, Masidipatam, 
Bellary, and Calicut, to be denominated respectively the Trichinopoly, 
Masulipatara, Bellary, and Calicut College Boards.

2. Each of these College Boards shall establish and govern a “ Colle
giate High School” (to be denominated the “ Trichinopoly, Masulipatam, 
Bellary, and Calicut High School” resp(‘ctively) at the principal Station of the 
Collectorate, and such “ Zillah High Sciiool” as may be established at other 
places in each - Collectorate (to be denominated according to the name of each 
Zillah), and such High Schools shall impart instruction in the English lan
guage and in the Vernacular languages current in each respective district, 
together with the elementary departments of philosophy and science. A  Colle
giate department, for instruction in the higher branches of literature, philoso
phy and science, will be added to the Institution at each principal Station as 
expediency may hereafter suggest.

3. Each of these College Boards shall consist of the Commanding or 
Senior Military Officer of the principal Station, of the Collector, of the Chief 
Judge, of the Sub Collector, of the Register, (out of whom the Governor in 
Council shall from time to time select the President), and of five principal Na
tives resident at or near such principal Station, to be chosen by the above- 
mentioned European Officers ; and, afterwards all vacancies of Native Members 
shall be filled up by election of the whole remainder of the Members, subject 
to the confirmation of the Governor in Council.



4. Kacli High School sliall be under a Master nnd Tutors.
5. Members of all creeds and sects ŝhall be admissible, consistently with 

which primary object, care shall be taken to avoid W'hatever may tend to vio
late or offend the I’eligious feelings of any class.

6. It shall form no part of the design of this Institution to inculcate 
doctrine of religious faith, or to supply books with any such view.

7. Pupils shall pay according to such rates as may be hereafter establish
ed by the President and Governors.

8. Should any sums be hereafter bestowed upon the Institution for the 
purpose of endowing Scholarships in the High School, the Scholars appointed 
to them shall be admitted in such manner as may be determined by the Presi
dent and Governors.

9. Vacancies in the Office of Native Governors shall be effected by any 
continued absence for the space of two yeai-s from the principal Station of the 
Collectorate, or by departure therefrom for any permanent residence in a differ
ent Collectorate, or by I’esignation addressed to the President, or by removal 
by order of the Governor in Council.

10. Every Donor to the amount of 5,000 Rupees shall if, and while, re
sident within the limits of the Collectorate, become a life Governor, and if not 
resident in the Collectorate, shall have power to appoint a Governor who is so 
resident (subject to the confirmation of the Governor in Council) to hold on 
the same terms as the other Governors. But in all cases of persons so becom
ing life (Jovernors, the (Jovernor in Council may appoint a Governor who is 
not a Native, in case such life Governor or his appointee be a Native, and the 
remaining Governors may elect a Native Governor in case such life Governor 
or his appointee be not a Native.

11. Each College Board shall frame general rules for conducting the af
fairs of the Institutions under their charge, and shall meet not less than once 
per month, three forming a quorum.

12. In all questions to be decided by vote, the President shall have a 
casting vote.

13. The first business to be done at all Meetings when the President 
shall happen to be absent, shall be to appoint a Chairman, who shall possess 
a casting vote.

14. All Rules and Regulations to be made by the President and Govern
ors shall be confirmed within six months by the Governor in Council, in default 
of which they shall be considered thereafter as annulled.

15. The Governor in Council shall have power to remove not only any 
President or Member, but also all persons holding any office or appointment 
under them. The President and Governors shall have power to remove all 
persons holding any office or appointment under them.

16. The President and Governors of the Madras University shall be 
the Visitors of each College, and the Judge of any Provincial Court perform
ing his Circuit, shall be the Special Visitor of any College Board or Institu
tion within his Circuit— and such Visitors shall have power to call for all 
papers and information.

17. The Members of each College Board shall depute one of their body 
to make a periodical visit and enquiry at each Zillah School that may be esta
blished under it, once at least in every six months.
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18. Eaeli College Boai'd shall make one annual report to the Governor 
in Council, copies of which shall furnished to the Board of the Madras 
University, and also to the Supreme Government, which report shall contain 
an account of receipts and expenditure, a list of Donors and Subscribers, and 
a general statement of their proceedings, and of the progress of each Insti
tution.
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Supplemental Appendix No. 2.

R u l e s  o f  S c h o o l  D is c ip l in e  a n d  I n s t r u c t io n ,

1. The designation of those receiving instruction in the four first classes 
shall be that of “ Scholars the designation of those in the two lower classes, 
shall be that of “ Pupils.”

2. Each “ Scholar” shall pay a school fee of 4 rupees, and each “ Pupil” 
a school fee of 2 rupees, per month.

3. Scholars and Pupils shall be admitted upon a consent to be signified 
in wi-iting by any one European and one Native Member of the College Board.

4. The course of instruction in the High School shall comprise pro
gressively.

Grammar.
Reading Exercise (English).
Arithmetic.
Writing.
Morality.
History.
Geography.
Matliematics, (including Algebra, Plane and Sphcrical Trigonometry, 

and principles of Mechanics).
Natural Philosophy.
Moral Philosophy.
Vernacular languages.
Translations (reciprocal).
Abridgments, or Abstracts.
Compilations.
Compositions.
Elocution.

5. The Classes shall be six in number, the lowest being No. 1. Incase 
there be any gradations of progress in the studies assigned to the Scholars or 
Pupils of any Class, a separation shall be made into two Ranks. When the 
number in any Class shall exceed 30, such Class shall be separated into divi
sions— each division, when complete, to consist of 30 Pupils. Such divisions, 
as arising from mere amount of number, to be duplicates, triplicates, &c. of the 
1st division, and not in the nature of graduated ranks.

6 . The hours of attendance at School shall be from 10 A. m. to 5 p . m. 
with an hour from 1 to 2, for refreshment.

Instruction in 1̂  ̂ Class.

7. The instruction in the First (or lowest) Class shall consist of



Native languages.
English spelling and reading.
Writing.
Arithmetic.
(Books used, Little Eeading Book for young Children, First Spell

ing book.)
The distribution of the School hours for the First Class shall be as follows :

First Class, 1st or loioest Rank—Morning hours: From 10 to 12|, English 
spelling ; 12| to 1, Writing.

Afternoon hours : 2 to 5, Native languages.
First Class, 2d Rank—Morning hours : 10 to 1, Native languages. 
Afternoon hours : 2 to 2\, Writing ; 21 to 3, Arithmetic ; 3 to o, English 

spelling and reading.

Instructions in 2d Class.

8. The instruction in the Second Class shall consist of 
English Grammar.
English Reading.
Writing from Dictation.
Native languages.
Writing.
Arithmetic.
(Books used, Elements of English Grammar.
Murray’s Spelling Book.
Cards of Tables in Arithmetic.
Williamson’s Spelling Book. 
iEsop’s Fables).

2d Class hours.— The distribution of hours for the Second Class shall be 
as folloAvs :

Second Class, \st Rank.— Morning hours: From 10 to 12^, Native lan
guages ; 12| to 1, Writing.

Afternoon hours: 2 to 2|, Grammar; 2J to 3, Arithmetic ; 3 to o, En
glish reading.

2d Class, 2d Ra?ik.—Morning hours: From 10 to 10|, English Gram
mar; 10| to 11, Dictation; 11 to 12  ̂ English reading; 12| to 1, Arith
metic.

Afternoon hours: 2 to 2\, Writing ; 2| to 5, Native languages. 

Instruction in Zd Class.

9. The instruction in the Third Class shall consist of
Grammar.

(Books used, Elements of Grammar, Carpenter’s Spelling Book). 
Reading Exercise (English) incorporating Morality.

(Books, Goldsmith’s animated Nature, Selections from Moral 
works— the books not yet fixed upon).

First Rules of Arithmetic.
Writing.
Native Languages.
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The distribution of the School hours for the Third Class shall be as 
follows ;

Third Class.— Morning hours: From 10 to 10|, repeating their Gram
mar lesson set on the previous day to be learnt by heart ; 10^ to 12|, exercise 
before the Master in English reading with a view to pronunciation and literal 
meaning ; 12| to 1, Writing.

Afternoon hours: 2 to 2g, Arithmetic from Tables or Cards, or working 
sums in tlie 4 first rules; 2\ to 3, receiving miscellaneous directions, and hav
ing lessons set for the next day by the Master ; 3 to 5, Native languages.

Instruction in Ath Class.
10, The instruction in the Fourth Class shall consist of

Grannnar.
(Books, Murray’s Grammar).

Reading ex(*rciso (English) incorporating morality.
(Books, Goldsmith’s Histories of England and Rome.

Stretche’s Beauties of History, or any other work of moral ten
dency. )

Arithmetic, inclusive of Rule of Three, Practice and Fractions.
(Books, Bonnycastle’s Arithmetic).

Geography.
' (Books, Clift’s Geography).
W r it in g .
Writing English from dictation, abstracting or abriding.
Native languages.

The distribution of the school hours for the Fourth Class shall be as 
follows :

Fourth Class.— Morning hours: From 10 to 1 0 examination in the 
Grammar lesson set on the previous day and parsing i t ; 10| to 12^, exercise 
before the master in English reading of portions previously studied with a view 
to pronunciation and meaning, as vrell literal as in relation to grammatical, 
geographical, historical, or moral questions arising; 12| to 1, writing.

Afternoon hours: 2 to 3, Arithmetic, and working of sums set at the 
time ; 3 to 4 on alternate days, Geography from prepared lessons, and writing 
English from dictation, or abstracting and abridging; 4 to 5, native languages.

Instruction in 5 th Class.
11. The instruction in the Fifth Class shall consist of

Grammar.
(Books, Murray’s Grammar.)

Reading Exercise (English.)
(Books, Poetry and general subjects at the master’s discretion.)

Geography and the use of the Terrestrial Globe.
(Books, Guy’s Geography, and Keith on the Globes.)

Mathematics, inclusive of Algebra, and the four first books of
Euclid.
(Book, Williamson’s Euclid, Pinnock’s Catechism of Algebra.
Bonnycastle, Cook’s Book-keeping.)

History.
(Books, History of Greece by the S. D. U. K,, a History of 

India.)
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Natural Philosophy, General Introduction to.
(Books, Calcutta Introduction to Natural History.)

Moral Philosophy.
(Books, Selections from Blair’s class book, the Calcutta Reader). 

Abridgments, Compilations, and Translations, (reciprocal).

The distribution of the School hours for the Fifch Class shall be as fol
lows :

Fifth Class.— Morning hours: Fi’om 10 to 11, Euclid ; 11 to 12, Exercise 
before the Master in reading English poetry and the higher quality of English 
literature, with a view to emphasis and appreciation of style ; 12 to 1 (on 
Mondays) lecturing and examining in Natural Philosophy upon portions set 
for study previously,— (on Tuesdays) Ditto in History,-^on Wednesdays) 
Ditto in Moral Philosophy,— and the same course repeated on Thursdays and 
Fridays and Saturdays.

Afternoon hours: From 2 to 2^, Algebra and Arithmetic, alternately—  
examinations in, or working out, in the room ; 2^ to 3|, Lecturing upon Ge
ography from prepared lessons, and upon the Terrestrial Globe ; 3| to 4, ex
amining in Grammar, from prepared lessons ; 4 to 5, Translations (reciprocal) 
on 5 days, and on the 6th examinations upon abridgments and compilations 
got up in the course of the week.

Instruction Qth Class.

12. The instruction in the Sixth (or highest) Class shall consist of
Elocution.
Natural Philosophy,

(Books, O’Shaughnessy’s Chemistry).
Moral Philosophy.

(Books, Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments, or Abercrombie’s 
Moral Feelings).

History.
(Books, Smythe’s Lectures, and other works on the Philosophy 

of History).
Histories of India, (Elphinstone and Thornton,) and of England.
Mathematics.

(Books, the whole of the perfect books of Euclid, Plane and 
Spherical Trigonometry).

Geography.
Mechanics.

Original compositions in English translations (reciprocal) and paraphrase 
translations into the Native languages.

The. distribution of the School hours for the Sixth Class shall be as 
follows :

Sixth Class hours.— Monday— Sixth Class morning hours alternately, 
one Monday 3 hours examining compositions (English) and lecturing upon 
them, as prepared at leisure during the preceding fortnight— the other Mon
day 3 hours explaining miscellaneous subjects of other studies, exhibiting 
experiments in Natural Philosophy, and bringing up any matters omitted.

Tuesday— from 10 to 11, on Tuesdays, Elocution, consisting in the oral
u



delivery of poetical or oratorical passages learnt by heart; 11 to 1, study of 
Natural Philosophy with a view to ,a lecture and examination on tiie ensuing 
Saturday.

Wednesday— From 10 to 11, Map drawing at the Table from lessons set 
previously for practice; 11 to 1, Moral Philosophy.

Thursday— From 10 to 11|, examinations and lecturing in History; 111 
to 1, to be at the discretionary disposal of the scholars in preparing any tasks 
to be got up.

Friday— All 3 morning hours to be employed in translations and para
phrase translations (reciprocal) into the native languages.

Saturday—’From 10 to 11, Elocution, as on Tuesdays; 11 to 1, examina
tions and lecturing in Chemistry.

Afternoon hours,— On all days Mathematics.

M o n it o r s .

13. Each Class or division shall have one Monitor, who shall have au
thority to keep order over his Class, or division. A  Monitor shall not be liable 
to lose his place except upon express promotion, by the Masters of the Class or 
division, of another, upon some test of continued superiority.

Q u a r t e r l y  a n d  A n n u a l  E x a m i n a t i o n s .

14. There shall be quarterly examinations to be conducted under the im
mediate superintendence of the Master, with a view to promotions from rank 
to rank, and from class to class.

There shall be one public annual examination to be lield on the 24th De
cember, with a view to the award of Prizes, the conferring scholastic degrees 
and the preparation of the Board’s annual report.

P r o m o t io n s , H o n o r s , a n d  P r i z e s .

15. The four scholars of the 6th or highest class (or greater number ac
cording to the number in the class) shall be distinguished by the designation 
of superiors.

The rank of superiors shall be permanent, and those holding it shall ad
vance by seniority. When a vacancy shall occur among the superiors, the 
Master shall select the most distinguished scholar in tlie class to till it.

The superiors shall have authority over the whole school, in respect of 
keeping order— they may occasionally be employed in hearing the lesson of a 
lower class— they shall have more liberal privileges than the other scholars as 
regards access to the school Library, and loan of books— they shall also have 
chairs and a table to themselves.

The other Scholars of the 6th class and of the other classes shall be 
allowed to compete for relative places in the class.

A  S c h o l a s t ic  D e g r e e .

There shall be a Scholastic Degree, the designation of which shall be 
that of an “ Adept.” There shall be a scale of honor, according to merit, 
attending this degree, namely 1st “ Adept,” 2d “ Adept,” &c.

Each Adept shall be presented with a Medal of an uniform make and
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varying in value according to the scale of lionor in the degree, the lowest in 
value being for the simple “ Adept.”

The Medal to be denominated The High School Medal.
The first Adept of the year shall have his Certificate of that degree pre

sented in a Silver case.
Prizes shall consist of Books with a distinguishing binding and stamp.
All Degrees, Honors, and Prizes shall be conferred publicly by the Col

lege Board, after the annual examination.

P u n is h m e n t s .

16. The Scholars and Pupils shall be liable to punishment by imposition 
— by confinement— by such petty degradations as may be sanctioned by the 
Master— by suspensions for not more than a week (the 3d suspension being 
reported to the Board, with a view to expulsion,)— by corporal punishment 
with a cane— and by positive expulsion, as the severest of all punishments.

The Master alone shall have authority to award corporal punishment—  
which is invariably to be carried into effect in public, without stripping, is 
never to be inflicted on the same day that it is awarded, and is to be confined 
to boys under 14 years of age.

P a y m e n t  o f  S c h o o l  F e e s .

17. The 15th of each month is fixed for the payment of School fees.
A  person shall be appointed by the Master to attend at the opening of 

the School at the appointed day, to collect the fees.
All fees to be paid in advance— any non-payment to be visited peremp

torily by petty punishment at the Master’s discretion— and any failure of 
payment beyond three days after that appointed, by suspension for a week—  
and all arrears to be enforced upon the Scholar’s next attendance.

If any Scholar shall be thus suspended for 4 consecutive weeks, or for 4 
weeks in any one year, his name shall be erased from the list of the school—  
and no re-admission allowed, except by grace of the Board.

V a c a t io n s  a n d  H o l i d a t s .

18. There shall be a Winter vacation of one fortnight; commencing on 
Christmas day, being the day immediately following the annual examination.

There shall be also a Summer vacation of one week, to date from the 1st 
Monday after the 1st of June, or from the above date when it shall fall on a 
Monday.

All the visible Eclipses of Sun or Moon shall be Holidays.
The day of each New Moon and the after, and of each Full Moon, and 

the day after shall be Holidays from Vernacular teaching only.
All Sundays, Good Fridays, and the Queen’s Birth days shall be Holidays.
The other Holidays are to be fixed, and added to these rules, by the 

College Boards— so as not to exceed thirty days ; besides the above days and 
the Vacations.
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Minute by the President o f the Board o f Governors o f the Madras Uni
versity, on the subject o f  the proposed Educational Tests.

In considering the important subject of the establishment of certain tests 
of qualificatien for candidates for offices to be held by uncovenanted servants, 
and the expedient quality of such tests, it appears to me requisite, before 
submitting to Government any specific rules for this object, that the Board 
should explain the views and sentiments on which such rules are based.

Government by its instructions, have left the question of the expediency 
of this measure open to the consideration of the Board ; and as this point has 
given rise to some discussion among the members, I will take the liberty of 
offering some general observations upon it.

The Board are of course entirely agreed that it is highly politic to encou
rage by all feasible and unobjectionable means the acquisition of educational 
qualifications ; and I think the Board are agreed that the holding out the 
prospect of more certain employment, and of more certain promotion in the 
public service, is in itself an appropriate inducement. Neither can a question 
arise but that the interests of the public service must be advanced in propor
tion to these qualifications being ensured.

Any vague and general assurances, however, of the advantages of edu
cation, unconnected with any practical manifestations of them, can leave little 
or no impression on the minds of the native population in their present intel
lectual condition. Still less could such assurances avail, if they daily witnessed 
the employment and promotion of uneducated persons, no way superior to 
themselves in other respects, or in general qualifications for the offices sought. 
Any discretionary power of excluding from office those entitled to a prefer
ence in respect of educational attainments, must of course w'eaken, if not 
destroy, every emulation to acquire them. Sir Thomas Munro, has made some 

forcible remarks on these topics, which I shall do 
Life of Munro, Vol. 3d, 360. quote. He says, “ we profess to seek the
“ improvement of the natives, but propose means the most adverse to success. 
“ The advocates of improvement do not seem to have perceived the great 
“ springs on which it depends. They propose to place no confidence in 
“ natives, to give them no authority, and to exclude them from office, as much 
“ as possible : but they are ardent in their zeal for enlightening them by the 
“ general diffusion of knowledge. No conceit more wild and absurd than 
“ this was ever engendered in the darkest ages.” In other passages he has 

made equally pertinent observations, and points out 
Q j’ loc’ employment of the natives to offices should

V Ol« oQ« «3oO. T • , • • ■ T •be “ in proportion as experience may prove their 
“ qualification to discharge them.”

I conceive, therefore, that no prospects of employment in the public ser
vice would prove a practical inducement to the natives better to qualify them
selves for office by superior educational knowledge, unless those prospects Avere 
rendered reasonably secure. That security would be reasonable and sufficient, 
if it consisted in a right of preference over others, having no such qualifica
tions and not having superior qualifications in other respects and upon the
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cly

whole. To impair that, security by conceding any discretionary power of ex- 
chxding such persons so qualified by educHtion, in favor of those not so qua
lified, and having no other legitimate superior claims, Avould be, as it seeras to 
me, to concede to an unreasonable desire, and proport;ionally to weaken the 
rational and almost only inducement to mental improvement.

It seems to me that it would be inexpedient at this period (having refer
ence to the present condition of the natives, and of the public service,) to 
impose peremptorily‘Any tests 0̂  qualification for admission to office. It may 
be but few, compared with the exigencies of the public service, may be found 
qualified according to the established tests. It may be that certain claimants 
on account of long services, or of peculiar talents, or of local knowledge, may 
be on the whole more eligible than such as have acquired the prescribed qua
lification. It may be well also to avoid the invidiousness of prescribing by a 
total exclusion of all those natives who, though not appreciating the advan
tages of the new or European quality of education, may nevertheless have 
cultivated mental pursuits, and have attained a certain degree of proficiency 
for office. It will, therefore, perhaps be thought advisable to limit the effect 
of the quahfication by the tests (as I have before suggested) to the entitling 
all candidates for office who may have obtained them, to a preference over all 
other candidates who possess not superior qualifications in other respects, and 
upon the whole.

Undoubtedly by degrees, and through the increasing infusion of native 
officers possessed of superior qualifications by education, the selection for all 
offices of consideration will, in the result, be confined to such parties. For 
it needs no argument to prove that, as the greater cei'tainty of attaining to 
employment in the public service, will promote the entry of a superior class of 
men into the service, so will the same individuals, when they have obtained a 
due share of experience and have further established a character for probity 
and assiduity, most readily present themselves to the choice of their superiors 
for higher advancement; and there will consequently be seldom the necessity, 
or even the opportunity, of seeking for fit candidates elsewhere.

The great benefit to be derived from instituting tests of qualification for 
the public service, and the chief application of such tests, will have reference 
to the lower or initial grades of the public service. Any discretion to be 
exercised by the parties selecting individuals who are candidates for these 
initial grades, must necessarily be very limited. The candidates can bring no 
other mental qualifications than such as are derived from natural talent or 
education. It can seldom happen that the party selecting has, or can have, 
much opportunity of judging of the natural talents of such as are usually 
personal strangers ; and the extent of educational acquirement affords a con
siderable proof of their existence, and better perhaps than any other which 
could be applied.

It is not to be supposed that such selecting parties could institute, them
selves, any effectual examination into the educational qualifications of such 
candidates for the initial and lower grades. There, therefore, the tests would 
afford a satisfactory assurance of qualifications in themselves, and a discretion 
in excluding those possessed of such tests, and admitting such as had none, 
and could have given no such satisfactory proof, either of talent or of desirable 
attainments, would be almost necessarily ill-exercised, and would sink into per
sonal patronage. It would tend to perpetuate the employment of ill-qualified 
persons.



But tlie dipcrotion to be exercised by head of departments, and others in 
responsible stations, in appointing to i/nportant offices, those whom they deem
ed best qualified, would have to be exercised almost solely, and certainly most 
beneficially, in the appointment to the higher and more important grades, la  
regal’d to their selection for these superior offices, it appears to me that this 
discretion ought to be altogether unfettered. They ought to consider the edu
cational qualification by no means the only one (though among the most valu
able when combined with others;) but their judgment would have to be guid
ed by the qualities of integrity, experience, aptitude for business, diligence, 
peculiar acquaintance with details of circumstance or place. Any interference 
with this legitimate and most expedient discretion on the part tjf the high offi
cials of Government in regard to these qualities, of which they are the best 
judges, would not only be justly distasteful, but also injurious to the public 
service, and odious to deserving servants. In providing, therefore, in cautious 
terms that the preference to those qualified by tests over any others, should 
be with reservation of that expedient discretion in selecting those possessing 
superior qualifications in other respects, and upon the whole, it appears 
to me that it might be well to sanction more specifically the exercise 
of the discretion I have adverted to, by reference, in any rules which may 
be issued, to these grounds of preference of untested candidates, and even 
by reference to the particular Offices— (as, in the Revenue department those 
of Moonshees or Jewabnaveeses, Tahsildars, Treasurers, Head Accountants, 
Head English Writers, Head Sheristadars— in the Judicial department, 
Moonshee readers, Court Sheristadars, District Moonsiffs or Ameens, Princi
pal Sudr Ameen, Native Judge— and offices of similar rank and emolument.) 
It may be necessary, for affijrding the necessary security of advantage from 
the attainment of useful knowledge, so far to limit discretion as to require it 
should be sound, and not capricious or arbitrary, or for favor ; but it should 
be left unlimited when exercised upon legitimate data.

At present, as it appears to me, this prescription of tests should extend 
no further than Madras itself. The numerous institutions at Madras furnish 
ample and easy means of education up to the proposed tests.

But no such means as yet exist in the Provinces ; and there may be consi
derable inconvenience, as well as a jealousy not ill-founded, likely to arise 
from supplying almost all uncovenanted functionaries in the Provinces from 
Madras alone. The rules may, or may not, be extended to the Provinces, 
according to the favorable result, or otherwise, of their adoption at the seat of 
Government, and according to the spread of scholastic institutions.

It appears to me advisable to have a graduated scale of preference ac
cording to any ascertained criteria of educational proficiency. For instance, 
a candidate may have attained the general prescribed test of qualification, 
and he may also have made acquirments in some particular branches of study 
peculiarly adapted to the department of the public service into which he may 
be desirous to enter. In the Engineering department, one class of attain
ments may have specific value, in the Revenue another, and in the Judicial, 
or in the Medical, others. So, again, it has been provided by the subordinate 
rules of discipline for the high school that a scholastic degree, that of a “ Pro
ficient,” shall be conferred on such as have passed entirely through all the 
classes of the University high school. The attainments characteristic of a 
Proficient are so extensive as to qualify them (with such additional specific
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and technical knowledge as would be requisite for every superior office) in a far 
superior degree tlian the general tested cjiialifications as proposed could do for 
all departments of the service. A  coUegiate degree, proposed to be given 
when that department of the University shall be organized, in various 
branches of professional science and general literature, will manifest a still 
higher quality of intellectual advancement. It would be obviously expedient 
to encourage such superior attainments by a proportional concession of pre
ference to office. These degrees will supply, of themselves, something more 
than an adequate test.

The rules should be, I think, made applicable to all classes of public, not 
being covenanted servants. I am induced to propose some fair protection to 
the interests of such as have attained an age at which it may be too lute for 
them to begin an education de novo, and who may have been, perhaps, many 
years already in the public service. Cases may undoubtedly arise when suoli 
parties may have so strong a claim for promotion from past good conduct and 
services, as to supersede those of other candidates whose qualifications, as 
established by the tests granted, are decidedly superior. At the same time I 
am by no means disposed to recommend, as a general rule, that the mere cir
cumstance of their having been already retained in the public service should 
operate so far as absolutely to extinguish the claim to preference founded on 
the tests. My impression is that it will be sufficient to authorize heads of 
offices and departments to make special references for the sanction of Go
vernment for any subsequent promotion of those holding appointments at the 
date of the promulgation of these rules, who may not have obtained tests.

It would be obviously impolitic to attach the power of granting or ac
quiring tests of qualifications to any particular scholastic institutions. With 
this impression I would propose that the tests should comprise, in a general 
way, those subjects of literature and knowledge which are commonly taught 
at all seminaries, and that the range of works, through the medium of which 
instruction in these subjects should be conveyed, sliould admit of some dis
cretionary choice.

It may be assumed, indeed, that the scholars of the 4th class, and Pro
ficients of the high school, possess far superior qualifications to tliose who 
merely have obtained the general test. But tlie public should not be allowed 
to suppose that may possibly not be so ; or that any favor is shewn in supply
ing them with privileges in access to office which others cannot reach. With 
this view I would propose that all the annual examinations, on which pro
ficient’s degrees and the permanent classifications of the scholars of the high 
school are to depend, should be held before public examiners— and that the 
same public examiners should hold examinations for tests. I would pro
pose also to institute special tests, as will be presently explained, to be grant
ed by these examiners, giving a preference to those who obtain them over 
all other candidates (subject to the discretionary power I have before advert
ed to in heads of departments) in particular departments ; and for which 
tests all parties from whatever scholastic institutions, will be at liberty to 
apply. As regards graduates in the coUegiate department— their examina
tions for such degrees will testify such manifest and decidedly superior guali- 
fications to any that can be obtained from any other institutions, that I can 
hardly suppose any rational cavil would rise at a preference so earned— and 
which would be open to the attainment of youths of every quality and sect.
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It appears to me that these pubHc examiners should be chosen with 
mere reference to competency, and as their examinations will comprise all 
schools from which candidates may cfioose to proceed, and will in no manner 
impede or affect, or be affected by, the religious instruction which the candi
dates may or may not have received, I can foresee no sound reason for any 
party of any profession, lay or clerical, from accepting the office of an exa
miner. If Clergymen should think themselves bound to decline examining 
any but Christians in the common knowledge which has been studied by all 
(which I see no ground for expecting) they surely would have no scruple in 
examining Christians. But, at all events, I do not surmise the slightest dif 
ficulty in selecting from the school masters, and other liberally educated 
individuals at the Presidency, persons both qualified and willing to accept the 
office, which I conceive to be an honorable one. I think the head master of 
the high school should always be one. And it seems to me that three, with 
three native assistant examiners, would be a sufficient number altogether— of 
whom two should always concur in giving a certificate of test.

The examiners should meet on stated days, once a quarter, and oftener if 
need be, for the purpose of examining candidates and for regulating from time 
to time the course of their proceedings, according to certain standing rules, 
and subject to the general rules to be passed by Government.

Tlie examiners should draw up and submit from time to time to the 
governors of the University, a list of the subjects of examination, and also of 
the various works in one or more of which ( as may be selected, and according 
to the subjects) the candidates for tests are to be examined. These lists 
should be be published once in each quarter of a year.

The form of a certificate of qualification (to be signed by two examiners) 
should be, as it seems to me, as follows :
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Test o f Qualification fo r  the Service o f Government.

Madras, June, 1842.

This is to certify that A. B. Son of C. D. of has passed with
appproval a public examination in *writing English by dictation, in Tamil 
and Telugu reading and writing, in moral principles, in geography, in arith
metic, in the elements of general history and of the histories of England and 
India, in the elements of practical astronomy, in the three first books of 
Euclid, in the outlines of the constitution of the English and Indian Govern
ments.

E. F.]
_  S Public Examiners.
G. II.)

The public examiners, I think, ought to receive a salary proportioned to 
their services, but I am of opinion that some regulations should be made 
with a view to their being paid according to the actual performance of those 
services. I would suggest, therefore, that these public examiners should (in 
addition to their test examinations) have the duty of publicly examining the 
scholars of the high school on their annual public examination, and also on

* It is to be observed that the particular subjects mentioned as those in which the candi
dates have been cxaniined may, or may not, be those here enumerated by way of example.



the three other quarterly examinations; and that they fix on the same periods, 
consecutively, to proceed on the course of examination for tests,— that those 
who actually attend such periodical examinations (with the exception of the 
Head master) be entitled to draw 200 rupees for each full course of attend
ances ; and that, in case and when the public examinations for tests become 
more burdensome than they are likely to be for some considerable time, any 
other expedient arrangement be made, as regards the periods of holding the 
examinations, and that their salaries be then increased. I would further sug
gest that these public examiners should undertake (under future arrangements 
according to circumstances) the duties of general inspectors of the scholastic 
institutions which may be hereafter founded or governed under the authority 
of Government, in such manner, and on such terms, as regards salary, as may 
be deemed fitting.

I think the head of departments and others who have the patronage of ap
pointments, should be required to take expedient measures, Avhen vacancies oc
cur, of ascertaining whether any candidates qualified according to the tests will 
offer themselves for the office to be filled up.

As the result of these suggestions, I would propose that it be submitted 
to Government that, with a view to the supply of more efficient public ser
vants, and for the encouragement of education, it should adopt and px’omulgate 
the following resolutions.

1. That public examinations shall be appointed for the purpose of exa
mining and issuing tests of educational qualifications to candidates (not being 
covenanted servants) for offices and employments in the public service.

2. That such tests of qualification shall consist of a certain degree of 
proficiency in the English and native languages, in the knowledge of Moral Prin
ciples, in the elements of General History and of the History of England and 
India, in the elements of Mathematics, and of Practical Astronomy, in Arith
metic, in Geography, and in the outlines of the Constitution of the English and 
Indian Governments.

3. That the public examiners shall from time to time submit to the 
Board of Governors of the Madras University lists of the subjects, and of the 
books, in one or more of Avhich (according to selection and to the subjects) the 
candidates are to be examined ; which lists, upon approval by that Board, are 
to be made public.

4. That the public examiners shall meet periodically once in each quar
ter of a year at least, for the purpose of holding examinations, and oftener, if 
it shall appear expedient.

5. That the public examiners shall issue tests of proficiency in a regular 
form, to be approved of by the Board of Governors of the Madras University.

6. That all persons of every class and quality (not being covenanted ser
vants of the Honorable Company) may submit themselves for examination for 
the'purpose of obtaining the test of qualification.

7. All persons producing tests of qualifications from the public examin
ers shall be entitled to a preference to any vacant office or employment in the 
public service in any Government establishment at Madi’as, over all other

V
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candidates not having such tests, and who may not possess superior qualifica
tions in other respects and upon the \yhole.

8. In the consideration of those qualifications for ofiice which are inde
pendent of the educational qualifications to be certified by the tests, special at
tention shall be due to the qualities of integrity, experience, and aptitude for 
business ; and more especially in reference to the selection for offices of tlie 
higher grades, such as those of Moonshees, Tahsildars, Treasurers, Head Ac
countants, English Writers, and Sheristadars, in the Eevenue Department, and 
of Moonshee Readers, Court Sheristadars, District Moonsitfs or Aumeens, 
Principal Sudr Aumeens, and native Judges in the Judicial Department, and 
offices of similar rank and emolument in these and other departments of the 
public service.

9. Any persons producing a certificate from the Head master of the high 
school of the Madras University, of his having been upon examination by the 
public examiners, admitted into the 4th (or highest) class of that school, shall 
be considered equally qualified with candidates producing a test from the pub
lic examiners.

10. Any persons producing a certificate from such Head master of hav
ing attained the scholastic degree of a “ Proficient” of the high school, shall 
have a preference over other candidates producing either the certificate or the 
test above noticed, and also over one another, according to the scale of honor, 
with which such scholastic degree shall be certified to have been granted.

11. The public examiners, after completing the examinations of any can
didates for a test of general qualification shall proceed to examine such of them 
as are candidates for particular departments of the public service, and for that 
purpose shall make out and publish lists (to be approved of by the Board of 
Governors of the Madras University) of the additional subjects in which such 
candidates are to be examined, appropriate to each respective department, and 
of the works to be studied ; and the examiners shall issue special tests certify
ing proficiency in these additional branches of education, which special tests 
shall entitle the candidates to a preference in these respective departments of 
the public service.

12. Any persons who may have attained the rank of a “ Graduate” of 
the Collegiate department which may be established in the Madras University, 
shall have a preference over all other candidates whatever for office or employ
ment in that branch of the public service to which the science or faculty in 
which he shall have graduated may be applicable.

13. All heads of departments and of offices, and others, having the power 
of selecting to appointment in the public service, are required to take all ex
pedient measures, when vacancies arise, for facilitating the application of can
didates qualified according to the tests or certificates prescribed.

14. Nothing in these rules contained shall preclude heads of departments 
or others from recommending to the sanction of Government, the promotion of 
any persons holding appointments at the time of the promulgation of the pre
sent rules, to any offices when and as they become vacant, in preference to 
those producing tests or certificates, upon special grounds to be stated on their 
behalf.
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It will be desirable before submitting any of these suggestions to the con
sideration of Grovernmeni, to sketch out a methodical list ot‘ the subjects, and 
also of the works, on which (subject to any reconsideration when public ex
aminers shall have been appointed) public examinations shall be founded. This 
appears to me advisable, not only as affording fuller materials to enable Go
vernment to form a judgment on the expediency of the scheme itself, but as 
exemplifying its practicability. The selection of works applicable to each 
subject, out of which the student may be allowed to choose such as he may 
be examined in, requires much consideration. They must not be numerous, 
as that would entail much and needless preparation on the part of the exami
ners ; at the same time they ought not to be confined peremptorily to one par
ticular book in each department of instruction, as such a limitation would 
have the appearance of an ungracious restriction on the discretion of the vari
ous Heads of Seminaries, and other teachers.

I have had some consultations with the Head Master and the Secretary 
on the topic, and am disposed to submit the following list ; which, though not 
complete, and requiring reconsideration, and some additions in details, may 
prove a sufficient sketch for the object of this Minute.
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Subjects and Books for  the proposed Test Examinations.
1st. English, Tamil, or Teloogoo, reading and writing, and writing from 

dictation.
2d. Principles of Morality.
(Books and works, out of which choice to be made by the candidates,—  

some selected chapters out of the three following works. Adam Smith’s Theo
ry of Moral Sentiments, Abercrombie on the Moral Feelings, Paley’s Moral 
Philosophy. The New Testament for Christians.)

3d. Arithmetic, viz. the four simple and compound rules, reduction, 
vulgar and decimal fractions, rule of three (simple and compound) tables of 
weights and measures.

4th. Euclid, three first books.
5th. Geography, including the elements of Physical Astronomy,
(Books, &c. Goldsmith’s, Pinnock’s Goldsmith’s, Nicholl’s, Keith on the 

Globes.)
6th. English and Indian Constitutions.
(Books, &c. certain selected chapters of Blackstone, first 5 discourses of 

Norton’s Kudimentals, DeLolme.)
7th, English and Indian History and General History.
(Books, &c. Mudie’s 2 vols. or Martin’s 1st vol. of East India Company’s 

Possessions, Goldsmith’s History of England or Pinnock’s Goldsmith’s do. Mr. 
Markham’s History.)

Subjects and Books fo r  the proposed special and additional Test Examinations 
fo r  particular departments.

In the Judicial Department.
1st. Elements of Public Law.



(Books, &c. selected chapters from Blackstone, Norton’s Rudinientab 
6tli discourse, Warren’s select extracts from Blackstone’s Commentaries.)

2d. Acts and Regulations of Government.
3d. Elements of Hindoo and Maliomedan Law.
(Books, &c. Macnagliten’s Hindoo Law, do. Maliornedan Law, Sir 

Thomas Strange’s Hindoo Law.)

In the Revenue Department.
1st. Elements of Political Economy.
(Books, &c. Adiim vSmitli’s Wealth of Nations, Walker’s Principles of 

Political Economy, Mr. IMarcct’s Conversations on Political Economy.)
2d. Acts and Regulations of Government.
3d. Statistics and resources of India.
(Books, &c, Martin’s 1st vol. Elphinstone’s India, Thornton’s do.)

Kmjineering Department.
1st. Elements of Industrial Mechanics, Force and Resistance, Geome

try and Mensuration.
(Books, &c. Kater’s Mechanics, Introduction to Natural Philosophy (Cal

cutta Edition), Stephenson on Civil Engineering, six tirst books of Euclid, 
(Lardner’s), with Geometrical Exercises.)

2d. Linear Drawing and Perspective.
Having thus placed before the Board my views on tliis subject of Tests, 

I propose that we should place the resolutions which the Board shall come to 
upon them, before the consideration of Government. In the meantime, I will 
take the liberty of suggesting in a separate Minute, the nature of the commu
nication which it may be convenient to make to the heads of departments, 
with a view to further information upon details of the scheme I liav(i proposed.

(Signed) GEORGE NORTON.
Gth October, 1841.
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Rules fo r  establishing Tests o f  qualifications o f Candidates fo r  the
Public Service.

1st. That public examinations shall be appointed for the purpose of exa
mining and issuing Tests of educational qualifications to Candidates (not being 
Covenanted Servants) for otlices and employment in the Public Service.

2d. That such Tests of qualification shall be of three grades, namely. 
General Tests, Superior Tests, and Special Tests for particular departments.

3d. That the General Test of qualification shall consist of a certified de
gree of proficiency in the English and Native languages, in the knowledge of 
Moral Principles, in the Elements of General History and of the Histories of 
England and India, in the Elements of Mathematics and Practical Astronomy, 
in Arithmetic, in Geography, and in the outlines of the Constitution of the 
English and Indian Governments.

4th. That the Superior Test shall consist of a certified degree of Pro
ficiency in certain Books and subjects of General Literature and Science, ac
cording to lists to be made out approved of by Government.



otli. That tlie Special Test shall consist of a certified degree of Profici- 
cncy in the subjects assigned for the Geiieral Test, and also, in addition, a 
Proficiency in such books and subjects appropriate to certain respective de
partments in the Public Service, according to lists to be made out and approv
ed of by Government.

6th. That a certain number of Public Examiners will be appointed from 
time to time by Government, who are to be guided by the following rules :

1st. The Public Examiners shall from time to time prepare and submit 
lists of the subjects and of the books appropi'iato to the respective qualities of 
the Tests, in one or more of which (according to selection and the subjects) 
the Candidates are to be examined ; which lists, upon approval by Govern
ment, are to be made public.

2d. The Public Examiners shall meet periodically, once in each quarter 
of a year at least, for the purpose, of holding examinations, and oftener, if it 
shall appear expedient.

3d. The Public Examiners shall issue Tests of Proficiency in a regular 
form, according to the quality of the respective Tests, to be approved of by 
Government.

4th. The Public Examiners sliall proceed with the examination of such 
as are candidates for the Special Test, after completing their examination and 
approving them for the General Test.

5th. The Examinations for the Superior Test shall bo held once a year, 
and the successful candidates shall be classed in the order of merit.

6th. That all persons of every class and quality (not being Covenanted 
Servants of the Honorable Company) may submit themselves for examination 
for the purpose of obtaining the Test of qualification.

7th. All persons producing Tests of qualifications from the Public p]xa- 
miners shall be entitled to a preference to any vacant office or employment in 
the Public service in any Government establishment at Madras, over all otlie 
candidates not having such Tests, and who may not possess superior qualifica
tions in other respects and upon the whole.

8th. That any person producing a certificate of a Superior Test, and all 
“ Proficients” of the lligh School (who will be preliminarily required to ob
tain such certificate) shall have a preference in selection for the Public service 
over other candidates who may have only attained a General Test. And spe
cial attention shall be due to the scale of honor, or order of merit, in which 
such candidates may have been ranked.

9th, That any persons producing a certificate of a Special Test shall be 
entitled to a preference in those respective departments of the Public servicc 
to which their Special Tests may apply.

10th. Any persons, who may have attained the rank of a “ Graduate” 
in any class of the Collegiate Department of the Madras University, shall have 
a preference over all other candidates whatever for ofiice or employment in that 
branch of the Public service in which the science or faculty in ■which Ihj may 
have graduated shall be applicable.
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llth. In the considerations of those qualifications for office which are 
independent of the educational qualilications to be certified by the tests, spe
cial attention shall be due to the qualities of integrity, experience, and apti
tude for business ; and more especially in reference to the selection for offices 
of the higher grades— such as those of Moonshees, Tahsildars, Treasurer?, 
Head Accountants, English writers, and Sheristadars, in the Revenue Depart
ment— and of Moonshee readers. Court Shei’istadars, District Moonsifts, or 
Ameens, Principal Sudr Ameens and native Judges, in the Judicial De
partment— and Officers of similar rank and emolument in these and other 
departments of the public service.

12th. All heads of departments and of offices, and others, having the 
power of selecting to appointment in the public service, are required to take 
all expedient measures, when vacancies arise for facilitating the application of 
candidates qualified according to the tests or certificates prescribed,

13th. Nothing in these rules contained shall preclude heads of depart
ments or others from recommending to the sanction of Grovernment, the pro
motion of any persons holding appointments at the time of the promulgation 
of the present rules, to any offices when and as they become vacant, in 
preference to those producing tests or certificates, u{)on special grounds to be 
stated on their behalf.
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APPENDIX y.
Scheme fo r  the project o f a Medical Class in the Madras University.

The Board of Governors of the Madras University have the honor to 
submit to the consideration of the Right Honorable the Governor in Council, 
the pi’oject of a collegiate class in the Faculty of Medicine, to be attached to 
that institution.

With this view they have thought it most expedient to draw up at once, 
a series of practical rules for the formation, instruction and discipline of the 
proposed class,— as best exemplifying how far that project is feasible ; 
although they are sensible that these rules will require modification according 
to unforeseen circumstances. But these rules may serve by way of guidance 
at least, in the commencement of the undertaking ; the Board feeling as they 
do, that nothing can tend more to facilitate their proceedings towards this 
object, than a set scheme on which they may be prepared to act.

In the construction of this scheme of rules, the Board have availed them
selves mainly of the assistance of their colleague Mr. Wylie, who, in the 
pi-eparation of the ample materials, for this purpose, has consulted with other 
members of the profession, engaged in the medical instruction of pupils, and 
particularly with Mr. Harding. It may be hoped, therefore, that the plan 
proposed may prove sound and practicable.

One object prominently kept in view has been to amalgamate the present 
Medical school for pupils in the subordinate medical science, with the proposed 
Medical class. Such a design has appeared by no means incompatible with 
the ultimate superior aim of the proposed collegiate department,— nor has any 
difficulty been experienced in so arranging the scheme of instruction as to 
admit of such an amalgamation. Indeed it may be expected that the adoption



of such a scope in the rules may prove advantageous, as well to the professi- 
onal students, as to the medical subordipate servants. It is hardly to be 
presumed, in the present state of native feelings, that more than a few soli
tary examples will be shown of respectable native youths undertaking a full 
professional medical education with a view to superior public practice, and a 
corresponding eminent station in native society. But by holding forth the 
means, partially at the public expense, through single exertion and at a small 
pecuniary sacrifice to pupils of that rank of life, to whom, ordinarily, the in
ferior medical service would be a befitting source of livelihood, it may be 
hoped that the ambition of some may be attracted to higher efforts, nor have 
instances been wanting to justify such expectations. It is within the know
ledge of the Board that a young man named Wilmot went through a com
plete course of instruction in the present medical school— entirely at his own 
charge. Though he was’at the same time endeavouring to qualify himself as 
a Civil Engineer, he Avas most exemplary and regular in his attendance, and 
attained a more than ordinary degree of proficiency. At the end of the 
course, he applied for admission into the public service, but the regulations 
of Government precluded the possibility of a compliance with his request.

In the meanwhile by attaching the pupils of the Medical school for the 
public service to a collegiate department in which the course of instruction is 
directed towards attainments of a superior professional order, it seems rea
sonable to trust that both the efficiency and the social responsibility of the 
subordinate Medical service may be advanced.

Tlie success attained at Calcutta in inducing some native youths of res
pectability to pass through a thorough course of Medical instruction inclusive 
of the essential department of Anatomy and human dissections, hold out en
couragement that similar triumphs over misconceptions and vain prejudices 
may be won in this Presidency. The beneficial results of introducing among 
tlie native public a class of Medical Practitioners, qualified by a competent 
Medical education, are so great, that the Governors will consider it an object 
deserving their peculiar attention, should the proposed collegiate department 
in the Faculty of Medicine be established.

They are inclined to think that the prosperous course in life of which 
such eminent professional qualifications hold out the promise, will not be 
without its influence among the Natives of the higher orders ; an influence 
which a very few examples would, of course, powerfully enforce.

The full course of professional education and exercises to qualify, accord
ing to the proposed rules, a native candidate for the degree of a “  Master in 
Medicine” imposes requisitions which are certainly very high. They might 
possibly be thought too high, if it was not provided that a license to practice 
and a testimonial of qualification, should be attained through the lower degree 
of a “ Licentiate in Medicine.”

But it appears to the Board advisable to hold out every inducement of 
honor and reputation to those who are disposed to acquire such distinction by 
superior learning and professional eminence,— and that there should be other 
limit to the educational progress of the students, than the means of affording 
instruction. The literary requisitions, even of the highest quality, for admis
sion of Natives as students in the Medical Class, are such as may be attained, 
in an ordinary course of education by the age of 16 to 18— those of the lowest
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quality may be attained at tliat age by youths of the lower orders without dif
ficulty. The Avhole course of instrwction and exercise to qualify a candidate 
as a “ Master in Medicine” may be gone through without extraordinary exer
tion, by the age of 22 to 24 years. The degree of a Licentiate in Medicine 
may be gained without any difficulty by the age of 21.

The extent of educational qualification, preliminary to admission to the 
Medical Class,— is a subject on which much difference of opinion exists in 
Europe. Admitting that a knowledge of the ancient classics, and of some 
sciences having a collateral connection with the faculty of medicine, tend in an 
important degree, to facilitate the successful prosecution of medical studies,—■ 
and that such competent preliminary knowledge may even be attainable by 
students in India,— yet the Board can by no means regard such knowledge as 
indispensable. The highest scale of education contemplated by the system of 
instruction at the High School,— or imparted by other scholastic Institutions 
existing in Madras,— the Board consider as amply sufficient to qualify a stu
dent who may enter the class with a view to the highest degree proposed to be 
conferred.

And although the Board are of opinion that some definite standard of pre
liminary education must be fixed for the admission of all students, they are not 
disposed to exact (except when the highest Medical degi’ee is aimed at) a 
higher test than,

1st. That they should be well versed in English Grammar, and compe
tent to write fluently and correctly from dictation.

2dly. That they should have a general knowledge of Arithmetic, Geo
graphy, General History, and the elements of Natural Philosophy.

With reference to these preliminary educational qualifications, the Board 
would fix the age for admission at not less than 16.

The rules have been framed with reference to the requisite attendance of 
all students (whether destined for the public subordinate service, or otherwise) 
at the hospitals. The present system of the Medical education of the Go
vernment pupils provides for such attendance both for the purpose of their be
coming versed in the prepai-atory duty of dispensing medicines, and ultimately 
for clinical observations ; the pupils being from their first entertainment in 
the service appointed to do duty in hospitals at the various outstations, and 
those under instruction at the Medical school, being uniformly attached to 
hospitals and Medical institutions at the Presidency. The hours and the sys
tem of instruction, are adapted to a consideration of the distance of the school 
house, (where the lectures and exercises are held) and so as to obviate too 
great an interruption to the domestic habits and comforts of the students. The 
limitation of the lectures to two subjects only, for the first two years, while it 
appears in itself an advantageous arrangement, will, by admitting the assign
ment of alternate days to each subject, have the eft'ect of lessening the period of 
daily attandance, for the mere purpose of lectures, and of aftbrding a more 
lengthened opportunity in the forenoons, for practical occupations, and in the 
afternoons, for the customary attendance at that period at the hospitals. The 
students of the junior division, whose instruction is chiefly rudimental during 
the first two years could be most conveniently attached to the more distant 
hospitals, where native sick, only, are admitted; while the senior division 
might bo attached to the General and European Regimental hospitals in the
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immediate vicinity of the school house, where more facilities and advantages 
would be afforded them for the observation of disease, while engaged in studies 
on this subject,— and also for clinical instruction proposed for the latter period 
of the medical course. The rules in the meantime provide that the Medical 
authorities shall lay down expedient regulations for attendance at hospitals.

The Board will not affect to disguise from the consideration of Govern
ment their opinion that for many years to come considerable pecuniary aid 
will be requisite in the way of incentive to students in this faculty, indepen
dently of those honorary prizes which it is the policy of even European in
stitutions of this quality to found. The Board are by no means friendly to the 
stimulus of pecuniary rewards, and still less so to eleemosynary instruction. 
But they feel that with respect to the introduction of professional education 
in this faculty, by a new and laborious course, to which the minds and sensibi
lities of the natives are averse, some powerful incentive of this nature is 
absolutely and peculiarly essential. Exhibitions or scholarships, varying in 
value, and superior titles to special appointments of a civil nature that may 
hereafter be devised according to the exertions and scale of qualifications 
manifested by the students, the Board consider to be among the most legiti
mate rewards of successful emulation. Any pecuniary reward on the attain
ment of particular grades need not be fixed so high as to occasion any serious 
charge on the public funds ; but they will form immediate inducements for 
exertion, and even afford means for the further prosecution of studies continu
ally increasing in usefulness. The distinction of honorary medals, to be 
rarely and scrutinously awarded, needs no reasons for recommendation.

The Board submit this prospectus of the first formation of a collegiate 
class in the Madras University, with some anxiety to the consideration of 
Government. They have prepared it with much thought and deliberation. 
They have had in view the framing of a model, which, in its outline, might 
serve as a guide in forming and regulating classes in other professional or sci
entific departments. They have also ventured to contemplate some practical 
improvement in the efficiency of an important branch of the public service.

(By order of the Board of Governors).

M adras, ) (Signed) PETER POPE,
t̂h January^ 1842. ) Secretary.
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Rules fo r  the formation and Government o f  a Medical College in the
Madras ZJniversity.

1. The Medical College shall be under the government of a Council 
composed of the President and one or more Members of the Committee of 
Education, the Principal of the University,- and the Masters and Professors of 
the College, and, until such Council shall be formed, under such functionaries 
as Government shall be pleased to appoint.

2. The Council shall have the regulation of all matters connected with 
the admission of students, and Avith the internal economy and discipline of the 
College.

3. Candidates for Matriculation to present themselves before the Coun
cil on the second Monday of January of each year. The test for Matricula-
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tion shall be a certificate of the candidate not being under 16 years of age, 
and the possession of the testimonial of a “ Proficient” of the Madras high 
school, or, if a pupil of other scholastic institutions, a certificate of having 
passed an examination befoi’e any Board of Public Examiners, which may be 
appointed by Government, in English Grammar and Composition ; in writing 
English from dictation ; in Arithmetic, in Geography and General History, 
and in the elements of Natural Philosophy.

4. Candidates having satisfied the Council on the foregoing points, shall 
be enrolled as “ students of the Medical College,” to whom two grades of qua
lification will be open, viz. that of “ Licentiate in Medicine” and “ Master 
in Medicine.”

5. The students of the College will be distinguished as “ Junior students” 
and “ Senior students,” the former to comprise those of less than two years’ 
standing, (with exceptions as hereafter provided,) and the latter all above tliat 
period.

6. A  primary examination of “ Junior students” who have completed two 
years’ study will be held on the 2d Monday of December in each year, for 
transfer to the superior grade, of those found qualified to become “ Senior stu
dents,” and on the 3d Monday of December of the same year a plenary exa
mination will be held of all Senior students who have completed four years’ 
study, and who are not under 21 years of age, for the selection of such as may 
be found competent to enter on the practice of the pi’ofession, who shall bo 
designated “ Licentiates in Medicine.” In like manner, an annual examination 
will be held of candidates to become “ Masters in Medicine.”

7. The examinations for the grades of “ Licentiate” and “ Master in Me
dicine” shall be conducted by a Board to be appointed by Government.

8. There shall be four professors in the Medical College, (one of whom 
to exercise the functions of Master of the College), and each shall preside over a 
department to be hereafter specified; together Avith a Curator and Demonstra
tor, and a native assistant Demonstrator: these latter officers being selected, in 
the first instance, from the subordinate Medical Service of Government.

9. The professors shall deliver lectures on the following subjects, viz. on
Chemistry and Materia Medica.
Anatomy and Physiology.
Surgery and
Practice of Medicine.

One course of lectures will be delivered in each year on the following 
subject, viz.

Chemistry, on alternate days from 15th January to 15th June. 
Materia Medica, do. 15th July to 15th December.

No. 2. Anatomy and Physiology, do. 15th January to 15th December.
No. 3. Surgery do. do. do.
No. 4. Practice of Medicine, do. do. do.

The hours of lecture for Nos. 1 and 2 will be from 12 to 1 P. M. and for 
Nos. 3 and 4 from II to 12 A. M.

Demonstrations, dissections and exercises in Practical Chemistry will be 
conducted before the houi- of lecture.
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The vacations shall be from loth June to 15th July, and from loth De
cember to 15th January,

10. The attendance of students at the Medical College, with a view to 
attaining the grade of a Licentiate, shall embrace a period of not less than four 
years, and two courses of lectures on each of the above subjects, with two or 
more courses of dissections ; and according to the following sequence,
1st year. Chemistry.

„ Materia Medica, with the elements of Botany.
„ Anatomy and Physiology.

2d year. Chemistry.
„ Materia Medica.
„ Anatomy &c. with Dissections.

3d year. Surgery. _  ) instruction.
„ Practice ot Medicine. )

4th year. Surgery. )
„ Practice of Medicine. j

Courses of lectures on Midwifery and Mcdical Jurisprudence also will be 
given during the 3d and 4th years of study, and the exercises in practical Ana
tomy will be continued during the same seasons.

11. The primary examination of “ Junior students” shall comprise the 
subjects of the two first years’ lectures, and their proficiency shall be further 
determined by the following exercises, viz.

“ Chemistry, by experiment, and questions to be answered in writing.
“ Materia Medica, by the identification of specimens ; together with the 

preparations of pharmaceutical compounds.
“ Anatomy, by demonstration on the dead subject.”
Any student who may fail to qualify by the end of the third year as a se

nior student, shall, with the sanction of the Council, be removed from the Me
dical classes.

Exhibitions (the value of which to be determined hereafter) for a period 
not exceeding two years, and prizes of books shall be held out as objects of 
competition to such qualified Junior students as shall have evinced during the 
whole course of previous study, unusual assuidity and superior acquirement. 
In determining the comparative claims of the competitors for these honors, 
due weight shall be allowed to a Register of Merit, exhibiting the average 
proficiency and general behaviour of the students during the two previous 
years. Honorary testimonials will be granted on the attainment of an exhi
bition, and to all others qualified to become “ Senior students” a certificate 
of comparative proficiency will be given.

12. The plenary examination of candidates for the grade of “ Licen
tiate in Medicine” shall comprise the subject of all the four years’ Lectures ; 
a proficiency in those, Inore particularly of the last two years, being also 
determined by the following exercises, viz.

The student will be furnished with histories, or opening statements, of 
two cases of disease, in order that he may state, in reply,

The name of the disease and its diagnosis ;
Its cause and explanation of symptoms ; the indications of cure, and the 

remedies to be employed, with formula of prescription.
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He shall also perform surgical operations on the dead subject.
Any “ Senior student” wlio may. fail to pass the plenary examination at 

the end of the second year shall be allowed to continue his attendance at the 
classes for a third year ; and if not then qualified to become a “ Licentiate” 
he shall be removed, unless the Council deem it expedient, on special occa
sions, to extend that period. Two medals, one of gold and the other of silver, 
and exhibitions (the value and duration of which to be fixed hereafter) shall 
form the subjects of competition for the highest degree of proficiency in the 
plenary examination. In determining the qualifications of the Candidates for 
these honors, due weight shall be allowed to the Register of Merit of the last 
two years, as in the former examination. Honorary testimonials will be 
granted on the acquisition of medals, or exhibitions, and certificates of quali
fication, signed by the Examiners and Professors of the college, will be given 
to all “ Licentiates in Medicine.”

N. B.— It shall be competent to private individuals to endow exhibitions, 
the nomination to which shall be determined by public competition.

13. To obtain the degree of “ Master in Medicine” the candidate shall 
produce his testimonial of b̂ eing a “ Licentiate in Medicine.”

“ He shall produce a certificate of having conductcd not less than six 
labours, and of having attended the practice of the eye infirmary not less than 
six months.

“ He must also have attended both the Medical and Surgical practice of 
the European and Native Wards of the General Hospital, for the space of one 
year subsequent to the attainment of the grade of Licentiate ; and have treated 
and recorded, under the supervision of the Surgeon of the Hospital, a certain 
number of cases of disease, to be especially illustrated by pathological observa
tions after each Clinical I’eport.

“ He shall perform such of the capital operations of surgery on the dead 
subject as may be required. He must also submit, and defend, an essay in 
English on one or more of the diseases prevalent in tropical climates, and be 
otherwise prepared for examination upon any of the subjects of previous 
study.”

“ Masters in Medicine” will receive a diploma, engrossed on parchment, 
under the seal of the University and the signatures of the Council and of the 
public examiners appointed by Government, and a gold medal, books or money 
(value to be determined on hereafter) will be awarded to the author of the best 
“ Clinical Report” or “ Essay,” if in the opinion of the examiners sufficient 
merit be evinced,

14. The Council in communication with “ the Medical Board,” shall 
prescribe rules for the attendance at Hospitals, and other Medical institutions, 
of all students and licentiates ; and the privilege of admission to all or any of 
tke lectures and exercises at the college, will be granted to “ Licentiates” qua
lifying to become “ Masters in Medicine.”

15. Students on entering the respective divisions will be required to 
furnish themselves with the following class books of the Medical College, or 
such others as the Council may direct, viz.

Junior students : The manual of Chemistrj’-,
The conspectus of the Pharmacopoeias and 
The manual of Anatomy.
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Senioi’ students : The manual of Surgery and
The elements ot‘ Practical Medicine,

(By order of the Board of Governors.)

(Signed) PETER POPE,

Secretary.
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APrENDIX Z.
Minute by Colonel Sim, on the formation o f  a School fo r  Civil Engineer

ing, January 1842.

1. Of the several institutions for the encouragement of education and 
the dissemination of useful knowledge among the people of this Presidency, 
proposed to be engrafted on the Madras University, there is perhaps none 
which is more urgently required, or the practical benefits of which are likely 
to be sooner realized, than a school for civil Engineering. The advantages of 
such an establishment are briefly adverted to in Lord Elphinstone’s eloquent 
address on the opening of the University at the College Hall.

The nature o f the climate requires the extensive use o f artificial irriga
tion, without which many of the most valuable necessaries, and nearly all the 
luxuries of life cannot be grown, and lands Avhich enjoy the advantage of  
irrigation usually yield fourfold more than those whicli depend on the preca
rious rains,— while their produce is at the same time much less subject to 
injury and destruction from droughts, the great scourge o f India, and the 
worst impediments to its growing prosperity.

3. The rains are confined mostly to the short periods of the North East 
and South West monsoons, when they are very heavy, and much more abun
dant than the wants of the country require, and during the other seasons of 
the year very little rain generally falls, but long continued drougjits prevail, when 
the crops are almost entirely dependent for nourishment on artificial irrigation. 
It has in consequence been the practice from time immemorial to store up a 
portion of the surplus waters of the monsoon rains by means of artificial 
reservoirs for use during tlie hot and dry months. Tlie great attention and 
labours of the native powers for the attainment of this important object 
appear to have been unremitting, as is evidenced by the numerous tanks and 
canals dispersed over the face of the country,— and it is matter of just 
reproach that so little has been done to improve and extend these works since 
India came under ]^ritish rule. The operations of the English Government 
in this respect would almost seem to have been limited by the selfish principle 
of keeping in repair the Avorks which they found in existence, and which 
were necessary for the preservation of the public revenue.

4. It will, on reflection, appear surprising that with all the resources 
of a powerful and settled Government, during nearly half a century of peace, 
so little should have been done to encourage the arts and manufactures, and 
ameliorate the condition of the people, by the extension of works of public 
utility, and by the improvement of internal roads and communications, Avith- 
out which both the moral and physical improvement of the country must 
continue sIoav and uncertain. Scarcely a new reservoir of any magnitude has 
been constructed, and many of the old have been allowed to fall to decay ;



wliile the state of the roads in the interior and even within a few miles of the 
Presidency scarcely gives indication of a civilized Government.

5. This has not arisen from apathy or indifference on the part of Go
vernment. On the contrai-y an anxious desire has generally been manifested 
to promote every well digested project for the benefit of the country and peo
ple, but the benevolent intentions of Government have been retarded and 
often frustrated by the impracticability of procuring properly qualified agents 
to carry their plans into effect. Valuable undertakings have failed through 
the carelessness or ignorance of those to whom it was necessary to entrust 
their execution, and such failures have naturally occasioned disappointment 
and an unAvillingness on the part of Government to risk the misappropriation 
of the public funds in the prosecution of projects which so often had failed to 
realize the full measure of benefit promised from them.

6. European superintendence, even if it were procurable to the desired 
extent, is far too expensive for many of the subordinate duties in the Civil 
Engineer’s Department, and the heat and unhealthiness of the climate are 
uncongenial to the beneficial employment of Europeans in many parts of the 
country. In this, as in all other institutions for the improvement of India., onr 
chief I’eliance must be placed on native agency, and it is perhaps fortunate 
that it should be so, for it constitutes the surest hope of the gradual amelioi-a- 
tion of the people, by connecting indissolubly their useful and pi’ofitable 
employment with the prosperity of the country.

7. It is therefore an object of national importance to afford the native 
population every facility to qualify themselves for that superior class of public 
duties which tliey alone can adequately fulfil. There is no deficiency of talent 
or ability in the native character ; on the contrary, whenever they have been 
tried, they have shown much aptitude and quickness in the acquisition of 
knowledge and science ; and of their eagerness to improve and qualify them
selves for public employment, the best proof is found in the numbers of all 
ages, and from distant parts, who attend the several educational institutions 
within their reach.

8. The necessity of possessing a class of native servants to assist En
gineers and Surveyors, was felt and acknowledged at an early period, and a 
school for th(̂  instruction of a small number of youths, chiefly Indo-Britons, 
has been supported by Government for the last forty years. It was first 
attached to the Observatory, and for the last twenty years has been under the 
management of the Board of Revenue, and superintended by their Engineer 
Secretary. This school has pi'oduced a number of useful and intelligent 
Surveyors, some of whom would not suffer from a comparison with the same 
class of servants in Europe.

9. The numbers in this school have, on account of the expense and the 
want of teachers, been limited to what is absolutely necessary for the public 
service, and it is now found difiicult to afford time for their proper instruction, 
without interfering with the other duties of the oiRce, and it has lately been 
determined to discontinue it as soon as the instruction of the present pupils is 
completed, in order to relieve the department of Public Works from an incon
venient duty,— and also under the expectation that the excellent public and 
private schools lately established at the Presidency, will hereafter supply 
young men sufficiently well educated, after some practical instruction in Sur
veying and Drawing, to take the place of those who have, till now been 
instructed at the public expense.
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10. The present seems therefore a favorable time, and the Madras Uni
versity affords many facilities for the establishment of an institution in which 
Civil Engineering in all its several branches shall be taught on better arranged 
and more systematic principles than has hitherto been practicable— which 
shall be open to all who may choose to qualify themselves for admission into 
it. The Government school is about to be abolished, and the public and pri
vate seminaries at the Presidency are educating young men, chiefly the sons of 
Europeans and of Indo-Britons, while the Madras University, though open to 
all, is instructing youths of the better class of the native population, from 
among whom there is no doubt that a sufficient number of candidates will be 
found possessed of the requisite previous qualifications, and anxious to enter 
into an institution which opens a path for future profitable and useful employ
ment.

11. The advantages of the education proposed to be given ai*e incalcu
lable in a country like India, where a knowledge of the Mechanical and Hy- 
draulical Sciences would be so extensively useful and widely applicable. Its 
benefits would not be confined to those who might afterwards obtain employ
ment in the Civil Engineer’s department, for there is scarcely a native Ofiicer 
in the Revenue branch who would not find it on many occasions very useful 
in the performance of his duties, and it is hoped that it would often prove 
advantageous to, and originate, undertakings and speculations on the part of 
individuals and public bodies, the nearly total absence of which it is so injuri
ous to India.

12. On the grounds and reasons now briefly adverted to, it is proposed 
to attach to the Madras University, a college for Civil Engineers on the fol
lowing plan.

Rules fo r  the formation and Government o f  a College o f  Engineers in the
Madras University.

1 The college of Engineers shall be under the government of a Coun
cil composed of the President and one or more of the Board or Committee of 
Public Education, of the Principal of the collegiate department of the Uni
versity, the Chief Engineer of Madras for the time being, and the Profes
sor of the college ; and in the meantime and until such Council shall bo 
formed, it shall be under the management of such functionaries as Govern
ment shall appoint.

2. The Council shall have the regulation and control of all matters con
nected with the admission of students, and with the internal economy and 
discipline of the college,

3. The student shall receive instruction in pure Mathematics, in the 
principles of Mechanics, in Hydrostatics and Hydraulics, in Surveying, level
ling and drawing, in practical Mechanics and practical Engineering in all its 
branches, in Chemistry and Geology.

4. Candidates of every class and denomination shaU be admissible who 
are possessed of either of the two following qualifications, viz. 1st,— the de
gree of a Proficient of the Madras high school,— or, 2dly,— a certificate of 
having passed satisfactoi’ily an examination before any Board of public exa
miners to be appointed by Government, in English Grammar and Composition, 
in writing English from dictation, in Algebra as far as Quadratic and Cubic 
Equations, in the four first books of Euclid, and in the use of Logaritlmis.
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5. Candidates upon their admission by tlie Council sliall be eni’olled 
under the denomination of “ studeiits,” to whom the collegiate degree of a 

'̂■graduate in Engineering'^ shall be open.
6. The tuitional establishment shall consist of a Professor and two na

tive Assistants who shall, in addition to other acquirements, be good practical 
Surveyors and Draughtsmen.

7. There shall be two courses of lectures and of examination of ex
ercises, on alternate days (to be fixed by the Council) in each year— one 
course for the students who have not passed their primary examination and 
one for those who have passed it. There shall be two days in each week (va
cations excepted) for lectures and examinations of exercises for each of the 
above classes of students. The hours of attendance, and the quality of the 
lectures and exercises, shall be arranged by the Professor, subject to the con
trol of the Council.

8. A  primary examination shall be held on the 1st Monday of Decem
ber in each year, with a view to transfer into the superior class of students ; 
and no student shall be admissible to the primary examination who has not 
received a certificate from the Proiessor of his having fully attended fifty days 
at least of lectures and exercises, and of having evinced diligence in his 
studies and made satisfactory progress.

9. A  plenary examination shall be held on the 2d Monday of December 
in each year ; and all students receiving a certificate of having passed such 
examination satisfactorily, and of their having also previously passed a pri
mary examination, and of their having fully attended fifty days of lectures 
and exercises in the superior class, and of having acquired a competent know
ledge of the principles of Civil Engineering, shall be entitled to the diploma 
under the seal of the University of a “ Graduate in Civil Engineering.”

10. The plenary examination shall be held before a Board consisting of 
the Professor, assisted by one or more professional Officers, as the Board of 
Education may select or Government appoint.

11. The students, until they shall have passed their primary examina
tion, shall be distinguished as “ Junior students,*’ and afterwards, until they 
shall have passed their plenary examination, as “ Senior students.”

12. At the several examinations, prizes of instruments and of books 
shall be awarded to the most deserving students upon the testimonials of the 
examiners ; and a gold medal shall be the object of competition for the high
est degree of proficiency evinced at the plenary examination to be awarded 
on the like testimonial.

13. It shall be competent to private individuals to endow exhibitions, 
and the nomination to such exhibitions, as well as to any which may be en
dowed by Government, shall be determined upon public competition.

14. The Junior students shall pay a fee of 30 Rupees and all Senior 
students a fee of 40 Rupees per quarter, payable in advance ; and shall be re
quired to furnish themselves with the following class books, &c. &c. and such 
other as the Council may direct.

15. All Officers of the Army, and any other persons according to the 
discretion of the Council or Board of Education, shall be admissible into the 
college, on the payment of an entrance fee of 100 Rupees as “ Honorary Stu
dents,” and as such as shall be entitled to attend all lectures and exercises
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and may also have the use of the instruments and books of the college under 
such terms and regulations as the Council may direct; and all Officers who 
may have become honorary students, who shall be certified by the Professor 
as competent to render useful Engineering service in the field, and all other 
honorary students who may be so certified to have acquired useful attainments 
in Civil Engineering, and all Commissioned Ofiicers of Engineers, shall be 
admissible as Members of the College, under the denomination of “ associates.”

16. In filling up vacancies in public situations in the Engineering, Sur
vey, and Building departments, preference shall be given to Graduates in 
Engineering over other Candidates, other qualifications being equal. But it 
shall be competent to all persons, wherever they may have qualified themselves, 
to offer themselves for examination along with the Senior Students, and they 
shaU receive a certificate according to their acquirements.

(Signed) D. SIM.
January, 1842.

A P P E N D IX  A. A.
Public Department.

Extract from the Minutes o f Consultation, dated 2Zd July 1842.

1. The Board, concurring in the views expressed by the Right Hon’t)le 
the Governor in his Minute of the 13th May last, resolves that they be carried 
into effect; and that paras 1 to 19 be communicated to the President and Go
vernors of the Madras University.
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Minute o f  the Right Hon'ble the President, dated VMh May 1842.

1. There are several subjects connected with 
Native Education. advancement of education in this country, which
requii'e to be considered and disposed of. I propose briefly to offer upon each 
of tliese, such observations as a perusal of the papers now before the Board 
may suggest to me.

2. The first subject in point of importance is the policy of requiring can
didates for employment in the public service to pass a certain educational ex
amination. On this subject the President and Governors of the University 
were requested to place themselves in communication with the Judges of the 
Sudder Udalut, the Members of the Board of Revenue, and the Heads of 
offices in Madras, and the result of their correspondence has very recently 
been submitted.

3. I do not hesitate to express my entire concurrence in the views of the 
President and Governors in their letter of the 8th of December last, which 
without peremptorily excluding persons of inferior educational pretensions, se
cure the right of preference to parties qualified according to the proposed tests, 
over all others not alike qualified.

4. It is proposed to give this preference to educated natives upon their 
first admission into the service, their subsequent advancement being made to 
depend upon their own exertions and diligence in the performance of their offi



cial duties, but without excluding natives of superior education and attain
ments from those higher appointments for which they may be otherwise qua
lified, and for which service in the inferior grades is not always a necessary, 
nor the best, preparation— in this respect the patronage of the Ileads of offices 
will in no degree be curtailed. The principle upon which this preference is in 
the first instance to be given, appears to me perfectly correct. I believe also, 
that its limitation to admission to the public service, will not discourage the 
native youth— and that it will generally be found, tliat the best educated will 
advance the most rapidly. As education becomes more general, the number of 
qualified candidates will of course increase— and in time, no doubt they Avill ef
fectually exclude all others from the service. The field of patronage, then, 
will merely be changed, and the Heads of offices will have nearly as nmch room 
for selection as they now have. Meanwhile an immense impulse will have been 
given to the cause of education. Among the numbers who have applied them
selves to study, perhaps solely with a view to admission into the service, some 
will be found who will not rest satisfied with the mere qualification. A  col
legiate degree, it is projx>sed, shall hereafter constitute a ground of preference 
superior to every other. Independent of these incitements, some will no doubt 
be found of more aspiring ambition, as well as some who will pursue their stu
dies from the pleasure which they take in them, and without any other in
ducement.

5. From all these courses, a class will arise which will be fully qualified 
for high employment in the Civil Administration of India. This is the object 
to which all our efforts ought to tend— to use the emphatic words of the Hon’ble 
Court. “ We wish you to consider this as the scopc and end to which all your 
endeavours with respect to the education of the natives should refer.”

6. Employment in the public service with the prosi>ect of advancement 
to the higher grades of it, has been considered by those whose opinions are en
titled to the greatest weight, as the surest way to promote education with all 
its concomitant advantages among the natives. I might quote the sentiments 
Qf Sir Thomas Munro and Lord Auckland, as expressed in their Minutes, and 
I doubt not that if I were to search for similar opinions in those of other In
dian statesmen, I might readily discover them. I shall however, content

myself with making an ex- 
“ With a view however, of introducing a better educated this place from Mr.

class of individuals into this omce, the Court have directed rp , k u i • i
me to state that they are of opinion, that some well-consi- ^ reyeiyan s dook, wnicli 
dered system should be immediately adopted by Govern-< perfectly expresses my own 
ment for the purpose of securin<̂  a regular succession of sentiments, and I would 
duly qualified native Judicial Officers. No peculiar ac- suo'o’est that the recommen- 
quirements are at present looked lor in a native Judge, be- ^ o i i
yond general good character, respectability of family and a ô t̂ion ot the Judder IJe- 
competent knowledge of the I’ersian and Bengalese lan  ̂ wany Adawlut, quoted in 
guages. No liberal or polite education, no legal acquire- the note and transcribed 
ments, no knowledge even of the general forms and rules of fjipiljty of reference in 
practice prescribed by the Regulations of Government is ge-r ‘ - 1, 1, ^
nerally possessed by any candidate for otlice, save perhaps margm, be bi ought to 
in the latter instance by some few individuals, who have ĥe particular notice of the 
been attached to the Courts in subordinate situations, as Sudder Court at this Pre- 
Mohurrers, or Moonshees, or Vakeels, and who are, there- sidencv and the President 
fore, well acquainted with the general routine of our pro- Governors of the Uni
ceedings. ,  ̂ ^

j 1. • •  ̂ versity, with a view to itsAs the readiest mode of improving the present system j  x-
of nomination, the Court would suggest the appointment of adoption with respect to 

regular Professor, at all the Government Colleges, tor the Moonsiffships. Such a
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purpose of instracting tlie native youth in the laws and re- measure I think, would be 
plations of Government and for enabling the ypung men desirable addition
brought up at tliese institutions to quality themselves for . .i , j
the judicial and revenue branches of the public service. To ® ® rules now proposed,
each College possessing such a Professor, whether, indeed, “ But this part
supported by Government or otherwise, and whether in Cal- subject has
cutta or at any City hi the interior, one or two Moonsiffships « another and perhaps a still
and Uncovenanted Deputy Collectorships might be present- ,, .  ̂ x __
ed as prizes every year, and these prizes should be bestowed more important aspect,
on any native youth, above the age of 25 years, who might “  The same means which 
be found duly qualilied, on public examination, for the si- “  will secure for the Go- 
tuation ; the name of the successful candidates should then «  vernment a body of intel-
be placed on the records of this Court, in order that he __
might be employed in Bengal or Behar, according to his hgent and upright native 
parentage, directly a vacancy ocqiirred; and in the mean “  servants, will stimulate 
time he should be obliged to continue his legal studies at “  the mental activity, and 
the college, a monthly personal allowance of sixteen or improve the morals of 
twenty Rupees being granted to him by Government for t 'V.o
his support. The Court would further recommend that the ^  people at large. T e,
monthly salaries of the MoonsifFs be fixed at 150 Rupees. “  Government cannot make 
The very important duties now confided to the Native “  public employment the 
Judges undoubtedly renders the adoption of some systema- «  reward of distinguished
tic plan of education for these .Officers indispensably neces- ___„ - 4.1____ ______
sary ; and the Court therefore beg to urge that these sug- ^  “ ^rit without encourag- 
gestions may rcceive the early consideration of Govern- ^^g merit, in all who look 
mcnt.” “  forward to public employ;

“ it cannot open schools for 
“ educating its servants, without diffusing knowledge among all classes of its 
“ subjects. Those who take their notions from England, or even from most of 
“ the continental nations, can have no conception what an immensely powerful 
“ engine, either for good or evil, an Asiatic Government is. In India, the Go- 
“ vernment is every thing. Nearly the whole rental of the country passes into 
“ its colFcrs. Its Civil and Military establishments are on the largest scale. 
“  The mercantile, medical, sacerdotal, and other professions, which absorb the 
“ greater part of our English youth of the medical class, are either held in low 
“  esteem, or are confined, at present, to particular castes ; and almost the only 
“ idea which a liberally educated native has of rising in life is by attaching 
“ himself to the public service. The Government therefore, by the power 
“ which it possesses of stimulating and directing the minds of those who look 
“ forward to public employ, is able to stimulate and direct the minds of the 
“ whole nation. The candidates for situations in the public service, comprise 
“ the largest and best portion of the educated class ; and the educated class 
“ always draws after it the rest of the people.”

“ A  plan has lately been suggested to the Supreme Government  ̂ by the 
“ Education Committee, by which this immensely important influence may be 
“ applied to the development of the mind and morals of our subjects, in the 
“ most extensive, effectual and unobjectionable manner. It is proposed that 

public examinations should be annually held at each of the great towns in the 
“ Bengal and Agra Presidencies, by Officers appointed to make the circuit of 
“ the country for that purpose ; that these examinations should be open to all 
“ comers, wherever they may have been educated; that those who acquit them- 
“ selves well sl>ould be ranked according to their merit, and that the list so 
“ arranged, together with the necessary particulars regarding the branches of 

knowledge in which each person distinguished himself, should be sent to the 
“ neighbouring functionaries, to enable them to fill up from it the situations in 
“ their gift which fall vacant. The European Ofiicers generally take so little
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“ interest in the disposal of their patronage, and are often so much at a loss for 
“ a ({ualified candidate, that they wo^ld gladly avail themselves of this mode of 
“ replenishing the lower grades of the native service. After the young men 
“ had once been appointed, their further progress would, of course, depend u})on 
“ their merits and length of service. This plan, it will be observed, rests on 
“ a much wider basis than the Government seminaries. It is intended to encou- 
“ rage and reward mental cultivation wherever it exists ; and to engage in the 
“ service of the country the best talent the country can aiford, without any 
“ preference to particular places of education. The impulse, therefore, Avill be 
“ communicated to all alike. The boy from a public school will be brought into 
“ competition with the boy who has been educated in his father’s house. The 
“ students from the Government colleges will contend with the young men brought 
“ up in the Missionary seminaries. The Hindus and Mahomedans will vie with 
“ Christians of every denomination. There will be no distinction made, except 
“ that of superior merit. The emulation among the young men will extend to the 
“ conductors of the seminaries at which they are trained; the merits and defects 
“ of different plans of education will become apparent from the result of the 
“ annual examinations, and those which are found to be most successful, will be 
“ generally adopted. The striking effects produced by literary competition, 
“ when much less free than this, and exerted by much inferior rewards, will 
“ give some idea of what may be expected from a competition which will be 
“ open to all classes of our Indian subjects, and will be stimulated by all the 
“ influence and patronage of the Indian Government.”

7. Great as is the force of these remarks as applied to Bengal, it is in
finitely increased if we apply them to the state of things in this Presidency. 
The relative importance of the public service in comparison with any private 
or professional pursuit, is even in Bengal not easily understood by those who 
take their notions from England, or even from most of the continental coun
tries ; but in this Presidency, where the field of private enterprize is so confin
ed, where commerce is so much depressed, it may be truly said that there is 
in part hardly any other opening for an educated man.

8. The most essential point (if not the only one) in Avhich the plan ad
vocated by the President and Governors of the Madras University differs from 
the one suggested by the General Committee in Bengal is, that while the 
latter leaves the disposal of patronage entirely unfettered, the former gives the 
candidate qualified, by having passed a certain educational examination, a 
right of preference over one who is unable to stand such a test.

9. This condition however, is not to be enforced at present, except at 
the Presidency— nor perhaps would it be expedient to extend it to the pro
vinces, until some provision for the diffusion of education shall have been made 
by the establishment of the Provincial Colleges, and other local Institutions. 
Ultimately however, and I trust at no distant day, it may be extended to every 
part of the country, with incalculable benefit— and this naturally leads me to 
the next subject, which is that of the Provincial Schools.

10. In my Minute of the 12th February 1841 I recommended the esta
blishment of four of these Institutions in convenient locations, for the benefit 
of the Tamil, Telugu, Canarese and Malayalam districts respectively.

11. The address dated 14th November 1841, which was received last 
winter from certain respectable and influential Members of the Hindu commu-
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nity at Masulipatam, proves that the native public appreciate and are ready to 
avail themselves of such Institutions ; and it also shows the advantage which 
may be expected from a perseverance in the system of enlisting their co-ope
ration, w'hich has been attended with such satisfactory results at Madras.

12. The rules appended to Mr. Norton’s Minute submitted with the 
unanimous concurrence of his colleagues in their letter of the 6th October 
last, aj)pear to me to bo admirably adapted to the end in view. They will 
relieve the local Committees of much preliminary labour and thus effect a 
great saving of time— and they Avill promote that system and unity of effort, 
without which zeal and energy will frequently be wasted or misapplied.

13. To maintain this uniformity of system, and to preserve efficiency, 
it will be obviously necessary to institute some means of examination and 
control— and Mr. Norton has advocated the appointment of a Secretary to 
Government in the Department of Nation.il Education. Lord Auckland in 
his Minute of 24th November 1839 has alluded to a similar measure, and 
hereafter undoubtedly it would be a more efficient one than that which I origi
nally intended to propose in its stead— the appointment of a General Board of 
Public Instruction. It is not necessary to enter into a review of the advan
tages to be derived from either of tliese n̂ casures, as I do not think that the time 
is arrived to choose between them. In the first instance it would seem suffi
cient if a deputation from the governing body of the Central institution at Ma
dras were annually to visit each of tlie Provincial high schools. This deputa
tion sliould always include tlie .Secretary, and it would be desirable that two of 
the Governors, one native and one European, should accompany him. The 
period of their visit should also be that for the annual examinations ajnd distri
bution of prizes.

14. I am of opinion that no time should be lost in establishing these four 
schools, and that the Board should be requested to make all the preliminary 
enquiries and arrangements in their power (such as those which relate to the 
engagement of masters, the probable support which the schools are likely to 
receive, and the amount of the fees which it may be expedient to establish, 
&c. &c.) and to prepare an estimate of the probable expense.

15. I now come to the Medical and Engineer classes at Madras, the 
practical utility of which is too apparent to need any comment in this place.

16. The rules for the Medical Collegiate class have been very carefully 
considered, and appear to be extremely well adapted to the object in view. 
They provide for the amalgamation with the proposed class of the present Me
dical school— by this arrangement the advantages of a superior education will 
be opened to the subordinate branch of the Medical department, while the re
gulations under which candidates are admitted to the public service will con
tinue undisturbed. The number of professors has been fixed at four, which 
is two more than are attached to the school at present; but it would be diffi
cult to provide for the additional duties required without this increase.

17. The expense with which the establishment of the Medical class will 
be attended will no doubt be considerable, the two additional lecturers or pro
fessors must be adequately remunerated, probably at not less than 400 Rupees 
per mensem each (consolidated pay) or of one half that gum in the event of 
their already holding other appointments, at the Presidency.
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18. The remarks of the President and Governors on the necessity of in
stituting some rewards to be competed for by tlie Medical students will not 
have escaped the observation of the Board. In these I fully concur, and I con
sider the nature of the reAvards suggested Avell calculated to foster emulation, 
and to answef all the ends in view. Their utility, however, will mainly de
pend upon the care and discrimination with which they are bestowed, for it is 
not the number or the amount of such rewards that will incite the students to 
compete for them, but rather their rarity, and the difficulty with which they 
are obtained, for in proportion to these will bo the honor of obtaining them. 
The efficacy of the stimulus depends no less upon the frugality than on the 
discernment with which it is administered, and the remarks of the Governors 
upon the cautious distribution of honorary medals, prove to me that they will 
act upon this principle with regard to all other distinctions and prizes that may 
be placed at their disposal,

19. I now come to the Civil Engineer class. I cannot refer to Colonel 
Sim s Minute upon this subject, without expressing my entire concurrence in 
the observations it contains, the proposed rules also, appear to me to be unex- 
<!ej)tionabl«. The salary of the professor of Engineering should correspond 
with that of the Junior professors of Medicine. I have no doubt but that at 
this rate the assistance of a competent person may be secured. In the great 
dearth of properly qualified native Engineers, there may be at first some diffi
culty in procuring the two native assistants recommended.

20. There is one young man in particular whose acquirements are really 
pre-eminent, and it has been suggested to me, that the first foundation student
ship could not be conferred upon a more fitting person, for he is anxious to 
continue his studies, but without some assistance of this kind, he is not able to 
do so. I therefore propose that ho bo presented with a studentship, entitling 
him to an allowance of 30 rupees per mensem for three years.

(Signed) ELPHIN STONE.
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From A cting Secretary to the M adras U niversity,

To The Secretary to Government in the Public Department.

S ir,

1. I am directed by the President and Governors of the Madras Uni
versity to acknowledge the receipt of an extract from the Minutes of Consul
tation, No. 677, dated 23d July last.

2. In compliance with the instructions conveyed through the Minute of 
the Right Honorable the President, forwarded with the above extract, the 
Board have proceeded upon measures for carrying the views of Government 
into effect, and now lay their proceedings before its consideration for sanction 
and further directions. Such explanatory observations will also be submitted 
as may appear to be called for.

Test Examination.
The Board have found occasion for suggesting alterations in some parti

culars in the rules for establisliing tests of qualifications for the public ser



vice. It has appeared to them, after a commimication witli the three gentle
men who together with ]\Ir. Powell, «ur head Master, Avill be proposed to 
Govern^ient for the appointment of public examiners, that the rules as ap
pended to our President’s Minute of 6th October last, which is before Govern
ment, do in fact give some preference to the Proficients of the high school, over 
others who may have elsewhere gained an equal measure of educational 
attainment, and that it would be fair and expedient to open the means to all 
of attaining an equal title to public employment through a general public 
examination. It further appears that the 9th original rule is altogether 
unnecessary (besides being obnoxious to the above objection) in-as-much as 
scholars of the third or fourth class of the high school may at any time go up for 
examination for the General test. The affixing the office of public examiners 
in immediate connection with the University also has appeared to the Board 
unnecessary and inexpedient— and the more so as the gentlemen with whom 
wo have communicated with a view to their undertaking that office decidedly 
object to such official connection or identification. The constituting of the 
office by Government as altogether of a pubhc quality, with reference to 
duties to be performed towards all schools and all candidates, indiscriminately, 
would we conceive at once remove all jealousy and difficulties from every 
quarter. Such a course would in no way interfere with the quality of a 
“ Proficient’s” degree of the high school, or the grades of honor conferred in 
the attaining it. That would be left, as at present, with the Governors, who 
might require (if thought expedient) further attainments for obtaining this 
degree, or further superiority in attaining it with honors, than might be 
required for obtaining a superior test as suggested to be instituted by the 
altered rules. A  printed copy of the proposed revised rules is herewith sent.

If this modification of the rules should be satisfactory to Government, 
the Board would take leave to recommend the Rev. Dr. Powell, the Rev. R. 
K. Hamilton and the Rev. A. L. Irvine, and Mr. Powell, (the head Master) to 
be appointed public examiners direct by Government. The Board consider 
that is quite needless to refer to the eminent qualifications of such gentle
men as those for the office, further than by intimating their impression that 
it is fortunate that such talents and attainments as they possess should be thus 
made available in the general cause of the education of the people.

The Boai-d, however, are particularly desirous of bringing to the con
sideration of Government their anxiety to perform by this favorable occasion 
a duty they conceive themselves to owe to Mr. Powell: when that gentleman’s 
services Avere engaged through the kind interference of the Honorable Mount 
Stuart Elphinstone, the latter gentleman exercising the discretion reposed in 
him regarding the salary, fixed it at 700 Rupees per month. At the same 
time he communicated to this Board that he did so with the view of 
leaving it to this Board, with the sanction of Government, to take the oppor
tunity thereafter of making some increase to that stipend, in consideration of 
such successful exertions and merits as Mr. Powell mio-ht be thought to haveO  O

displayed. It is hardly possible to do justice to the Board’s sense of those 
merits and exertions; and the Board have taken occasion more than once al
ready to bring them to the notice of Government. In suggesting, therefore, 
his appointment to the office of one of the Public Examiners, (of which he 
will equally share with the others the duties) the Board beg to recommend 
that he should receive the same stipend as the other gentlemen, namely 200 
Rupees for each quarterly full attendance at the Examination.
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Witli tlie view of keeping the duties of these Examiners general and 
entirely distinct from the high schooi, the Board suggest that one of these 
gentlemen, by election or by turn, should correspond with Government 
through the Chief Secretary in their name, or that such correspondence, and 
the few other minor duties which can arise, should be conducted on their be
half by an Assistant Secretary of Government,

In fixing on the lists of Books and subjects for the respective tests (which 
will be now to Government, and not to this Board) Government, may, if they 
shall still approve, adopt those suggested in our President’s Minute of 6th 
October ; adding <Dnly for the superior tests the subjects and books for the in
struction of the 4th class (vide p. IX  appendix), and “ the Bible for Chris
tians.”

It was proposed by the Board through their President’s Minute of 6th 
October that there should be three native assistants, for examinations in the 
vernacular languages. It occurs to the Board that a saving might be made, 
and efficiency added if the Government Translator’s Establishments should 
bo required to perform this duty.

Upon these data the estimated current expense of this department will 
be as follows :

Four Public Examiners........................................... Rs. 3,200
Sundry Contingencies............................................................. „ 300
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Total Rupees...3,500

Engineer’s College.

The Board are gratified in informing Government that their measures 
for organizing and bringing into operation this department of the University 
hold out every promise of success ; and proportionably great public benefit.

They have been fortunate in obtaining the services of two ofiicers distin
guished in their profession Captain Best, and H. Ludlow of the Engineers 
whom they beg to recommend to Government jointly for the office of Profes
sor. It will be very difficult to find any one Officer of this corps (from among 
whom only can a competent Professor be chosen) who can devote the requisite 
time to the duties of this office— but these two Officers at once consented to 
share the duties of the office, and upon the same salary to be divided between 
them, and the Board feel persuaded that a better selection could not be made.

But it must not be disguised from Government, that in case of that suc
cess, of which we have such early indications, these duties will be increased 
beyond Avhat the moderate salary of 300 Rupees per month can be adequate 
to. It is assumed that many students will enroll themselves members of this 
College ; and it is expected that several, perhaps many. Military Officers, 
and possibly others who are bent on scientific pursuits, will become honorary 
students, or students. In such event the payments of the students will per
haps keep down the additional expenditure required, but possibly it may not. 
Looking to these results, the Board are bound to suggest to Government that 
they can only consider the present amount of salary as appropriate and suf
ficient at the commencement of those duties, and that it may be necessary at 
some future period to refer the question of some increase to the consideration



of Government. The Board, are however convinced that the extensive pub
lic benefits, derived chiefly by Governmejit itself, which will attend the suc
cess of this institution, will justify incurring such additional expenditure, if 
called for, from the public funds.

In the formation of the Council of this College the Board would propose, 
at least at the commencement, to enlarge the number of its members beyond 
what is contemplated by the rules. There is no President of any Board of 
General Education, save the President of the University, whom therefore the 
Board propose as one. There is as yet no Principal of the collegiate depart
ment of the University. They further suggest that Goveniment should 
choose a member of the Board of Revenue as one. A  third will be the Chief 
Engineer. A  fourth the Board propose should be some Military or Engineer 
Officer stationed at the Presidency whom Government might be pleased to 
select.

It has been proposed that three of the present pupils in the survey depart
ment (tlie other two of the five, which are all now remaining, being about to 
enter on the public service) should attend the higli school until they are quali
fied according to the rules to matriculate as students.

The Board recommend that the college should be opened for the lectures 
and exercises as soon as the number of students shall appear to the Board to 
make it expedient- A  prospectus of the rules and a list of the various 
appointments in the gift of Government or its Officers, will be circulated to all 
seminaries, and to all parents, &c. of the scholars of the high school.

It is proposed that 20 rupees per quarter only (and not 30 for the junior 
students, and 40 for the senior as originally proposed) should be paid by 
all students, and 100 rupees entrance, as before proposed, by the honorary 
students.

Some progress has been made towards organizing the body of associates, 
as proposed by the 15th rule, but this step will be best left to the future man
agement of the Council. In the meanwhile the Board are led to the impres
sion that, besides tlie several Engineer Officers of the Presidency, various other 
gentlemen and officers devoted to those scientific pursuits wliich have more or 
less an affinity with engineering (and particularly as Chemistry and Geology 
will form part of the studies pursued) will be disposed to become associates.

The Board are, moreover, disposed to attach great value to the facilities 
afforded tlirough this institution, to the improvement and qualifications of Mi
litary Officers for some of the staff employments and other duties in the Mili
tary service. They conceive it to be well calculated to supply all the benefits 
derived from that excellent establishment the “ Madras Military Institution,” 
which was abolished in 1815, but for which some substitute has long been 
greatly desired, and they would suggest that in communication with His Ex
cellency the Commander in Chief, leave of absence from their Corps for a pe
riod of 12 or 18 months should be granted to young Ofiicers, under the rank of 
CaJ)tain, wilUng to avail themselves of the advantages of it,— the number not 
to exceed 30 in the whole.

The benefit of the lectures, the facilities of scientific communication, the 
use of the college instruments and apparatus, the attendance at exercises, all 
combine to useful improvements. The Board therefore bespeak earnestly the
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patronage of Government towards this institution, anti those who may here
after profitably attend it. The Boa^d recommend it to the future consideration 
of Government whether it would not be a great encouragement that Govern
ment should endow this department with four foundation studentships, two of 
20 rupees per month for the first year, and two of 30 rupees per month for the 
second year.

The estimated amount of current expenditure on these data will be as 
follows.

per month.
The Professors or Professor.........................................  300
A  Teacher Surveyor.................................................  100
Servants, lascars &c........................................................  30
Sundry Contingencies................................................ 50
For Studentships...........................................................  100

580
12
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Per annum... 6,960 
(or say Total per annum... 7,000 Rupees.)

P kovincial I nstitutions.
There has been little further necessity towards carrying into effect the 

instructions of Government in this department, save forming the Provincial 
College Boards, the supplying them with instructions in conformity with the 
scheme approved by Government and making an estimate of the expence.

The Board have thought it best not to be confined in the first instance in 
selecting the Members of these Boards according to the ex-ofiicio list specified 
in the fundamental rules. They have found it expedient to select others also 
whom they conceived hkely to render efiicient service in organizing the insti
tutions to be established.

The Members of the College Boards whom the Board beg to recommend 
are as follows.

For Trichinopoly.
Major General Showers, G. S. Hooper, Esq.
H. D. Phillips, Esq. Captain Yates.

For Malabar.
Major General Allan, Geo. Bird, Esq.
H. V. Conolly, Esq. F. H. Crozier, Esq.
T. L. Strange, Esq. Geo. Harris, Esq.

For Bellary.
Major General Woulfe, A. Mellor, Esq,
W . C. Ogilvie, Esq. Jas. Smith, Esq. Gar. Surg.
W . Fisher, Esq. Lieut. Neill.

For Masulipatam.
Brigadier Morgan, J. Horsley, Esq.
J. Walker, Esq. R. T. Porter, Esq.

S. N. Wai-d, Esq.



Of these respective Boards it will be for Government to appoint the Pre
sidents.

In supplying instructions to a gentleman at each of these places, (provi
sionally and subject to the sanction of Government) the Board has called for 
information as to the probability of being able to make a list of a sufficient 
number of scholars. But it is already pretty well ascertained that there will 
be no difficulty either at Bellary or Masulipatam. Neither is any expected at 
the other Districts. The Board have requested that a suitable building be 
selected. They have requested that a list of Natives should be reported as fit 
for the office of Members of the Provincial Board. They have intimated that 
a discretion may for the present be exercised as regards the amount of the fee, 
though the principle of paying school fees is to be maintained, especially as, 
at first, the pupils will only be required to pay 2 Rupees per month, as all will 
be in the two lowest Classes. And it has been suggested that the amount may
be diminished in proportion to the number of scholars in the same family.

The amount of the current expenditure, at present, and until the scholars 
are advanced to the higher classes, will be as follows.

First Tutor (there being no Master to be provided as yet per month.
and the Tutor acting for him)...........................................  100

Second Tutor............................................................................ 70
Three Native Masters............................................................  70
Hire for building.....................................................................  25
Stationery, Books.................................................................... 25
Servants and Contingencies..................................................  25

315
12
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3,780
4

Rupees... 15,120

Medical College.

As the organization of the Medical College requires more consideration of 
details than the other subjects referred to our settlement, the Board are not 
yet prepared with their plan and suggestions in that department. But they 
hope soon to state them to Government and have thought it best not to delay 
the present communication in the meantime. An estimate, however, has been 
made of the cost of this establishment, and it has been found impossible (un
der the peculiar exigencies of this institution) to reduce it below 10,000 
Rupees per annum.

The whole expenditure thus becoming chargeable on Government in ac
complishing all the objects to which our first annual report, and the conse
quent instructions of Government have reference will be as follows :

The high school has alone been a charge of about 35,000-Rupees for the 
last year. But in this account of Expenditure are included various items—  
not of current expenditure, such as, the head master’s outfit— an assortment of 
books, instruments, &c. sufficient for many years— the building of eating rooms



for the sckolai’s, and some other items of original outlay,— altogether amount
ing to some 10,000 rupees, which will not have to occur again. Besides this 
there is a temporary charge included of between 2,000 and 3,000 rupees for the 
preparatory school which will not, it is presumed, long continue an adjunct to 
the University expenses. The high school is fast increasing in numbers, and is 
likely to increase greatly, and as each scholar pays 4 rupees per month, and 
the present establishment (with the addition of a second master) can supply 
instruction for many more, a still further reduction may be looked for. It is, 
therefore, quite a safe calculation to estimate the current expense (on its pre
sent footing) of the high school for many years to come at 25,000 rupees per 
annum.

It is here to be brought to the notice of Government that the time has 
arrived when the supplying a second master to the high school has become 
indispensable. The increase of the scholars and the urgent want of a more 
general superintendence of the head master, who alone has to instruct the 4th 
class, in doing which his time is almost incessantly occupied, the expected 
increase of the number of scholars, all urge the necessity of this step. The 
qualifications of this master must be of a kind that will i’equii’e, it is conceived, 
a salary of 400 rupees per month.

On this score therefore there will have to be added to the above estimate 
of current expenditure 5,000 rupees per annum. But then it is to be recol
lected that, if the school number is increased by 100, this latter increase of 
expenditure is saved and certainly the establishment on the above footing of 
expense will suffice for such additional number.

To sum up the whole current expenditure for the University, the 2 col
legiate departments, and the test establishment— it will be as follows.

High school probably 25,000, but at most.............  30,000
Engineer’s college........................................................  7,000
Medical do............................................................  10,000
Test examinations........................................................  3,500

Total rupees... 50,500

It will thus be seen that the University of Madras will, in its full effici
ency be a charge on Government 'of 50,000 rupees per annum. But it Can 
hardly be more— at least for some time to come, because deductions will have 
to be made in proportion to payments made in each department, and if the 
institution succeeds at all, those payments will necessarily be made. From any 
accession of funds by such means, and from any endowments which may pro
bably be made, one or more further collegiate departments will be paid for; 
so that there appear to be good gx'ounds for assuming that this sum will bring 
into effective operation an institution which the Board assume to believe 
promises the most extensive benefits of any educational establishment in India; 
and more indeed than may perhaps be expected from a great number combin
ed, supported at a much larger expense. At the same time the Board feel it 
right to state that the various schemes now set forth are not submitted a§ 
perfect or complete in themselves, but being in a great degree experimental, 
they must be subject to alteration and modification as experience is gained.

It remains to advert to the expenditure in the Provinces. It will amount 
at present to about 15,000 Rupees per annum, altogether. It would be vain
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to expect such an extensive scheme of provincial education, could be en- 
gral’ted on the 50,000 Rupees allowed by the Honorable Court of Directors, 
as the amount to be expended for general education throughout the Presidency.

In Bengal the expenditure for such objects has already been sanctioned 
at 25,000 Rupees per annum. The above sum of 15,000 Rupees in the Pro
vinces may be reduced by payments of school fees, but the amount will some
what increase again as masters for the higher classes have to be supplied. 
Altogether the Board feel the necessity of submitting these Provincial charges 
to a separate account, and reserving the amount of 50,000 Rupees per annum 
for the exigencies of the central institution of the University, which in 
truth combines the educational interests of all classes of the community 
throughout India.

In the absence of any successful measures for the spread of the education, 
the fund set apart for such purpose has, during several past years, as the 
Board learn, accumulated, so that there stands a credit to this account of about 
150,000 Rupees. There will be some increase probably upon this for the time 
elapsing before the proposed institutions can be brought into full operation. 
Out of this fund an expenditure will have to be su])plied for apparatus, in
struments, outfits, and some other contingencies which have not been entered 
into the above estimates. But this outlay will not materially reduce the 
above amount, except it should include (as the Board have been induced to 
expect) some portion for the expense of building or purchasing a more appro
priate site of premises for the purpose of the high school, which will at the 
same time reducc curi-ent expenditure by the amount of what goes for rent.

Still there will remain a considerable surplus, sufficient for maintaining 
in sufficiency as weU the Provincial institutions as all other departments of 
the University for many years to come ; and it cannot but be completely and 
satisfactorily shewn before this fund is exhausted, not only what has been the 
success, but what have been the practical benefits of the scheme of education 
now developed before Government, and which in every respect hitherto has 
fulfilled the expectations of the Board, and still invites their best hopes. 
Looking to the extent of the scheme, and also to the orderly beneficial results 
to Government itself, to the whole native community and to the prosperity of 
the country, the Board are of opinion that such aims cannot be accomplished 
at a less cost.

I  have the honor to be, &c.
Madras, ) (Signed) S. ROGERS,

Zd September 1842.) Acting Secretary.
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A P P E N D IX  C. C.
Public Department.

Extract from the Minutes o f  Consultation, dated SM November 1842.
Read the following letter from the Acting Secretary to the Madras Uni

versity.
Here enter 15th September 1842.

As the various measures recommended in the above letter will involve an 
expenditure beyond* that allowed for the promotion of native education under

* 50,000 rupees per annum.



this Presidency, the Most Honorable the Governor in Council directs that the 
subject be referred for the consideration and orders of the Honorable the 
Court of Directors.

A  true extract.
(Signed) ROBERT CLERK,

Acting Chief Secretary, 
To the President and Governors o f  the Madras University.
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A P P E N D IX  D. D.
lAth Novembery 1842.

F rom the Secretary to the M adras University,
To The Secretary to Government in the Public Department.

Sir,

Para. 1. In the communication which I had the honor to make to you 
on the 15th September last, by desire of the President and Governors of the 
Madras University, I stated that the Board had the subject of the organization 
of the Medical College under consideration, and that they would report to 
Government their suggestions on this subject at a future time. They have 
since received and adopted the report of a Sub-Committee (consisting of their 
President and two Members of their body, Doctors Wylie and Nicholson) 
which was appointed for the purpose of canying out more fully the plan of 
the Medical College, and upon this report I am directed to observe, the present 
communication is based.

2. I have now the honor to state that the Board consider it advisable 
that the whole scheme of the Medical College (which has been approved by 
Government) should be immediately can’ied out, and they have reason to think 
that several Natives are ready to enter the College on its first foundation.

3. The rules of the Medical College (Para 8) state that four Profes
sors shall be appointed to carry on the duties, but as the amalgamation of the 
present Medical School with the College, will render the services of the two 
gentlemen who at present conduct that Institution, available to fill two of the 
chairs, and as from their holding the offices of Surgeon and Assistant Surgeon 
to the General Hospital, it is thought they will be enabled to atford Clinical 
instruction to this class, which a person, not so situated, could not do, tlie 
Board consider that they should give the lectures on Medicine and Surgery. 
Two other gentlemen will, therefore, now have to be selected to fill the chairs 
of Anatomy, and Physiology and Chemistry.

4. The Board have made inquiries as to the probability of obtaining 
gentlemen qualified to discharge these duties, and they find that there are 
Ofiicers in the Public Service, who both from their education and habits, are 
highly qualified to lecture on Anatomy and Physiology.

5. The Board fear that it will be more difficult to procure a person fully 
qualified for the Chemical chair, for although they would have no difficulty in 
finding in this country many gentlemen well qualified to give instruction to 
the Medical class in all the branches of Chemical knowledge which would be 
Requisite for them, they consider this a very small part of the duties wliich the 
Chemical Lecturer will be called on to perform.



6. By Para; 3 of the rules of the Engineer’s College (as approved by 
Government) it is provided that “ the .Students shall receive instruction in 
Chemistry and Geology.” To make these Lectures of the slightest use to this 
class of students, they must embrace the application of the science to the 
various arts and manufactures, such as glass making, the working of metals, 
bleaching, dying calico, printing, &c. the analysis of soils and ores, and 
mineralogy and all recent discoveries.

7. As from the general diffusion of knowledge on these subjects 
the most important benefits will be conferred not only on the native commu
nity, but the Government itself, by the better development of the resources of 
the country, the Board are desirous that the course of lectures which will be 
delivered to the Engineer’s class should be made available to the higher class 
of students and the community generally.

8. The Board, therefore, think it their duty to point out what they 
consider to be the qualifications requisite for a gentleman to fill the Chemical 
chair efiiciently. He should be capable of delivering lectures extemporaiy, to 
a large number of auditors and of conveying instruction in a lucid and perspi
cuous style and according to the present improved state of chemical knowledge, 
as a science in its most extended sense, and particularly the applicatioji of it 
to the various arts and manufactures as detailed in para 6.

9. Such a standard of qualification the Board fear it is almost unreason
able to hope to find in the public service, and they consider that to appoint 
any one of inferior qualifications would be trifling with the true interests of 
the institution. They therefore consider it advisable that a first rate Chemist 
should be procured from England to fill this important situation. And tlie 
Board think therefore that it would be proper that the sanction of the Govern
ment should be obtained for them to take measures with this view.

10. Agreeably to the instructions contained in the Right Honorable the 
Governor’s Minute of 13th May last (para 17) a salary of 400 is allotted 
for each professor, and the Board are not without hope that they may procure 
a gentleman in England with the requisite qualifications for this sum ; yet, as 
400 rupees per month was mentioned as the salary of the Chemical lectui’er 
for the duties- which he would be required to render to the Medical class of 
the college alone, and as the Government will have the services of a scientific 
person who could afford them information on many subjects having reference 
to the agriculture, manufactures and mineralogy of the country, which they 
are at present unable to obtain, the Board trust that should they fail to pro
cure a qualified gentleman for this sum, the Government will in consideration 
of the advantages which they v̂ill derive from the appointment, and the extra 
duty which would be imposed on the Chemical lecturer, allow the salary to be 
increased.

11. As it requires great encouragement to induce natives to enter on 
the study of medicine, under any circumstances, and as it is evident the 
greatest good wiU arise to the native community by the introduction of sound 
medical knowledge in the room of the quackery and blind superstition 
which at present obtain amongst them, the Board consider it expedient in ac
cordance with the views entertained on this subject (as expressed in para 18 
of the Right Honorable the Governor’s Minute) to endow 5 studentships, 
gradually increasing from 15 to 30 rupees per mensem to be given as rewards; 
the nomination to which will be conferred by pubEc competition.
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12. As by present regulations natiA'es are precluded from attaining to 
the highest grades in the subordinate Medical service as a further inducement 
for the better sort of natives to enter on the study of this branch of science, 
it may be expedient for the Government to open, if practicable, to higlily 
educated natives, some of these, such as the appointments of Apothecary to 
the Native Infirmary, Chintadrapettah Dispensary, Eye Infirmary, the civil 
station at Honore, and the establishments of the Principal Collectorates ; as 
the duties of these institutions and stations are chiefly connected ŵ ith the 
native population.

13. According to para 8 of the rules of the Medical College, the fol- 
loAving Officers will have in the first instance to be selected from the subordi
nate Medical Service of the Government;— a Curator, Demonstrator, an Assist
ant Demonstrator.

14. The following is the probable estimate of monthly expense to be in
curred on account of the Medical College.

-r, „ ( Chemistry............................................................ 400
Professors j ............. .............................................  200

Curator......................., .......................................  35
Demonstrator.., ..................................................  35
Assistant do........................................................  25
Studentships 5.................................................... 110
Continjcent charges...........................................  150

cxc

Total Rupees...955

15. In conclusion I am desired to state that although the report adverted 
to in the 1st para of this letter has been adopted by the majority of the 
Board, some of its members dissent on various points, and have recorded their 
reasons in separate Minutes. Mr. Dent and Col. Sim object on the score of ex
pense to the appointment of an additional Professor to fill the chair of Anatomy, 
and propose to wait until a sufficient number of pupils are obtained.

16. Another Member Dr. Wylie entirely concurs in the general scheme, 
but has recorded a Minute in favor of the selection of a Chemical Professor 
from the service of the Honorable Company in this country.

M a d r a s , I have &c.
14̂ A November, 1842.  ̂ (Signed) P. POPE, Secretary.

A P P E N D IX  E E.
18̂ /̂  November, 1842. 

F rom the Secretary to the Madras U niversity,

To the Secretary to Government in the Public Department.
S ir ,

Para 1. I have the honor by desire of the President and Governors of 
the Madras University to acknowledge the receipt of an extract from the Mi-

* Under the ̂ supposition that a Gentleman can be found to fill this Office who al
ready holds a situation at Madras, this sum is placed on the lowest possible scale with 
reference to the Minute of Govenuucnt.



iiutes of Consultation in the Public Department under date the 8th instant, no
tifying that as the various measures reccyiimended in their acting Secretary’s 
letter of the 15th September last, will involve an expenditure beyond that al
lowed for the promotion of native education under this Presidency, it has been 
resolved to refer the subject for the consideration and orders of the Court of 
Directors.

2. To one of these measures, namely, the institution of a Provincial high 
school in each of the districts of Bellary, Calicut, Masulipatam and Trichino- 
poly, the Board would at this time, more particularly advert, because in obe
dience to the instructions of Government, they have been engaged in making 
all the preliminary enquiries and arrangements in their power with a view to 
their immediate organization and establishment.

3. From two of those districts, Bellary and Calicut, the local Committees 
have recently transmitted the most satisfactory and encouraging reports. At the 
former place, in addition to other arrangements now in train, sixty-seven pu
pils have already been enrolled, and forty-six at tlie latter ; with every pros
pect at both places, of an early and considerable increase ; and the Board only 
delay the transmission of a detailed and final report on this subject pending the 
receipt of similar communications from Masulipatam and Tricliinopoly, whence 
there is every reason to conclude that the reports will prove no less satisfactory.-

4. In the acting Secretary’s letter of the 15th September last, it was 
stated that the institution of the projected Provincial schools would involve, in 
all, a probable annual expenditure of rupees 15,120 (fifteen thousand one hun
dred and twenty); and as a large balance of the annual grant would still remain 
available for the purpose of native education, after disbursing that amount, 
the Board would submit to the consideration of Government that their imme
diate establishment would consequently not fall under the objection adverted 
to in the extract from the Minutes of Consultation under acknowledgment.

5. It is known that the native community in the interior, heretofore slow 
to admit such impressions, have of late years evinced an interest in the cause of 
education, and a sense of its real advantages without example at any former 
period.

6. The recent sanction of Government to the formation of the Provincial 
schools has naturally tended to strengthen and confirm this favourable disposi
tion on their part, and the Board would therefore emphatically point to the 
present, as a time peculiarly favourable to their successful establishment, in
dependently of the consideration to which they have above adverted, in para 4.

7. But if on the other hand through any delay in carrying those pro
posed measures for their benefit into effect, that community should be led (how
ever erroneously) to surmise that Government is no longer favourable to their 
adoption, the Board cannot but anticipate, in the withdrawal of their confi
dence, results the most disastrous to the cause of native education under this 
Presidency.

8. If it has been thus shewn that the postponement of one only, of the 
proposed educational measures would hazard results so untoward, the Board 
cannot but regarcf with apprehension the far more extensive evil to which the 
suspension of the other schemes they have submitted, would in all probability 
give rise; and alive to the heavy responsibility imposed upon them by the
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trust which Government has placed in their hands, tliey await its decision on 
the present reference with an anxiety proportionate to the importance of a 
question which affects, as this does, the interests and well being of the entire 
population of Southern India.

9. On these grounds and with reference to other considerations above 
adverted to the Board are deeply impressed with the necessity of avoiding any 
steps which might seem to indicate a check in their progress, and instead of 
pausing at the present stage, they desire me most earnestly to solicit the per
mission of the Most Honorable the Governor in Council to employ a portion 
of the considerable balance of the annual grant still available, in laying the 
foundation of the various schemes submitted by them, pending the reply of 
the Honorable Court to the present reference.

10. If this be conceded, I am instructed to say that the Board would 
proceed with the formation of the 4 Provincial schools, limiting the establish
ment for the present to one head English master for each, with such native 
assistance as the local Committees can procure; and to this extent, as has 
already been stated, they consider the Government to be pledged.

11. They also desire to open the Engineer school in the lowest class, 
under the immediate charge of a Surveyor, as provided in the scheme ; avail
ing tliemselves of the general superintendence that Captain Best and Lieu
tenant Ludlow have most liberally offered to afford gratuitously.

12. The Medical school, as now established by Government, is open to 
the attendance of volunteer students, and if the Board were authorized to 
place themselves in communication with the Officers at present at the head of 
it, in their character of proposed Professors of the future Medical college, 
they might thus be enabled to propose such subsidiary measures, as would 
tend to encourage and invite the attention of public pupils, and in this manner, 
one of the objects contemplated would to a certain extent be accomplished 
with little or no additional expense. Indeed under any circumstances, the 
Board desire me to observe, the expenditure on account of the proposed Me
dical college would, for some time to come, be very inconsiderable, as one of 
the most important points relative to it, that involving the selection of a 
Chemical Professor in England, and the fixing the amount of his salary has 
already been referred for the future decision of higher authority.

13. In conclusion I am desired to add, that the Board have lately 
received a Minute from the President, now absent from severe indisposition, 
which as well on that account, as because it fortunately adverts to the pecu
liar circumstances in which the cause of native education is now placed, they 
are desirous of submitting with this letter.

I have &c.

Madras, ) (Signed) P. POPE,
\ t̂h November Secretary.
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Minute o f  the President to the Madras University, 29th October 1842.

1. Having recently received from the Secretary the Minutes of the pro
ceedings of the last Board of 13th instant, and perceiving that some differences 
of opinion have prevailed, the purport of which have been placed on record, I 
am anxious to place in the form of a Minute, my own sentiments before the



consideration of the Board, and (if they should allow it) before Government on 
some of the points discussed. I had hoped indeed for the better opportunity 
of adverting to those topics at the Board itself, but my indisposition not only 
prevented that, but prevented my writing any thing, except in the most imper
fect manner, on the points which had to bo considered and disposed of at the 
last meeting.

2. The main question (which indeed involved those other considerations 
to which I am desirous of adverting) discussed and disposed of at this meeting, 
was that of the report of the Medical Sub-Committee, which although confirm
ed by a large majority, yet encountered such objections from one or two dis
sentients, that it was thought fitting to lay their opinions, in contrast with those 
of the majority, before Government, and that is a course which, on all import
ant subjects I have always advocated as fair to Government and the public in
terests, as well as to the credit of the dissentients themselves, and I entirely 
concur in that course in the present instance. It is necessary that I should 
intimate (after what I have already said and written on the subject of this re
port) that I concur with the majority, but I will now add, that upon a perusal 
of the Secretary’s proposed letter to Government on this subject, I entirely 
concur in its contents.

3. In reference to this report, as well as all the others from the recent 
Sub-Committees, that have been passed by the Board, and in reference also to 
the measure of gradually abolishing the preparatory school (which is no con
stituent part of the institution we have under the instructions of Government 
organized) I would crave to remind our colleagues that the aim and object of 
the particular institution of the Madras University and of its immediate branch 
establishments, are that of imparting a high quality of substantial and scientific 
instruction to the higher classes, and to such as have leisure to study, influence 
to extend the gist of useful knowledge among the superior classes, and rea
sonable expectations of filling the superior stations in life, or in the service of 
Government. Without these principles are kept in view, our Board would be 
continually apt to deviate into projects and plans, which, however expedient 
and in whatever degree intended to be prosecuted (as I may presume they are) 
by the Government, are not involved in the government and successful progress 
of the Madras University, nor indeed, except in a very minor and to a very 
partial degree, as yet entrusted to the arrangement of our Board. No doubt 
the carrying out the resolutions of Government, and their instructions in re
gard to the test examinations and also the references to our Board upon the 
quality of vernacular class books and of translations, are subjects more or less 
incorporated in the general consideration of the education of the masses, but 
still, this latter question, the principles on which plans for the general educa
tion of the masses, and particularly the lower and industrial classes, are to be 
formed, the details under which such plans are to be organized, &c. &c. are not 
as yet placed under the consideration or guidance of our Board. Such plans 
and details require much reflection. Many efforts have failed for want of a duly 
digested and general scheme; much difference of opinion has prevailed upon the 
methods, and even on the principles, of imparting this measure of general in
struction and the extent and quality of it. It is not to be assumed that Go
vernment will not see the necessity of placing the organization and government 
of every scheme, or institution, for national education (this University among 
the rest) under a separate department of the state, and my own opinion is that 
such would be the only efficient course. However this is certain, that our Board
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arc but the Governors o f  the Madras University, appointe J to carry out its ob
jects and course of government according to the rules and principles laid down 
by Government and its express instructions. I am, in fact, only repeating by 
the foregoing observations the sentiments and instructions contained in Lord 
Elphinstone’s Minute, as quoted in the appendix to our address on the opening 
of the institution. All I shall add on this point is that I shall always be ready 
to take up other and more extensive considerations, in reference to the educa
tion of the masses or of any inferior quality of education calculated for more 
general diffusion among the people, whenever my colleagues are disposed to 
suggest measures directed to that end, in conformity either with our present 
instructions, or any future orders from Government, or even as volunteering 
proposals for such useful objects.

4. I would beg to observe that these aims and objects of the Madras 
University which I have referred to, are not only those which have been 
expressly laid down by the Government instructions, but they are emphatically 
those which we have all of us on various occasions, and indeed throughout, 
advocated, as well in the actual measures taken, as in our addresses, letters and 
reports to Government. I beg to refer more particularly to page 3 of our late 
annual report. But, in truth, our scale of school discipline, our quality of 
instruction, our degrees and honors, our collegiate classes— all direct our labors 
and aims to this result. We desire to raise the intellectual standard of the 
native community. We strive to impaii; those educational qualifications which 
alone can improve their efficiency as public servants, and enable them to serve 
their country by developing and cultivating its resources, and justify their 
hopes of occupying such superior stations in life, professional, industrial or 
social, as their mental faculties, and their claims as the people of the land 
would naturally, under due encouragement, raise them to. This, it has been 
imagined, can only be accomplished, through institutions such as have been 
entrusted to our organization and guidance, and at all events such is the qua
lity of that institution which we have been employed and engaged ourselves 
to establish and to promote. I think any abandonment of our undertaking, 
or of those views upon which that undertaking rests, would be inconsistent 
with all we have hitherto professed and done, and with the specific duties 
which Government has assigned to us.

5. I have thus taken the liberty of stating, for the information of my 
colleagues, those considerations which have induced me to suggest that, now 
that the preparatory school has already supplied so many qualified scholars for 
the high school, and now that there exists -so many other schools, and ample 
means of pupils qualifying for the high school, this auxiliary establishment 
should gradually be allowed to sink, and the masters be transferred to other 
establishments. The same reasons have induced me to support the very full 
and efficient scheme of education provided by the Medical class rules, and the 
details of the Report for carrying those rules into operation. Indeed I have 
always been convinced that the first step towards effecting any thing in such 
projects for education, is to make the means quite complete, otherwise every 
effort must be abortive without the advantage of ascertaining that those efforts 
would have failed even with more complete means. For the same reason, 
(added, however, to those important objects detailed in the Secretary’s letter), 
I  have advocated the engaging a Chemical Lecturer of the superior quality 
adverted to in the Sub-Committee Report.
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6. I am induced, in concluding .this Minute, again to assure my col
leagues of my entire persuasion that tl\e fullest and most gratifying success 
will attend the institution of our University, if we do but persevere in car
rying out its principles. Every month, as well as every examination, indicates 
its prosperous progress, and the native community are becoming more and 
more alive to the lasting and important interests involved in the success of our 
present measures. Moreover, I feel more and more pui-suaded that partizan- 
ship, animosity, and misconceptions arc gradually subsiding, and am quite 
certain they must in time subside, as the public become more and more aAvare 
that feuch feelings are entirely unfounded. Our having steadily avoided all 
controversy has done much towards this already, and I believe that it remains 
only that the unbiassed and more reasonable portion of the European society 
should be satisfied (as the truth is) that our institution in no way precludes 
the imparting religious instruction, although it does not itself interpose, by 
inculcating religious doctrines, to convince them that the University de
serves the public support quite as much as the institutions founded on similar 
principles in the other Pi-esidencies.

7. I am induced to add a few further observations which may not ap
pear inappropriate at a time when, so long as the suggestions of our late Sub
committees are before the consideration of Government, the very vitality of 
our institution may perhaps be at stake.

8. I am persuaded that amongst the Members of the Board itself, Avhat- 
ever difference of opinion may arise in regard to details, an unanimous 
disposition prevails with respect to principles ; and that we are all prepared 
and desirous to carry out those which have been laid down as the character
istic objects of the institution. But it behoves us the rather, on this account, 
as it seems to me, to be cautions in not expressing ourselves in such a manner, 
as that Government should be led to surmise the absence of such unanimity, 
so that a doubt might consequently ox’iginate as to the expediency or success 
of the institution which was founded, and has hitherto proceeded with such 
flattering auspices.

9. It must never be disguised or excluded from our recollection that it is 
through the cordial co-operation of Government in the labors we are engaged 
in, we must derive all reasonable prospect of success. In short the whole 
scheme would, without it, instantly dissolve. That portion, and foundation of 
the project,— the establishment of the high school, is but ancillary to the greater 
results. But if Government should be induced by any appearance (though 
really unfounded) of disregard, on our part, of the principles on which our 
institution is established, to hesitate in following up those measures which, 
through our late communications, are still before them, awaiting their final 
sanction,— if an idea should in consequence get abroad that Government itself 
was no longer favorable to the efficient establishment of the Provincial insti
tutions, or that of the collegiate classes, or to the encouragement of native 
talent and acquirements by the security of the test rules,— it would be vain to 
conceal from our view the immediate downfall of the Madras University. 
The failure or delay at this crisis which we might thus have unintentionally 
contributed to, would too probably lead to a suspicion on the part of the 
natives • (however erroneous) that the local Government itself had no real 
disposition to sustain the institution in its full efficiency,— in which case I 
shall be so bold as to say that neither the subsequent authority or orders of 
the Court of Directors itself would suffice to restore that confidence ou which
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its prosperity must necessarily depend. The value and the credit of the high 
school in the eyes of the native commynity arises from this,— that they regard 
it as an earnest of what it leads to, their real social as well as intellectual 
advancement. But it will no longer be supported by their respect or co-ope
ration, if they see reason to doubt of such results,— if they should unfortu
nately suppose that its legitimate objects were not likely to be followed out by 
the hearty interest and continued encouragement of the Government,— if they 
should fancy that they perceive symptoms of the Provincial colleges being 
abandoned or neglected, the central collegiate department discouraged, the 
admission to public employment and advancement in the service according to 
tested qualifications, disapproved of. It has taken many years to awaken 
among the native community of this Presidency, any sense of the advantages 
of a superior quality of useful and practical education. Even now they are 
slov to believe such advantages to be realities. I have reason to believe that 
they consider (I do not say with what justice) that the bulk of the European 
population of this Presidency are inimical to their intellectual advancement. 
Nothing short of the warm support of the Government hitherto, in the mea
sures our Board liave been zealously laboring, under its express instructions, 
to bring to a practical issue, could dissipate such impressions, or excite an 
emulation to engage in intellectual pursuits. I am fully convinced that if 
once this spirit is quenched, it will hardly be possible by any exertions 
throughout many years to revive it. I am sure that no influence of mine 
among that community could preserve the University from total abandonment 
and ruin, if the native confidence in the Government should be at an end. 
Any such attempt on my part, under such circumstances, would but impair 
any usefulness I might still exemplify in a different direction. The strong 
impressions I have been led to form, from long experience, have drawn me 
into this expression of them at much greater length than I had intended. 
But I satisfy myself in recording these sentiments now, before it may be too 
late, and in the hope that they may serve in some degree to unite our Board 
in common efforts (so long as Government is with us) to accomplish the under
taking we have already carried out so far, and in avoiding to give occasion to 
surmise that any difference of opinion prevails in essentials.

(Signed) GEO. NORTON.
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A P P E N D IX  F. F.

D e s p a t c h  o f  t h e  C o u r t  o f  D i r e c t o r s ,  d a t e d  3 0 t h  D e c e m b e r  1842.

Public Department. 
Our Governor in Council at Fort Saint George.

Extract from the Minutes of ,  -.tt i i h • i
Consultation dated 17th March Para 1. We now reply to the following let-
1843. Ordered that a copy of ters which relate to native education, 
this despatch be fonvarded to Letters dated 11th Feb. No. 2 of 1840 para 13. 
the President and Governors of Mmr
the Madras University, and that » » iq+II tIj ” iq ” ” «their attention be particularly » » loth iNov. ,, lo ,, „ 8.
requested to the instructions of „ „ 27th March,, 7 of 1841 „
the Hon’ble Coiurt contained in 2d Nov. „ 21 paras. 7 and 9.
paras 6 and 7. ’ ^



Answer to letter dated Wth February, No. 2 o f  1 8 40 , para 13.

Forwarding a report on the g. The report of the examination shews that 
exaniniation of the pupils at the , ^ i ,
Government Central school for niuch progress has been made as could have 
1839. Rupees 19-9-0 sanction- been expected ; and is satisfactory as announcing 
ed for prizes on the occasion. an increased and more regular attendance.

Answer to letter dated oth May No. 7 o f  18 4 0 , para 3.
Reporting that 1 0 ,0 0 0  rupees 

have been placed at the disposal
of the Governors of the Univer- 3  ̂ Approved,
sity about to be established, to 
enable them to carry into eifect the 
intentions of Government.

Answer to letter dated IZth November No. \Z o f  18 4 0 , para 8 .

Reporting that the central The objects ot the central school being
school at the college had been about to be effected in a more complete manner by 
abolished at the suggestion of the new high School in connection with the ncAV 
the Governor ofthe Madras Uni- ^ ̂  Madras, the transfer of the masters,
versity, and the masters and es- , , °  . , , . ’ , i. 1 t. i
tablishmeut transferred to the books, &c. belonging to the central school was a 
high school about to be esta- necessary part of the plan. It seems however to 
blished and a,ttached to the Ma- have been somewhat hastily effected in order to 
dras University. make room for the Magnetic Observatory.

Answer to letter dated 23<Z March, No. 7 < ^ 1 8 4 1 .

5. These paragraphs communicate to us the
Submitting the proposals of views of your President on the subject of native

the President for the establish- education, and a proposal to establish four schools
men^f 4 superior schools, in gupgj-ior character severally at Trichinopoly,
the Irovinces and lor the em-  ̂ -r, ,, i /-i t  .  ̂ .1
plovmentofpart ofthe bequest Masubpatam, Bellary and Calicut, for the benefit
of Patcheappah Moodeliar and of the Tamil, Teloogoo, Canarese and Malayalum
the Triputtee offerings for the districts respectively.
extension of native eduction, q general propositions that schools es-
also noticing the state 01 Yeo- , i t  i i i f   ̂ 1 1 1 . i-miahschoolsT tablished by Government should be of a superior

order to those already existing and that they will 
be usefully connected with a central school or college at the Presidency, have 
our ready concurrence ; and we have every reason to conclude that the situations 
indicated are amongst the most eligible that could be chosen. It appears to us 
however that you have not yet formed any precise views as to the plan and 
objects of the establishments you propose to found, and we are therefore unable 
to appreciate the advantages to be expected from them. In the Minute of your 
President it is observed that although in the Provincial schools instruction 
should be given hereafter solely through the medium of the English language, 
yet at the first establishment of these seminaries it may not be possible to insist 
upon this condition. We are therefore to understand that instruction is first to 
be given in the dialect of the country, and hoAv this is to prepare the way for 
instruction in English we are at a loss to comprehend. We entertain no doubt 
however of the desirableness of giving superior instruction in one or more of 
the native languages in use under the Madras Presidency, at the Provincial 
schools, concurrently with English, and we direct therefore that such instruc
tion be adequately provided for in any plan for the establishment of the pro
posed seminaries.
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7. We entirely agree in the view taken by the President that the object 
of the Government should be the elevation of the standard of education and the 
instruction of those classes which can spare time sufficient to acquire more than 
mere rudimental learning, rather than the multiplication of mere elementary 
schools. We do not think however that the latter should be wholly abandoned, 
and the j udicious encouragement of village schools may also be comprehended 
in the arrangement adapted for the improvement of native education. We have 
ah’eady stated our sentiments regarding the Tahsildaree schools, many of 
which were unnecessarily founded, but of which the entire abandonment 
seems to have been insufficiently considered. Where an extensive population 
is in want of rudimental instruction, where by proper superintendence it can 
be rendered effective, we think tho interposition of Government will be bene
ficially exerted.

8. The education of wards of the Board of Kevenue at the Govern
ment schools is a subject upon which it is not possible to lay down any posi
tive rule ; each individual case must rest upon its own merits. In some in
stances it may bo practicable, but in the majority we believe so many difficul
ties and objections of an obvious and weighty nature will bo found to exist, 
that the arrangement cannot be universally can-ied into cffect. The subject has 
not been overlooked in Bengal where a similar proposition has not it is be
lieved led to any results. You will be able to ascertain from the Government 
of India what has been done in Bengal upon this subject.

9. It is undeniable that the enforcement of an educational test for can
didates for public employment would have a most powei’ful effect upon the dif
fusion of education, but its imposition rcquii’es caution and judgment and the 
acquirements demanded should ahvays be proportioned to the duties to be dis
charged. It might for instance be an advantage to an individual candidate 
for an appointment as Native Law Officer in one of the Company’s Courts 
that he should be a good English scholar, but it Avould be unreasonable and 
frequently unjust to insist upon his understanding a language, which of itself 
can constitute no indispensable qualification for a Hindoo Maliomedan Lawyer. 
There are also various grounds upon which a native might highly merit and 
be most fit for the public service, independently of any educational test what
ever, and which it would be most inequitable and impolitic to overlook in 
favor of a pupil of a public seminai-y, destitute of other claims upon the 
consideration of the Government Officers. This is a subject also which has 
been deliberately considered in Bengal and upon which you may receive 
valuable information from the Supreme Government.

10. The cost of the four Provincial schools cannot at first add materially 
to the outlay for educational purposes, but we think it will be prudent, before 
giving them any great extension, to mature the organization of the Madras 
high school, none of the details of which, beyond the appointment of a teacher, 
obtained from England, are yet before us. When this institution is fully in 
action it will be time enough to extend its ramifications into the Provinces, 
and the nature of the connexion to be formed between them will be more 
distinctly perceived and more efficiently established.

11. In our despatch of the 28th April 1841, No. 15, we adverted to the 
smallness of the annual income that appeared to be derivable from the legacy 
of Patcheappah Moodeliar, and to the little prospect of effecting much public 
good by the measures proposed by you with regard to the appropriation of
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that fund, and we expressed our opinion that it might be laid out probably 
with greater advantage in maintaining cljoultries or other objects compatible 
with the views of the testator. It appears however from paragraphs 7 to 9 of 
your letter of the 2d November 1841, that the funds are fully sufficient to 
carry into effect the objects contemplated by the decree of the Supreme Court, 
and that it is questionable whether the amount can be legally applied to any 
other purposes. Under this consideration you have directed that those objects 
be carried into immediate effect under an arrangement by which the Board of 
Revenue has made over the entire endowments of Patcheappah Moodeliar in 
the provinces to the Committee appointed by the Supreme Court under a deed 
of transfer to be executed by the Board and Committee respectively. This 
relieves the Government from all necessity of interfering in the administration 
of the legacy in question, and we entirely approve of the course you have 
adopted.

12. As the funds already available for the objects of native education are 
stated to be sufficiently ample for that purpose, we do not consider it expedient 
to sanction the proposal for applying any part of the Tripetty offerings to that 
purpose.

We are, your loving friends,

L ondon, ) (Signed) J. L. LUSHINGTON,
ZOth December \M2.) „ JOHN COTTON,

&c. &c. &c.

(A  true copy and extract)

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Acting Chief Secretanj. 
To the President and Governors o f the Madras University.
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A P P E N D IX  G. G.
^th June 1843.

F rom the P resident of the Madras University,

To The Secretary to Government, Public Department.

Sir, ,

I am commissioned by the Governors of the Madras University to submit 
to the consideration of Government the following observations on the present 
condition and prospects of that institution.

From Api’il 1841, at which period the high school opened, up to the date 
of our Secretary’s letter No. 78, of 18th November last, the number of pupils 
at the school had increased from 132, (inclusive of those at the preparatory 
school) to 152, inclusive of the pupils of the preparatory school.

The preparatory school was abolished in December last, many of the 
pupils being transferred to a preparatory class in the high school. The whole
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number now at the high school amounts to 115, shewing a decrease between 
November last and the present perio(\ of 37. Out of the present number of 
scholars 28 have been received as free scholars upon Patcheappah’s foundation, 
so that the whole number of voluntary scholars sent by parents or relatives, 
willing or capable of paying the fee of 4 rupees per month, amounts only 
to 87.

Among those who have left are several of the most advanced pupils, Avho 
have prematurely abandoned their further education at the very time when 
their stay Avould have been most beneficial to themselves and conducive to the 
principal objects of the institution. The head master has consequently found 
his own 4th (or highest) class almost broken up, and he has been obliged, at 
enhanced labour (previously too much for him), to form a sort of double class 
in the effort to raise eventually a 4th class equal to its requisitions. In the 
meanwhile, he has less time to devote to the general superintendence of the 
school, and the necessity has become more urgent than ever to procure from 
England a properly qualified second master.

The pupils who have recently entered, in part replacing those who have 
left, it is feared do not proceed from that order of the community from whom 
chiefly it is the object of the institution to derive the scholars. It is appre
hended tliat they merely come to qualify themselves for inferior appointments 
in the public offices, and for the sake of better accommodation and the name 
of a scholar of the high school.

Under these circumstances we have considered it a duty cast upon us to 
apprize Grovernment of the actual position of the institution, with a view to 
any remedy which it may possibly be within the power of Government to 
alFord.

We look with anxiety to a reply from the Honorable Court of Directors 
to the reference which we have learnt from Government has been made upon 
the propositions detailed in our Secretary’s letter of 15th September last, of 
forming the two collegiate classes of Medicine and Civil Engineering and of 
carrying into effect the test rules, and we are not without hopes that should 
those propositions be favorably entertained by the Honorable Court, the Board 
may by vigorous exertions restore the prosperity of the institution.

In the meantime we would respectfully solicit the attention of Govern
ment to some measures which it rests with Government to sanction, and which 
we may hope they will be pleased to concede, should they concur with us in 
deeming them calculated to advance the interests of the institution.

In our Secretary’s letter No. 10 of 31st January last we placed befoi’e 
Government the difficulties we had experienced in obtaining a proper site for 
the building of premises suited to the nature of the institution. We attached 
much importance to this subject, and if it should please Government to sanc
tion the propositions then submitted, or to direct any definitive arrangement in 
their stead, we cannot but think that the commencement of an adequate build
ing would have a powerful effect in attracting public confidence and giving 
stability and popularity to the institution. At present our tenure of the pre
mises occupied is very precarious. We are liable to notice to quit while un
provided Avith any other adequate accommodation. Such a step would go near 
to ruin the school at once.



The Board have encouraged a confidence that Government would have 
approved their pi-oposal, submitted in ouj- Secretary’s letter of 31st January 
last, of founding Government scholarships out of a portion of the funds saved 
Irom the abolition of the preparatory school. Some promising scholars, we 
have reason to know, have left, who would gladly have remained had they 
gained the distinction and advantage of such scholarships, until they had at
tained their proficient’s degree. We therefore solicit the sanction of Govern
ment to the founding these scholarsliips.

After being apprized that Government have deemed it proper to refer to 
the Honorable Court the question of the procuring a head master for the pro
posed pi’ovincial institutions at a higher salary than originally proposed, the 
Board do not think they would be justified (as they had before assumed them
selves authorized to do) in sending to England for a second master, whose salary, 
it is conceived, should not be less than 350 rupees per month, without the sanc
tion of Government. We have considered that such second master has become 
absolutely necessary for the well being of the school, and therefore solicit that 
sanction.

In the concluding para of our report of March last we requested permis
sion to publish it, as Avas granted upon making the first annual report. The 
absence of the usual public information of the position and pi’ospects of the in
stitution, we fear, may be prejudicial, in as much as public attention is not 
called to its progress, and to the merits and attainments of the more distin
guished scholars. We thei'efore request to be at liberty to print our second 
annual report at the Government Press.

In conclusion I have merely to assure Government on the part of the 
Board of our desire by every zealous exertion to promote the interests and the 
prosperity of the Madras University, according to the instructions of Govern
ment.

I have Sec.

5th June 1843. (Signed) GEORGE NORTON,

President.
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Minute by the Makquis of T weeddale.

28 /̂i August 1843.

1. In a letter addressed to Government, by the President of the 
Board of Directors of the Madras University, in which he calls its atten
tion to the present condition and future prospects of that institution we 
are informed that the number of scholars are diminishing in an alarming de
gree, and that the most advanced pupils have prematurely abandoned their 
further education at the University, at the very time, when their stay would 
have been most beneficial to themselves, and conducive to the principal object 
of the institution.



2. It has been foimd necessary to make new arrangements for teaching 
the classes; the consequence has bee,n that the 4th or higher class has been 
nearly broken up, and additional duties imposed upon the head master, Avhich 
he is totally unequal to perform, and therefore it is recommended, that a second 
master at a salary of not less than 350 rupees a month, should be provided 
from England, to enable the head master to carry on his present duties, and 
enable him also to devote more of his time to the general superintendence of 
the school; as well as other inducements as an encouragement to the natives 
for sending their sons to complete their education at the University.

3. As I was comparatively a stranger to all the proceedings and princi
ples on which the University was first established, and before giving any 
opinion on its present state and future prospects, I have consequently taken 
some pains to read the history of its establishment, and the progress of its 
working.

4. According to my understanding of the information contained in thc( 
papers laid before me, the following are the remarks of the Honorable Court 
on the proceedings of this Government relative to native education, which 
guide me in the opinions I have formed, as to whether the Honoi*able Court’s 
expectations have been realized, or whether the propositions of the President 
are in unison with the Court’s principles, on giving their sanction to the grant 
of 50,000 rupees annually, for carrying into execution the educational plan of 
the Madras University.

5. On the 29th September, No. 34, of 1830— the Honorable Court in 
calling for a general report of the measures then in progress, observed that in 
the plan originally contemplated and approved of by them, no provision had 
been made for the instruction of any portion of the natives in the higher 
branches of knowledge, and that an extension of the elementary education 
which then existed was all that was aimed at. The Court desired that a 
superior education should be at the command of the higher classes of natives, 
with the prospect of their being generally employed in higher situtations of 
civil administration.

6. Adverting to the partial success of the Supreme Government in the 
education of natives in Bengal, in the higher branches of literature and 
science, the Court desired the adoption of similar measures at this Presi
dency, and directed this Government.to take into its consideration the expe
diency of enlarging the proposed plan of the central school at the Presidency 
for the education of teachers, and of rendering it a seminary for the instruction 
of the natives generally in the higher branches of knowledge, and proposed 
eventually to establish one or more institutions on a similar scale in the 
interioi’.

7. On the 5th February, No. 11 of 1834, in reviewing the report of 
the Board for the College and for Public Instruction, and adverting to the dis
tinction between the Collectorate and Tahsildaree schools, the Court desired 
that the great advantages which would be derived from extending to the 
latter instruction in the English language should not be lost sight of.

8. The Court considered that the co-operation of the Collectors was ac
tually necessary, and were surprized that such had not been given ; the zeal of 
the Collectors Avas not doubted, though they required to be urged to exertion.
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They considered the Board partially negligent, in not having framed instruc
tions for the guidance of Collectors, embi*acing all points of importance on this 
subject, and they asserted it was the duty of Government to prevent neglect 
on this head.

9. With regard to the desire for instruction in the English language ma
nifested by the natives, the Court directed the adoption of eftectual means, not 
only for supplying this demand, but, as far as possible, the means of communi
cating useful knowledge. With this view the College Board were directed to 
place themselves in communication with the Committee of Public Instruction 
at Calcutta.

10. The Court reviewed the measures of Government for the promotion 
of native education, and appi’oved of those adopted on 31st January 1840. They 
thought the rules were “ founded on sound principles,” and recommended on the 
establishment of the high school that a moderate charge should be made for 
education at both school and college, Avhich might be remitted by the Go
vernors in particular cases, as at Calcutta; so that there might be free and sti
pendiary scholars.

11. The Court considered Tahsildaree and Collectorate schools one of the 
means of extending education more generally amongst the natives; but objected 
to a minute sub-division of the Government grant, at the same time would not 
interfere with the efficiency of the above-mentioned schools, disapproved of in
terference with schools established by natives, and would not interfere with the 
arrangements of Government in this respect.

12. In their despatch of 30th December 1842 the Court gave their 
ready concurrence to the proposition of establishing Government schools of a 
superior order under this Presidency, but observed that with the limited in
formation before them, they were unable to appreciate the advantages to be 
expected from these institutions.

13. In Provincial schools education is required to be given in the lan
guages spoken in the Presidency. The Court considered it advisable to elevate 
the standard of education in preference to multiplying the number of mere ele
mentary schools ; at the same time, the latter system was not to be altogether 
abandoned, and they drew the attention of Government to a judicious arrange
ment for the improvement of native education by village schools.

14. They expressed their apprehension, in reference to the proposed edu
cation of wards of the Board of Revenue at the Government schools, that the 
arrangements could not be universally carried into effect, and suggested a re
ference to the Supreme Government, to ascertain what had been done on a si
milar proposition in Bengal, and they recommended a reference to Bengal, for 
information on the educational test for candidates for public employment. No 
doubt if such a principle was put in force, it would have a most powerful effect. 
The Court however doubted how it would work in justice to others, who might 
not have been brought up at the high school or college, and considered that it 
would be prudent before giving any great extension to the Provincial school, 
to mature the organization of the high school, none of the details of which, 
beyond the appointment of a teacher, they observed, were yet before them ; 
and that when this institution was fully in action, it would be time enough to 
extend its ramifications into the provinces, Avhen the connexion between them 
would be more distinctly seen, and more efficiently established.
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15. This Government made a proposal that the Tripetty offerings should 
be appropriated towards native education, to which the Court objected, and 
considered it inexpedient to sanction this measui’e, on the ground that the 
available funds were stated to be sufficiently ample for the purpose.

16. In 1839 (December 13th) the late Governor of Madras in a Minute 
of some length, after noticing the erroneous views which influenced the Com
mittee in the measures proposed for the establishment of a Normal school at 
Madras, and their departure from the principles suggested by the Supreme 
Government, recommended the establishment of a University (consisting of a 
college for the highest branches of literature, philosophy and science, and a 
high scliool for the cultivation of English literature, and of the vernacular 
languages of India, and the elementary departments of philosophy and 
science) and proposed rules for the conduct of the institution.

17. Ilis Lordship further suggested, that a Board should be formed con
sisting of a President and fourteen Governors, who should undertake the 
management of the school and college, and be entrusted with tlie distribution, 
subject to the control of Government, of the sum of Rupees 50,000 per annum, 
allotted by the Honorable Court for the furtherance of native education, and 
also that grants made to ct'rtain district schools should be resumed, if it ap
peared that their maintenance was not attended with advantage.

18. The Government in adopting the above measures dissolved the 
Education Committee of 1836, and directed the President and Governors of 
the University to take immediate steps for the establishment of a high 
school, and in accordance with the suggestion of the Board of the Madras 
University, directed the discontinuance from the 15th October 1840, of the 
central school at Madras, and the transfer to the high school proposed to be 
established, of the masters, office establishment, &c.

19. The Governor of Madras in his Minute 12th December 1839, ad
vances as a fundamental principle, that the success of a plan of education de
pends upon the co-operation of Natives of influence and respectability, and 
His Lordship was no doubt encouraged in the hope, that this great object had 
been obtained by the petition of the native community, signed by no less than 
60,000, from whom an earnest co-operation might most reasonably be ex
pected. Nothing could be more justifiable than such an expectation, w'hen so 
large a body of the opulent natives came forward, to ask that a system of na
tional education might be established, and that they were prepared to co-ope- 
rate, and support it. I quote a passage from the petition to show their ap
parent anxiety and eagerness for its establishment. “ We seek not education

“ which depends on charity, we shall take a pride
Letter to I^rd ® phin- <t con tr ib u tin g  a cco rd in g  to ou r  m eans to  so n ob le  

stone, dated 11th Nov. 1839. ,, i »  c< i. i i“ a work. buch was the language and promises
of all classes of Natives, and yet what has been the result ?

Secretary to the Madras a pecuniar}" contribution has been made by
Umversitvs letter, dated ,, , ,i tit i tt •
30th June 1843, addressedto ^ny native, or other to the Madras University
the Private SecretarĴ  “ since its foundation.”

20. The Honorable Court in remarking upon the petition of the native 
community observed with satisfaction.
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“ We are desirous to encourage the participation of I’espectable Natives 
“ in the administration of any educational institutions, founded on those prin- 
“ ciples to which institutions the petitioners declai’e their readiness to con- 
“ tribute.”

“ It is unnecessary to make any observation on the document now for- 
“ warded, further than to express our satisfaction in finding that the sentiments 
“ it contains should prevail so extensively amongst the native subjects of the 
“ Madras Presidency, who we trust will be disposed to contribute liberally to 
“ the support of an institution so important to the welfare of all classes of their 
“ countrymen.

21. Had the natives fulfilled their promise, there would now be a sum at 
the disposal of Govei-nment to carry out education in certain parts of the coun
try. But it is vei'y clear, that both the Government and the Court have been 
led into a fatal error by a misrepresentation by the natives, as to their real in
tention of giving support to the system of education, as proposed by Govern
ment, which was adopted to suit their views, and further it is self evident 
that they do not value the institution, as a place for the education of their child
ren ; as the letter of the President to Government amply proves, by the falling 
off of the two higher classes, as well as by the efforts the Directors find it ne
cessary to make to prevent the high school from failing altogether.

22. The President and Governors no longer look to the natives’ independ
ent support; and to ward off the result, they have proposed as the most effectual 
means, that a college should be built, which will necessarily involve a large 
outlay, and scholarships founded from the funds granted by Government.

23. I have now given, in my opinion, a brief outline of what has trans
pired in regard to the establishment of the Madras University. I shall now 
state the views conveyed to Government, on the actual position of the Madras 
College, as communicated by the President of the Board of Directors, as fol
lows.

24. From April 1841 up to 18th November 1842, the pupils at the high 
school increased from 132 to 152, inclusive of the pupils of the preparatory 
schools.

25. In December 1842 the preparatory school was abolished. Many pu
pils of that school were transferred to a preparatory class in the high school.

26. At the high school in November 1842 there were 152, in June 1843 
there are 115, leaving a decrease of 37. Amongt the 115 now actually at the 
high school, there are 28 received as free schohirs, which leaves 87 pupils, 
whose parents are willing to pay 4 rupees per mensem for their education.

27. It is stated that amongst those that have left the school are several 
of the most advanced pupils.

28. Unfortunately the youths of an inferior class of society replace them. 
The object of their attending the school appears to be different from that of 
their predecessors, and consequently, the fundamental principle of the institu
tion is altered, and is not now in accordance with the expectations of the Ho
norable Court.

29. The Board having no propositions of its own to make, as a remedy



for the circumstances in wliich the college is placed by the falling off of its pu
pils, applies to Government for further aid and advice for its guidance in fu
ture.

30. The Board however hope that their former proposition for the for
mation of collegiate classes of Medicine, and Civil Engineering, and of carrying 
into effect the test rules, if approved of by the Court of Directors, by vigorous 
exertions may restore the prosperity of the institution.

31. In order to acquaint myself more intimately with the present work
ing of the school, as well as of its present state, I obtained the following infor- 
mation from the Secretary to the Madras University, which was furnished to 
me in reply to questions put to him.

Query 1. The number 
of boys in the two upper Answer. The number of boys admitted to the

.‘eJ'eived iusm”  upi«r classes since the 14th Aprill841, when
tion in other institutions, the institution was first opened, is o8  (fifty-eight), of 
and you will be pleased to whom 3 0  remain and 28 have left, 
name the institutions.

Of the above number 36 were received from other institutions as follows.

From the General Assembly’s school.................  13
St. Andrew’s Parochial school.............................  4
Bishop Corrie’s........................................................ 3
Native Education Society’s...................................  3
St. Mary’s Seminary (Roman Catholic).... ....... 4
Hindoo Minor school.............................................  9

Total... 36
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Queiy 2. The number Answer. There are (83) eighty-three stipen-
of bovs in the school, who diary scholars now in the scliool, on whose account 
have regularly paid the the monthly payments are regularly made, with ex
monthly stipend for tuition, ception of those of them (seven in number) who 
and the amount of deialca- i ■
tion under this head. absentees.

All scholars on their return from absence are 
required to pay up arrears of fees, accumulated during such absence, unless 
specially exempted therefrom by the Board; but as one hundred and four boys 
have left since the opening of the institution, many of whom were struck off 
after absenting themselves for a number of months, (a very common practice 
with native youth) the books shew from this cause, a nominal defalcation of 
rupees 1,048. The amount of school fees, including Patcheapah’s, actually 
paid since the opening of the institution, is rupees 8,744.

Query 3. The number of Answer. Of the above 83 boys, so far as I can
boys whose immediate rela- learn, the fees of 71 are paid by their immediate 
tives pav for their tuition. relatives.

Answer. Eunganadum, Government student, 
Query 4. The number of receives a stipend, by order of Government of ru- 

toys who are paid for by p̂ gg 3 0  pgr mensem. The fees of 12 boys are paid 
than relatives!'*̂ ^̂ ^̂ ”  ̂ ^7 Europeans, and 8 Patcheapah’s scholars also re

ceive from the same source 4 rupees each monthly.
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Query 5. The amount 
of contributions made by the 
native community since tiio 
foundation of the Madras 
University ?

Query 6. You will also 
please to state, if there are 
any vacancies in the native 
Governorships, and if the 
native gentlemen attend re
gularly, and evince a zeal 
for the prosperity of the 
University by their obtain
ing pecuniary support for it, 
and attention to its interests 
generally.

Answer. No pecuniaiy contribution has been 
made by any nfltivo, or other, to the Madras Uni
versity since its foundation.

Answer. There is one vacancy of a native Go- 
vernoi'ship, occasioned by the resignation, on the 24th 
March last, of C. Armoogum Moodeliar.

Another native Governor, V. Ragavachariar, 
has long been incapacitated by severe indisposition 
for the discharge of his duties.

The attendance of the 5 remaining native

Names of Native Governors.

it 
s °
■© 2 
d’̂  

'o

Nusserool Mulk.............
Chokapachetty...............
ITyder Jung Bahadoor.
Nursingarow..................
Streenevassa Pillay......

5
28
11
21

28

31

Governors at the monthly 
meetings of the Board (the 
only occasions on wiiich 
they do attend, with but 
rare exceptions) is exhibi
ted in the tabular state
ment contained in the 
margin. None of the na
tive Governors have hi
therto procured any pecu
niary support for the in
stitution.

The above data
will, 1 trust, supply the information required under this head, and I  have pur
posely restricted myself, in replying to this query, to the statement of such 
facts as are within my own knowledge, because I entertained a doubt whether 
it was desired by the Most Noble the Governor that I should, in my position 
of Secretary under the Board, go beyond this. If however I have been mis
taken in viewing the matter in this light, I shall, on receiving His Lordship’s
further commands, proceed to extend this reply to the best of my ability.

(Signed) PETER POPE,

Secretary Madras University.

32. The President has informed Government in plain terms, that a new 
effort must be made to enable the Madras Uuiversity to carry into execution 
the views of the Honorable Court, under the fundamental rules and regula
tions, submitted by this Government for its consideration, and which in conse
quence of its approval have become the declared principle, by which the Uni
versity has since its establishment been guided.

33. It is no doubt the duty of Government to give a measure of such vast 
importance, and of such deep interest to the native community, a fair trial;— par
ticularly as it received to a certain extent the sanction of the Honorable Court.

34. The proposition now before Government does not in my opinidti es
tablish any true pi:inciple upon which Government can shew to the Honorable 
Court a reasonable expectation of renewed life to the University. The cause 
of the failure is not because a lai'ge and substantial building has not been erect-
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ed; there is now ample room for the number of students, nay, more than neces- 
gary.

35. The University was established under the supposition that the 
opulent natives were in favor of such an establishment for the education of their 
children, and this belief was assumed by the Government to be correct, by 
their coming forward in so large a body, and expressing themselves in such in
dependent terms as to leave no room for doubt, that they were prepared, not 
only to have their children educated, but that they would give their liberal 
pecuniary support. They have done neither one thing nor the other; they 
have not given pecuniary aid, and to a great extent have removed their sons 
from tlie two seriior classes of the University.

36. This result will no doubt surprize and disappoint the Honorable 
Court.

37. The position of the Madras University requires every consideration 
of Government. It has to deal with a subject in which the Honorable Court 
takes the deepest interest, and feels tlie greatest solicitude.

38. Under ordinary circumstances of difficulty in perfecting the working 
of a new institution, the interference of a local Government might be useful, 
even necessary. Here however the University has been under the guidance of 
the Board of Directors during a period of nearly three years, and the educa
tional management under the masters appointed for teaching the different 
branches of learning, and all governed by the fundamental rules and regula
tions of the institution. A  non-interference on the part of Government ap
pears to me to have been the most effectual manner of testing the principles on 
which the Madras University is based.

39. The President of the Boax’d of Directors has now laid before Go
vernment, the most unfavorable report of the actual position and future pros
pects of the University. He says “ with a view to any remedy which it may 
“ possibly be within the power of Government to afford.” He further observes, 
“ We look with anxiety to a reply from the Honorable Court of Directors to 
“ the reference which we have learnt from Government has been made upon 
“ the propositions detailed in our Secretary’s letter of 15th September last of 
“ forming the two collegiate classes of Medicine and Civil Engineering, and of 
“ carrying into effect the test rules, and we are not without hopes that, should 
“ those propositions be favorably entertained by the Honorable Court, the

Board may, by vigorous exertions, restore the pi’osperity of the institution.”

40. These views appear to me to be fallacious. A  sound and practical 
system of education must be established, and received by the natives, before wo 
can hope for any good in establishing a college for the higher branches, and it 
is not easy to see on what grounds the President and Governors can hope to 
form classes of Medicine, and Civil Engineering, when the most prominent 
youths have already left the institution.

i 41. An additional remedy pointed out by the President for advancing 
the interests of the institution, and to which he attaches much importance, is to 
be found in the effect that will be produced in establishing confidence, and giv
ing it stability and popularity by Government selecting a site for the Univer
sity, and at the earliest period by its commencing the erection of a suitable 
building.
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42. Another proposition is that Government scliolarships should be 
founded from a portion of the funds saved from the abolition of the preparatory 
school. The other is that the Board should receive the sanction of Govern
ment, to engage a second teacher at rupees 350 per mensem.

43. The impression made on my mind in regard to the University from 
the foregoing information which I have acquired from the records is 1st. that 
tlie natives at large were expected to give encouragement to the University, 
by sending their children to take advantage of the institution, 2d. that they 
would support it by affording, according to promise, in their petition dated 11 th 
November 1839, their pecuniary aid.

44. In both of these expectations, Government have been disappointed, 
and the Honorable Court will be deceived.

45. 3d. They have removed many of their sons from the two higher 
classes, from which source the Honorable Court expected to be able to find na
tives possessed of qualifications to fulfil their liberal views, of raising up a native 
class of well informed and well disciplined minds, for Judicial and other high 
Civil offices under Government. This in fact is “ its ultimate aim.” .

46. I conceive from the statement made by the President that the prin
ciples on which the University was established, have failed to effect the object 
that Government had in view. His remedies are to be found in the measures 
referred by Government for the consideration of the Honorable Court.

47. That a new site should be selected for the University, and that no 
delay should take place in its erection.

48. That Government should found scholarships for the encouragement of 
natives to send their children to the University, from funds saved by the aboli
tion of the preparatory school.

49. That a second Assistant should be allowed at 350 rupees per mensem, 
in aid of the Head master.

. 50. The question now before Government appears to me to be, has such 
a vital change taken place in the University, so as to effect the principle on 
which the Honorable Court gave its sanction for its fii'st establishment ? My 
opinipn is that such has occurred.

51. The next question appears to bo, do the propositions of the President 
shew any grounds which would be permanent, to induce Government to enter 
at once into his views ? In my mind they do not, and it appears to me a more 
substantial basis than that recommended by the President is necessary for the 
ultimate success of education generally.

52. The cause of failure rests with the natives themselves by the with
drawal of the more advanced youtlis from the University, and from a want of 
interest in the institution.

53. The opulent natives have failed to give their pecuniary aid and per
sonal support to the institution.

54. Numbers of the lads have rejoined the other public school;̂  at the 
Presidency,
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55. I do not believe that merely building a college will have the effect 
of exciting a deeper interest in the native community, than at present: and if 
Government should found scholarships, as an inducement for the natives, this 
will be a new principle, and an alteration in the fundamental rule 9 will be 
established, which will require the sanction of the Honorable Court.

56. I agree that a second assistant should be allowed on the terms of 
the President’s letter.

57. I am ready to waive my own doubts and views on this most impor
tant subject, and am anxious to give the high school that support which ap
pears to me to be in accordance with the views and instructions of the Hono
rable Court. But as no building could be erected till after the monsoon, and 
as the question is of such moment, it would be wise to make a reference of the 
proposals of the President of the University, to the Honorable Court, for its 
further consideration, and for the sanction of so large an outlay from funds, 
already very limited, for so great a purpose, as an establishment at Madras and 
also in the different parts of the Presidency.

; 58. Feeling as I do the great importance of this subject, wli4ch must in
a great measure qualify the natives of this Presidency for filling the high 
situations Revenue and Judicial which it is the great ambition of the Honorable 
Court to see them fill, I would therefore most anxiously desire to be possessed 
of the opinions of the members of Government on this very important question.

(Signed) TWEEDDALE.
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APPENDIX I. I.

Minute hy Mr. Chamier, Ath September 1843.

1. I have always considered the views proposed in Lord Elphinstone’s 
Minute of the 12th December 1839, to be those of an enlightened statesman, 
deeply interested in the Avelfare of the immense population committed to his 
charge : and I observed with great satisfaction that all his Lordship’s propo
sitions were approved and sanctioned by the Honorable the Court of Direc
tors.

2. It Av̂ s Lord Elphinstone’s desire, in promoting the great object of 
national education, to avail himself of the experience Avhich past failures here, 
and success at the other Presidencies, afford for his guidance. Plans previ
ously recommended at this Presidency were therefore, as the Honorable Court

say, “ set aside in favor of more decided and judici- 
Despatch, 24th April 1841. arrangements;” the various rules proposed for
the conduct of the school and college were considered to be “ genei'ally unex
ceptionable,” and the institution was viewed by the Honorable Court as one 
“ which, if judiciously conducted and liberally encouraged, would, they trusted, 
“ be productive of great public advantage.” “ If it is objected to it,” says 

Lord Elphinstone, “ that the plan is too large, I an- 
Mmute,12thDecember 1839. g-ŷrer that it has been purposely traced on an 
“ extended scale ; that by so doing I hope to stimulate the exertions of the 
“ natives and thus to raise their views to a level with these designs.”
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3. Instituted under such favorable auspices, and having such noble 
objects in view, it was gratifying to sec; this establishment pi'Cgressing* most 
successfully and carrying with it the best wishes of the native community, 
until unhappily it received its first check in the resolution of Government of 
the 8th November 1842, in Avhich it was determined, on the ground of au 
apprehended excess of expenditure beyond the sumf allowed fur the promotion 
of native education at this Presidency, to refer for the orders of the Horae 
authorities various propositions submitted by the Governors of the Madras 
University, in which were included the establishment of test examinations and 
the organization of an Engineer’s and a Medical College.

4. In the letter from the University Board submitting these proposition* 
it is thus stated.

Letter from Secretary to “ To sum up the whole current expenditure for
Madras University, dated the University, tiic 2 collegiate departments, and the 
I5tli September 1842. establishment, it will be as follows.

High school probably 25,000 but at most................  30,000
Engineer’s College........................................................  7,000
Medical College............................................................. 10,000
Test Examinations.......................................................  3,500

50,500

“ It will thus be seen that the University of Madras will, in its full effi- 
“ ciency be a cliarge on Government of 50,000 rupees per annum.”

5. For the Provincial institutions, the only ones not provided foi% it was 
shewn that there was a large available fund, after various deductions from 
which the Board say,

“ Still there will remain a considerable surplus, sufficient for maintaining 
“ in efficiency, as well the Provincial institutions as all other departments of 
“ the University, for many years to come ; and it cannot but be completely 
“ and satisfactorily shewn before this fund is exhausted, not only what has 
“ been the success, but what liave been the practical benefits of the scheme of 
“ education now developed before Government, and which in every respect 
“ hitherto has fulfilled the expectations of the Board, and still incites their 
“ best hopes. Looking to the extent of the scheme, and also to the orderly 
“ beneficial results to Government itself, to tlie whole native community, and 
“ to the prosperity of the country, the Board are of opinion that such aims 
“ cannot be accomplished at a less cost.”

6. The resolution of Government to pause until orders could be receiv
ed from Home, naturally alarmed the Governors of the University, and they 
accordingly in a letter of the 18th of the same month, after strongly recom
mending the immediate establishment of four District schools, emphatically 
observe:

* “ Tlie high school is fast increasing in number and is liively to increase greatly.”
Letter from Secretary to Madras University, 15th September 1842.

f 50,000 rupees per annum.



“ But if on the otlier hand through any delay in carrying those proposed 
“ measures for their benefit into elFect, that community should be led (how- 
“ ever erroneously) to surmise that Government is no longer favorable to their 
“ adoption, the Board cannot but anticipate, in the withdrawal of their con- 
“ lidence, results the most disastrous to the cause of Native Education under 
“ this Presidency.”

“ If it has been thus shoAvn that the postponement of one only of the 
“ proposed educational measures would hazard results so untoward, the Board 
“ cannot but regard with apprehension the far more extensive evil to which 
“ the suspension of the other schemes they have submitted would in all pro- 

bability, give rise ; and, alive to the heavy responsibility imposed upon them 
“ by the trust which Government has placed in their hands, they await its 
“ decision on the present reference, with an anxiety proportionate to the im- 
“ portance of a question which affects, as this does, the interests and well- 
“ being of the entire population of Southern India.”

7. The four schools were authorized, but orders on the Engineer’s and 
Medical colleges were deferred.

8. The result of the hesitation of Government to sanction measures, 
which they were as fully empowered to authorise, as they were to establish the 
University in the first instance without a reference to England, is seen in the 
following extract from the Most Noble the President’s Minute— dated 28th 
August 1843.

“ From April 1841 up to 18th November 1842, the pupils at the high 
“ school increased from 132 to 152, inclusive of the pupils of the preparatory 
“ schools.”

“ In December 1842 the preparatory school was abolished, many pupils 
“ of that school were transferred to a preparatory class in the high school.”

“ At the high school in November 1842 there were 152, in June 1843 
“ there were 115, leaving a decrease of 37 amongst the 115 now actually at the 
“ high school— there are 28 received as free scholars, which leaves 87 pupils, 
“ whose parents are willing to pay 4 Rupees per mensem for their education.”

9. Since November 1842 no less than eight letters from the University 
Board have remained unanswered.

10. I have long since given my opinion on the various points submitted 
for orders in these letters and I see no reason for any further delay in dis
posing of them.

11. With regard to the Civil Engineer’s and Medical Colleges, I have 
no doubt that these two institutions would confer lasting and almost incalcu

lable benefits on the country. Well indeed did Lord
Keply to the addrê  from Elphinstone observe, “ The blessings of a wide

nors on the‘'% en 'ing  o fT he “ diffusion of Medical Science need no comment, and 
Madras University. See “ in this country, so destitute of harbours and of 
page IV . Appendix to print- “ internal communications, so dependent upon arti- 
ed copy o f  First Annual “ ficial irrigation for the actual subsistence ~of the 
Eeport o t e mversity. population, how can we over-estimate the impor-
“  tance of the study of Civil Engineering ?”
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12. I know from personal communication with Lord Auckland that he
set the highest value on the Medical College of Calcutta, as affording the 
means of distributing amongst an almost Iielpless population the blessings of 
medical knowledge and skill, and of rescuing, as it were, almost from the jaws 
of death, the sufferers from various diseases almost always prevalent in dif
ferent parts of the country and hitherto left to the treatment of ignorant and 
unsafe practitioners. Native Princes had applied to him for the services of 
persons educated at the Medical College for the benefit of their subjects and 
I saw in the college a number of Cingalese youths who had been sent 
from Ceylon for the purpose of receiving instruction at this institution. This 
just appreciation of the benefits of medical instruction ought to induce us to 
carry out zealously and perseveringly the same beneficent work at this Pre
sidency. Instruction should also be provided in Civil Engineering, perhaps 
the thing of all others most wanted for the improvement of the sources of 
wealth and prosperity in this country, and the branch of public service in 
which the natives are best adapted, constitutionally, to aiibi'd, when well 
t^ght, the most useful aid. ,

13. I see no reason to impute to any indifference on the part of tlie na
tives the present depressed condition of the Madras University. So long as 
the recommendations of the Board were cordially responded to, and it was se(;n 
that the institution enjoyed the undiminished favor of the Government, tho 
number of students continued to increase and doubtless would have gone on 
increasing ; but when the first check was experienced, doubts of the perma
nence of the advantages held out on the first establishment of tlie University 
naturally intruded themselves on tho minds of those who had taken an inter
est in the institution, and were confirmed by the continued omission of Go
vernment to notice the Board’s recommendations.

14. In the hope that it may not be too late to restore the institution to 
a healthy state, and that this Presidency may not again incur the reproach of 
being the only one in which no effectual steps»are taken by the Government 
for the education of the natives, I would at once adopt all the suggestions of 
the Board in the letters now unanswered, except those for the erection of a 
building for the University and the examination tests. There is no immediate 
necessity for the former, and eventually it may not be required at all, if tho 
General Police Office should be removed, as suggested, to a different situation̂  
and the fine building belonging to Government, now occupied by it, be ren
dered available for the University, for which its situation is extremely favor
able. With regard to the latter, (examination test) I entertain many doubts, 
and think the observations of the Honorable Court in para 9 of their despatch 
dated 30th December 1842, deserving of the greatest consideration.

15. I am confident that when the Government shall restore to the Uni
versity the countenance which fostered it in its infancy, the natives will again 
eagerly seek the advantages of an establishment which has the peculiar merit

in their eyes of being so constituted as to “ avoid 
Lord Elphinstone’s Minute, whatever may tend to violate or offend the religious 
feelings of any class,” and also to conciliate their “ co-operation and confidence 

by the union of the most influential and respectable 
Lord Elphinstone s Minute, natives with Europeans in the management of tho 
institution.”

16. But if after all the pains taken by the Government in the first in
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stance to make the natives appreciate the benefits of the great work which it 
was instituting for their welfare and, to give them confidence in its stability, 
and after all the imposing ceremonies of its foundation, to which all classes of 
the community were invited and at which a vast concourse attended, the Go
vernment itself, suddenly and without any apparent reason, should withdraw 
its support, I cannot but think that the whole proceeding will be regarded as a 
solemn mockery, and that the Government will for ever forfeit the confidence 
of the natives in its promises and professions. At all events, if this institu
tion fails, all hopes of establishing another, with any prospect of success, must 
be at once abandoned.

17. No time could possibly be more favorable for carrying out extended 
and well considered views of native education than the present, when the 
country has the advantage of Mr. Norton’s zeal and devotion of its cause. His 
mortification at seeing the promising work in which he has been the most ac
tive agent no longer favored by Government, when he had every right to ex- 
pcet continued countenance and support, must be extreme ; and all who have 
joined him in his gratuitous labours must participate in his feelings.

18. Although there can be no reason to doubt the accuracy of the in
formation respecting the University procured from the Secretary, I confess I 
should, for many reasons, have set a greater value on it, had it been obtained 
fi’om the Head and President of the institution, and it would have been more 
complete if it had shown the attendance of the European, as well as of the na
tive, Governors at the monthly meetings of the Board.

(Signed) II. CHAMIER.

Guindy, 4M September 1843.
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APPENDIX J. J.
Minute by Mr. John Bird, Qth September 1843.

Mr. Norton observes in his letter of the 5th of June last that some of the 
most advanced pupils have prematurely abandoned the institution ; but he does 
not assign any cause for this, and there is nothing, as far as I am aware, to ex
plain what it really is ; there can be no doubt, however, that the native com
munity has not supported the University to the extent which the Government 
were led to expect.

2. The Government would not in my opinion have been justified, with 
the limited means at their command, in adopting the propositions for forming 
the classes of Medicine and Civil Engineering, nor that of carrying into effect 
“ the test rules,” without reference to the Honorable Court of Directors, and 
until the answer to the reference which has been made shall have been receiv
ed, nothing further respecting those propositions can, I suppose, be done. I 
think with Mr. Norton that if those propositions are adopted, there is 
a prospect of the prosperity of the institution being restored. I do not myself 
approve of “ the test rules,” but I have little doubt that if it should be found 
that employment in the public service is dependent upon quahfication at the 
University, that institution will be generally supported, by those at least who 
are within reach of it, and especially by the natives of the Presidency.



3. There is one circumstance which appears to me quite certain, namely 
that if the University is not warmly and liberally supported by Government 
all endeavours to preserve it from failure will be ineffectual, and I cannot help 
thinking that doubts on this subject may be the cause of the want of support 
brought to notice by Mr. Norton, in his letter of the 5th of June last.

4. Under present circumstances it would not, I think, be advisable to 
sanction the erection of a new edifice, particularly as there may be an appro
priate building available, but I Avould sanction all the other propositions imme
diately.

5. It seems very desirable tlxat a Secretary should be appointed and that 
the vacancies in the office of Governors should be filled up. Further delay in 
these matters would I fear produce unfavorable effects, and would I think be 
very discouraging to all concerned, and particularly to Mr. Noi'ton, to whose 
exertions the Government and the community are so much indebted, and upon 
whom the success or failure of this great undertaking is, I believe, a good deal 
depending.

Gth September 1843. (Signed) JOHN BIRD.
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APPENDIX K. K.
Minute by the Marquis o f Tweeddale, 2d October 1843.

1. Feeling a deep interest in the national education of this Presidency, 
and having been engaged in the advancement of education in my own country 
for a period of 25 years, as well as taking no small share in establishing the 
only Civil Engineer’s College that existed at the time in Great Britain, or I 
believe even now exists, the experience I have thus obtained, leads me to be
lieve that it is necessary not to be too hasty in carrying out a subject of such 
extreme importance, without being assured that all the grounds on which the 
principle of the undertaking was based, on trial, could be carried into success
ful operation.

2. I have heard and informed myself of the difficulty that attended the 
advancement of education in the three Presidencies, as well as in the Island of 
Ceylon, where I believe general education is advancing with more rapid strides 
than in any part of India.

3. If I am rightly informed, the experience of the system followed in 
the Peninsula was not the only model for carrying out the educational instruc
tion, which is now becoming so general in all parts of that Island.

4. A  reference to the proceedings of the annual printed reports of the 
direction appears to me to give clear proof that such was the case, neither am

'I  convinced that several of the Members in the direction here, would not con
sider that some alteration in the system originally proposed is necessary, 
in consequence of their just expectations from the promises of the natives not 
being realized, to carry out to the full extent, the plan of a successful general 
education of the Presidency for the natives, so that they might be enabled to 
possess those qualifications in the higher branches of knowledge, that were 
thought necessary for the general advancement of the inhabitants towards 
civilization.
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5. It is above a century since a general parooliial educational svstera 
■vras introduced into Scotland, and̂  even now great improvements are still 
making towards its perfection in a country that has the reputation of tho
roughly understanding this difficult subject. Although I should subject myself 
to have ray views misunderstood, I freely acknowledge that I would rather 
advance with caution, and would take ample time for consideration in carrying 
out this great national work of Scotland.

6. In my ojiinion, it is not to be done by the exertions of one man, or 
any set of men. Success can only be expected to result from measures being 
well considered and matured, and such as will make them acceptable to the 
community which is to profit by them.

7. Since my arrival at Madras, I have devoted what spare time I could
afford, to inform myself of the proceedings that had taken place on the part
of the Government, as well as of the sentiments of the Honorable Court, in 
regard to the educational system, which they wish to see carried out at this 
Presidency; and in order that I might not have formed any erroneous opinion 
of- their expectations, in my Minute of the 28th of .A-ugust, I entered on a 
review of all that (previous to my being a Member of Government) had taken 
place according to the numerous documents I called for, and it is a satisfaction 
for me to find that the facts I have stated, are not impugned by the other 
Members of Government.,

8. The object I have in view is firmly to establish the foundation of so
noble a work, as that of national education, which the records inform me has
been the constant and unwearied desire of the Honorable Court to see carried 
into execution in all parts of this extensive empire ; and when an obstacle 
occurs in the progress of those appointed to carry it out, it appears to me a 
more certain manner of overcoming the difficulty to pause a little, and to take 
time for consideration, than to force an impediment when you have the means 
of turning it within your reach. I believe there is as much inclination on 
the part of the natives to educate their children as could warrantably be ex
pected, and I also understand it is supported by the experience of the Uni
versity, that even though the niunbers remain the same, or even might 
increase, the attendance of the boys at tlie high school has been of a migratory 
nature.

9. The first occasion on which a question connected with the University 
occurred and was brought before me, was about theSthof November last year. At 
that time I was comparatively ignorant of the former proceedings of Govern
ment on this subject. I then found myself in Council with two members of 
the former Government, who were cognizant of all former proceedings and had 
aided in the lirst establishment of the University, and in them I was naturally 
led to believe that there Avas a guarantee, that nothing would be done to inter
fere with its prosperity. On this occasion the Council was unanimous in its 
determination, which in my opinion was a wise measure, and instead of this 
being the first check in its progress, I have since had reason to believe, that a 
steady attendance of the boys of the higher classes was a comparative failure 
from the commencement.

10. It is the duty of Government to look at all the difficulties that the 
University has to contend with ; in no one paper that I have read has any allu-



sioii been made tor the information of the Honorable Court to what I consider 
the most prominent of all, viz. that ofterejl by societies and numberless other 
schools, which are open to, and extensively availed of, by the native youths, 
and in which the most erticient teachers from Europe (and supervision of the 
most ]>aternal character) are in force through the anxious solicitude of those 
Avho well know the native character, and have taken an arduous and indefati
gable interest for a long time in the advancement of education and civilization 
amongst the natives of the country ; hence arises the wandering from school to 
school of the native youth, to which I have already alluded. Another circum
stance which I have Icamt in conversing \vith those practically informed, is 
that the parents of boys are generally anxious that their sons should acfjuiro 
the best education suited for the object they have in view, tliat of qualifying 
them for the duties to which they aspire, viz. that of clerks in the dillerent of- 
lices of Government.

11. I have made enquiries, but I can hear of few or no old native families 
residing in Madras, wlio were alluded to in the documents I have quoted in my 
former Minute, as the youths who 'vvere to gain their education in the upper 
classes of the University with the exception of the Mahomedans ; and I under
stand that few or none of them .«!cnd their cliildren to avail themselves of the 
advantages it would seem to otter for their future advancement.

12. The partial delay which has unavoidably occurred in disposing of 
the papers connected with the University to which the Members of Council 
advert, cannot, it appears to me, have the slightest eflect on its interests.

13. The point on which the President* appears 
Tjctter No. I l l  of 31st greatest stress, viz. the erection of a large

.Tanuarv anil 507 of 5th i - i v  - r u
June 1843 buudnig, is, 1 observe, not even acceded to by any

member of the Government, and it can matter little, 
whether this determination of the Government is made known a little later 
than ought to have been expected.

14. The other important points on which 
the future prosperity of the institution is sup-

nutes  ̂  ̂ amiers i pQgg<j hingo ; viz., the tests, the Medical and
Engineer chisses are still matters under reference to 

the Honorable Court, and this Government is not in a position now to dispose 
of them. The qualification tests I observe, the Senior Member of Council 
disapproves of, though he is of opinion that the support of the native com
munity depends on making the University the road to ottice.

15. The other papers before the Government are those relating to 
iith April No. 3 1 8 , 2 1 st tbe vacancies in the Governorships and the office)

April No. 351,20th July No. of Secretary. They are obviously of very mino r 
648. consequence.

16. The President of the University in recommending on the Ilth April 
last, the re-appointment of Mr. Ouchterlony as Governor informed us, tha<i. the

* Mr. Norton the President, I have been informed, has been unremitting in his zeal in 
establishing and carrying out the objects of the University, and haa brought both his time, 
and talents to bear upon this important subject.
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office had not been filled up during the whole period, from that gentleman
„  . , . dei)arture till liis return from England. He wasFmm August 1840, to .  ̂ °  ,

April 1843. inuncdiately re-appointed on the suggestion of the
President, and the other vacancies are of a few montlw 

or weeks’ standing. The Secretary of course could not be appointed till Cap
tain Pope vacated.

17. It has always been my desire, since tliis Government have been 
made aware that it was the wish of the Honorable Court to induce Captain 
Pope to continue his valuable services as Secretary to the University, that he 
should be appointed to another oifice, which he should hold jointly with the 
Secretaryship. In consequence of the difficulty, which 1 have formerly ex
plained, and of his wish to resume his appointment of Paymaster at Masuli- 
patam, I appointed him to an office which has removed him from the seat of 
the University. Captain Pope informed me that in half an hour he could 
make over to his successor every thing he had to communicate : as a compli
ment therefore, I wished to continue him till within a few days of his embar
kation, and believing the appointment reste<l with myself, I had previously 
made up my mind vrho to appoint. On the 18th September my Private Se
cretary received a communication from the Pmsident in the name of the Direc
tors of the University, recommending a gentleman to fill the situation of Se
cretary. I direct<id an answer l)y return expressing my consent, in the event 
of the nomination being the wish of the Directors*, which has been decided in 
favor of C. P. Brown, Esq. and he is accordingly appointed Secretary to the 
University.

Submitted on the 17th 1?* The only remaining point, the printing of
March 1843, No. 233. the 2d Annual Report with the proposition then

made, and which was first suggested in the Pesident’s 
Sec 2d Annual Report. letter of the 31st January 1843, No. 113, for pro

viding 24 paid scholarships, with exemption from school fees, cannot I think 
be determined without reference to the Supreme Government.

19. They have in their letter of the 15th July 1835, declared the sys
tem of paid scholars to have failed in practice, both at Madras and in Bengal, 
and have desired that this Government w'ould not introduce the syst<jm of pay 
scholarships into any new institution.

20. It appears also to strike at the root of the principle on which the 
University was founded, and at variance with the declared sentiments of the 
native community, who repudiated an eleemosynary education, and opposed 
also to Rule IX . of the laws of the University. Till this point is disjKwed 
of, I do not think the 2d Annual Report can be published, unless those por
tions of it, containing these propositions, be omitted; and before the scholar
ships are established, it ^vill be necessary to ascertain the views of the Ilono- 
'rable Court and the Government of India.

(Signed) T W E E D D A LE .

CCXVIU

A P P E N D IX  L. L.
Public Department. 

Kxtract from the Minutes o f  Considtation, dated IZth January 1844. 
The Board proceed to take into consideration a despatch from the Honor

able the Court of Directors dated 18th Octobcr, No. 20, of 1843.



Resolved that this despatch be communicated to the President and Go
vernors of the Madras University for tlieir information, and that their attention 
be particularly requested to paras 5 and ^ on the subject of educational tests, 
and to paras 11 and 12 containing the views of the Honorable Court on the 
proposition for the establishment of the Medical and Civil Engineering Col
leges.

« With reference to paras 9 and 10 it is observed that consequent on the 
establishment of a large school in Black Town by the trustees for tlie late 
Patcheapah Moodeliar’s charities, the necessity for the continuance of the pre
paratory school was superseded, and that the institution was accordingly 
abolished on the 31st December 1842.

Signed J. F. THOMAS,

Secretary to Government. 
To The President and Governors o f the Madras University.

CCXIX

D esp a tc h  o f  t h e  C o ik t  o f  D irectoks.

Public Department.

Our Governor in Council Fort St. George.
Public letters 26th July "VV'e now I’eply to your letters in this department

N o v ’ N o ' 2 ? ’ p ^ 1 &  5 ^ f t h  margin on the subject of
December No. 36. ’ public instruction.

In these paragraphs you have repeated the suggestions offered in your 
despatch of 23d March 1841, No. 7, respecting the establishment of Provincial 
schools, and the introduction of an educational test of qualification for the 
public service, and you further communicate to us the plans of the Board of 
Education for a college of Civil Engineers and of a Medical college to be also 
founded at Madras; the expense of executing which designs exceeding the 
amount of annual expenditure already authorized by us of 50,000 rupees per 
annum, you have not felt at liberty to sanction the proposed arrangements 
without our previous concurrence.

3. You will already have been put in posses- 
Public Despatch to Mar- sentiments upon two o f the points now

dras dated 30th December u i v-i „  ̂ j  ̂ i i i1842 No 24 subniitt^^d,—“ tliG iound<ition oi tli0 i  rovincis-1 scliools
and the establishment of a certain educational profi

ciency as a test for admission to the public scrvice. With regard to tlie esta
blishment of the Provincial schools you will have been apprized of our con
currence in the general principle of their foundation. Four Provincial schools 
have been proposed to be established at Masulipatam, Bellary, Trichinopoly 
and in Malabar, either at Calicut or Mangalore upon the same plan generally 
as the high school of Madras, in which instruction is to be given in English, 
and in the vernacular language or languages of the district. Each school is 
to be placed under the direction of a local Committee, and to be provided with 
two teachers of English and three native teachers, and the establishment and 
contingent charges of each school are estimated at 3,780 rupees a year, making 
for the four a total annual charge of rupees 15,120. Part of the expense is 
to be defrayed bv a small charge made to the scholars.



4. As the whole sum, when added to the estimated charge for the Ma
dras high school 30,000 rupees per annum, will not exceed the amount of the 
annual assignment, there can be no objection on this account to the establish
ment of the Provincial schools, and we entertain no objection to the system 
and objects of study proposed. The Education Board observe that considera
ble zeal has been awakened among influential members of the native commu
nity in the provinces to encourage and support institutions of this nature, and 
that this feeling was found partially to prevail at Cuddalore and most of the 
places where the schools are proposed to be established. It might be prudent 
however before incurring the whole cost of a more extensive experiment that 
the Board should confine their operations at first to those «f the four situations 
in which there is the most reasonable hope of success.

5. Upon the next subject,— that of an educational test for admission to 
the public service, we called your attention, wdiilst admitting its influence upon 
the diffusion of education, to the obvious objections to which it is liable. We 
think that it would be most unjust to the native candidates for office to demand 
of them qualifications which it is impossible in the present state of our educa
tional arrangements that any except a comparatively limited number should 
possess, i.e. in other words to demand from them a degree of proficiency in the 
literature and sciences of the West which they are utterly destitute of the 
means of acquiring. We therefore desii'e that the question of an educational 
test be left for future consideration.

6. With the postponement of the scheme of an educational test all 
occasion for paid examiners ceases. It is therefore unnecessary for us to take 
into our consideration the further expense proposed by the Board to be incur
red on this account.

7. The second o f your commmunications now replied to has reference to 
your proceedings on the propositions o f the Board o f Education for establishing 
a college o f Civil Engineers and a Medical college at Madras.

8. We are fully sensible of the great zeal and activity of the Education 
Board, and of the advantages likely to follow from the institutions which they 
recommend, but we must remind you that little more than a year has elapsed 
since even a school for English literature was founded at your Presidency and 
that we now only for the first time receive a report of the results which have 
attended its institution. Upon referring to the answers of some of the students 
to the questions proposed to them at the first examination held by the Board 
very extraordinary proficiency is manifested by some of the students, but it is 
evident that whatever progress they may have made during the year (and we 
doubt not it was such as to do great credit both to themselves and to their in
structors) yet they must have joined the school with highly respectable ac
quirements previously attained in other institutions of a similar character. It 
seems likely too that this high proficiency is confined to a very few individuals 
and at any rate it is certain that the school is by no means yet established on 
a permanent footing, and that the number of its scholars is yet far from being 
sufficient to render it as effectively influential in the progress of native educa
tion, as we hope it wull hereafter become.

9. As some knowledge of English was made a condition of admission into 
the high school, the Board established at the same time a preparatory school for 
imparting elementary instruction in the English language. The two schools
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were opened on the 14th April 1841, when 67 scliolars were admitted into the 
High school and 65 into the Preparatory school.’ These numbers are by no 
means commensurate with the population of Madras, with the deficient means 
of instruction there existing, or with the interest manifested by the natives, of 
Avhom thousands are described as having congregated to witness the opening 
of the school.

10. Nor has the subsequent augmentation of the schools been such as to 
indicate a rapidly growing popularity ; although eighty one scholars joined the 
high school during the first yeai’, yet 48 quitted it, and at the occurrence of 
the first annual examination, the numbers are reported to be 100 in the high 
and only 35 in the preparatory school,— an aggregate little more than that with 
which the schools opened. As however the chief falling off' is in the prepara
tory school, it is to be hoped that it arises principally from the instruction 
which it afioi’ded being obtainable on cheaper terms elsewhere. That the ele
mentary knowledge of English requisite for admission into the high school is 
to be procured without this part of the machinery may be inferred fi’om the 
augmentation in the scholars of the high school. Tlie augmentation hoAvever 
is still below our expectations.

11. We hope and ex[)ect that as your plans become developed the school 
will be much more resorted to, but we think that any proposals to establish 
Medical or Civil Engineering colleges at this moment, are unwarranted by the 
state of preparation in the native community, and that it will be qnit('. time 
enough when, from amongst some hundreds of native young men, familiar with 
the use of the Enghsh language, and with various important branches of gene
ral knowledge, classes can be formed for the cultivation of professional and 
practical knowledge. At present in all probability, the pupils qualific'd to benefit 
by such tuition would be very few. We are by no means prepared to found a 
college for Civil Engineers, the pupils of which are to comprehend the Officers 
of the Madras Army, as proposed by the education Board. This is a subject 
quite distinct from that of native education, and one on which it is not neces
sary to say more, than tliat if it is considered essential for the Ofiicers of our 
Army to study Civil Engineering, England and not India, should be the site of 
their education. With regard to the Medical college of Calcutta, which has 
in a great measure given rise to the suggestions of the Education Board, we 
have to observe that whatever success may have attended its operations was 
prepared for by years of previous cultivation, not only of English, but even of 
Medical science. The Hindoo college, which is analogous in its plan to the 
high school of Madras, had been in existence for more than twenty years, when 
the Medical college was founded, and had filled Calcutta with accomplished na
tive English scholars, and besides this, European Anatomy, Surgery, and Me
dicine, had been taught for several years, both at the Sanscrit college and the 
Madrissa, and an Hospital and Dispensary had even been attached to the Me
dical class of the former. All the pupils of the Medical college, who first were 
entitled to diplomas, had been distinguished scholars in the Calcutta seminaries. 
A  shorter interval will no doubt be sufficient to prepare the pupils for instruc
tion in the Medical college at Madras, but it is obvious that there cannot be at 
present, nor for some time to come, an adequate number of well instructed young 
natives, to form such a Medical school as to justify the expense which it must 
entail, by the benefits which it would disseminate.

12. Looking therefore upon the suggestions of the Education Board as
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prematiu’e, we must withhold our sanction from any attempts to carry them into 
etiect, by any other means than those.of giving the fullest practicable efficiency 
to the institution which they have already organized. We have every reason 
to augur from the judgment and activity of the Board and from the talents and 
the zeal of the masters, the ultimate success of the high school and college of 
Madras, and the extension of similar schools to the principal districts of the 
Madras Presidency, and we earnestly recommend to you to confine your atten
tion and that of the Board, at least for the present, to these important and in
dispensable objects.

13. Your letter of the 24th December No. 36 of 1842 received since the 
above was written, apprizes us that under the circumstances represented by the 
Governors of the Madras University, you have sanctioned the immediate orga
nization and establishment of provincial High schools, at Bellary, Calicut, Ma- 
sulipatam and Trichinopoly, and although we think it would have been prudent 
to have confined the experiment at first to the limits we have suggested in the 
preceding paragraphs, yet we shall not withhold our concurrence in the ar
rangement.

We are,

LondO-V, I Your loving friends,
18M October 1843.} (Signed) JOHN COTTON,

and 12 other Directors.

C C X X ll

a p p p : n d i x  m . m .
2d March 1844.

F rom the P resident of the M adras U niversity,

To The Chief Secretary to Government  ̂ Public Department,
Fort St. George.

Sir,
I am requested by the Board of Governors of the Madras University to 

acknowledge the receipt of an extract of Minutes of Consultation of 4th De
cember last, and also an extract from the Minutes of Consultation of 18th 
January last conveying a letter from the Honorable Court of Directors of 
20th October last. This letter has anticipated the most material points which 
had been made the subjects of a further reference from the Government to the 
Honorable Court, as noticed in the above Minutes of 4th December, and these 
documents, taken together, exhibit the definite (though it may be presumed 
not the final) views of the Honorable Court and of this Government, regard
ing our past and future measures in organizing and managing the Madras 
University in its various branches and departments. They have accordingly 
met with our fullest attention ; and I will proceed to report for the considera
tion of Government the result of the Board’s sentiments and suggestions.

The letter of the Honorable Court indicates some disappointment as re
gards the progressive success of the institution, and we can refer to no encou. 
raging details shewing any improvement of its prospects. It is due to



Government that we should advert to the causes of this stagnation, if not 
decay, and state our sentiments and sug<iestions with a view to the remedies, 
as well as some nee<lfiil explanations of the nature and design of some,of those 
measux-es which have been taken, and have been since proposed.

The letter of the Honorable Court may have been prepared under a con
ception that our Board had originated and submitted those propositions to 
Government and the Court on which the sentiments and instructions of 
Government and the Court have now been expressed. It will therefore be to 
the purpose to shew, that these specific measures have been those on which we 
have expended our zealous exertions under the express previous instructions o f  
Government, and that those instructions to us were founded on the sentiments 
and views emphatically announced by the Honorable Court itself, and which 
were communicated to us for our better guidance.

The fundamental rules— exhibiting the design of a Collegiate, as well as 
a Scholastic institution, consistent with the quality of an University, and 
dedicated to the education of the higher classes— were fully approved of by 
Government before they were acted upon by us, and have been subsequently 
approved of by the Court. The superior quality of education aimed at by the 
high school depai’tment, was in like manner approved of by both authorities. 
Tlie organization of various Provincial institutions of a similar quality, was 
delegated to us by the instructions also of Government and with like sanction. 
In like manner the scheme for public examinations for the grant of educa
tional tests was urged on our attention by Government, and the scheme pre
pared was subsequently approved of, and ordered to bo further digested with 
a view to being brought into operation. In like manner the schemes for the 
Medical and Engineer’s Colleges were prepared ; and, being afterwards ap
proved of, were put in train by the directions of Government with the view of 
being carried into eftect, and the general sentiments and wishes of the Honor
able Court, in deference to which those measures were entrusted to our efforts 
and to which our notice was particularly directed, have been thus quoted. 
“ The improvements in education which effectually contribute to elevate the 
“ moral and intellectual condition of a people are those which concern the edu- 
“ cation of the higher classes, of the persons possessing leisure and natural in- 
“ fluence over the minds of their countrymen. By raising the standard of in- 
“ struction among these classes you would eventually produce a much greater and 
“ more beneficial change in the ideas and feelings of the community than you can 
“ hope to produce by acting directly upon the more numerous class. You are 
“ moreover acquainted with our anxious desire to have at our disposal a body 
“ of natives qualified by their habits and acquirements to take a larger share, 
“ aud'occupy higher situations in the civil administration than has hitherto 
“ been the practice under our Indian Governments. The measures for native 
“ education which have been adopted or planned at your Presidency have in 
“ tendency to produce such persons.” In another letter of the Court, refer
ring to these views, they say, ‘ ‘ We wish you to consider this as the scope and 
“ end to which all your endeavours with respect to the natives should refer.”

It may be observed, therefore, that the credit, or the discredit, of origin- 
nating these designs and measures, to some of which the Honorable Court in
timate that they have no objection and will not withhold their “ concurrence,” 
and others of which they discounteuance either as premature or totally iuexpe-
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client, does not fairly belong to our Board. The task we liave undertaken, at 
no small expenditure of time and tli<juglit and labour, has been to serve the 
public to the best of our power, according to the instructions and wishes of our 
superiors.

While our Board was gradually progi-essing in those measures for carrying 
out the whole scheme of the University, in its various departments, undoubt
edly (as the 1st and 2d annual reports declai'e) the prospects of the beneficial 
accomplishment of these designs, which Government had engaged us upon, were 
promising. The number of the scholars was gradually, though slowly, increas
ing. The temporary causes of this slowness of increase up to a period a little 
previous to our 2d annual report of 20th February 1843 (which it is to be ga
thered from the Honorable Court’s letter had not at the date of their letter 
reached them) were explained, as we hoped, satisftictorily in that report— and .so 
as to shew that during the first year and half at least, no real reason arose for 
disappointment. The advancement of the scholars in the higher departments 
of literature and science was astonishingly rapid. For although the Honorable 
Court lias surmised, from the tenor of their examinations, that “ some nmst 
“ have acquired highly respectable acquirements at other schools,” yet the truth 
is, as our first annual report declared, that “ none of the scholars whose exer- 
“ cises were appended (except Runganathum) could on their arrival at the school 
“ a little more than a year previously read or speak English fluently or well.” 
The course of discipline Avhich had been an-anged, proceeded efficiently. There 
was even an early prospect of some students in the two collegiate departments, 
about (it was then presumed) to be opened. The Board in their 1st annual re- 
])ort expressed themselves “ sensible that every step they had taken \vas in ad- 
“ vance, and that the basis of eventual success had been fairly and broadly 
“ laid.” They intimated in their 2d annual report that the amount of the 
number of scholars “ rather afforded grounds for congratulation than disap- 
“ pointment.

It is not, however, to be disguised, that for some time the institution has 
been in a course of decay, and certainly not of advancement. If that zeal, with 
which the natives appeared once inspired, seemed to the Honorable Court at 
the date of their letter to have hardly kept pace Avith their original manifesta
tion of it, to which the Court refers, it is plain that it has much inore abated 
since— and indeed, it is all but extinguished. So far back as 18th November
1842 the Seci'etary of the Board in his letter of that date communicated to Go
vernment their apprehensions on this head.

The subsequent letter to Government by the undersigned in the name of 
the Board of 5th June last, gave detailed statement of the actual decay, and of 
the several contributory causes of it. It is quite unnecessary, therefore, to re
peat those causes or again to discuss the remedies, on the suggestions of which 
we have received the answer from Government that we have now to advert to, 
except so far as that answer and the subsequent direction of Government of our 
attention to certain particular topics in the Court’s letter makes it our duty.

However prepared Government may have been, and still may be, to pro
mote the interests of the institution upon the basis of its fundamental rules and 
principles, and according to such course as Government deems most conducive 
to that purpose, yet it cannot but bo apprehended that the native public have
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contracted an impression to the reverse. Witliout assuming to speculate on the 
grounds of this impression, which may lî ive been quite misconceived, yet the 
Board are at all events convinced that nothing short of the marked counte
nance and strenuous support of Government, followed up by every exertion of 
the Board to give effect to such encoui-agement, will suffice to restore or main
tain that spirit which the Board has often testified to as formerly prevailing, as 
well in the Provinces as at the Presidency, in the cause of the institution and 
of native education in general. It is to be observed that the natives of this 
Presidency are unable, either from any personal experience, or from any results 
they have hitherto witnessed in others, to appreciate the effect and value of a 
superior education. Tliey look to the encouragement and countenance of Go
vernment altogther as the criterion by which they estimate such pursuits. Ex
trinsic excitement must be necessary in the infancy of such efforts, and it will 
not be till some results are seen of the palpable advancement and superior esti
mation of those who have acquired qualifications by their attainments, that an 
adequate or a true conception will be gained of their value.

Among the modes suggested by Governmenti. with the sanction, as regards 
the 'principle, at least, of the Honorable Court for promoting this zeal on the 
part of the natives, and x-aising that quality of natives to serve in higher de
partments of the public employ than hitherto, are the tAvo measures of the 
scheme of educational tests, and that for founding two collegiate departments, 
one in the science of Medicine and the other in that of Civil Engineering. As 
Government has directed our particular attention to the observations and in
structions of the Honorable Court on these topics, it appears fitting to offer 
some observations upon them.

As regards the scheme of educational tests, it is apprehended that our 
Boai'd must have failed in making themselves duly understood. The Court 
observe in their letter* of 30th December 1842, “ that the enforcement of an 
“ educational test for public employment would have a most powerful effect 
“ upon the diffusion of education.” The Court then advert to the caution and 
judgment to be manifested, so as the test qualifications should be appropriated 
to the oflice in which they are to be exercised, and so as that other qualifica
tions, independently of any educational test whatever, should have considera
tion, according to the real grounds of merit. The Court now intimate the 
plain objections which exist to any demand of qualifications, such as are exhi
bited by the proposed tests— and, more particularly, demands of such qualifi
cations before means are supplied of attaining them.

Now it will be seen by our first annual report, and also by the revised 
test rules themselves, that no demand and no enforcement whatever has ever 
been contemplated by the scheme or propositions of the Board. They limited 
the effect of the test altogether to a mere right of preference., and that not 
absolute, but only before other candidates not having such tests of educational 
qualifications, “ and who might not possess superior qualifications in other 
respects and upon the whole” And as regards the palpable unfairness of 
requiring, or even giving any conditional pi’eference to (which is all that has 
been proposed) educational qualifications, before supplying the means o f  attain-

* Letter of Court 30th December 1842, coimuunicatcd to the Board in Minute of Con
sultation, No. 251, 17th March 1843.
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ing them, the Board proposed to limit the operation of the test rules in the 
first instance to the Presidency itself, where the full means are supplied, not 
only by this institution supported mainly by the bounty of Government itself, 
but also in others.

These objections, therefore wliich are the only objections stated by the 
Honorable Court seem to be founded on misapprehension, and it is plain that 
the Court entirely approve of the principle of the proposed measure, if cleared 
of those objections. But, independently of this, it will be seen by our 1st 
annual report on this topic, and by the proposed rules themselves, that we have 
strenuously advocated the very conditions enjoined by the Honorable Court, as 
regards the point of due consideration to other qualifications not of an educa
tional quality.

Other objections were taken formerly by the Supremo Government. But 
they were certainly founded also on misapprehensions which have been subse
quently explained away by tlje Board. For that Government became satisfied, 
on reconsideration o f the revised rules, that the test certificates were plainly 
open to all candidates, and no preference given to any particuljir seminaries, 

whether under Government or otherwise ; and, fur- 
\ idc letter of Secretai'y of ijjg discretion o f heads o f departments to

hupreme Govt, to Boards , ’ i
Secy. 14th December 1842. select according to their own sense or the real qualifi

cations, Avhether purely educational, or combined with 
others, or o f  a dilFerent quality altogether, was en- 

Vide letter of Board’s tirgW unfettered, and the Supreme Government 
Sccy. to Secv. ot Supreme i- i •  ̂ j  -x • • iGovt. 31st January 1840. accordingly intimated its acqiuesence in the revised

rules.

Having as it may be hoped removed these stated
\ ide letter of Sccy. of Su- objections, it may be well to add some further objec- 

premcGovt. toB;)iirdsbecy. . .  .. i j*15th Eebruarv 1843. tions tor the consideration or Government beiore any
linal decision regarding the abandonment or other

wise of the educational test measure shall be come to.

The sentiments of tlie large majority of the Board (including all the 
native members) have been too often and urgently expressed in our reports and 
correspondence with Government to need repetition here. But it seems appro
priate on this occasion to notice, that, when heretofore collecting tlie matured 
sentiments in writing of the Governors individually, four of the native Go
vernors wrote strongly advocating the scheme, and some of the observations 
of one most respected native Governor, now no more, may deserve quotation. 
He observes that tests “ might be safely employed in the lower grades of 
“ the service, and then those selected be promoted according to their respec- 
“ tive abilities and habits of business. By so doing the public service would 
“ in course of time be extensively furnished with persons possessing a general 
“ knowledge and attached to moral principles.” He observes that “ good 
“ conduct and habits and aptitude for business could be best ascertained after 
“ a trial, and any person obtaining a test of qualification would undoubtedly 
“ be worthy of such trial.” He adds that “ it is the intention of Government 
“ that public situations should be so disposed of as to be open to public 
“ competition, but this is seldom aetcd upon ; for he would assert that many 

of the servants now in public offices were very ill qualified for the situations 
“ vi'hich they hold,j^nd persons better qualified are excluded for want of



“ interest, and tliat, unless it is made the imperative duty of heads of public 
“ departments to employ persons holding tests of education in preference to 
“ others, sucli persons will hardly gain any advantages by being educated in 
“ the University.”

The other Minutes of the native Governors are quite as strong on these 
points, as shewing that the establishment of these tests would be the expedient 
security for promotion according to qualification, and the main, if not the only, 
incentive to the native community in qualifying themselves by education. These 
Minutes are noticed because they are sufiiciently indicative of the impression 
of the natives as to the necessity, rather than the mere expediency, of such test 
rules. Much more decisive testimony could bo added, if the undersigned could 
properly quote the often and publicly repeated declarations made to him by 
natives that such security by established rules would alone suffice to induce the 
community to turn their minds zealously and confidently to the education of 
their youth, and that, until that security was thus established, they would 
never cease to believe that private interest would be more advantageous than 
any amount of educational qualifications.

It may be to the purpose to. notice in corroboration of these remarks what 
Lord Elphinstone placed on record upon this head, in his Minute of May 13th 
1842. After expressing his entire concurrence with the Boai’d’s views, and Avith 
the scheme of test rules proposed, Ilis Lordship quotes the powerful recom
mendation of the principles of this scheme of promotion according to tested ex
aminations by Mr. Trevelyan, late of the Bengal Civil Service, (from whose 
Avork he quotes largely) also by the Court of Sudder Dewanny in Bengal, and 
lastly by the Supreme Government itself. His Lordship also adverts to the 
scheme not interfering Avith any legitimate discretion of selection in heads of 
departments, Avhose poAver of selection Avas by the proposed rules left unfetter
ed in choosing any untested candidates for office, Avhose qualifications in other 
respects or upon the whole might in their judgment be superior.

This Government also concurred in Lord Elphinstone’s Minute; and in 
furnishing an Extract thereupon to the Board, desired that His Lordship’s 
vicAA’s, thus expressed, should be carried in effect.

Having thus pas.sed under revieAv all that has been from time to time di
rected expressly by the authorities at home and in India, and also the senti
ments from time to time expressed individually by the Members of the Board 
and collectively by their resolutions and reports, Ave feel it a duty Ave OAve to 
the interests of the institution, Avhich has been entrusted to our organization 
and management, to bring this question of the expediency of the test rules 
again under the notice of Government. Our impression decidedly is that the 
abandonment of this measure, after being once approved of by the foi’mer 
Government, and ordered to be carried into effect, Avill materially damp, if not 
totally extinguish, any interest Avhich may be left, or Avhich may otherAvise be 
excited, among the native community in the cause of education. Without their 
cordial co-operation Ave are quite hopeless of any success of the institution, 
which for a long time promised so Avell. The mere apprehension of Govern
ment’s being unfavorable to the test rulesAas, it is feared, already greatly de
tached the native community, and retarded the progress and credit of the in
stitution. There is still much reason to fear, in our opinion, that the original
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objects and principle of tlio University may fail, and that it will subside into 
the same sort of seminary, sO many of .which have hitherto proved quite abor
tive and have been so emphatically denounced by the Ilonorable Court—  
namely, an eleemosynary receptacle for the lower orders; who will just stay 
long enough to learn so much of English reading and writing as to qualify 
themselves as volunteer writers or clerks of the lower grade in the public 
offices.

The other topic in the Honorable Court’s letter to which our particular 
attention is directed by Government,— the proposed establishment of the two 
collegiate classes in Medicine and in Civil Engineering is now to be adverted to.

On tiiis lu'ad, too, our Board have had the ill-fortune not to have made 
themselves properly understood. The Honorable Court observe upon the want 
of native stuilents of adequate educational acqi;irements to take advantage 
of the instruction to be imparted in such classes, and they consider the foun
dation of them premature. This may be considei'ed the sum of their remarks. 
Now in our 1st Annual Report of May 1842, we observe that “ theorga- 
“ nization of the collegiato department must, of course, be a work of time, 
“ and await the progress of the high school, and the general advancement of 
“ the community in intellectual cultivation. There ai'O, however, two classes 
“ wdiich appear, at present even, not only susceptible formation, but also 
“ of practical experiment, a Medical class, and a class of Engineers ; and as 
“ the organization of these two classes has been expressly recommended by 
“ Lord Elphinstone to our immediate attention, wo have proceeded to draw up 
“ two Codes of rules with a view to these several objects.” We here charac
terize the measure as “ an attempt merely and we state our reason, why wo 
thought it, nevertheless, advisable and useful to organize these classes in di
gested and complete detail. But we also advert to “ the peculiarly low state 
“ of intellectual cultivation throughout the native community of Madras, and 
“ the very recent commencement of our labours to effect a change, as forbid- 
“ ding any expectation of rapidly successful results ; though we venture to 
“ submit that the expediency of and the perseverance in, these efforts ought 
“ not for some time to be measured by the inadequate return for the needful 
“ expense.”

It is plain, therefore, that before the Honorable Court took into their 
consideration this subject, we had laid these schemes for the organization of 
the two collegiate classes before Government, only as an attempt, and as sus
ceptible of practical experiment, and that there was no possibility of bringing 
these measures into real or efficicent operation until scholars should be suf- 
ciently qualified by their advance in education to take advantage of them. 
Our 2d Annual Report of 20th February last still notices difficulties in the 
way of immediate success, especially as regards the medical class, though by 
no means of an insurmountable character, and the Board confine their ex
pressions to the “ hope that a ground work has been laid,” when alluding to 
the promising expectations of the early efficiency of the Engineering class.

If, then, the Honorable Court has apprehended that our Board proposed 
the establishment of these collegiat§ classes as called for by a community al
ready boasting of any number of scholars of sufficiently ripened acquirements 
to take immediate aclyantage of them, we have been misconceived. At the
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same time it should be ndded, that before tlie date of tlie suspension of the 
measure there was more than one Hindoo pupil abundantly qualified to enter 
either of such classes, and anxious to do so, besides those pupils Avho are now 
in the course of education under the existing institutions of Government for 
employment in the Medical and Engineering departments. The question we 
desired to put before Government, and as we still desire to put it, is, as to how 
far it might be expedient to bring these collegiate classes into operation by Avay 
of experiment, and in the way of commencement. AVe had certainly ventured 
to submit that these classes should bo formed so as to be completely prepared 
and provided Avith the necessary professors and full establishment, and in a con
dition to receive students and to instruct them, whenever any should apply. 
We had considered it expedient to organize the central institution in its true 
character of an University, and not merely a high school, at the earliest date 
consistent Avith the prospects of students enrolling themselves, and wo thought 
that by the time the establishments were complete, some, more or less,.students 
would be ready. Tly? very existence of such collegiate establishments would, 
we thought, prove a main incentive to many to take advantage of them. And 
above all, we had considered that the oi’ganization of these and other similar 
classes was expedient and promising, only in conjunction with the efficient es
tablishment of all the other educational objects contemplated by the fundamen
tal rules, and in proportion as assurances were held out of advancement in pub
lic employ according to qualifications acquired.

It has been thought due to ourselves to offer these explanations of our mea
sures, and of our views, as regards the organization of these collegiate classes, 
to remove misapprehensions, and to shew that our objects and proposals are not, 
in principle, in contrast with those of the Honorable Court. The Court, how
ever, consider the actual establishment of those classes to be ])remature, and 
therefore we would desire to defer without comment to their decision. It only 
remains for us to hope tliat oar labours, in devising and digesting the rules for 
these classes, may not eventually prove useful or abortive, but that one particular 
object aimed at by these labours may in some degree be answered, that of sup
plying means “ by which the merit of the project may be best estimated, and 
“ also of affording the greatest facilities for bringing it into operation.”

This is all that occurs to the Board to submit regarding the two points 
in the Honorable Court’s letter prominently placed under our consideration by 
Government. Spme remarks and suggestions are, however, obviously, and 
indeed urgently, called for with respect to other topics.

The Court desire that attention should be directed “ to the fullest practi
cable efficiency” of the high school— and they are not only desirous to pro
mote by every practicable means the jjrogress of that institution, but they also 
give their sanction to the formation of the Provincial branch institutionis.

As regards the efficiency of the high school, the sanction of Government 
has already been desired to several measures which our Board have urged, 
some as essentially necessary and others as most expedient for that end. The 
foremost in importance is the procuring a competent second master at a salary 
of not less than 350 rupees per month. We have had occasion to urge the 
necessity of this more than once on the attention of Government: and wo 
deem it imperative on us again to notice that iudepeudei^ly of the considera-
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lion of tlio requisitions of tlic school, tlie exertions of the head master liave 
long been really beyond what his hfc*alth and strength permit. It may be 
hoped that Government, finding that before their last reference to the Honor
able Court on this topic had reached them, the Court have expi-essed them
selves as desirous of promoting all needful support of the school, will give 
their immediate sanction to this measure.

With respect to the foundation of the Provincial schools, we have apprized 
Government so far back as 11th April 1843 last, of our inability to organize 
them without its sanction to our procuring competent masters at a higher 
salary than originally proposed. This point, although referred by this Go
vernment to the consideration of the Honorable Court so tar back as November
1842, has not been subsequently noticed by Government, or by the Honorable 
CoLir in their letter under consideration. As, however, the Court has now 
sanctioned these establishments, we may hope Government will give its instruc
tions for immediate efforts to procure the quality of n̂ îsters the Board seek, 
and at the salaries before suggested, without which we have already intimated 
our being hopeless of any succesd.

As the Honorable Court look to the permanency of the institution, we 
may trust that Government will no longer deem it necessary to suspend those 
rai;asures Avhich were in progress for founding an appropriate structure 
equal to its requisitions. The embarrassments the Board have been, and are 
still, placed under for want of such a building— and indeed, the risk of 
I'uin to the institution from this cause alone, to say nothing of actual loss to 
Government by payment of high rent, have been placed under Government’s 
consideration by our Secretary’s letter of 31st January 1843, and by the letter 
of the undersigned to Government of 5th June last. Wo have at the same 
time dwelt on the good effects of the commencement of such a building in 
attracting public confidence, and in giving stability and popularity to the 
institution.

The Board have always attached great importance, and they do so still, 
to the sanction of Government to the foundation of certain scholarships from 
the funds saved by the abolition of the preparatory school. This the Govern
ment has negatived, and consequently it would become us not again to stir the 
question, but to acquiesce, only that it seems to us quite obvious that Govern
ment has not correctly apprehended the nature of our proposition. The lan
guage of our proposition seems, from its generality, to have led Government 
into the sup}>osition that we Avere reverting to the exploded system of “ pay 
scholarships,” which the principles of the fundamental rules, and the tenor of 
our original communications and first annual report have unequivocally repu
diated. But there is not an University, college or public seminary, in all Eu
rope or India, in which remunerated scholarships are not bestowed as prizes 
fo r  merit evinced by competition, and such prizes as these naturally, and almost 
necessarily, come in aid of those worthy and intelligent scholars, whose circum
stances are deficient, but who make up zeal and labour the full value of such 
help. Our fundamental rules contemplate such scholarships, and these are 
what we had proposed to found. When therefore Government are made aware 
of the nature and object of these proposed scholarships, we may venture to 
presume its sanction will not be refused.
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There is one other subject which appears to us to deserve Government’s 
consideration, as arising from the Court’ŝ letter, namely the postponement of the 
question of paid examiners, as proposed by the test rules. This question, in
deed, may appear naturally to fall to the ground with the disposal of that of 
the educational tests. But whether any deference is due to the suggestions 
above made for the adoption of that measure or not. Government should be 
made aware that there is great need of public examiners for the high school, 
and that there is no probability of obtaining them, so as the duty should be 
performed thoroughly, except from the obligation of being assigned by Govern
ment for that purpose. We have, by entreaty, and by imposing a very irksome 
task on several Gentlemen and Officers from time to time, procured their gra
tuitous services most kindly aifoi’ded. But there is great difficulty and uncer
tainty in obtaining such services, and they cannot be performed thoroughly 
without considerable preparation in the details of the studies examined upon. 
Some arrangement, we would submit, seems required to be sanctioned for pro
curing such examination upon a<lequate remuneration, even in case the Govern
ment should not authorize the test rules to bo brought into operation.

We have now laid before the consideration of Government, with a copious
ness proportioned to their importance, our views and sentiments on each sub
ject refeired to our attention by the Honorable Court or by (government, and 
upon each point on Avhich further instructions from Government seem to be 
iinperatively needed. But we think we ought not to close these obser
vations without acknowledging our impression that the progress of the high 
school will be for some time to come much slower than heretofore we had 
expected, and than it had been during the tAvo first years from its open
ing. We do not cxpect that any future extent of encouragement on the part 
of Government will have the immediate etfect of arousing the same spirit 
which appeared once to inspire the genex'al native community in the 
cause of education,— that interest manifested by the congregation of thousands 
on the opening of the institution, as testified to by our Board, and about which 
nobody then living at Madras could by possibility doubt. At the same time 
we have no doubt whatever of its eventual and decisive success through the 
perseverance of the Board, supported by those measures on the part of Go- 
vei'nment which have been submitted for its consideration.

We fear too that but little effect will arise from our first efforts now to 
establish the Provincial schools. For although it is true that much encoui'age- 
ment was derived by the Board (as they at the time expressed to Government) 
from the formation of native associations, from the willing zeal of some pub
lic functionaries and from the enrolment of scholars on lists, and the under
signed also received many warm private letters from native individuals engaged 
in the task or desiring so to be, of organizing and managing those institutions, 
yet more than a year has now elapsed since we have had occasion to move on 
these matters, for want of requisite means. All interest, perhaps, has died 
away. The work has to be begun again from the beginning almost, and the 
common apathy upon a subject so little understood or appreciated probably 
again characterizes the whole community in the interior. This apathy, how
ever, can never be dispelled until energetic measures are taken for the purpose. 
It is not, Ave think, to be expected that scholars will be found ready in any 
number to enter the proposed schools, until the natives see decisive steps taken 
to establish them ■, and the policy seems to be forced on our attention of mak-
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ing each establisliment complete, so as an adequate trial should be made, before 
the efforts to these ends shall be pronounced abortive.

I have &c.,

M adras, | (Signed) GEORGE NORTON,
2d March 1844. j President.

C C X X X ll

A P P E N D IX  N. N.

Public Department.

Extract from the Minutes o f Consultation, dated 20th November 1844.

The Board proceed to take into consideration the following despatch 
received from the Honorable the Court of Directors dated 28th August, 
No. 23, of 1844.

Resolved that a copy of this para be furnished to the Committee of 
Bishop Corrie’s Grammar school, with reference to a letter from this depart
ment dated 21st November 1843.

Resolved that this despatch be communicated to the President and Go
vernors of the Madras University in reference to the resolution of Govern
ment, No. 420, dated 30th April last, and that their attention be requested to 
the views of the Honorable Court with regard to the expediency of delaying 
the formation of the Provincial schools, until competent teachers can be ob
tained at Madras on the higher salary proposed, viz. rupees 250 per mensem. 
The Governors of the University will keep in mind the desire of the Honor
able Court expressed in para 9 and at the conclusion of para 12 of this des
patch ; and also the suggestion made for securing the continuance in the 
institution of young men whose qualifications may fit them for the duties of 
active life, by offering to them a scholarship of adequate value as a compensa
tion for the advantages they thereby forego.

Under the authority here conveyed the Governors of the University will 
adopt early measures for procuring the services of a second master to the 
institution on a monthly salary of rupees 350, provided such additional assis
tance be still requisite.

The wishes of the Honorable Court conveyed in the last para will be duly 
attended to.

Under the instructions and views of the Honorable Court as expressed in 
para 6, the Government consider it inexpedient to sanction at present the con
struction of a large and substantial building for the purposes of the Uni
versity.

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Secretary to Government.

To The Madras University.



Public Department.
Our Governor in Council at Fort St. George.

Pai'a 1. We now reply to the undermentioned letters in this department • 
which relate to education.

Letter dated 12th December, No. 26, of 1843, para 2.
„ „ 16th February, No. 3, of 1844, whole.

Answer to Letter dated \2th December, No. 26, o f  1843, pam 2.
Forwarding for the orders of the Court an application on behalf of 

Bishop Corrie’s Grammar school for a sum of money from the education funds 
to secure an endowment at that institution,

2. Although we doubt not the benefits resulting from the institution 
denominated Bishop Corrie’s Grammar school, yet we do not think that it 
conies within the objects of the funds set apart for the promotion of native 
education, and we cannot therefore sanction the diversion of any part of those 
funds to the perpetual endowment of the school in question.

/  Answer to Letter dated \6th February, No. 3, o f  1844.
Subject of letter namely, reply to Court’s despatch dated 18th October, 

No. 20, of 1843.

3. Your letter of this date brings under our notice considerations of 
some importance relating to the condition and prospects of the institutions 
■which you have established at Madras for the advancement of native edu
cation.

4. The preparatory school which you have founded having ceased to be 
necessary in consequence of the formation of a school of the same class, with 
funds derivable from the bequest of Patcheapah Moodeliar, you have very 
properly directed its discontinuance.

5. The Governors of the superior or Uuiversity school thereupon submit
ted to you a proposition to apply two thirds of the cost saved by the abolition 
of the preparatory school to the endowment of 24 Government scholarships in 
the University school ; but as you considered the arrangement inconsistent 
with the views of tlie Government of India, as communicated to you in the 
letter of the 25 th July 1835, you had suspended your compliance with tho’ 
proposal until you had referred the question to the Supreme Government. You 
will no doubt have been apprized that the endowment of scholarships has been 
subsequently resumed in Bengal, and that no objections exist to your pursuing 
a similar practice. It appears to us that the endowment of scholarships to a 
limited extent and upon the principles which have been laid down in Bengal, 
is indispensable for the success of the superior Government school at your 
Presidency.

6. You have requested also our instructions regarding the expediency of 
erecting a suitable building with apartments for the head master, for the 
accommodation of the institution, as urged by the Governors, not only on the 
grounds of eonvenience, but because they think that the commencement of the 
work will have a powci'ful effect in attracting public confidence and giving
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stability and popularity to the establisliment. A  building erected expressly 
for the use of the school will no douJbt be more convenient, and will bear a 
more public character than any accommodations held at a monthly rent, but it 
is desirable that you should be fully satisfied as to the probable permanence 
of the institution before you incur the expenditure necessary to erect suitable 
buildings. Your President observes in his Minute of the 28th August 1843, 
“ The proposition now before Government does not, in my opinion, establish 
any true principle upon which Government can shew to the Honorable Court 
a reasonable expectation of renewed life to the University. The cause of the 
failure is not because a large anti substantial building has not been erected, 
there is now ample room for the number of students, nay, more than necess
ary,” and he states that the Presidciut of the institution “ has now laid before 
the Government the most unfavorable report of the actual position and future 
prospects of the University.”

7. You have referred to us also for a decision with regard to the liigher 
salary proposed for the masters of the four Provincial schools, viz. 250 rupees 
per month. The Governors of the Madras Univej-sity not having been able to 
engage the services of competent persons at the salary of rupees 100 per 
month, as originally pi-oposed; they therefore suggest that tlie hu'ger salary be 
granted, and that masters be obtained either from the other Presidencies or 
from England.

8. It is undoubtedly true that unless masters fully competent to tiic duty 
be engaged, little hope of advantage from the formation of schools can be 
entertained, and Ave do not object therefore to the grant of the higher rate of 
allowance, if the expense can be provided for from the education funds. But 
it seems to us that the difficulty on the score of the salary is quite secondary 
to that of finding competent qualification. Masters from England, or even 
from Bengal, unacquainted with the languages and manners of the natives of 
the Peninsula, cannot, with benefit, be sent amongst them in situations where 
they have every thing to learn, and where, it appears from the letter of the Go
vernors of the University school, they cannot depend upon any effective aid or 
support from the local authorities. This circumstance confirms us in the im
pression that the plan of the Committee in regard to these schools, Avas prema
ture. At Bombay and in Bengal the continued promotion of education 
through a number of years has reared, and is rearing, at the Presidencies a 
class of school masters who can safely and profitably be sent into the Pro
vinces. The want of such a nursery at Madras has been felt the moment that 
schoolmasters are applied for ; but it is there only that fit masters for the Ma
dras provinces can be provided. We therefore think it will be better to delay 
the formation of the Provincial schools until competent teachers can be pro
cured at Madras, on the enhanced allowance, if necessary. If four such 
masters cannot be met with at once, it will be advisable to begin with a smaller 
number, but we much doubt the expediency of applying either to England or 
to Bengal for masters who are to lay the foundation of village schools under 
the Presidency of Fort St. George. Possibly some assistance might be fur
nished from Bombay.

9. In any scholarships which may be founded by you in pursuance of 
the sentiments above expressed, we desire that care may be taken that the 
persons enjoying them be educated specially with a view to their future em
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ployment as schoolmasters in the Proviuces, should they be willing to undertake 
such duties.

10. You have forwarded with your letter the report of the 2d annual 
examination of the University school, submitted to you on the l7tli March
1843. At that date the students vrere 118, some of whom appear to have made 
very creditable progress in their studies.

11. From a subsequent letter from the Governors of the University 
school dated June 1843, we regret to find an unfavorable view is taken by 
them of the condition and prospects of the school; the numbers having declined, 
the senior students having quitted, while their proficiency was yet imperfect, 
and their place having been supplied by students whose objects w'ere confined 
to a much lower scale of acquirement. The number of scholars paying the 
monthly charge of 4 rupees was only 87.

12. Under these circumstances the Governors applied to you for any i-e- 
medy which it might be in your power to afford, stating at the same time their 
own expectations of great advantage from the adoption of the measures already 
submitted for our approbation, viz. the establishment of a Medical college, of 
a college of Civil Engineering and of educational tests for the public service. 
You will have received our sentiments on tliis subject, and the present state
ment confirms the accuracy of our opinion. It is manifestly premature to found 
colleges for scientific and professional objects, or to establish tests for public 
employment, while the means which are provided for the indispensable preli- 
minaiy instruction are so imperfect, and so little resorted to by those for whose 
benefit they are intended. We must repeat our injunctions to you to direct the 
Governors to confine their attention to the fuller development of the establish
ment over which they already preside.

13. We arc disposed to think that the alarm indicated by the letter of 
the Board of the 5th June 1843, is as premature as their anticipations of bene
fit from the quarters to which they look. The qualifications of the senior pu
pils fitted them for the duties of active life, and it has been universally found 
difficult to detain young men in the native seminaries after attaining such qua
lifications. Some compensation must be held out to them for the advantages 
they forego by protracting their scholastic studies, such as a scholarship of ade
quate value, and this is one obvious remedy for the evil complained of. Even 
the whole number cannot be expected to aim at the highest attainments, and 
there must always be a large proportion of students Avho seek only to qualify 
for inferior appointments in the public offices. It will be sufficient if some few 
of them are gradually led on to the higher classes, until the advantage of such 
attainments shall be more generally appreciated. There is little reason to fear 
if the institution be steadily, ably, and above all patiently fostered.

14. We observe from the Minute of your President of the 28th August
1843 that his Lordship ascribes the decline of the establishment in some degree 
to the number of schools existing at Madras, and the habit of the natives to 
change from one to the other. As many of these schools probably afford gra
tuitous, instruction a Government institution’where a monthly fee is demanded, 
can scarcely expect to be in very extensive request. It can only attract pupils 
by offering a better education and by receiving more marked countenance from 
the Government. With regard to the first, the report of the Board bears such
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high testimony to the character of the head master, that it is to be inferred he is 
fully competent to raise the studies of thp school to a level Avith the best schools 
a<t the Presidency. The Governors of the college are desirous of giving him 
more effective aid, and solicit yonr sanction to their sending to England for a 
.second master whose salary shall not be less than 350 rupees per month. You 
have called our attention to this request, and we do not object to the sanction 
being granted, if the prospects of the school still require such additional assist
ance.

15. With regard to the second source of attraction,— the countenance of 
the Government, we fully appreciate the great anxiety manifested by you for 
the success of the high school, but we are of opinion that it would tend mate
rially to elevate the credit and respectability of the institution, if the prizes 
which may be awarded at the public exmination were presented to the success
ful candidates by the Governor of Fort Saint George himself, and that on 
such occasion the attendance of respectable natives Avere extensively permitted 
and encouraged. No measures have been found more efficacious in securing 
popularity to the native college of Calcutta, than the coimtenance Avhich it has 
received in this manner fi-om the successive heads of the Government of Eengal.

AVe are,

London, | Your loving friends,
2 m  August 1844. j (Signed) JOHN SIIEPHP:RD,

and 12 other Directors.
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Public Department.

No. 44.

Extract from the Minutes o f  Consultation dated \6th January 1845.

The folloAving Minute by the Most Noble the President is ordered to be 
recorded.

i ( Here enter \Zth December 1844.J
Para. 1. Before issuing instructions on the subject embraced by the fore

going Minute, the Most Noble the Governor in Council resolves to furnish the 
President and Governors of the Madras University Avith a copy of the orders 
of the Governor General of the 10th October 1844 and to request that they 
will favor the Government Avith their vieAvs on the folloAving measures, based 
upon the principle of the Governor General’s Minute.

2. In lieu of the general instruction that “ an invariable preference” shall 
be given to all distinguished candidates from the different scholastic establish
ments, whether Government or private, “ in filling up every situation of what
ever grade” in the public service, it is proposed at this Presidency, first 
that, after the list of candidates has been made up, as directed in the resolution 
of the Governor General, five shall, upon examination, be selected and brought 
to the special notice of Government for rcAvard j that the tAvo of the highest



attainments shall be declared eligible to situations in the service of Govern
ment ; one Judicial and one Revenue ;.that the Sudr Udalut and the Board of 
Revenue be directed to crrry out within the year, the order of Government for 
their employment, with as little interference as possible with the claims of 
others; that the names, and qualifications of the other three be published in 
the Fort Saint George Gazette, and communicated to the Officers in the Pro
vinces, with a recommendation to avail themselves of the superior qualifications 
of these candidates for the public service ; and that a certificate of their at
tainments be given to each, with the sum of rupees 500, 300 and 200 respec
tively as a prize.

It is believed that this reward of office, limited as it is, and a sum expend
ed annually as prizes, would act most beneficially in giving an impetus to the 
cause of enlarged education ; that it would offer a strong inducement, so much 
required, to the youths in the several schools, to remain long enough under in
struction, to obtain the higliest grade of qualification. Secondly, in order to 
secure a high standard of education in the private, as well aŝ  the Government 
institutions, it is proposed to fix a certain standard and measure of education 
to be attained, before candidates could be brought to the notice of Government, 
either for situations, or for pecuniary reward.

The standard itself and all details including the classes eligible and the age 
of candidates to be matter for future arriingement; but it is proposed that it 
should embrace a good knowledge of English, its literature, as well as the lan
guage, with a grammatical and thorough acquaintance by candidates with their 
own vernacular tongue.

(True Extract)

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Acting Chief Secretary.

To the President and Governors o f the Madras University,
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R e s o l u t io n .

The Governor General having taken into his consideration the existing 
state of education in Bengal, and being of opinion that it is highly desirable to 
afford it every reasonable encouragement, by holding out to those who have 
taken advantage of the opportunity of instruction afforded to them, a fair pros
pect of employment in the public service, and thereby not only to reward indi
vidual merit, but to enable the state to profit as largely and as early as possi
ble by the result of the measures adopted of late years for the instruction of 
the people, as well by the Government as by private individuals and societies, 
has resolved, that in every possible case a preference shall be given in the se
lection of candidates for public employment to those who have been educated 
in the institutions thus established, and especially to those who have distin
guished themselves therein by a more than ordinary degree of merit and at
tainment.

The Governor General is accordingly pleased to direct that it be an in
struction to the Council of Education, and to the several Local Committees



^nd other authorities charged witli the duty of superintending Public Instruc
tion throughout the Provinces subject to the Government ofBengal, to submit 
to that Government at an early date and subsequently on the I'St of January 
in each year, returns (prepared according to the form appended to this Reso
lution) of students, who may be fitted, according to their several degrees of 
merit and capacity, for such of the various public offices as, with reference to 
their age, abilities, and other circumstances, they may be deemed qualified 
to fill.

The Governor General is further pleased to direct that the Council of 
Education bo requested to receive from the Governors or Managers of all sclio- 
lastic establishments, other than those suppoi'ted out of the public funds, simi
lar returns of meritorious students, and to incorporate them, after due and 
sufficient enquiry, witli those of the Government institutions ; and also that 
the Managers of such establishments be publicly invited to furnish returns of 
that description, periodically, to the Council of Education.

Tlio j’oturns, when received, will be j)rinted and circulated to the heads 
of all Government ofiices botli in and out of Calcutta with instructions to 
omit no opportunity of providing for and advancing the candidates thus pre
sented to their notice, and in filling up every situation, of whatever grade, in 
their gift, to shew them an invariable preference over others not possessed of 
superior qualifications.

The appointment of all such candidates to situations under the Govern
ment Avill be immediately communicated by the appointing officer to the Coun
cil of Education, and will by them be brought to the notice of Government 
and the Public in their Annual Keports. It will be the duty of controlling 
officers, with whom rests the confirmation of appointments made by their sub 
ordinates, to see that a sufl&cient explanation is afforded, in every case in 
Avhich the selection may not have fallen upon an educated candidate whose 
name is borne on the printed returns.

With a view still further to promote and encourage the diffusion of know
ledge among the humbler classes of the people, the Governor General is also 
pleased to direct, that even in the selection of persons to fill the lowest offices 
under the Government, respect be had to the relative acquirements of the 
candidates, and that in every instance a man who can read and write be pre
ferred to one who cannot.

Ordered that the necessary instructions be issued for giving effect to the 
above resolution, and that it be published in the Official Gazette for general 
information.
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Form .

Return o f Students qiialijfied fo r  the Public Service.
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Remarks.

By order of the Eight Honorable the Governor of Bengal.

(Signed) FEED. JAS. HALLIDAY,

Secretary to the Government o f Bengal. 
(A  true Copy)

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Acting Chief Secretary.

A P P E X D IX  P. P.
5th March 1845. 

F rom the Secretary to the Madras U niversity,

To the Secretary to Government., Public Department, Fort St. George.

Sir,

I  am directed to submit herewith extract from the Proceedings of the 
Madras University under date the 19th February 1845.

Madras University, 
6th March 1845. \

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) C. P. BROWN,
Secretary.



Uxtract from Proceedings o f the President and Governors o f the Madras 
University, \9th fehruary 1845.

1. The Board having taken into consideration, both in circulation, and 
at a general meeting, the reference made to them by the extract from the Mi
nutes of Consultation dated loth January last, for their views on the measure 
proposed in that extract, have thought it advisable, upon a question involving 
such important results, to consult again all the sentiments and instructions of 
the authoi'ities which are upon their records, and also their own past proceed
ings, as bearing on the subject submitted to them, and to record their sentiments 
and views at large.

2. The Board have had occasion, when proceeding under the instructions 
of the late Government to draw up a detailed plan for awarding educational 
tests in proportion to the attainments of candidates for public employment, to 
state so fully their sentiments on all the important considerations involved in 
the recent resolution of the Supreme Government, and in the proposed mea
sures of this Government as arising thereout, that it might be sufficient per
haps, in reply to the present reference, to refer Government to their, first an
nual report for the year 1842, and the Appendix H, thereto, and to their 2d 
annual report for 1843, and the Appendix E, thereto. It may, however, 
appear desirable that the Board should advert more specifically to the purport 
of the propositions of this Government.

3. The tŵ o main principles advocated in their former communications to 
Government were, 1st the assurance of preference of natives and others for 
public employ according to educational attainments over candidates not hav
ing superior qualifications in other respects, and upon the whole ; and 2d the 
establishment of such relative standards of educational qualifications, by the ob
servance of which that preferable selection might best be guided. These prin
ciples, the Board are still disposed to think, should be maintained ; and they 
conceive the maintenance of them to be the prominent characteristic of the re
solution of the Supreme Government.

4. With respect to the first of these advocated principles, however, Go
vernment in the Minutes under consideration, suggest that “ an invariable pre
ference” should not be the rule; but that, in lieu of it, two having been selected 
“ as eligible,” out of five of the most distinguished scholars, the employment of 
such two should be provided for within the year by the Sudder Udalut and the 
Board of Revenue respectively, “ with as little interference as possible with the 
claims of others.” The Board consider this discretionary delegation of autho
rity to admit or reject the claims of these candidates, in deference to the claims 
of others, will altogether destroy that assurance of employment in proportion 
to educational qualifications, which this Board (and as they gather, the Su
preme Government) would desire should be maintained. If it should be urged 
that these bodies would hardly acknowledge any claims, or at least any but 
those of persons having superior qualifications in other respects, and also upon 
the whole, as sufficient to set aside those of these educated candidates, the 
Board would submit in answer that ŵ hether that be likely or not, a power 
and discretion of so doing ought not to be delegated. Such a discretion could 
never be needed or desired by those who would certainly never act upon it. 
The native public, however, might not feel assured that such a discretion pur
posely delegated without specific limitation would not be exercised. In fact, 
when the young man Runganadum’s claims as a scholar, distinguished, as far
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as we can find, by attainments far beyond those of any native in India, were 
submitted (together with the Board’s oj)inion of liis good moral qualifications) 
to all the official departments throughout the Presidency,— and this with the 
express sanction of Government, not one, out of more than two hundred refer
ences made, produced the offer of employment in any capacity. The Board, 
therefore, respectfully submit as their opinion, that this modification of the re
solution of the Supreme Government is not advisable. They conceive that it 
would materially deteriorate from the actual securiti/ of the preference advo
cated by them according to the terms above, and in their former communica
tions, expressed, and that it would at least diminish the public sense of that as
surance.

5. This objection to the measure proposed by this Government, although 
in itself of no small moment in the Board’s view, they consider to weigh as 
nothing compared with others, which, under the present call for the expression 
of their sentiments, they feel it their duty to submit to the consideration of 
Government.

6. AVithout assuming to urge on Government the merit of those views 
and principles in regard to preference of well educated natives for public em
ploy, which their former communications have advocated; and still less presum
ing to pronounce on the merit of those promulgated by the Supreme and other 
Governments of India, and by the Honorable Court, yet the Board consider 
it incumbent on them to record briefly what their own views have been, and 
still are, and what they gather to have been incontestibly those of the above 
authorities ; and then to submit in what way the present proposed measure of 
this Government seems likely to mihtate against them. By this course the 
justice or otherwise of that impression may be best appreciated.

Sir Thomas Munro, in some of his public Minutes, thus expresses himself.
“ The employment of natives in offices should be in proportion as experience ■ 
“ may prove their qualifications to discharge them. We profess,” he says in 
another Minute, “ to seek the improvement of natives, but propose means the 
“ most adverse to success. The advocates of improvement do not seem to have 
“ perceived the great springs on which it depends. They propose to place no 
“ confidence in natives, to give them no authority, and to exclude them from 
“ office as much as possible, but they are ardent in their zeal for enlightening 
“ them by the general diffusion of knowledge. No conceit more wild and ab- 
“ surd than this was ever engendered in the darkest ages.”

7. The Honorable Court in a letter, to the Madras Government of 29th 
September 1830, paras 4 to 8 observe, “ by the measure originally contemplated 
“ by your Government, no provision was made for the instruction of any por- 
“ tion of the natives in the higher branches of knowledge. You are moreover 
“ acquainted with our anxious desire to have at our disposal a body o f natives 
“ qualified by their liabits and acquirements to take a large share and occupy 
“ higher situations in the civil administration of their country than hitherto. 
“ The measures of native education which have as yet been adopted or plan- 
“ ned at your Presidency have had no tendency to produce such natives.” 
“ Measures have been adopted by the Supreme Government for placing with- 
“ in the reach of the higher classes of natives under the Presidency of Bengal 
“ instruction in the English language and in European literature and science. 
“ These measures have been attended with a degree of success Avhich, consi-
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“ dering the sliort time in which they have been in operation, is in the highest 
“ degree satisfactory, and justifies the most sanguine hopes with respect to the 
“ practicability of spreading useful knowledge among the natives of India, and 
“ diffusing among them the ideas and sentiments prevalent in civilised Europe.” 
“ We are desirous that similar measures should be adopted at your Presiden- 
“ cy.” In their letter to the Supreme Government, December 12th 1832, they 
say. “ We have already expressed an approbation of your views of making 
“ the prospect of public employment operate as an inducement to take advant- 
“ age of the improved means of education now provided.” And again, in 
another letter, quoted by Lord Elphinstone in his Minute of 13th May 1842, 
the Court say, in reference to the employment of natives qualified for higher 
employment, “ we wish you to consider this as the scojje and end to which all 
“ your endeavours for the education of natives should refer.”

8. Lord Auckland, referring to these sentiments and objects of the 
Honorable Court, in his Minutes of 24th November 1839, para 9 observes. 
“ I most cordially agree with the Court that the great primary objects is the 
“ extension among those who have leisure for advanced study of the most 
“ complete education in our power.” “ Tlie 2>i’ ît.*ticai question to which I 
“ would hope, before all others, to give my attention is the mode in which wo 
“ may endeavour to communicate a higher education with the greatest prospect 
“ of success.”

9. In corroboration of these views Lord Elj)hinstone, who had referred 
to the consideration and report of this Board the expediency of requiring edu
cational tests from candidates for public employment, expressed his decided 
approbation, both of the principles and details of those rules for granting edu
cational tests entitling all those who had acquired them to a preference to all 
other candidates not possessing them, and not having superior qualifications 
in other i-espects and upon the whole.

10. In reference to the proposition, a's originally propounded by Lord 
Elphinstone, of requiring an educational test, the Court in their letter of 30th 
December 1842 to this Government observe that “ an enforcement of such a 
“ test would have a most powerful effect upon the diffusion of education.” 
They counsel, however, “  caution and judgment in its imposition.” On the 
whole they state their impression of the impolicy of demanding this educati
onal test as a peremptory and indispensable qualification, and they refer to the 
course to be pursued in Bengal as the best guide. In their letter of the 18th 
October 1843 they repeat their objection to the '̂■demand of qualifications,” 
while so few have or resort to opportunities of attaining them. Upon this 
head it is sufficient to observe that neither did the late Government insist oy, 
nor did this Board ever advocate such “ a demand" of educational qualifica
tions from all candidates. On the contrary this Board expressly from the 
outset repudiated it, and confined their recommendations to “ a right of prefer
ence” merely over others having no superior qualifications on the Avhole. And 
this also is the scope of the recent resolution of the Supreme Government, 
whose policy the Court recommended for guidance.

11. The Court, in their letter of 28th August 1844 do, indeed, say that 
“ it is manifestly premature to (found colleges for scientific and professional 
“ objects or to) establish tests for public employment, while the means which 
“ are provided for the indispensable preliminary instruction are so imperfect 
“ and so little resorted to by those for whose benefit they are intended.” If
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the Board are to-consider this observation as in palpable conh’ast with (hose 
which have been quoted and referred, to from the Courts earlier lettei's, and 
that it was to be implied, therefore, that a change of opinion has arisen in the 
Honorable Court, this Board would feel it necessary to submit that this pas
sage seems to have sprung from some misconception. But the Board think it 
obviously impossible that the Court could mean that the oflering a }rreferencc  
by way of inducing persons to resort to and continue in the labour of education 
was premature, and that it was expedient to wait until natives had already in 
large numbers resorted to and acquired high educational attainments, without 
any such inducements being held out. Their meaning plainly is, as expressed 
in previous letters, that it would be premature to demand at present peremp
torily high educational attainments from candidates,— a measure which this 
Board have throughout also submitted to be prematur^ The Board more
over imagines the Court could not be aware that an'iple opportunities are 
alForded at the Presidency for a very full measuixi of instruction ; and that 
several scholars at the high school, and probably a great many more from 
other seminaries, are competent to the standards proposed in tlie educational 
test rules. It has also been the object of applications from the Boai'd to Go
vernment for the last two years and upwards to have the i-equisite authority to ' 
provide further and more perfect means of dispensing the preliminary instruc
tion needed, and they do not doubt that long ere this, those fui-ther means 
would have been in extensive operation, had such authority been supplied. 
The Board, therefore, do not think they can legitimately place the last quoted 
passage of the Coui-t’s letter in contrast with their former sentiments and in
structions, or infer that any change of opinion has really arisen.

12, If these sentiments of the Honorable Court and of the several local 
Governments are correct, and if these views founded on them are politic, it 
must follow, as it appears to the Board, that an “ invariable preference^' of all̂  
who shall have superior educational qualifications and not inferior qualifica
tions in other respects and on the Avhole, has been justly advocated by 
them in their former communications to Government, and particularly in 
Appendix H to their 1st annual report ; and that their reasons assigned 
for such their advocacy are sound. If it is quite unquestionable that 
in proportion to their educational acquirements, ceteris paribus, the na
tives will more usefully and honorably serve in public office, and de
serve, on grounds of public benefit, highei' stations in the public service ; 
and if the character and employment of such natives “ should be the scope 
“ and end to which all the endeavours of Government should refer,” it 
will follow that if 2,000 rather than 2 candidates of tested acquirements- 
should present themselves annually as candidates for employment, it would be 
so much the better ; and the more who shall be selected from them, the better. 
The object of the measure proposed by this Board in 1842, and of the recent 
resolution of the Supreme Government, has evidently been such a result. 
Neither indeed would it be an unlikely one, should such a measure be adopted 
and vigilantly enforced. The encouragement would be indeed vast which 
should ensure in 99 cases out of 100 that such educational qualifications, 
ceteris paribus, should have their due appreciation, and it could hardly be 
otherwise than that Government would have a numerous body of individuals, 
of attainments for superior to any ever yet displayed, out of whom a selection 
might be made, according to real comparative merit.

13. For these reasons the Board had proposed and the late Government
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of this Presidency had approved, a system of granting educational tests to all 
parties capable of attaining them, and ®f conceding an invariable preference 
to them all, in proportion to those attainments, above others neither having- 
such tests, nor having superior qualifications in other respects and on the 
whole. And these propositions seem strictly in accordance with the principles 
and objects of the recent resolution of the Supreme Government.

14. If on the other hand it is announced to the native community that 
two only are to be chosen for public employment out of whatever number of 
candidates for tests of educational proficiency, and those two even are not to 
have an absolute claim to office, in proportion to their attainments, but sub
ject to rejection in deference to the claims of others which tlie authorities in 
their discretion, limited by no specific rules, may consider as possibly inter
fered with; it appears to the Board that such measure will be far from ope
rating as any encouragement to seek public employment through the medium 
of educational qualifications. "  It may probably happen that two hundred 
vacancies in the year will occuf, for which natives educated up to the grade 
of the general test, suggested by the Board’s test rules (Appendix E. to 2d 
Annual Report) might be candidate?. If but cne in a hundred of these vucan- 
cies is to be supplied from those liaving a preference on account of their edu
cational acquirements, and the rest are to be filled up at discretion from the un
educated classes, it will follow that in cases ninety-nine out of a hundred the 
uneducated native will, as far as any authoritative interference on the part of 
Government is evinced, have an equal chance with that of the best educated 
native. The natives, as the Board has ample reason to know, are under the 
strongest impression that educational claims have seldom any superior or in
fluential claims for their employment in public offices, compared with other 
access to patronage. These sentiments the native Governors have recorded in 
Minutes which have been laid before Government. Such a postponement of 
educational claims, might appear to them to be expressly sanctioned by Go
vernment itself, by a measure giving only a conditional claim to two in a year 
of the best educated natives, and a recommendation only of three more, and 
leaving ninety-nine out of a hundred of them without any authoritative claim 
whatever.

15. l__̂ The promulgation of the chance of such a selection for one out of 
two offices in a year, will, as the Board conceive hardly operate in stimulating 
thousands to contend by long educational labours for it, or indeed influence 
any single individual. The natives, generally, would rely much more on the 
other sources of patronage which in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred would 
be exercised independently of educational merits.  ̂ And if the standard of 
competency should not be fixed very high, and not commensurate with the 
attainments of even an inferior class of the high school a distinguished propor
tionate proficiency would necessarily appear to be discouraged, and the pur
suit of such attainments would (as far as the effects of the proposed measure 
had any influence) probably be abandoned by the major part of the natives now 
progressing in the higher departments of scholastic education.

16. As regards the second of the principles formerly and still advocated 
by the Board, viz. the observance of relative standards of educational profi
ciency, so as best to secure a selection according to proportionate attainments. 
Government having, without any detail of its own views as to the specific 
standard of educational attainments to be fixed, as the requisite qualification,
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doferred such standard and its details to future arrangement, the Board do 
not presume they are called on, nor ind̂ êd do they feel competent, to offer any 
opinion on the adequacy or otherwise of such standard.

17. No doubt that such standard should (as is suggested by Govern
ment) embrace a good knowledge of English, both as regards its literature 
and its language, as well as grammatical acquaintance, and something more, 
of natives with their vernacular tongue. The Board, however, presume that 
this will be far from the whole extent of the educational attainments required, 
and they further presume that the opportunity will be afforded of testing the 
attainments of such as are prepared to exemplify such a proficiency in the 
higher departments of education as may ensure a preference in proportion to 
those attainments.  ̂ It will be observed that the common standard proposed by 
the Board (1st Annual Report Appendix H,) by which all candidates for 
Government employ and others are invited to have their acquirements pub
licly tested, comprises (besides some competency in the English language and 
its literature ( strictly so termed)  and in the vernacular languages) some pro
ficiency in the principles of morality, in elementary mathematics, geography, 
the elements of physical astronomy, in constitutional history, and in English 
and Indian history. A  superior standard is proposed for those who may have 
made additional proficiency in some departments of science and literature—  
(Appendix E, to 2d Annual Report.) And a special standard of testing pro
ficiency in peculiar departments of science appropriate to the duties to be per
formed under employment or office in the Judicial and Revenue departments 
respectively, is provided for such as may have pushed their studies so far. 
(Appendix II, 1st Annual Report.) These standards, in their various de
grees, range beyond the verge of those attainments abovespecified, and in 
some respects pass beyond that reached by the highest students in Bengal. 
They comprise, (besides those just adverted to) in the judicial departments, 
the elements of public law, the acts and regulations of Government and the 
elements of Hindoo and Mahomedan law in the Revenue department. They 
comprise the elements of political economy, acts and regulations of Govern
ment, and statistics and resources of India in the Engineering department. 
They comprise the elements of industrial  ̂mechanics, geometry and mensu
ration and linear drawing and perspective, j

18. ' Whether these general, or special, standards are appropriate, or too 
high, the Board would leave without discussion to the consideration of Go
vernment. It may be thought perhaps expedient to postpone the award of 
tests of the latter quality to the period when the collegiate department of the 
Madras University may be organized, and professorships of jurisprudence and 
local law, of Civil Engineering, and other science, shaU be established.^ It 
may be to the purpose, however, to intimate that the scholars of the 4 th (or 
highest) class of the high school could easily make themselves (even without 
such opportunities) competent to claim these latter tests, and have already 
made acquirements in other educational departments, as well as in some of 
these much greater extent and difficulty. The powerful inducement of a pro
portionate appreciation of such attainments as suggested by the latter quality of 
tests, w'ould no doubt attract the ambition of such, and of many other scholars 
to attain them.

19. The Board, therefore, aft^r a thoughtful and attentive consideration 
of the proposal of' the Madras Government, as submitted to them for their
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report, and of its bearings on tlie objects contemplated by tbe resolution of 
the Supreme Government have come tu the unanimous conclusion that such 
proposal would by no means advance those subjects, but rather the reverse, 
as not holding out sufficient inducement to the native community generally to 
enter upon and persevere in that course of study so urgently reconunended by 
the Honorable Court and the Supreme Government, and as likely on the con
trary to create an impression tliat this Government did not consider thS 
possession of high educational attainments of any particular impoi'tance.

(I'rue extract)

(Signed) C. r . BROWN,

Secretary Madras University,
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APPENDIX Q.

Puhlic Department.

Extract from the Minutes o f ('onsuUation dated 2%th June IMo.

Para. 1. The Most Noble the Governor in Council deeply impressed with 
the great importance of extending sound and liberal education at this Presi
dency ; and of thereby raising up from the native comnuinity, a body of well 
educated men qualified to 0(xupy the higher situations in the civil administra
tion of the country, and to become the instructors of their countrymen, has re
solved to bring into operation, so far as practicable, the order of the Governor 
General of India of the 10th October last.

2. Whilst the Government is most anxious to afford the utmost encour
agement to enlightened education generally, it is the opinion of His Lordship 
in Council that it would be premature and detrimental to the public interests, 
if not unjust, were the Government now to adopt in all its fulness the mea
sure of the Supreme Government; in as much as the very limited number of 
schools, public or private at this Presidency for the higher brancluis of educa
tion, especially in the Provinces, has precluded, and will for some time to come 
preclude the bulk of the most respectable classes from obtaining the r(!quisite 
educational acquirements.

3. His Lordship in Council proposes therefore, in lieu of giving an “ in
variable preference, in filling up every situation,” to the educated members of 
native society, to open to them for competition not less than five appointments 
in the public service annually, and three pecuniary rewards (to be paid out of 
the funds authorized for the purposes of education) of 500, 300 and 200 rupees 
each to be granted to successful candidates after full and careful examination, 
provided such candidates have severally attained a standard of education, which 
shall embrace a good knowledge of the English language, its science and lite
rature, and a grammatical acquaintance with their own vernacular tongue.

4. Li order to give effect to this measure, and an assurance at the same 
time to the native community, that a Avarm interest is taken by the Govern
ment and its highest Officers in their advancement, and that just and equal 
consideration will be given to the claims of all classes and of all institutions, in



aocorrlance with the principle of the Governor Geuerard order, Ills Lordship 
in Council has entrusted the execution wf this resolution to the following gen
tlemen, who will form a Council of Education. They will submit on an early 
date the measures they may deem best calculated to carry out the views of the 
Government, and will report hereafter if additional measures in furtherance of 
the Governor General’s order are, in their judgment, practicable.
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G. D. Drury, Esq.,
J. F. Thomas, do.
T. V. Stonhouse, Esq., 
Colonel H. Moberly,
J. C. Morris, Esq.,

E. P. Thompson, do.
Colonel C. A. Browne,
G. Arbuthnot, Esq.,
J. U. Ellis, do.
Captain J. T. Smith,
C. Dale, Esq.
R. Cole, do.
Captain T. Lavie,
Mahmood Ali Khan Bahadur,
M, Soomasoondarum Moodelliar,

C o u n c il  o k  E d u c a t i o x .

1st Member of the Board of Revenue.
Chief Secretary to Government.
Accountant General.
Stipendiary Member, Military Board.
Civil Auditor, Superintendent of Stamps, 

and Telugu Translator to Government. 
Secretary to Government.

do. do. Military Dept.

Mint Master.
Honorable Company’s Solicitor.
Surgeon, South East District.
Secretary Military Board.
Secretary to His Highness the Nabob. 
Police Magistrate and Deputy Superinten

dent of Police.

The Deputy Secretary to Government.
R. G. Clarke, Esq. To be Officiating Secretary to the CounciL

By order of the Most Noble the Governor in Council.

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Chief Secretary.

A P P E N D IX  R. R.
Public Department 2d January 1846.

Extract from a letter from the 
Honorable the Court of Directors, dated 
8th October, No. 40 of 1845.

34. In forwarding copy of a let
ter from the President of the Madras 
University dated 2d March 1844, you 
solicit our early and favorable attention 
to the points referred to in your letter

Extract from the Minutes of Consultation 
dated 2d January 1846.

Resolved that these paras, be communicat
ed to the President and Governors of the 
Madras University with reference to the or
ders of Government of the 30th April 1844,
No. 412.

dated 16th February 1844, No. 3.

35. You will already have received our reply* to that letter, and as the 
points therein referred to are the same as those which form the subject of the

* Dated 28th August (No. 23,) 184i. 
GG



letter of the President of the University, it is unnecessary at present to ad
vert to that communication more partioularly; but it is satisfactory to find that 
the views therein expressed of the prospective and gradual adoption of the 
plans originally suggested coincide with those we entertain. We shall be pre
pared to resume the consideration of these plans ŵ hen circumstances are more 
propitious to their success, but we must at present repeat our recommendations 
that the full development of the branch of the University now established 
should be the exclusive object of attention. We trust that the scholarships 
which you have founded, the provision made for additional tuition, and the fos
tering encouragement of your Government, will have led to an essential im
provement of the position and prospects of the school.

(True extract)
(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Chief Secretary. 
To the President and Oovernors o f  the Madras University.
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A P P E N D IX  S. S.
14M July 1846.

From the Secretary to the Council of E ducation,

To J. F. THOMAS, E sq.,
Chief Secretary to Government.

I am directed by the Chairman and Members of the Council of Education 
to request that you will submit for the consideration of the Most Noble the Go
vernor in Council the following suggestions for the establishment of Govern
ment institutions in the Provinces for general education in English and in the 
vernacular languages.

The Council have fully considered the subject and are deeply impressed 
with the necessity of this step, before the great body of the people can in any 
degree avail themselves of the advantages held out under the resolution of Go
vernment of the 28th June 1845.

They beg to propose ;

First. That the course of instruction in these Provincial schools be such 
as shall secure a sound and thorough knowledge of

1. English and of one or more of the vernaculars, (Hindoostanee, Telugu, 
Tamil, Canarese, Malay alum.)

2. Arithmetic.
3. Elements of Geography and History.

Second. That the books to be used in the several institutions be selected 
by the Council, and that no others be allowed; that for the English classes the 
Bible be included, attendance on the Bible class being left perfectly optional.



Third, That each Provincial school be under the direction of a Local 
Committee to be appointed by Governnaent, and to act in communication with 
the Council.

Fourth. That Provincial schools be established at the following nine 
stations.

Chicacole, Bellary, Nellore, Combaconum,
Rajahmundry, Cuddapah, Chittoor, Cuddalore,

Salem.
it being believed that at Trichinopoly, Tanjore, Madura, Mangalore, Palam- 
cottah and Masulipatam English schools equal, and even superior, to those pro
posed, are already in existence.

Fifth. That a certain number of paid scholarships be attached to each 
school, the number and amount of the said scholarships being left as matter of 
arrangement in detail hereafter.

In the event of the foregoing suggestions being approved by Government, 
the Council of Education propose to notify publicly, at as early a date as prac
ticable, that it is the intention of Government to establish Provincial schools 
at the above-mentioned stations, and that efficient roasters being required, can
didates are invited to tender their services.

The Council are of opinion that really efficient masters cannot be obtained 
under salaries of from 100 to 400 rupees per mensem.

The total expense of each Provincial school, including the salary of the 
head master, would, it is calculated, average from 7 to 800 rupees per mensem, 
and each school on this footing would be equal to the instruction of about 
300 boys.

I have &c.,

(Signed) R. G. CLARKE,

Offg. Secy. Council o f Education.

Council of Education, Fort St. 1 
George, \Ath July 1846. )
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A P P E N D IX  T. T.
Minute by the Marquis of T weeddale.

Ootacamund, 2Ath August 1846.

The subject now brought before the Government 
Letter from the Council of is one which call for its best and most earnest consi- 

Education proposing the es- deration. It is in my judgment of the greatest im- 
tabhshment of several Pro- portance to the cause of education in this Presidency, 
July^84T  ̂  ̂ schools in the Provinces, should, on their

first institution, be established upon such sound and 
enlightened principles, as will be permanent and approve themselves in prac
tice to the judgment of both natives and Europeans.
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I have no douLt that du'se coiidideraLiuiis have weiylie.I with the Council 
of Education in the pj-opositions they now submitted to Government, and 
I have much confidence in their opinion, beli(^vin" that body w'ell fitted by the 
intimate acquaintance of its members wnth the various classes of the inhabi
tants of this Presidency, to arrive at first conclusions.

I fully concur in tlte first great principle laid down by the Council,— that 
the course of instruction should be such, as to secure “ a sound and thorough 
knowledge” of every subject taught.

From the experience I have had at the examinations of the youth, at the 
various Madras schools, 1 would limit in the first instance education to the 
few branches named by them.

From the number of native languages spoken in this Presidency, it is 
clearly of importance, independent of the other considerations, that one univer
sal language, English, should form a prominent object of study at the (rovern- 
ment schools. It will also be found the best, if not the sole means of ex
tending scientific knowledge and the literature of Europe, as well as facilititing 
mercantile transactions between the native community and Captains of vessels 
trading to the ports of this Presid(mcy. I fully approve therefore of the pro
minence given to the study of P̂ nglish as y>roposed.

I think the standard fixed by the Council, under present circumstances, 
judicious; but I would add a provision for special cases, that whenever the 
Council are satisfied that the master of a Provincial school is fully equal to 
the task, and can form a class of students of superior intelligence, he sliould 
l)e required to instruct this class in Algebra, Mathematics and Trigonometry, 
and in something more than tiu' elements of (leography and History.

I observe there is a proposition of the Council to introduce the Bible into 
the English classes as a class book ; and from the mixed character of that body, 
I conclude that the Council are fully satisfied from their knowledge of native 
society at this Presidency, that this measure will not interfere with the general 
usefulness of the schools to the native community at large, and 1 understand 
that experience has shewn this to be the case.

I consider that a very important proviso has been added by the Council 
viz., “ that attendance on the Bible class” be left entirely “ optional.”

In carrying out this proposition it appears to me necessary that 
there should be two classes for English reading, the one with, and the other 
without the Bible as a class book ; otherwise the rule might virtually nega
tive the advantages to be derived from the English class generally.

To avoid all difficulties on this head, I would propose that there should 
be invariably two classes for English reading, the one with, and the other with
out the Bible, the latter class to precede the former in their hour of 
instruction, and those inclined should have the advantage of attending both 
classes, and in a veiy short time I have no doubt all would belong to the Bible 
class.

In considering the important question of imparting education to the inha
bitants of a country, the great object with a Government must always be to 
improve the moral character of the subjects over Avhom it rules ; whilst at the 
same time it affords facilities for the cultivation of their minds. And tliose
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who liave been engaged iti tlie spread ol’ education on these principles, must 
have witnessed the elevation of mind aiKi characlei’, which attends such a com
bination of instruction.

The value of a religious and praeticnl education, to fit our own country
men for the various duties of life, has been established beyond all doubts, and 
the increasing exertion which is now making to rescue those living in the dark 
recesses of our great cities at home, Ironi the state of degradation consequent 
on their vicious and depraved habits,— the offspring of ignorance and sensual 
indulgence, is the most convincing evidence of the importance attached to the 
moral character of all classes. I should infer that the ignorance and degra
dation of a great bulk of the inhabitants of this country requires a remedy as 
active, to be applied by a process as simple, in order to elevate theni in the 
scale of human beings, as that needed by our unfortunate countrymen.

Even amongst the more respectable classes employed in the service of 
Government, we have constant proofs, that in this country it requires a more 
solid foundation, than is to be found in the Hindu or Mahomedan faith, to bear 
the change which learning opei’ates on the mind of those who emerge out of 
a state of ignorance, and attain those mental acquirements which enlarged edu
cation gives, or who are placed by their superior ability in respectable situa
tions in the employ of Government.

The reports and complaints so constantly made to Government against 
the integrity of the native servants, are sutticient evidence that something is 
wanting to insure a faithful service fi'om them. There is no doubt that the/ 
entertain the greatest respect and confidence in the word and integrity of an 
Englishman ; they admire his character, his probity and his sense of justice ; 
they acknowledge his superiority over themselves, and they are grateful for the 
protection their property and persons receive at his hands.

The question naturally arises amongst the natives, and it must be as 
evident to them as it is to ourselves, that some superior agency is at work, 
which produces all the good qualities which they may try to imitate, but which 
few can acquire.

If was a source of the highest satisfaction to myself to observe the elo
quent language and paternal feeling, in which the Chairman of the Honorable 
Court directed the attention of the youth about to commence their career in 
this country on a late occasion. They are advised, that all the highest qua
lities for the Civil and Military professions, and for supporting the high cha- 
ractei* of an P^nglishman in the eyes of the natives, can best be maintained 
by their persevering in the religious duties taught them in their youth, and 
inculcated by the w'ord of God; and there can be no doubt of the truth and 
impoi'tance of these sentiments.

I have no wish, as I believe it is not my duty, to encourage the conver
sion of the natives by the influence of Government. At the same time I can 
see no sufficient reason for objecting to the Bible being made a class book 
in her public schools, under the rule laid down by the Council.

It is the only means I know, of giving to the natives a practical know
ledge of the sources from whence arise all those high qualities, which they 
admire so much in the character of those w'hom Providence has pkced to rule 
over them ; and I am satisfied that the object sought by the Government in 
the general extension of education, the raising up a body of upright, as well



intelligent native servants, can only be fully attained, by combining with 
general knowledge sound moral instruction. I will also add my conviction, 
that any measure or system short of this will fail to secure that general sup- 
])ort and co-operation so desirable, if not nccessary, to forward the cause of 
education throughout the Presidency. Nor do 1 see how native society itself 
can safely and permanently advance, except upon this basis. I would therefore 
adopt the rule proposed by the Council, which recognizes the Bible as a class 
book in the Government schools,— but at the same time leaves it free to the 
native student to read it or not, as his conscience may dictate, or his parent 
may desire.

I should deem it right to apply the same rule, as respects the introduction 
of the Bible as a class book, to the University— as to the schools in the Pro
vinces ; but as that institution has been for some time in operation under rules, 
which have the general sanction of the Honorable Court, and which now ex
clude the Bible, it will be- proper bpfore any change is made, to submit this 
point for the instructions of the Honorable Court. I would also await their 
instructions generally, before any orders on the subject are issued as regards 
the Provincial schools, as well as the University.

I do not suppose that competent masters can be found for some time to 
come for the number of schools named by the Council; and I should think it 
expedient for the Government to sanction in the first instance, the establish
ment of four or six schools at the most populous and influential places— as 
\nzagdpatam and Nellore in the nortiiern— Cuddalore and Trichinopoly in 
Ihe southern— Bellary and Calicut in the western district. When these, or, 
as many of them as practicable, have been established upon the principles laid 
down by the Council, and found to meet with success, the extension of schools 
on the same principles throughout the Presidency may be then sanctioned by 
the Government.

I fully concur in the subordinate measures recommended, and I would 
authorize the Council to obtain well qualified masters as early as practicable, 
and leave it to their discretion to fix the salary of each, not exceeding 400 
Rupees per mensem in any case, in reference to the qualifications of each in
dividual.

(Signed) TWEEDDALE.

cclii

A P P E N D IX  U. U.
Public Department.

Extract from the Minvtes o f  Consultation, dated September 1846.
The following papers are ordered to be recorded.

Here enter 14</i July 1846, No. 63/V.
From the Secretary to the Council of Education.

Here enter 24tA August 1846, No. 636.
President’s Minute.
Under the views expressed in the Minute above recorded, the Govern

ment approve the propositions of the Council of Education for establishing 
Government schools in the Provinces, and for introducing the Bible as a class 
book, with the proviso that the attendance at the Bible class be left entirely 
optional with the native student. With the view of avoiding all difficultiesj



in carrying out this rule, it is recommended that there be invariably two 
classes for English reading, the one witl^ and the other without the Bible, the 
latter preceding the former in the hour of instruction, in order that these who 
might be so inclined should have the advantage of attending both classes.

Resolved however that previous to the introduction of the Bible in any 
of the Government schools the instructions of the Honorable Court be soli
cited as to the desirableness of the measure in regard to the Provincial in
stitutions, as well as to its application to the University,
Vizagapatam I North competent masters may not for some time

found for the number of schools named by the 
Trichhio^oly ) South. Council, resolved that four or six schools bo in

Bellary and | , u w instance established in the localities nam-
C'alicut. ) "   ̂ ® ed in the margin.

The Government think the standard fixed by the Council of Education 
under present circumstances judicious, but they would suggest a provision for 
special cases, that whenever the Council are satisfied that the master of the 
Provincial school is fully equal to the task and can form a class of students of 
superior intelligence, he should be required to instruct in Algebra, Mathema
tics and Trigonometry, and in somewhat more than the elements of Geography 
and History.

The Government fully concur in the subordinate measures proposed by 
the Council and authorize them to obtain well qualified masters as early as 
practicable, leaving it to their discretion to fix the salary of each, not exceed
ing (400) four hundred Rupees per mensem in any case, according to the qua
lifications of each candidate.

(Signed) R. G. CLARKE,
Dy. Secy, to Government.

To the Council o f  Education.
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A P P E N D IX  V. V.
D e sp a t c h  of  t h e  C ourt  ok D ir e c t o r s ,

Public Department, 
Our Governor in Council at Fort Saint George.

Litter dated \5th September No. 18, 1846,
Para, 1. You forward

Extract from the Minutes Proposed formation o f to uS a letter from the OflS- 
of ConsuUation dated 12th Provincial schools for gene- dating Secretary of the 
May 1847. ral education in English and

Ordered with reference to the native languages. • Education, m
extract from Minutes of Con- which it is proposed to esta-
sultationNo. 841 dated 14th blish at once nine Provincial
September 1846, that this g(.];iools for a useful course of instruction in English 
th e ^ C o u n T 7 'S u S o ‘n, ^nd in one or other of the vernacular languages, 
and their attention directed 2. The formation of schools lor instruction in
to the remarks of the Ho- the English language in the Provinces of '̂̂ our Pre- 
norable Court in para 3. gidencv has been already sanctioned by us on such a 

‘o 'U 'S "  ™  *0 P-etjcable. The
norable Court. extensive plan proposed by the Council of Education

is not accompanied by any statement of the means bj'



which it can be accomplished. The diflficulty, if not the impossibility, of im
mediately procuring competent masters^has induced you to limit the number of 
the proposed schools to six, but you have not informed us from what source the 
expense, even of this number, is to be defrayed. According to the estimate of the 
Council, the expense of each school is to be from seven to eight hundred rupees 
per month, and the cost of six schools will therefore be rupees 4,800 per month 
or rupees 57,600 per annum. Before therefore we can entertain this proposi
tion, it will be necessary to consider how far the funds available for the objects 
of education can provide for this addition to the amount of expenditure already 
incurred, and for that purpose we desire to be furnished with an account shew
ing the appropriation of the grant of rupees 50,000 which we sanctioned in our 
despatch of 16th April 1828, fi'om the period of the formation of the Madras 
University to the latest period. With regard to your proposed plan, we have 
frequently informed you that we should rather see the working of the scheme 
in one or two well chosen situations than the multiplication of establishments, 
for the efficiency of which the means might prove on enquiry to be deficient,

3. We also observe that the difficulty to which you advert of procuring 
teachers for the projected schools does not appear, so far as we can judge from 
your communication, to be sought to be remedied by any proposition for the 
establishment of a proper course of instruction for such as can be induced to 
devote themselves to such duty, without which we apprehend it will require 
much time to procure such a class of instructors as shall be qualified to conduct 
with any prospect of advantage the intended schools.

4. The Council of Education propose that the Bible be included in the 
studies of the English classes, attendance on the Bible class being left optional: 
you have suggested, in qualification of this proposal, that there shall be two 
separate English classes, from one of which the Bible shall be excluded, and 
that it shall be left optional to the students to attend either class. You have 
thought it right, however, before sanctioning either of them, to solicit our in
structions as to the desirableness of the measures, not only in regard to the 
Provincial institutions, but as to its application to the University.

5. The Provincial schools and the Madras University are intended for 
the especial instruction of the Hindoos and Mahomedans in the English lan
guage and the sciences of Europe. We cannot consider it either expedient or 
prudent to introduce any branch of study which can in any way interfere with 
the religious feelings and opinions of the people. All such tendency has been 
carefully avoided at both the other Presidencies where native education has 
been successfully prosecuted. We direct you therefore to refrain from any de
parture from the practice hitherto pursued.

We are,
Your loving friends,

(Signed) J. W. HOGG,
H. S. G. TUCKER 

&c. &c. &c.

(True copy and extract)
(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Chief Secretary.

To the CotcncU nf Education.
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Froyn the Secretary to the Council o f Education^
To J. F . THOMAS, Esq.

Chief Secretary to Government.

SlK,

With reference to extract from Minutes of Consultation dated 12th ul
timo, communicating a despatch on the subject of Education from the Honorable 
the Court of Directors, I am directed by tiie Council of Education to observe, 
that their object in recommending the establishment at once of nine Provin
cial schools, was to give effect, as far as practicable, to the resolution of Go
vernment dated 28th June 1845, and to afford equally to the native population 
in all parts of this Presidency, hitherto almost totally neglected, the means of 
qualifying themselves to compete for the honors and reAvards thereby offered 
them.

The Council were fully aware of the difficulty which was likely to bo 
experienced in obtaining competent masters for the Provincial schools, and 
they did not expect to be able, for some time to come, to establish the whole 
number proposed by them. But they considered that the first step toAvards 
obtaining masters must be a resolution of Government, officially announced, 
authorizing the establishment of the schools. They are aware there are many 
fuUy competent to undertake the duties of masters, and they believe that the 
certain inducement thus held out would lead to other persons qualifying them
selves for employment, and that there are many who might be able to render 
themselves competent in the course of one or two years’ preparation, Avho could 
not afford so to devote their time and labor upon the mere speculation of such 
appointments being authorized at some future period. It appears also the only 
mode by which persons now fully qualified would be led to come forward and 
offer themselves for employment in the furtherance of education, in lieu of 
seoking other employments or offices, and for the salary offered, teachers would 
most probably be induced to come out from Europe were they invited to do so 
by a Government Notification.

They hold the same views still, and they are of opinion, that a public 
notification of the establishment of certain schools having been actually au
thorised, is an essential preliminary either to the obtaining of properly quali
fied masters already to be found, or to the rendering others willing to labor, 
and probably to incur expense, in order to fit themselves for the employment.

Several applications have in fact been received by the Secretary from 
persons who had heard it rumoured that schools were about to be established. 
And some of the candidates, it is understood, would be found fully qualified.

The Council expect that in time the schools themselves, aided by the 
other educational institutions already iji existence, would furnish eligible can
didates, Avho might with advantage be subjected to a thorough course of train
ing in a Normal school; but they are disposed to consider that the establish
ment of a Normal school in the first instance Avould not prove of much 
benefit.

iiir

APPENDIX AV. W.
2Sth July 1847.



On tlie question of funds no remark appears to be required from tlie 
Council, •

Adverting to the concluding para of the Honorable Court’s despatch, the 
Council desire respectfully to observe, that it is in their judgment absolutely 
and morally impossible to impart instruction to Hindoos in the English lan
guage and in the sciences of Europe, and at the same time not in any ŵ ay to 
interfere with their religious feelings and sentiments.

It appears to them to have been demonstrated by experience, that in 
setting before the native students the leading facts of History, in communica
ting the simplest proposition in Astronomy, Geography or in Physics, the 
fundamental principles of Ilindooism, and of Mahomedanism also to some 
extent, are of necessity directly contravened, and that an interference with 
Hindoo and Mahomedan feelings and sentiments is the unavoidable result of a 
liberal education. Those in India who are engaged in education arc perlectly 
aware that this is the case, r.nd that the instruction now given in the Govern
ment schools, while professedly based u})on the principle of avoiding all inter
ference, has a tendency nevertheless inevitably to iinderniino the whole Hiniloo 
system.

This is no mere theory of the Council of Education. It is a simple fact, 
abundantly attested by the actual results of the system of education in the other 
Presidencies, where in numerous instances its effect has been to subvei't every 
feeling of respect for their ancestral faith and to form what there is every 
reason to 4ook upon as an increasing class of educated natives, unrestrained by 
the principles of any religious faith ; and it is for the Government to consider 
whether such a system of education can be really and permanently beneficial, 
and its general introduction at this date into this Presidency, where there is no 
serious obstacle to the establishment of a better system, expedient or called for.

In conclusion the Council would venture to add the expression of their 
own opinion, founded as they believe on not insufficient grounds, that the op
position to the introduction of the Bible into the Government schools on the 
principle they have advocated,— that it should be perfectly optional with the 
student to read it or not as he should elect, so far as any such opposition has 
yet been shewn on the part of the Hindoos, has not originated with, nor is it 
the offspring of, the native Hindoo mind or feeling.

As an evidence of the correctness of this view, the Council may here 
refer to two schools in particular, which seem to deserve notice, and which 
have come under their cognizance in seeking information on this subject.

One an English school atTrevandrum in Travancore, established originally 
in 1834, as a pi’ivate undertaking of the master, and adopted in 1837 and sup
ported by His Highness the Rajah of Travancore (a Hindoo), since which it 
has been known as His Highness the Rajah’s Free School.

It contains 100 scholars, including according to a recent return, 19 Brah
mins and 34 Hindoos of good caste.

The Bible was originally allowed to be read only by Christian students, 
but in 1838 the Rajah removed this restriction, and it has ever since been read 
by all alike. The Hindoo students at first opposed the use of the Bible, but 
being left entirely to their own choice, all in course of a short time voluntarily 
joined the Bible class, and no further trouble Avas ever experienced. Not a
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single Hindoo has ever been known to leave the school on* account of the use 
of the Bible, and far from its having interfered with the usefulness of the school, 
the master considers it to have been of’great benefit.

At Mysore the Rajah (a Hindoo) established a school many years ago, 
which in 1840 he thought it advisable to place under the charge of a Mission
ary at that station.

The number of scholars is 94, of whom 69 are Hindoos and 3 Mahomedans.

The Bible is in regular use. In 1843, three youths, sons of a Moodelliar, 
objected to read it, on which a few others also objected. The matter was sub
mitted to the Rajah who decided that those who did not wish to read the Bible 
might absent themselves at the hour appointed for that purj)ose. For a few 
days the youths referred to absented themselves accordingly, but afterwards 
came of their own accord and read with the rest. With this exception it is 
stated that there has never been a single objection, nor is the reading of the 
Bible known to have prevented the attendance of a single scholar.

The Council have considered it right to submit the foregoing observations 
with the view of satisfying the Most Noble the Governor in Council that 
they did not propose the introduction of the Bible into the Provincial schools 
in the mode they advocated, without what appeared to them good ground for 
believing that the measure was in itself open to no valid objection, and war
ranted by experience so far as regards institutions for education in South In
dia ; whilst they are strongly and firmly convinced that unless a pure stand
ard of morals is set before the native student, the intellectual education and 
advancement he may receive will be comparatively unproductive of those great 
social advantages which education combined with moral training is calculated 
to yield.

I have, &c.

(Signed) R. Gr. CLARKE,

Offg. Secy, to the Council o f  Education.
Council of Education, Fort 
St. George, 2^th July 1847.

cclvii

Since the foregoing remarks were written, the Council have had before 
them the general report on public instruction in the North West Provinces 
for 1843-44, from which, as serving to shew that they are not singular in the 
opinion which they have offered, they beg to submit the following extracts ; 
and they would observe that no Provincial schools having as yet been esta
blished under this Presidency, the proposition submitted by them for the 
consideration of Government could not interfere with any existing system of 
Provincial Education and was not therefore on this ground open to objection.

Exteacts.

“ On the occasion of the return to India and progress up the country 
“ of Mr. H. C. Tucker, a gentleman who was well known to have de- 
“ voted much attention, both in theory, and practice to the subject of 
“ education, it Avas thought advisable to seize the opportunity of procuring



“ a special report upon tlie institutions wliicli he might pass on his way.”
* * * * * * * *  
* * *  * • *  *  *

“ Mr. Tucker, submitted on the 6th March last, a A aluable and interesting 
“ report,” * * * * * * *  
“ In reply to the thanks of the Lieutenant Governor were conveyed to Mr 
“ Tucker, for the valuable information which he had thus communicated. 
“ With reference to the specific proposition which he had submitted, it was 
“ observed that the Lieutenant Governor did not feel himself called upon to 
“ deviate from the rule, whicli had hitherto been observê l by tlie Government 
“ of refraining altogether from giving direct religious instruction to natives in 
“ the institutions supported by the public funds.”

“ The Bible is read at certain hours by 
Keport of H. C. Tucker, Esq. “ such boys as are willing. Those who have 

on the Jounpore Free School. “ scruples as to reading it sit down. It is not
“ compulsory.

“  TJiis aj)pears to me the turning point of the system wliich brings it 
“ within the scope of Government patronage. In directly Missionary schools 
“ when the perusal of the Bible is compulsory upon all tlie pupils, it may ad- 
“ mit of a doubt how far Government ought to interfere. But when this is 
“ not the case, when it is entii’ely optional with the boys to read the Scripture, 
“ and when a good secular education is given, I do not see why Government 
“ should not give some support to those who are working out its object in the 
“  moral and intellectual improvement of the people. The principle is con- 
“ ceded by para 7 of the letter of the Court of Directors, No. 3, dated Febru- 
“ ary 28d 1842, in which they say, the Court considers the circumstances 
“ of Assam eminently favorable to the introduction of civilization and religion 
“ and do not think that in encouraging efforts for its accomplishment to the 
“ extent proposed, ( a grant o f  land to the Moravian Missionaries '̂)  the Go- 
“ vernment in any degree violates its engagements, actual or implied, to any 
“ class of its subjects. As far therefore, as regards the consideration of the 
“ most effective means for extending civiHzation in Assam the views of Mr. 
“ Robertson and Captain Jenkins, have our entire concurrence.” “ We shall 
“ be prepared to sanction a grant of land of the description proposed, as an 
“ experimental trial.” Still stronger precedents are supplied by the Cawn- 
“ pore free school, and Jye Nurain’s school at Benares which are supported 
“ mainly by Government, and yet carried on by Clergymen on a strictly Chris- 
“ tian basis. With reference to the latter admirable institution the orders of 
“ Government dated March 6th 1819, were to the following effect. “ The Go- 
“ vernor General in Council, approving the laudable objects of the institution,
“ and anticipating the beneficial consequences which it is likely to produce,
“ has resolved to affoi'd public encouragement to the undertaking by autho- 
“ rizing you to apply on the behalf of Government a monthly donation of 
“ rupees 252-12-0 towards the expenses of your school.”

I would therefore respectfully beg to propose that rupees 100 per men- 
“ sem, with any other assistance in books, apparatus, &c. &c. &c. be granted 
“ by Government to the Jounpoor Free School, on the following condi- 
“ tions.”

1st. “ That the study of the Bible, and direct Christian instruction be 
limited to certain fixed hours.”
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2d. “ That attendance upon sucli instruction be strictly volunturj, and
dependent on the permission of the ĵ f̂irents or guardian.”

3d. “ That Government have the power of inspection.”

' “ Hereafter as the schoo] improves in numbers, attainments and useful- 
ness, the .allowance may be increased.”

“ The principle of affording Christian instruction during a fixed portion 
“ of every day to all who do not object to it, involved in such a grant, is a 
“ deeply important one and worthy of the most serious consideration. It 
“ appears to me just and equitable, and what a professedly Christian Govern- 
“ ment is bound to adopt. As bearing on the subject, I may mention that Mr. 
“ Barron, M. P. states that in the great model school at Frankfort on the 
“ Maine, where both Protestants and Catholics are educated, the former are 
“ taught religion in the school at specific hours, and apart from the other 
“ children, who go to their own religious instructor three times a week.”

“  Were the Bible admitted into all the Government schools, but its 
perusal limited to the half hour previous to the general meeting of schools, 

“ and no boys admitted whose pai'ents or guardians objected to their attend- 
ance, I do not think that either Hindoos, or Mahomedans, could reasonably 
object. Half an hour so spent every morning would give quite a different 

“ tone and character to our instructions, and obviate the reproach of irreligion 
to which they are now deservedly subject.”

Such a Bible class' should, perhaps, under present circumstances, be opti
onal to the master as well as to the scholars ; as no good could be expected 
from Bible reading under a master whose heart was not in the work.

(A  true extract)

(Signed) R. G. CLAKKE,

Off'y. Secy, to the Council o f Education.

cclix

A P P E N D IX  X . X .
F kom th e  C h ief Secketaky to  Govekxmext,

To the President and Governors o f  the Madras University,

Fort St. George, 31-ŝ  August 1847.

PubUc Department.

G entlemen,
I  am directed by the IMost Noble the Governor in Council to forward for 

your information copy of a despatch from the Honorable the Court of Directors 
dated 9th June No. 20 of 1847, on the subject of native education,

2. Under the Court’s order therein set forth, the Council of Education 
has been dissolved, and the duties hitherto entrusted to them have been trans
ferred to the University Board. You will therefore be pleased to take care that 
the views of the Honorable Court regarding the qualifications which should ge



nerally be required of candidates for public employment be duly carried into 
effect.

I have, &c.

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS,

Chief Secretary. 
To the President and Governors o f  the Madras University.

cclx

D e s p a t c h  o f  t h k  C o u r t  o f  D ir e c t o k s , 9 t h  J u n e  1847 .

Puhlic Department.

Our Governor in Council at Fort Saint (jleorge.

N a t i v e  E d i ;c a t i o x .

Answer to letter dated "1th October (No. 23) 1845.

Para. 1, In reply to this letter we do not think it necessary to enter into 
any detail with respect to the discussion which arose at your Presidency in con
sequence of the resolution of the Supreme Government the 10th October 1844.

2. For our opinions with regard to the qualifications which should gene
rally be required of candidates for public employment, we refer you to the ac

companying copy of a despatch addressed to the Go-
February yernment of Bengal, and we direct that as far as may 

be practicable you conform to the tenor of those in
structions.

3. In connection with the subject of native education you have thought 
it necessary to appoint a new Council consisting of a number of our most res
pectable Civil and Military servants. We have no doubt of their ability and 
zeal, any more than we have of the laudable motives which prompted this ar
rangement, and indeed the whole of your proceeding in this matter, but it does 
not appear to us that their services are needed. You have already a Council 
or Board for the superintendence of the Madras University, the only educa
tional institution immediately connected with Government. The new Council 
therefore is not required for the conduct of that establishment, and there is no 
other duty to occupy their time or call for their supervision. You do not pro
pose to employ the members of the Council as examiners of the candidates for 
public employment, and we are at a loss therefore to comprehend what they 
will have to do. So complex a machinery is more likely to embarrass than ad
vance the progress of education. All that seems to us to be necessary is to 
strengthen the University Board, and if expedient, to enlarge the sphere of its 
operations. In Bengal the colleges and schools were managed, not by bodies 
separate from the General Committee or Council, but by special Subcommittees 
chosen from the general body, by which means the great advantage was secur
ed of unity of design and action. With separate and independent Boards for a 
similar object difference of opinion can scarcely fail to arise, which will only 
serve to arrest progress and create perplexity. We therefore think it will be 
advisable that you should reduce the numbers of the proposed Council to such 
a limit as will admit of its amalgamation with the University Board, to the 
members of which, as part of the general body, may be delegated the superin-



teudence of the liigli scliool or University, in tlie discharge of which duty al
though we may have had reason to thiiik that the plans of the Board were 
sometimes precipitate, we have always recognized genuine and disinterested 
zeal, commendable diligence and unquestionable ability.

4. You have submitted for our consideration the question of paid Exa
miners. Upon this we may remark that during the many years which the 
educational establishments of Calcutta and Bombay have been in operation, it 
has not been found necessary to pay the Examiners. Members of the society, 
or the officers of the establishments 'themselves, have willingly discharged tKe. 
duty without requiring remuneration. We cannot therefore adopt a different 
rule for Madras.

We are, your loving friends,

(Signed) II. S. G. TUCKER, 

L oxdox, [ „ J. L. LU8H ING T0N,
9t/i June 1847. i 8cc. Ike. &c.
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Public Department, 2Ath February (No. 6 ) 1847.

Our Governor of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal.

1. Your public letter of the 20th of May No, 
Native Educatien. 1845, informs us that you have intimated to

the Council of Education, your assent to their proposal, that all persons, whose 
names are inserted in the list of those qualified for the service of Government, 
shall have passed satisfactorily an examination similar to that which entitles 
a student to a senior scholarship at the Calcutta and Hoogly English colleges. 
This rule requii’es a critical acquaintance with the works of Bacon, Johnson, 
Milton and Shakespear, a knowledge of ancient and modern history, and of 
the higher branches of mathematical science, some insight into the elements 
of natural history, and the principles of moral philosophy and political 
economy, together with considerable facility of composition, and the power of 
writing, in fluent and idiomatic language, an impromptu essay on any given 
subject of history, morals or political economy.

2. It appears to us that this standard can only be attained by the stu
dents in the Government colleges, and that therefore it virtually gives to 
them a monopoly of public patronage.

3. We are also of opinion that this high test, instead of promoting, will 
in effect discourage, the general acquisition of the English language. Those 
who cannot hope to pass this test, will not think it worth their while to bestow 
any time upon learning the English language, at least with a view to employ
ment in the public service.

4. Nor are we disposed to regard a high degree of scholastic know
ledge as constituting an essential qualification for the public service. To re
quire only a moderate and practical know'ledge of English, with a thorough 
command of the vei-nacular language and testimonials of regularity, steadi
ness, diligence and good conduct, will be in our opinion, the best way to ob
tain the largest number of candidates competent to become useful offlcei's in



the ditFereut ranks of the revenue aad judicial departinents ; though we do nô  
deny that there may be some few appoi îtmeiits wliich it may be desirable to 
bestow as the rewards of greater proticiency in the higher branches of 
literature.

5. But W(3 Avould not insist, throughout all India, on even a moderate 
acquaintance with the English language. Where from local circumstances, tlier 
persons whom it would be most desirable to employ, are found deficient in 
tliat knowl(,‘dge, we would not on that account, peremptorily exclude them 
from employment; though, other qualifications being equal, or nearly so, we 
W'ould allow a knowledge of tlie English language to give a claim to preference.

6. We are further in(;lined to doubt the expediency of subjecting all 
candidates to public examinations held at the Presidency. It is not probable 
tiiat young men from Behar or Cuttack will come to Calcutta, merely that 
they may be recorded as fit for official employment, without any assurance that 
they will ever be so employed. The same objection applies to the Registra
tion fee required from all candidates for examination. It will be felt as an 
unjust exaction by tliosc who derive no ev̂ entnal benefit from shewing them
selves equal to the prescribed test, and tlie examination being for the bene
fit of the public, the cost of it, if incurred at all, should be defrayed at the 
public expense.

We are, your loving friends,

(Signed) II. St. G. TUCKER,

&c. &c. &c.

(True Copies)

L o n d o n , ] ‘ (Signed) J. F. THOMAS,
2-ith tehrnary 1847. ) Chief Secretary.
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A P P E N D IX  Y. Y.
Minute hjj Sir Henry Fottinger, Qth June 1851.

The subject of the extension of native education Avithin this Presidency 
is one on v/hich I have at intervals bestowed a considerable portion of time 
and attention since I have been at Madras, but owing to the somewhat peculiar 
position in which I found that question on my arrival, combined with the ne
cessity for making myself acquainted with the very voluminous mass of papers 
that are on record connected with it, great delays have unavoidably occurred ; 
and I have likewise felt very much pu/zled as to the best means to propose for 
giving a fresh impetus and new life to this important project, without setting 
aside, or materially interfering with former arrangements.

I now proceed to lay before my Hon’ble Colleagues the conclusions at 
which I have arrived, after nmch deliberation, and it will be satiffactory to me 
in an enhanced degree, should they correspond with their views and obtain 
their concurrence and support, becausfe I am obliged honestly to confess that 
the whole matter has proved to me one of nmch perplexity, and that even 
now 1 am quite unable to account for the comparatively speaking little pro
gress which that most liberally conducted institution,— the Madras Uaiver-
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sity, has hitherto made amongst those classes for wliose benefit it was first 
opened, now just ten years ago. •

I have been told, and have likewise found it stated in writing, amongst 
the papers I have read, that the failure has arisen from the lukewarmness re
garding, if not acutal opposition of Government to, measures that have from 
time to time, been proposed; but I must distinctly declare, that I have dis
covered no reason in the coui'se of my detailed and laborious examination of 
the reports and correspondence, from the first hour of the existence of the in
stitution to the present moment, to lead me to adopt such an opinion ; and I 
unhesitatingly avow my personal conviction, that its non-advancement is not 
to be ascribed to any such cause. That it has not progressed, however, as 
might have been (and was at the outset) anticipated, is self-evident from the 
Annual Reports ; and as a further evidence of this fact, I may observe that 
I have lately taken the trouble of contrasting the number of pupils at the 
Madras University and high school, with the returns of those at various simi
lar Institutions in Bengal, Bombay, and the N. W, Pi’ovinces, and in 
comparison with every one of them I find that Madras falls much behind 
hand as to numbers ; and also, so far as I can judge, in general proficiency, 
though a few of the scholars at our University appear to have attained an 
equal, or perhaps I may say, a higher grade of learning. On the whole, how
ever, the comparison is by no means encouraging.

I have deemed it to be a pi-imary object in the plans I have in view, to 
remodel a Council of Education at this Presidency, composed of Members 
whom I have sanguine hopes will, by their influence and example, instil a 
better feeling as to education than has hitherto been evinced, into the minds 
of those classes of the Natives, for whose special advantage the Madras Uni
versity was originally instituted. The Hon’ble Mr. Eliott has zealously and 
kindly consented at my request to become President of the new Council of 
Education, and I am confident that if success in this good cause is attainable, 
it will be ensured under his guidance, with the assistance of the different 
gentlemen (European and Native) who have agreed at my solicitation to take 
on themselves the labor and trouble of acting as his coadjutors.

Some of the gentlemen to whom I refer in the preceding para have long 
exercised a very anxious and valuable share in the supervision and man
agement of the affairs of the Madras University, and adverting to the changes 
which are now likely to be introduced on those points, I beg to propose that
Mr. Norton, (the President) and the past Governors be offered the hearty
thanks of Government for their exertions and that it is unequivocally admitted, 
that the uncertain and languid condition Avhich the Madras Uuiversity must 
now be held to betray, has originated in latent causes beyond their control, and 
which it is earnestly hoped the arrangements which are in contemplation will 
gradually remove.

I have to propose that the following Gentlemen be announced in the Offi
cial Gazette as composing the Council of Education of the Madras Presidency.

President.
The Honorable D. Eliott, Esq.

Vice Presidents.
1. George Norton, Esq. 4. Sir Henry C. Montgomery, Bart.
2. Walter Elliot, do. 5. W. A. Morehead, Esq.
3. Sir Yansittart Stonhouse, Bart.
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Monbers.
1. Captain Losh, *11. Hydcr Jung Baliadoor,
2. Ranganathum Shastry, 12. Thomas Key, Esq.
3. James Ouchterlony, Esq. 13. P. Mariasoosay Moodelly,
4. C. Streenevassa Pillay, 14. Thomas Pycvof't, Esq.
5. J. B. Norton, Esq. 15. Mr. Rencontre,
|6. P. T. Ramanajooloo Naidoo, 16. Asuph Jung Bahadoor,
7. Lieutenant Colonel Reid, C. B. 17. Major Balfour,
8. Mr. Peter Carstairs, 18. P. Soobooroyioo Naidoo.
9. C. Cunniah Chetty, 19. *

10. William U. Arbuthnot, Esq. 20. *

The above list may appear almost unnecessarily large, but as all the gen- 
tlemeh, whose names are included in it, have either important public or private 
duties to Mtend to, and as those duties and other unforeseen causes may occa- 
sion̂ illy prevent their attendance at the Meetings oi’ the Council of Education, 
j  have thought it advisable to make ample allowance for such contingencies. 
Besides which, should the plan for Provincial schools (to be presently adverted 
to) prosper, it has struck me to be probable, that it will bo found desira))le and 
convenient, with a vieW to the early despatch of busiiless and especially to the 
disposal of refereilces, to place each school and its affairs under the immediate 
supervision of a Sub Committee of tlie Council of Education, acting under rules 
oi- bye laws to be laid doŵ n by the whole body.

Another cogent motive Which I have had for augmenting the number of 
the Council of Education beyond any former precedent at Madras, was my de- 
3ir6 to be thereby enabled to include amongst its members, gentlemen of every 
calling and creed, in the confiding trust that, as I have befoi-e observed, their 
advice, and perhaps in some instances î recept, will work the desii'ed reforma
tion in the ideas of the natives as to education at the Governrhent institutions ; 
for unless such reformation is somehow etfected, I declai'c deliberately and ad
visedly, after lorig and deep reflection, that I apprehê nd that the i)resent move
ment will prove a failui'c. I say so with regi’et, not only with advertence to 
the experience of the long period of ten years that the University and high 
school have be’en in existence, and liberally and amply provided with all the 
requisites for their advancement, but because I have in vain searched for the 
moving and existent principle of that outward enthusiasm which was displayed 
in different forms, at the first opening of the above institutions ; but whi-ch in 
nny humble estimation has never showed itself in any tangible or substantial 
sliape, although it has not escaped my notice that it has formed a constant and 
iertile theme of "baseless exultation and declamation in tlie Newspapers of this 
Presidency.

I have resolved, so far as it rests on my personal pleasure, to leave t'h'e fu- 
;are proceedings of the new Council of Education totally unshackled by minute 
nstructions, which might possibly prove a bar to the free exercise of their ‘de- 
iberations, though I must add that it will always afford me much gratification 
;o tender my opinions and advice when they are deemed necessary. Acting on 
;his principle, I do not at present mean to interfere in any degree with the 
>riginal fundamental regulations and rules of the University, but to allow 
luch alterations and ameiidrnents as may hereafter prove to be desirable res- 
)ecting them, to emanate from, and to be carried into effect by, the new 
>uncil; with the knowledge and concurrenc-e of Government. There are
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however, in tlie meantime, certain points which I had, in tlie course of my 
examination of the papers connected witii this subject, noted for comment, and 
on which I may, as briefly as practicable, record my views.

So soon as proper school masters can be procured, I hope to see Provincial! 
schools established at some of the large tpwns in the interior. Those which 
have occurred to me are

1 Trichinopoly, 2 Masulipatam, 3 Bellary,
4 Cannanore, 5 Vizagapatam, 6 Combaconum, 

and one or two others; but the selection had better rest with the Council of 
Education whose acquired information and local experience and knowledge will 
best qualify them for deciding on this point. The number of Provincial 
schools will need at all times to be limited by amount of the disposable educa
tional funds of the Madras Presidency after providing for the expenses of the 
University and high school, but I think we may safely reckon on eight; and 
should the people at largo evince a desire to have the benefits of schools ex
tended, from the towns selected, to their larger villages, I am sure that Go
vernment will do all that lies in their power to grant them that object. Ou 
this point, I beg to call attention to a recent Notification (A) issued by the Go
vernment of Bombay on the subject of vernacular schools within that Presi
dency, and which Notification precisely tallies with my own views on the topics 
which it embraces. I would recommend, that the attention of the Council of 
Education be diz'ected to that Notification, and it seems to me that its promul
gation hereafter will form a good test of the disposition of the mass of the po
pulation of the Madras territory to avail itself of the boon held forth in it.

I would recommend, as a primary object to be aimed at, the formation of a 
Normal school at the Presidency exclusively for bringing up well qualified 
schoolmasters to be employed in the Provincial and other seminaries. Those 
intended for the Provincial schools ought to have a good knowledge of English, 
and also a perfect acquaintance with the vernacular language, or dialect, of tlie 
districts in which they are to be stationed. I myself esteem a critical acquisi
tion of the latter to be a sine qua non to their efficiency, and my earnest 
advice would be, that no man should be entrusted with the superintendence 
and charge of a Provincial school, until he had proved, by test and examination, 
that he will be completely able to teach others in the language of the province 
to which he is to be sent.

After much reflection, and careful reference to the educational reports of 
all parts of India, including both Government and private schools, I have come 
to the conclusion, that in the Provincial schools useful knowledge and a moder
ate scale of general education should only be aimed at, without entering on the 
higher grades of learning and science, or introducing as a necessary ingredient, 
the acquirement of refined literature. An education such as I refer to, may 
doubtless be, with great advantage, partly taught through the medium of Eng
lish books, adapted to that purpose ; but my own firm persuasion is, from past 
personal experience, as well as from inquiry and reading the reports to which 
I have adverted above, that good and careful translations from English into 
the verna,cular dialects must, after all, be the chief cliannel of instruction, q,nd 
of the communication of knowledge to the grê t̂ body of the population of 
Southern India.

I ani aware, that there are some (perhaps I might say many) learned and
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distinguislied iiuliviJuals, fur whojie judgment 1 feel a very liigli respect, who 
entertain an opposite idea, and who hi^d that English alone is the proper and 
all-sufficient instrument for the desired end ; but I must in that respect decid
edly express my dissent, because my belief is, that an education solely 
attained through English, instead of titting a niitive of India for general 
worldly intercourse with his fellow men, or being likely to render him a good 
and valuable member of the community, and an efficient servant of the state, 
should his fortune lead to his being so employed, has a directly reversed ten
dency. I would therefore, so far as it rested with me, invariably give the pre
ference, as regards the selection of candidates for Government employ, to men 
well versed in the vernacular, beyond those who were wanting in that vital 
acquirement, though greater proficients in English ; but a happy combination 
of both is obviously highly desirable, and my earnest trust is, that when the 
Provincial schools are once fairly established, and the people have learned to 
appreciate the benefits of those institutions, they will amply realize that 
desideratum in the scholars attending them.

I have before spoken of the provision of masters for the Provincial 
schools. Tiiey must, I conceive, be uU brouglit up at Madras, as I have no 
notion that any othei's would suit, owing to the peculiarities and difficulty of 
the languages of this portion of India; and besides being practically conversant 
with the most approved systems of tuition both in Europe and India, they 
should, in my opinion, be chosen not merely on account of their more important 
general qualifications, which will be of course the first consideration, but 
with special regard to their correct pronunciation of the languages they are to 
teach, and above all, as to that fixculty in speaking and reading English; as I 
have frequently heard it remarked, and I entirely concur in the observation, 
that some of the best informed native scholars at Madras barely speak and 
read the English language so as to be readily understood ; and it is super
fluous to add, that pupils instructed to pronounce by such persons would run a 

.great chance of being wholly unintelligible.

In the event of any of the pupils of the Provincial schools highly distin
guishing themselves by their assiduity and proficiency, and expressing a sincere 
desire to prosecute their more advanced studies at the Madras high school 
and University, I think Government should be prepared to sanction their 
being sent to the Presidency with that view, on the recommendation of the 
Council of Education ; but the number of such aspirants after learning, must 
necessarily be limited, owing to the expense that will attend the arrangement 
and should any pupil be admitted to this indulgence and afterwards prove un
worthy of it either from deficiency of capacity or application, he should of 
course be instantly remanded to his own Provincial school.

A  similar indulgence under the like restrictions as to number, abilities, 
and anxiety to take advantage of the boon, might perhaps hereafter be ex
tended and even offered to the sons and relations of first class native families, 
and Zemindars, sis well as to wards of the Court of Wai'ds ; and in these in
stances it would be expedient, in my estimation, were Government to appoint 
an Officer (perhaps the Secretary to the Council of Education would be the 
most appropriate) to have the general charge of the young students, during 
their sojourn at the Presidency. This Officer might be assisted in looking 
after the lads by two native subordinates of the proper castes, and it has 
occurred to me that this plan might in a gi-eat degree remove the objections
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which it is believed the teinale relations ot‘ the boys otFer to their quitting 
home to be educated ; and which I am told is in real truth the principal 
obstacle to an effort that seems to promise such incalculable benlits to the 
young men at the instant, and eventually, by the force of their example, to the 
rising generation.

Should the present movement, in furtherance of the objects for which the 
Madras University was originally founded, be crowned with the success that I 
most fervently desire, I trust and think that its sphere of usefulness may be, 
in fitting time, extended to the establishment of classes in all the higher de
partments of science, and likewise to those of greater practical utility, such as 
Medicine, Surveying, Engineering, &c. &c.; but I must here again observe 
what I have already stated in other words, that it is my unqualified and 
solemn conviction, that such extension must solely depend on the disposition 
towards, and anxiety for, the acquisition of knowledge that may be evinced by 
those who have hitherto, taken as a whole people, shown so little enthusiasm 
in the cause, and who have always been so far as I can speak from sedulous 
inquiry and my own observation, too glad to attribute their own apathy and 
short-comings to the alleged absence of zeal and encouragement on behalf of 
Government; a charge (if such it can be termed) which I have before de
clared to be totally unfounded, and which in fact carries its own refutation 
when the state of the University and high school as to masters and all other 
appliances is taken into consideration. I have indeed, heard it advanced 
that Government should not only provide all these, but coax and pay students 
for attending; but beyond the usual scholarships, that is a theory to which I 
cannot subscribe.

Another more reasonable cause to which I have heard the paucity of 
students at the Madras University and high school ascribed, is the demand for 
monthly fees ; but as I see that in many seminaries, in different parts of 
India, fees equal to those paid at the high school, and in some even exceeding 
them, are required, I can scarcely bring myself to suppose that this is the 
absolute cause, or that it sufficiently explains the comparatively small attend
ance. It may, however, be one of the influencing impediments, and the re
duction of the fees would therefore, I conceive, be very properly one of the 
subjects for the early deliberations of the new Council of Education.

It is out of my power to bring forward any thing beyond a very vague 
estimate of the future expense of the Madras University, and the other Go
vernment educational institutions referred to in this Minute. Indeed it is ob
vious that those of the former, in particular, must hereafter entirely depend 
on the extent of the resort of students to it and the high school, and the con
sequent demand which shall gradually spring up for additional professors and 
masters in various branches of instruction. The present chai’ges, including the 
salary of the Secretary, may be, in round numbers, taken to be Rupees 2,500 
a month. This I at once assume at Rupees 3,000 per mensem, to provide for the 
proposed Normal school, as well as for an anticipated immediate increase of 
scholars, but it is proper that I should add that even this enlarged scale will 
possibly need to be considerably augmented before long ; and, in fact, it is to 
be earnestly desired, that the one institution on which I am now observing, 
should at some future, and no very distant, day, absorb the whole grant of 
Rupees 50,000 per annum.
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With regard to tlie Proviiici:  ̂rfcliools, 1 liave calculated the ex])cnse of 
each at Rupees 300 per menseiu. That is, Rupees 200 (on an avei-age) for 
the pay of a insister (to eight schools) find Rupees 100 monthly for contingen- 
(fies. It may, in time, prove necesaaiy to ftssign higher salaries to some of 
the masters, or perhaps to give them assistants, should the schools become 
popular and be largely attended; and besides this, the provision of a fitting 
school house, with a residence for the miister, in each town, will Jiayo to be 
included in the first outlay.

The accompanying rough estimate framed on the above remarks, shows, 
that the yearly fixed total will be Rupees 64,800, and I submit a Return 
which I have obtained from the Accountant General, from which it will be 
seen, that the unappropriated balance of the funds allotted for educational 
purposes amounted on the 31st December 1850 to the large sun̂  of Rupees
11,06,562-10-11.

There is, therefore, I am glad to say, so far as I can foresee, ample means 
already in hand, to meet the disbursements, present and prospective, which I 
have pointtxl out; aiid 1 further here beg to record my hopes, should the 
Madras Government feql themselves justified, by the progress of education after 
the experience of a year or two, in I’ecommending such a boon, that the 
Ilon’ble Court of Directors will be pleased to allow interest a,t the estab
lished rate of 4 per cent on the accumulated educational funds,̂ — a measure of 
liberality which 1 feel certain would meet every extension of native education 
that can reasonably be anticipated within this Presidency.

The erection of an appropriate building at the Presidency for a Univer
sity is a point which has been frequently urged on Government, and which 
has likewise long since received the sanction of the Home Authorities, when
ever the course of events might appear to render it advisable. The advoc9,tes 
for this asserted desideratum have held that it would be highly effective, and 
was even positively necessary, to assure the population of Madras and its 
territory of the real sincerity and resolution of Government to foster and 
promote, by every expedient, the cause of native education, and to spare no 
expenditure in so doing. I confess I have not been able hitherto to adopt this 
view of the matter, but it is to be hoped that things will soon put on a more 
promising aspect than they have heretofore worn, and I allude to the subject 
in this place in order that I may declare my opinion, that so soon as the new 
Council of Education shall see sufficient grounds to advise the step, a build
ing suitable in all respects and e^ual to all contingencies should be built.

Before I close these observations I have gratification in drawing atten
tion to the contents of some statistical tables on the subject of education 
which have been collected by Mr. Balfour and lately sent to me by that gen
tleman. It appears from those returns, that in the month of Mai’ch last, 
there were no less than 23,000 pupils of all ages and castes attending schools 
of various descriptions in Madras and its immediate precincts. Of these,
19,000 were at schools where they paid more or less for their tuition, and 4,000 
at charity (or free) schools. The males amounted to about 20,000, and the 
females to 3^000. The total number of schools— which varied greatly in size, 
was 789, which would give an average of about 30 scholars to each. The 
proportions of the cfhief numbers of students were

Tamil............. 7,308 Teloogoo.......  3,980 English..........  3,307
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ami the rest were divifled amongst nil* languages, including also the three 
above natned in connection with them. *
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(Signed) Hii::N'RY POTTINGKR.

June Qth, 18^ .

A .

N o t i f i c a t i o n .

Government Vernacular Schools.

The Govx?rnment annual grant in behalf of education having been ab
sorbed by existing establishments, the Boax’d of Education hereby give notice, 
that no new schools iinder rules 41 to 49 will be established, and the above 
rules ai’e hereby repealed.

The Board, hoAvever, are still enabled to aid, by small pecuniary grants, 
in the establishment of new schools, whenever they perceive suiiicieiit enligh
tenment and public spirit to justify an outlay of the public money.

The principle which the Board will keep in view is this, that as the eifect 
of good schools is the improvement of those who resort to them, the fimds re
quired to maintain them should be chiefly contributed by those who chiefly 
benefit by their establishment.

The wealthy native therefore in a district, who desires to benefit liis fel- 
low-coimtrymen, and parents who are anxious that their children should ad
vance themselves in life, are the parties to whom the Board principally look for 
the moans of establishing good schools.

The Board, on their pai-'t, conceive that the most useful sel-vice they can 
render is to train up good schoolmasters. In every Govel’nment school which 
is established, they desire to locate a miistef who can comm'ulijca'te information 
new and interesting to the cotnmunity,— who can apply all that is good in the 
native system, and at the same time enfoTce all that is tlseful in European me
thods of instruction. To such schoolmasters they desire to attribute a rate of 
pay which will give them tlie consideration requisite to perform the above du
ties, and to induce a body of men to undergo the necessary training for the 
ofiice.

The Board, theTefore, invite communications from Sirdai's, Setts, and ofelier 
leading Members of Native Society, who desire to establish schools in their 
neighbourhood, s-tating :

1st. The monthly sum the cominunity vidll raise in behalf of the school.
2d. The population of the district, and the number of scholars likely to 

attend.

5d. The description of school-'ho'use prQposed to be used, or the amount 
subscribed t>6 build a good school-house.

* Hindoostanee, Persian, Mahratta, Sanscrit, Arabic, Goozerattce, Marwarce, Latin, 
Greet.



4th. The wilUngness of the petitioners to furnish the ordinary school- 
house furniture, and that the school-gffers shall pay one anna monthly.

When satisfactory information is afforded on these points.

1. The Board will furnish as good a school master as the sura subscribed 
will enable them to procure, and they will also defray a portion of the salary.

2. They will contribute a sum equal to that which has been subscribed 
for building a school-house, if the plans to be furnished by the Board, are 
adopted.

3. They will place the funds derived from the anna fee in the hands of 
the local Committee, to be expended by them on school purposes.

4. When an individual supplies the necessary funds, for the sake of 
Durhui, the Board will take means to perpetuate his name.

By order of the Board of Education.

(Signed) M. STOVELL, 
B ombay, 20th March, l8 o l. Secretary.

(A  true Copy.)

(Signed) II. P.
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E stimate.

Monthly. Yearly.
Rs. Rs.

Charges of the University and high school of
Madras................................................................................... 3,000 36,000

Ditto of a Provincial school monthly Rupees 300 
Ditto of eight Provincial schools at the above 

rate........................................................................................  2,400 28,800

Rupees... 5,400 64,800

Probable expense of constructing eight Provin
cial school rooms, including Houses for the Masters, on
an average each Rupees..................................................... 3,000

Eight.............................................................................  24,000
Madras, June Gth, 1851. (Signed) H. P.

M emokandum.
Amount of unappropriated balance up to 30th April 1850, 

on account of native education as per Memorandum to
Government dated 20th September 1850..........................  10,83,266 0 2

Amount allotted for native education for 1850-51................ 50,000 0 0

11,33,266 0 2



Deduct.
Amount actually (fisbursed on 

account of the Madras Uni
versity as per account fur
nished by the Secretary of 
that institution from 1st 
May to 31st October 1850. 13,336 2 4

Probable expenses on account 
of the above institution for 
the months of November and 
December 1850, taken on 
the average of the preceding 
six months.......... ..................  4,445 0 8
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17,781 3 0
Amount disbursed on account of the salary 

of the Secretary to the Madras University
from 1st May to 31st December 1850.......  2,500 0 0

Amount disbursed on account of native edu
cation in the Provinces from do. to do....... 6,422 2 3

26,703 5 3

Net amount being the unappropriated balance of the 
funds allotted for native education on the 31st De
cember 1850..................................................Rupees... 11,06,562 10 11

(Signed) T. V. STONHOUSE,

Accountant General.

Fort St. George, Accountant GeneraJ’s | 
Office, lÔ A April 1851. )

(A  true copy)

(Signed) H. P.

A P P E N D IX  Z. Z.
Education.

Minute by Mr. Thomas, 2Qth June 1851.

Having carefully read the Minute of the Right Honorable the President 
upon this most important subject, I may express my general concurrence in 
the viev?s there enunciated, and I shall add, as briefly as the subject will ad
mit, my own opinions on the question of native education generally, and upon 
the best mode of carrying out a system of general instruction at this Presidency.

2. Whilst I shall state these views as briefly as practicable, I  may be 
permitted to say that they have not been formed hastily; but that they are the 
result of an examination of nearly all that has been written on the subject in 
the other Presidencies, and of some acquaintance through many years with 
the working of institutions for education at this Presidency.
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3. I will first express my decided conviction that a system, which con
templates only the imparting a high measure of education t» a few, exclusively 
through the medium of English, must fail to produce any great or general 
effect upon the national mind. It appears to me to reverse the natural order 
of things,— and that the attempt to educate and enlighten a nation through a 
foreign language, is one opposed to ' the experience of all times and countries. 
English must ever be, in this land, to the mass, an unknown tongue.

4. A  smattering of English may be acquii'ed by a considerable number 
about our towns, or in immediate communication with the few English resi
ding in India; but the people (the ŵ omen as well as men) will, as a whole, 
only think and speak and read in their native tongues ; and their general en
lightenment, or education, must— and I believe, can, only be attained through 
this channel; and a wide basis therefore of a solid, though limited educa
tion, thi-ough the means of the vernacular languages, must be given to those 
classes which now receive education, before any thing permanent will be 
effected.

5. It is upon this broad basis alone, that the supersti'ucture of a high 
standard of refined education can, it appears to me, be raised, and the supe
rior acquirements of the few very highly educated be made to tell upon and 
influence society. For let us suppose that we have some tens or even scores 
of youths, out of a population of millions,— masters of the higher sciences, well 
acquainted with all the beauties of Shakespeare, of Milton and with the learn
ing of Bacon, and with the great master minds of Europe, and the rest of the 
people, not the lowest classes alone, left in their hereditary ignorance, and 
that ignorance, Asiatic.

6. How, I would ask, is this mass, wholly unprepared by even an ele
mentary education in western learning, to understand and appreciate the ac
quirements of the highly educated man ? or, how is he to communicate his 
high attainments in science, and literature to them? and what possible 
influence w'̂ ould he therefore exercise over them. In Europe, the bulk of 
the population who receive an education have ordinai’ily some elemen
tary instruction in the higher sciences— in astronomy, natural philoso
phy, &c. and individuals throughout all grades of society have, some 
more, some less, knowledge of the higher sciences— and in many cases,— a 
considerable degree of scientific acquirement, which enables and qualifies 
some in all ranks to appreciate more or less fully the highest discoveries and 
attainments in science. There is consequently a connecting link, running 
through all society there, which conveys the highest truths of science in an 
elementary form to all grades, and the acquisitions of the most advanced minds, 
can be, and are, appreciated by those immediately below them; and through 
them they filter down to the lower grades, who are prepared in their measure, 
by elementary instruction, to receive them.

7. But what is the case in this country. High acquirements in Science, 
or literature will be appreciated and understood by none, but the few alone 
highly educated. There is a broad and impassable line between them and all 
others. I cannot but think it almost certain therefore, that the only result of 
a system, which educates a few highly,— and leaves the rest of the population 
without even elementary instruction, is, to render all the superior acquire
ments of that few, (made moreover at an enormous cost to the state), barren 
and fruitless as to any general influence upon society.



8. The youths or men so advanced will exist in a great measure, only 
as a small isolated' class, despising others ; and neither appreciated, nor es
teemed by their fellow country raen. This must be, so far as I can see my 
way, the inevitable consequence of a system which provides only for the supe
rior education of the few, and makes no simultaneous provision upon a large 
scale for the instruction of the many.

9. It is further to my mind a mistake, as being wholly premature, to 
found institutions and classes for tlie highest branches of study, whilst there 
ai'e no lower institutions in existence, from which the superior minds and 
tried scholars can be drawn, who shall give an assurance that they are pre
pared by natural talents, as well as by prior acquirements, to prosecute these 
higher branches with success. The course now pursued, and advocated by 
some, appears to me to ensure a waste of time, and of funds.

10. This, it is my decided conviction, has been the case, in the instance 
of the present University, where it will be found that a small class of six or 
seven ordinary youths have been brought forward in the liigher branches there 
taught, at an enormous charge,— and I shall add as the result of personal 
knowledge, without a sufficient, solid ground work. This was found on the 
general examination before the Council of Education, when tried with the 
scholars of other institutions, as scarcely one of the University students was 
thoroughly master of a passage in Addison, able to give its full meaning and 
force in his own language, and in English,— though his scientific acquire
ments, it might be, were of a high standard.

11. It is not the young men, but the system, I apprehend, which is in 
fault. There could be little or no selection of youths, for they all come from 
one very limited school,— the high school or University; and it is not reasonable 
to suppose that this one institution could always furnish youths of very su
perior natural abilities, and of proved industry, to fit them to undertake and 
to make solid advances in a course, combining formal and physical astro
nomy, conic sections, algebra, trigonometry, chemistry, mental philosophy, 
political economy, besides the ordinary acquirements of history, geography 
and general literature in a foreign tongue ;— these youths moreover having only 
learned their A. B. C. a few years before.

12. I must consider all this, to be in a great degree, if not wholly pre
mature, in the infant state of education at this Presidency, and an unwise 
application of the funds applicable to the furtherance of education. It will 
be seen from the report from the late Council of Education, that the opinion 
now expressed, is not a solitary one, but I would not rely upon any statement 
or assertion, but would appeal to the very nature of things, whether it is not 
absolutely necessary in order to qualify youths for effective study of these 
varied and higher branches of learning, to lay a large and solid basis of gene
ral elementary knowledge ; to submit them to a course of preparatory study 
and training through a series of years. This is the course followed in England, 
in Scotland and in all other countries. Youths are there only qualified to enter 
the Universities and take up the higher studies after long and hard training, 
and the same system must be pursued here, if practical and permanent results 
are looked for.
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13. This is the system I would counsel. I would therefore at once sus
pend the action of the University as ^ch, and would confine it for a time to 
the more thorough acquisition of English and the vernacular languages, and 
only open a class for the higher branches of mathematics, political economy' 
and other similar studies, when a sufficient body of men has been trained, 
whether in Madras or in the Provinces, to allow of selection, to whom admis
sion to such classes in the University should be held out as the reward of 
superior attainment in the schools.

14. I need scarcely add, after this statement of my views, that I entirely 
agree in the importance of a thorough education of the people in the vernacular 
tongues. It is by this means that they can be taught either to make, or un
derstand the translations from Western literature, and it is througli this 
channel alone there can be the slightest prospect of reaching the women of 
the country, for they must, it is beyond question, receive all the knowledge 
they have time and opportunity to acquire, through their mother tongue. If  
they are neglected, and they remain wholly uneducated, it may be safely pre
dicated, that India will continue, as the rest of Asia, in its semi-barbarous 
ignorance. I consider therefore instruction in the vernaculars to be essential, 
and that without it a scheme of education will be most limited or partial in its 
effects, and of comparatively little value.

15. If the above views be admitted, as to the general character of the 
education which should now be given in the Government institution, viz. that 
it should not be of that high flown description hitherto aimed at, but compara
tively elementary,* and that a thorough knowledge of the vernacular languages 
should be required, thus laying a solid foundation for future general progress, 
I would then strongly advocate, as a most important means of furthering the 
general instruction of the people, that measures should be taken for aiding and 
regulating private efforts for education.

16. I think it a mistake for the Government to hold itself aloof from all 
private efforts and to confine its funds and care to the few Government insti
tutions it has the power of forming. The great cause of education wiU be far 
more advanced, I cannot but think, by a judicious and hearty encouragement 
of those private institutions which give a liberal education, rather than by the 
exclusive course hitherto followed.

17. I may here add, to prevent misapprehension, that in speaking of the 
general instruction of the people, I do not refer to schools, or instruction in the 
first elements of their own tongues, adapted to the great bulk of the lower 
classes : but to schools established for those large sections of tlie community, 
who now receive something of an education, and are by caste and habit pre
pared to accept and take advantage of any institution which shall qualify them 
for public employment and thus offer them the prospect of advancement in life.

18. It must be borne in mind that it is not, in this country, solely the 
wealthy or the class raised by the possession of property to easy circumstances 
which constitute the influential classes, or who are the most ready to receive 
an enlightened education. The poor Brahmin and others of high caste are 
quite as well prepared and more anxious to enter our schools, and as capable

* 2Vb(e.— This course, it appears to me, is prescribed by the Honorable Court, “ para 12, 
of their despatch, 28th August 1843,” and also is that recommended by the late Council of 
Education, see their letter to Government.
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of profiting by them, as the wealthiest, and as influential in society. It is 
therefore a misapprehension, I think, to look upon the wealthy only as the higher 
classes and as those alone, or even chiefly, prepared for receiving a superior 
education or who influenced the society, as in Europe.

19. I cannot but also think, that it will be right to regulate the position 
and extent of Government institutions, with reference to the existence, and 
character of private efforts in any locality. The principle I would gladly see 
adopted, would be, that an enlarged and liberal view should be taken, and that 
all educational institutions be more or le«s encouraged ; that there shall be no 
clashing or opposition ; that whilst the Government pursues its own plans 
and views, it shall not require, that all others shall square their views, and see 
eye to eye with the Government Council ; but if it be clear, tliat a sound li
beral education is acquired, and the native community themselves readily take 
advantage of such schools, that they shall receive, if not support, at least no 
opposition or interference from Government establishments.

20. I apply these remarks to Missionary educational institutions, as to 
all others. The Government can withhold, and should do so, any direct con
nection or support to such institutions, but if the people themselves willingly 
resort to them, and neither compulsion nor undue influence is used to this end, 
I can see no good or sufficient ground for opposing or interfering with them by 
Government establishments. The only consequence of this course, will be, to 
constitute the supporters and friends of education, antagonists, rather than fel
low laborers, walking indeed in different paths, but tending to the same end.

21. It will not be desirable to extend this paper, and I will now only re
cord my opinions on other points, without assigning the grounds on which I 
have been led to entertain them.

22. It will be found necessary I should think, to have a Secretary with
no other duty, who will throw himself with all his heart and energies into the
work. So also I should concur in the view taken, I am aware, by the Honor
able Mr. Eliott, the President of the proposed Council,— and I only mention it

to express this concurrence, that an Executive or
* despatch, 26th gub-Committee should be formed from the general

 ̂  ̂ ■ body of the Council, to make it a working Board.

23. I should suppose also, that some agency will be required to prepare 
elementary books for the use of schools to be established, and for their inspect 
tion, and especially to see that the vernacular instruction is effective.

24. I may state my opinion likewise, that fees should be charged at all 
Government institutions, and that as a general rule, this should be a condition 
where assistance is given from the public funds to private establishments.

25. There is lastly but one additional point, but that the most important 
of all, which it seems necessary to notice ;— the necessity of adopting some 
plan, by which the moral character of the youths under instruction in the Go
vernment institution may be improved. Education without moral culture is 
probably as often injurious as beneficial to society ; and at all events a system 
like that at present in force, which to a great degree practically overlooks this 
point, and which makes little or no provision for this most essential part of 
education, is so radically defective, that I feel satisfied, that although, it may be 
upheld for a time under special and peculiar influences, it must in the end fail.
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and I hold that unless it can be shewn, that the people of this Presidency are 
opposed to receiving naoral instruction  ̂combined with intellectual, there is no 
ground for this palpable practical omission in the existing system.

26. The fact is, I firmly believe, that there is no such opposition, nor un
willingness on the part of the people in this Presidency ; as shewn, by the 
hundreds who flock to the schools of Missionaries, where, I might say, the 
larger proportion of time is given, not merely to moral, but religious instruction. 
If then, the people as a whole, readily accept this instruction, as they do, in 
large numbers, it is obvious that there can be no truth in, nor foundation for 
the assertion, that they are unwilling to receive moral instruction even through 
the Bible, or that this is opposed to their prejudices or feelings.

27. Their acts appear to me to prove that they are willing to receive 
any measure of moral instruction, if combined with intellectual knowledge, 
and I see no reason therefore, why they should not receive it direct from the 
only source of morals, the Scripture. All otlier sources are either fallacious, or 

;S0 shallow and polluted, as to be worth little.

28. Whilst therefore I would deny to no one the freest exercise of his 
conscientious convictions, if they led him to refuse to be taught morals from 
the only fountain of truth, I Avould not, nor do I see any valid reason in this 
Presidency, for the present system which prohibits all instruction from the 
Scriptures. On the contrary, I would sanction their introduction wherever 
a master or local Committee saw no objection, and it is at the same time, 
left optional, with the student and his parents, to avail himself of this instruc
tion, or not.

29. I am unable to see any force in the objection, that this optional 
study of the morals of the New Testament, could be viewed as a measure 
specially hostile to the religion of the people. It is palpable that all truth, as 
well in science, as in morals, is not in accordance with Hinduism, and Hindu
ism, if not Mahomedanism, is as certain to be undermined by a liberal edu
cation in Western science and literature, as by adding to it the further 
enlightenment and benefit which would follow by providing for the really 
moral as well as intellectual culture of the youths taught in the Government 
institutions.

30. I confess, that I am unable to understand the utility and propriety 
of placing before the young mind, instead of the truth, a false system of Ethics, 
“ Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments,”— a theory, characterized even by his 
Biographer Dugald Stewart, as erroneous. It is difficult to understand what 
is proposed to be gained by inculcating error.

31. Nor do I think that the making Shakespeare a standard book, is 
practically wise, if moral culture is kept in view; for full as his writings are of 
beauties and excellencies, they are mixed up with so much that is polluting, 
that they can scarcely be considered fit to be put into the hands of the young, 
as a common class book.

32. I offer these remarks to justifiy the statement made, as to the de
fective character of the moral instruction now imparted : and I look upon it, 
that one of the most important objects, if not the most important, which can 
engage the attention of the Council of Education, will be to make better pro
vision for the moral improvement of the students in the Government semina
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ries, rendering these institutions truly valuable, from which men, elevated, not 
by intellectual acquirements alone, but i^ moral character, may be sent forth 
to be meet instruments for the just and enlightened Government of the country.

33. In conclusion, I will briefly sum up the views I entertain, and 
which I considered my duty required of me to place before the Board dis
tinctly. But although fully persuaded myself of their correctness, I can 
add with sincerity, that I am quite prepared to give other views and plans 
my best consideration, knowing, as all who have paid much attention to this 
subject do, that very opposite opinions are entertained and strongly advocated 
by men of unquestionable ability and experience.

First. I should propose at present the education to be given at the 
Government institutions, especially in the Provinces, to be a Grammar school, 
and not a University education,— to be limited therefore to a good knowledge 
of the English, and the vernacular language of the student, with a fair ordi
nary but well grounded acquaintance with geography, arithmetic, history ; 
the elements of astronomy, and the first books of Euclid leaving all the 
higlier branches of study, political economy, chemistry, mental philosophy, 
the higher mathematics, &c. for a future day.

Second. The support and encouragement of'*all private schools giving a 
liberal education.

Third. A  public examination, open to all, and certain immediate em
ployment in the public service, though to a very limited number, as the re
ward of proficiency and good conduct.

Fourth. The preparation of school-books to be immediately commenced 
in a separate department.

Fiftli. A  provision by scholarships, and certain employment with liberal 
salaries for schoolmasters, to be employed only after an ample test of their 
qualifications.

Sixth. Lastly, the provision by W'ell selected books,' and lectures, in
cluding optional lessons in the Scriptures, for the moral culture of the students.

Other points, rather of detail than of principle, will come up for consi
deration, I conclude, hereafter, and need not now be entered upon.

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS.

2^th June 1851.
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A P P E N D IX  A. A. A.
Minute by Mr . D. Eliott.

August 1851.

1. Having no practical experience on the subject of native education, 
and but a superficial acquaintance with the plans that have been followed in 
the several Presidencies to provide for the instruction of the people as a na
tional object, I have found it necessary before I could enter with advantage on



the consideration of the President’s Minute, to read not only the papers record
ing the proceedings of this Government, but all that I could find in print 
relating to the proceedings of the other Governments for this end, endea
vouring to ascertain and compare the actual results arrived at.

2. This reading has occupied much time, but the delay it has occasioned 
has given me the opportunity of considering the 

Dated 26th Jnne 1851. Minute recorded by the Honorable Mr, Thomas, 
together with that of the Right Honorable the President.

3. In the observations which I shall now submit to the Board, I shall 
endeavour as much as possible to avoid speculative discussion, and confine 
myself as closely as I can to the consideration of the subject before us in a 
practical view.

4. I quite agree with the President that it is 
Fundaraental rules o f the not advisable for Government at present “ to inter- 

fere in any degree with the eriginal fundamental 
regulations* and rules for the University, but to 
allow sucii alterations and amendments as may here- 

«,fter prove to be desirable respecting them, to emanate from and to be carried 
into effect by the new Council of Education, with the knowledge and concur
rence of* Government.” This of course is to be understood in exception of 
the rules for the Government of the University, as it is a part of the Presi
dent’s scheme in some sort to modify those rules by vesting the management 
of thiit institution in the Council of Education. What the President especially 

refers to, I apprehend, is the fundamental rule relating to the consti- 
Rule 2d. tution of the University, viz., that it shall “ consist of two principal 
departments, a college for the higher branches of literature, philosophy and 
science, and a high school for the cultivation of English literature of the 
vernacular languages of India, and the elementary departments of philosophy 
and science.”

J
5. The Organization of the collegiate department, as explained in the 

first report of the Governors of the University, was considered “ as a work of 
time to await the progress of the high school, and the advancement of the 

community in intellectual cultivation.” Lord Elphin- 
Minute, 12th Dec. 1839. gtone, who formed the institution, traced his plan 

purposely on an extended scale,” “ hoping to stimulate the exertions of the 
natives, and thus to raise their views to a level with his design.” He was 
aware, as he stated, that a college was beyond their immediate requirements. 
But he thought proper to lay his foundation so as to provide for it, when the 
time should come, when, as he anticipated, there would be a demand for the 
superior instruction comprehended in a college course. The high school, as 
being immediately needed, was carried into immediate effect. Of this portion 
of his plan Lord Elphinstone observed, “ as far as it goes it is complete 
within itself, while hereafter it is intended to stand in the same relative posi
tion towards the other portion,— the college, as its namesake the high school 
of Edinburgh does towards the college of that city, or as the great public 
schools in England occupy with respect to the Universities.”

* Printed with the annual reports.
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celxxix:

6. Tlie Grovernors of the University, I observe, have often pressed for the 
completion of the original plan by the organization of the collegiate department, 
and have complained that the aspirations of the natives for advanced know

ledge have been discouraged by the non-fulfilment of 
Despatch, No. 15 of 1851. their expectations in this respect. But the Court of 
Directors, while they approved the whole plan of Lord Elphinstone, as sound 

in principle, have constantly adhered to the opinion 
necessary “ to give the fullest practicable 

’ ^  ■ efficiency to the high school,” before the desired ad
vance is attempted, and have met the somewhat premature proposals for the 
extension of the institution by injunctions to this effect.

The fullest practicable ef- 7. The aim of the Council of Education then
ficiency to be given to the ought to be to give the fullest practicable efficiency 
high school according to the to the high school according to the fundamental rule, 
fundamental rule. « cultivation of English literature and of the
vernacular languages of India, and the elementary departments o f  philosophy 
and science” They should be restrained from any departure from this rule 
tending to narroAv the scope of study or lower the standard of attainments at 
the school, but they should have liberty to make alterations and amendments 

The first rank of scholars better cultivation of any of those branches of
to be allowed to pursue their learning, and I would give them a free discretion to
studies farther into whafwill allow the first rank of scholars to pursue their studies 
be the province of the college, beyond the limits contemplated in the rule, into what 
will be eventually the province of the college.

8- This course I conceive to be agreeable to the view expressed by the 
Honorable Court of Directors in their despatch No. 23 of 28th August 1844 ; 
and from the reference which Mr. Thomas makes to that despatch in the 15th 

, • • ♦ T. paragraph of his Minute I am led to think that he
made f o ? L ? c h ™ L t ' '  the will approve of it, on the understanding that effectual 
high school acquiring a provision be made for the scholars at the high school 
thorough knowledge of the acquiring a thorough knowledge of the vernacular lan- 
vemacular language. guages, which I entirely agree with him should be an
indispensable condition.

9. The views enunciated by the President as to
A  collegiate department eventual accomplishment of the entire scheme

when tTere is a^eal"" d m L d  “ should the present movement in furtherance of the 
for higher knowledge than objects for which the Madras University was origi- 
is to be attained at the high nally founded be crowned with success,” by the esta- 

blishment in fitting time of classes in all the higher 
departments of science, also of Medicine, Surveying, Engineering, &c. have my 
entire concurrence.

10. That the establishment of the collegiate department should be de
pendent upon the development of a real demand for the means of acquiring 
higher knowledge than is to be attained at the high school, is just and proper, 
and consonant, as I have already remarked, with the view entertained by the 
founder of the institution in the projection of his plan, as well as with those 
which from the first have been expressed by the Honorable Court of Directors.

11. When the people shall avail themselves to the fullest extent of the 
instruction afforded at the high schooh by keeping their sons generally at the 
institution long enough to admit of their passing through all the classes, and

LL



freely consent to allow those who may be considered sufficiently promising to 
make it desirable that they should cfyry their studies beyond the ordinary 
course, to remain at school a furtlx̂ r term for that purpose; and when others 
not educated at the school shall be found ready to enrol themselves with those 
select students for the object of obtaining instruction of a higher range than 
is to be had elsewhere, then it may be thought that the establishment of a 
college is positively required.

12. It is contemplated by the President that 
Tlie University when it institution, extended to provide for a collegi-

has been extended to pro-  ̂ i t i  ̂ i i i i i- ■
vide for a collegiate esta- establishment and a normal school tor the training
blishment and a normal of teachers, may “ at some future and no very distant 
school may he expected to day absorb the whole grant of 50,000 rupees per an- 
absorb the whole grant of Inasmuch as this will betoken a considera-
60.000 rupees. ble advancement already made, and will augur well
for future progress, since the disposition of the people to obtain for their chil
dren a higher education must liave been sufficiently tested before a college is 
established, the necessity which will arise for an expenditure double of what is 
now incurred, is, in my opinion, not only not to be deprecated, but as the Pre
sident observes is indeed “ to be earnestly desired.” I observe therefore with 
pleasure that in the 4th para of the despatch No. 15 of 1841 the Honorable 
Court noticed without any indication of disapprobation a proposal of this Go
vernment that for the support of the school and college the annual grant of
50.000 rupees authorized by the Court in their despatch of the 16th April 1828 
for purposes of native education, or such portion of it as might be disposable, 
should be employed, in addition to such subscriptions and donations as might

A  building to be con- anticipated from private liberality.’’ I concur 
structed for the accommo- in the opinion of the President that a suitable build- 
dation of the University, p. ing equal to all contingencies should be constructed 

for the accommodation of the University as soon as 
circumstances shall appear to warrant the measure.

13. Mr. Thomas, though he estimates very lightly the advantage* “ of 
imparting a high measure of education to a few exclusively through the me
dium of English” with a view “ to producing any great or general etfect upon 
the national mind,” yet contemplates the eventual establishment of some
thing like a collegiate department by opening a class (or classes) for the 
higher branches of mathematics, political economy and other similar stu
dies, when a sufliicieut body of men has been trained, whether in Madras 
or in the Provinces, to allow of selection, to whom admission to such classes 
in the University should be held out as the reAvard of superior attainments in 
the schools.

14. Agreeing with Mr. Thomas in the practical conclusion at which he 
arrives, though I differ with him in some of the opinions he expresses, I need 
not here enter particularly into the points of diflPerence between us. I will just 
observe that I agree with him to a great extent in the arguments he directs

against a system “ which contemplates onli/ the im- 
Education through the parting a high measure of education to a few exclu- 

“ vVy not°conte£platX lively through the medium of English,” and leaves 
“ the rest of the people, not the lowest classes alone” 

“ without even elementary instruction.” But such a system, as far as I know,

* Minute para. 3.
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has never been contemplated here. In the Minute of Lord Elphinstone dated 
12th February 1841, I find him saymg, “ though I have strongly advocated 
the policy of directing our exertions in the first instance to the enlightenment 
of the upper classes, yet to use the words of the Governor General, “ it is not to 
be implied from this that in my view elementary education for the mass of the 
people is a thing necessarily to be neglected, or postponed for an indefinite 
period, still less do I think that we shall have done enough, even at the pre
sent stage of our proceedings, if we content ourselves with establishing the 
central institution at Madras.” His Lordship contemplated, as did Lord 
Auckland, the formation at some of the principal towns in the interior of su
perior schools, which might eventually be raised into colleges, each the centre 
of a circle of Zillah schools, the Zillah schools again being each the centre of 
a circle of schools of an order and quality superior to the village schools, to be 
established almost in every Talook. True, the Governor was of opinion that 
in the superior Provincial schools English would be the proper medium of in
struction for the purpose of diffusing European knowledge— but he at the same 
time observed that the importance of the vernacular languages must not be 
overlooked. At any rate he did not propose that English should be the exclu
sive medium of instruction in any schools lower than the Provincial ones ; 
while his views extended to the formation of a system of schools which would 
be capable of affording something more than merely elementary instruction to 
the classes, above the lowest, who might be able to send their children beyond 
their villages to obtain it. ‘ Subsequently in his Minute dated the 13th May 
1842, Lord Elphinstone expressed his full approbation of the rules of discipline 
and instruction proposed for the Provincial schools, which provide pretty large
ly, though it may be not quite sufficienthj, for the cultivation of the vernacular
languages. The schools being divided into 6 classes, out of 6 hours of attend
ance in school, the time assigned to instruction in the native languages was as 
follows ;

1 st or lowest class......................................3 hours.
^d 21......................  >>

1} ...................................... 2 „

4th „ ........................................  1 „
5 th „ .......................................1 „ on 5 days for

translations (reciprocal)
6th On Fridays all 3 morning hours to be employed in transla

tions and paraphrases. I am not aware that there has been any retrogres
sion from the principle of combining the cultivation of the vernacular lan
guages with instruction in European knowledge chiefly through the medium of 
English, thus recognized at the outset, and ordered to be observed both in 
the high school at the Presidency and in those intended to be established in 
the Provinces ; a greater prominence being given to the vernaculars in the 
latter than in the former. On the contrary the disposition of the Governors 
of the University, at least of late, has been to require greater attention to 
vernacular studies, and to improve the means of instruction. And a proposi
tion was received to this effect from the Governors under date the 12th May 
1848, which has not yet be§n disposed of.
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Views of the Board of  ̂ controversy
E d u S o n lt  Bombay touch- l t̂e between two parties in the Board of Educa- 
ing the relative merits of tion • at Bombay, one represented by the President



the English and vernacular Sir E. Perry, and the other by Colonel Jervis, on the
languages as the medium of gubject of th§ relative merits of the English and 
disserainatmg knowledge ■’
among the natives of India, vernacular languages as the medium ot disseminating 

knowledge among the natives of India, referring to 
the principle on which the Board had latterly acted as defined in tl̂ eir report 
for 1845, viz,, “ that the higher branches of education can only be taught 
effectively through the medium of the English language, while on the other 
hand the great mass of the population, who have but little time to bestow on 
school attendance, can derive most readily a portion of elementary knowledge 
by means of vernacular instruction.”

16. The Government having been appealed to, 
a letter was addressed to the Board on the subjectVII, fo, 1847 and 48, page

rest the questions at issue ; but different constructions
Instructions of the Go- having been put upon this communication, the Go-

remment of Bombay on yernment on a further appeal furnished the Board 
this head deserve our atten- j- x- -i- /« • ■ jtiojj with a more distinct exposition oi their views, and

specific directions for their guidance in carrying
them into effect practically.' This declaration of the views of the Bombay

Gorernment and their instructions conveyed to the
Report No. VII, for 1847- Board of Education in the letter of the Secretary to
,page an seq. Government dated 24th April 1850, appear to me to

be particularly deserving of our attention, and I think we can hardly do better
than take them mainly as our guide, as the result of extensive experience and
very able discussion.

17. Adopting Sir E. Perry’s statement of the principles of the present 
system, viz.

1. Education for the masses of the people in the vernacular languages.
2. Education of the superior quality in English.
3. Production of a superior class of school-masters for the vernacular 

schools.

4. Encouragement of translations into the vernacular languages.
It is declared authoritatively that this system must be maintained. The 

opinion of Government is expressed that “ a superior order of education can only 
be imparted through the medium of English,” and further it is said to be believed 
that “ if ever a high standard of knowledge and intelligence shall replace, 
throughout the country, the ignorance and error at present prevailing, we 
shall be indebted for such a triumph, to minds imbued with the science and 
literature of Europe acquired through the medium of the English language.” 
But it is added before men so qualified “ can beneficially exercise any decided 
influence, the minds of their countrymen must be prepared to receive it by 
sound elementary instruction, and such instruction Government are clearly of 
opinion ought to be imparted to the population in the language in which they 
are accustomed to speak and think. To all this I entirely subscribe.

18. Reverting to Mr. Thomas’ Minute, but
How natives highly edu- supposing the body of the people not to be left

^Lglisb'may without elementary instruction, and means of in-
the national mind. struction beyond the elements of knowledge to be

put within the reach of those who have the incli
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nation and can afford the time to avail themselves
Enclosure in despatc^ to j  would point to the despatch of the Honurable

Madras, jSo. 34, oi 1830. /-i . r. -r. ,  ̂ ,Court 01 JDu’ectors to Bengal under date the 29th
September 1830, as shewing the way in 

IS a fact deserving of particn-  ̂ intelligent natives, highly edu-
lar notice as a hopeful sign of the spint  ̂ i /
of the day, promising good fruit, and very cated through the medium of Lnglish, may 
creditable in iny estimation to the parties act upon the national mind. “ Intelligent 
concerned, that some of the better educat- natives, thus educated, may, as teachers in
cdj^ung men at the Presidency have form- colleges and schools, or as the writers or 
ed themselves into a society for the iin-  ̂ r - i i i
provement of native education, by the es- translators oi useiul books, contribute in 
tablishment of vernacular schools of a bet- an eminent degree to the more general 
ter order, and tlie pre{)aration of school extension among their countrymen of a 
books for them, and have also made some potion of tlie acquirements which they 
efforts for female education. T  ̂ - i thave themselves gained, and may commu
nicate in some degree to the native literature, and to the minds of the native 
community, that improved spirit, which it is to be hoped they will themselves 
have imbibed from the influence of European ideas and sentiments.”

19. In the same despatch the Honorable Court conveyed to the Supremo 
Government the following most important observations and instructions to 
which they also called the special att<antion of this Government. “ There is no 
“ point of view in which we look with greater interest at the exertions you are 
“ now making for the instruction of the natives, than as being calculated to raise 
“ up a class of persons qualified by their intelligence and morality, for high em- 
“ ployments in the civil administration of India. As the means of bringing 
“ about this most desirable object, we rely chiefly on their becoming, through a 
“ familiarity with European literature and science, imbued with the ideas and 
“ feelings of civilized P̂ urope, on the general cultivation of their understand- 
“ ings, and specifically on their instruction.in the principles of morals and gene- 

ral jurisprudence. JVe luish you to consider this as our deliberate view o f  the 
“ scope and end to which all your endeavours with respect to the education o f  
“ the natives should refer"

20» In the despatch to Madras, in which that 
No. 34 of 1830. quoted was sent for the instruction of this Go

vernment, the Honorable Court referred to “ their anxious desire already 
known to the Government to have at their disposal a body of natives qualified 
by their habits and acquirements to take a larger share and occupy higher si
tuations in the civil administration of their country than had hitherto been the 

practice of the Indian Governments.” If the object 
The object of imparting a of imparting a higher education was of importance 

higher education to the na- i x- • x- j? x- i j j  xti^s become of more import- ^̂ ^n m anticipation of the natives being advanced to
ance since a very large civil higher employment, its importance has become more 
and criminal jurisdiction has obvious since in the meantime natives have been in- 
been entrusted to native vested w-ith a civil jurisdiction over property to an 

amount* in this Presidency much beyond what was
* 10,000 Rupees, adjudicable by the old zillah Courts under European

Judges, and in Bengal without limitation, and with a criminal jurisdiction in 
this Presidency equal to what was formerly exercised by the criminal judges of 
zillahs. Can it be doubted that a man who has received a thorough English 
education and has become thereby conversant, indeed, in a measure, imbued, 
with English ideas and sentiments ; whose mind has been enlightened by know
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ledge and elevated to a higher tone by the spirit pervading the Avorks he has 
studied,— one who has learnt to rate hieaself with Europeans by reason of his 
acquirements ; being advanced to a high and responsible situation, will have a 
self-respect, which will make him walk circumspectly and endeavour to set an 
example to his countrymen, to prove that he has not only acquired European 
knowledge but European principles. Every highly educated native promoted 
for his acquirements, manifesting this self-respect in the discharge of his offi
cial functions and in his intercourse with society, having set for himself the 
European standard and emulous to rise to it, must by his example within a cer
tain sphere exercise an elevating influence upon the mind and character of his 
countrymen. I presume that the man thus highly educated througli the me
dium of English, that is one who lias made his higher attainments through that 
medium, having got the mastery of it in his scholastic course to a degree suffi
cient to enable him to use it with facility in the private studies which are ne
cessary to supplement those of scliool and college, in order to the attainment of 
riper learning, is also versed in his vernacular language, a thorough command of 
which for the high judicial offices I am pointing to is indispensable.

21. I proceed to the subject of Provincial
• Provincial schools. schools. The President contemplates the establish

ment of schools of this class, so soon as proper school-masters can be procured, 
at six or eight of the large towns in the interior, proposing to leave the selec
tion to the Council of Education. He suggests that the teachers of these 
schools ought to have “ a good knowledge of English, and also a perfect 
acquaintance with the vernacular language or dialect of the districts in which 
they are to be stationed,” observing that he “ esteems a critical acquisition of 
the latter a sine qua non.” He thinks “ that in the Provincial schools useful 
knowledge, and a moderate scale of general education sliould only be aimed at 
without entering on the higher grades of learning and science or introducing 
as a necessary ingredient the acquirement of refined literature.” As to the 
medium of instruction, the President observes that though it may doubtless be 
partly given with great advantage through English books, yet his firm persua
sion is that good and careful translations from English into the vernacular 
dialects must after all be the chief medium of instruction. He afterwards 
takes occasion to express his opinion against an education solely attained 
through English, and concludes that a hapj)y combination of proficiency in 
English and the vernacular languages is the desideratum which he hopes 
will be realized in the scholars attending the Provincial schools.

22. The Bombay Provincial schools are English schools, of which at 
the date of the report for 1849, there remained seven, one having been abolished 
during the year. The Provincial schools projected by Lord Elphinstone, the 
establishment of which was actually sanctioned by the Court of Directors 
were also intended to be chiefly English, that is to say English was to be the 
medium of instruction in European knowledge ; a liberal provision being made 
for the simultaneous cultivation of the vernacular languages, as I have already 
noticed. The Government of Bombay, in the late orders I have referred to 
above, have directed that superior education through the medium of English 
shall be strictly limited to the wealthy who can afford to pay for it, and native 
youths of unusual intelligence who can establish their claims to admission into 
an English school by a standard of acquirements to be regulated by the Board ; 
and that even in the English schools, the highest branches of learning shall be
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taught also in the vernacular tongue, as the progress of translations niav en
able this to be effected, “ the systenmtic encoui-agenient of translations into 
the vernacular from works of science and general literature” being one of the 
objects pointed out by the Government as essential to carrying out the scheme 
of education indicated as most conducive to the benefit of tlie people.

23. The instruction to the Council of 
The Conncil of Education should Education here, I think, ought to be general,

be directed generally to aim at the to aim at the combination of instruction in
combination of instruction in English English and the vernaculars, which the Pre-
ana the vernaculars in the rrovincial • 1 i 1 . )»sident justly regards as “ the desideratum,

without any positive and precise directions
on the subject.

24. In the report of the Bombay Board of Education for 1850, it is 
observed, that when it took charge of the Govei'nment schools in 1840, it was 
found that “ a very sharp line of demai'cation had been draAvn between 
English schools and the vernacular ; nothing but English and through English 
was to be taught in the one, nothing but vernacular in the other.” “ Expe
rience has fully proved,” they say, “ that this exclusive system is faulty.”

25. The Bombay Board proceeds to remark “ that it has perceived, and 
experience has led the Council of Public Instruction in Bengal to exactly the 
same conclusion, that a paramount necessity exists for giving to all nativo 
youth who aspire to a character for scholarship a critical acquaintance with 
their own languages. For years past, accordingly, the Board has been 
studious to combine the cultivation of the vernacular tongues with the study 
of English. The experience has been most successful, for it has been found, 
as might have been expected, that the study of the two languages might be 
prosecuted simultaneously without the slightest obsti'uction to attainm^ts in 
either.”

26. The Board then notices as “ remarkable, that of what is called ver
nacular education by far the largest amount both in quantity and quality at this 
Presidency is to be obtained at the Elphinstone institution, and not in a ver
nacular school.” The conclnsion drawn by the Board is that as the classes for 
whom our schools are intended are very homogeneous in character and not di
visible into upper and lower classes, the system of education pursued in them 
should be uniform also, and an opportunity be afforded to all of mastering their 
own language, through which all elementary instructions must be conveyed, 
and also of acquiring the rudiments of English which it is now admitted on all 
hands must be the medium of superior education.”

The quality and degree of 2*7. As to the quahty and degree of the educa-
education to be afforded at tion to be afforded at the Provincial schools. These 
the Provincial schools. Ap- schools were considered in the plan framed by the 
pendix to 1st report. University Board as branch institutions similar in
quality to the Central one of the Presidency, for the instruction of the superior 
classes, who are able to pay, and who from their attainments may aspire to the 
higher avocations in life and in the service of Government; to consist therefore 
of a high school to “ impart instruction in the English language and in the ver
nacular languages current in each respective district, together with the elemen
tary departments of philosophy and science and collegiate department for in-
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ptruclion hi tlie liiglier brandies of literature, pliilosopliy, and science, to be 
added as expediency may suggest. •

A difterent plan was proposed by the late Coun- 
cil of Education. The course of instruction was to be 
such as should secure a sound and thorough know

ledge of,
1. English, and of one or more of the vernaculars.
2. Arithmetic.
3. Elements of Geography and History.

28. The Government approved o f  this course 
Minute of Consultation as judicious under present circumstances, but suffffest- 

14th September 1846. ^ , î. x ied a provision tor special cases, that whenever the
Council were satisfied that the master of the Provincial school is fully equal to 
the task, and can form a class of students of superior intelligence he should be 
required to instruct in algebra, mathematics and trigonometry, and in some
what more than tlie elements of geography and history.

The onlinaiy course o f  instruction Eooking to these Provincial schools
in Provincial schools should be car- as centres to circles of zillah or district schools 
ried to the extent proposed in Minute to be gi’adually established as means are avail-
o f Consultation 14th September 1846 ^ble, in which the course of instruction could 
for special cases, ih e  course lor , , ,  , ^ j  ,
Zillah schools should not be more hardly be more confined than that proposed 
confined than was proposed by the by the Council of Education for the Provin- 
late Council o f  Education for Provin- cial schools, I am of opinion that the provi- 
cial schools. gjQjj suggested by Government for special
cases should be part of the ordinary course for schools of this class, and should 
constitute the distinction between them and schools of the next degree, from 
which the most improved and promising scholars aspiring to higher knowledge 

might pass to them. If educational tests are to be 
Educational tests, applied to candidates for the public service according-

to the wise design of Lord Hardinge, we must provide to the youth of the Pro
vinces, as well as of the Presidency, the means of attaining the highest standard 
in the scale, and this, I conceive, ought not at any rate to be lower than the 
provision referred to contemplates.

30. The course of study to be laid down 
The attainment which s'lowld be schools will indicate the attainments

KnSdSchools*!n iasteis o ro- school-masters must possess. They must
in a considerable degree exceed the maximum 

to which that course is calculated to lead.
•*= 31. The President recommends, as a primary object

Normal schools. to be aimed at, the formation of a Normal school at the 
Presidency, exclusively for bringing up well qualified 

school-masters. The object of providing a highly qualified class of school
masters is that to which the attention of the Board of Education at Bombay 
is primarily directed by the CTOvernnient of that Presidency in the instructions 
1 have referred to above. Speaking of it relatively with that encouraging 
translations into the vernacular languages of useful standard works, it is ob
served that “ the first appears to be incomparably the most important of the 
“ elements in any scheme for national education. Were it necessary to choose 

between the two, it would be far preferable to have well instructed and quali- 
“ fied masters in the absence of translations, than the translations in the absence
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efficient masters.” “ One such qualilied master will do more, it is believed, 
to en̂ ighten the people around him by,the knowledge which will be dissemi
nated directly by himself, and indirectly through the medium of his well in
structed pupils, than could be effected by a score of the inefhcient^greceptors, 
to whom the charge of our vernacular schools is at present entrusted.l In Eng
land when systematic attempts began to be made for the improvement of edu
cation it was found that “ among the chief defects might be reckoned the in
sufficient number of qualified school masters and the imperfect method of teach
ing which prevailed in perhaps the greater number of the schools.” These 
defects the Committee of Council on Education aimed to remedy by the crea
tion of Normal and Model schools, for the training of masters, and the de
velopment, and exemplification of the best methods for tli6 organization, dis
cipline and instruction of elementary schools. The Minutes of the Committee 
of Council, and the reports of their inspectors of the means used to make 
these schools efficient, will afford valuable instruction to the new Council of 
Education when they enter upon the consideration of this important subject, 
which is certainly deserving of primary attention. In their despatch No. 20, 
of 1844, the Court of Directors, observing that it is undoubtedly true that 
unless masters fully competent be engaged, little hope of advantage from the 
foundation of schools can be entertained, assented to the grant of salaries to 
the masters of the intended Provincial schools to the amount of 250 rupees per 
mensem. But they remarked tliat the difficulty on the score of salary was 
quite secondary to that of finding competent qualification. Objecting to the 
proposal of procuring masters from England, or even Bengal, unacquainted 
with the languages and manners of the natives of the Peninsula, and observ
ing that it is only at Madras, or perhaps they meant within the Madras 
Presidency, that fit masters for the Madras provinces can be reared, they 
desired that in any scholarships which might be founded in the Madras Uni
versity, in pursuance of the sentiments expressed in an earlier part of the 
same despatch, care might be taken that persons enjoying them should be edu
cated specially with a view to their future employment as school-masters, 
should they be willing to undertake such duties. This instruction should now 
be carried into effect. The regulations of the Committee of Council respect
ing the education of public teachers and stipendiary monitors, will merit 
the attention of the Madras Council in this connection. It is to be 
remembered that the attempts that have hitherto been made to esta
blish normal schools at Calcutta and Bombay have proved unsuccessful. 
By studying the causes of failure at those Presidencies we may learn a lesson 
to guide us here. We must be careful not to attempt too much at first and 
be content to feel our way. One thing I think is certain, that a single 
Normal school at the Presidency will not suffice for the training of competent 
masters for teaching schools in all the districts under this Government, various 
as the population is in language and manners. Probably it will be found ex
pedient to graft normal classes upon the Provincial schools. A  new plan has 

been projected at Bombay to which it will be well to 
BombayEeportforl847-48. attention.

32. The President observes that “ should the people at large eviiic  ̂
a desire to have the benefit of schools extended from the towns selected, 
to their large villages, he is sure that Government Avill do all that is in 
theiT power to grant them that object,” and he calls attention to a re
cent notification issued at Bombay on the subject of vernacular schools 
within that Presidency, which he remarks precisely tallies with liis dwri
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views. From the tendency of the observations I liave ah-eady made, 
it may be ujiderstood that I look to the establish- 

General establishment of Zillah schools, as subsidiary to tlie Pro-
Zillah and Talisildaree • • i i i i p i i t  i
schools contemplated. vincial sciiools, and or schools intermediate between

them and the ordinary village schools to be set up in 
Note.—“ With regard to Tahsildaree and filmost every lalook. I would if possi- 

Collectorate schools (observed the Court of ble carry out the original plan of Sir 
Directors in their despatch No. 15 of 1841 P. Thomas Munro for the gradual institu- 
5.) there can be no doubt that they miist be ^f Collectorate and Tahsildaree
considered one ot the means by which educa- , i /» n • , i . n
tion may be extended more generally among schools, following at least partially the 
the people, and we are unwilling to forego principle laid down in the notification 
any measures for their encouragement.” above referred to, of requiring the com-

Again in their despatch No 24 of 1842, benefited by the establish-
the Court said we do not thmk that elemen- , - i ,  t it
tary schools should be wholly abandoned, and ^ school to contribute, I would
the judicious encouragement of village not say the chief part, but a consider- 
schools may also be comprehended in the ar- able part of the funds necessaiy to main- 
rangement adopted tor the improvement of may be places where it
native education. We liave already stated , t r  . , i i- >
our sentiments reg-.-irding tlie Talisildaree t)e very expedient to establish a
schools, many of which were unnecessarily school of the quality intended, but where 
founded, but of which the entire abandonment the community may be really so poor 
seems to have been insufficiently considered.” as to be unable to contribute a consi
derable part of the expense. In such cases the demand upon them should be 
proportioned to their means, but they should always be bound as a body to 
make some contribution to prove that they value the advantage of being pro
vided with means of instruction for their children, beyond what the village 
schools are capable of affording.

33. Sir Thomas Munro thought it advisable to 
Minute 25th June 1822. abstain from interference with the existing native

schools in the villages and elsewhere. “ Every thing of this kind,” he thought, 
“ ought to be carefully avoided and the people should be left to manage their 
schools in their own way.” “ All that we ought to do,” in his opinion, was “ to 
facilitate the operations of those schools by restoring any funds that may have 
been diverted from them, and perhaps granting additional ones where it may 
appear advisable.” Sir Thomas Munro called for returns'of the statistics of 
education from all the districts under this Government which he reviewed in 

. . . . his Minute of December 1825, recorded on the 10th
l 0 th*MMch°l8 2 ^ ” *'̂   ̂ March 1826. From those returns it appeared that 

the numbers of schools and colleges (so called) 
amounted to 12,498, and the population to 12,850,941 so that there was one 
school to every 1,000 of the population, or omitting females, to every 500 of 
the population. Taking the male population at one half, or 6,425,000, and the 
portion of it between 5 and 10 years, or the period which boys in general re
main at school, at or 7,13,000, this he assumed to be the number of boys that 
ought to be at school, that all might be educated, but the number attending the 
schools, Avas only 1,84,110 or little more than Allowing however for the 
boys tanght at home, Sir Thomas Munro was disposed to estimate the portion 
receiving school education to be nearer  ̂ of the whole. It does not appear 
that there are late accounts of the statistics of education in this Presidency.

34. The Government of Agra has instituted
Proceedings of the Govt, researches on this subject, and the result is thusstat- 

of Agra for the improvement i - , ,  n  ̂ ,
of in^genous schools. preface to a memoir on indigenous education

in the North West Provinces just received. “ Out of
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a popuLation which numbered in 1848, 23,200,000 souls, and in which were 
consequently included 1,900,000 male» of a school going age, we can trace but 
68,200 as in the receipt of any education wliatever,” that is less than 1 in 28. 
But the proportion of boys of a school going age is estimated at  ̂ of the whole 
population, instead of ^ according to Sir Thomas Munro’s calculation, taking 
in, no doubt, boys of a more advanced age.

35. The extreme depression of the general education of the country 
thus developed was felt to demand extensive and systematic efforts for its 
improvement. After some discussion a scheme for effecting this object has 

From Court of Directors, ^^en approved by tlie Court of Directors and brought
No. 14, of 1849. into operation in eight of the districts of the North

Resohition of Lieut. Go- West Provinces, to which as au experiment it is to
vernor 9th February 1850. confined for the present.

36. The scheme provides for the establishment
The fahsildaree schools Government scliool in each Tahsildaree, to

to serve as models lor the j  w  x- -n  ̂ i
improvement of the village serve as a model to the native village school masters,
schools. and the institution of an agency for visiting the vil-

Provision for the visita- lage schools, and assisting and advising the native
tion of the village schools. school masters and rewarding the most deserving.
This agency consists of a Zillah visitor with a salary between 100 and 200
rupees a month, 3 Pergunnah visitors viz., for every 2 Tahsildars, at salaries
from 20 to 40 rupees ; 6 Tahsildaree school-masters at from 10 to 20 rupees
besides fees from his scholars, and a Visitor-General over all.

37. The course of instruction at the Govern-
Instruction to be given in ment village schools, that is the Tahsildaree model

the Tahsildaree schools. schools, is to consist of reading and writing the ver
nacular languages, both Oordoo and Hindu, and the 

mensuration of land according to the native system, to which is to be added 
such instruction in geography, history, geometry, or other general subjects, 
conveyed through the medium of the vernacular language as the people may 
be willing to receive. Care is to be taken to prevent these schools from be
coming rivals of the indigenous schools maintained by the natives themselves.
“ This scheme contemplates drawing forth the energies of the people for their 
own improvement, rather than actually supplying to them the means of instruc
tion at the cost of the Government. Persuasion, assistance and encouragement 
are to be principally employed. The greatest consideration is to be shewn for 
the feelings and prejudices of the people, and no interference is ever to be 
exercised where it is not desired by those who conduct the institution.” “ The 
poor may be persuaded to combine for the support of a teacher, the rich may. 
be encouraged to support schools for their poorer neighbours, and all the 
schools that are established may be assisted, improved and brought forward.”

If this system succeeds in 38 . This seems to me a very promising scheme,
the Ncrth West Provinces it and if it succeeds in the North West Provinces, it
may be easily adopted here, -vvill be easily adopted hei'e in all its parts.

. . 39. A  system of visitation will, I conceive, be
any rl̂ ellTdispens'abir” indispensable, whatever the scheme of

Government schools may include, but this can be 
reserved for after consideration.

40. I shall add one more suggestion only on 
Native Female education, however of the utmost importance,
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parpely that instructions be given to the Council of Education for this Presi
dency, corresponding with those latel}4 given by the Governor General in 
Council to the Councid of Education for Bengal, “ to consider their functions 
^  conaprising the subject of native female education,”
y 41. I have now to express my concurrence in the opinion expressed by 

Mr. Thomas in the 16th, 19th and 20th paragraphs 
Aid to well condncted as to the expediency of promoting the

private educational institu- , i • , . • j:- i x-great object oi the extension oi education among th«
natives by giving aid to well conducted private insti

tutions which impart secular knowledge to their scholars to the same extent 
as tlie Government schools, and pro tanto servo as well for the common 
end as if there were so rnany more Government schools; and I think with 

Government schools should ^im that in establishing Government schools care 
not be placed so as to bring should be taken not to place them so as to bring 
them into opposition to other them into opposition to, or rivalry with other exist- 
existing institutions which are institutions which have met Avith acceptance
scl^ooj Luld' dô  overujnent people and have been successful in their

operation. It matters not in my view whether these 
were established with a Missionary object or not, if so be the people have taken 
to them, and they are doing all that a Government school could do. I per
fectly accord with the sentiments delivered by Mr. Thomas on this head in 
the 20th paragraph of his ]\:̂ nute.

Treparation of school books. I ^2. I concur in Mr. Thomas’s suggestion ip 
the 23d paragraph of his Minute that “ some agency 

will be required to prepare elementary books for the use of the schools to be 
established,” wliich will involve some additional expense.

43. In the 25th and following paragraphs of his Minute Mr. 
25 to 32. Thomas explains his views upon what he justly calls the most im

portant point of 1̂1, as it is the most difficult point 
The improvement of tlie mo- connection witli education,-— the necessity of

ral character 01 the youths un- t ,• i i i • i w i i ,
der instructiou at the Govern- adopting some plan, by which the moral character
ment institutions a point of the of the youths under instruction in the Government 
highest invportanee. institution may be improved.

44.! I do not believe, any more than Mr. Thomas does, that the people of 
this Presidency are opposed to receiving moral instruction combined with in
tellectual, and I agree with him that the readiness with which they allow their 
children to attend the schools of Missionaries in preference to the Govermnent 
institution, for the sake apparently of saving the fees payable at the latter, is 
a fair proof that their pi-ejudice against receiving moral instruction through 
the Bible is at any rate not insuperable. But I believe that there is a deeply 
seated jealousy of that being done by the authority of Government, which 
without much concern they see done, and acq,u,iesce in when done, by private 
persons ; and though I believe at the same time that this jealousy has been 
fostered by the evil, surmisings and suggestions of ill-affected people, yet I do 
not the less esteem it to be incumbent upon a Government, situated as oui's is, 

The question of introducing to avoid giving any the least ground for it. Mr. 
the Bible for study in the Go- Thomas would consider it an improper exercise of 
vernment institutions option- authority, which would be justly offensive to the na- 
ally or otherwise, considered, tives, to enforce the study of the Scriptures in the 
Govi r̂nment school  ̂ as a pa,rt of the regular school course ; but may it not be 
well argued that to authori,ze it, â lthoaigh optionally, would have an influence,
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as implying the desire of the Goveniinent, whose fiivor is supremely coveted, 
which, with the natural sympathy and encouragenient of the Christian teacliers 
to those who attended the Bible classes, Avould be almost as eflicacious in caus
ing attendance, as a positive rule requiring it as a matter of course ? And would 
it be less otFensive because what virtually was equivalent to an order was dis
guised as a mere permission ? \ The native, I apprehend, could not distinguish 
between the tw'o. As an imitation from a sovereign to a subject is held to be 
a command, so would it be, I conceive, in such a case as this ; the boys invited 
to attend the Bible class would feel or fear that they would give offence if 
they staid away. The boys themselves from their natural curiosity would 
probably willingly attend, and if their parents were averse they would be 
apt to yield to this sort of moral compulsion,— the fear of their boys being 
deprived of the favor and countenance of those having the power to Ibr- 
ward them iu life. But as it seems to be contrary to the orders of the 
Court of Directors in their despatch No. 13, of 1847, to introduce the Bi
ble into the Government schools as a regular class book, or to permit the 
study of it in those schools, this is more a speculative than a practical 
question. I wish we could teach our youth morality “ direct from the only 
source of morals the Scriptures.” I Avish we were not constrained by “ the 
peculiarity of our situation in this country,” to use tlie words of Mr. Wil

loughby, “ to forego the most powerful of all influ- 
Minute of Mr. Willouoh- ences in forming the moral character of a nation

hy, Member of Council at “ but although religion is necessarily excluded from
Bombay Appendix to re- Government educational establishments and the 
V)ort ot Board ol huueation , ,  n i • • i
for 1847-48, p. 159. semblance even oi a proselyting spirit is wisely

avoided,” I think with him “ greater care might be
bestowed in inculcating sound moral principles.” “ To this,” he suggests, “ the
attention of all tlie masters of the Government schools should be specially
directed, and they should be taught to consider it of far more importance to
notice with severity a falsehood, deceit, or any other departure from rectitude,
rather than any deviation from school discipline or assiduity.”

45. But after all it may be asked with reference to the inculcation of 
morality, do we really lose much by the prohibition of the use of the Bible as 
a class book in the Government schools ? In considering this question we 
must bear in mind the essential difference between religious education and 
religious instruction, Keligious education is the education of the heart. It is 
a mistake to suppose that religious instruction includes it, or rather is the 
same with it. To teach the Bible in the Government schools ŵ ould certainly 
extend the knowledge of the scholars, and would exercise their memories and 
understandings, but would it, in the manner it must be taught a school 
lesson, improve their hearts ? Could the teacher in a Government school apply 
the doctrines and precepts of the Bible to the hearts and consciences of the 
pupils in the manner a Missionary does ? Speaking of Christian schools, an 
able divine of the present day observes, “ I think the Bible ought to be read, 
both to the children and by the children ; but I think it ought never to be 
approached except with,reverence, and as a privilege ; and therefore I  would 
exclude it from among mere lesso7i books”

46. For my part however I have never been 
The Bible shouW not at ^  perceive why, on the principles of neutrality

any rate be excluded from i  ,, Ta-i i , i u i i ithe libraries of the Govern- Pyo^ss, the Bible should be excluded from the
ment institutions. libraries of our educational establishments as if it

were prescribed.— I think it ought to have its place
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there, and be freely open to those who seek it, on the same.terms as the other 
books in the library, which are not stu(^ed in school, but are provided for re
ference, and for the private study of scholars who wish to extend their know
ledge beyond the limits of the school course. In the reading of the schools 
there must contiuually occur allusions to the Scriptures, which cannot be per
fectly understood without a reference to them. In my opinion the teacher 
should not skip over such passages, nor let the boys read them unintelligently, 
but should explain them as fully as he would any other passage, with a reve
rent reference to the Scriptvu’es, from which, for the purpose of explanation 
merely, he might read exti'acts. I think this ought to be well understood.

47. Having sketched out my views of the system which should be pur
sued and gradually brought into operation for the extension of native educa
tion in this Presidency, I shall now consider what means are available for 
effecting it.

48. The memorandum annexed to the 
Means available for can-ying into President’s Minute shê vs that the amount of 

effect the system of education sketch- ,, • x j  i. i ..i j  igjj the unappropriated baiazice of the tijiids al
lotted for native education on the 31st De

cember 1850, stof̂ d, at Rupees
11,06,562 10 11

Deduct the surplus pagoda funds appropriated to the 
head native education by the order of Govern- 
met, dated 14th July 1846..................................  8,00,000 0 0
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Remains... 3,06,562 10 11

49. This sum of Rupees 3,06,562 is the accumulated amount of bal
ance of the grant of Rupees 50,000 per annum allowed by tlie Court of Di
rectors for the purpose of education by the order dated 16th April 1828. 
Adding the probable surplus in the current year, the amount which will be 
available on the 31st December 1851 may be estimated at Rupees 3,25,000.

50. The other sum of 800,000 Rupees is the amount of deposits in the 
Government Treasury on account of surplus Pagoda funds, which in 1846 
the Government ordered to be transferred to the head of “ Native Educa
tion.”

51. By the return of the Accountant General it appears that of this sura 
Rupees 7,39,805 had been transferred before the 30th April 1847. The remain
der also was transferred in the course of the following year. But the dates 
of transfer do not appear. When the account was made up to 30th April 
1847, the close of the official year, the whole amount credited to the educa
tion fund ought I think to have been invested in the 5 per cent, loan then 
open, and the balance Rupees 60,195 on the 30th April following. But al
though not invested, the funds have been equally at the use of Government; 
and there can be no question, I apprehend, that interest must be allowed upon

them, say upon Rupees 7,39,805* from 1st May
Principal...........  800,000 1847, and upon Rupees 60,195* from 1st May 1848.

........ y  >94.551 interest allowed I think should be 5 per cent, at
9,94.551. least until the close of the 5 per cent, loan on the 15th 
—   ̂ April 1851 ; I think also it should be added to the



principal annuall}’’, which will be less favorable than if the 8 lacs had 
been subscribed to the loan, by the terms of which interest is adjusted 
half yearly— I have had a statement prepared to shew the accumulation of
Principal............ 8,00,000 the 8 lacs by compound interest at 5 per cent, from
Interest..............  1,78,114 the several dates abovementioned up to the 14th

g April and at 4 per cent, from 15th to 31st De-
’ ’ cember 1851, and another to shew the addition by
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simple interest only.

52. Assuming for the sake of easy calculation the accumulated amount 
of the appropriated Pagoda Fund to be the round sum of Rupees 10,00,000* 
and this to be invested in the 4 per cent, loan, it will yield an income of Ru
pees 40,000 per annum. Supposing the accumulation from the balance of 
the annual grant to be in like manner invested, to which I can see no objec
tion, and taking the amount on 31st December 1851 at the round sum of 
Rupees 3,25,000 there will be an additional income from this source of Rupees
13.000, making a total of Rupees 53,000 besides the annual grant of Rupees
50.000.

53. Setting aside from 1st January 1852 the annual grant of 50,000 
Rupees for the purpose of education at the Presidency including all the charges 
for the Council of Education and the pay of their Secretary, and to provide 
for the expensef of a building for the University, as contemplated by the Presi
dent, there will remain for the Provinces Rupees 53,000. Now reckoning 
the cost of 8 Provincial Schools according to the President’s estimate at Ru
pees 28,000 per annum there will remain for Zillah and Tahsildaree Schools, 
Rupees 25,000 per annum.

There are 19 Zillahs, of which one,— Chingleput, fromits vicinity to Mad
ras, may. be considered as provided for. So also tlte 8 Zillahs in which Pro
vincial Schools are established may do without Zillah Schools. The number 
of Zillah Schools required ŵ ill therefore be 10. Assuming that these will 
cost half as much as the Provincial schools, or 1,800 Rupees per animm each, 
the whole cost ŵ ill be Rupees 18,000, or say to provide for contingencies Ru
pees 20,000. There will remain only Rupees 5,000.

54. It is obvious from this imperfect sketch 
out̂ cmn'Tê tel estimate that though we might provide for the Uni

versity at ’the Presidency, and for a certain number 
of Provincial and Zillah schools on a ,tolerably liberal footing, it is impossible 
to carry out the proposed scheme farther without additional means. But when 
1 consider that the annual grant for education in the Bombay Presidency is 
Rupees 1,25,000 and in the North West Provinces amounts to Rupees 1,10,108 
for general purposes with Rupees 20,413 added specially for the Benares Col
lege— 130,521, besides the new grant for the improvement of indigenous schools

* As the income will not be fully appropriated for a long time, and the balance will of 
course be added to the principal, the amount will be much more than this.

t Note.—This will absorb the surplus above the present charges for about two years 
which will probably be occupied in the work. By the expiration of that period it may be 
hoped there will be such a demand for advanced education, that it will be expedient to extend 
the institution.



io the amount ol' o0 ,0 0 {)-Kupees per annum, 
Btit reft-rving to tlio grants to Bom- j  oaifnot doubt that when a necessity is 

l)a,v AdrtliVVest n-ovuu-cti iiDt to , t t  i i r\  ̂ -ii i
U.'aoi.Uo.UImt the llonoval.le Court shewn for it, tlie Honorable Court will be
will increase the present annual grant ready to increase the grant of .')(),000  Ru- 
to an amount proportionate to the po- pees, at present allowed to us, to an 
pulation ot tliis rrc!<ideney. amount more in proportion to the population
of this Presidency.

5o. If we were assured by the Ilonor- 
In the meantime an experiment able Court of such an augmentation eventu- 

might bo made to the extent that the ally, according to our need, we might lay out 
present iur.ds admit, proceeding gra- p r (3geut; funds, (exclusive of the annual
dually as the re(iuisite agency can l)c \  i x' i
commanded. ' grant) so as to make the scheme oi Frovincial,

Zillah and Tahsildaree schools complete with
in certain divisions of the country, in Avhich the experiment might be thought 
most likely to answer ; leaving it to be determined, according to the result 
of our experience, whetlier it will be advisable to extend the system so as to 
embrace tlie whole country, for wliich, if necessary, the means will no doubt 
he iuniishc'd. We must at all events proceed by steps as we can com
mand the requisite agency. The Government of Bombay judiciously caution 
the Board of Elducation “ against the mistake of extending their operations be
yond the point at which they can ensure that each establishment shall be tho
roughly efficient.” The first step might be to establish one Provincial school, 
tAvo Zillah schools, and a proportion of Tahsildaree schools in the districts 
in which the Provincial and the Zillah schools are located respectively . Pro
ceeding thus gradually, it will be some time before the income, im m ed iate ly  
available, would be exhausted, and in the meantime the system would be well 
tested. In the sketch given above, I have not, from the want of data, provided 
particularly for inspection; but inspection I deem to be an essential ingredient 
in the system, which must be provided for when a practical plan is prepared.

56. I believe I have noticed in the course of my 
Constitution of the pro- remarks all the topics touched upon in the President’s 

po êd Council ol Muca- constitution of the new Council of
Education. I see no substantial objection to merging 

the Board of Governors for the University in tlie new Council, as the Presi
dent proposes, for though it in form annuls the fundamental rules on this head, 
it maintains them in spirit, especially in the material point of admitting a 
certain number of natives to take a sliare in the Government of the institu
tion. The list of the Council proposed by the President contains the names of 
eight native gentlemen, the number required by the rules being seven. The 
President of the present Board, Mr. G. Norton, whose exertions to promote 
native education generally, and especially to advance this institution, have been 
eminently conspicuous, and all his colleagues in the Board, are, I am glad to 
see, nominated to take a part in the new Council, the former as Vice President, 
and the latter as Members. My w'ish would be that Mr. Norton should con
tinue to conduct the detail management of the University as President of a 
Committee of the Council to be specially charged with that duty,— an arrange
ment which would seem to fall in with the view signified by the Honorable

Court of Directors in the 3rd paragraph of their 
Proposed acknowledginent Despatch No. 20 of 1847. The acknowledg- 

to Mr. iSortoii the I  resident  ̂ i i -r» • i  ̂ i ?
and his coadiutors in the Uni- President proposes to make to
versity Bbmd concurred in. Mr. Norton and his co-adjutors I cordially concur

in.
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57. The Council is to consist of a President, five Vice-Presidents, and 
twenty Members. Among the memb^s are to be found representatives of 
every class. The list contains tl̂ e names of eighteen Gentlemen (two places 
being left vacant). Of these eight are British Gentlemen (one a member of 
the Civil Service, three Military Officers, one Medical Officer, one Barrister, 
two Merchants) two are East Indian Gentlemen (one in business on his own 
account, one a retired servant of the Government) eight are Native Gen
tlemen (five Hindoos, one Christian, two Mahomedans). The Vice-Presidents, 
beside Mr. Norton the present President of the University Board, are four 
gentlemen occupying the highest posts in the Civil Service.

58. Sir Henry Pottinger, deeming it expedient 
Office of President of the  ̂ Member of the Government should occupy

ounci 0  . ucation. President, did me the honor some time
ago to request that I would undertake it. Although I felt that from the want 
of theoretical knowledge and practical experience I was little capable of con
ducting the proceedings of the Council of Education, and expressed this feel
ing unfeignedly to the Right Honorable the Governor, I told him at the same 
time that I placed myself cheerfully at his disposal, and would be ready to 
act as President if he thought it of real importance that I should do so. 
Since I have gone more into the subject I have become more sensible of my 
inaptitude for an office of this nature, and more doubtful of my being able to 
be of any use in it ; and considering how short a period now remains during 
which I shall retain the qualification of being a Member of the Government, 

Suggestion of Mr. Eliott  ̂^ave thought it proper to suggest to the Gover- 
that it may be advisable to nor that it may be advisable at once to substitute 
substitute for him during the for me, as President of the Council of Education, 
short period that now re- gentleman appointed by the Court of Directors 
^TMLbeVoftheGovIrn- succeed me at this Board, and thus assign to him
ment, the gentleman ap- to initiate what he will have eventually to carry 
pointed by the Court of Di- on ; assuring him however of my perfect willing- 
rectors to succeed him at the ness to officiate as President, if under all the cir- 
iratli'ewhrh^lnihLeto cumstances he thinks it preferable to abide by the 
carry on. But Mr. Eliott, “ ŝt arrangement, SO long as I Sit at this Board ; 
perfectly willing to officiate I am therefore in his hands.
as President if tlw Governor 5 9 , The President has stated reasons, which I
t nn It pre eiab e. defer to, for making the Council of Education so nu-

. . merous. But I would submit that it is necessary for
rnZnnQ Govemment to sclcct fi’om it an executive Commit-,merous, necessary for Go- , , , , . . . • n mi •
vernment to select from it carry on the administration practically, ihis
an executive Committee. Committee should be vested with all the powers of 

. . the general Board for the efficient working of the- 
Powers to be vested in it. institutions under their government, according to the 

plans and rules laid down for them respectively. Their proceedings should be
laid before the Council periodically. They should not have authority to in
troduce any innovation of importance in principle, or to make any change of 
moment in the management of the institutions under their government  ̂
without the consent of the majority of the Council expressed at a meeting.. 
Any new measures they might think advisable should be submitted to the- 
Council for consideration. No new measures should be proposed to th© 
Council without having been previously laid before the executive Committee. 
It will be necessary to form other Committees ;— for examplê  for the adminis
tration of the University, for the improvement of the verrtaeular literature,

IsN
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and pei’Iiaps the inspection of vernacular schools at the Presidency, for. the 
direction and superintendence of school* or classes for the training of school
masters, and for the organization of schools in the Mofussil. But I am not 
sure that it is requisite that any but the Executive Committee (unless it be the 
Committee for the administration of the University) should be appointed by 
Government.

„ . . , -r. 60- The Executive Committee, I think, shouldCoiapositioTi ot the Exe- , i r> • i tt- tj • i icutive Committee. composed ot the President, a Vice-rresident, and
five or seven Members. I would beg leave to pro

pose that Mr. Morehead be Vice President, and that the Members be Mr. Py- 
croft, Mr. T. Key, Mr. J. B. Norton, Mr. Carstairs, and one of the three fol
lowing Gentlemen Captain Losh, Mr. Onchterlony, Major Balfour, orall of them 
if the number is to be seven, or two of them and one of the native Gentlemen.

Secrctarysliip.  ̂ agree Avith Mr. Thomas that it is desir
able “ to have a Secretary with no other duty, who 

will throw himself with all his heart and energies into the Avork,” if one can bo 
found duly qualified, who for the remuneration that can be atfbrded will devote 
himself to the discharge of the office for a lengthened period ; for this is a point 
of essential importance, the permanency of the Secretary being most conducive 
to consistency in the administration.

62. The next best arrangement will be to appoint to the Secretaryship 
one whose other substantive appointment is not of a iiature to require constant 
daily attendance at an office, and the duties of which can be discharged ordi
narily at the time most convenient to the incumbent, so as to leave him free in 
general to devote himself chiefly to the business which the Council may require 
him to perform, and to be ready to attend upon the Council and Committees, 
especially the Executive Committee, as there may be occasion. It might be 
well to make this appointment provisional in the first instance for a certain 
period, to give op{)ortunity for testing the qualifications of the person appointed 
for duties so peculiar, and, if the appointment is to be held conjointly with 
another, to ascertain whether the avocations of the two are compatible.

63. In conclusion it is jjroper that I should 
A  copy of the President s apologize for the protracted period that has elapsed 

Mmute dated 6th June, waj> i -i t  i u i • i • j. t  i
furnished to me on theiotli. ^lule 1 have been engaged on this subject. I have

stated at the beginning how much I had to read to 
prepare myself for the consideration of it. I was not well when I commenced 
writing this Minute, and it was unfortunately necessary to suspend it after a 
few days from the indisposition caused by an accident. After I was able to 
proceed with it, I was frequently interrupted by the necessity of giving atten
tion to other subjects of importance which could not be defei*red, some of which 
occupied me whole days. These circumstances will perhaps be considered suf
ficient to account for a delay which I regret.

ccxevi

(Signed) D. ELIOTT.
5i/i August 1851.

A P P E ^ D IX  B. B. B.
Puhlic Department. 

Extract from the Minutes o f Consultation, dated \2th April 1852.
1 . By the 1 0 th fundamental rule of the Madras University it is declared



that the Board of Governors shall consist of fourteen Members. The Gover
nor in Council being of opinion that tlxi number might advantageously be aug
mented to sixteen, directs the modification of that rule accordingly.

The Governor in Council is pleased to appoint the following Gentlemen 
to be the President and Governors of the Madras University and Pligh school.

President.
George Norton, Esq.

Governors.
1 . J. B. Norton, Esq. 9. Major G. Balfour,
2. C. Runganadum Sastry, 1 0 . Lieut. Colonel F. A. Reid, C. B.
3. James Ouchterlony, Esq. 11. Mariasoosay Moodelly,
4. C. Streenevassa Pillay, 1 2 . Casavooloo Naidoo,
5. Thomas Key, Esq. 13. C. Ramanjooloo Naidoo,
6 . C. Cunniah Chetty, 14. Captain Wilson,
7. Thomas Pycroft, Esq. 15. Mr. Rencontre,
8 . Asuph Jung Bahadar P>atimad-ood 16. To be filled up hereafter.

Dowla,

True extract

(Signed) J. D. SIM,

Dcpy. Hecij. to Govt.
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APPEN D rX  C. C. C.
2d July 1852-

M inute OF THK Board of Governors of the Madras University,

Suggesting several measures deemed by them of essential expediency for  
promoting the successful j)rogress o f that Institution, and towards the 
advancement o f Education generally in the Presidency.

 ̂ 1 . This Board of President and Governors of the Madras University
having been re-constituted under an order of the Right Honorable the Go
vernor in Council, dated 13th April last, and having had entrusted to them the 
task of submitting to Government any expedient measures, not only for pro
moting the successful progress of the institution under their more immediate 
charge, but also towards organizing other institutions with a view to the more 
general diffusion of education throughout the Presidency, take the earliest 
opportunity of laying before the consideration of Government the result of 
their first consultations directed to these objects.

2. There being at present but one single institution throughout the 
Presidency, founded by, or under the immediate control of, Government, namely: 
the High School o f the Madras University— the duties to be undertaken by 
the Board in organizing any general system and in establishing further educa
tional institutions will prove of an extensive nature, and will call, probably, 
for several communications from us in detail, and embracing many important 
topics. In the first instance our Board have confined their attention to those 
which they have considered of the most general importance,— forming indeed 
the foundation of ulterior measures.



3. These topics are the following :—■

First.— The issuing of Test Certificates of educational attainments, upon 
a regulated scheme.

Secondly.— The organization of Primary Schools both in the Provinces 
and at Madras itself, as well as one or more High Schools in subordination to 
the central institution of the Madras University.

Thirdly.— The erection of a suitable structure in a suitable situation 
for the High School and eventually for the collegiate classes of the Madras 
University.

Fourthly.— The improvement of the system of vernacular instruction, 
including the preparation of competent vernacular teachers and also of ver
nacular Class Books.

4. For the purpose of giving the maturest consideration to these sub
jects, our Board divided itself into four Committees of six Members each, and 
each presided over by the President. Each Committee passed under their 
review the whole of the Minutes and Correspondence of the former Board of 
Governors upon the several matters thus taken up, and the final recommenda
tions which they had submitted in detail for the sanction of Government, 
After a mature deliberation in two meetings, resulting in some modifications 
of the resolutions of the previous Board, each Committee di-ew up its report 
and these reports were further considered by the full Board. The measures, 
therefore, now submitted incorporate the concurrent views both of the for
mer and present Boards in all main points, and are such as are deemed (in
dependently of other measures of detail which may become the subject of 
future and early reference) essential towards promoting the success of the 
Madras University, and establishing it on a firm foundation, and also towards 
organizing a more general system for the promotion of education among the 
people at large.

5 . And first as regards the Test Certificates of educational attainments.

6 . Our Board think it superfluous to recapitulate the reasons which in 
the copious communications from the former Board are set forth in support of 
the principle of this measure, or to explain again those rules of detail on which 
the examinations and the issuing Test Certificates are proposed to be founded. 
Those reasons and explanations are to be found at large in Appendix. H. to 
the first Annual Report, and certain revised rules (which have met with the 
sanction of the Supreme Government) are to be seen in Appendix E. to the 
second Annual Report. The letter of the former Board of Governors of 6 th 
June 1848, forwarding these rules as still further revised, contains their latest 
views on this subject. Our Board have adopted (with the modifications about 
to be noticed) these latest revised rules (which are appended to this letter) and 
we earnestly recommend them for the approbation of Government.

7. It may be observed by Government that in the Test Rules now 
finally submitted, our Board have omitted one of the former Rules, which pro
vided that Proficients of the High School should (upon the credit of that 
degree) be exempted from any further examination, and be classed with those 
who may obtain a Superior Test.

8 . Further modifications of the Rules are to the following effect.
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9. That in the requisitions for a General Test qualification, a knowledge 
of the globes, and of the extraction of »the square and cubic roots be omitted; 
but that every General Test Candidate should be indispensably required to 
possess a grammatical knowledge of one vernacular language, and be able to 
write a fair hand both in English and in one vernacular language.

10. That for the Superior Test Qualification every Candidate should 
possess a thorough grammatical knowledge of one vernacular language, to be 
tested by construing and parsing from an approved work, in addition to the 
essay already prescribed, and that he be able to write a fair hand, both in 
English and in one vernacular language.

11. Our Board particularly desire to submit to the attention of Govern
ment our unanimous opinion as to the expediency of the employment of paid 
public examiners, as recommended in the former Board’s letter of 8 th September,
1842, except that we consider that the holding examinations /<a//’yearly will be 
sufficiently frequent for the present. We desire to submit the choice of ex
aminers altogether to such course as Government may see fit to take, without 
naming any.

12. We have judged it fitting to acquaint Government that on this sub
ject of Test Certificates our Board are not imanimous on one point. Out of 
fourteen members w'ho have voted, ten are for retaining tlie sixth and subsequent 
rules, while four are in favor of omitting them, and foi- leaving heads of 
oflSces unshackled as regards admission of Candidates for employment, sub
stituting a rule to the effect that lists of all qualified Candidates should be 
published periodically in the Gazette.

13. Secondly.— As to the organization of Primary and Provincial 
seminaries.

14. Hitherfo no Schools of a primary or elementary quality have been 
founded under the auspices of Government, and it is now, first, that measures 
with a view to the elementary education of the masses have been entrusted 
to our Board’s consideration. We are of opinion that the establishment of 
such seminaries is highly expedient, not only with special reference to the 
community at large and to the peculiar wants and claims of the people of the 
Provinces, but also in reference to the supply of competent scholars to enter 
on a career of superior education in the High School and (eventual) Colle
giate Department of the Madras University. For these comprehensive ob
jects our Board unanimously recommend the foundation of Primary 
Schools both at the Presidency itself and in the Provinces.

15. One Primaiy School is all that our Board would in the first in
stance recommend at the Presidency itself. We would recommend four at 
least to be organized in the Provinces in the first instance, commencing with.. 
those four Collectorates in which the former Board in their letter of 15th 
September, 1842, recommend Provincial High Schools to be founded ; viz., 
Malabar, Bellary, Tanjore, and Masulipatam. The Board would have been 
disposed to recommend a larger number to be immediately founded, but that 
we shall perhaps find a difficulty in procuring masters enough, and we would 
moreover desire to proceed gradually, so as to profit by the experience which 
the organization and management of these first four schools will afford. We 
should desix-e also to fix the establishment of these seminaries in localities
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where no other schools exist, or where any such may be obviously inadequate 
to the wants of the population.

) 16. Our Board would also desire to found one or more Provincial High
Schools in any of the above Collectorates, in which a sufficient number of 
Scholars may be found adequately advanced to enter a High School, or as soon 
as such competent Scholars may be raised in the Primary Schools, or other- 
Avise ; and in organizing such High Schools, our Board would desire to 
adopt the principles and the general plan, as recommended by the former 
Board (vide Appendix G. to first Annual Report); but the schcme itself, as 
set forth in that Appendix, Avill require such modifications as more mature 
consideration and experience in the management of the central High School 
will suggest.

17. Among those modifications our Board have at once to submit that 
of the control and periodical reports of Inspectors, instead of remitting either 
the Primary or High Schools of the Provinces to the sole goverinnont of

Local Committees. Our Board consider tliis mea- 
Vide Review of Public In- gyj.g absolutely essential. Experience in Ben-

Mr! Kerr, *pp. 22'to36.  ̂ amply shoAvn the futility o f  any reliance on
the efiicient government and superintendence by un

paid Local Committees, and the same result has been manifested even in 
England. Without this corroborative proof our Board would arrive at this 
conviction from merely considering the multifarious and laborious duties of 
all functionaries in the Provinces— their dispersion and the continual changes 
among them. We are nevertheless of opinion that Local Committees are 
expedient, as greatly influencing the progi’ess and welfare of educational in
stitutions, and supplying a wholesome check, as Avell as some degree of usel'ul 
control over them. Wc would, however, desire that their duties should be 
mainly to meet and consult on matters connected Avith the Government edu
cational institutions in their Districts, according as their President should on 
occasion summon such meetings, and to act (each of the members) as Visitors 
of those institutions, and we Avould propose that the Inspector for any assign
ed district should be ex-officio a member of each of the Local Committees in 
the district under his charge.

18. Our Board consider that the appointment of one Inspector would 
be sufficient in the first instance, and that his immediate task should be, in 
conjunction with the Head Master of each projected school, to found and 
organize each such seminary and subsequently to superintend an assigned 
number of them under the guidance of our Board.

19. Although our Board do not consider it requisite to enter into any 
discussion, as yet, as to the course of discipline and instruction to be pursued 
at these seminaries, Ave Avould desire to state our recommendation that 
in the Primary Schools particular attention should be directed to verna
cular instruction, with a view to the eventual requisition of a thorough 
grammatical knowledge of one vernacular language by all Candidates for 
admission in the several High Schools; and the vernacular instruction in the 
High Schools should be directed to the critical and philological cultivation of 
those languages, with the special view (independently, of general objects) of 
training competent teachers, translators and original authors in the verna
cular languages.



20. Thirdly.— Our Board advocate the erection of a suitable structure for 
the central institution in a more approjii'iate locality. This is a measure that 
has been urged on the consideration of Government from the first organization 
of the High School, and the policy of it has been admitted, not only by Govern
ment, but by the Honorable Court of Directors, as soon as the permanency of 
that Institution could be safely assumed. Our Board would especially submit 
to the attention of Government the communication made to them of 22d Juno
1847, by which it appears that upon the sanction previously given by the 
Honorable Court to this measure with the above proviso, this Government 
recommended its immediate adoption at a cost of 50,000 Rupees, the structure 
to be commenced on a scale commensurate Avith the comprehensive design of 
tlie institution, and gradually enlarged according to its increasing requisitions.

21. After nnich inquiry on the most appropriate locality for such a 
structure, our Board desire to recommend for selection one of three, which we 
name according to tke order of their preference.

1st. The site on which the buildings, commenced for a Penitentiary, 
stand. A. larger space will be desirable than at present included within the 
surrounding wall, and which appears to be available. A  road passing imme
diately on one side of the wall might be turned without detriment to the 
public. The ground would be required to be drained, and the level perhaps 
somewhat raised, but the lowness of the ground would not, as it appears to our 
Board, form that material objection, which, it is reported, discommends it as a 
site for a prison. The situation is central, in reference to the population of 
the Black Town on one side, and of Chintadrapett and Triplicane an the other. 
Some portion of the present structure could be turned to good account, so as 
to admit of an almost immediate transfer of the High vSchool ; and part of 
the building might be now, and perhaps permanently, occupied for a Primary 
School, proposed, as already stated, to be establislied. There is, however, a 
burning ground at no great distance on the North West side, which it appears 
peculiarly desirable to have removed.

2 d. A  piece of open ground is situated immediately at the back of the 
American Presbyterian Chapel, near the river Coum, which might be enlarged 
by enclosing the unoccupied ground between this piece and up to the river’s 
brink, and by purchasing (if requisite) some of the adjoining ground on which 
some buildings stand of no great value. The greater part of this gi’ound, 
however, is private property.

3. A vacant piece of ground (belonging to Government) immediately 
adjoining the Esplanade and near the General Hospital, on the North West 
side. This spot is of small extent, being between the Esplanade road and the 
houses of that part of the Black Town in its rear, and it is doubted whether 
by itself it Avould be large enough under any arrangement; as certainly a play 
ground, a tank and offices of various kinds are most desirable, if not abso
lutely requisite. If a space in the rear could be purchased, which is occupied 
by houses of little intrinsic value, it might be made large enough for all essen
tial purposes, and the site, on the very borders of the Black Town and at no 
great distance from other populous localities, has its special recommendations.

22. Fourthly.— The improvement of the system of vernacular instruc
tion. Our Board are of opinion that in the Primary Schools which we have 
proposed, particular attention should be devoted to vernacular instruction, with
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a view to the eventual requisition of a thorough grammatical knowledge of one 
vernacular language from all candidate for admission into the High School, 
and that i-ewards should be offered for the production of good expositions in 
the vernacular languages of standard ŵ orks suited to the purposes of educa
tion.

23. As regards the measures which should be adopted for providing effi
cient vernacular teachers, a difference of opinion exists among the members of 
the Board. Some of the members, including the President, consider that for 
the present the recommendations of the Board should be confined to suggest
ing the adoption of the plan proposed in the Board’s letter to Government of 
the 12th May, 1848, for organizing an improved system of vernacular instruc
tion by means of passed proficients of the High School, who should be in
structed to direct their attention to perfecting themselves in the knowledge of 
their own languages upon the principles upon which languages are taught in 
Europe, with the view of eventually becoming vernacular teachers ; while 
another portion of the Board (being the majority) acquiescing in the principle 
of the foregoing plan, that persons of superior general qualifications should be 
trained for the purpose, would at the same time advocate measures of a larger 
scope, so as to admit of the services of other competent persons as well as 
scholars of the High School being rendered available for the object proposed ; 
and they would therefore recommend the establishment in the High School of 
a class of “ pupil-teachers” in the vernacular languages, to be composed of 
passed proficients and other scholars of eminence in the Institution, and open to 
such other persons as may hereafter obtain, at the proposed examinations foi* 
educational tests, a certificate of the superior grade, and may be willing to 
enter the class for the purpose of qualifying themselves as Vernacular teachers. 
They would propose that for this class of pupil-teachers a graduated scale of 
salaries should be established, which should be applicable to all admitted into 
it, whether scholars of the High School or educated at other institutions, and 
that the said pupil-teachers should be subjected to periodical examinations, 
upon the result of which the Board should decide their claims to the several 
grades of salary which may be eventually sanctioned.

24. These members of the Board are likewise of opinion that a Second 
class of “ pupil-teachers” similar to that proposed by them for the preparation 
of vernacular masters, should be at once established in the High School for 
the purpose of training Schoolmasters in the other branches of teaching.

25. The President, and certain of the other Governors who have con
curred with him on this point, have considered that any recommendation for 
the establishment of such classes as those proposed by the majority of the Board 
is at present premature, and that the Board are not possessed of sufficient in
formation on the subject to enable them to judge as to its feasibility ; and al
though willing to bring the matter under future consideration, are not at pre
sent prepared to recommend the establishment of either of the projected classes.

26. The majority of the Board on the other hand are of opinion that the 
normal classes proposed by them may be brought into operation at an early 
date, and have deemed it proper that the measui’e should be submitted for the 
consideration of the Right Honorable the Governor in Council.

27. In laying before Government the views of the Board on the several 
subjects which have been brought under consideration in this Minute, we desire
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to express our strong conviction of tlae essential efficiency of the three first of 
the measures proposed ; and althougli, divided in opinion in regard to the scope 
and extent of our present recommendations to Government in regard to the 
measures expedient for the improvement of the system of vernacular instruc
tion, we are all equally alive to their importance.

28. The first and fourth of the measures proposed we consider as imme
diately, and the second and third as indirectly, promoting the success of the 
Madras University, and all of them as best oô nducive to the spread of sound 
education, through a course of expenditure whieh is safe in proportion to its 
being founded on definite rules and principles. Through the primary schools 
the cheap means of appropriate education would be afforded to the lower orders, 
and through the high school an education of a superior quality would be af
forded to the higher and wealthier classes, and also to the poorer scholars^who 
by their talents and diligence might earn their education by their merits and 
the bounty of endowments. The test certificates, we conceive (the m;ijority of 
the Board advocating the necessity of the guai-antee of the 6 th rule) would 
prove an all-powerful incentive, and not less efiicacious in the moral and men
tal elevation of the people, than in advancing the service of Government.

29. Our Board are unable to lay before the attention of Government at 
this moment any accurate data of the current expenditure required for carry
ing out the designs we propose. But it is necessary to mention that it will 
very far exceed that which at present is appropriated to educational objects, 
and may ere long reach that authorized in Bombay (which appears to l>e near
ly 150,000 rupees) although probably for some years to come it would fall 
short of it. The present expenditure amounts to about 26,000 rupees per an
num. To carry out the objects of the measure now proposed would probably 
cost upwards of 1 0 0 ,0 0 0  per annum, and, if success should attend tliem, the 
gradual increase of scholastic institutions would soon considerably exceed that 
annual expenditure. It becomes therefore a primary consideration with our 
Board whether we may look to the supply of adequate funds, as otherwise our 
labour would be altogether futile.

30. In endeavouring to make a mere proximate estimate, founded in some 
measui'e on the outlay of similar establishments in other Presidencies, we should 
say that the annual expenditure of the High School (if adequately filled, at 500 
scholars) would be double the present, say 50,000 rupees ; and if two or more 
collegiate classes were formed, it would amount to perhaps 60,000 rupees. The 
establishment of a Provincial High School, receiving at the commencement 
about 100 scholars, might be set down at an annual cost of 15,000 rupees per 
annum, and four Provincial Primary Schools, each receiving about 2 0 0  scho

lars at the commencement, might be calculated to cost
e d lh « a » U t T c » 5 'o f  lO .W rujW es per annum each. A  Primary School
Edncation calculated the scholars at the Presidency itseit would pro-
cost of a Provincial School bably cost about 20,000 rupees per annum. The sa-
(of the quality of the propo- lary of a competent Inspector we should hardly set
sed pnmary schools) at ra- ^t less than 1 0 ,0 0 0  rupees per annum , and th e  e x -  
pees 9,600 per annum for n -  -rT • /  i • i i x,
300 boys__to which cost P^nditure for Public Jiixaminers (w h ich  has h ereto -
Govemment did not inti- fore estimated at 7,500 rupees per annum, when it
mate any objection. was proposed that they should examine quarterly)

would be probably 4,000 rupees in examining half-
yearly. By this very rough and approximate calculation (which we think
rather over than under estimated) an expenditure is shown of about 1,50,000

00
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rupees per annum. But of course for a few years, at all events, it will not 
a;iiount to so much. It should be obse '̂ved, however, that the expenditure is 
not likely to increase in the ratio of the seminaries founded, particularly as 
regards those for the higher and wealthier orders, for the advantages of edu
cation, as they become more palpably apparent, will soon induce the latter 
classes to pay for it at something like a proportionate rate.

31. But our Board are encouraged to hope that this present proposed 
annual expenditure will not be greater than existing means would warrant, 
any more than it would be beyond the expectations of Government. The 
unexpended accumulations in the Pai’liamentary Grant of 50,000 rupees 
per annum, for so many years, may perhaps amount to 10 lacs and the accu
mulated Pagoda Funds to a sum little short of that. The mere interest of 
this ^um, together with ths current Parliamentary Grant, would suffice for 
all wants for several years to come, and it is not too much to expect that 
hereafter an annual sura might be appropriated for the general objocts of 
education, equal to what, beyond the Parliamentary Grant of 50,000 rupees, 
is expended in the Bombay Presidency.

32. On this head our Board wish to add tliat the cause of education 
generally might be greatly promoted by the grant of sums in aid of any 
permanent and prospering institution, without distinction as to religious dis
cipline or tenets, by which system not only would cost be materially lessened, 
but differences on religious grounds avoided. We do not however enter into 
any discussion on this topic at present, as it is somewhat foreign to the imme
diate object of this communication, and the condition of the country does not 
appear such as to admit of any practical adoption of this course at the pre
sent moment.

33. In case these views and designs shall be approved of, we shall pro
ceed to lay before Government in detail the course we would propose to adopt 
in carrying out the measures suggested, and the specific items of expendi- 
tui-e to be sanctioned, including general rules of discipline and instruction at 
tlie schools, general instructions to the Public Examiners, to the Inspector, 
aad to the Local Committees, and also the amounts of fixed salaries.

M adras University, | (Signed) GEORGE NORTON,
2d July, 1852. ) President.
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A p p e n d i x  t o  M in u t e  o f  t h e  U n iv e r s it y  B o a r d , u n d e r  d a t e  t h e  2 d

Ju ly , 1852 .

Proposed Rules for  the Public Examination o f Candidates for  the Public
Service.

I. Public Annual Examinations shall be appointed for the purpose of 
conferring Certificates or Tests of Educational qualifications of Candidates 
(not being Covenanted Servants) for offices and employments in the Public 
Service.

II. Such Tests of qualification shall be of three grades ; namely. Gene
ral Tests, Superior Tests, and Special Tests for particular departments.

III. The qualification for a General Test shall be as follows :
The Candidate must exhibit a thorough knowledge of the general rules 

of English Grammar, prose correctly, and correct false Grammar.
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He must be able to read with facility and correctness passages of English 
prose selected from standard authors. He must be competent to pass an 
examination in some elementary work on moral principles, or if a Christian, 
in the New Testament. He must know the leading facts in the Histories of 
England and of India. He must be so far acquainted with Geography as to 
know the form of the Earth, its great divisions and subdivisions into coun
tries, the names of the capitals of each country, the names and positions of 
the chief mountains, and the origin and course of the chief rivers. He 
must be able to delineate skeleton maps. He must write a fair hand; and 
this shall be considered an indispensable qualification.

He must have a knowledge of Arithmetic, including Addition, Sub
traction, Multiplication, Division, Reduction, Rules of Proportion, Fractions, 
Vulgar and Decimal, and Practice.

He must know the elements of Physical Astronomy.
He must possess a grammatical knowledge of some one vernacular lan

guage and be able to translate therefrom into English and from English into 
some one vernacular language.

The qualification for a Superior Test shall be as follows :
The Candidate must be able to explain passages into prose and verse 

selected from standard authors.
He must be competent to pass an examination in some work in Moral 

Philosophy or in the Scriptures if a Christian.
He must know the leading facts in Universal History, with special re

ference to the Histories of Greece, Rome, India, England and Modern Europe.

He must have a knowledge of Mathematics including Algebra, Mensu
ration of Heights and Distances, the six first books of Euclid, Plane and 
Spherical Trigonometry and Conic Sections.

He must have a knowledge of Natural Philosophy including Physical 
Astronomy and the elements of any two of the following- sciences, namely, 
the General Principles of Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Optics, 
Chemistry and Political Economy.

He must compose fair essays in English and also in some one vernacular 
language, and must possess a thorough grammatical knowledge of one ver
nacular language to be tested by construing and parsing from an approved 
vernacular work.

The qualifications for a Special Test shall be as follows ;
The Candidate must produce a certificate of a General or of a Supe

rior Test.
In the Judicial Department.
He must be acquainted with the elements of Public Law.
He must be acquainted with the general principles of Hindoo and Maho- 

medan Law.
He must have a general knowledge of the Acts and Regulations of Go

vernment and the vernacular form in Judicial procedure.
In the Revenue Department.
He must be acquainted with the general Principles of Political Economy.



l ie  must have a general acquaintance Avith^the statistics and resources of 
India. *

He must have a general knowledge of the Acts ''and Regulations of Go
vernment and of the vernacular forms in use in the Eevenue Department.

In the Engineering Department.
He must have a knowledge of the elements of Industrial Mechanics, Force 

and Resistance, Geometry and Mensuration. ^
He must be thoroughly versed in linear drawing and perspective.
IV. The following rules shall be observed in the examination of Candi

dates.
Lists shall be from time to time prepared and published of the subjects of 

examination appropriate to each quality of test, and of one or more books ap
propriate to each subject, in reference to which books the examination shall 
proceed.

The Candidates shall be at liberty to name any book, when several are 
offered in such lists for choice. Such lists shall be published a year before 
the holding each examination.

Sets of questions in the various branches of study according to the qua
lity of test competed for, shall be prepared ; and the days on which examina
tions sliall be held, shall be fixed and published within a reasonable time 
beforehand.

The Candidates shall be assembled for the purpose of composing essays 
and answering written questions in one room, without books, papers, or refer
ences of any kind.

They shall not be allowed to communicate with each other dui’ing the 
time of examination.

They shall be required to answer the written questions, and write the ap
pointed essays, without any assistance whatever. Any attempt at unfair 
means shall subject the offender to exclusion for ever from examination.

An uniform standard of value for each written question shall be fixed 
according to its intrinsic importance.

A  perfectly correct and complete answer will obtain the full number of 
marks attached to the question an imperfect answer will obtain a part only 
of the full number in proportion to its approximation to correctness and com
pleteness.

At least 50 per cent, of the aggregate number of marks attached to an 
entire set of questions will be necessary to entitle a Candidate to his test.

All answers must be written on one side only of the paper ; and only one 
answer is to be written on any piece of paper.

At the close of each day’s examination, each Candidate shall deliver to 
the person officiating in such behalf his answers or essays, signed by himself.

The place of each successful Candidate shall be determined by the relative 
merit of his examination.

A  Candidate who shall fail to prove his qualification for the test competed 
for shall not be permitted to present himself' for examination more than three 
times for the same test.
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V. The President and Governors of the Madras University or the 
Council of Education, as the case may be, shall issue Tests of educational 
qualifications in a i*egular form, according to the quality of the respective tests, 
and may note upon the test any distinguished merit.

VI. The tests of educational qualifications shall not constitute an ab
solute title to any Government employment, since qualifications for office must 
equally depend on experience and aptitude for business and integrity ; but per
sons producing tests shall be entitled to a preference to any vacant office or 
employment under Government held by Uncovenanted Servants, over all other 
Candidates not having such tests and vv̂ ho may not possess superior qualifica
tions in other respects and upon the whole.

VII. All persons producing Superior Tests shall have a preference in 
selection for the Public Service over other Candidates who may have only 
attended a General Test.

VIII. Special attention shall be due to the oi;der of merit or scale of 
honor„ in which Candidates may have been I'anked.

IX . All persons producing a Special Test shall be entitled to a prefer
ence in those departments respectively of the Public Service to which their 
Special Tests may apply.

X . All Heads of Departments and offices and others having the poAver 
of selecting the appointments in the Public Service  ̂ are required to take all 
expedient measures, when vacancies arise, for facilitating the applications of 
Candidates qualified by educational tests.

X I. Nothing in these Rules contained shall preclude Heads of Depart
ments or others from recommending to the sanction of Government the promo
tion of any persons holding appointments at the date of those Rules to any 
offices becoming vacant in preference to those producing tests upon special 
grounds to be stated on their behalf.

(Signed) A. J. ARBUTIINOT,
Secretary.
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APPENDIX D. D. D.
Madras University, lAth October, 1852,

F ro m  A. J. ARBUTHNOT, E sq .,

Secretary to the Madras University,
To Sir H. C. MONTGOMERY, B abt.,

Chief Secretary to Government, Fort St. George.
Sir,

1. I  am directed by the Governors of the Madras University, to submit 
On this head our Board would wish ĥe consideration of the Right Ho- 

“ to add that the cause of Education gene- norable the Governor in Council the ac- 
rally might be greatly promoted by the companying copy of a letter, which, with 

“ grant of sums tn aid of any permanent sanction of Government, the Board
“ and prospermg Institution without dis-  ̂ t . i
“ tinctiL L to religious discipline or P»'OP«se forwarding to the principal Go- 
“ tenets, by which system not only would vernment Officers in the Mofussil, re- 
“ cost be materially lessened but differ- questing information as to the existing 
“ ences on religious grounds avoided. W e '̂ducatian in their rcî pcctive dib-
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“ do not however enter into any discussion tricts and as to the feasibility of intro- 
“ on this topic at present, as il is some- during into them tlie Grant-in-aid system 
“ '̂hat foreign to the immediate object reference was made in the 32d
‘ or tins communication, and the coiicli- ^  u h t *  . i j
“ tion of the country does not appear such P^ra. of the Board S Mmute forwarded 
“ as to admit of any practical adoption of to Government, under date the 2d July 
“ this course at the present moment.” last.

2. Should the Government see no objection to the transmission of the 
letter in question, which, it will be observed, conveys no pledge as to the inten
tions of Government in regard to the matter to which it refers, but merely has 
for its object the collection of information to enable the Board to prepare a de
tailed report as to the feasibility of adopting the system proposed, I am direct
ed to request that the Board maybe favored with early orders on the subject.

I have the honor to be, &c.

(Signed) A. J. ARBUTIINOT,

IMadras U niveksity, Secretary.
14/A October  ̂ 1852.

To T h e  C o l l e c t o r  o f  

Sir ,

1. The Governors of the Madras University having for some time past 
been engaged in considering the best means of extending education through
out the provinces of this Presidency, have directed me to request that you will 
favor them with such information as it may be in your power to afford, in 
regard to the educational institutions at present existing in the district under 
your charge, and the extent of co-operation on the part of the community, 
both European and Native, which any measure for the diffusion of education 
would be likely to receive.

2. The question is one of great national importance, and at the same 
time is encompassed by difficulties which cannot be readily overcome ; and 
although the Board are satisfied, that, without the direct interference of Go
vernment by the establishment of Government schools for the instruction of 
the Native community in the higher branches of Literature and Science, no 
marked improvement can be expected to ensue, they are equally alive to the 
fact, that for the establishment of any efficient system of national education, 
the means available to the Government are wholly inadequate, without a 
zealous co-operation on the part of the people themselves.

3. Impressed by these views the University Board have recently re
commended to Government that sanction should be granted for the organiza
tion of Provincial High Schools at certain of the principal towns in the 
Mofussil, at which the educational institutions already existing may have fur
nished a supply of scholars qualified to enter upon the higher course of in
struction, which it will be the object of these High Schools to impart; and 
they have also suggested the establishment of Primary Schools in such popu
lous localities as may be at present altogether wanting in the means of ele
mentary instruction of an efficient kind.
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4. As, liowevor, lias already been observed, tlie funds wliicli would be 
required for the establishment of an}̂  adequate number of such institutions, 
supported entirely at the Govei'nment expense, would be more than could be 
afforded from the resources of the state, unassisted by private contributions 
and it has therefore appeared to the Board, on a mature consideration of the 
subject in all its bearings, that with a view to place u}>on a more efficient 
footing the schools which have already sprung up at various places, and to 
encourage the establishment of similar institutions elsewhere, the system of 
a Grant-in-aid, which has already been found to operate most successfully in 
Great Britain, might with advantage be adopted in this countxy and would ere 
long be attended with the most beneficial results.

5. The leading features of the Grant-in-aid system are as follows :—  
The assistance of Government is granted in aid of local efforts, by grants of 
money in augmentation of subscriptions raised on the spot ; the grants being 
invariably made for certain specific purposes, snch as the erection of School 
Houses, the salaries of Schoolmasters or Mistresses, the erection of ho;is<‘s 
for Schoolmasters, or the supply of School furniture or books ; subj('ct to the 
condition that a certain proportion of the estimated expenditure shall hav<; 
been previously subscribed or guaranteed by the residents of the locality, and 
that the Schools shall be always open to the inspection of Governnvent 
Inspectors.

6. It is also an invariable rule that before any grant is made, the 
School buildings and the ground upon which they are erect(‘d, shall 
be permanently assigned over in trust for educational purposes; that the build
ings shall be of certain dimensions and form ; that the School furniture shall bo 
of the prescribed description, that the books used in the School shall be such 
as are approved by the Committee of the Privy Council on Education, and iu 
those cases in which the grant is applied in augmentation of the salary ol' the 
Schoolmaster, the Master is at any time subject to an examination as to his at
tainments by the Government Inspector, upon whose report it is determined 
whether the grant shall be continued, or in the event of the report being favoi-- 
able, whether the salary shall be increased.

7. There are other arrangements carried out under the direction of the 
Committee of the Council on Education for providing efficient teachei’s by the 
establishment of Normal Schools and of classes of pupil teachers, wiiich tiie 
Board consider might with advantage be introduced in this country, but to 
which at present it is unnecessary to advert.

8. One of the main advantages of the system, and one which renders it 
peculiarly applicable to the existing state of society in India, is the avoidance 
of all difficulties in regard to religion ; the grant being available for all schools, 
of whatever denomination, provided the instruction imparted be of an efficient 
character.

9. The University Board have already expressed to Government their 
favorable opinion of the plan referred to, and in order to enable them to furnish 
a detailed report as to the extent to which it might be rendered available for 
the extension of education among the Native population, I have been directed 
to address the principal Officers of Government in the several districts under 
this Presidency on the subject, and to request that they will furnish the Board 
with such information as they may be able to afford in regard to the state of
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edacatwn in their resppctive districts ; stating wlietliet there are any and what 
schools at present in existence, to whi«h the Government aid might with pro
priety be granted, an-d the proprietors of which would be willing to accept it 
on the conditions above specified, and also to what extent the inhabitants of 
the principal towns, whether European or Native, would be Avilling to co-oper
ate with the Government by subscribing towards the establishment of new 
schools upon similar principles.

I have the honor to be, &c.,

M a d k a s  U n iv e r s it y , | (Signed) A. J. ARBUTHNOT,
ZOth November, 1852. j Secretary.
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Tabular Statement shewing the date o f  Scholastic Education in the District o f
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Memorandum* by Major G. B alfouk.
Although unwilling to add to th« mass of papers on the subject of edu

cation already on the records of the High School, I beg to submit, in the 
form of a Memorandum, a few suggestions for the consideration of my col
leagues.

I propose that the Grant in aid systetn,” that has been found to operate 
so well under the Council of Education in England, be taken as a guide in 
carrying out a scheme of instruction in this country, where the desire for 
knowledge and the amount of education of one kind or another will bear a 
comparison with what exists in England,

The chief advantage of the “ Grant in aid” system is its tending to 
obviate all difficulties as to religion (a question which in the present day 
cannot bo overlooked in the establishment of any scheme of education,) with
out compromising religious opinions of any denominations, and it further solves 
the difficult problem how to aftbrd national or Government support to educa
tion without enslaving the national mind by bringing all to one prescribed 
standard.

The principle on which the Council of Education have acted is as follows. 
They defray themselves the whole or nearly the whole of what may be called 
the central expenses, viz. those of training schoolmasters, supporting inspec
tors of schools, and compiling some school books ; while their operations in 
support of actual teaching are only of that kind from which the name of the 
system has been taken ; viz. they are confined to assisting local efforts by 
grants of money in aid and in augmentation of subscriptions raised on the spot. 
The proportion of the grant to the sum subscribed to meet it varies with the 
character of the locality : more being properly given from the public fund to 
poor than to wealthy neighbourhoods. But the great distinguishing character
istic of this system is that the functionaries charged with the duty of distribut
ing the public contribution take no direct part in the management of the 
schools assisted. They satisfy themselves indeed by the periodical visits of 
“ inspectors,” that the instiaxction given in each one is wholesome and good, and 
not evil in its tendency ; but here their interference stops, and within very 
broad limits the coux'se of instruction, and especially of religious instruction, is 
left to the discretion of those immediately concerned in it.

Grants are not given by the Council of Education generally, but for 
particular definite jmrposes.

A  grant in aid of building a School House.

Do. do. Pay of Teachers. |

Do. do. Constructing Teachers’ Houses.
Do. do. Supplying School Furniture.
Do. do. do. Books for Scholars,

and it is required that the money shall be strictly applied to the object for 
which it is granted. Before any such grants are made, special conditions 
must be complied with, viz.

*■ This Memorandum, which is not dated, wa.s placed before the University Board j)re- 
vious to the suljnii.ssiou to Government of their Minute of the 2d July 1852; but tlie Board, 
as tlien composed, were not prepared to advocate the immediate adoption of Major Ball'our's 
proposition. It was stibscciueutly made tlie basis of the foregoing Circular.
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1st. That llie ground, on which the buildings are erected, shall be as
signed over in trust for educational purposes.

2d. That the buildings bo of certain dimensions and forms.
3d. That the teachers shall at any time be subject to an examination of 

their attainments, and that their pay be fixed in proportion thereto.
4th. That the school furniture be of the description prescx-ibed.
5th. That the books used in the school be such as arc approved of by 

the Council of Education.
6th. That a certain sum shall have been subscribed, or at least guaran

teed by the inhabitants of the locality.
And finally the essential point on which the well working of the system 

depends, is specially provided for, by all scliools being subject to periodical 
visit and examination by Governnicnt Inspectors; the examination varying in 
nature and extent accoi’ding to tlie assistance given tor the establishment of the 
school, and the conditions on which such assistance has been granted.

TIio difficulties encountered at lionie in obtaining qualified teachers, 
suitable school books and efiicient Inspectors, will of course be greatly multi
plied in this country ; and tliei’efoi'e we must not expect great results to be 
produced immediately, or to see a lai'ge array of schools of this description 
springing up at once, but 1 coniidently believe that by proper arrangements 
steadily persevered in for a series of years, we may hope to succeed in over
coming impediments to tlie spread of education (of which that of apathy and 
indifference is not the least) at any rate far more effectually than by the direct 
system. And I think it will be the best course to (iommence our operations 
at and near the Pi-esidency ; because by so doing we shall become personally 
and experimentally acquainted with the difficulties to bo encountered, and 
the best mode of surmounting them : and thus be gradually prepared for the 
extension of the system throughout the country.

And with a view to such immediate commencement of operations at Mad
ras, I Avould suggest that we should at once lay before Government a delinite 
statement of the general [>rinciple on which we pro[>ose to act, in order to ob
tain the approval and sanction of Government to it. Should it be so approved 
by Government we can then proceed to details, and I think we should ask 
that the full annual grant of 50,000 rupees already authorized by the Court 
of Directors to be expended on Educational purposes, should be ])laced at our 
disposal, and 30,000 rupees the difference between the above sum and the ex
pense of the High School, be laid out in assisting and encouraging the 
establishment of other schools in and about Madras.

I am aware that objections may be urged to the inferior nature and qua
lity of the instruction, which can as yet be given in these schools, but 1 would 
strongly advise that the standard for teaching and for books be not at first 
fixed so high as to prevent us from giving aid for the improvement of schools 
of this inferior character, the continuance of such aid being dependent on 
progressive improvement ; and by judiciously apportioning assistance accord
ing to the quality of instruction, we shall undoubtedly soon succeed in arous
ing emulation and a desire for improvement, especially as it will be the interest 
of the teachers whose salaries are to be increased in proportion to their attain
ments, to raise the standard of instruction in their respective schools.

The appointment of school Inspectors, the training of teachers and com
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piling and pi’ovidlng school books, are quostions to be specially considered: but 
I may here remark that my experienca of the peculiar effects of the uniform 
system of education in China leads me to lay particular stress on the impor
tance of giving as much latitude as possible in the selection of schoolmasters 
and school books, in order to avoid the universal stereotyping of ideas which 
is the result of the Chinese system of education, and whilst carefully exclud
ing both in teaching and books, anything of an immoral tendency, a large 
number of standard books should be determined on, so as to allow a wide 
choice to every teacher or local school Committee.

I particularly advocate the commencement of this system, because it ap
pears to me that the questions Avhich have given rise to so much discussion in 
the High School, as to fees trom scholars, number of classes, vernacular 
instruction, vernacular teachers and number of scholars, will be more easily 
adjusted when the local schools are brought into operation.

Should Government on this application withhold their approval from the 
mode of proceeding we shall have selected as the best, I think we must then 
ask to be favored with the views of Government itself on the great question, 
how a sound education can l)est be provided for the bulk of the people of this 
vast country, in order that, if prevented from acting on our views, we may at 
least be enabled to use our endeavours to carry out those of the Government.

G. BALFOUR.

cccxv

A P P E N D IX  E. E. E.

Public Department.
Extract from the Minutes o f Consultation, dated 22d June, 1852.

Read the following letters from the Secretary to the Madras University.

(Here enter 8th and 19th June, 1848.)

1. The Governor in Council proceeds to record his sentiments on some 
of the principal points connected with native education, which have been laid 
1)efore him from time to time.by the Governors of the Madras University.

Provincial schools. I important of these, and the
one that calls for more immediate notice is the es

tablishment of Provincial schools. Tliis subject has long engaged the atten
tion of the Governor in Council, and after full 

‘V ' deliberation it has appeared to him advisable that
3 Bcllaiy''̂  schools of this class should be ultimately esta-
4. Caniianore or Calicut. blished at important towns like those named in
5. Vizagapatain. the margin. The monthly expense of these he
G. Corabaconuni. estimates at 300 rupees each, involving an aggre-
8 IVlLî dore. outlay of rupees 28,800 annually for the

“ whole, which he calculates to be the highest chai’ge
which the educational funds at the disposal of this Government can defray.

3. The Governor in Council however apprehends that the great difli- 
culty in regard to these schools will arise from the want of competent masters, 
for he considers that any Avho may be obtained from England, or even from 
Calcutta or Bombay, will prove inefficient for practical purposes in the interior 
of this Presidency. Impressed with this view, he considers that the primary



object of the University Board should be the education of competent masters, 
and as soon as such can be obtained, sgme Provincial schools may be founded, 
at least as an experiment.

4. There is one point, however, intimately connected with this vital 
question, to which the Govex’nor in Council must liere advert, viz. the exist
ence in many localities of very efficient schools conducted by Missionary and 
other bodies, the instruction afforded in which is willingly received by the na
tives. Where such exist, the Governor in Council would not only be averse 
to setting up Government Provincial schools, but he would be inclined, with 
the Honorable Court’s sanction, to assist the former with a portion of the funds 
which would be saved by their having, as it were, anticipated the views of 
Government.

o. By thus alFording the support and aid of Government to other insti
tutions, which are now, or can be made, the instruments of imparting a sound 
and liberal education, the general instruction of the people will be rapidly and 
steadily advanced. Any other coui’sc of action, he fears, will be productive of 
comparatively limited and barren results at an enormoufj charge, even if it does 
not retard the cause of education by the apparent opposition au(t antagonit>m 
of the Government and its pul:>lic schools to private institutions, whether con- 
 ̂ducted by Missionary bodies or others.

6. Before, however, any conclusion can be safely arrived at on this im
portant matter, the Government require more recent and detailed information 
than they now possess.

7. With this view, the Governor in Council resolves to call on all Heads 
of Departments in the Provinces (by Circular) to report direct to Government 
at their earliest convenience the number and doscriptioi of all such schools 
within their districts— the nature of the instruction— the attendance of pupils 
— the estimation in which they are severally held by the people— tlie attain
ments of the masters, so far as they can be ascertained— and, finally, wliether 
it would be desirable to assist the schools in a pecuniary way, or to found 
others at the expense of Government at the same stations.

8. Tlie Officers from whom this information will bo sought, will be warn
ed to abstain in the course of their inquiries from holding out any promise or 
even hope of pecuniary aid.

9. The Governor in Council deems it 
Educational Tests. unnecessary to examine here the various argu-
Sccretai-v Madras University, ^̂ ênts urged by the advocates and opponrmts

dated 8tli June 1848. o f Educational Tests ; but after the most- care-
Do, do. dated 19th June 1848. ful consideration o f the question, he is unable

to give his sanction to the rules proposed in the 
communications entered in the margin.

10. Without entering into any discussion of the measure in its bearing 
on the Public Service, or of the expediency of making mere educational attain
ments the avenue to all public employ, the Governor in Council must record 
his entire concurrence in the sentiments of the Honorable Court that “ the en
forcement of an Educational Test requires caution and discretion,” as well as 
in the opinion pronounced by the Madras Government that “ it would be pre
mature and detrimental to the public interests, if not unjust, were the Govern
ment now to adopt in all its fulness the measures of the Supreme Government,”
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emanating from the Resolution of the Governor General, Lord Ilarclinge, un
der date the 10th October 1844.

11. A  considerable period has indeed elapsed since the opinions here 
cited were enunciated, but they appear to the Governor in Council to be as 
strictly applicable to the present state of public education in this Presidency as 
they ŵ ere at the moment when first expressed, and the utmost that he can ad
mit is, that the modified rules passed by this Goverimient under date the 25th 
June, 1845, be declared still in force and open to all Candidates, wherever 
educated.

12. If this measure be ado))ted, it will be for the Government, in the 
absence of a Council of Education, to nominate the examiners.

13. The nature of the examination should be sucli.as to afford fair scope 
to the attainments of all schohu's. The works studied at any }>articular 
school should not form the basis of the examination ; but the award should be 
in favor of that individual who evinces the most thorough knowledge and mas
tery of the English language, and j)ossesses the })ower of tran.sferring passagx's 
of solid weight and imj)ortance from the best English authors into pure and 
correct language in his own vernacular tongue, with a fair, but well grounded 
acquaintance with General History, Geography, Euclid, and the Elements of 
Western Science.

14. The moral education of the Candidates will also come within the 
scope of the examination ; for, education ahme, without moral character, can 
form no qualilication for offices of trust. The Governor in Council does not 
attach imporiance to a minute acquaintance with the peculiar phrases of 
Shakespear and other refinements of English Literature, or to high scientific 
attainments, ■which appear to him equally beyond the requirements of the 
})resent day.

15. The tendency of such a system of education appears to him to be to 
create acute and subtle, but withal superficial, rather than solid, moral and 
thinking minds, which last are the only foundation of real social progress, and 
of a vigorous national intellect.

16. The Governor in Council would wish to be furnished with a return, 
showing the number of scholars who have up to the present time attained 
a high standard of pi'oficiency, which it is the object of the institution to 
afford, and the manner in which these have been provided for, either in public 
or private employment.

17. The Government have on former occasions 
Construction of a Build- expressed their doubts of the necessity of immedi- 

ine for the Madras Univer- , . , t. /  tt- ig-jy ately erecting a suitable building for the High
School and University ; and so far as this measure 

is considered to bear on the stability of the educational efforts of the state, 
the Governor in Council sees no reason to alter that opinion. He is unable 
to admit that the Native population of Madras can entertain any doubt of the 
earnest desire of Government to encourage and foster education, merely be
cause a public edifice has not yet been built; particularly when large num
bers of scholars attend the Missionary and private schools, where they are 
certainly not better, if so well, accommodated.

18. There must, in his opinion, be other causes for the paucity of at
tendance at the High School ; and he trusts the revised Board of Governors 
will be able to discover these causes, and suggest a remedy for them.
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19. The Governor in Council has not hesitated to state lus sentiments 
on this subject (which appear also to correspond with those of the Honorable 
Court), but he will be ready to give his best and most anxious consideration 
to any recommendations and suggestions which may be submitted to Govern
ment.

‘ 20. When the proposal for instituting Colle-
Collegiate Classes. , Honorable Court,

it was declared to be “ altogether premature and the Govermnent regret 
that, so far as the University is concerned, the same observation may bo ad
vanced with, if possible, greater truth at this moment.

21. Since then. Medical Classes have been established at the Madras 
Medical College under the ausi)ices of the Medical Board and the Professors 
of the College, with such distinguished success, as wholly to supersede the 
necessity for any further consideration of this important point in connexion 
with the University ; and it is the unqualified opinion of Govermnent that 
any plan or proposal for the combination of the duties of the Medical College 
Avith those of the University, supposing one to be hereafter fairly and fully 
founded,\should be pcrcmpiorily negatived.

22. With regard to Civil Engineer classes, no attempt has yet been 
made in this Presidency to afford instruction in that valuable and important 
branch of education.

23. The Governor in Council, however, is strongly impressed with the 
advisability of keeping it entirely separate from the projects of the University.

24. The University could only give scientific lectures, and those of a 
second rate character ; but what is chiefly required in this country is practical 
skill and knowledge acquired on actual Avorks, combined, as at Roorkee, Avith 
the science of the lecture’a’oom.

I 25. The Governor in Council is strongly in 
Improvement of the vcr- fĝ yQj. Qf placing the vernacular department of the

naciilar department in the tt* i o i i  ̂̂ • iHi"h School High bchooi on the most elhcient tootnig, becausc
he considers that no amount of purely English edu- 

cuation will compensate for a deficiency in the Native languages, Avhether as 
regarded as a qualification for public employment or the means of diffusing 
knoAvledge among the many who must continue beyond the reach of instruc
tion in English.

29. The importance which the Governor in Council attaches to this 
subject induces him to abstain from passing any opinion on the improvements 
suggested in the letter from the Secretary to the Madras University, dated 
12th May 1848, until he is informed hoAv far those plans meet Avith the con
currence of the ]>resent Committee.

The Governor in Council has thus exjiressed his opinion on the more 
important points connected with the University, Avilhout Avaiting to be ad
dressed in the first instance by the revised Board of Governors, Avhose sugges
tions and propositions will, notAvithstanding, obtain his best and most impartial 
consideration.

(True Extract)
(Signed) H. C. MONTGOMERY,

C/tie/’ Secretary.
To the Governors o f the Madras University.
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A P P E N D IX  F. F. F.
• Public Department.

Extract from the Minutes o f Consultation, dated November, 1852.
Read again letters from the Secretary to the Madras University, dated 

8th and 9th June 1848, with Draft Minute of Consultation prepared and 
passed under date 22d June, 1852.

Read also the following letters from the Secretary to the Madras Uni
versity.
(Here enter 2d and 23d July, and 14th October, 1852., Nos; 5. 7, 8 and 10.)

Para. 1. The enclosure submitted with the first of the letters above 
recorded, contains the outline of the measures which the majority of the Uni
versity Board recommend, through the President, for “ promoting the success
ful progress of that institution, as well as for organizing other institutions 
with a view to the rtwre general diffusion of education throughout this Presi
dency and the second letter and its accompaniments detail the discussion 
which resulted in the resignation of the President and several of the Gover
nors of the University.

2. Previously to either of the letters noted at the head of these proceed
ings being laid before Government, the Governor in Council had again care
fully perused all the former documents on which questions might be said to 
have been still pending, and on which the sentiments of Government had actu
ally been recorded in the draft Minute of Consultation prepared and passed 
under date 22d June 1852 ; but it being understood that the University Board 
were about submitting their views on the subject, it was deemed advisable that 
this draft Minute of Consultation should be kept back, in order that it might 
be seen on what points and to what extent the Government and the Universi
ty Board differed.
/  3. After full and impartial consideration, the Governor in Council does
not hesitate to declare his opinion that the moderate views of Government, as 
laid doAvn in the above draft Minute of Consultation, are much better suited to 
the existing circumstances and immediate prospects of the primary question of 
native education in the Madras Presidency, than the more enlarged suggestions 
of the University Board. The former appear to him to be susceptible of easy 
and almost immediate application, whilst the latter will necessarily involve re
ference to the Honorable Court, and consequent further delay, which it is most 
desirable to avoid.

4. By the preceding observations the Governor in Council by no means 
intends to reject all the suggestions of the University Board. On the contrary 
he deems many of them to be very valuable and worthy of early adoption ; but 
others he considers to be premature, and the general scope of the whole to be, 
not only much beyond wha,t this Government can take upon themselves to au
thorize, but likewise much beyond the requirements of the instant, and likely 
to continue for an indefinite period in advance of them, so far as an estimate 
for the future can be drawn from the past.

5. With this preliminary remark, the Governor in Council proceeds to 
record his sentiments on the leading suggestions of the University Board, so 
far as they appear to him to require notice at this time. He adheres to his al
ready recorded opinion that the plan for test certificates, as now submitted, 
should not be hastily adopted. It seems to him to be calculated for a state of

QQ
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education for wliicli there is no pretence in this Presidency, and accordingly 
to be open to strong objections. The rules which accompany the University 
Board’s Minute for examination of candidates for tests appear to be very good, 
but he does not think that the time has arrived for their immediate introduc
tion, and he concurs with the majority of the Governors that the heads of offi
ces should, for the present at least, be left unshackled in the selection of per
sons for public employment, with this provision for their information that a list 
of all candidates who are found on examination, to be qualified, shall be pub
lished periodically in the Goverment Gazette after the proposed half-yearly ex
aminations.

6. The next question urged by the University Boai’d is the establish
ment of a Primary or elementary school at the Presidency. The Board would 
appear to have overlooked that such a school did at one time exist ; and that

it was abohshed, apparently to make room for Pat- 
Vide letter from Secreta- cheappah’s institution. The Governor in Council 

ry Madras University of . , . , , i . . i t  i i
31st Jannary 1843, Na 13. cordially gives his assent to one being re-established

as an Auxiliary to the High school, and under such 
subsidiary rules as the University Board may see fit to lay down,

7. He is not sure that he exactly comprehends the wish of the Univer
sity Board when they propose Primary or elementary schools in the Provin
ces, but he presumes that they mean what are termed Provincial schools alrea
dy provided for in the draft Minute of Consultation above alluded to. Should 
it be found expedient to have elementary schools in the Provinces in connec
tion roith and subordinate to the Provincial schools, he thinks that a very mo
derate outlay should be sanctioned for this object.

8. The Governor in Council must withhold his acquiescence to the pro-
position for founding one or more High Schools in the 
Provinces. It is, he conceives, an uncalled for step at 

present, and instead of turning their ideas to such projects, he would prefer 
the University Board devoting their energies to the necessary measures for 
rendering the High School of Madras what it was intended to be at its foun
dation ;— that is, the centre of the future educational arrangements for the 
entire Presidency.

jy 9. The question of inspectors of schools must be
submitted for the consideration and orders of the Hono

rable Court. That such functionaries would be of essential service, and that 
they would supply a great and perhaps irremediable deficiency in local Com
mittees, which the University Board have justly commented on, there can 
exist no doubt ; but the appointment can only be required when school houses 
are built, masters procured, and the whole system of education put in actual 
practice, by the regular attendance of such a number of scholars at one or more 
schools as should demand an inspector to look after them.

jg 10. The Governor in Council quite agrees with the
’ University Board in the importance which they attach to 

particular attention being directed to vernacular instruction in all the schools, 
whatever may be their distinctive appellation. The sentiments of Govern
ment on this indispensable object are fully stated in the Minute of Consultation 
before cited, and should the University Board desire to extend the plan, as re
gards the High School of Madras, beyond what was proposed in their Secre
tary’s letter of the 12th of May, 1848, they will submit their recommendations
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at their early convenience. The same observations may be applied to every 
other school that may be founded under the auspices of Government, it being 
an admitted principle that no system of education for the people of Southern 
India can be good, that does not provide for a perfect acquaintance Avith at 
least one vernacular dialect.

Para. 20.  ̂  ̂ appears to be the unanimous opinion of
the revised University Board, that a suitable structure 

in “ a more appropriate locality” should be erected for a High School, and 
adapted ultimately to a University, the Governor in Council feels that he 
would incur a larger amount of personal responsibility in opposing that opinion 
than perhaps is justifiable ; because, if the want of such a building is in reali
ty a chief cause of the failure, or retardment in the advancement of the exist
ing Institution, he is free to admit that a remedy should be applied without 
delay.

12. Had such a Building as is now recommended and has also frequently 
been before urged on Government, been proposed to have been erected at the 
very foundation of the High School, the Governor in Council would have 
strongly supported i t ; but he cannot, on looking back to the events of the last 
eleven years and considering the matter in every light, believe that such “ a 
suitable structure” is, at this instant, the one thing requisite. It may however 
do much good, and although he deems the proviso adverted to in para. 6 of the 
Honorable Court’s Despatch, 28th August 1844, No. 23, communicated to the 
University Board under date the 22d November 1844, to be nearly as applica
ble at this time as it then was, yet he is so anxious to see this alleged principal 
obstacle to the success of the High School (and eventual University) removed, 
that he resolves to bring the question again immediately under the considera
tion of the Honorable Court with the recommendation of Government in its 
favor.

13. Exclusive of the reasons which the Governor in Council has given 
above for his acceding to the recommendation of the University Board in this 
oft mooted question, he may state that he does not for a moment doubt but that 
the transfer of the High School from the present place of meeting to a more 
centrical and approved locality will be a vei'v acceptable arrangement to all the 
Pupils who now attend that school or may hereafter do so. It is also to be 
borne in mind, that should the institution ever succeed (and of which he still 
trusts there can be no reasonable doubt) the building which is here asked for 
will become absolutely requisite. He has only to add, that he considers the 
site of the Penitentiary decidedly the best of the three described by the Uni
versity Board, and he further subscribes to the Board’s opinion that certain 
portions of the present structure may be turned to account.

14. The Governor in Council has already stated his opinion fully of ver-
Para. 22. nacular instruction, and he has now to observe that he

cordially assents to the plan o f  rewards which the Board 
Suggest for standard works suited to the purposes o f  education.

15. In the draft Minute of Consultation which had been prepared before 
the Minute now under review was submitted, the Government deferred the full 
expression of their sentiments as to the best course of improving the system of 
vernacular instruction, until they should have before them the ideas of the Uni
versity Board, as at present constituted. He has now to record his concurrence 
in the opinion of the majority of the Board as to measures of a larger scope



than those suggested in the letter from the Secretary of the 12th of May 1848, 
“ so as to admit the service of other conapetent persons as well as scholars of 

Para. 23 “  High school being rendered available for the object
“ proposed,” and for “ the establishment in the High 

“ school of a class of pupil teachers in the vernacular languages, to be composed 
“ of passed proficients and other scholars of eminence in the institution, and 
“ open to such other persons as may hereafter obtain, at the proposed examina- 
“ tions for educational tests, a certificate of the superior grade, and may be 
“ willing to enter the class for the purpose of qualifying themselves as verna- 

Para 23 and 26 “  cular teachers.” He also concurs with the majority in
the advisability of having a graduated scale of salaries for 

the different classes of pupil-teachers, and in thinking that the normal classes 
advocated by them should be brought into operation at the earliest practicable 
date.

28 Governor in Council has nothing more to
add on the subject of test rules, except the I’epetition of 

his belief that they are unsuited to the general state of education in this Presi
dency. It seems to him that to enforce them at once to their full extent would 
be ill-timed and unjust, though of course they may be acted on in all instances 
where candidates for public employ avow themselves ready to stand them.

Paras 28 29 question of expense discussed in the
Board’s Minute, it is needless for the Governor in Coun

cil to enter at any great length, because, even had he approved of their ex
tended plans, the smallest amount of outlay they have calculated on, could not 
be incurred without the previous express sanction of the Honorable Court, who 
have repeatedly directed that the Parliamentary grant shall not be exceeded. 
The estimates of the University Board will however be brought under the Ho
norable Court’s consideration, and their orders upon them generally will be so- 

Para 29 30 licited. In the meantime he may observe, that those es
timates, as shown in the Board’s Minute, appear to him to 

be grounded on assumed data, which he can perceive no hope of being realized 
within any definite period. He refers to the estimated number of scholars, 
which, though minute when considered in connection with the population of 
this Presidency, is larger than appears to be justified by any past experience. 
He is also apprehensive that the conjecture offered at the close of the 30th para, 
as to the higher and wealthier orders hereafter coming forward to bear a por
tion of the expense of education, must be held to be a very remote chance.

18. The net unappropriated balance of the funds allotted for education 
up to the 30th of April 1852 was, according to 

18th August^l852,  ̂ Memo, from the Accountant General, about 
Eleven Lacs of Rupees, and it is understood that 

there are no other available Educational Funds. The Governor in Coun
cil presumes that the Honorable Court will be pleased to authorize In
terest at 5 per cent, being paid on the balance, which would amount, 
after deducting from the Capital the cost of' erecting and fitting up a 
High School, &c., to about an equal sum with the Parliamentary Grant, or 
taken together one Lac of Rupees per annum. He does not therefore think 
that the University Board should exceed this sum in the revised plan for 
schools and estimates, which he requests they will favor Government with 
as soon as possible. Should the Honorable Court be pleased to sanction an 
additional outlay, it will then be easy to extend the educational operations of
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the University Board ; and with a view to this truly desirable object as soon 
as circumstances may call for it, as well as to obviate the necessity for con
stant references to the Home authorities, he proposes, when the present pa
pers are transmitted to them, to request they will finally name the largest 
sum which they will permit the Government to authorize being disbursed on 
account of Native education within the Territories subject to Madras.

19. The remaining point in connection with the University Board’s 
Minute now before Government, that demands explicit notice, is that of paid 

Public Examiners, which is calculated to involve 
Para 30. annual charge of Rupees 4000. The observa

tions which have already been recorded with respect to inspectors of schools 
in para. 9 seem to the Governor in Council to be appropriate as regards Exa
miners, except that he considers the latter to be much more urgently required, 
and under this impression he proposes to solicit the Honorable Court to sanc
tion their employment; and should a Public Examination take place before 
the Court’s answer shall be received, he will be prepared to authorize the 
necessary expense for ensuring the attendance of Public Examiners, being 
assured tliat individuals who are qualified for the duty of Examiners will not 
undertake the onerous and iHĵ idious task Avithout remuneration.

Para. 32. ' ^0. The suggestion of the University Board
respecting the grant of sums in aid of prosperous 

and permanent schools, in no way connected with Government, and irrespective 
of religious discipline or tenets, appears to the Governor in Council to be well 
worthy of attention, and he resolves to reconmiend the measure to the favora
ble consideration of the Honorable Court and to propose that it be acted upon, 
under their approval, to a moderate extent at least, until the progress of the 
Government Institutions shall render such an expedient inapplicable.

21. The Goveinior in Council now proceeds to the consideration of the 
second letter recorded at the head of these proceedings, but his observations 
respecting it will be brief from two causes. One, that most of the topics 
which it embraces have been already disposed of in the preceding paras. The 
other, that the main question referred to in it, and which he laments to see 
has led to a serious rupture and division of the University Board, besides the 
secession of the President and several of the Governors of the Institution—  
is one on w’hich he feels that Government have no right or power to go fur
ther than to quote as their guide the oft repeated and explicit commands of 
the Honorable Court. “ The Provincial schools and the Madras University 
“ are intended for the especial instruction of Hindoos and Mahomedans in the 
“ English language and the sciences of Europe ; we cannot consider it either 
“ expedient or prudent to introduce any branch of study which can in any 
“ way interfere with the religious feelings and opinions of the people. All 
“ such tendency has been carefully avoided at both the other Presidencies 
“ where Native Education has been successfully prosecuted. We direct you 
“ therefore to refrain from any departure from the practice hitherto pursued.”

22. The Governor in Council is not of opinion that any Government 
schools should be set up at stations in the provinces, where private Missionary 
or other public seminaries have already been established, and have been found 
adequate to the demand for instruction by the people. To that opinion he will 
now add, that he considers it very desirable to extend moderate pecuniary 
assistance to such schools, as a means of diffusing education on sound and



unexceptionable principles, and he proposes tliat the Honorable Court be soli
cited to entrust the Government with a,discretionary power on this point.

23. Although it is perhaps not immediately relevant to the subject of 
these proceedings, yet as it is a momentous point in looking at the general 
question of education to the Natives, the Governor in Council is compelled to 
state, both from observation and from sedulous inquiry, that he has arrived at 
the conclusion that the people of this part of India at least, have neither by 
any means had their minds expanded and enlarged to the degree that might 
have been anticipated through the instruction and care that has been bestowed 
on them, nor has he seen any sufficient reason to indulge a belief that their 
innate prejudices have been removed or even lessened, or their moral character 
and sense of veracity, integrity, and proper principle improved. He does not 
intend to deny but that thei-e may be occasional briglit exceptions ; but he is 
of opinion that whatever system of education may be enforced hereafter, its 
chief aim ought to be directed to moral improvement, combined with extirpa
ting the foul vices of untruthfulness and dishonesty, which are hardly now held 
by the great masses to be a reflection, unless discovered.

24. Before closing these proceedings, the Governor in Council deems it 
expedient to advert to what he considers to be a delicate and somewhat invi
dious subject. He alludes to the reasons assigned by the late President of the 
University (Mr. George Norton), for his resignation of that office, as well as 
those of the other Governors of the institution who liave followed his example. 
So far as he can gather from a minute and careful consideration of the whole 
of the papers before him, he cannot divine what had occurred lately to induce 
them to take such a decided step. It would be neither profitable or expedient 
to analyze the arguments which have been adduced on both sides of the ques
tion ; but he must declare that he considers some of those brought forward by 
the Native Gentlemen to be unworthy and erroneous, to betray an absurd 
sensitiveness for which there was not a pretence, and to demonstrate their 
pei’fect indifference to the cause of education amongst their countrymen.

25. It is observed that both Mr. George Norton and Mr. John Norton 
express their opinions that the educational institutions of tliis Presidency have 
not only not been encouraged, but have actually been thwarted by the Govern
ment during the last ten years. After a laborious and patient perusal of the 
voluminous mass of correspondence and other documents on the subject of 
Native education, the Right Honorable the Governor in Council has seen 
nothing that warranted such a conclusion ; and the only way he can account 
for the opinions of the resigned Governors above quoted is, that Government 
frequently saw ample and undeniable reasons for refusing to give their sanction 
to plans submitted by the President as the avowed organ of the Board of the 
Madras University and High School.

26. Ordered that the Minute of Consultation prepared and passed under 
date 22d June, 1852, be now brought on record, and communicated together 
with these proceedings for the information and guidance of the University 
Board.

27. Ordered also, with reference to the communication from the Uni
versity Board under date 14th October 1852, No. 10, that the Governors be 
requested to obtain from the Collectors of Districts the information they desire 
regarding existing Schools, embodying, if they please, in their circular, the
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questions contained in the circular proposed to be despatched direct from Go- 
veriiruent in the Minutes of Consultati(?u of the 22d June.

(True Extract)
(Signed) H. C. MONTGOMERY,

Chief Secretary.
To the Governors o f the 3Iadras University.
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Fort St. George.
CIR C U LA R .

Public Department.
Sir,

1. I am directed to request that you will furnish the Government with 
the best and fullest information in your power I'egarding the educational institu
tions within your district, whether conducted by private parties, or Missionary 
or other public bodies.

2. The following queries are intended to guide you as to the nature of 
the information required, and I am further instructed to apprize you that the 
object of Government is to ascertain whether it is desirable and expedient to 
afford pecuniary aid to such institutions, or to establish others at the expense 
of Government at the same stations. The main points to which your inquiries 
should tend are, the quality of the education imparted, and the degree of esti
mation in which the schools are held by the people.

3. It is the particular desire of the Government that your inquiries be 
conducted in such a manner as not to hold out any promise or even hope of 
pecuniary assistance from the state.
T o----------------------------------------

1. State the number of schools in your district ?
2. What number of these are free ?
3. In how many are fees charged ?
4. State the amount of payment required from each pupil ?
5. What number are conducted by private, Missionary or other bodies 

respectively ?
6. What number of pupils attend at each, and what proportion is this 

number supposed to bear to the number of teachable youths within their reach ?
7. What is the kind of instruction imparted ?
8. What are the qualifications of the masters ?
9. Are the masters European or Native, and where were they educated ?
10. Are they solely employed in Education ?
11. What languages are taught ?
12. From what classes are the pupils generally ?
13. In what estimation are these schools respectively held by the people ?
14. Do they willingly resort to them ? do any of your chief Native sub

ordinates send their children ?
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15. Is it desirable that Government should assist these schools ?
16. Is it preferable that Goverrftnent should found others at its own 

expense at the same stations ?
17. Can you speak from your own knowledge of the acquirements of any 

youths brought up at any of these schools ?
18. In those schools where religious instruction is given, is attendance 

on such classes compulsory or optional ?
19. Have any and Avhat schools in your district received aid from Go

vernment at any time ?
20. Has the grant of such assistance produced an injurious effect on the 

native mind in any respect ?
21. Would the grant of aid now to any of them be otherwise than ac

ceptable to the people ?
I liave the honor to be,

Sir,
Your most obedient sorvnnt,

API’ENDIX G. G. G.
Madras University, \Oth December, 1852. 

F rom A. J. AEBUTHNOT, E sq.,
Secretary to the Madras University,

To Sir  H. C. MONTGOMERY, B art .
Chief Secretary to Government, Fort St. George.

Sir,
1. I am directed by the Governors of the Madras University to acknow

ledge the receipt of the Extracts from the Minutes of Consultation, under date 
the 22d June and 1st November 1852, conveying the orders of Government on 
the several educational measures which have recently been recommended by 
the University Board.

2. In conformity with the instructions contained in para. 18 of the latter 
of the orders above referred to, the Board have prepared a revised plan and 
estimate for the expenditure of the sum of one Lac of Rupees, which it is stated 
will probably be available for the purposes of education in this Presidency, and 
I am directed to submit for the consideration of Government the following 
statement of the measures to which the Board consider that the funds availa
ble may be most beneficially applied.

3. These measures may be conveniently classed under three heads.
1 st. The arrangements connected with the Presidency institution.
2d. The establishment of Government schools in the Provinces.
3d. The operations of the proposed Grant-in-Aid system.
4. The Presidency Institution.— Under the sanction conveyed in the 6th 

para, of the order of Government of the 1st Instant, the Board have at once 
proceeded to organize a Primary School in connection with the High School



and as a temporary arrangement upon the premises at present occupied by that 
institution. It is the intention of the Board to place Mr. McLeish, at present 
3d Tutor in the High school, at the head of the proposed Primary School 
upon the same salary as he now receives, viz., Rupees 175 per mensem. Un
der Mr. McLeish two Native English teachers will be appointed upon sala
ries of Rupees 50 each, and two Moonshees for the Vernacular department 
upon salaries of Rupees 35 each per mensem.

5. The following is an estimate of the monthly cost of the Primary 
school:—

Head Master’s Salary,............................... ‘..............................  175
Two English Teachers (Natives) on salaries of Rupees

50 each,...................................................................... 100
Two Moonshees on salaries of Rupees 35 each,......... 70
Contingent charges and servants,.............................. 50

Total Rupees...395 
Deduct amount of School Fees estimating the number of 

pupils at 150 paying a fee of one rupee per mensem,.... 150
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Net cost of the School...245

6. The Board have estimated the number of pupils likely to resort to 
the.Primai'y School at 150, Avhich is as much as the present building will be 
capable of accommodating, in addition to the increased number of scholars in 
the High school, which the reduction of the school fee to two rupees per men
sem will be likely to attract. Should the number of pupils attending the Pri
mary school prove to be smaller than is at present anticipated, the services of 
a third English teacher will not be required : so that the net cost of the 
school may safely be estimated at not more than rupees 250 per mensem. For 
the first year, indeed, the cost of the school establishment will be smaller, as 
the Board purpose placing the assistant English teachers upon reduced sala
ries of rupees 35 per month on entrance, and until they shall have satisfied 
the Board that they are well fitted for their situations, when their salaries 
will be raised to the sums specified in the foregoing estimate.

7. The scheme of English studies proposed for the Primary Schools is 
as follows :—

Classes. Subjects.
( Spelling,

1st or Lowest Class... < Reading,
( Numeration.

SpelHng,
Reading,

2d Class......................Arithmetic,
Grammar, and 
Writing. 

r Spelling,
\ Reading,

„ , , „ ) Arithmetic,
S'* ............................< Grammar,

I Geopraphy, and 
Writing.



8. The above scheme involves the division of the Primary School into 
three classes so far as regards the English studies, which with reference to the 
elementary nature of the instruction prT)posed to be imparted, appears to the 
Board to be a sufficient number ; but as thirty or thirty-five boys are as many 
as one teacher would be able to instruct at the same time, it will probably be 
necessary to form the classes into divisions, two of which may be instructed 
by the same teacher in the course of the day.

9. In the vernacular department two classes will probably be sufficient, 
but the details of the course of instruction in this department will be arranged 
in connexion with the general system of vernacular instruction in the institu
tion, which is now under the Board’s revision, and will form the subject of a 
future communication.

10. High School.— In reviewing the course of study at present pursued 
in the High school, the attention of the Boai’d has been attracted to the nature 
uf the studies which for some years past have been pursued in the higher 
classes. The subject studied in these classes, as has been on several occasions 
remarked by the former Board, are of a character which are usually reserved 
for a collegiate course of instruction, and in tlie other Pi-esidencies are confined 
to the collegiate departments of the several educational institutions. It ap
pears to the Board that by having collegiate work done under the name of 
school work, not only is a considerable stimulus taken away botlftrom the 
teachers and pupils, but the education bestowed at the institution is naturally, 
though erroneously, supposed by those unacquainted with the system, to be 
inferior to that imparted in the collegiate institutions at Agra, Delhi, and 
elsewhere. It may also be argued in favor of the establishment of a collegiate 
department in the University, that it would furnish an inducement to the 
more advanced scholars to continue their studies, for at all events one year 
longer than is their practice at present; and under the altered arrangements 
which the establishment of this department would involve, the attention of 
each of the Professoi’s would be confined to a set of kindred subjects, instead 
of being, as at present, devoted to six or eight different subjects, and their 
respective efficiency (it is confidently expected) would in consequence be 
considerably increased.

11. Impressed by these considerations the Board have resolved on recom
mending to Government that they may be permitted to organize a set of 
collegiate classes in the several subjects at present studied in the higher classes 
of the High school, with the addition of Moral Philosophy and of General 
Jurisprudence and Law ; and in submitting this recommendation for the con
sideration of Government they trust that it will not be deemed obnoxious to 
the objections declared in the 10th and following paras, of the Extract from 
the Minutes of Consultation, under date the 22d June last, to the establish
ment of a collegiate department, which would appear to have exclusive refer
ence to the two professional classes, viz. those of Medicine and Civil Engi
neering, which have been proposed on former occasions by the University 
Board.

12. In forming therefore their plans and estimates for placing the Pre
sidency institution upon an efficient footing, the Board contemplate the divi
sion of the institution into three departments, viz.: a Primary school, a High 
school or Grammar school, and a collegiate department.

13. The scheme of study arranged for the Primary school has been 
already stated. That proposed for the High school upon its new footing will 
commence at the point at which the course laid down for the Primary school
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terminates, and will embrace the studies at present pursued in the High 
school from the lower rank of the Ist'class to the iJpper rank of the 3d class 
or nearly so, including Spelling, Grammar, Arithmetic, History, Geography, 
Writing from Dictation, Euclid, Algebra, English Composition and Literature, 
Map-drawing and the elements of Book-keeping or Commercial Arithmetic, 
and leaving the subjects studied in the present 4th class and some of those 
belonging to the upper rank of the 3d class to be carried on in the proposed 
collegiate department.

14. The subjects proposed to be reserved for the collegiate department 
are as follows :—•

Mathematics,
Physical Science,
History,
Political Economy,
Mental and Moral Philosophy,
English Literature, and 
English Composition, 

and in addition to the foregoing subjects, all of which, except Moral Philoso
phy, are at present taught in the senior classes of the High school, the Board 
consider it to be extremely desirable that a Professor should be appointed in 
General Jurisprudence and the Laws of India.

15. For the above course of study the services of four Professors would 
be required, two of whom are already available in the persons of the Head 
Master and Second Master of the present High school. In the event of these 
arrangements being sanctioned) the Board will adopt measures for securing the 
services of a 3d Professor with as little delay as possible; and for the duties of 
the Law Professor a competent person might be selected from among the 
Barristers of the Supreme Court.

16. Should the foregoing arrangements be approved of, the following 
would be the constitution of the collegiate staif.

E. B. Powell, Esq....... Principal of the University and Professor
of Mathematics and Physical Science, 
with a general supervision of the whole 
institution.

A. Gordon, E sq............... Professor of History, Political Economy,
and of Mental and Moral Philosophy.

A  T hird P rofessor.......Professor of English Literature and En
glish Composition.

A  Fourth P rofessor.. .Professor of Jurisprudence and of the Laws
of India.

17. It seems unnecessary to advert more particularly to the subjects of 
study entered under the three first heads of the foregoing scheme, all of them 
except Moral Philosophy being taught more or less in the present institution, 
and all of them being admitted by the consent of the Boards of Education at 
the three Presidencies, to be well adapted for the system of education, which 
it has been the policy of the Government to adopt.

18. In regard however to the 4th subject, in which it is proposed that a 
Professorship should be forwarded, viz. that of Jurisprudence and the Laws of 
India, it may be proper to offer a few remarks.

19. The Government are aware that no means of public instruction in
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the science of law are at present available in this Presidency, and as the Board 
understand that the establishment of lâ v classes in the educational institutions 
of Government has been recently advocated by the Judges of the Sudder Court,
the Governors of the University have deemed the present to be a favorable
opportunity_for recommending that the want should be supplied.

20. The Board find on reference to the reports on education in Bengal, 
that the necessity of affording to the alumni of the Government institutions 
the means of making themselves acquainted with the laws of their country and 
with the general principles of jurisprudence, has long been acknowledged in

that Presidency, and that so far back as 1840 the General
Committee of Instruction in Bengal were engaged in in- 1840—41, tuid 1841—42, . .  ‘ i - . i . i ' U- i .  p *T 1 1page 29. quirmg into the best means oi compilmg a manual of le
gal instruction for the use of the institution under their

superintendence.
21. In a i-eport submitted to Government three years later the subject of

legal instruction in the Government institution is adverted to 
1842 4̂3 °̂ n'-'c: some length, and a proposition referred to for the appoint-
17 18 19 mont of a ĵ rofessor of the laws and regulations— one half of

whose salary w’̂ as to be paid by Government and one half from 
the educational funds, upon the understanding that the lectures should be avail
able for the junior civil servants prosecuting their studies in the College of 
Fort Williaju.

22. It appears that shortly afterwards Mr. Lyall, the Advocate General 
at Calcutta, oiil-red his services to the Government to deliver lectures on Ju
risprudence, in the various forms in Avhich it is administered in India. The 
offer was accepted and a course of lectures was delivered in November and De
cember 1843, and in the early months of 1844.

23. A  copy of Mr. Lyall’s report on the course of lectures delivered by 
him, and on the examination of the students, is inserted in the general report 
for 1843-44, at pp. 6, 7, 8 and 9. Mr. Lyall’s death in 1844 prevented the 
continuance of the lectures, and no one was appointed to resume them until 
the present year, when, it appears from a note to page 62 of Mr. Kerr’s Review 
of Public Instruction in Bengal, that a Professor of Law has again been ap
pointed to the Hindu College of Calcutta. The Board learn from the public 
prints that a similar Professorship is about to be established in the Elphinstone 
Institution at Bombay by means of subscriptions contributed by the native 
community in honor of Sir Erskine Perry.

24. If then the importance of the subject, as one in which the means of 
instruction should be made available for the natives of this Presidency, be ad
mitted, it remains to be considered in what manner it may best be carried out, 
if introduced into the collegiate department proposed to be established in the 
University.

2.'). It is very justly observed by Mr. Cameron, in a Minute recorded 
by him in 1843 when President of the Bengal Council of Education, that a 
Professor of the Laws and Regulations of India “ ought in truth to be a Professor 
of Jurisprudencethat “ his lectures ought to show what are the general prin
ciples and distinctions which in some form or other are to be found in every 
system of positive law, and then to bring to view the particular form in which 
those principles and distinctions present themselves in the diiTercnt systems in 
Britioh India.”
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26. It will of course be most important to the success of the projected 
class to obtain the services of a welj qualified Professor ;— one who may be 
fully competent by his familiarity with the rules and principles of General 
Jurisprudence to impart to the students that knowledge which a mere study 
of the rules laid down in existing ordinances without reference to the princi
ples on which they are based, cannot be expected to supply, and at the same 
time may be sufficiently well acquainted with the Acts and Regulations of the 
Indian Legislature and with the rules of practice and procedure observed in 
the Company’s Courts, to enable him to illustrate the application of those ge
neral principles above I'eferred to, to the practical operation of the positive 
enactments in force. It would also be desirable that he should have some know
ledge of the rules of the Hindu and Mahomedan Laws, and as a guarantee to 
the public that the Professor is a person who has himself gone through a pro
fessional training, it would obviously be advisable to engage the services of one 
of the Barristers of the Supreme Court, provided one can be found willing to 
undertake the office, in whom the several requisites above specified may be 
found combined.

27. The subjects which the course of lectures should embrace will re
quire to be decide<l on hereafter by the Board in communication with the 
Pi-ofessor, and it Avill be advisable to consult on the subject the Judges of the 
Sudder Court.

28. It would probably be desirable that attendance in the Law class 
should be optional with the scholars in the collegiate department, and that 
the class should further be opened to persons not attached to the institution, 
who may be desirous of attending the lectures of the Law Professor, and who 
may prove on examination by the Principal of the Institution to be sufficiently 
educated in other respects, to enable them to profit by the Law Professor’s lec
tures. In the event of the scheme being approved of, it will be for the Go
vernment hereafter to decide as to the privileges in regard to employment in the 
Judicial Department which the certificates of the Professor shall be consider
ed to confer.

29. On the score of expense the Board do not anticipate that any diffi
culties will be found to exist in reference to the formation of the proposed col
legiate department. The expenses of the Presidency institution upon the foot
ing on which the Board propose to place it, Avill certainly be considerably in
creased ; and as will be'shown presently, will fall short but little of a moiety of 
the funds at present available for educational purposes. It appears to the 
Board however that the additional items of expenditure which it is proposed 
to incur, must necessarily be incurred, whether the collegiate classes be sanc
tioned, or the school be continued in its present form ; as the increase which 
may be expected to take place in point of numbers in the school department, in 
consequence of the reduction of the school fee, together with the establishment 
of a Primary school in connexion with the High school, will so much increase 
the demands upon the time of the Head of the institution for purposes of super
intendence, as to render absolutely necessary the appointment of an additional 
teacher to assist in the instruction of the higher classes ; and if the expediency 
of adding the study of law to those already pursued in the institution be recog
nized by Government, the expense entailed by the appointment of a Professor, 
will of course be the same, whether he be attached to the High school in its 
present form, or to a collegiate department established in connexion with it.

30. Li para. 15 of the Extract from the Miiuxtes of Consultation of the 
1st ultimo, the Government have sanctioned the foimation of Normal classes,
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English and vernacular. The Board propose to entrust the instruction of the 
English Class of Pupil Teachers to Mr. pordon, the present 2d Master of the 
High School, who has had some experience in England in the system of Nor
mal training ; and as they consider Mr. Gordon’s present salary of Rupees 
350 per mensem to be very inadequate, with reference to the duties he is called 
upon to perform, they beg to recommend that it may be increased to Rupees 
.500 per mensem. They are engaged in preparing detailed schemes for the 
formation of the two Normal classes which have been sanctioned, and have 
decided that the expenditure required for the English Normal class will not 
exceed Rupees 2000 per annum ; while for the vernacular department the 
increased expenditure recommended in the Board’s letter of the 12th May
1848, involving eventually an annual expenditure on this account of Rupees 
8,520, and an annual increase on the present establishment of Rupees 5,220, 
will be amply sufficient.

31. The Board would propose that the salary of the 3d Professor, whose 
appointment they have recommended in the 16th para, of this letter, should 
be fixed at Rupees 350 per mensem.

32. The only remaining charge in connexion with the Presidency es- 
tablisliment is that which wili be involved in flie appointment of paid exami- 
nei’s, and this the Board are of opinion may be estimated at Rupees 2000 per 
annum, one public examination in the year being as much as will be required 
for several years to come.

33. According to the foregoing plan the annual expenditure on account 
of the Presidency institution may be estimated as follows :—■

Average expenditure on account of the High school with
its present establishment, about ..........................................  27,000

Net cost of a Primary school,.................................................... 3,000
Salary of a 3d Professor for the proposed collegiate de

partment, ...................................................................................  4,200
Addition to Mr. Gordon’s salary,..............................................  1,800
Salary of Law Professor,...........................................................  2,400
English Normal classes,.............................................................. 2,000
Eventual addition to Vernacular establishment, ...................  5,230
Estimated loss to Government by the reduction of the school

fee,..............................................................................................  1,500
Salary of the Secretary (which has not hitherto been in

cluded in the accounts of the institution,) ........................  3,000
Annual charge on account of paid examiners,......................  2,000

Total Rupees...52,120

34. From the above amount the cost of house rent, which at present 
amounts to Rupees 2,520, will have to be deducted, when the proposed build
ing shall have been erected ; so that the annual cost of the Presidency Insti
tution for many years to come will not be likely to exceed Rupees 50,000.

35. In deference to the opinion of Government the Board have abstain
ed from urging the establishment of classes in the sciences of Medicine or of 
Civil Engineering ; but they direct me to state, that while recognising the ex
pediency of having these sciences taught in a more practical and extended 
manner than the University course of instruction would admit of, they trust 
that at some future period it may be deemed proper to found lectureships in 
branches of Natural History, such as Botany, Geology, and Mineralogy, as 
well as in popular Chemistry, in the institution under their charge.



36. Provincial Schools.— Of the sum remaining available for educa
tional disbursements the Board are o| opinion that Rupees 30,000 should be 
set apart for the establishment of Provincial schools, five of which it would 
be desirable to establish so soon as competent masters can be obtained. 
In referring to this subject in para. 2 of the Extract from the Minutes of Con
sultation of the 22d June last, the Government have named the sum of Rupees 
300 as the estimated monthly expenditure of each proposed school. This of 
course pre-supposes the exclusive use of Native agency, as the salaries of 
competent English Masters would amount very nearly to the full sum allowed 
for the entire expenditure of each school. It appears however to the Board 
that for several years to come it will be impossible to obtain Native masters, 
possessed of the requisite qualifications for superintending and conducting the 
operations of a Government school. In point of intellectual qualifications 
many Natives might probably be found competent for the duty; but when the 
Board consider that the chief object of every system of education should be 
the moral improvement of the rising generation, they are satisfied that the 
moral condition of the Native community is not such as to justify the expec
tation that that object will be attained by the establishment of schools presided 
over by Native masters. The number of Government schools throughout 
the provinces under the most favorable circumstanced must be comparatively 
small, and it is much to be desired that the few Avhich may be established 
should be of an efficient character; and to secure this end it appears to the 
Board to be essential that the Head Masters should be Europeans, whose sala
ries could not be estimated at less than 300 Rupees per mensem. The Board 
believe that for this sum* the services of most efficient Masters, educated at the 
Training schools which for some years past have been in operation in Eng
land, might be secured. It would clearly be a most important desideratum 
that the masters of the Provincial schools should be acquainted with the 
vernacular language of the District in which their schools are located; and to 
ensure the early attainment of this qualification the Board would propose that 
a portion of the salary, say Rupees 50 per mensem, should be withheld, until 
the master should be pronounced qualified to communicate freely with his 
pupils in their native tongue.

37. The cost of each school might then be estimated as follows:—
Rs.

Head Master,....................................................................  300
Second Master,................................................................ 100
Third Master, .................................................................. 50
Vernacular Teacher,.......................................................  50
Assistant Vernacular Teacher, ..................................  25
House Rent,.....................................................................  35

. Contingent charges and Servants,................................  50
~ ^ 0

Deduct probable amount of fees at one Rupee per 
mensem for each Pupil, ............................................  160
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450
12

5,400
* N o t e  b y  t h e  E d it o r .— It has since been ascertained tliat competent masters can be 

obtained from the Training schools for considerably lower stdaries.



1 Bf‘llan̂  38. Upon the foregoing plan Provincial scliools might
“ jjg founded at the Statk»ns noted in the margin a*, a cost of
4 Combacouura Rupees 27,000 per annum, leaving Rupees 3000 per annum
5 Cuddalore. for any contingencies that m ight occuj-.

39. The nature of the instruction to be imparted in these schools must 
depend in a great measure upon the extent to which educaticyi may have ad
vanced at the stations at which they are located; but it appears to the Board 
that at most of the new schools on their hrst establishment the course of 
tuition should be confined to the following subjects;— Reading, Writing, 
Arithmetic, Geography, Elnglish and Indian History, Euclid, Book L, and 
Algebra to the end of Quadratic Equations, and the vernacular language of 
the District, of which a thoi’ough knowledge should be enforced.

' 40. Grant-in-Aid System.— The last topic to which it is necessary
to advert is the introduction of the Grant-in-Aid system which the Board 
learn from the orders above recorded has been recommended for the sanc
tion of the Hon’ble Court. The sum available for this purpose, after de
ducting the estimated expenditure on account of the Presidency institu
tion and the establisliTiient of Provincial schools, will be Rupees 20,000 
per annum; and on receiving replies to the Circular letter, which with the 
permission of Government has been addressed to the several Collectors in 
the Provinces, the Board will be prepared to submit a detailed statement of 
the manner in which the sum available may be most advantageously applied.

41. In the foregoing plan and estimates the Board, have restricted them
selves to an estimated expenditure of one Lac of Rupees per annum in con
formity with the instructions conveyed in the 18th para, of the Extract from 
the Minutes of Consultation under date the 1st ultimo, and have been com
pelled to omit therefrom any estimate on account of Government Inspectors, 
the funds available being insufficient to meet the additional charge which the 
appointment of one or more of these officers would entail.

42. In conclusion, I am directed to request that the Board may be 
favored with early orders on the several propositions submitted by them in 
this letter for the improvement of the Presidency institution, and especially 
in regard'to the proposed collegiate classes; so that, in the event of their 
being approved of, early intimation may be afforded to those scholars of the 
higher classes who may now be intending to leave the institution, and most of 
whom, to the number of 25 at the least, will remain, should the collegiate de
partment be organised from the commencement of the ensuing year.

43. A  return prepai'ed by the Head Master of the High school, show
ing the number of scholars Avho have up to the present time attained a very 
creditable standard of proficiency, and the manner in which they have been 
provided for, as required in para. 10 of the Extract Minutes of Consultation 
dated. 1st ultimo, is annexed.

I have the honor to be, &c.
M.^DRAS U n i v e r s it y , | (Signed) A. J. ARBUTIINOT,
\Oth December, 1852. ) Secretary^
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L i s t  o f  p a s t  S t u d e n t s  o f  t h e  H i g h  S c h o o l  p o s s e s s in g  e i t h e r  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  o r  v e r y  c r e d i t a b l e  a t t a i n m e n t s ,

W ITH  A S t a t e m e n t  o f  t h e  p o s t s  n o w  o c c u p ie d  w i t h  t h e m .

List o f  Proficients o f  the High School.

Names.

C. Runganathum Shastiy, 
P. Tlienathyaloo Naidoo,..

T. Madavali Row,.

4 Mr. B, Lovery,.........
5 A. Sasliiali Shastiy,.

10

V. Ramanoojali Charry,.
C. Runga Charry,............

V. Sadogopah Cliarry,. 
M. Sadaseva Pillay,....

V. Ramyengar,.

Degree^

1st Proficient, 
do.

do.

do. .• 
do.

do.
do.

2d do. 
do.

do.

Employment.

Head Interpreter, Supreme Court. 
Second Judge’s Clerk, Small Cause 

Court.
Tutor to the young Princes of Tra- 

vancore.
Principal of Pacheappah’s School. 
Thasildar at Masulipatam.

No Employment.
Translator to the Collector of 

Chingleput.
Deputy Translator, Sudr Court. 
Translator, Collector’s Cut cherry, 

Cuddalore.

Head Jevab Neviss, Nellore.

Remarks.

This Proficient obtained the first Government 
reward of 300 Rupees given by the Council 
of Education ; also Pacheappah’s vernacu
lar Prizes of 1846-47, for Tamil Exposi
tions of Arnold’s 3d Lecture on Modern 
History, and 10th and 11th of Thornton’s 
Chaps, on British India ; and also Lord 
Elphinstone’s Prizes for an English 
Essay in 1847.

This Proficient obtained Lord Elphinstone’s 
Prize for an English Essay in 1849.

The Pacheappah’s vernacular Prize for 
1844, was shared between these three 
Proficients for Expositions of Hume’s 
Essay on Commerce and Whately’s Mo
ney Matters.

In addition to the above M. Sadaseva Pillay 
obtained the Pacheappah’s vernacular



11

Names.

G. Chengunnali Shastry,

W. Sasliacliellum Naidoo,.

G. Rajagopaul Naidoo,__
A. Ramcliunder Row,.......

15 T. Yencatacliariy,.

16 Mr. II. Kerakoose,..........
17 P. Eungiah Naidoo,........
18 P. Yejiarunga Moodelly,.

T. Teeroomala Row,. 
T. Durmaroyen,.......

D. Teagiah Shastry,,

Degree.

2d Proficient.

do.

do.
do.

do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.

Employment.

Deputy Accountant, Chingleput.

Head Judge’s Clerk, Small Cause 
Court.

2d Master Patcheappah’s School. 
Mahratta Translator, Revenue 

Board.

Mahratta Translator,* Revenue 
Board.

Mei’chant.
Translator, Small Cause Court. 
Interpreter, Higii School.

Clerk in the Cutcherry, at Raja- 
mundry.

Prize of 1845, for a Tamil Exposition of 
Abercrombie’s Culture and Discipline of the 
Mind.

This Proficient obtained the 3d Government 
reward of 200 Rupees given by the Coun
cil of Education in 1847, also Pacheap- 
pah’s Vernacular Prize of 1848 for a Te- 
loogoo Exposition of Chapter X . Vol. 1st 
Murray’s India ; and also the Certificate of 
a College Moonshee.

Remarks.

This Proficient obtained Pacheappah’s Ver
nacular Prize for a Mahratta Exposition of 
Chapter II. Vol. 2d, Murray’s India in
1849.

This Proficient obtained Pacheappah’s Ver
nacular Prize for a Tamil Exposition of 
Book II. Robertson’s History of America 
in 1851.



22

23
24

25
26
27
28

A. Streenevassa Row,.

D. Baboo Row, 
C. Sama Row,..

I. Runganathum Moodelly,
B. Kistnasawmy Naidoo,...
S. Soondarum Naidoo,......
M. Seevagorroo Pillay,. . ..

2d Proficient.

3d Proficient, 
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

Translator to the Collector of Ra 
jahmundry.

No Employment.
Writer, Commissary General’s Of

fice.
Clerk, Small Cause Court. 
Translator, Session Court, Salem. 
Translator, Cutcherry, Nellore. 
Writer, Government Office.

This Proficient obtained Pacheappah’s verna
cular Prize for a -Teloogoo Exposition of 
the Life of Mahommed from Ockley’s His
tory of the Saracens in 1852.

List o f  Ath Class Scholars that left the School loithout a Proficient Certificate.

9
10
11
12

C. Narrasinga Charry,,
M. Sawmy Naidoo,......
S. Baboo Saib,..............
W. Williams,.................
J. Kerakoose,................

T. Harry Sunker,,

D. Sasliiah,............

II. Isaacke,.

Raganathrow,.
L. Dique,.......
A. Arathoon,.< 
S. Aratlioon,..

Tahsildar.
3d Jevab Neviss, Chingleput.
2d Interpreter, General Police. 
Preparing to enter the Church. 
Studying for a Medical Diploma 

in England.
Assistant Auditor Military Audi

tor General’s Office.
Head Teacher in a School, at the 

Mount.

Head Teacher in a School, at Roy- 
apett.

In independent circumstances. 
Keeps a Px-ivate School.
Merchant, 

do.

This young man was the 1st Brahmin Medi
cal Student at Madras ; unfortunately pa
ralysis compelled him to quit the Medical 
College.



13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20 
21

22
23
24

o • Names.

T. D’Vaz,.

Streenevassa Charry,.
N. Partliasarady,........
S. Nadamony,............

S. Balakistnali,. 
C. Balakistnali,. 
P. Soondarum,,.

G. Sasliacliellum,. 
C. Mootoosawmy,.

P. Parthusarady 
S. Cassavooloo..., 
C. Aroomogum. .

Degree.

Head Teacher in the Preparatory 
School, Black Town.

Writer at Salem.
Teacher in a School at Royapett. 
Head Teacher in a School at Ma- 

sulipatam.
Teacher at Pacheappah’s School. 
Writer.
Private Tutor, to a Tanjore Ze

mindar.
Merchant.
Interpreter in the Zillah Court at 

Salem.
Clerk in the Petty Court.
Under a Road Contractor. 
Employment unknown.

Employment. Remarks.

List o f  Zd Class Scholars that remained one year and uptvards in the Zd Class.

C. Bauloo...........................
P. Mai’slamonie...................
O. Comiah Chetty ............
G-. Aubry...........................
P. Ramanjooloo Naidoo... 
S. Vigiaragavooloo Chetty
R. F. LaAvrence ................
Rajeram................................

Native Surgeon appointed 1852. 
Stipendiary Medical Student. 
Merchant.
Writer.
Canarese Translator Sudder Court. 
Head Accountant Chittoor. 
Librarian (College.)
Translator, Private Secretary’s 

Office, Government House.



9
10
11
12

13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

A. Streenevass...........
C. Rajagopaul............
M. Comarasawmy. ...
S. Casavorlos Naidoo

S. Narsimlialoo..........

S. Vigiaragoororlor . 
L. Vurdarajooloo . ...

Jaward Hoosain.......
C. Cothunderam.......
N. Vyapoory .......
Bartlialvan ................
C. Vadagliury............
M. Kristnasawmy. ...
J. K. Williams...........
Gr. Vencatanai'ainiali
B. Satoor....................
H. Streenevassalu...,

D. Vencatacliellum...
M. Eozario................
J. Eebeiro .................
P. D’Celles................
James Harding .........
C. Partliasarady.........
C. Coopiah................
T. Ruthnum.............
Ramacliunder Row...
C, NarrainsaAvmy. ... 
Gr. Rencontre ............

Writer Revenue Board.
Translator Cutcherry, Salem. 
K^eps a Private School.
Writer Accountant General’s Of

fice.
Translator in the Cliingleput 

Court.
Writer Government Office.

do. Commissary General’s Of
fice.

Merchant,
In independent circumstances. 
Writer.
In independent circumstances.

do. do.
Clerk, Small Cause Court. 
Cabinet Maker.
No Employment.
Writer.
Writer, Gun Carriage Manufoc- 

tory.
Writer at Coombaconuni.
Survey Dept. Revenue Board. 
Keeps a School in St. Thome. 
Writer.
Medical Apprentice.
Merchant.
Writer, Chingleput.
Teacher in a Missionary School. 
Writer, Small Cause Court. 
Private Teacher.
Clerk.
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The foregoing list of Proficients is perfectly accurate ; those of 4th and 
3d Class scholars are not quite complet(f, as in a few cases the necessary in
formation cannot be obtained. The 4th Class scholars, not Proficients, are in 
some instances but little inferior to the young men who have been honored 
with degrees ; and the 3d Class scholars of one year’s standing or upwards, 
though certainly inferior to the 4th Class non-Proficients, possess very credita
ble attainments. It is perhaps right to call attention to the number of 
past scholars. Proficients, and others, now engaged in the Avork of tuition. 
There are four Proficients, eight 4th Class scholars not Proficients, and four 
3d Class scholars of one year’s standing, employed as Masters in different in
stitutions ; and of these individuals, three pi-eside over schools containing 
from one hundred to two hundred pupils each.

(Signed) E. B. POWELL,
Head Master.

A P P E N D IX  H. H. H.
Minute hy Sir Henry Pottinger, ISth December 1852.

Letter from the Secretary to the Madras University, No. 1138, dated the 
10th of December 1852, forwarding a revised plan and estimate for the dis
bursements of the educational funds of this Presidency,

I have given my very best attention to the above letter (which reach
ed me the day before yesterday,) in connection with

"isl of Minutes of Consultation noted in the margin, and
 ̂ ° ' ” former papers, relative to Native education, which are

in circulation with it.

Paras 5 and 9  ̂quite approve of the arrangements proposed for the
Presidency Primary School, as well as those for the modified 
High School.

The great alteration suggested by the present letter is 
the introduction of Collegiate classes, by transferring" certain 

subjects now taught in the High School to those classes— with the addition of 
two or three others for which no provisions has hitherto been made.

For the reasons stated by the Board of Governors, I concur generally in 
the proposed alterations which seem to me to be calculated to place the system
of education in this Presidency on a much higher and more efiicient scale
than finy practical plan that has been heretofore submitted; and as the expense 
is shown to be within what was contemplated and has been I’ecommended to 
the Honorable Court, I propose that all the alterations be sanctioned, on the 
understanding that the final approval of them is to rest with the Home autho
rities.

I have myself no doubt of the advantage of having a Professor of Juris
prudence and the Laws of India, but I think that allowing persons not belong
ing to the University to attend his lectures must, if granted at all, be made 
very select.

Para 37  ̂consider the estimated cost of each Provincial school to be
almost beyond the mark, but of course the full expense will not be 

incurred until it is absolutely required to provide for the number of scholars.
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I unwillingly say that I quite consider with the Grovernors that the Head 
Masters should not at first be Natives, though I hope that the time may be 
looked to when a proportion of them at least may be selected from the Pro
vinces under this Presidency. A  knowledge of the language I conceive to be 
indispensable to every master, (whether Head or otherwise) who has Native 
pupils to teach, and in all cases a period should be fixed for the acquirement 
of this essential qualification.

I have before expressed my views on the “ grant in aid system,” and the 
more I have reflected on it, the more satisfied do I feel of its desirableness as a 
medium for the spread of general estimation. It must however depend on 
the sanction of the Honorable Court to whom it has been submitted with the 
strong recommendation of Government.

I observe that the Board of Governors earnestly urge the establishment 
of Collegiate classes from the commencement of the coming year, and so far 
as my personal views extend, I see no objection, on the grounds adverted to 
in the 62d para.

A  copy of tho Secretary’s letter and of the decision which may be passed 
on it ought to be forwarded to the Honorable Court by the next Mail.

(Signed) HENRY POTTINGER.
December 18̂ /<, 1852.

A P P E N D IX  I. I. I.
Minute by Mr. D. Eliott, 20th December 1852.

F r o m  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  t o  t h e  M a d r a s  U n i v e r s it y ,

iOth December 1852.

In this letter is submitted a scheme for the expenditure of the sum of 
one lac of rupees per annum assumed to be available for the purposes of Edu
cation in this Presidency.

It is proposed to lay out more than half
The sum proposed is nipces 52,120 ^f this sum upon the institution at the seat

inclusive of rent, which, it is observefl, j? -r> • i t i
will have to be deducted when the of _ the Presidency. It appears to me that
proposed building is erected ; but the this is an undue proportion, that it is not
interest of the capital expended on fitting to lay out 50,000 rupees per annum 
thetbuilding will then be in place of ĥe capital alone, if we have only 50,000

rupees more to provide for the whole country 
beyond the capital, I do not indeed think it is more than is requisite to put 
the principal educational institution of this Presidency on the footing to 
which it is desirable that it should be brought sooner or later; but it cannot, 
I think, fairly be allowed, when to allow it will so contract our means to meet 
the requirements of the country, as to admit of only 30,000 rupees being 
appropriated for the establishment of Government schools in the interior, and 
only 20,000 rupees in aid of existing schools established independently of the 
Government, without providing at all for the inspection of those schools.

I confidently hope, however, that the Honorable Court will not restrict 
the expenditure for educational purposes in this Presidency to a lac of rupees 
per annum ; but will allow that sura, in addition to the interest upon the



accvimulatecl amount of the Pagoda Funds appropriated to native education, 
which, up to the end of December 1851, Avas calcu- 

Sec page 51 of my Mi- i^ted at about 10 lacs, and the undrawn balance of 
mitc of 5tii August 1851. grant of 50,000 rupees which exceeds 3 lacs.
Taking the present amount of these two funds to be at least 13  ̂ lacs, interest 
upon these at 5 per cent will give rupees 57,500 per annum, and at 4 per cent 
rupees 54,000. If the Honorable Court will consent to double the present 
grant of 50,000 rupees per annum from the public Treasury, and to allow 
interest at 5 per cent upon the Funds above specified, the amount available 
annually will be rupees 1,57,500, out of which I  should not think it objection
able to allow 50,000 rupees to the Presidency Institution.

Adhering to the views expressed in paras 5 to 12 of my Minute dated 
5th August 1851, I cannot but think that the pi-esent proposal of the Univer
sity Board to found a collegiate department is somewhat premature. I think it 
would be sufficient now to relieve Mr. Powell, the present head master of the 
school, from his present duties, in order that he may form a collegiate class and 
instruct the few boys, who at fii'st will be qualified for it, in all the subjects of 
study to be pursued by the class, and to appoint an additional master to the 
school upon an adequate salary, say 300 rupees. I quite approve of the pro
posed scheme as the eventual plan.

The expense of the pi’oposed Provincial schools is startling, arising from 
the large salary assigned to the head masters, on the assumption that it will be 
necessary to import them from England. I am not sure of this, but I think the 
experiment might be tried by allowing the masters for two of the schools to 
be engaged in England on the terms proposed, and the other schools I would 
place under native masters. I think it will be advisable to regulate the salaries 
of the head native masters upon a scale similar to that of the District Moon- 
siffs, which will put them at once in a respectable position and will hold out 
promotion to them from class to class according to their desert, and thus stimu
late them to diligence and zealous exertion.

I approve of the plan of instruction in the Provincial schools, but I would 
add the mensuration of land.

(Signed) D. ELIOTT.
20i/i Decemberf 1852.
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A P P E N D IX  J. J. J.
Minute hy Mr. J. F. Thomas, 2\st December 1852.

Letters from Secretary University Board, 10th December 1852.

As the questions submitted ai*e to be referred to the Honorable Court, 
and so much has been already written on the subject, I will confine these re
marks to two points ;— the pi'oposed Collegiate classes, and the third Profes
sor of English literature and composition.

In tlie present comparatively infant state of education at this Presidency, 
such classes appear to me wholly premature. They can only, in my view, be 
effectually carried out, after general education has considerably advanced ; 
when it will be practicable to select youths from several Grammar schools of



superior talents or acquirements. It is only such young men who can be qualified 
to profit by the lectures or instructions of Professors, as proposed, and it 
is not in the nature of things, that the few youths who can be obtained from 
one institution, as yet very limited in its operations, will be found prepared to 
undertake with advantage a course of study, embracing—

Mathematics,
Physical Science, 
llistoiy,
Political Economy,
Mental and Moral Philosophy,
Law and Jurisprudence, 
with English Literature, 

and can carefully, and usefully employ the time of three or four Professors.
I deprecate therefore the establishment of such classes at this hour, and 

the large outlay proposed for this purpose as a Avaste of funds. I cannot but 
think that the sentiments of the Honorable Court in para 11 of their Despatch 
of 18th October 1843, strictly applicable in their spirit to the proposition 
now under consideration, and “ that it will be quite time enough” thereforo 
to establish such collegiate classes,* when “ some hundreds” of young men 
are familiar with the English language, and have received a sound, but plain 
practical education, and the University Board can select, from a large body 
of fairly educated young men, those who possess superior intelligence and 
parts, and are qualified, therefore, for a college education. To propose to 
institute collegiate classes, whilst schools are scarcely begun, is only to ensure 
failure, I apprehend.

I trust with the Honorable Mr. Eliott that the Honorable Court will 
sanction an expenditure at this Presidency, at least equal to the funds appro
priated for education in the other Presidencies,— in proportion to its popula
tion.

(Signed) J. F. THOMAS.
21«t December.
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A P P E N D IX  K. K. K.
Minute hij Sir H. Pottinger, 2^th December 1852.

In my Minute of the 18th instant I spoke of the establishing of collegi
ate classes as a transference of certain branches of education from the High 
School to the University, and said that I thought the measure calculated to 
place the system of education at the Presidency on a popular and stable 
footing, which seemed to me to be so extremely desirable, after all the almost 
interminable discussions and delays which had taken place ; that I did not 
consider one moiety of the total educational funds being, for the present, 
appropriated to that object, so open to strong objection as it would appear to 
be held by my Hon’ble Colleagues Messrs. D. Eliott and Thomas.

I am not however impressed with the urgency of the recommendation of 
the Governors of the University in connection with the contemplated collegi
ate classes, to that degree as to press its adoption without the concui-rence 
of my Hon’ble Civil Colleagues, and as I conceive that the Governors have

* See also para 12, Despatch 28th August 1844.
TX



advanced all that can be urged in favor of the measure, and in which, as I 
have before stated, I generally concur, I'iiave now only to propose that the 
letter from the Secretary to the University Avith the discussions that have 
passed on it be sent to the Honorable Court by the next Mail, with a solicita
tion that they will be pleased to favor Government Avith an early answer whe
ther they Avish the collegiate classes to be established or not. In the mean
time the Governors of the University may, I think, be told to continue the 
High School as it noAV is, but to proceed Avith the other arrangements propos
ed in their Secretary’s letter for setting up Primary^ Vernacular and Pro
vincial schools.

I  take this opportunity to mention that it lias been reported to me, that 
the number of applications for admittance into the Government educational 
establishments at the Presidency is already so great, that there is some diffi
culty in finding accommodation; and as tliere is strong reason to believe that 
the pupils will go on increasing, I Avould suggest that tlie proper department 
be called to have a plan and estimate of the future edifice for the University 
prepared Avithout delay, and that tlie fact I state be brought to the special no
tice of the Honorable Court AvitJi a view to their speedy authority being given 
to the erection of a suitable Building.

(Signed) HENRY POTTINGER.
December 2^th 1852.
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A P P E N D IX  L. L. L.
P ublic DurAiiTMENT.

Extract from the Minutes o f  Consultation, dated *Jth January, 1853.
Read the following letters from the Secretary to the Madras University.

(Here enter 10th and 11th December 1852, Nos. 15 and 16.)
Para. 1. In their letter of the 10th December last, the Governors of 

the Madi-as University submit for the consideration of Government a statement 
of the measures to Avhich they consider that the funds available may be most 
beneficially applied,

2. The siim of one lac of Rupees per annum has been assumed to be avail
able for the purposes of education in this Presidency, and it is proposed to lay 
out more than half of this amount upon the institution at Madras. It appears 
to the Right Honorable the Governor in Council that this is an undue propor
tion, and that it is not fitting to lay out 50,000 rupees per annum, at the ca
pital alone, if there are only 50,000 rupees more to provide for the Avhole 
country beyond the capital. He does not indeed think it is more than is re
quisite to put the principal educational institution of this Presidency on the 
footing to whick it is desirable that it should be brought sooner or latter ; but 
it cannot fairly be allowed, Avhen to allow it will so contract the means of 
Government to meet the requirements of the country as to admit of only 30,000 
Rupees being appropriated for the establishment of Provincial Schools, and 
only 20,000 Rupees in aid of existing schools established independently of the 
Government, Avithout providing at all for the inspection of those schools.

3. The Governor in Council confidently hopes, hoAvever, that the Hono
rable the Court of Directors Avill not restrict the expenditure for educational 
purposes in this Pi-esidcncy to a lac of rupees per aunum ; but Avill alloAv that



gum, at least, in addition to tlie interest upon the accumulated amount of the 
Pagoda Funds appropriated to Native education, and the undrawn balance of 
the grant of 50,000 Rupees. Taking the present amount of these two funds to 
be about 11 lacs of rupees as already shown in para. 18 of the Extract 
Minutes of Consultation, 1st November 1852, the interest upon these will give 
rupees 55,000 per annum. Should the Honorable Court therefore consent to 
double the present grant of 50,000Rupees per annum from the Public Treasury, 
and to allow interest at five per cent, upon the funds above specified, the 
amount available annually will be Rupees 1,55,000, out of which it would not 
be objectionable to allow 50,000 Rupees to the Presidency institution.

4. In regard to the proposal of the University Board to found a collegiate 
department, the Governor in Council, though he quite approves of the propos
ed scheme as the eventual plan, cannot but consider the measure at present 
to be somewhat premature. He resolves however to submit the question of 
collegiate classes for the consideration of the Honorable Court, and to solicit 
their early orders whether they desire a set of collegiate classcs to be organi
zed, as proposed by the University Board, in the several subjects at present 
studied in the higher classes of the High School, with the addition of 
Moral Philosophy and of General Jurisprudence and Law. In the mean
time he thinks it would be sufficient, so far to relieve Mr. Powell, 
the Head Master, from his present duties, as to admit of his instructing the 
fcAV boys who may be at first found qualified for it, in some of the subjects of 
study to be pursued by the collegiate department hereafter to be established, 
and to appoint an additional master to the school upon a salary of 350 rupees 
per month. In other respects the Board will continue the High School on its 
present footing, but they will proceed with the arrangements for organizing a 
Primary school in connection with it at a monthly cost of 395 rupees, and also 
for establishing Government schools in the Provinces.

5. The Governor in Council approves of the plan of instruction in the 
Provincial schools, but he would add the mensuration of land. He observes 
that the estimated cost of each school is somewhat excessive, arising from the 
large salaiy assigned to the Head Masters, on the assumption that it will be 
necessary to get them out from England. He would hope however that for 
one or more of the Provincial Schools, competent Native Head Masters may 
be found, and he would regulate the salaries of these upon a scale similar to 
that of District MoonsiiFs. He conceives a knowledge of the vernacular lan
guage to be indispensable to every master (whether Head or otherwise) who 
has Native pupils to teach, and he is of opinion that in all cases a period 
should be fixed for the acquirement of this essential qualification.

6. The Governor in Council has already recorded his views on the pro
posed “ Grant-in-aid system,” and he would only remark that he feels more than 
ever satisfied of its desirableness as a medium for the spread of general edu
cation. It must, however, depend on the sanction of tho Honorable Court, to 
whom it has been submitted with the recommendation of Government.

7. Adverting to the great increase in the number of applications for 
admission into the Govej^nment educational establishments at the Presidency 
and. to the difficulty experienced in finding accommodation for the pupils, as 
brought to notice in the Right Honorable the President’s Minute of the 24th 
Decepiber last, the Goyernor in Council resolves to call upon the Military 
Board to instruct the Superintending Engineer to prepare, in commuaicatiou
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with the University Board a plan and estimate of tlie expense of erecting on 
the site of the Penitentiary a suitable bniiding for a University.

(True Extract)

(Signed) H. C. MONTGOMERY,

Chief Secretary.
To the Governors o f the Madras University.
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A P P E N D IX  M. M. M.
Madras University, 2Gth Jamiary 1853. 

F rom A. J. ARBUTHNOT, E sq.
Secretary to the Madras University,

Tc Sir  H. C. MONTGOMERY, B art .,
Chief Secretary to Government Fort St. George.

Sir ,
1. I am directed by the Governors of the Madras University to acknow

ledge the receipt of an Extract from the Minutes of Consultation, under date 
the 7th instant. No. 17, conveying the orders of Government in regard to the 
educational arrangements proposed by the Board in my letter of the 10th ultimo.

2. That portion of the proposed arrangements, which was intended to 
be carried out at the Presidency involved the division of the Madras Univer
sity into three departments— a Primary School, a High School, and a Collegi
ate department; the establishment of Normal classes for training English and 
vernacular teachers for employment in the schools hereafter to be established 
in the Provinces, and the appointment of paid Examiners who should conduct 
the public examinations about to be set on foot; the total cost of this portion 
of the scheme being estimated at about rupees 50,000 per mensem. Of the 
remainder of the sum which was assumed to be available for educational pur
poses, rupees 30,000 were set apart for the establishment of five Provincial 
Schools, and rupees 20,000 for the introduction of the Grant-in-aid system.

3. The Board have learnt with regret that the amount proposed by them 
to be expended at the Presideny has been objected to by the Right Honorable 
the Governor in Council, as being an undue proportion of the funds at present 
available, and that the sanction of Government has been withheld from the 
formation of the collegiate classes, which for the reasons stated in the 11th 
para, of my letter of the 10th ultimo, was considered by them to be essential 
to the efficiency of the institution.

4. It appears to the Board however from the tenor of the order of Go
vernment now under reply, that some misconception exists in regard to the 
extent of the measures already sanctioned, and as they are led to apprehend 
from the remarks, recorded with reference to the proposed Presidency expen
diture, that the nature of that expenditure, and the fact that a considerable 
portion of it must be debited to the general purposes of education throughout 
the Presidency, and that it cannot fairly be included under the head of ex
penditure incurred on account of the Madras University, has, in some degree, 
been overlooked, they have deemed it their duty again to address the Govern
ment upon those points upon which explanation appears to be required.
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* N ote .— W ith reference to tlie note 
affixed to para. 2 of the order under reply, 
to the effect that when the proposed biiild- 
ing is erected, the interest of the capital 
expended thereon will then be in place of 
rent, it is to be observed that the Board’s 
calculations wei'e based on the assumption 
that exclusive of the cost of a building the 
sum available for educational purposes 
Avould amount to one lac of rupees.— See 
Extract from Minutes o f  Consultation, un
der date the Isi November, 1852, para. 18.

t  22d June and 1st November 1852.

5. It is to be inferred from the 
observations made by the Right Honor
able the Governor in Council in regard 
to the proposed Presidency expenditure, 
that for the present, at all events, a sum 
considerably less than that named by 
the Board, viz. : rupees 50,000* is con
sidered sufficient for the purpose ; but 
on comparing the orders of Grovernraent 
of the dates last received with the orders 
noted in the margin,f and with the 
estimates submitted by the Board in my 

letter of the 10th ultimo, it appears that the adoption of the measures already 
sanctioned will involve an annual expenditure amounting to Rupees 47,930, 
being only Rupees 2,070 less than the amount to which the Government have 
objected, as being an undue proportion of the funds at present available for 
the entire Presidency.

6. The additional items of expenditure enumerated in the Board’s letter 
of the 10th ultimo, and having reference to measures already sanctioned by 
Government in their orders of June and November, 1852, are as follows :—  
The establishment of a Primary 

school was sanctioned in the /
Extract of Minutes of Consul-  ̂Net cost of a Primary school,............ 3,000
tation, under date the 1st No
vember 1852, para. 6.

Sanctioned in the Extract Mi
nutes of Cnsultation, 1st No
vember, 1852, para. 15.

See Extract Minutes of Consul
tation of the 22d June, 1852, 
paras. 25 and 26 and Extract 
Minutes of Consultation, under 
date, the 1st November, 1852, 
para. 15.

See Extract from Minutes Con
sultation, under date the 1st 
November 1852 para. 19. ] ----------

12.230
Add to the above items of charge the average expenditure on ac

count of the High School up to the end of the past year estimated at 
about,.............................................................. ................................................ 27,000

39.230
The salary of the Secretary,.........................................................................  3,000
The salary of a 3d Master which has now been sanctioned,..................  4,200
And the estimated loss to Government by the reduction of the School

fee, which was estimated at......................................................................... 1,500
And we find a total expenditure of 47,930 involved in the several measures 
already sanctioned, the estimates of which have not been objected to and 
cannot certainly be framed on a more economical plan.

7- The charges disallowed are the addition of Rupees 1,800 proposed to
Mr. Gordon’s salary, and the salary of a Law Professor estimated at Rupees
2,400.

English Normal Classes,....................  2,000

Addition to the Vernacular establish
ment, ..................................................  5,230

Annual charge on account of paid
Examiners,.......................................  2,000



8. The former of the two charges in question has not been alluded to by 
Government. It was proposed by the J3oard partly in considĉ ’ation of Mr. 
Gordon’s past services, and the inadequacy of liis present salary, with reference 
to the position filled by him in the institution, but principally as a remunera
tion for the additional duties about to be imposed upon him in the instruction 
of the English Class of Pupil Teachers, which has been assigned to him by 
the Board in addition to his usual duties. Mr. Gordon was selected for this 
office as being the fittest, and in fact the only fit, person available, having 
already acquired some experience in England in the system of Normal Train
ing ; and as the Board would not feel themselves justified in imposing upon 
him, without remuneration, the additional labor which the instruction of such 
a class must entail, the non-compliance with the Board’s recommendation in his 
favor will, they fear, greatly embarrass tliem in the establishment of the 
English Noi’mal Class.

9. Adverting, however, to the groat importance of the projected 
class as the only means of raising up a body of efficient Native Teachei’s, 
and considering that the salary assigned to the third Master whose ap
pointment has now been sanctioned, lias been fixed at the sum which 
Mr. Gordon has received since his first appointment in 1846, on which 
occasion it is understood that hopes were hekl out to him of an eventual 
increase of salary, and the fulfilment of which the Board consider only 
due to his position in the institution, and his zeal and efficiency in 
the discharge of his duties, the Board trust tliat their recommendation 
on this point will be I’econsidered and authority granted them to carry it out.

10. The Board have already observed that several of the items of charge 
proposed by them to be expended at the Presidency cannot fairly be included 
among the charges of the Madras University, but should be debited to the 
general purposes of education for the entire Presidency.

11. Under this head the Board would place the following charges ;
The Annual cost of the English Normal Class of Pupil

Teachers, .................................................................................  2,000
The Annual cost of the Vernacular Class of Pupil Teachers. 1,800
A  moiety of the salary of the Superintendent of Vernacular 

Instruction who will be employed in training a Verna
cular Normal Class,...............................................................  1,800

Annual charge on account of public Examiners, ................  2,000
A  moiety of the Secretary’s Salary, .....................................  1,500
A  moiety of the cost of the Secretary’s Establishment,.......  486

Rupees...9,586

12. If the above be deducted from the aggregate amount of expenditure 
proposed for the Presidency, the charges to be borne by the University ac
cording lo the plan and estimate submitted by the Board, will but little exceed 
Rupees 40,000, Avhich, even with the limited funds at present available for the 
entire Presidency, the Board cannot look upon as an undue proportion to be

assigned to the Cen**
N o t e .— F rom  the Report of tlie Board of Education ofBombay institution consi-

for 1851-52 the cost of the Elphinstone Institution appears after , . , ’ i +•
deducting «;]iool fees which amounted to Rs. 11,894-0-0 to ‘luring tlie population 
have beerj Ke. 40,204-12-10. of Madras and the

high standard of
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education which the principal educational institution of Govonilnent should 
be competent to afford.

13. The Board would hope that the foregoing explanation will have the 
effect of removing the impression that they have attached an undue inipor- 
tnnce to the institution at present under their charge.

14. In framing their measures for })lacing this Institution upon an effi
cient footing, the Board were guided by the insti'uctions conveyed in the 8th 
para, of the Extract Minutes of Consultaion, under date the 1st November 
last, that they should devote “ their energies to the necessary measures for 
“ rendering the High school of Madras what it was intended to be at its 
“ foundation ; that is, the centre of the future educational arrangements of the 
“ entire Presidency.”

15. The division of the institution into a Primary school. High school, 
and Collegiate Department was advocated by the Board chiefly as a means of. 
improving the system of instruction. With (he excci)tion of Moral Philosopliy 
and Law, the course of study assigned to the Collegiate Department was, as 
expressly stated in paras. 14 and 17 of my letter of the 10th ultimo, confined 
to the subjects already studied in the upper classes of the High school; and 
as tlie Government in sanctioning the appointment of a third Master have 
afforded to the Board the means which were required for the more efficient 
instruction of the liigher classes, the establishment of a Collegiate Department, 
whenever it may be sanctioned, will, as i-espects the upper classes of the 
school, involve little more than a change of name, conferring upon them a 
title corresponding more accurately witli the nature of the instruction now 
imparted in them.

16. The change of designation, however, wiU not be a mere matter of 
words. It will, as shown in para. 10 of my letter already quoted, have the 
advantage of affording an additional stimulus to the more advanced scholars, 
and inducing them to remain in the institution for a longer pei’iod than is their 
practice at present. It will place the institution itself on a more dignified 
footing, analogous to that occupied by the colleges in the sister Presidencies : 
while to the Masters of these proposed classes it will be but an act of justice, 
and one merited by the length and value of their services, to place them iu 
the same professional position, as the Principals and Professors of the several 
educational institutions of Bengal and Bombay.

17. With i-eference to the suggestion of the Right Honorable the 
Governor in Council that “ Mr. Powell, the Head Master, should be so far re- 
“ lieved from his present duties, as to admit of his instructing the few boys 
“ who may be at first found qualified for it on some of the subjects of study 
“ to be pursued by the Collegiate Department hereafter to be established,” I  
am directed to advert to the remarks recorded in the preceding paras, as to 
the identity of the subjects proposed for the collegiate department (with the 
exception of the two already noticed) with those now and for some time past 
studied in the upper classes of the school, and to observe that one of the prin
cipal reasons which weighed with the Board in recommending the arrange
ments proposed in my former letter, was that under the new system, the atten
tion of each of the Professors would be confined to a set of kindred subjects, 
instead of being as at present devoted to six or eight different subjects, and 
their respective efficiency would, in consequence, be considerably increased. 
The advantage of such a division of labor in the higher departments of edu
cational instruction is invaiiably rccoguizcd in Europe, aud appeal's to the
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Board to be equally applicable to the institution under their charge. The as
signment of the entire instruction of Ijie higher classes to any one single 
Master would defeat one of the principal objects the Board had in view, when 
applying for the services of a third Master, and now that this addition to the 
strength of the establishment lias been granted, they will still feel it incum
bent upon them so to regulate the subjects to be taught by the fii’st and second 
and third Masters respectively, that the arrangements will in all respects, but 
that of the designation of the classes and tlieir instructors, correspond with 
that recently recommended to Government.

18. Under this explanation the Board would still hope that if the ques
tion has not been submitted for the consideration of the Honorable tlie Court 
of Directors, the introduction of the collegiate department into the Univer
sity may at once be sanctioned. If the reference has been made, they would 
solicit that the remarks which they now record in elucidation of the true bear
ing and pui'port of this part of their plan may also be transmitted at an early 
date for the information of the Honorable Court.

19. The Board learn from para. 7 of the order now under reply that 
the erection of a building is to be immediately commenced ; and they direct 
me to request that until the building is completed they may be authorized to 
disburse to Mr. Powell the sum of lis. 80, on account of house rent, the rooms 
in the present building which have hithei’to been occupied by him, having 
been appropriated as class rooms in consequence of the great increase in the 
number of scholars, caused by the reduction of the school-fee. It has always 
been intended that whenever a building should be erected for the University, 
a set of rooms should be assigned to the Head of the institution.

20. The Board cannot conclude this letter without expressing their deep 
regret and disappointment at the objections which have been taken by Govern
ment to the plans, which after much deliberation and hibor have been sub
mitted by them for the improvement of the institution under their charge, 
and for the general diffusion of education among the IS ative population. The 
Board had hoped that in the discharge of the extensive and onerous duties 
confided to them they would be allowed a large measure of discretion, and 
that the Government, limiting themselves to the enunciation of the principles 
to be followed, would leave the arrangement of the details entirely to the Board.

I have &c. &c.
(Signed) A. J. ARBUTHNOT,

Secretary.

2Qth January, 1853
M a d r a s  U n i v e k s it y , |

A P P E N D IX  N. N. N.
Minute by Sir H. Pottinger, 3l5< January 1853.

Letter from the Secretary to the Madras University No. 81, dated the 
26th of January 1853, submitting an explanation of the educational arrange
ments proposed in his letter of the 10th of December 1852.

I have given my best attention to the above letter, and it only remains 
for me to record, as concisely as possible, my sentiments upon it.

I  must however premise that I think the Secretary’s letter has completely 
met, and satisfactorily explained, the objections to the Boai’d’s educational
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arrangements that were offered in the Extract Minutes of Consultation of the 
7th Instant.

For the reasons assigned, I am of opinion that the increase of salary re
commended for Mr. Gordon shall be, at once, allowed.

I concur in the view of the Governors of the University, that a portion 
of the expense of the central institutions at the Presidency, is most fairly de
bitable to the general purposes of education in the Madras territoiy, and it 
will be seen in my separate Minute of this date touching the system of ver
nacular instruction, that I particularly advert to that fact. I must add that 
I wrote that Minute before I took up the letter on which I am now com
menting, and I may further point out that the quotation from the Minutes of 
Consultation of the 1st of November last, cited in the Secretary’s letter, pre
cisely adopts and urges the same argument.

The question of collegiate classes having been referred to the Honorable 
Court, under common circumstances a reply should be awaited ; but as tho 
only valid objection to that arrangement, that of the expense, is now removed 
by the explanation offered in the present communication, and as I consider it 
most desirable to encourage and foster the good feeling towards education, 
which has obviously sprung up lately out of the difficulties under which it 
has so long struggled and lain almost dormant, I am quite ready to take the 
sole responsibility of authorizing the collegiate classes on myself, trusting to 
the Honorable Court to approve of my anticipating their commands, which, 
I doubt not, will be in the affirmative. In the meantime I wish the Secre
tary’s letter and any Minutes that may be recorded on it to be transmitted 
to those high authorities by the earliest opportunity.

For the reason assigned in the 19th para, of the Secretary’s letter, I con
ceive that Mr. Powell should be granted house rent at the rate of Rupees 
80 per mensem, until he shall be provided with a residence in the new Univer
sity, to the preparation of tho plans and estimates for which, I hope the pro
per departments are devoting their thoughts.

I cannot close this Minute without remarking that I quite agree in the 
sentiments expressed in the last para, of the Secretary’s letter, so long as great 
leading principles are not involved, and that the expense is kept within the 
limit that Government has seen it requisite to prescribe for the present.

(Signed) HENRY POTTINGER.
January, 2Ast 1853.

A P P E N D IX  O. O. O.
Minute hy the Honorable D . Eliott, Esq., 2d February, 1853.

Letter from the Secretary to the Madras University dated 26th January, 
and Minute of the Right Honorable the President, dated 31st January 1853.

I am not disposed to offer any opposition to the immediate establishment 
of collegiate classes or the formation of a collegiate department which the 
Right Honorable the President is prepared to authorize on his sole responsibi
lity.

' I desire only to explain my views on the subject— and first with reference 
to the last para, of the present communication from the Governors of the Ma
dras University, I have to observe, that reasonable as was their expectations 
“ that the Government limiting themselves to the enunciation of the principles
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to be followed would leave the arrangement of the details entirely to them,” it 
does not appear to me that it has been contravened by any thing that has yet 
taken place— for surely it is a principle, the determination of which should rest 
with Government, whether the plan of the High school should be immediately 
extended by the establishment of collegiate classes— and equally must it be 
regarded as the province of Government to determine what proportion of the 
whole fund available for educational purposes, throughout this Presidency, 
should be appropriated to the central institution at the capital.

I do not find that the Board for the government of the University were 
ever authorized to provide for collegiate classes. Not having been a party to 
the Consultations of 22d June and 1st November 1852, I cannot of course as
sume positively that more was meant than was understood by the Board as 
stated in the 11th para, of their Secretary’s letter, of the 10th December last. 
My understanding was that the Government intended to follow out the re
peated instructions of the Court of Directors “ to give the fullest practical 
efficiency to the High School” before attempting to organize a collcgiate de
partment, and it therefore appeared to me that the Board in proposing at once 
to form a collegiate department had gone beyond the limits within which they 
were at liberty to exercise their discretion.

The Boai'd now say that in framing the measures proposed on the 10th 
December; they were guided by the instructions conveyed in the 8th para, of the 
Minutes of Consultation under date the 1st November, “ that they should de
vote their energies to the necessary measures for rendering the High School of 
Madras what it was intended to be at its formation, that is, the centre of the 
future educational arrangements of the entire Presidency.” But I see nothing 
in those instructions to w'arrant the construction that Government meant that 
a collegiate de[)artment should now be added to the High School. I conceive 
that the true interpretation of the instructions is that the Board were to make 
the High school, as Lord Elphinstone intended, “ complete in itself,” or as 
the Honorable Court directed “ to give it the fullest practical efficiency,” leav
ing the organization of a collegiate department to follow the perfect accom
plishment of this first object, when, to use the words of the first report of the 
Governors of the University, “ by the advance of the community in intellectual 
cultivation,” or as Lord Elphinstone expressed it, “ by the Natives raising 
their views to a level with his design,” there should be a demand for the supe
rior instruction comprehended in a college course, for which it would be proper 
to provide. AYhen the High school should be in a state to furnish yearly a 
sufficient number of scholars ready to enter on a college course, whose parents 
and friends appreciating the advantage of it to them,„ would be prepared to 
consent to their education being thus carx’ied on to a higher pitch ; then, the 
High school being complete within itself and brought to the highest degree 
of practical efficiency, the other portion, the college, contemplated by Lord 

Elphinstone, might be organized, and “ the High school 
LordElphi t̂one’s stand to it in the same relative position as its name-

ber°Ts39  ̂ High school of Edinburgh does towards the col
lege of that city or as the great public schools in England 

occupy wath respect to the Universities.”

This at least was my idea. In my Minute under date the 5th August 
1851, I wrote as follows. “ The aim of the Council of Education, then, ought 
to be to give the fullest practical efficiency to the High school according to the 
fundamental rule, for the cultivation of English literature and of the vernacu
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lar languages of India, and the elementary departments of plulosophy and 
science.” “ They should have liberty to make alterations and amendments for 
the better cultivation of any of these branches of learning, and I vŝ ould give 
them a free discretion to allow the first rank of scholars to pursue their studies 
beyond the limits contemplated in the rule, into what will be eventually the pro
vince of the college.” Consistently with this suggestion the Government in 
the Minutes of Consultation under date the 7th ultimo, authorized the Board to 
relieve the Head master from his present duties, so far as to admit of his in
structing the few boys who might be at first found qualified, on some of the 
subj,ects of study to be pursued eventually by the collegiate department.

The Board say that with the exception of Moral Philosophy and Law the 
course of study assigned to the collegiate department is confined to the subjects 
already studied in the upper classes of the High school, and that the establish
ment of a collegiate department will, as respects the upper classes of the school, 
involve little more than a change of name, conferring upon them a title corres
ponding more accurately with the nature of the instruction now imparted in 
them. I presume by the upper classes the Board must mean the three ranks of 
the 4th class, which consisted in 1851-52 of 20 boys. I think they can hardly 
contend that all the boys in these three ranks are generally so advanced in 

their studies as to be beyond the range of an ordinary school 
la the preceding course. I take it that the boys in the highest rank only, if 

waTtwo.̂  advanced beyond that range. The number of these
in 1851-52 was seven.

Is it reasonable to form a collegiate department with three or four Profes
sors for a class of seven boys, or for the sake of forming such a department to 
add to this class a dozen more boys who are receiving the elementary instruction 
usually given in schools, on subjects which in the higher branches are studied 
in colleges ? Will it not be fallacious to designate a class so composed as a 
collegiate class, and to give the imposing title of Professors to the teachers of 
it ? It does not appear to me that it wiU dignify the teachers to be called by 
titles unsuited to the quality of the instruction imparted by them to the great 
majority of their pupils. I do not see how the lower classes are to be provid
ed for, while their proper masters are giving instruction as Professors to the so- 
called collegiate department.

With regard to the financial part of the question I admit the propriety of 
separating the charges noted in para. 11 of the letter from the Board from those 
belonging peculiarly to the University, and I would not object therefore to the 
proposed arrangement on the score of its expense, if it seemed advisable other
wise. But with respect to the proposed increase of Mr. Gordon’s salary, I  
must say I do not understand with reference to what standard the salary of 
rupees 350 per mensem is deemed to be “ very inadequate.” Looking to the 
establishment of the Hindoo college at Calcutta I observe that only one Pro
fessor has a salary of 400 rupees ; two have 300 rupees each ; and one has rupees 
160-10-6. I presume that the time of Mr. Gordon would not be more occu
pied, that he would not be required to do more than he does at present, though 
what he did would be of a different quality. Partaking less of drudgery, it 
would be probably more agreeable to him. If the remuneration of this gen
tleman is raised as proposed to a rate beyond Avhat is necessary to obtain the 
services of a person fully qualified for the duties proposed to be committed to 
him, a bad precedent will be established.
2d February, 1853. [(Signed) D. ELIOTT.

cccliii



Minute by Mr. Tlioma%, Atli February, 1853.

I will only repeat, what I have often state'd before, that I believe with 
the Honorable Mr. Eliott, in whose Minute I entirely concui*, that there ara 
no elements from which Collegihte classes can now be formed, and that it is a 
Fallacy to suppose that a collegiate department can be brought practically 
into existence, whilst, as all acknowledge, the High school itself, is yet to be 
made efficient. I think with Mr. Eliott, that the views of the Council are 
opposed to the orders of the Honorable Court, and that to institute Professor
ships at this date, is a misapprehension of the real wants of this Presidency 
and will retard, rather than advance, the cause of general education.

Februarrj, 1853. (Signed) J. F. THOMAS.
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APPENDIX P. P. P.

A P P E N D IX  Q. Q. Q.
Public Department.

Extract from the Minutes o f  Consultation, dated Wth February, 1853.
Read the following letter from the Secretary to the Madras University,

(Here enter 26th January, 1853.)

1. Under the explanation submitted by the University Board in their 
letter above recorded, the Right Honorable the Governor in Council will no 
longer withhold his sanction to the immediate formation of a collegiate de
partment in the Madras University, in the manner proposed in the Board’s 
letter of the 10th December 1852, omitting till the orders of the Honorable 
Court are received, the 4th Professor for Law and General Jurisprudence ; 
and he is also pleased, for the reasons assigned in paras. 8 and 9 of their com
munication, to accede to the recommendation of the Board for raising the 
salary of Mr. Gordon, the present second Master from 350 to 500 Rupees 
per mensem.

2. With regard to the financial arrangements to which exception was 
taken in para. 2 of the Extract Minutes of Consultation, 7th January last, 
No. 17, the Governor in Council is ready, under the explanation offered, to 
admit the propriety of separating the charges noted in para. 11 of the Board’s 
letter from those belonging peculiarly to the University.

3. Under the circumstances represented in para. 19 of the Board’s letter, 
sanction is granted for disbursing to Mr, Powell the sum of eighty Rupees per 
month on account of house rent, until he shall be provided with accommoda
tion in the new building to be erected for the University or elsewhere.

(True Extract)

(Signed) H. C. MONTGOMERY,
Chief Secretary.

To the Governors o f the Madras University.


